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Communications Received by the Committee Expressing an
Interest in the Trade Act of 1970

STATMENT BY SEN.Toi NOHHIS ('oTTION, BIEFOI-E TilE FINANCE ('oMrrm :E
OF TiE U.S. SENATE

Mr. Chairman, it begins to look as if the only hope of getting any relief for
the imperiled industries in Ibhis country and the jobs of their workers wvi'uhl
be to attach in some form the so-called Mills Bill as an ainendilient to a hill
coining from the Finance Committee, presunmably Social Security.

I feel so strongly that we should take steps to preserve our own industries,
particularly in regard to those countries that iJpose restrictions oil our exports
to them, that I earnestly urge your Coninittee to give tle Senate a chance to
vote on this vital issue by attaching such all amendment.

STATEMENT OF liON. SAM .1. EIRVIN, A 1'.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE 01'
NORTH CAROLINA

Mr. Chairman, 1 appreciate the opportunity to present information to this corn-
mittee as it considers a matter of utmost importance to my state of North (Carolina
and the nation as a whole.

Tile Trade Act of 1970, which has been apl)roved by the house Ways and Means
Conimittee and is now being considered by your committee, has as its Title II
hirovisimns which will clear the way for a solution to) the long-festering textile
import problem.

Your committee has heard expert testimony from the Secretary of Commerce,
the Secretary of Agriculture and others, so I shall not attempt to go into every
facet of this complex problem or the Trade Bill itself. [ would, however, like to
emphasize just a few aspects of the textile import problem and the type of solu-
tion contained in Title II, the textile-apparel-footwear section-of the Trade Act
of 1970.

Imports of textiles and apparel have over the past decade ridden the crest of a
steady build-up until they establish a new record level every year. In 1969A they
amounted to 3.6 billion square yards, more than double what they were in 19G4.
Already this year, they are well on their way to another record level as they are
entering this country at an annual rate of .1 billion square Y yards, that's inarly a
billion square yard increase in one year.

Now, sonie contend that this volume it not really very big: that the U nited
Stats is a huge country. and we should be aide tom albsorlo these ever grlwillg vol-
umes without hurting our domestic textile industry. They claim that imports
amount to something less than 10 percent of tme market, so wve hiPfe 11(i tied to
worry about them.

Thmey overlook the fact this level of imports Is resulting In unemployment and
short shifts throughout the American textile industry, and in simme cases it is
contributing heavily to actual mill closings.

In my own State of North Carolina, alone, 17 mills have been closed down since
January , f 1969. In addition, many mills have been forced to eliminate a shift or
shorten the work week to four or five (lays.

The textile industry is the largest payroll iII my state, as a matter of fact it is
our only billion dollar payroll. We have 1,200 plants employing some 2S5,000 peo-
ple with a payroll of $1.5 billion.

Let ine cite just a few examples of how this "insignificant" level of imports
is penetrating large segments of the Industry.

Ol(, out (of every four yards oif \vo4)leui textiles consumed in this country is

imlprted. llalf of all uien's worsted suiting comes from .Japan. tmiplorted sweat-
ers accounted for 12 percent of the domestic market in 1.0I. ill today tlhat
volume has grown to over 42 percent of that market. Of the men's and boys'
shirt market, better than 38 percent is now Imported.

(545)
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The impact has livln felt hari ticularly iO the knittel textile inarket which is
tile (ustomer forr the many yarn mills located in North Carolina. Since January
of 1 96s, 11 knitting mills have g, ne out of business.

Manly of our yorn comiipa nies are snall and are in no position to finance the
nIachinery ucedeI to shift to anitlher product line when low-wage imports take
a way tihrli clist( aileis. \Vhile tliese companies are small they are. In ninny eases.
ti11, 011ly Oil tM Wic j OL" inilStry ill I t. wvll. Whell they aIre forced to go out of
I ii 41ss "1- 1 .rl1Y (Il I,- ik ii) 1d t ii'm . vel'yolle ill town slifler . tlle Iiallker.
sti 'ce m\liis.' sIllipliecr (Of dyes aiid chelicals and the city alia state governments
wlkich rely on tax revenues from companies and their employees.

Mr. Chairman, in addition to being a great textile state (North Carolina pro-
duces a large volume of agricultural products. I would be the last person in the
world to place our agriculture export market in jeopardy. But there is no reason
under the sun why loassage of this fair and reasonable trade bill wouli endanger
our agricultural export market.

The textile section of the Trade Act of 1970 places heavy emphasis on ne -ti-
ated agreements. Any country which enters into an agreement wit), the U, ed
States to limit its textile exports will not lie subije.t to the statutory limita,,it us
in the bill. Agreements would be voluntary, and liiesuiially acceptable to Ioth
sides. "o o one would Ile aide to seek any comlpensatbin under the rules of the
General Agreement ion Tariff aid Trade.

There is no reason why Japaic. or any other country. would have the right.
or the desire, to (,lit back on her imports from us. We currently supply 83 percent
of J.cllan's soybealls lie(.alse ve are the best and m ost relilde source for soy-
beans in the worll. Japan has no place else to go. Japan buys large amounts of
our tobacco because of its availability and quality. The same is true of our
cotton exports. Japan buys cotton from us because it is available in the proper
qualities, and the United States offers favorable financing terms.

The bill, which I udersta11(d will be considered by this committee. is most
geierois when textile imports are concerned. It would enable exporters to start
with all extremely high base and increase imports in the future. But at the samie
time, it will give our dIomestic producer some indication of what market they can
coi iiete for in the future. It will restore confidence in the future of this great
ilidlistry. anid it will enalde our textile mills to c create new job opportunities in
oIne of our iiost base industries.

STATEMENT BY SENATOR (WOGE 'MC(OVFRN FOR SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,
HEARINGS ON TRADE LEGISLATION, OCTOBER 12, 1970

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to have this opportunity to submit this state-
ment to the Senate Finance Committee on the proposed trade legislation.

Unfortunately the Committee is only able to hold brief hearings at this
time on the trade bill. These hearings may well prove inadequate for a full
and fair presentation of the views of those in the Senate and among the public
who regard this bill as one of the most important that will come before us this
year.

My own statement is not as comprehensive as I would have wanted it to be.
and I hope to speak more extensively on the bill when It comes to the floor of
the Senate.

The dissenting views of the seven members of the House Ways and Means
Committee in the report on this bill reflects my own position. Their joint opin-
Ion is short and accurate and I quote it in Its entirety:

"This Is a bad bill. It should be defeated.
"We feel that this bill Is restrictive, ill-timed, and provincial. It will provide

artificial market controls and increased prices. It is Inflationary.
"It decidedly reflects a lack of confidence in the basic worth of our own com-

petitive system. It would be a backward step for America and for the world."
This bill Is baed on the belief that because somie American exports are now

meeting unjustifiable restrictions abroad and some American workers are suffer-
ing as a result of these barriers, we should lash out against the exports of all
other nations. Faced with a specific threat, this bill would bring down on our
heads the carefully constructed structure of International trade relations that
has been created over the past 36 years.

We have committed such a disastrous mistake once before in this century. In
1930, the Congress enacted the Smoot-Iamley tariff in the mistaken belief
that we could export our economic difficulties to others. This was a typical case
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of "hegga r my neighbor." W\e thought we (0oul(d koep our imports from abroad
while continuing to sell our products abroad.

In the 1930's we met with retaliation. Other countries threw ulp barriers against
our goods and produce. The resulting paralysis of international commerce
wrecked the world economy an( helped bring on the dictatorships that plung4ed us
ilto World Var Hi. Only when Firanklin ii. lHosevell proli sed tMel first (if the
teeoi pro4ca I Trade Acts did we bgtiil t 4 , eti 're I'ro ll I (i .c 1.,tI Il I rade, wn r
tlilt 11,11 'u-c4144l1 l lied the I )eplr'-i' Ill.

in the 1970's we will also meet with retaliation if we pass this bill. .ust this
week, Great Britain has warned us of possible moves against our eXplrts if we
slap new restrictions on theirs. And we know that the European Common Market,
the world's largest trading uil viii take similar action.

The trade bill before this committee Is bad foreign policy anid bad econiouics-a
throwback to the isolationism of the 1920's and 1930's. It says to the rest of the
wvorld that we are determinedd to shift our policy fromn trade iiberqlization to fear
and paralysis, whatever the consequences. Other nations would have a legal right,
under the terms of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, to retaliate
against such protectionism. There is no telling where such a spiral will end. And
the United States would have to bear a heavy responsibility for starting it.

It ill-behooves a Nation, which has offered a helping hand to (eveloping nations,
now to threaten their meager exports. Trade is not a sure-fire substitute for aid.
But it is completely unreasonable to hinder the trade of developing nations at
the same time we are steadily reducing our economic assistance to them.

The bill contains many poorly conceived provisions which woul( do us great
harni. Among them are:

1. A rule which woulh allow quotas to be slapped on imports If they reached a
nuitheinatioally determined level. This would remove flexibility and discretion
from our national policy. It would require protectionism by rellex.

2. The protectionism In the bill would invite retaliation because it would vio-
late GATT rules. And counteraction from abroad would hit some of our most
important farm exports-soybeans, feed grin is and wheat. This bill would be a
disaster for American agriculture. It would cost the American farmer markets
all over the world.

3. It endorses unreasonable oil Import quotas at a time when tie Nation Is
facing a fuel crisis-fuel shortages and rising fuel prices.

4. It provides $600 million in tax advantages for corporations which are already
in the export business. Tie ad(itlonal exports that could be exliected from this
measure would not even equal in value the amount of the tox advantage. And
this provision would do nothing to encourage companies not now exporting to sell
more abroad.

5. It provides special protection for the textile industry. Yet in the past ten
years, tis . dustry's profits have risen fourfold and many new jobs have been
created. Where all unjustifiable increase in imports of textiles can be proven,
we should seek legal compensation through GATT rules, not simply retaliate
blindly.

There are some provisions in the trade bill which should be salvaged. Among
these are :

1. Continued authority for the President to negotiate tariff reductions.
2. Repeal of the American Selling Price system of customs evaluation. The

ASP has represented one of the most archaic, protectionist features of our )res-
ent trade legislation.

3. Relaxation of the rigid requirements for granting adjustment assistance
to American workers and firms threatened by Increased Imports or already
penalized by them. Adjustment assistance, administered through an effective
program and providing prompt relief, Is perhaps the best way we can deal with
shifting world trade patterns. It Is far better than throwing up new barriers
every time a segment of one of our industries Is faced with foreign competition
In the American market.

Undoubtedly some American exports are being treated unfairly by other na-
tions. International rules exist which provide us with methods for taking action
in these situations. In some cases, retaliation may be the only course.

A few foreign exporters are undoubtedly exploiting unfairly their access to
the American market. Increased protection for American production may be
fully justifiable In meeting these imports.

In all our deliberations on trade policy, we should never lose sight of the
Interests of the consumers. Naturally our production deserves fair protection
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and an opportunity to compete in the world. But we cannot forget that tle con-
sumer has the right to expect that we will hielp him obtain the bist goods at
the best price. Some of these will be foreign made, but thlit fact should not, ill
itself, mean that we should deprive the consumer. Lie does not yet speak with
the strength of the special interests, but that is all the more reason why we
should make sure he gets a fair deal.

Nor should we forget that our present trade problems are related to broader
issues. (O)lr imports have shot up llct(h faster tMan mir exports. lie(aiimse Olr
Nation has been gripped by costly inflation. Inflation makes our exports more
expensive in( imports relatively clicaper. And tile greatest pit of our intlatioli
is the result of the war in Indochina. I believe that, by ending our military in-
volvement there, we can put the brakes on inflation. That should be a major
contribution to Improving the outlook for American trade.

Mr. Chairman, I urge this Committee to reject those provisions of the bill
which represent a return to Smoot-Iawley protectionism, while adolting a
trade bill which will continue progressive policies and American trade leadership
in the world.

STATEMENT lY SENATOR EiwADi) . KENNEiY TO SENATE FINANCE ('\IT ri: ON

() IMe O'lrT QuoiuTS

The trade lill passed by the House is a sweeping piece of legislation which will
have imlportanit impact itot only ( the economy of the I'nited States. but on tile
worhl Cecontony as well. It therefore requires the most careful scrutiny by the
Finance committeee .

One aspect of the bill which has not received adequate attention relay tes ti, oil
imports. I strongly oppose tile Hlouse's attempt to freeze into law a (julota systeiil
of oil immrt control. The present (luota System is a national scandal and a mma-
tional disgrace. It confers enormous benefits oil a few oil producers at IlMe ex-
pense of the American consumer and to the detriment of our national seumm'ity.
Tme Senate Finance ('ommittee should not take :iny action which ,unggvsts aIp-
proval of the Ipresent Oil Import lProgram and which forecloses tM Icmseiibiliy of
moving to a tariff system.

A little history is in order. In March, 1li) President Nixon creatdl a Cabinet
Task Force to ,icuduct a comlprehensive review of oil import rest rictions. The
Chairman of tilie Task Force was (eorge Shultz, then Secretary of Labor; its
other nenilbers were the Secrettries of State. Treasury. I)efense,. Interior, and
(olumer.e, and the Director of the (ffi(.e of Emergency Preparedness. The Task
Force received 'ver 10.000 pages of suhubmsisions front all interested parties. in-
cluding every segment of tile oil industry. After miontis of careful study. it is-.,ed
a detailed Report oh tile oil import question.

This Report found that 'The present import control program is not adequately
responsive to present and future security (.clsiderations." It coiiiriied that the
program "has imposed high (c)sts and iefficiency ol consmniers and the ecolnty."
According to the Task Force. the Import Program (costs American consumers at-
most live billion in ligler prices each year and will cc cst them over eig-ht billion
dollars a year by 1980. The burdln is Iarticularly heavy ill those states wli.ll
use large amounts of oil for heating. In my state of MI assachusetts. for exanlce,
the average family of four pays 140 dollars more each year for home eating oil
-1nd gasoline because oif the Import Progran.

The Task Force concluded that tihe quota system should he abandoned ih favor
of a tariff system wlhih permitted freer imports. It slated that am tariff system
was preferalde even to a liberalized quota system because it wvoutl encourage
greater eflicien(.y ill donisti(c markets, lessen the dependence of domestic bu.y'ers
on particular suppdiers. and assure that the bemetit of low co4 ililmlts is fully
realized by the loil i, rather t, i1 iy the ccompallies which rc -ei\ve mjiotoa
allocations.

Although President Nixon has not implemente(1 the Task Force's recommen-
dations, lie has tie power to do so. Thie llouse Ways and Means committee ,
without holding any hearings on tle oil imnlOrt qule4on. voted to strip time
President oif this pow'r. Section 104 of tihe llouse-lassed bill forbids tile 11se of
a tai '" system.

I tit muk it would be unconscionable if tile Senate Finance ('ommittee followed
the Ilous,'vs liad example and barred a tariff system of oil import control. The
Tfask Force's argiunents have never I,(en adeuam tely refuted. People ill the North-
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east and Midwest agree with the Task Force that tile quota system sllh0111 be
laldoned. They are tired o'f paying higher prices so that oil loducers cat)

have greater under-taxed profits. They are tired of seeing Big Oil always get
its own way with the federal govermellntlt.

At the very least. the Finance Comnmittee should hold extensive hearings on
oil import control. I think such hearings would demonstrate that the Task Force
wvas correct, and that the quota system sloullld be alb non(I. They would cer-
tainly demonstrate the folly of l)ermlanently freezing the quota system into law.

STATEMENT ON I ?.S. TIIaiE I.L1t'X. SENATOR (-IIARI.ES II. PERCY. 'TO TIlE SENATE

FINANCE COMMITTEE, MONDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1970

After only two days of hearings, called on short notice, the Senate Finance
Committee will make a momentous decision affecting the country's basic foreign
ecOllmic trade policy.

Accelptance of the House Ways and 'Means-passed trade lll. which is the cen-
tral focus in the Senate hearings, would represent a reversal of over 30 years
of U.S. foreign trade policy. Ever since the 19 30's this country has beein moving
to expand its world trade opportunities. These efforts have expan(led prosperity
throughout the free world, in substantial part due to a freer exchange of goods,
services. anti capital.

For almost 20 years, in both private as well as public life, I have been testify-
ing before the Senate Finance and House Ways and Means committees urging
that we do not sacrifice the long-terin interest of this country for furtive and(
fleeting short-term gains. I testified in the Ways and Means Committee in the
1950s not to impose quotas on cameras and photogral)hic liro(lucts even at a time
When imports had 70% of the still camera market. Quotas were not iml)osed
and events have proved that action correct-faced with competition the American
industry fought back and with developments such as Polaroid cameras, Insta-
matics and others the American camera industry is again in the ascendancy. The
tim san has been adequate to determine whether the positions taken have been
fundamentally sound. Today I stand behind every word of that testimony.

The problems of 'he (leclining trade balance of this country in the past 2 or 3
years can be attributed to intlation-not to any fundamental inability of U.S.
industry to compete in world markets. This year, with inflation being brought
slowly under control, the U.S. balance of trade is beginning to run a heavier
surplus and latest estimates show an approximate $3.5 billion trade surplus for
1970. This is clear proof that America call compete effectively and America is
an economically strong nation.

I urge the Senate Finance Committee to reject legislated quotas as artificial
props for adjustment )roblems certain industries may be experiencing. Tile
President's trade proposals submitted last year-which provide for special assist-
ance to help industries and workers adversely affected by foreign inmports-are
fundamentally less dangerous than legislated quotas.

Quotas imposed by this country would result in swift, sharp and perfectly
legitimate retaliatory actions by other nations. The first U.S. exports that would
be affected would be agricultural exports. This would have serious adverse
effects on farmers as well as the agricultural implement industry. But this would
only begin an endless chain process of restricted and declining international
trade costing tile United States thousands of jobs, a renewal of the inflationary
sp iral of higher prices seriously injuring the American consumer at home, and
strained and disrupted relations abroad.

In order to preserve an economic policy that has served this country so well
for over 30 years, to protect Jobs of American workers, to preserve farm income.
and to bring the benefits of competition to consumers through lower prices, I
urge the Senate Finance Committee to reject legislated quotas and support a
trade policy consistently supported by our last six American Presidents.

TEsTIsMoNY SUBMIT*1El) BY liON. WALTER F. MONDAI-E, A U.S. SENATOit FRoM Tim

STATE OF 'MINNESOTA

Mr. Chairman, I very much regret tIlat tle brevity aln(1 tile sud(denness of the
hearings (lid not allow 111e to appear before your Committee in l>,rson, but I
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welcome this clance to )resent written testimony oH the pending trade leg-
islationi.

I cannot oereiplasize tile far-reaching importance of the legislation which
you are now considering. Whatever trade legisl'tiox is liassed by this Congress
will have a profound impact oil our and the world's trade liolicies for the
coming decade.

It wiLl have a definite impact on the four million or so jobs. as well as the
income, profits, and economic growth which depend upon our enormous and
growing export s, .tor.

This legisl'ttin i will affect our trade surplus, our balance of payments, and
the soundness of the American dollar in international markets.

It will have important foreign policy ramifications, particularly with re-
spect to Japan, the European community. and the less deveJol)ed nations of the
world-whicli, incidentally, stand to suffer the most from American lrotec-
tionism In spite of our professed goal of helping these struggling economies
through expanding their national exporting sectors.

This legislation will set a new pattern for assisting those American industries
which may need and deserve help in the face of economic difficulties and in-
creasing foreign competition-a short-sighted pattern which substitutes arith-
metic formulas and :p preoccupation with quota barriers for a comprehensive
policy designed to realistically help the workers, the industries, and the regions
so affected.

H.R. 18970 and the trade barriers which it would erect will greatly affect the
American consumer, depriving him of the benefits of both the choice and the
savings which can come from imlports-a consequence which will fall not only
on every family, but will al,:o make itself felt in our continuing struggle to
control inflation at home.

And of particular concern to me, coming from a state which sells over $235
million a year worth of agricultural goods abroad, is the threat of this bill to
farm exports, so clearly vulnerable to the inevitable foreign retaliation which
will follow the enactment of a bill in total violation of the accepted rules of
international trade.

I fully recognize that the adjustment assistance provisions of our current
trade legislation have been inadequate-both in legislation and in administra-
tion. I do not for a moment feel that our own workers can be coldly sacrificed
simply to abstractions such as "free trade," "comparative advantage," or "export
expansion" without recognizing the context in which world trade takes place. We
must be concerned with foreign dumping, foreign export subsidies, differences
il. international product and labor standards, the need to preserve our domestic
economic and agricultural policies, and with national security and foreign
policy considerations.

Most of all, of course, we must have a deep and genuine concern for those
workers and businessmen whose livelihoods may be unfairly jeopardized by
foreign competition. No industry whose profits and employment are declining can
be Ignored-regardless of cause. But to seize simply upon quota protection and
trade barriers-to the unquestioned detriment of the worker and businessman
whose livelihood depends upon exports-is shortsighted and unfair to all con-
cerned.

If an American Industry is being injured due to patently unfair foreign com-
petition-a case of dumping, foreign subsidies, unfair labor and product stand-
ards, or the like-steps can and should be taken immediately to protect the in-
dustry and bring about an end to such practices.

If an industry is in the economic doldrums as a result of a general national
or regional economic slump. the industry, the workers, and the area should re-
ceive the same sympathy, attention and assistance as all other businesses and
industries similarly affected to the end of restoring economic health to that
sector or region of our domesticc economy.

If an industry is in difficulty through fundamental structural changes which
make it more difficult for that industry to compete with foreign goods, then
every effort should be made to find new products, markets, and production tech-
niques which can restore the competitiveness of that industry.

We need additional legislation and additional resources to provide this kind
of assistance. Some of this should be trade legislation, and I am hopeful that a
bill can be passed this Congress which will strengthen the adjustment assistance,
the antidumlping, and other sections of our basic trade legislation. But it is
dangerously short-sighted to assume that the problems of any Industry In vig-
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orous competition with Iuports can be solved simply by limiting those imports
and erecting trade barriers aroul the United States economy. I think it is.
in fact, an affront to the incredible productivity and efficiency of our economic
system that we should actually be on the verge of retreating front worldwide
coml)etition into protectionism and economic isolationism.

I do not presume to have the ideal piece of trade legislation before nue. This
is something which I still hole can come out of this Commit tee after exten-
sive hearings and deliberation-in the tradition of the limestone trade leisla-
tion which guided us over most of the past (lecade. Bit I do vant to st'(,ss the
enormous importance of the task you have before you ain(l the irofolmid ia-
pact which any legislation will have upon the trade policies of the netxt decade.
I strongly urge you to find ways of building upon the (lecade just ended. during
which great strides were made in expanding and liberalizing world trade. I
especially urge the Committee not to act precipitously on a lill which nearly
every economist in the country as well as millions of farmers, workers, business.
men. and consumers with a vital stake in expanded tra(le, believe to lbe a bad-
in fact a potentially disastrous-trade bill.

As a direct violation of the General Agreement on Tariffs ain( Trade, this
bill would be a clear invitation to retaliation from foreign countries which, con-
trary to some impressions, still fear the American competitor more tha any
other.

Probably the most direct threat is upon our agricultural exports which last
year totaled $6.6 billion and which accounted for the produce of one in four
American acres under cultivation. My own state, for example, exports more agri-
cultural commodities than all but four other states in the union, and this year
will account for over $235 million in sales and at least 30,000 jobs in agricultural
exports.

Nearly $150 million worth of Minnesota agricultural exports are in the three
commodities which are probably the most vulnerable to foreign retaliation-
wheat, feed grain, and soybeans. It has been estimated that some 40% of our
soybean exports could be lost from European retaliation. If that were so. my -Vn
state could easily loose $12 million in export sales-a disastrous and wholly un-
necessary loss to the agricultural economy of Minnesota.

Again I stress the importance of expanding-not contracting-world trade and
the exporting sectors of our economy. Exports as a whole are worth $.Y1 billion
and 70,000 to my state alone. They are worth $40 million and perhaps four mil-
lion jobs to this nation. It is the farmer, the worker, the businessman and the
consumer who stand to gain through the preservation and expansion of this
trade-and that's most of the people In this country.

We can fully meet our deep obligation to all the industries and all the workers
of this country through a trade policy which continues to advocate a vigorous
expansion of trade. We can make our adjustment assistance and our escape
clause relief more responsive to the needs of those who feel today most threatened
by foreign competition.

But let us not answer to the special demands of the few with a bill which will
turn the clock back on world trade policies to the days of Smoot Hawley or
worse.

I urge the Committee not to adopt II.R. 18970 in its present form. I urge you
to resist the imposition of quotas in violation of GATT. I urge you to respond to
the cries of the consumer and the fuel-hungry Northeast and Midwest and resist
the imposition of mandatory oil import quotas. I urge the Committee to remove
from the bill the provision for the domestic international sales corporations which
Is a tax boondoggle of questionable advantage to either our economy or our bal-
ance of payments and would be an enormous (rain on the U.S. Treasury.

Most of all, I urge you to proceed with great care in this emotionally charged
but profoundly serious matter. I hope the Committee will exercise its responsi-
bility by giving this matter the great attention it deserves and demands. and will
resist the temptation to bring trade legislation to the floor of the Senate before the
questions of its impact on jobs. income, balance of trade, U.S. foreign policy. aind
the future of trade negotiations hae been thoroughly aired and answered to the
satisfaction of every member.

STATEMENT OF' lION. GAYI.ORD NEISON, A 1>.. SENATOR FROM TIlE STA'I E 01'

WISCONSIN

Everyone pays lip service to the concept of free trade. All countries eslr(,lse
its virtues, as do the rIoducers, spellers and buyers of goods, just so long as
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they are beneficiaries of the exchange. When any of them feel threatened or
see the risk of serious damage, they quite naturally oppose unlimited free
trade so far as their interests or those of their country are concerned. There
is nothing wrong with that. It is a perfectly defensible position from the stand-
point of those who are daniagcd. If in fact the concept of free trade were
applied without limitation woild wide, the economic disruptions would be
catastrophic and political support for the concept would evaporate overnight.
That is the very reason that no one advocates the immediate implementa-
tion of the concept of free trade in its purest sense.

The real question is how we can continue to expand and develop a world
wide program of "freer" trade than we now have. That cause will not he
advanced by creating trade isolationists out of large numbers of people vio
have had their industries and jobs quickly wiped out by massive flooding of
markets with foreign Imports.

The objective, it seems to me, is to expand the concept of free trade in an
orderly fasilon that does not dramatically disrupt the economy of a country,
while at the same time, progressing towar(. the ultimate objective of making
all products available world wide from the most efficient producers.

There are some quite obvious circumstances where the domestic producer
is entitled to protection. For example, government subsidized exports, such
as the well known case of dairy products, temporary flooding of the market
by a foreign country or massive invasions of a market which threaten rapid
elimination of a whole industry, or cases where a foreign country establishes
unreasonable artificial barriers.

Some of these matters can and have been worked out by voluntary agree-
ments at the executive level. This method has the virtue of flexibility hilt
frequently does not work because of foreign policy considerations unrelated
to the question of trade.

In my judgment trade respecting several products can be fairly managed
to the mutual benefit of the trading countries by establishing a quota on
a fair base period with flexibility for growth as the market grows and with
limited Presidential authority to modify quotas in the interest of expand-
iII, trade.

The American mink industry is presently facing serious economic difficulties.
in great part due to the absence of a reasonable limit on the importation of mink
pelts.

In 19W), 5,937,000 mink pelts were consumed in the United States. Of these,
2,846.000 or 47.94 percent were imported. In the years 19(3,6 and 1967, the United
States imported over 11 million pelts (while only producing just over 12 million)
which accounted for 54 percent of the domestic mink consuml)tion. In total, from
1960 through 1969, nearly one-half of ill pelts consumed in the United States, or
al)proximately 4t million pelts, were foreign produced.

,The problems of the mink rancher due to inadequate quotas are not new.
Already in 1967, I had pointed out that more than 40 percent , of the nation's
mink ranchers had been forced out of business since 1960. According to Walter
Taylor, a past President of the Emnba 'Mink Ranchers Association, there were
7,200 mink ranches in 1962, compared with 2,600 in 1970.

Thousands of Americans are dependent upon the mink industry for their
livelihood. Yet, in 1970, pelt prices reached disaster levels. 90 percent of the 1969
crop sold as of September 1, at an average gross sales price of $11.14, which is
27.3 percent less than the auction average of $15.33 in 1969, and 42.8 percent less
than the $19.48 average realized in 1966. While these prices have skidded, there
has been no control over the importation of minks.

If the mink industry Is to survive, then realistic and reasonable limits on mink
imports are necessary. The House trade bill does not provide sufficient relief. It
sets the duty-free limit at 4.6 million pelts, which is one million greater than the
quantity of pelts imported in 1969, Rnd two million greater than the Department
of Agriculture's projected figure for 1970. The National Board of Fur Farm
Organizations has estimated that there would have to be a 77 percent increase
in the present rate of imports before American mink ranchers would get any
relief through the quota provision of the House bill.

Legislation that I have previously authored and am recentlyy cosponsoring
would set reasonable limitations on minik Importation. This legislation would
allow foreign mink pelts to continue entering the Uinited States duty free until
the annual total equals 40 percent of the domestic consumption tin our country.
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of their value.

Two further recommendations are appropriate. First, no more than one-third
of the total pelts permitted in duty-free should be admitted in any calan(er
quarter. This requirement is necessary because foreign mink producers often

0lood the American inarket in )ecember. Second, the Committee should seriously
consider retention of the 1952 provision concerning the embargo on pelts directly
competitive to iniik or include such pelts in the mink quota.

The lack of a realistic limit on the importation of footwear has been a nujor
cause of tile current financial problems facing the domestic shoe industry.

In 1969. foreign-made footwear, amounting to approximately 200 million pairs.
tPok over 25 percent of til American niarket. While domestic piro(uction in 1969
had declined by 52.3 million pairs COml)re(d with 1968, imports had increased
bIy 20 million pairs.

Based on the first 8 months of 1970 (where shoe imports increased by 21.3
percent over the same period last year), the Amnerican Footwear Manufacturers
Association has projected a total import of 2:-7,000,000 pairs for 1970, which is I
35,200.C00 increase over the 1969 level of imports. The significance of this increase
call be .e vl when o)11 realizes that, in 1950, domestic production of shoes
amulilted to 522.5 million. while imports amounted only to 6.1 million, or barely
,mle lircent of tile domestic inarket. Ten years ago. imlmrted footwear amounted
mly to 20'.6 million, or under 4 percent of time American market. Even five years

algo. shoe imports of 87.6 million occupied les.s than 14 percent of tile (lomlestic
market.

hMlcailse the shoe industry . is very (lepelndent on labor costs, our American firms
lhave not Iiecen able to compete fairly with foreign footwear firms. They have not
lievi, able to compete fairly because the American firm pays an average of $2.74
an hur. while children, ages 12-14. are putting in a 00-hour work week at foot-
wear l lnts in Taiwan and Hong Kong for as little as 12 cents an hour.

Ti( time for setting reasonable limits on shoe impol Is is at hand. The Senator
front New hlamlpshire, Mr. McIntyre, has offered legislation which I ain co-sln-
soring which would set realistic quotas. This bill would set the years 1917-196.1
as tim I)ase liriod for imports. It would reduce imports from 200 million a year
to alplroxiliately 150 million, or a fair percentage of the domestic market. It is
ttile to achieve a fail- trade balance--it is tile to save the American shoe indus-
try fron being run out of business.

A third major industry that is being adversely affected by current import
quotas is the dairy industry. Increasing dairy imports is one of the major
factors contributing to the counting pressure that is forcing farmers to leave
dairying to seek a better return on their investment of cal)ital and labor In other
lhases of farming and business.

Farmers have been told that if they seek better balance between supply and
delnand, the result will be Improved prices. Yet, over the past five years, the numn-
h er of dairy cows has dropped from 17.6 million to 13.8 million. During the
same period, dairy farmers reduced milk production by 11 billion pounds, from
127 billion in 19M4, to an estimated 116 billion in 199. During that saqme period
4if thiu. imports of dairy products, heavily subsidized by foreign governments,
increased by more than 6 billion pounds. This increase, along with inlated pro-
duction costs, has wiped out any real price improvement for dairy farmers.

The answer that best suits the needs of the American dairy farmer would be
the ,.stailishment of an overall quota for the total of all dairy Imports based oil
the average Imports In 1961-65, before massive dairy Imports began. Only im-
huort quotas covering the whole range of dairy products will afford relief to
tim doestic dairy farmer.

The actions that I have suggested are not simply protectionist. Several domestle
industries are faced with critical problems which in part can be relieved through
the enactment of reasonable limitations on certain imported commodities. Ilole-
fully, trade legislation that comes to the floor will contain the provision that
the restrictions In the bill will be superseded by any voluntary agreements that
may be negotiated. While there must be increased efforts towards expansion of in-
termiational trade and the dismantling of barriers to free trade, there must also
tie increased efforts to set fair trade levels to relieve those domestic Industries
which are suffering ecolmolllic hardship due to the current unfair trade situation.
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(ON(;RESS OF TIlE 1UNITEID STATES,
.JOINT I'CONO.MIC COMMITTEE.

lI'uislinfgio, D.C., October I',. 197M
lion. R1sSSELL. B. LONG,
('itirnim . Fill(m('c Co ijittcc.
V.,S. sclft{',

I)r:.Xn Mi. CnIIM.\: This letter is in reference to II.R. 18970, the trade anleld-
lueit legislation now before the house. Speeilically, I would like to call your atten-
tionl to section 3-13 of tile bill, relating to the rates of diles on mink furskins and
the repeal of the embargo on certain furs.

I do t think any (if us would disagree that this nation's ninik industry is in
serious dallger of virtual extinction. Tie number of niik ranches in the United
States has declined from 7,200 in 1962 to 2,600 at the bIeginning of the present

FIurthermore, mink pelt prices have sharply decreased ill recent years. In 1966,
the mink pelt auction- price averaged S19.48. By 1969. this price had decreased to
S15.33. And, as of September 1 of this year, the price had declined to $11.11 per
pelt-a 42.614 decrease since 1966.

According to the llouse Ways and 'Means Committee report on 11.11. 1,8970, the
1970 trade bill "is designed to assist domestic producers in their efforts to rebuii
the market for mink." In light of this stated intention, I would like to offer the
three following recomnldations for your consideration as your committee con-
tinues its deliberations on this bill. All three suggestions, I should add, would
clearly hell) the miink industry get back on its feet.

First, the present language of the bill places a limitation oin the imnIportation
of free entry mink at 4.C".000 pelts. I believe this limit is too high. riie Depart-
itleat of Agriculture has estimated tlt imports for 1970 will total 2.6 million
pelts. There would have to be a 77% iicreae in the present rate of imports for
the American mink rancher to obtain any relief through this quota provision.

I strongly urge the committee, therefore, to reduce this quota limitation to
3.6 million furs. A limitation of tlhis size would preclude another ilport invasion
of the magnitude of recent years.

Second, I urge the committee to add the provision that not more than oue-
third of the permissible 3.6 million pelts be admitted during any on(, calendar
quarter. Die to a northern location, the mink's winter coat is growvil. earlier
ill the Scandanavian countries tlman in the United States. peimuitting thelml to
pelt earlier. The Seandlanavians have used this geographic advantage to lIollu
the market with unlimited sales in December Iefore the Amierican plodlcers
can get their pelts on tile market. This practice would be substailally .on-
trolled if this provision was included in the trade bill.

Finally, I urge tire committee to delete from the bill the repeal of the enmiirgo
against seven furs from the Soviet Union and the People's Itepilulie of Chill.
This repeal will substantially increase competition against the 1inhk industry
and will hurt the market for mink pelts. For instance, the Kolinsky fur, whi,.h
is directly competitive with mink, will once again enter the American market.
Ilniports of Kolinsky in 1919 and 1950, the last two full years before the present
embargo went into effect, averaged 899,000 pelts. This average would be allos0t
e(livalent to an cqual anmunt of low grade nlinik pelts.

I am convinced that the three proposals that I have offered in this letter
would result in achieving the aim set forth in the House report on tile 1970
trade bill, namely to assist domestic mink producers in their efforts to reluild
their markets. Oiy one of the proposal-, that I have made will change the
current picture-niamely the limitation of ilmports to 1.2 imlilion pelts ill ally oe
calendar quarter.

I hope that your committee will be able to give my proposals the deepest con-
sideration before the trade ill comes to the Senate floor.

Sincerely,
WILLIAM PROXMIRE.

STATEMFNT iiY KENNETHi . CURTIs. GOVERNOR OF MAINE

Much confusion ha arisen in recent weeks surrounding the proposed trade
legislation now leli(ling before Congress. I want to make clear that I feel that
tie interests of Maine. amd New lngltand would h(- best served by lorislhtion con-
filled to assistance to those branches of the shoe and(( textile industries which
have been hard hit by foreign competition. To further eXpand the quota bill



wituld turn it from necessary lirotection to an inflmi4mary gral. hag w'licli aight
touh11 iift a world trade Nvar.
Tho need for protection for shoes and textiles is clear and thIerefore. altilntj

41111 t 11 il iill teiii:l fitiiil ti'id' Iot llyiill it'l ill h ides irsle h a lid iltlatitll a y l(ll-
sumel' price rises, I feel that in this ijistanlce. they represtn1t tit- oly3 leleisle
we have against the unfair trade Ipactievs of s(me forvignt natiojis.

Mai, is tie nation's third largest shoe lrotlucing state. We protluce Io pereetui
of the nation's shoes. The industry provides 25.,000 badly needed jobs for Maim'
wNage earners and the State's present ecoloily is such tlit we cannot afforti aly
further decline. Furthermore, we cannot ignore the situation in the rest of New
Enghland where 12 plants have closed with a loss of 2,100 jobs.

It has been alleged that by opposing oil quotas while sporting qotla. for
shoes and textiles, we in New England are trying to have it both ways. lin fact, till'
reverse is true. What we are doing is pointing out that the oil proclueinig a was0
currently have it both ways while Maine gets hurt both ways 1y curreit Federnl
trale policy. We pay higher oil prices to protect the jobs of workers in the South-
vest, llt( we get n4o protection for Our workers lhere in Maie. Fuirtlhilore. wV

lire confronted by the strong possibility of a serious oil shortage. Wells in Texas
and Louisinma are operat ing at full capacity and so are all '.S. retineries. rices
are inreasing Tlisi('ally. T1i is n t tlt' tini to) talk of liriller tll imlort
rest riction..

The following points of compai'ison ilicate how "Itbsld it is for Congress to
consider applying this inllationary lrotectionism to the highly protitaloe (oil ill-
dustry as if it were suffering vith the salle bur'1-dells as shoes all textiles.

1. Although thousands of shot and textile illllfileti t tiring jolls are beilg lo.t
annually to foreign competition , oil retiring jobs ire lit in jeopaly. The l'resi-
dent's 'frisk Force oil oil import tolitrols hts lro'ved voniclllsively that colversitill
to a less costly tariff system would have little adverse effects On oil industry
enp)loynent. Testimony 113l' Professor llellry Steele before Senator IlTart's ,liI1i-
(iary Subconmmittee in 1968 iiflicated that the price (of c-rude oil could fall by 2' f2
(ents per gallon w\ith little or no effect on domestic elillloyillent.

In ally ('ase. the fil industry is capital intensive, iot labor intensive. so the
effect oin jobs would necessarily be less front a eltige in tie iidustry's- capitlil
situation. By vay' of ilhstration, flt' oil industry 'ank-s first in the ,nation iit
sales per employee ($S2,555) while textiles show $20,195 in sales per viii-
liltt3Ne'' and alli t'i't'l ( iicludilg sl s) $15.711. Ili rough ligres., t herefore. it ta k s
illort, 1halt four tilne. as il'llich ftItilii 1 swtiti ll ft disloge olne oil 'illilhoyve
as tie Aloe or" textile eliployee, and1l, for tilt' oil ildistry. tlm t foreignl co'll t itioll
is aretlr y rule out.

2. The shoe antd textile industries are facing.L Cull ititini flroiui iuatitiis whiCh
have refused to eiter into ilnterilatiolnlal agreetll'lit. v8 to exports. to tit 1'ilited(
St tes. lit'. fitse ' flit' pl'tesent oil ilinlti't lilt gi'.ll i lie fil il il tr'3" is ;tIL't'idy
sheltered from mealningfull totlili{'tition.
:3. The oil industry :stlo Iettits from south l ,'ilul lil'ihees 1fl, thle def44i1l

allowance and foreign tax credits. The shot' and textile intldltries get 114) siil a r
sultsities froi American taxpayers.

In short, by t'yllilly seekilig to itle liggybatck (oil the trould,.s of trnily
llarlpressed industries, fit' oil industry has begun to turni I l'gitiniate orderly
t r;da 1ill imt 1 1i alitict illulnier ii inl tioiillii'y disaster. I woliId lt1 lit' llIt tlt'
Sellate would remove t his unwarrauitel special favor lefor' tlher industrlit s
vith similar demalinds ('llamer altroad aid sink I measrillt which ctltl Ii' t ihe

necessai'y and deserved relief to tilt silte alilmi textile ilitlst iit's.

STATEMENT OF POSITION OF TIlE INTEt.NATIONA, TRADE ('Bt eOr ('illt.Go
SUBMITTED IY -MANI'EL J. COREA, PRESIDENT

The International Trade Club of Chicago ('omprises Over 700
executives, representing sonie 600 firms with international lisiiiess
interests. The comnlinies which these executives represent are en-
gaged in all of the major fields of international tratle aitl invest-
mnent, Including manufacturers, exporters and importer., trlliSpor-
tation companies and firms hrovidig various s-ervlices to compallies
engaged in international trade nd investment.

Because of the protectionist aspects of 11.R. 18970, the International Tratl'h
Club of Chicago Is strongly opposed to this bill. If passed, it could lead to a trade
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war. History has shown that all parties lose in such instances, and that once
started they, like all wars, are difficult to stop.

I.It. 1S970 is a reversal of long-standing U.S. policy. We urge instead the
develo-inent of a bill which reinforces the non-dlscrlminatlng multilateral trad-
ing system for which the U.S. has worked so hard in the past.

Tile spe.ilie measures which we are against are:
1. The trigger clause, a mechanical formula calling on the President to

imlmse quotas, duties or other import restrictions to protect any American
product injured by foreign competition.

2. Mandatory quotas such as those oir textiles and shoes, and tariff rate
qutas such as those (Oil Illink and glychie. Quotas are tile worst form of pro-
tetilmnism. and we urge t heir elimination from this bill.

Thie issues involved in making the oil import program a legislative enactnient
are c uplex. but Ave express our concern that such restrictions are contrary to
the free t rade policy which we generally support.

There are many good aspects of 11.11. 18970. They include
1. Tile )ouestie International Sales Corporation (DISC). an innovative
-1i,,1l)t to spur expN'rts through the deferral of taxes on export income.

2. presidential authority to adjust tariffs by 20% or 2 percentage points
mnder the final Kenne(ly Hond rates. This "housekeeping" clause is neces-
sar y to enable tile lAdministration to make minor conpetnsating adjustments
for U.S. tariff increases which result from legislative or other action.

3. lt('-', , of the American Selling Price as a niethod of valuation for
certaill .','lni(.al ilnlirts winlhl hel) remove one of the last vestiges of American
prl'!ee.tildIll.i.

-1. 'i'l speenliIg u) of ;1( tion iti (lnIliIg cases eand the ability to impose counter-
vailing dlties on sulsidize(1 imports are useful improvements.

'rhese a'l(-ts of tile hill are positive measures which will be helpful in expand-
iug our international trade, while provirling adequate provision for the redress
of hitimate import injuries.

lBit they are minor it comnpair:on to the quota lpiovisiolns. These are not only
restri(live il slbstance. lont (.ol(1 signal the start of lroteetioni.-im through, ut
the world.

On balance, the International Trade Club of Chicago is strongly opposed to
Ilt. 18970. We urge that a substitute bill be developed which contains tile posi-
tive aspects of II.R. 18970. It should also Include new measures to increase U.S.
exports, a much more positive approach to our International trade needs than
restricting imports from other countries.

STATEMENT OF D). N. R. DANIEIAN, PRESIDENT, INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC POLICY
ASSOCIATION, TO TIE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE, ON II.R. 18970 (TRADE ACT
or 1970)

I.R. 18970 falls to articulate a broad, forward-looking trade policy for the
1970s. The necessities of the coming decade call for the formulation of a trade
policy which will expand world trade on a reciprocal basis. Tils bill is recessive
in that it provides for retrenchment, rather than giving the President the power
to expand the markets for American products. It is also inconsistent. It approves
GATT, for instance, while setting quotas on imports. It approves ASP without
specifying conditions which might give us equivalent advantages In other mar-
kets: for instance, by dismantling nontariff barriers against our agricultural
exports.

The problem facing fie United States is not that we are importing too much.
It Is that we are not exporting enough. The reason is that whenever we are
really competitive in the pricing of air export product, some impediment or other
is raised against us; for example, in agriculture, where we can outsell any other
producer In the world. Tills Is important because agricultural exports account
for between 15 percent and 20 percent of our total exports, and give us our
trade surplus with continental Western Europe. Yet there I nothing In this bill
that will dismantle any existing barrier to our agricultural exports. There is
nothing in this bill that gives tire President the power to negotiate a standstill
agreement on threatened taxes on seed oil and cake, or a limitation on grain
prices In the EEC, or a limit on variable levies applicable to grains. There is
nothing In this bill that will give the President the power to eliminate partial
quotas oni aluminum exports, a very unsatisfactory deal made during the Ken-
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nedy Round. There is nothing in this bill to engage in amicable bilateral negotia-
tions with our friends in Japan for mutual reduction of barriers to trade and
investment except the threat of imposhig quotas, which is, by all accounts, one
of the least desirable means of limiting imports.

Frankly, the only thing in the bill of any value to expand our export markets
is the DISC proposal. Even this must be supplemented with a provision to
give incentives by tax concessions on export of services such as income derived
fro n encouraging travel and tourism to the United States.

I kito the hour is late, and the opportunities to redefine loii,-raiige trade
policy in this session of Congress are very small. But, If the Congress i.z iii-
pelled to enact a trade bill this year, I suggest the following changes:

Eliminate all quota provisions, but in their place give the President the power
to enter into bilateral negotiations with other nations, tradinilg blocs and free
trade associations to achieve reciprocity under penalty of withdrawiii most-
favored-nation treatment in our markets where a fair and reasonable degree
of reciprocity and national treatment is not achieved. This may lie tme by
almen(liIg section 211. expanding the numlier of ttioms, trading blocs. commni
Imiarkets and free trade areas with which the President may enter itt bilateral
I rde agreements; anld amending also section 251 of the Trade Expatisiozi Act.
making the granting of most-favored-nation treatment (olidit ioned on the
achievemeit of reciprocity and n tio.ial treatment.

I suggest amendment of Chapter 4. section 331, repealhig the American Selling
Price system of evaluation, by adding a proviso to Paragraplh S on Iline
"'Provided that such concessions granted with respect to the produts of tiet
Ignited States shall include a zero binding omi V.S. exports of vegetalile oils,
oil seed and cake."

I would suggest an amendment of Chapter 3, which authorizes the appropria-
tion of the U.S. share of expenses of GATT for the first time. to the effect that
such authorization Is conditional omi revision of Article XNV to treat both
direct and Indirect taxes alike In the definition of subsidies: and that Article
XXIV be redefined to limit the expansion of trading blocks, common markets amid
free trade areas, expecting less developed countries, unless specific e(lQeiisiat(ory
tariff adjustments are made to nonmember countries.

We support Title 4 creating a Domestic International Sales Corporation.
This title provides that taxes on income generated( abroad from exports may
lie deferred if used In qualified export assets. If the )ISC, as well as the use
mriade of deferred taxes, remains qualified over a long period of time this would
be of some benefit in encouraging invstinent ill export oriented activities. This,
iI by no mecos a windfall to business since lie tax liability will remaill on
tile books contingent upon disqualitication of )IS(C or tile export related uses
of the deferred taxes.

Woe would have preferred a straight tax re(luction oi export generated it-
come such as Is in effect in the case of Westeri llnisphere Trade Corlporationis.
However, it was apparently decided that Article XVI of GATT preluied a
straight tax reduction for fear of its being consideredd a subsidy on exports
prohibited by that Article. This Is one instance where time double standards
applied to income and value added taxes It1hihited the I'.S. government from
making a straightforward concession to industry to encourage export., as is
done by many other countries through rebates of value added taxes.

It is a mistake, however, to confine tax miceuitives only to the export oif goods.
The United States is also a very substantial exporter of services and '(we receive
aummally M8 to $9 billion of foreign exehnge earnings from this source. Tourism
and travel alone account for $2 billion of this. It is pertinent to note that (ATT
provisions: do not apply to services: therefore nothing in international comivem-
SImis prohibits the U'.S. government from giving tax concessions in this area. We
are in just as severe competition in the sale of services around tile world as Ill
tile export of goods. Our objective should be to maximize foreign exchange
earnings, and a dollar earned from the export of services is just as good for this
purpose as a dollar earned from the export of goods.

Admittedly, this area is quite complex as it involves a variety of activities
includhig banking, Insuran(e, engineering services, industrial property rights.
travel and tourism. The most pronmislig area, in my view, where we can take a
profitable initiative is in encouraging travel and tourism to the United States.
As a tourist atraction the United States is unique. One cannot enjoy this ally-
where else but here. Whereas one can buy competitive services and products from
a variety of sources, tourism ill the United States is a unique monopoly of this
country.
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T'l'orisni is Colsildered oNie of tie most important and growing industries in
the world and every ('o1litry is fighting for tile tourist dollar ; some by nivols of
tax co.essions to tile tourism sector. The one factor that inhibits foreigners
fro~m visiting tie iUnited States is cost. We should, therefore, do everything p s-
Silde to assist the tourist and travel industry to organize "visit U.S.A. parties"
ait r'easonleh eost.

Otne way of achieving this would be to give tax concessions oil foreign exchange
earned by those industries which organize, transport and house a growing num-
ber of international visitors to our shores. It is estimated that a visitor to the
Uniited States slJIIdg ol 1111 average of almost S500. Tel pern('et of this goes for
taxes to local, state and federal governments. We sh1oull(1 Ie able to forgive that
in order to obtain the otiler 90 percent of foreign exchange earnings. If we can
double the number of visitors to the United States we will go a long way to4
eliminating one large portion of our balance of payments deficits.

Finally, I would like to urge that the Congress take this opportunity to create
a Council oil Interlutinl E('oniomic lPolicy, to advise tlle President and (Comgress
(o all aspects of U.S. international trade and financial relations which are closely
interrelated. This tComlcil would develop programs and strategies for aclieving
ecoiIImiljc objectives in the external relationshilps of tile Unite(d States. It w(JldI(]
mve liinal responsibility, subject to the approval of the President, in delinilig

the content of the negotiating posture with other nations and trading blocs.
The department of State. of course, would still carry on negotiations within tle
guidelines irtd programs defined by the Council and as approved b:o. the President.

At no timo has the necessity for such a Council been more obvious than to-
day ini Conlection with the current controversy on trade and financial policy.
The ('overnnent, the Congress and the country are divided into factions vhici
has made it ditticult to develop a cohesive program in the interest of the tinan-
cial stability of this country and the economic progress of the world. Some
consideration is apparently Ieing given to this proposal, since the Presidlnt's
recent inessage on foreign aid refers to tie concept of a nev coordinatiig
body.

The inconsisteiicies of national policy in tle international fiehl are most read-
ily illustrated by reference to the recent announcement that foreign aid grants
and loans will be untied from the requirement that they be spent for domesti.
procurement. At a1 time when we are restricting the right of industry to invest
abroad in order to earn money for the United States, [ie Executive has an-
nlounced that foreign aid loans and grants, usually at and for long periods of
time, will be untied causing as much daniage to our balance of plynieuts as
abolition of OFI) controls. This is being done even though it is in violation of
the intent of section 6O1 (if the Foreign Assistance Act. Again, while there Is
so Mu1 Ii controversy with respect to tariffs, quotas, nontariff barriers, the fi-
iianifI arm of our government seenis to encourage revaluation of other cur-
rencies in relation to the dollar, which in effect means a devaluation of the
dollar anli Is equivalent to in across-the-board increase in the cost of imported
products, just like a flat rate tariff increase in all products froi the countries
involved.

A third example: While we try to restrain by quotas the import of products
which are indigenous to less developed countries, sueh as textiles, beef, etc.,
we keep holding out hole that we will give those countries preferential tariff
treatment in our markets !

We now have a Domestic Affairs Council. an Environmental Council, a Coun-
cii of Ecolionie Advisors and a National Security Council, but in the one area
which is next only to military security in importance, namely the international
e((ollomlie and financial strength of the Unite(d Staes, we have no central ma-
chinery for analysis of the issues, (lehlitioli of objectives and establishment of
long-range guidelines to international economic policy.

The llitCd States siill~ly ieeds an instrumentality that call outline a coni-
sistent economic policy designed to maintain tle strength of the United States,
blit at the salle time encourage economic development and trade expansion oi
a 'evilvrocal Niasis throughout the world.
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0i'x'OSiHION TO THE ADIlNlsTIITION's I )OM.%EST(' INTFt NATIONAL, SAF.s ('ourIO-
RATION I'ROPOSL-ST.TEMENT OF ALAN S('CHENK, l'ROF5ssOI OF L.W

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: I wish to express my aplreci-
ation for this oplportunity to subnit so1e (if in' views omi the Admnlinistration'.,;
prolpsed l)oniestie International Sales Corporation (I)ISC). I am suliiittinlg
these Views il lily own behalf as aii individual private citizen coicerned about
the United States tax structure.

I. The extraordinary tchnieal comple.rity~ of DI:(' will cau.e afmilistratir'e
iih tiarcs.-Sllarts F anl( G, enacted in l t2, included sonic of tile ino st

diflicult administrative problems in recent years. Simie of these provisims .1lppei
simple compared with the implicit complexities in I)ISC. 1)1SC limi'itations and
(llmalification provisions may appear routine upon surface analysis, but the pmro-
posal's munerous subjective tests for qualification combined with the proldems
inherent iin the termination of the Export I'rade Corporation benefits and tile
availability of tax-deferred repatriation of Export Trade Corporation profits too a
DISC vill cause administrative nightmares to tie Treasury anl compliance
problems to affected taxpayers.

The DISC proposal's length and comlexity point up tile Treasury's concern
alout possible abuses with this tax deferral option. In addition, tile legisla-
tion proposed 1is interrelated with other provisions in the Internal Revenue
Code. These ramifications do not al)per to have received suflicient Treasury
coll sidera t ioln.

I. DISC will grmn tax windfalls without any asiSUraOcc that cxporlt, will
inercaic.-The DIS(' proposal grants tax deferral of qualified export prilits.
While this "deferral" may avoid the prohibition against direct "subsidy" in
the General Agreement oi Tariffs and Trade ((GATT), the move effective DIS('
is ini promoting increased exports, the greater the likelihood that affected nations
will take retaliatory action to negate the DISC deferral benefit. Presently, the
United States is reviewing the possible imposition of countervailing duties on
some Japanese imports because these products are being sold for export at prices
lower than those charged for the same l)roduets in the domestic Japanese market.
It seems curious that, at the same time, the Treasury is proposing DIS(. DISC
may result in exporters selling products at prices below those charged in the
Amieri(an market. The United States may, thus, lIe inviting the use of coumiter-
vailing duties or similar retaliatory action against American exporters by tihe
affected nations.

Agricultural exporters are not free to use the )ISC tax benefits to reduce
prices on their products and thereby expand such export trade. tn 'er (GATT.
if a member nation aids agricultural exports inl such a way that it results ill
that nation obtaning a larger share of the world market in a primary product.
the affected nations may take retaliatory action.

The present wording of the I)ISC proposall permits. companies presently en-
gaged in export trade to obtain DISC tax deferreal in the first year even though
it (oes not increase Its export one dollarr.

Il1. DISC will predominantly benefit "big buincsi,."-T-To obtain tle DIS(' tax
Ieneits, an exporter must organize a separate corlioration and satisfy the statu-
tory qualifications. Tihe expected tax benefit must exceed the anti(iipated legal,
accounting and other costs attached to the organization and operatiin of oin
additional corporation. Tie highly complex set of tax rules with numerous sub-
jective tests will necessitate the hiring of sophisticated tax advisors. This will
increase the cost to obtain a mere tax deferral.

Time intercompany pricing riles incorporated in the I)ISC proposal discrimni-
iat(e ini favor of imitegrate(-miaillfactuirers and against small pro(Iucers.

The )DISC restrictions emplihasize the desire to benefit only a limited group (of
exporters, mnot all companies engaged iin exlrt trade. )IS( provides no benelit to
(xlp'ters unless they organize m separate qjualifying corlporatiom. If tie ,x-
lmirter "breaks even" oir loses on export sales,, no )IS(' tax benefit results. Thus.
the I)ISC benefits large. profitable export con1llies.

iV. The DIS' tax bu fits could hc iiujritcd bl taxi) ltllrS inl foreign comiotri,.-8
Thie l)ISC rules on intercompany pricing and profit alhocati m among related
('omintoiis apply for United States tax l)urlnises, but there is no assimranmce tHint
foreign coulitries will ccept these rules ill determirmimug their tax reveue. 'l'lhus,
sales by I)ISC's to related foreign (orloorations may ibe subject to pricing and
li dit reallocations by foreign countries. These rvaolhvations c(ldi increase e lie
tax liability oi sales mm1 ii(0.d aud thereby reduce the I)IS(' iloact ill affecti ig
export t 'ade.
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1". Present competitive disadvantage to American Ceporters not cured by
II.'C.-GATT and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) are the interim-
tional institutions which restrict a member nation's freedom to unilaterally alter
international trade. Presently, GATT permits member nations to rebate indirect
taxes, but not direct taxes, on export. This border tax adjustment procedure
has enabled Common Market countries to rebate their ten to twenty percent
sales taxes (value-added tax) on exports while the United States rebates only
a nominal excise tax in limited situations. The DISC proposal grants only tax
deferral on export profits, not the complete tax rebates available to most (of our
competitors. Rather than granting deferral benefits to a limited number of
American exporters, the United States shoul exert its influence In order to ob-
tain changes in the GATT rules. In the alternative, the United States should
consi(ler the use of a border tax adjustment procedure which Is not tied to
dolnestic tax policy.

I'I. A direct approach is necdcd to solve lhe U8. balance of payinicit-R prob-
h'Irs.-In the final analysis, the long-term balance of trade position of the
United States will depend upon American know-how, the competitiveness of
American products in the international commerce, and more flexible and
e(uitable provisions with respect to border tax adjustments. top-gap measures
such as the proposed DISC may, even if successful, only alleviate the payments
imbalance in the short-run. The elimination of this deferral privilege in t1c.
future could then have a very serious impact oi the U.S. balance of trade.

Each additional piece of legislation designed to unilaterally affect the U. S.
balance of payments position places the value of the U.S. dollar in question.
The proposed DISC is too limited In scope and too inflexible to accommodate
for changing conditions with respect to the balance of trade and the U.S. bal-
ance of payments position. Chronic disequilibrium in the balance of payments
requires a thoughtful overall study of the entire area. The current Treasury
review of U.S. tax jurisdiction In the foreign area may produce broad tax re-
form proposals. These recommendations may be limited If Congress now enacts
legislation which, in effect, further contracts United States tax jurisdiction.

STATEMENT OF J. F. FARRINOTON, ON BEHALF OF NATIONAL ASSOCrATION OF

SCISSORS A N-D SEARS MANUFACTURERS

SUM MARY

Mr. Farrington's statement on behalf of the National Association of Scissors
and Shears Manufacturers is in support of :

An amendment to the proposed Trade Act of 1970 to continue the provisions
of Section 225(b) of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962.

The proposed amendment to the Trade Act of 1970 would reserve from tariff
negotiations scissors and shears valued over $1.75 per dozen. Imports of these
scissors and shears in 1967 were 29% higher than domestic shipments.

To support these recommendations, Mr. Farrington outlines econioic (.oJdt-
tions in the domestic scissors and shears industry as follows:

1. Number of domestic firms manufacturing scissors and shears has de-
clined from 50 to 9 since the end of World War II ;

2. Shipments of the domestic Industry dropped 50 percent from 1918 to
1967 ;

3. Imports of scissors and shears have increased from 150,372 pairs in
1949 to 20,025,091 pairs In 1969 ;

4. Imports of sewing and manicure sets have Increased from $2.. million
In 1964 to $3.7 million in 1969;

5. Imports of electric scissors have increased from $92,997 in 1964 to
$2,697,521 in 1969:

6. During the most recent six-year period imports of scissors and shears
valued over $1.75 per dozen have increased 187 percent ;

7. Wholsale value of imports in 1967 was equal to 75 percent of domestic
shipments;

8. Imports are equal to more than 1,500 full-time Jobs;
9. Tariff Commission found threat of serious injury to Industry producing

scissors and shears valued over $4.80 per dozen in 1954 and that economic
condition had not improved in 1964.
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3lr. Chairman, and members of the Comiuttee on Finance, my name is J. I'.
Farrington. I am Vice President of the Acne Shear Company, located in Bridge-
port, Connecticut. I appear here today as President of the National Association
of Scissors and Shears Manufacturers (formerly known as Shears, Scissors and
Manicure Imiplenent Manufacturers Association), the only national trade asso-
clation of domestic manufacturers of scissors and shears.

The present condlitionl of the United States shears and scissors industry is a
classic example of what happens to an important domestic industry and its
employes when sacrificed by the government in trade negotiations. As a result
of the United States trade policy our Industry has been almost completely anni-
hilated by low cost imports.

This is the first time I have appeared before this committee. However, during
the past 20 years representatives of our association have appealed before this
committee and other Congressional committees, the Tariff Commission al
committees of the executive department to present our views on the impact of
imported scissors andi shears on our industry. In fact, representatives of our
industry appeared before this committee it 1929 in connection with the legis-
lation that became the Tariff Act of 1930. We have never requested or even
suggested that a complete embargo be placed oJi the Imports of scissors :11(]
shears. All th.t we have asked for aiml desire is a fair competitive opportunity,
not an advantage. This is all we are asking for.

Before discussing our1 request for an amendment we propose for the "Trade
Act of 1970", I will give some background Informlation omi our, proiluct, our usso-
clatiomi, our industry and the Iml)acts of imports.

TIlE PRODUCT

Scissors and shears are manufactured in the United States in over 150 sizes
and shapes for various cutting purposes.

Many scissors and shears have nales that indicate the purpose for which they
are designed, i.e., blueprint or paper hangers' shears, leather or belt shears,
tailors' shears, sailimkers' shears, barber shears, sewing scissors, embroidery
scissors, rubber shears and electricians' shears.

One of three manufacturing processes is used in producing scissors and shears.
The higher priced scissors and shears are produced by the hot forge process or
casting process and the lower priced by the cold forging process.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SCISSORS AND SIIEARS MANUFACTURERS

'The National Association of Scissors and Shears Manufactu'ers is the only
natiolmlA trade association of domestic manufacturers of sclssois and shears.
Tile Association's membership is composed of six United States ilianullfactu rilg
firms producing approximately 80 percent of the scissors and shears mialiu-
factured i the United States.

DOMESTIC INDUSTRY

The domestic scissor and shear industry should not be comifused vith the (at-
hry and ilatware Industry, which is a large, auto lted industry. Thi United
States scissor and shear industry is a small ilihistry ili number of establish-
Illelits, eilmployees alld value of products.
There are nine firms I time United States known to le lprollucing scissors a nd

shears. These firms have plants located il Arkansas, ('onne.cticut, Florida, Massa-
ctuetts, New HIampshire. New Jersey and Ohio.
Ili addition to tie lIlle tiIllis know to be producing scissors aind shea rs there

may lie several sizall firms that have equipment mid "ad'kllov-|ioyv" to prom'uce
,(,isso's ii(d shears. These nma rginal producers operate their plants vhenm they cal
obtain orders amid would have oly (pil 1' two employees. It would be ditlicult to
justify these lirmils from t economic stanlld)oint Ill the present market. The own-
ers are hanging onl to their equlipmenlt with tile hope that adequate Imiort on-
trots w\ill be placed oni scissors anld shears so that they will again have all oimor-
tunily to produce nld -sell s(is5,ors and shears.

Before the import duty on scissors and she ls was reduced In 195(0 and 1951
there were approximately ,50 firms mnanufacturing selssors and shears In the
United States. The majority of these firms manufactured scissors and shears ex-
clusively. Since the duty reductions in 1950 and 1951 there has been a steady de-
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tlrimi'atill of tile, domestic industry. Each year ile numlier of hlnls illllfactitur-
ing scissors and shears ias de(ilile(d. "Since the 195(0 luty redlction ll n ew firm
has hIeen esltldlished to lproduce s,.is.ors and sli ars in ilihe United States.

TARIFF

Scissors and shears now classified in TSIS Itenis 610.87, 650.8), and (50.11
were classified ill Plaralgralih 357 (f the Tariff Act of 1930, wvlien it was eacted onl
.Jine 17, 1930, and the scissors and shears in fitted cases classilied in TSU'S Items
651.11 and 651.13 were classified in Paragraph 131. The rates of duty oil items
in these ]oaragradis oil Juite 17, 19:PI, wvere as follows:

Par. 357--Scissois and shars valued not over 50 cents per dozen, 3.5¢
ctich -. 15i % ad. ral.; valued over 50 cents but not over $1.75 per dozen, 15
('(cah +-5% ad. ral.; valued over $1.75 per dozen, 20 each - .5- ad. ral.

Par. 1531-Leather, rawhide, or liarhment cases fitted with sewing,
manicure and sitiilar sets. 50 ad. ral.

The rates (of dluty for the scissors and shears l)rovid(ed for in Paragrall 357
of the Tariff Act of 11,30 were the same as tlo'-e provi(led for in the Tariff
Act of 1922.

)uring tile hearings before tlhe Ho(use Ways and Means C(onmnittee and the
Senate Finance ('ommittee, in (.onlection with the (rafting of the Tariff Act
(if 19:30, importers of scissors ali(1 shears appeare(1 before tile committees anidl
urged that le rate of (lity established in the Tariff Act of 1922 ie reduced.
I)onmestie pro(ucers also aplpeare(1 before tile comnuittees and pointed out the
necessity of (.ontilming tile rates of duty then in effect.

Following consi(leratio i of the testilliony, the Congress conltilued the rates of
duty as shown above.

Tile 1930 rate of duty (il scissors and shears it fitted cases provide(ld for ill
Paragraph 15131 of 50 percent ad valoremi was reduce(d to 35 percent a1 valoehme
effective January 1939 ui(ler a trade agreement with the United Kingdom. The
rate of duty on scissors and shears in fitted cases of reptile leather was further
reduce(l to 25 percent ad valorem as a result of tra(le agreement negotiations
with Argentina effective November 1941. The rate of 25 percent ad valoVrem MI
all others was negotiated at Geneva in 1948. The rate of duty wvas reduced to
2(0 percent ad valorein on all except cases of reptile leather effective October 1.
1951, as a result of the negotations at Torquay. EMgland. A duty of 20 percentt
ad :alorem was negotiated on fitted cases of reptile leather at Geneva in 1955.

Tariff Schedules of the United States which became effective August 31, 191)3
provide(] for a duty of 20 percent ad valorem for sewing sets, a1(1 pedicure or

anui-ure sets in leather containers and 38 percent in other containers. Tiee
duties were reduced 50% (during the Kenne(ly round( of negotiations with the
full reduction to be effective January 1, 1972.

The 1930 tariff on scissors and shears valued at not more than 50 cents per
dozen 01n(1 scissors and shears valued at more than 50 cents al1(1 not more than
$1.75 per dozen lrovi(led for in Paragraph 357 were reduced 50 percent to 1 /4
each plus 22 percent a1 valorem, and 71/2 cents )his 22/2 percent al( valorent
respectively, effective May 30. 1950, following the tra(le agreement negotiations
at Annecy, France.

The import duty on scissors and shears valued at more than $1.75 per dozen
was reduced to 15 cents each phis 35 Iercent a( valorem as a result of the Annecy
negotiations, and the duty was again reducedl to 10 cents each plus 221/2 percent
ad valorein following the trade agreement negotiations at Torquay, England.
This reduction b< anie effective October 1, 1951.

Tile duties on scissors and shears valued $1.75 per dozen and less were again
re(lce(I during the Kennedy round of negotiations another 50% to take effect
over a period of five years in five steps. This reduction will become fully effective
January 1, 1972.

The present inlporl- duties on scissors and shears are
Scissors and shears valued not over 500 per (lozen: 1.220 each phlis 15.

percent ad valoren;
Scissors and sears valued over 500 but not over $1.75 per dozen: 5.25i

each plus 1514 percent ad valorem;
Scissors and shicars valued over $1.75 per 'lozen: 100 each plus 221/ ier-

cent ad valorem;
Sewing and manicure sets in leather fitted cases: 1.1 percent ad valorem:
Sewing and manicure sets in other than leather fitted cases : 26 peicent ad

valorem.
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As noted, the duty on four Iof tlie alove iteluns will lie redlced fulIer on .a iu-
a 1y 1, 1971 ani January 1, 1972 as a result of the Kennedy round.

Oil January 1, 1972 the rate of duty o1 scissors and shears, provided fi 1 ill
TSUS Items 650.87 and 650.S9, will lie only one quarter of the rates originally
established in the Tariff Act of 1922 and( reenacted in the Tariff Act of l1I.
The rate on scissors and shears in leather fitted (ases provided for in TI'S
Item 651.11 will be only one-fifth of the rate established in the Tarif A-t of !130.

IMPORTS OF SCISSORS AND SuiFAIlS

The imports of scissors and shears as rel)orted ly the Bureau of the Census
are shown in Table ]I oni the following page. This table does wt imhlude the
imports of scissors and shears in fitted cases or certain 1Gw value shiuments.

The scissors and shear; imported in manicure, serving and siililar sets uuiuher
Paragraph 1531 in fitted leather cases were not separately tablated and re-
lorted by the Bureau of the Census before August 30, 196:. Tlley have ieen re-
poeled since that (late under TSUS Items 6:1.11 and 651.13.
The imports for the years 1964-69 were as follows :

TAIITI. L.-U.8. IN.lORTS FOR CONSU.MPTION AS li:PORTD I:B umY TilE BNRE.AV
OF Til ('E.NSUS

SERVING AND MANI'URE SETS

Year • ,Iitc I I.S. i

1964 ------------------------------------------------------ , 815. 52 7
1965 ----------------------------------------------------- 3, 094, 4-
1966 ----------------------------------------------------- 3, ReI. 557
1967 ----------------------------------------------------- 3. 157. 1892
1968 ----------------------------------------------------- :, 330, 778
19C9 ----------------------------------------------------- 3, 751. 3)9

TABLE Ii.--U.S. IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION, AS REPORTED BY THE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS

SCISSORS AND SHEARS

Year

1931 .... . ...........
1932 -
1933 . ............ .....
19 34 ------ .- - . . . . . .
1935 ..................
1936 - ------------------
1 9 3 7 --------------------
1938 -------------------
1939 - ... ........ ...
1940 ..................

Average, 1931-40...

1946................
1947 ...................
1948 ...................
1949 ...................
1950 ...................
1951 ..................

Qjantity Value (U.S.
(pairs) dollars)

842,141 133,881
1,115,358 80,877
671,025 60,593
131,105 47,576
191,514 72,159
209,763 82,181
237,806 92,635
127.754 59,806
105,946 48,082
29,524 6,928

366, 794 68,472

11,131
20,776
76,178
150,372
825,616

2,213,031

9,756
16,162
59,632

117,608
377,843
892,255

Quantity Value (U.S.
(pairs) dollars)Yea r

1952.____
1953 .----
195t ___
1955....
1956. -
1957..
1958-. .
1959...
1960 ......
1961 ......
1962 ......
1963...
1964_____
1965 ------
1966 ....
1967--_ _
1968 ......
1969 ......

3, 121,741
4,540,006
4.396, 123
5,671,816
5,981,033
6, 578, 527
7,297, 269
11,956,375
11,47C,885
10,112,482
12, 777, 082
9,986, 907
IC, 319,828

---- 11,420,141
...... 12,857,003

15,097,759
18,615, 175
20, 025, 091

1, 174,758
1,503,542
1,593,668
1,984,722
2,265,258
2, 321,373
2,745,469
3,193,557
3,289,464
3,299, 793
3,812,436
3,708,054
3, 846, 582
4,220, 236
4,775,651
5,653, 493
6,822, 320
7,625,660

Note: War period (1941-45) n t stated.

In ad(lition to imports of ('nventionl types of scissors and shear, our
in(ldustry is also faced with rap)i(lly increasing ill)orls oif electric sc(1.i.or. h'liese
imported electric sissors are used il tie homue an(! ire directlyy colnllipeti|ive with
conventional scissors anl(d shears. The increase ill |luese imports is shown below :



'.\ I.E llI.-'. S.~1 POlOlurs 1o, ('ONSUMPTION AS IEPORTEID BY TIlE

IuIIrFAU OF THE CENSUS

SCISSI 11,S WIT Ii SEIF-CIINAINED ELECTRIC MOTORS AND PARTS

Year V'alUC8 (U.S. $)
1964 - 92, 997
1 9 (45 ......... ......................................... -- ---- 3 1 4 , 0 S O
I ( H ; ___- -- 626, 778
1116 7 - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 8 14 , W S

----- 2.. 165, 352
-------------------- -------------------------------------.. . . 6 9 7 , 5 2 1

As a result of the lcunedy round of tariff negotiations at (Geneva, the iiimport
duty o. electric scissors is being reduced from 13.75 percentt to 6.5 Ilercent. The
duty during 1970 is 9.5 recent ai(I will be cut to 8 percent on January 1, 1971.

Large qualitities of scissors and shears are sent by foreign producers directly
to individuals in tie United States as premiums in connection with the plromo-
tioli (t, dolle.-tic consumerr Iroducts. These individual shilmlients are valued at
less tii one dollar per shipment and are not sul)je.t to imlort duties and are
not recorled in United States imlort statistics.

It slmi!d also be noted that the iml)orts reported by the Bureau of the Census
and shown in Tables 1, II and III are less than actual imports inder these
(J.lasfie.iltions hica1e certain shipments valued at less than $250.00 are not
ii'hiculed. A sulp.-tantial quantity of scissors and shears are entered into the
United States in shipments valued less than $250.00 each. This type of trade
lIs develoled through deparltnemnt stores and (lelart iient-store-buying syndi-
(lit es buying directly from ti(4-ei-111n and Italian sources. Many small shilmients
valued less than $270).00 are miade directly to individual stores from West
Germany and Italy.

However, even using the Imlports of scissors and shears reported by the
Bureau of the Census, which are substantially less than actual imports, it
is clear tlut as a result of the low lerci of import dutic.1 on scissors and hcur.
imports 1h1('C incrc'ascd to a point where the domestic manufacturers hare bcen
all but rompletclyi annihilated. The manufactures who have not been forced
(lilt of bu.-iness up to this time are still fighting to retain a domestic scissor
and shear industry and pray that the United States Governient will limit the
import of scissors and shears into the United States.

A review of the Imports during the period of 1949 to 1952 and 1967 to 196I
clearly shows the effect of the reductions in the import duties on scissors and
shea rs. As shown in Table It, imports increased from 150,372 pairs in 1949 to
3,121,741 pairs in 1952. The import duty on these Iml)orts was reduced in 1950,
:md the duty on those valued over $1.75 per dozen was reduced again in 1951.

Accelerated by the reductions in duty, Ini)orts continued to Increase and in
1962 a total of 12,777,082 pairs were reported imported. A further reduction in
the duty on certain scissors and shears which began on January 1, 19468 caused
another sharp increase in imports.

Over 90 percent of the imports of scissors and shears during recent years have
been from Japan, West Germany and Italy. During the past 20 years there has
been a shift in imports to the country with the lowest production costs. During
1950, 92 percent of tile imports were from West Germany, 3 percent from Ialy
and 2 lrcent from Japan. During 1909, 35 percent were from Italy, 30 pIrcent
from Japan an1id 20 percent from West (Iermaly.

The r.o4t of producing scissors an1(1 shears in Japan Is less than producing then
in lVest Grermany and Italy. ain(] in Italy less thon in West (erimany.

During the most recent 6 years, 1963 to 1969, Imports have increased over
100 percent, which Is a rate of more than 15 percent ner year.

Based on value, a high percentage of Imports are scissors and shears valued
over $1.75 tier dozen. I)urlng 1969 these higher priced Inports accounted for 93
percent of the value of the total shown In Table I1. It Is these higher priced
Imports that are causing the greatest injury to the domestic Imidustry. During the
six-year period 1963-1969 Imports of scissors and shears valued over $1.75 per
dozen have increased 187 percent.

EXPORTS

The Bureau of the Census statistical reports on United States exports do not
show exports of scissors and shears as a separate item.
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Information developed by the United States Tariff Colimmission ill 191"S showed
that exports of scissors and shears by domestic producers were less than one
percent of total shipments.

Domestic manufacturers of scissors and shears are ma ille to 'lnipete ill
foreign markets due to the low prices quoted by foreign producers. For this
reason, the (lonestie market is the only market available to domestic iinul-
facturers and tile doniesti' mirket is satinrated with iipjorted s(.issors tid

Ihe. d rs.
DOMESTIC PROIiU I ON

The value of doinestic production of scissors and shears in 1918 was $18.5 lil-
lion. In 1967 the value was estimated by the Tariff Comlission to be only S14.5-
16.0 million. These figures do not take into consideration the decline in the value
of the dollar between 1948 and 1967. If this is taken into consideration we lin1
that the shiplments toy tile domestic industry have declined 50 lerc'tl. This
decline took place during a period when there was an increase of 3(i percent ill
tle population of the United States.

As shown in Table II, (hiring the period that domestic shilpments declined .50
percent, imports increased from 76,178 pairs to 15,097,759 pairs and since then
have increased another 30 percent to 20,025,091 pairs.

The wholesale value (foreign value plus import duty, cost (of translol'ta :on
and insurance aid iimlporters mark-up) of scissors and shears imlported it 1)67
was $11,405,000 or 75 percent of domestic shipments. If we include imports o)f
scissors and shears in fitted (cases tile imports could exceed tile value of shilinicl s
by domestic lnanufacturers.

On the basis of both quantity and value of inllorts of scissors and shears. tit hicr
than those ill fitted cases, the majority of imports are those valued over $1.75
ler dozen. The Tariff Conmmission hiringg a study of the scissors and shear indiis-
try established that, "Tile minimiun importers' selling price for inipll't. entered
ill the inore-tlhan-$1.75-1per-dozen classification, taking account (of the duty. costs
of delivery to the United States, etc., and importer's norimiil iniirk-ul. is almi t
$4.80 per dozen." This relationship is still valild.

Domestic shipment of scissors and shears valued over $4.80 per dozen includes
applroximately 25 percent (quantity) of the doliestic sllilmlelits (of scissors Ilcd
shears.

)oniestic shipments of scissors and shears valedl over $4.80 per dozen wel'e
aiproxinlately 8,250.000 pairs during 1967 which compares vith imlults of
10,652,367 valued over $1.75 per dozen. Therefore imports were 29 percent higher
th0n donestlc shil)ment.

LIBOR

The scissor an1(d sheair industry is a piieli exaiilile of the iliiliict of iiillifrts
oil American employment. While the total niUmmiber of enlihloyves ill our inliduitry
is not large, each one is the lrealwllilner for a family. Many (if tlilt Americin
workers are drawn from minority groups.

Workers ill the scIssor aind shear industry are highly skilled ciaft-men ind
lialy have diloe no other type of work. The skill require' ill prodlcinLg .- issm'1
a nd shears is iiiiiqlie to that production aid cannot ie readily adapted to ofher
products. Therefore, those enilloyees who have been forced from t licir jobs.,
hive found it extreliehy difficult to find other emlnoymnent.

hii importing scis-ors and shears tile ITlited lStates is act iilly iilliortIi n
labor which should lie lerforled in the lUnited States by workers trained for
this tylie of work who are now unemployed.

The lniilfacture of one pair of quality scissors or shears inl the United 8-"tat s
recliires approximately .3 hour of labor. Therefore, the estimated niiihier of
imai-hours of factory work to produce the 10,652,367 pair,; of scisson.z and shears
valued over $1.75 per dozen imported during 1009 would be 3.195,710 limits. This
would have provided jobs for 1.500 full-time employees.

1cONO.MIC IMI'ORTANCP OF TilE IMPORT DUTY ON SCISSORS AND) SIEiR.S

Since the duty was reduced in 1950 and 1951 the imliorts of scissors and shears
have increased at a raid rate. This increase has been at tie cost of (loinestic
production and emiloymnent. The Unite(d States has lost the skills of a large
segment of the employees and nianagement of the industry as well as the capital
investment in production equll)lnctt. Wihen the cuts in the rate of duty were
proposed in 1947. 194S, 1950 and 1963 representatives of our association pre-
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entid sateielt to tie (')littee for Reciprocity Infornation anl the Trade
Il forniatioln C(linlittee ill olil)sitioll to the l'oposed reductions. Pr'ollaldy few,
if ally. realized at that time the tremendous surge of imports the reactions
wold trigger.

The primiiary advalitage imports have in the United States market is their low
cost. wvhiclh is due to4 the low cot of labor in foreign countries . The import
diity tenlds to equalize tile Unaited States and foreign labor costs. However, it is
clurviolts that tile ilIi(orl duty at its plreseit rate h, iladeqiuate to conipellsat e
for th, dill'erellce iii cost. At the present rate of (lduty illiporters are aide to under-
.-ell tile domlestic I tiaiufaict urers.

oelle of the illil}l'ted scissors and shears are very low in quality. llowever.
they look nice in a blister or skin-packed packaging and the colsller lis no
wa y of knowing of tie low quality until they opell Ilhe package at hole.

In spite of the fact that the domestic indaisti'y has reduced costs awol tin-
proved the efitielicy of its operations, there ire Iany cases wh-iere scissors and
Shears i.ili !rted illi(1el leis'Ieent rate of duty are sol iii the domestic nia rket
at prices helo\ dollestic product i(nt costs.

With the present conditions in the industry it is unthinkable that any coil-
sideration would be given to legislation under which the import duty on scissors
and shears could be further reduced. Such action would only cause the United
States to become entirely dependent oil foreign )roducers as a source of cis.-ors
and shears.

Much basic industry in the United States is directly dependent upon doiliestic
manufacturers as a source of quality shears and scissors of various specialized
typeaS. The high level of ilnlOrts of scissors and shears is adversely affecting th,
operation;il etieieiy and unit production of the domestic manufacturers. Many
domestic filnls have already (liscontinue(d the manufacture of specialized scissors
and shears which are used by industry. The absorption of the balance of over-
head expense on the small volume of such specialized industrial scissors and
shears. has and will further increase their costs to (lonmestic industrial consumers
or deprive industry of the domestic scissor and shear manufacturers as a source.

In the event of a national emergency during whieh imports were cut-off, the
United States would be without an adequate source of scissors and shears, basic
tools for inany industries and trades essential to our defense.

JIEL FROM SECTION 225 (1b) OF I HE TRADE EXPANSION ACT Or I9C2

S'ct ion 225 (b) of the Trade EXlpansion Act of 1962 provided that if the Tariff
Commission found that economic conditions had not improved in all industry,
which they had earlier found threatened with serious injury from imports, its
product would be reserved from negotiations. The Tariff Commission ill 1954,
in Investigation No. 2- mider Section 7 of the Trade Agreenients Extension Act
of 1951, had found that scissors and shears valued over $1.75 per dozen "are
being imported into the United States in such quantities, both actual and relative,
as to threaten serious Injury to domestic industry producing like or directly
competitive products". In 1964 the Tariff Commission by a vote of 6--0 found
that economic conditions ill the domestic industry had not improved since 1954.
As a result of this finding scissors and shears valued over $1.75 per dozen were
reserved front negotiations from October 11, 1962 to October 11, 196. Since the
President was granted authority to enter into trade agreements only from June
30, 1962 to July 1, 1967 lie was not permitted to reduce the duty on scissors and
shears valued over $1.75 per dozen during the Kennedy round.

With this assurance that the duty would not be cut the industry went forward
with programs to Install more seni-automatic grinding and polishing machines
to reduce costs. However, as shown In Table II even after the expenditure of
large amounts for capital Improvements, Imports with low-labor costs were able
to increase their sales in the domestic market.

The proposed Trade Act of 1970 would provide the President with authority
to reduce the duty on scissors and shears valued over $1.75 per dozen by 20%.
Since the last duty cuts in 1950-51, imports of scissors and shears valued over
$1.75 per dozen have increased from 2,139,781 pairs in 1952 to 13,305,273 pairs
in 1969. In fact, during the past five years imports have Increased more than
50%. I don't think there can be any question what would happen to our industry
and our employees if the duty were reduced again.

Threforc. ox behalf of the domestic manufacturers of scissors and shearsR,
I urge that no action. be taken on the proposed Trade Act of 1970 without an
amendmont to continue the provisions of action 225(b) of the Trade Expansion
Act of 1962.
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NATIONAL C!1AM BER 'OSITION (N "TADE Aci OF 1970" (II.R. Si970

Ti National 'hamber is deeply disapiiioiited by tihe "Trile Act (of 1!170". as
rel)orted out by tie House Ways and Meanis Coimtittee. Unfortillinely, g, 1(1 fea-
ures of the ill are over-shad(wed 1b" otier features thatI contradict sin

econoie principles and trade expansion liipicies which tile IUnited States has
espoused and hIeneit ted from fo or the past thirty-five years.

Tie Clhniher has collstantly pressed for effective mnet hds to redress valid
claims of import injury sustained by domestic interests and ('uitiiies 1,0 ur.ge
time President to utilize his extensive p(Wers forcefully under existinuig laws +iI
retaliate against unfair practices by other ('(ouutrie-. all1 r n(\'(ve, anmd lofre-
stall further barriers against 1 .5. go((ds.

While the present bill addresses tile foregoing objectives. tle ('lmi itb,r is
gravely concerned that further resort to qluantitative iniplrI restrictions will
weaken the American economy by curbing ti' healthy expansion (of interi'mtii'mal
trade. Such actions will tend to erase the trade silhlus so vitalt to liir l.lhan (if
laymcnts and do further damage to the strength 41f the doHlar. It is laricitla'rly
unisoutld for Congress to provide for the imlosition of (liitis when prl of (if
injury is abspiit.

WVorld leadership requires a recognition of our responsible rle in worll trlde.
And, if this country reverts to outdated and ineffective liolicies, a geieal 1 (.oim-
striction of worId trade could result which vould have (ire coisvtmelncs gui-
bally, particularly il the developing countries.

In the framework of freer trade policies, V.S. export gains have been stead(y
with signiicalit increases in high technology lro(hil.t categories. Exports of ant i-
motive products, for example, were $1.1 billion ii l 969, representing a 120 per-
cent increase over 1965. Chemical exports of $3.5 billion in 190,9 were up -10 ler-
cent from 1965. Exports of electroniic computers fi( com li~oents at over $700
niIlion in 1969 were up 230 percent over 1965.

Agriculture traditionally has been one of the nation's inost export-oriented
industries. It would be one of the first sectors to suffer from retaliation. The
otltut of one out of every live acres oi U.S. farms is exported. Agricultural
exports provide about three-quarter million jobs and account for about oime-sixthl
of our total exports. The U.S. cannot afford to jeopardize this trade.

The U.S. also cannot ignore the four million American jobs attributable to
total U.S. exports.
The benefits of export expansion will continue to accrue to Aimeri(ani pro-

(lucers and consumers unless the U.S. reverts to a restrictionist policy. Ii this
event. there is a very real risk that important export markets would be lost.
Once lost, these niarkets would be difficult t( regain. The entire econoiny wiuld
suffer, including protected industries. This fact makes it totally incongruous and
dangerously misleading to include trade restriction quotas in H1.R. 18970 along
with desirable export Incentive programs such its the Domestic International
Sales Corporation (DISC) .roposal. Export incentive policies would Ibe iiean-
ingless if quota protection were allowed for industries meeting the rather loose
criteria of II.R. 18970. Once the door is opened for quotas, can it be closed?

The Chamber asks Congress to consider these and other consequcaces of arti-
ficial restraints on trade, such as widespread quotas:

1. A rise in consumer prices and accelerated U.S. inflation.
2. Retaliation against U.S. exports by other countries-probaby curtail-

ment of such high-income generating exports as automobiles, chemicals, elec-
tronic products, wheat, soybeans, feedgralns, rice, cotton, tobacco, and others.

3. Possible reduction in competitive fitness of American industry which is
strengthened through the stimulation of international competition.

4. Progressive cartelization of the U.S. market, inducing stultifying con-
trols which would distort tie nation's economy and debilitate the free enter-
prise system. The U.S. Government would have to start allocating market
s i ares.

5. Iletar(lation of the economic growth of the less-developed countries, tle
economic viability of which is of prime concern to the free world.

The U.S. Is at a monientous turning loint in its trade policy. The related
decisions essential to avoid Irreparable contradictions in national policy should
be made deliberately and objectively and without the distortions generated by
domestic political pressures. The stakes are great.

The Chamber opposes enactment of the bill In Its present form, and recomi-
niends that the bill be recommitted for development of a more effective and re-
sponsible measure to meet the needs of the times.
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STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF THE TRADE BILL, SUBMITTED IN BEIIALF OF TIE APPAIIEL

INDUSTRIES INTER-ASSOCIATION COMMITTEE

(By Sidney S. Korzenik, Counsel)

This statement is presented in behalf of the Apparel Industries Inter-Associa-
tion Committee, all organization consisting of thirty-one trade associations whose
members are engaged in the production of garments and in auxililly activities.
In urging your Committee's prompt and favorable action on tVie Trade Bill as
approved by the House Committee on Ways and Means, they express the interests
of all industry consisting of sonie 28,000 firms employing approximately 1,600,000
persons in production and non-production jobs turning out apparel, both knit and
woven, whose annual sales approximate $17 billion at wholesale. This diversi-
fied, geographically-widespread complex of manufacturing establishments proc-
eC-ses into consumer end products most of the yarns and fabrics turned (lilt by
American textile mills.

Though large in the aggregate, the industry is characteristically one of small
businesses with plants located in every state of the Union, In Puerto Rico and
in the Virgin Islands, and very few of these areas have apparel employment of
less than 1,000. It has always been a field of Industry favorable to small enter-
prises. Despite that in recent years some relatively large organizations have
appeared among apparel producers, technology remains relatively simple and
snall firms continue to predominate. The average apparel factory has fewer than
60 employees. About 85% of the producers have annual sales under $2162 million.

The industry is a cockpit of intense competition. Traditionally its profits per
dollar of sales have been the thinnest among industrial groupings of the United
States. Throughout the decade of the Sixties average apparel profits after taxes
expressed as a ratio of sales ranged from a low of 1.3% to a high of 2.4%, accord-
ing to the FTC-SEC published data on corporations. It would be lower still if
smaller enterprises were included In this average.

The apparel industry is particularly vulnerable to import competition for
one major and distinguishing reason: It Is highly labor-intensive. Its labor
costs represent a relatively high proportion of total costs and low wages alone
can determine competitive success. In these days of speedy communication and
transportation, the jobber with showroom on Seventh Avenue in Manhattan
can almost as readily have garments produced to his design and specifications
in Japan, Korea or Hong Kong as in Brooklyn, Pennsylvania, Arkansas, or else-
where in the United States. Opportunities for automation being limited, it Is
not possible to overcome the foreign wage gap by means of labor-saving devices.
The basic determining facts are simple. The average hourly wage of apparel

workers in Italy is about 500 per hour; in Jamaica 300: in the Philippines
230; in Portugal 180: Taiwan 150; India and Pakistan 11W; South Korea 90,
while in the United States the average In the apparel Industries (SIC 23) is
over $2.30 per hour.
The consequences of these basic competitive comparisons have been pre-

cisely what one might have expected. Imports of apparel last year rose to a
total of 11/2 billion square yards equivalent, an increase of 33% from the prior
year. Approximately one-third of this total represents cottom garments sub-
ject to control under the Gleneva Cotton Arrangement or "LTA" and largely
because of the restraints exercised thereunder, this component of the total
has been the most stable, showing relatively modest annual increments. But
apparel imports in the uncontrolled areas of wool and man-made fibers show
a c.-itleaily serious rate of escalation. They rose last year to nearly 4,fl% of the
level of 1965-up more than fourfold in four years.

III the absence of relief, there is no reason to expect any abatement of this
trend. O; the contrary, it will accelerate now that commercial bridgeheads have
been formed, domestic markets explored, agencies and business relations estab-
lished, financing facilitated, and the rest. Such acceleration is precisely what
the record indicates. Apparel imports when reckoned as a percentage of do-
iestic output (by dollar value at comparable U.S. prices) approximated 3.9%

of domestic production in 1956. But by 19065 they had risen to 13.8%. In 1969,
Just four years later, apparel imports had risen to 22.4%. Thus, In the last
four years the average rate of increase has been twice as great as the average
rate of Increase in the previous ten-year period.

This comparison of Imports to domestic production Is a statistical generaliza-
tion. It expresses an average, covering a broad variety of products. Not in all
product areas, of course, have foreign goods made the same inroads. In some
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market sectors Imports represent less than this average. In other areas, the
market penetration has been far deeper than average. That the foreign producer
has not yet invaded on all fronts at the same time and to the same extent is
due only to the temporary insutfliiency of his plant capacity. But his basic e'o-
noric advantage Is not limited to any particular types of apparel; nor is his
machinery limited to those in which he has thus far scored his greatest suc.ess.
lie enjoys the same competitive advantage in the manufacturer of all appareI.
Conversely, we are vulnerable in all. Apparel producers understand this vcry
wvell. That is why they have all joined in this statement. The initiative is witil
producers abroad. Those important areas in which imports have already demon-
straed their dainaging effects are proof of what they can (1o in other areas.
given time. They can choose to enter our market wherever they will. Illi,,,rts
have risen to 30% of domestic production in men's shirts; to 32(" in wi,,ien's
slacks ; and nearly 100% in women's sweaters, i.e. imports are very nearly equal
to the domestic production of women's sweaters.

The situation in knitted outer apparel is an example demonstrating the
losing battle that domestic producers have been waging against imports. Iii
1956 total imports of knitted outerwear in all fibers amounted to less than :3
million pounds and represented, we estimate, less than 2% of our domestic pro-
duction (on a poundage basis). Last year's import total had risen approximately
37 times and amounted to 112 million pounds, which is nearly 29% of our (0oll-
parable production.

This figure too Is a statistical generalization of the knitted outerwear ielhl.
Certain sectors of that field were flooded more heavily than average. Imports
of knitted outerwear of wool alone last year amounted to G9c/, of our (holliestic
output. Imports of outerwear of man-made fiber, while not yet at that level.
were rising even more rapidly. Foreign Imports of men's and boys' sweaters in
all fibers came to 40% of our domestic shipments and women's sweaters of
foreign origin, as mentioned above, rose to 9-1% of the total from U.S. mills:
I.e., there was nearly one such sweater imported last year for every one shilpped
by domestic producers. While imports have continued to increase, the produc-
tion of domestic sweaters has declined. Our mills in this country lproduIcedl
2.0 million dozen less of women's, girls' and infants' sweaters last year thai
we (lid five years ago. Yet last year Importers brought in 4.7 million ,ohzell
more sweaters in this category than they (lid five years ago. Their share has'
grown rapidly at our expense. Our share of the market has dinlilmished il l
centage and in absolute units.

Little wonder, then, that employment of production workers in th knilt(.i
outerwear branch of the apparel industry in the United States declined by (s.5/4
last year and was lower still by 8.0% in the first seven nmontlis (of thi . ,lr.
Workers who retained their jobs were on short-time, the average wor(,k ,eck
having been lower last year than at any time recorded in the last dec'd,,.

The reason for the inability of the United States industry to commijiet,, with
fn',gn manufacturing rivals is the radical difference in labor cost .. A knittedI
outerwear mill in South Korea, advertising its sweaters to American retailers.
has boasted that "its labor costs range from 3 to 7¢ per hour to 21 and ,South
Korea does not have the galloping inflation problems of other countries." And
this advertisement also emplhasized its, "unlimited sources of cheap ati,,r ""

Thme Tnited State. knitted outerwear Industry, like the apparel industry il
general, is highly efficient. It is superior in productivity to all others anywhere
on earth and has contributed to the world many advances in prod(lit In tlh-
nology. But however much more efficient it is than factories abroad, thi, is no
longer enough because our wage levels are fifteen or twenty times higher. Nor
can we any longer depend on improved machinery or oranization to over,.ite
the gap in unit labor costs. Foreign producers are now emlo)Oying American
management. know-how, and even modern machinery when they wish. Ilut
they do not have to (o so in order to prevail. The manager of a knitting mill in
Hong Kong explained to me that his labor costs were so low it did not l)ay himm to
install automatic machinery of the kind used In the United States. Ife was
producing sweaters for It. II. 'Macy on hand-driven knitting nachin(es. Wages
are so low that the coml)etitive advantage Is on the side of the regressive
technology.

From data previously submitted at your hearings in 1968 and from figures
showing the rate at which imports have escalated since then, It is obvious that
the need for remedial action Is urgent.
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Tliv case for textile-alilpfrvl relief is (listinguished by several special factors.
l"in'A., as oirea;dy iieitimled, it is highly lal)or-intensive. Olt this point I cite .1
study by former 1)irector of the lBudget ('haries ,. Schultz with the coa uthor-
ship j .li14'-'epll L. T'ryco), Stindy 17, lirelirei'l for the .lJint lIonomlic Committee
4of the United States ('Cogress .January 25, 1960tO, entitled., "'ices, and costs s of
Ma iifacturiing I iidiistries." There Mr. Schlltz undertook to rate the cunllati e
laior c sts in various, manufacturirg industries. lie found that the most labor-
int(nlii'(, l(h1 stris il (le United States vere a1l)arel a d footw'ear.

The text ile-apparel case is fiiirther (listilguisled by tie fact that the first
yvpW Of i:iiiilfactll' whih']l 1O(v-wuiage 111d 1l(,(rdevelolled countriess have (iltee'41
11 MVe likely to enter ill the initial phase of industrialization is the piodiictiolu
of textiles and alpprel. Such iminufaCturing cia both serve the hom1e market
.. _!)d (l.'\'e4'1l an exptl tra(lde. Far froii the classic case (of exporters winlilg
their wai1y 1t1( foreign markets through superior aptitude, thwse foreign alpparel
a1i11l textile producers have captured eXl)anding shares of 01i1r market (ieCl)ite
their relative inetficiency solely through the exploitation of wage advantages
lilt wou01lhl be aliorrent to American stildlar(s. Moreover. tile advaitatag,' that
shouhl acrne to the olsumler from the lower prices of imports is not fully
realized. It is in fact substantially reduced by tile outrageously high markups
that retailers enjoy oil imported alparel.

As tile President state(] in his , message proposing tihe Trade Act of 1969.
ful" tilt- past thilty-live years tihe country his steadfastly pursued a policy of
fleer vorlh trale. Our tariffs are lower ; our markets are more open than they
have ever beel=. At the saie time we in the United States have also been l1r-
suing a highly p)rotectionist policy in our labor market. We have been (l-itig so
thrI ough ever-Ihigher minimum wages, through national policy stimulating
greater aggressiveness in collective bat gaining, through ever-higher social
charges oil payrolls for 1iemlioyment insurance, social security, medicare and
tilt, est. Let it be recalled that shortly after the first Ieciprocal Trade Agree-
Ilielit Act became law, the first federal miniuini wage was institute(] at the
initial level of 25 cents per hour. We chose to pursue this policy through fed-
eral instead of state legislation on the view- that differences in state standards
would result in iulfair competition between the states. This indeed has been
tile rationale and justification for federal action on all welfare legislation bear-
lig on labor' costs. Yet in our foreign tra(le )o1ey -we have been encouraging
imp)rts and increasingly exposing tile labor-i tensive applarel and textile ill-
dust ry to tiufair competitionn froin low-wage a reas of the world in disregard
(if wage differences far greater and comlletitively more ('ncial than any regional
(liflerences in the lniteCl States could possibly be even il the absence of wage
legislation.

For ali industry as labor-intensive as textiles and alp)arel, it Is impossible to
impose protectionism in the labor market without providing some means for
limiting the exposure of the products of such labor to the onslaught of competi-
tion from the low-wage areas of the world.

Ihow then, it may be asked, do other industrialized nations with Western wage
standards (though much lower of course than ours) compete with imports from
low-wage areas?

The answer is : They don't.
They have employed various devices for restricting the importation of textiles

and apparel. To pursue the illustration of knitted outerwear, nearly every
country of Europe and several others with Western sttllidar(ls have quantitative
limitations oni knitted outerwear imports. This Is true of the United Kingdom,
France, West Germany, Italy, Canada, Australia, Sveden, Norway, and others.

Many of these countries have entered into restraining agreements with Jal)an
of the kid that Japan has denied to us. Some of them have unilateral restrain-
ing (levices. Aid some of them, as foreign manufacturers have admitted, employ
adiiiinistrative leans of blocking iml)orts, and these last are particularly dliflicult
to identify because they are not published and derive from no authority in any
statute, treaty or administrative regulation. By various techniques exercised by
custolls personnel, imports are simply barred. It Is significant that the trade
controls of Italy are such that in 1968 her imports of knitwear from Soutil
Korea amounted to zero--not even a saml)le garment entered ; from Japan, zero:
from Taiwan, zero; and from Ilong Kong they totaled but $173,000, hardly
enough to support one salesman If lie had the whole of Italy as his exclusive
sales territory.

It is unfair for these countries to set up dams blocking the inflow of such
apparel and textiles Into their markets when In consequence of such restraints
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more than the normal slia'e (of goods froll low-\vtIge areas are therefore sluiced
into and flood o r1 market. It is unfair tlat united statess talfacturers sup-
liortintg the competitive burdens of a wage structure determined by legislatim
and particularly by collective agreements should be exposed to cottpetition from
countries with wages so incomparably lower tia ours. These are some, of tile
reasons why there is such widespread concern about the injustices whitlI our
trade policy has visited oil the textile-aPlarel field.

WVe have now reached that stage in the development of trade liberalization
where we ought to be nto less concerned with fair trade than with free trade.
OtIerwise, public acceptance of the entire structure of liberal trade as thus far
developlm, will be jeopardized. The inequities caused by our liberal trade policy
to these outstandingly labor-intensive industries and the further injury threat-
etied is so egregious as to discredit the policy if trade liberalization.

What we want is fair trade. Wiat we seek is an accommodations of a geti-
erally accepted policy to the distinguishing facts and circumstances of a sp ecial
tsT. To refuse any accommodation and thus to impose hardship and itc lltity
wvill not mly cast disrepute on trade liberalization but will ultimately rcttd',r it
politically and economically unsupportable. That which will not Lead will lbrak.
III a very real sense, therefore, it is those seeking reasonable act(n omdlioit
of pliey who may in the end prove to be the better preservers of i t lier-
alization than the doctrimaires wl are so obsessed with abstractiins thit Oiey
ignore the facts.

There is an analogy here between the development of foreign trade policy auid
tl.e development of our anti-trust law. In removing restraints of trade nler i lie
Sherman Act it became apparent after a few decades of experience that it wa>
not enough merely to assure vigorous competition. A quarter of a century after
the Sherman Act of 1890 it became obvious that certain safeguards were needed
to assure that competition will be maintained only within the bounds of fair
lday. In 1914 the Federal Trade Commission Act w-as passed, prohibiting unfair

trade practices. Restraints on unbridled competition were at that point engraftedl
onl our law. We have long since reached and passed that stage in tle effect of.
trade policy on the domestic apparel and textile industry.

As for the mode of relief: Not tariff but quantitative limitations are essent it
for several reasons. The wage gap an(, therefore, the price gap between the

unitedd States and the countries exporting aplparel is so great that the amount of
compensatory tariff may be too high to be politically practicable. Furtler, even if
this were not so, the impact of a uniform duty would be discriminatory betwveei
different exporting nations and would favor those with the lowest labor costs-
those whose imlports are most disruptive. An ad valorem duty, for example, on a
$2.00 shirt from a low-wage country is less of an import burden than the s.a1t
impost on a $3.00 shirt from a country with higher wage levels. Such a duly
would encourage the countries with lowest wages. Finally, the market disru!p-
tions which the remedy should attempt to avoid would be more easily (oint rollale
through quantitative limitations than through tariffs and imports would thu,;
be more readily adjustable through the growth of the domestic market.

To lie effective, the system of controls must also be comprehensive, as the
Trade Bill contemplates, find not merely selective. The relatedness of different
product classifications within the textile-apparel complex makes the comprehen-
sive remedy essential. If yarn imports should be limited, foreign yarn, may
enter our market in the form of sweaters; fabrics in the form of garments, and
so forth. But even more important, selective relief would involve only a shift
of the market areas which the exporters may choose to Invade. Anything less
than a comprehensive agreement will merely transfer the problem from one part
of the field to another. A selective approach would be the means for avoiding
import relief.

To illustrate: Recognizing the injury which imports have produced ili the
sweater market, Japanese exporters are already anticipating that mnder ani agree-
ment further growth of such shipments may be curtailed and they are therefore
already planning to increase exports of knitted fabrics as well as olhier textile
items where imports have thus far not yet penetrated as deeply. These inten-
tions were candidly expressed in a news dispatch from Tokyo (l)aily News
Record, February 25, 1970). That these plans are already taking effect dlemon-
trates the ease of such a shift. Japan's experts of knitted fabrics in the first three
tllontls of this year are already more than twice what they were in the first

quarter of last year (Dally News Record dispatch from Tokyo, May 19, 1970).



In the debate on the Trade Bill there has been no serious issue as to whether
or not restraining agreements limiting imports of apparels and textiles are de-
sirable. The Administration clearly prefers them. Even Senator Jacob Javits
advocated that a textile agreement be reached between tle Untted St:ltes and
Japan and in fact urged one when he was in Japan. implicit i1 the advocacy of
su(h negotiated restraining agreements is the ieed for import limitations. The
negotiation of such textile agreements is the objective (if Title It of the Trade
Bill. That measure contemplates that even under its provisions tile quotas set
by voluntary agreement will superselde those otherwise tixcd by statute. The
stubl)orn refusal of the Japanese to negotiate such ain agreement with us, despite
that they have accmoinodated other cOmlitries with such pacts. should be per-
suasive enough. Passage of the Trade Bill in the present session of Congress is
essential for obtaining the agreemielits we have 4t lierwise been denied. ll d penid-
ing such negotiations for preventing the further extension of injury.

We therefore urge your prompt and favoralde act ion oni the Trade Bill.
Respectfully sUbimlitted,

By SIDNEY S. KoRzrNIK, (,'owi...e.

NOTE : Tile organizations joining in this submimisici1m appear on tie list ap-
pended hereto.

APPAREL INDUSTRIES INTER-ASSOCIATION COMMITTEE

The Apparel Industries Inter-Association Committee is made up of tile follow-
ing constituent trade associations:

Affiliated Dress Manufacturers, Inc.
Allied Underwear Association.
American Cloak & Stilt Manufacturers Association.
Anierical 'Millinery Manufacturers Association.
Associated Corset & Brassiere Manufactures Association.
Associated Fur Manufacturers, Inc.
Clothing Manufacturers Association of the U.S.A.
Covered Button Association of New York City.
Greater Clothing Contractors Association.
Infants' & Children's Coat Association.
Infants' & Children's Novelties Association.
Lingerie 'Manufacturers Association of New York.
Manufacturers of Snowsuits, Novelty Wear & Infaints' Coats.
New York Coat & Suit Association, Inc.
National Association of Blouse Manufacturers.
National iiandbag Association.
National Board of the Coat & Suit Industry.
National Dress Manufacturers' Association.
National Hand Embroidery Association.
National Knitted Outerwear Association.
National Skirt & Sportswear Manufacturers Association.
National Women's Neckwear & Scarf Association.
National Millinery Planning Board.
Negligee Manufacturers Association. Inc.
New York Clothing Manufacturers Exchange.
Pleaters. Stitchers & Embroiderers As,:oclation.

Popular Price Dress Contractors Association, Inc.
Popular Price Dress ,Manufacturers Group.
Tubular Piping Association.
United Better Dress Manufacturers Association.
United Infants' & Children's Wear Association.

J. P. STEVENS & Co., INc.,
HBew York, N.Y., October 9, 1970 .lion. RUSSELL B. loxo,

Chairman, Conimitte on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR "MR. CHAIRMAN: On July 24, 1970, my assistant wrote to Mr. Vail of the
Committee inquiring of the possibility of my appearing before your Committee
with regard to the foreign trade legislation now under consideration. This morn-
ing we received notification that, because of the time problem involved, personal
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aplivralices by witnesses are being curtailed but that interested individuals illay
,mlhlit tatetnenits to the Committee for inclusion ini the hearing record provide
it was received by October 12th. Under tile circumstances, it is not possible lo
cover ile subject very adequately in tite tine available. llowever, as Chairnian
of tihie Executive Commilittee of .1. 11. Stevens & Co., Inc., a colnipany that has leein
ill business for 157 years, I write to you as an inilividual-an average and greatly
(o4ncerel d American (itiien--relireseting our- 48,00(0 employees and out Coln-
lany. I do not represent alny organization.

I would remind nietihiers of tile Comiinittee that I alnieared before tile Iian .e
(Coimmittee ol August 9, 19;2 with a prepared statement in which I urged the(
strengthening of tile natiolla I security provisions of the pro)i se(d Kennedy 1l11l
lgislatio1 then under consideration.

I have today re-read that statement of eight years ago andil, i my opinioln.
tile basic philosophy has not ()lily provu(d sound but, due to cheap imports, a
higher degree of erosion of our mobJlilization base has oe(urre(l thaI even I had
fo'reseen. Since then, soiie industries have literally disapleared while others. inl-
(,luding the textile industry, find themselves suffering. As an example, our large
and diversified company in it i last fiscal quarter ending August 1st experienced
ai reduction in earnings compared with the previous year from $5,895,000 to $53i5,-
000. lImlorts are forcing idant (urlaihlients and our markets are flooded wVith
Iier(.hamlise from Japan and else\vlire in the Far East.

Vith our Company's sales down 1:!V and earnings down 1i/% in that last fiscal
(Iuiarter, I speak with great feeling on behalf of our emnployees on the subject of

iil 'rts of textile products, especially at the mloi ent in tile field of itiati-nmude
fiber fabric,. and fabrics of wool.

Textile pay checks are not full. Textile plants lre not running on full time
and capital expenditires are off. I believe that textile workers iii these United
States have a right to look forward with confidence to a higher standard of li ving.
Tlhey aire not responsible for tile imlsrts which have (aught up with us. But tley
die the ones who feel tile burden most keenly : so do their families, and likewise,
their community and their state. They are looking for corrective action.

Since my contact with tie Senate Committee oil Finamce on this subject goes
itck eight years as mentioned, and I had interested myself ii tile subject of tex-

tile iniliorts six years before that, I feel, after 14 years of effort, Ihat we are just
aboiiut at the end of the rope. Any further delay in limiting imports of textile
products as contemplated ini tile Mills 1Bill and the companion Senate bills, can
only result in further liquidation of plal'nts and loss of jobs in the comibied tex-
tile and apparel industries.

August 1970 imports of man-made fiber textiles were 26tA million square yards,
an increase of 69% over the same period in 1069. August 1970 imports of cotton,
wool and man-made fiber textiles rose 18% over the comparable period last year.
For the first eight months of 1970 imports of the three fibers were 2,942 million
equivalent square yards or up 19% over the like period in 1969. We simply call-
not live as a healthy, progressive Industry with import figures of this magnitude.

My personal overriding Interest continues to be the security of the country in
accordance with my testimony before your Committee on August 9, 1962. This
is 'onflrnied ii aii address 1 made before the North Caroliia Textile Association
in I'ineliurst on October 1. 1970. A reading of my testimony of eight years ago.
lus a reading of my most recent statement, excerlited copy of which is enclosed,

will prove the consistency of my position and1 the dangerous extent to widcl
textile imports have been permitted to rise.

I ain sorry I could not present these facts Iprsonally to) the Committee. but I
ami. orf course. appreciative of the tight tinie schedule with wich the ('oimit tee
is faced. Accordingly, I am sending the required 25 Copies of this letter alid eii-
(losure aid trust it may be included in the Committee hearing record.

If you and members of tie( Comnittee reqilire alily further information on
this subject, I am, of course, ready to cooperate in any way I can.

With highest personal regards. I an.
Yours sincerely,

ROBERT T. STEVENS.

REMARKS OF ROBERT T. STEVENS BiEFORE TIlE NORTH CAROLTINA TExTILen
ASSOCIATIONS, PNEHUST, N.C., OCTOBER 1, 1970

It would take a far v.iser man tlan I to project what our American textile
and apparel industry Is going to look like even 10 or 20 years from now, to say
nothing of a half century hence. Of one thing, however, I am absolutely certain.



The American people, through the Congress, are going to have to make tip their
miids as to whether they want this great industry to retain its leading position
*is a jot) provider in the American economy or whether they are willing to svi-
rifice jobs and permit access to our markets of ever increasing floods of textile
lrloduc.ts made offshore by cheal foreigai labor.

The combined industry with its 2,000,000 employees i' listening very atten-
tively right noxv to catch the voice allul the opinion of the American people on
this subject so vital to where our industry goes from here. The chips are down.
The case his Ieen argued for more than a decade. Study a fter study has beei
inade. It is now in the hands of the Congress. The White House has sought ac-
tion top limit textile and apparel imports. Secretary Stans has battled valiantly
to achieve this. The verdict will, in my opinion, have a profound effect on textile
and apparel planning for the future. It is for this reason that I hope the Senate
will proceed immediately to attach the textile aplparel amendment to pending
legislation. Let's get on with the job.

Failure to act will stimulate offshore manufacturing by American conipmnie,-
for the American market. Ili this connection, Mr. Eugene E. Stone, III, Presidet
of Stone Manufacturing Co. was quoted recently as saying, "I'll believe we will
get import relief wien the Mills Bill is signed an(1 sealed-and not before. If
that relief is not forthcoming, my company will have no choice but to go off-
shore." That is surely a definitive statement. The Stevens Company has not and
does not use foreign nuide fabrics. But wo may have to review that policy.

Other textile conlmies will be reviewing their policies too. Will they increase
capital expenditures overseas? Will they reduce these expenditures here in the
United States? Tlhe4e and many other related questions will soon b up for
consideration by textile and apparel planners, if import limitations do moit
materialize.

We all know there is very formidable opposition to limitation on imports of
textiles and many other manufactured products. From the sheltered. non-com-
petitive, confines of the classroom, for example, the economist preaches free
tra(le. Ile gives little consideration, if any, to the fact that free trade does not
exist except in theory. The American market is open to the products of the
world. Tile vast majority of foreign markets are not.

We are all familiar with the dozens of devices that have been created as non-
tariff barriers by foreign countries. American goods are discriminated against
almost everywhere. Japan is a prime example of a discriminator against Ameri-
can products.

For instance, they can ship their small automobiles to the United States in
unlimited quantities )y the payment of a nominal 41A% tariff. American ears,
on the other band. are, too all intents and l)urposes, barred from the ear market
in Japan. Is this free trade? Must we do all of the giving?

Besides the opposition of the economists, there are other groups that have a
business interest in being able to saturate the American market by using low
cost offshore labor. These groups include some American manufacturers with
overseas plants, high mark-up retailers, meat importers, foreign steel users, and
others. While some unions, especially in textiles, apparel, shoes and steel, have
shown an increasing awareness of the inroads on United States employment of
the current flood of imports, it would seem that a much stronger and broader
posture might be taken.

Eighteen years ago, In September of 1952, I had the honor of acting as Chair-
man of the American delegation to the International Cotton Textile Conference
in England. This came to be known as The Buxton Conference and was attended
by all of the principal cotton textile producing countries of the free world. During
the course of the Conference it became increasingly clear to tile members of the
American )elegation that Japan would, in all probability, become a most dis-
turbing element in international trade in cotton textiles down the road in the
future.

Onr feelhig on this point was despite the concluding paragraph of the opening
address by the Chairman of the Japanese delegation. This r.an as follows :

"As I mentioned at this morning's session, our greatest hope is placed on
increasing world cotton textile trading through International cooperation, and
I assure you that our coming to E,'ngland from distant Japan has for its object
the planning of the furtherance of Japan's interests on the basis of the principle
of live-and-let-live atnd acting hand-in-hand with all of tlie countries concernedd"

It has been difficult to observe over recent years just where the principle of
'let-and-let-live" or action "band-in-hand" has been in evidence where Japan's
relations with tile United States on the subject of textiles have been concerned.
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Raiher, it has appeared that Jallan is determined to gobble up (lire.tly or inli-
rectly, lore anld Ilrle of tit( Ainerivani textile and aliq ar:l inoi rkets. Not j.st iii
cottons, vhich they have done, but in woolens anl worsted, which they have
done. 011a(1 now in wha-iades. which they are rapidly doling.

Coming back to the economist, this gobbling up process appears to lIe (Lhi.
with him.'.Most of them would just let the textile companies fall by the wayside
and suggest training our employees, at Uncle Sam's expense, for soeto other Jiob.
I'sually, they (10 not say what other jolb, where it is to be located or indi,.'(e
what degree of adaptability they hope to achieve. It's an easy solution to pro-
lomd. It, is probably Impossible to accomplish. In any event the fine people who
work in these plants deserve a better fate than the depersonalized shiftig about
which the economists suggest.

I often wonder, when foreign governments fight so hard to protect auil hiild
il) their industries, why American foreign policy seems willing at tinie, to have
many of its industries suffer severely under the banner of alleged free trade.
And the bogeyman of retaliation is always set forth by opponents of any limita-
lion on imports. It is the golden dollar market in the 'nited States that fieign
vi'untries have their eyes oil and they are not about to do anything whi(hI could
adversely affect their access to our markets.

Thein there is another point the free trader persistently tries to evade or i-nore.
Sulppose our country should find itself faced with an all-out military emergency
s4olletime ill the future. What woul we do then? With our textile and many ,ither
industries decihnated by free trade. would it ibe a gmi sd way to fnt, that eliergelicy
by having to rely on Japan or some other distant country for military fabrics
and other essential war requirements?

I doubt if the American people would be content w\ith military dependeie, on
overseas production, if they realized this is the position the free trader iiigit
Init 11s in. Where wollt be have been In World War II If we had to depend on
foreign sources of military fabrics and other vital war products. We might not
have survived-that is how critical the well being of strong doniestic iil(llstrieM
can be. I hope we don't take any such awesome chance.

Having -erved in Army procurement throughout World War II and as Secre,-
tory of the Army during the latter phases of the Korean WAar, I feel qualified to a
degree to discuss and stress this defense aspect of our industry. I have testified
before conhiittees of the Congress on this subject and ;I ll prellared to do so agaill
whenever called. Referring to the woolen and worsted industry, my testimony
includes a statement that what is left of this part of our Industry could not longer
fulfill the military and essential civilian requirements of all all-out emer-eicy.
This is a serious matter for our country.

Another consideration that opponents of Import limitations overlook is the
position of the American farm and ranch produwer of cotton and wool. What
would the American farmer do without the cotton textile industry? Surely he
could not replace domestic consumption with profitable exports. Aid, as for the
wool producer, lie has only one customer-the Unite(i States woolen and worsted
industry. Would the free traders wipe him out completely? Where then would
wool come from in time of war? Is it not possible for the free traders at least
to concede that a substantial fibre-growing segment of American agriculture is a
desirable thing?

Let's look at another segment of American agriculture--the heef producers.
Judged by the pressures around Washington from foreign beef producinljg coun-
tries, we really don't need a large cattle l)roduetion here. I presume ti free
trader agrees with this because the cost of produ.iur beef in the United States
is much higher than il Australia. New Zealand. ('anada. Mexico, Argentina.
V'ruguay and other countries.

Again. in all eillergelley. where would we get outr beef? Or, without at i
emergency, what will the houseewife l)ay for been when the foreigners have
taken charge of our supply of beef? Plenty. you may lie sure. thus shuowiinm
again time folly of theoretical free trade. Let's at least preserve the fari Ii pro-
(Iuetiol necessary to feed. as -eil as clothe, our growing nation.

Trhis imay lie my swan song in public appearances and, if so. I ami sure Ihere
,re a lot of free traders who will be delighted. I have argued with threI in
public and in private ever slice I was an undergraduate at colIele. In my
opinion, they overlook the fact that otir forebears made a very major decision
150 to 1M0 years ago. They deeilded that the I'nited States w\as .ooing to lie
an indlustrialized nation and whatever measures were needed. would lie taken.
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Since we could not compete with Britain and Europe at that time, they de-
lierat iy adopted a course of protection of American industry.
If they were wron,4, please blame themn-not us for feeling the same way

they did. After all their keen foresight resulted In the creation of an Industrial
macchine which, twice during our lifetimes, has made possiblee the preservation
of freedom and prevenited our possible defeat by dictators. If they were wrong
in their policies, then I am perfectly willing to be wrong with them now. The
lre:ervation of ani all-around, strong, healthy industrial and agricultural coni-
plex is even more important now than in some of those dangerous days in the
history of our count ry.

While on this subject, I would be derelict if I did not interject that the so-
called nillitary-industrial complex is, i i- opinion, the basic foundation of
our national security. That complex, controlled by our duly elected civilian lead-
ers. is the best insurance we can have for the survival of our freedom. Ili their
mi'e.-tialille (ie.sire to cut government expenditures, it is to be hoped that
the Admilistration and the Congress will not cut our defenses too deeply.

It mi,1,ht surprise you to know that the Navy, in the budget for the 1972 fiscal
year now under consideration, may, according to the Armed Forces Journal,
have fewer ships than the Navy of 1934 ! That concerns me i this world
of 1970 and, especially so, in view of the rapid emergence of a large, completely
muoderni. Russian Navy.

Just three (lays ago Chairman L. Mendel Rivers of the House Armed Serv-
ices committee e warned the nation that unless the "deterioration in our military
cap)alhity" is reversed, he foresaw the United States being "pushed out" of
the Mediterranean, forced to accept a Soviet submarine base in Cuba and
eventually unable to deter Soviet aggression. le said, "We are on the brink
of disa ster." And lie urged that our nation provide itself with a modern Navy
secom( to none. I joint him as I am sure you do il that great hope.

S[A l'M[NT OF BRUCE '. LYNN, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL COTTON COUNCIL OF AMERICA

My name is Bruce N. Lynn. I am a cotton farmer from Gilliam, Louisiana.
I aiim submitting this statement as president of the National Cotton Council,
whi,.h is headquartered at Memphis, Tennessee. The Council is the central or-
ganization of the cotton industry, representing producers. ginners, warehouse-
mei. merchants, cottonseed crushers, cotton cooperatives, and cotton textile
mii mfacturers.

luring the year 199. our country imported about 1,017,000 bales of cotton ill
the form of manufactured textile products. During the first seven months of
1970, these imports have been at a rate equivalent to 1,031,000 bales per year.

Twenty years ago, our imports of cotton Ii iianufactured form were rela-
tively insignificant. Nearly two-thirds of all the growth In these imports has
occurred within the past tell years. More than one-third of it has come within
the last five years.

To the casual observer it might appear that the rate of increase has slowed
down just a bit during the past two years, since the imports rose "only" 93,000
bales or a little more than 10 per cent from 1967 to 1969. But any such al)pear-
alice is highly decel)tive. If we consider the whole picture, the rate of increase
in cotton textile imports has never been more disturbing than it is today. Allow
ine to imeniton two parts of that picture.

First, we are looking at a two-year period in which the domestic mill con-
sulaption of cotton actually declined by a full million bales. It dropped from
9.2 million Iln 1967 to 8.2 million In 1969. Into that tragically depressed domestic
market for cotton our foreign competitors poured not less, but more of their
produtets. When they shipped us 924,000 bales in manufactured form during
1907. that was just over 10 per cent of our domestic mill consumption. But when
they sent us 1,017,000 bales in 1969, that was 12.4 per cent of It. But this is only
a part of what happened.

Second, the imports of textile products from nman-made fibers jumped in those
same two years, by 8.3 per cent. As we roughly compute the cotton equivalent of
these imports, they rose from 488,900 bales In 1967 to 895,400 bales In 1969. Tills
is where the expansion was occurring in the domestic mill market. Moreover
the man-made fiber products were allowed to enter this country with no quota
restraints whatever. So this is where the main blow of the imports fell. These
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imported textiles compete vigorously for all our cotton markets. They increased
from 5.3 per cent of domestic mill cotton consumption in 1967 to 10.0 per celit of
it In 1969! If we combine these Imports with those made fr'om cotton, we lind
that the total rose from 15.3 per cent of domestic mill cotton consumption ?wo
years ago to 23.3 per cent of it in 1969. Never before have we lost markets to
imports at such an alarming rate.

Why are these imports coming in? For tile most part, the answer is a -simple
one. Textile products, including clothing, require a great deal of labor. Textile
plants and garment factories can be and are being built in countries where wages
are very low by the standards which are necessary in the United States. We
have compiled figures on our cotton textile Imports in 1969 from the 20 largest
suppliers, accounting for 93 per cent of the total. We found that more than N)
per cent of those Imports came from Ilong Kong, Japan, India, Pakistan. Taiwan,
Mexico, Brazil, Korea, Singapore, Egypt, Portugal, Spain, Colombia, and the
Philippines. Fore-Agn-produced cotton goes through the mills of those countries
and rides into our domestic markets on the backs of cheap foreign labor. This
is competition which our domestic mills, which must use our own cotton. are
unable to meet. It is a bottonimless pit in which more and more and lmlore of our
domestic fiber market could be lost.

The case Is only moderately different with man-made fiber textiles. .apal,
which is still a cheap labor country itself, sent us about one-third of all our mah-
made fiber textile imports last year. Of the rest, about 55 per cent came from
Taiwan, Korea, 11ong Kong, the Philippines, "Mexico, Span, and Singapore.

In the old days, when the standard arguments for free trade were being writ-
ten into our textbooks, capital and technology did not move very speedily from
one country to another. Today it Is possible for the most backward countl-ies to
install textile or apparel plants which are as modern and efficient 'Is they care
to make them. This, in combination with cheap labor, has created a problem of a
magnitude that the world has never experienced before. European countries have
a great variety of special quota systems, licensing arrangements and other die-
vices for keeping these Imports under control. By comparison, the United States
has stood out as the one great market into which more and more of them could
be poured.

There Is today a lot of loose news reporting which gives a very false impression
of what we are trying to do. We are not requesting that all this import competi-
tion be denied access to the American market. We are not requesting some un-
reasonable cut-back in the level of these Imports. We would not close the door to

still further expansion. Cotton people have always believed in a high level of

international trade, and we (1o today. We have always believed In comnpetitioll.

and we do today. All we ask is that a rising tide of Imports, based on the uxze of
cheap foreign textile labor, not be allowed to engulf the domestic market for our

cotton.
If It is our national policy to let our cotton economy be destroyed in thkii way.

then a lot of other efforts to save it and put It on a healthy basis are being

made in vain. We all know that cotton is in deep trouble. But many people are

thinking and acting responsibly about the problem. This fiber has a great poten-

tial to become once again a profitable, self-sustaining, highly progressive part

of the American economy. A lot is at stake, not only for the 1,300,000 Americans

who live on cotton farms and tihe 5.000,000 Americans who depend to an impor-

tant extent upon employment involved in producing. marketing and procesilig

cotton and cottonseed, but also for all of American agriculture and for the

strength of our whole economy, our whole country.
A big part of the challenge has to be faced by the Congress itself. Im this

session great consideration has been given to the kind of farm program that we

are going to have in time years ahead. A sound program will involve co;t. for

the American taxpayer, but those costs are being faced with the realization that

so much is at stake for every one Involved.
Large parts of the challenge are being faced by individual American citizens.

Cotton farmers In particular are voluntarily paying a dollar a bale of their own

money to support long-range programs of research and promotion, which have

a big potential for reducing costs and reviving market growth. In this and m1ny

other ways, cotton people are facing the great costs of an adequate effort to put

cotton on a more healthy basis. At this critical point In time they deserve help,

not discouragement.
If all these efforts, public and private, are to mean anything, they must not

be undermined by an unrealistic trade policy. If we succeed In the great effort



I, plut adelquate research a0l(1 promotion behind our cotton, ,Ili(] if the Congress
passes a farnl prograInm which is otherwise sound, we could still see our cotton
eco(illy go down the drain if ourt domestic market should he eaten 111p by import
c((ilhlet itioll which is complletely impossible to meet.

'Tie National C(oit(in (l ouncil, inl supporting reasIonable restraints on textile
ilillllts. is in 1o selise overlo(okinlg the vital importance of raw cotton exports
to 01W whole cottoli eco1Only and to the entire Nation. Let me say with alllmssile elhasis that (Pur cotton producers and oulr cotton industry c.annot

survive without a strong and healthy export market for cotton. Our exports last
season and tile 0e lefore were down to the very low lig-ue of 2':, million bales.
This is too small an export market. It imist be greatly expanded. We have real
problems ill the exp(Irt fiel. They must be understood alld overcome. They
certainjly require that our federal government have sound policies ill this area.

From time to time we encounter the argument that if this country adoltS
ineaslures to save its domestic market from an unreasonable volume of imports,
it will thereby destroy its export market. We reject this point of view. We 11ol
that both the domestic and the export markets are essential and that both call
be preserved. Positive steps need to be taken in the interest of greater exports.
But om this occasion wve must deal v-ith tile negative argument that we cannot
lriotect our (lomestic market without hurting our export imiarket.

It is .,( 1ties si that when we import cotton textiles, we are merely
bringing back cotton which we hand previously exported as raw fiber. There is
1141t much to this argumllellt today. In 196SAMt, the last season for which wve have
(omlete figures. tile ten countriess which sent us the largest quantities of textiles
got (,ily 9.4 per cent (If their total raw cotton requiremelnts from the U united
States. As a matter of fact. in recent years the countries showing the biggest
ipercenlage growth ill textile exports to the United States have been those which
grow a large amount f cotton themselves. Last year, for example. Mexico. Brazil.
India. and Pakistan increased their total textile slliplIenlets to us by (0'00() (ottill
Iale equivalents, or nearly 50 per cent. And now it has to be recognized that
the biggest and most (lalaging increases in our textile imlorts are no longer
cotton textiles, but are ma(1 l'e(lominantly of man-made fiber.

Today the chief argument which we hear is that if we strengthen our import
controls, foreign countries will "retaliate" by refusing to buy from us. This kind
of threat seems to be used especially with respect to Jalan. Actually, however.
we have seen our cotton exports decline a great (teal over the very same years
wvhen our textile imports were greatly increasing. Mexico imports 11o cotton
textiles at all from .JIapal. or virtually non1. and yet last scaso. Japan import(
more cotton from Mexic(o than froin the United States. We have studied the
records of the 15 foreign countries having the largest exports of cotton to Japan
last year. They shipped Japan nearly four times as much cotton as we did, but
they bought less than half as much cotton cloth from Japan as we did. If Our
textile imports really did affect the decisions of the Japanese oii where to buy
their cotton, they should be buying a great (teal more from us now.

Since this argument has become so absurd, the threatened "retaliation" has
1een broadened to embrace all of our agricultural exports to Japan. Earlier this
y"ear a newspaper published in Memlihis said ill an editorial that "Japan has
let it be known that if Washington should impose quotas oil her textiles. she
will retaliate by reducing her imports of United States agricultural products."
This is Spelled out in terms of potential imagee to our important Japanese
market for soybean exports.

WVhile the retaliation argument is developed fully in the attachment to this
statement, a few mnore comments are in order.

Japan is a great nation and a great ally of the U'nited States. We thoroughly
appreciate the fact that Japan is the largest single foreign customer for our
exports of cotton and soybeans. We respect our Japanese friends, and for that
vetry reason we feel that tile alleged threats of retaliation are unworthy of them.
Let us analyze the situation just a bit.

So far as individual business Imen in Japan are concerned, they obviously will
conltiliue to (1o their buyilng where they can get the best (eal, all things con-
sidered. Any serious retaliation would have to come from the Japanese govern-
mleait itself. But let us contemplate what that vohl mean, first on moral grounds.
apd! then o1 practical or economic grounds.

Morally, Japan Is in the worst possible position to oppose efforts of our gov-
ernment to defend our own economy. After World War II Japan was a prostrate
country. The United States hehl overwhelming economic power. We poured our



resources into rebuilding the Japanese nation. The General Agreemeiits on
Tariffs and Trade was adopted in 19117. It comldoiid extremely Ipr tctimit
policies in a country like Japan, which was in great balance of paymeiits dillh-
culty. At the same time the United States led1 the vorld in the liberalisi of
its own import policies.

Through the years since 1917 the world scene has radically ehinged. With
our help tie Japanese economy has become the most dynamic in the world. Its
industrial production and its exports have doubled in the last four years. Its
reserves of golly and foreign exchange have almost doubled. Today our own
economy is in grave diliculty and our balance of payments position is severely
weakened. While Japan has had very little military expense since WYorld War
II, we are defending her vital interests in South Vietnam us well as Korea with
our lives and resources. That very fact is at the root of the inflation which has
contributed so greatly to the weakening of our balance of trade. Against this
background, how in the world could Japan object on moral gromlids wheni wve
are merely trying to get reasonable protection for our own economy?

On the ground of Japan's own self-interest, her case for retaliation :agoiinst
us would be equally absurd. Japan Is highly dependent on her export market.
and nearly one-third of her entire export trade is to the United States. Our
highly vulnerable domestic market has been the key to her success. Sie ships
more goods to us than to all of Europe plus Canada, Latin America. Australia
mid the entire Communist Bloc combined. We greatly value our export trade
with Japan, but it has to be remembered that we buy a great deal more
from her than she buys from us. If Japan should slap us in the face by "retali-
ating" against Us for reasonable efforts to protect our. economy in our own
time of distress, she would be inviting real disaster for herself. Retaliation
is a two-way street.

We need not worry too much about vague threats that reasonable import pro-
tection will destroy our present small export market for cotton. The emphasis
of our thinking should be on positive ways to rebuild and expand our cotton
exports. Just as a healthy trade policy must keel) imports within reasonable
bouiuds, it must also put great stress upon the essential role of exports. For
many years our cotton exports earned half a billion dollars or more annually
in hard foreign currency. We face a challenge and an opportunity to return
to that level of exports and go above it. The Cotton Council has a strong and
-well-rounded program for export expansion. We believe it can succeed. It must
succeed.

May I close with an expression of appreciation to the Members of the Colin-
mittee for the tine and interest which you are devoting to this subject. We
respectfully urge that the textile provisions of 11.11. 18970, as reported by the
Ways and Means Committee of the House, receive favorable action at the earliest
possible time.

TilE MILi.S B 11.1, AND TIE RETALIATION ARGMENT

(By Mcl ),nal K. Ilormue, Jr.. former Chief Economist,
National Cotton Council)

The Trade Act of 1970, which is now before the U o.S. Congress, contains as
Title II some provisions to put restraints on the rising imports of man-made
liber textiles, wool textiles, and leather shoes. This title is a mlodified version oif
11.11. 16920. which was introduced earlier by Congressman Wilbur Mills anld
le-came widely known as the Mills Bill. We shall refer to it herein as tihe Mills
Bill.

Tile opponents of this bill argue that sonice of tim countries exporting the
affected articles would retaliate against us and thereby trigger an international
trade wor. It is said that the threat of retaliation comes especially from .Jaliapa
amid allies lrticularly to (,ur exports of farm product's.

This idea has gained wide circulation aiu(l has become the chief argu,1l1ent 115(ll
against tile bill. 'Typlical is this editorial comment by a leading newspaper !it 1
great cotton and soybean protucing area :

.Japam has let it lie known that if Washington should impose (1quo' as on her
textiles, she will retaliate by reducig her imports of unitedd States a1giii(m. lt mral
products."

Japai is the largest importer of our cottoll and soybeans. If tit rethliatioi
threat is gemine,, it is an extremely serious matter. But likewise the import prob-
hcm is extremely serious.
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Two Ii ssilillities seem obvionus: Either the retaliation threat is genuine-OR
it is a scare tactic. adopted by the interests which profit directly from I .S.
imports of these particular goods, aiid accepted Iiicritically by all those gr-1,uis
who habitually oppose any trade restrictions.

Which is the true situation?
Many people have strong inclinations to line uj) rather promptly on one or tint(

otlier side of this question. For example, anyone who delnendcs lwavily (n ain
export market is automatically inel(ned to oppose anything which raises the
slightest threat, however thin and remote, of retaliation against our exports.
This is understandable, and it unay explain why a good many of our fine citizens
have accepted tie retaliation argunient and are helping to remotee it.
But for a cotton economist the issue is far from simple, since cotton is deeply

involved with both sides of tile. argument. We depend heavily on raw (ottol
exports (now about 2.7 million bales a year) and we are heavily damaged by
imports of cotton and inan-made tiber textiles (mow som 2.1 million bale equiva-
lents ier year, an(l rising steeply).

On the surface, the first inclination may be to accept tihe retaliation threat at
face value. But for those of us who are obliged to look l)elow the surface and
search thoroughly for the facts of ti matter, the picture is quite different. There
seems to be impressive evidence that any responsible foreign government would
be most reluctant to retaliate seriously against the mild restraints which lie
Mills Bill would provide.

The evidence will be summarized largely in ternis of the affected hinports which
are of most concern to cotton people, nanmely man-made fiber textiles. It will be
presented under four headings: (1) The acuteness of tie problem and the mild-
ness of the remedy, (2) Japan and our- agricultural exports, (3) time podicies (f
1917 and the conditions of today, and (4) the lack of other arguments.

(1) TIE ACUTENESS OF TilE PROBLEM AND Tile MILDNESS OF TIlE IIEMEDY

The size and monientuin of our textile imports really do threaten (lest ruction
to great parts of the U.S. economy. In man-made fiber products the imports have
nearly doubled In the last two years and now exceed a million cotton bale e(quiva-
lents. In these, plus cotton products. the imports have more thnn (Iioubled iii
the last five years and now exce ,d two million ales (equal to one-fou-tl (if
U.S. mill cotton colulsillption). Ti causes are (a) cheap foreign wages combined
with world-wide access to textile capital and technology, and (b) tile refusal of
other advanced nations to accept a reasonable share of the exports from cheali-
labor countries, thus forcing the bulk of then onto the relatively open U.S. mar-
ket. These two factors give every sign that they will cause continued accelera-
tion of the U.S. textile imports If our government policy permits.

In the face of this condition. the Mills Bill is astonishingly mild. Public at-
tention centers on a formula which it provides for" the establishment of unilateral
import quotas, but few people seem to know that the bill clearly invites all
countries to avoid the formula by negotiating bilateral agreements with tie
U.S. government. In reality tih( bill merely seeks to establish tile same import
plan for textiles of man-made fiber and wool, which has been in existence for
cotton textiles since 1961. Since that year tie cotton textile imports have in-
creased from less than 400,000 to more than a million bale equivalents (and
would have gone much higher If the domestle market had not been depressed by
Inter-fiber conl)etltion and a recession). The original bill even cites the cotton
arrangement as the kind of thing which is needed. Big newv loopholes are pro-
vided even exceeding those which have been usd to expand tit cotton textile
quotas. Presumably the bilateral agreements would be negotiated by the same
government agencies, including the State Department. which have handled the
cotton textile quotas.

(2) JAPAN AND OUR AORICUI.TURAL EXPORTS

A tip-off as to the nature of the retaliation threat may he found in the facE
that It is associated primarily with Japan and most of all with her imports of
our agricultural products, particularly soybeans. To the superficial observer,
this Is the most likely place to expect trouble; but under any real analysis, it
becomes about the most unlikely. Japan has laterly become "the second economic
power in the free world," ' and she has done this despite an "almost total lack

' Nelson A. Stitt, Director, U.S.-Jnpan Trade Council, In testimony May 19, 1970 before
U.S. House Committee on Ways and Means (p. 1070 of published hearings).
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of natural resources.''' An economy built entirely 11 inidlstry and on Lxpol-rs
depends for its life on importations of raw materials and food.

Jal)an buys our soybeans, for example, because she needs tiem vitally. She
already buys most of China's exportable soybean supply. and there is no prac-
tical outlook for much increase in that supl)ly (loose threats to the contrary
notwithstanding). In 1969 the world exports of soylbeans came front the fol-
lowing countries: '

United States 311. 1
Mainland China -------------------------------------------------- 1. 2
Brazil ----------------------------------------------------------- 11.-i
All other -------------------------------------------------------- 1. 7

Total ----------------------------------------------------- 32.4
China's exports of soybean oil and meal were even less significant.

Last year 13.8 million bushels, or 76 Ier cent, of China's soybean exports went
to Japan. Any notion that this source of supply could become a damaging (om-
petitor for United States farmers seenis far out of keeping with the following
comnmeints by the U.S. departmentt of Agricuilt ure:

"Since 195S there has been a significant reduction in Chiia's soybean acreage
ill (iomplian(.e with the regime's general policy to convertt land from how-yiehdi ig
cnorls to high-yielding ones. (The soybean i- considered a low-yielding crop.)

"Since 1963, it also has been the regime's wlicy to limit thi, ace ge (of
(comomnie crops' considerably below the 1957 level so that more Inid is 'made

available for the l)ro(luction of food grains. 1'llims ('hina's soyhea i prduc'tiol
in the last decade is believed to have been (onsideraldy below the level of
early 1950.

"lased en data from iliportl' g couitries, exports of soybeasli from Maillanmlm
('hina in 1969 appear to hmave beten somewluat below the 196 level. Exxl rts ill
the last 0 years. however, have stabilized aroumil 20 million bushels--far ielow
the levels of the late 1950's and time 41 million bushels exported ill 1960 . . .
l.-xpor. sto .Japan in 1969 vere tile lowest since l967) and no sigiliicait imagee
is foreseen in 1970."
When we turn to cotton, the retaliation threat should (.ole into leaderr focus.

We depend upon Japan as our greatest cotton export market. 'he .alanese
textile industry buys American cotton and sells cotton textiles on the Ainlericall
market. Presumably the most logical place to promote the retaliation scare
-wuld be right here. The reason for little mention of cotton, however, is that

(-otton people have lived so (lose to this subject for so long that they tend to
understand it.

ltetaliation woul not come from individual Japanese business firms. Quite
sensibly. they buy their cotton where they can get the best deal. For exalnl)le,
they purchase about one-half of Mexico's export cotton year after year, although
they sell virtually no textiles to Mexico. Last year Japan Iought more cotton
from Mexico, a near-zero customer for her textiles, tihin from the United States,
her biggest customer for textile exports and for all exports.

Any practical decision to retaliate against American exports would have to
come from the Japanese government, rather than her business firms. But .alian's
ilmeteoric rise to economic power would have leen iml )ssible without (lirlct help
froni this country and without our investment of American lives and treasume ill
Korea anid Vietnam. Japai, Ilke nimany other countries, has gained 111)011 Us in
economic power while we bore the cost of defending her vital interests. Even
if she were morally capable of striking us now in our time of trouble, she wouldd
not (to so economically without incredible recklessness. Ier strength rests ol
exl)orts, and nearly one-third of her entire export trade is with the United
states. Last year she sent us $5.0 billion worth of goods an1(d imported only
$3.5 billion from us. Would she gamble this kind of trade position by arousing
our farmers and all our people against her? Would she be so Irrational as to
risk starting a trade war with a country which buys $1.5 billion more goods
from her than It sells to her?

2 Kazuo Nukazawa, Research Consultant. U.S.-Japan Trade Council. Japan's Foreign
Economic Policy: Optiols for the Seventies (May 1970) p. 3.
a U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forcign Agriculture Circular, July 1, 1970. p. 3.
4 Ibid., pp. 18-19.



(3 I TIHE POiClIEtS- (i' 1'047 AND TlIE CONDIIONS OF TODAY

''lie I'oiled States "]Jas played tihe, leading ro(l' ill c'eatillg tile highly successfll
lilIl worl trade .1ivi,111VIIi t of tle lostw'ar period." These 1i'e the very trie
Worts orf an adverliseme it sptisiretl in the lWtI Nrctr .Ioernl b - lithe Baik of
Tokv) and Nisslin-Iwai ('o., Ltd."

\\'len tilt General Agreement ol Tariffs and Trade was formulated ii 1917,
It I'ihited Stdis i all ovet'i't)erii advattag'e il WIIhd trade. The GATT'
wIs (leiilated ( ellc'ilrage other countries. lrostrati' from World War Ir. to)
liursile proltetive trade policies while we stood far out ahead ill the lileralism
of oul own. Today our compietitive position in the world is incomparaldy weaker
than it was 23 years ago: great new trading blocs have arisen t) weaken us
further anid our lalanec iof payments is chronically sick with no teal cure ini
si.ght. Yet we are still expected ti set a liberal trade standard wliwh other clil-
trh' ,s do0 not follow.
As Sta nley Nelmer. )eputy Assistant Secretary of ('Commerce, .stated

recent lv : "
"AWe are the only major market in tile world without quantitative limitations

oil iliIoils of -wool and lani-made tilier textiles and apparel. Many importing
c minitries have unilaterally imposed restrictions. Other collitties have reaclled
b'ilate ral agreilieits limiting trade. Japain, for example. has agreements wit
Ilitit importing ll s restrictiig trade in wool and(] man-made filbr textihs."

All the major Westerin ]'izroipean co cities have discriminations against .lapa-ii,,i' eXports and a host -f eviees to keep out textiles from less developIed

conilt'sie. seemeta ry of ( ommerce Maurice Stalls testified recently as follows
"Data now available show that in 196S w hile the Il'nited States took 20 l1r cent

of .Jaiian's textile mill jiroduct exports, tilt ] Eilealati l'conoliec ('onzmmiiity im-
liorted 01ly 3 per cent. 'Ve imported 51 per cent of .Japan's apparel exports and
tie i'E(' took only 5 per cent...

"'VW itnlIsirted 3S ier cent of Hotng Kong's apparel exports in 196S (first half
only) while the EEC took 14 per cent. In tile mill products sector, we imported
32 ler ctett of long Kong's exports as against 2 per cent for the EEC. I'e tlink
(lie reason for this is that the Elurowean Comimunity is deliberately keeping these
gHoods out of their market...

fiti short, olir market has beell open while others have beeti closed..
The common n Market coulitrics have a system of agricultural price sports

which, in the estiniate of L%.S. Secretary of A.griculture ('litord M. ha rdin.
'ie.sts its (itizetis aboiit $15M billion poer ye' rU lie lpoints lit with very justiialle

coniceri that for at least two years the Comno Ma kt't has leeti threatenil,
to illillose allihi]ort levy" oi soil'ats.10

'[his serious threat exists quite apart from anythi" ,clitaiied in tlt', Mills
Bill. It is colceivable. as some clail, that the Mills Bill could be used by the
('omton 'Market as an excuse for taxing soybeans h Wut if so, it vould ie oil.
a cynical pretext for a step that wvas taken for other reasons. The Eurol'eans
are interested iti mch a levy as a means of bolstering their domesticin markets
for butter and coarse grains., as Secretary Hlardinl brings out. If tilt' Europenlis
decide to tax sovleans and the Mills Bill is not availalile as a hanldy pretext.
they ('all easily find another. We ianlot afford to lie intimated b3 such threats
today. Ve should oppose tlt' soylo'al tax 11 its nterits with every lirgaittitt,
wt'a~lnli at our colnmand, but we should not allow it to divert out' attention frin
the iliqclities already existing in the textile trade, ill w'hicfl te 'ulropeaus
are far more lrotecti)nist than Awe ai-e.

(4) TIlE LACK OF OTitER AIGUMtENTS

The suspicion aris.es that time Mills Bill Olponenlts haln so heavily upon tle
retaliation argument because, however weak, it is the best one they have left.
It eaniot be absolutely disproved because no one ('an lie sure thit other nations
will act rationally. It can only be replied that there comes a point (alld we
have reached it) when we have to assume that other nations will behave more

s Wall Street Journal, August 3, 1970, p. 5.
6 Address before the Linens and Domestics Buyers of America, Febr'ary 4, 1970.
7 Kazuo Nukazawa, op. cit., pp. 5 and 7.
S Before the House Committee on Ways and Means, 3fay 12, 1970 (Page 442 of published

hearings).
* Testimony before U.S. [louse Committee on Ways and Means, May 13, 1970 (p. 638.

of published 'hearings).
)Ibi d., pp. 635-637.
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like equal pa rtr', itt rslim1nsi l)ity. rt-t'ogtizi II- tile ll-IEl Elte Ifot'' ol" mit r
sittHation. Itut it is tasi'er to wave .1 red flag 4if ft-ar and ittinl idatiopn 'ver thlis
illmClulliVe sitlatliml tha~ll to staild s('erimlily 11114mI nnly Itllvrl arl' iletlS. Trlii,

tre indeed some other a rgumueints wilich have ltll valid and pow1eifull ntilie-
llst. 'he Oq rpmets Ed thle 1il1 ii't ii tidi ll le till"!y liut ii 111)( itl lir.1t themi.
Ibecise they will 1lit stanl l) lieft're tllay's fac~ts.

)1e is that "we must iml"Iri if w%e wvant to c'xi r.' This arigiiiiiellt was Itvii-
whelhing 15 or 24) years ago, whlen the \vhohI wo'ld was til iged to stcI-l lliiit'
for our dollars. ]lit that situatimI is hig just. 1nllrg th' 1I9640s gour ini prts
grew from $15 tuo $3; lmillioi while lotr trad, srlius virtually disaplettar .
our golly holdings lroipied by $0 billion; and foieigi liquid t-llil s gili tlE til-
lar d(ubled and reached $42 lilliom. Moreover the Mills Bill ilt idves iiin ,its
likelihood that our iilports will Ile reduced or even hheld where thewy are.

Aitther possible argumetit is that alty taitperiing with txtit, itiliorts ttiglit
worsen the problem of inflation. This lotent lhery is shaken ladly when 1t(u te
empirical tests. A(-ross the past two years of rapidly rising prices (.Jnt' 11(60
t,.T une 1970) textile lrodlicts have been am'14 til Ist iilhttioiI-lorme. Tlis
is true both of cotton tt'xtiles (whieh are already under .11i imlWt q14ta systutm I
and of other textiles (which are inot).

At the whols'i I' lrie lev'el (whiel is IltEIst iletni tt to illl.t.s) tilt' iilEX
for all industrial conmtijilitIt, r(O., 7.3 peir ceint ( from 1(,.N tE 116.7 whih, Ilt
fir all tt'xtilts anil apparel rose only 3.. 9 ,r ('ent 105.2 lo 109.3 ) . and I his it-
crease occurred largely ill iipor't-dependent silk and iiitv'' dhicts att llo \itI
o1m1trel. eit imiex fill c4ittoij textile prodiuitS rEsE' mily 1.1 lpr elit (1II.7 ti)
105.9). while there were relies (if 1.0 per (-Pill ill taan-inmade fiber textilee. I 9.1
to S19.0) attd (Of 1.0 iper cent il W4ii1 textih.t' ( 103.S too 10(2.8 ).

The explanation is ( 1 ) that our filler prices. (lit the whl, hav'e decliiied evenl
in lilt' face of inflation, and (2) that our textile fi-is. as usual. have', disp played
the clia-aeteristi-s of ain exceptionally competitive industry. '[lie -decline ii (Ir-
p4oialt, earniitgs sitite the second iln1arlter of l mP) saw tle liet i't4it oil salt's of ll
maifactrers drop 22 per cent by the first quarter of 197( 1fromi 5.1 tl -1.40 Ier
c'ent) Ibut that ,of textile e'.Impaides dlr'olplped 3-1 plerc(ent ( flrmn 3.2 to) 2. I rnr cetl 1.

A third argument is lit', classical onte that hi-nod markets enetolragt e'lliviney.
Free trade directs antd stimulates every one to it) what is l(.st for al. Ihit w'e
already have within this country the blessings of a larger free trate (' omy
tlhai Adlam Smith Could pos'zibly enlvisioned for the wA-holt world. Our textilte
manufacturers face the pressure of intense ColulKetitit at home till(] of unfair
(-inpetition from abroad. which is endlessly exlinding.

It is tititt to recogllize that (.Otlllt'titil of this kind can reach a level whol er it
iOe-ones quite dmaging to elfeiency. flown to tilt' year 1966 or textile ittitstiry's
investment in new plant and equillment showed a healthy upward trend. in I it
with the growth of demand and wvith the investlmets of Other induistries. 111ut
since 1 1 tle capital inveslmntt of the textile coiilpaiiies 1as g~me into a sCell
decline (from RS20 to $.5G0 million) while the econoiny conti aed gromin . s did
the new investment of other industries. 1-,fficienc.y today turns oii ever increasing
investment ill the equipment of new technology, but there obviously is incrt'asitig
doubt that our owli textile manufacturers vould lie vise tl (oetttinue such iznvest-
ment. Their return on stockholder's equity has dei-lined steply sine 1966 -itl
is now 5.4 lo'r ent. It seem"ts nov that elictimey ivoihl lit' served Iby its traii
soiute of the unfair colilpetition. so that our dotiesti industry can aehiev'e imor'
of is own potential for progress in efficiency. Apparently leitefits wolild accrue
to constiuiers. as well as to the industry's workers, investors. and suppliers.

The 'Mills Bill is being op]+psed by alt itimpressive list of e-omioitists 1der tl
a'gis of the ('ommitte for a National Trade Plo1icy. Their appeal is lotsod EAg

tile forthright claim that this bill is similar it its sigtilicaitce to thei' Smilt-
Hawley Tariff Act of 1930.

This requires quite a leap of the imagination. The Stoot-llawley Act of 1930
climaxed several decades of increasing lrotectionism. It gave us the highest
tariffs in our history. The rates were placed so high that iii 1931 our eustonis
receipts averaged 53 per cent of the value of dutiable imports, and ln fact were
largely prohibitive. ]lit since that time we have had four decades of ever more
liberal trade policee, so that it 1969 the average tariff on dutiable goods was
only 11 per cent.
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A resolution opposing Sinoot-Ilawley was endorsed by virtually all the lead-
ing economists of 1930." Clearly they were right. But we are living now in a
('completely different era against a background of highly contrasting eir.uin-
stances. Consider the record of foreign trade leading up to the 8inoot-Ilawley
Tariff as compared with that which now confronts us. These are the figures in
thii.i(ls of dollars. a

Exports minus Exports minus
Year Imports imports Year Imports imports

1924 ...... ............ 3,610 888 1964 -------------------- 18,647 6,831
1925 -. . .4,227 592 1965 ------ ---------- 21,496 4,951
1926 --- ------------ 4,431 281 1966 -------------------- 25,463 3,926
1927 -------------------- 4.185 574 1967 -------------------- 26,821 3,860
1928 .-- -------------- - 4,091 939 1968 ------------------- 32,964 624
1929 ----------------- 4,399 758 1969 ------------------- 35,835 638

lit the five years preceding 1930, imports rose by a net of only 22 per cent. and
expiirt , kept reasonable pace. But it the five years preceding 1970. imports
nearly (luubled, and exports lagged badly. Prior to Smoot-Ilawley, there was no
sigl'iliant weakening in our healthy trade surplus ; but from 1964 to 1969, a
surhris of about $7 billion largely disappeared.

When the Kennedy Round of tariff cuts was being proposed in the early 1960's,
oiur balance of payments was already being threatened, an( the emergence of the
Common Market as an inward-looking trade bloc was raising further concerns.
The rationale of the Kennedy Round was that we could meet this problem by
giving the world a further example of leadership in trade liberalism. It was
theorized that if we encouraged a faster expansion of imports, we could induce
other nations and trade blocs to accept such an expansion of our exports that
our iict export balance would be strengthened. The figures above show that the
theory has worked very badly Indeed.

Yet we are told now by the eminent economists that the way out of our diffi-
culties is to push on further with the same theory. They say that the .Mills Bill
would he "as perilous to the nation's interest today as was the Tariff Act of
1930." They insist that even under present conditions our foreign friends would
strike back at us for even such a modest effort to cope vith our problems . Are
other nations so impervious to reality, and our own diplomats so impotent, as to
permit a trade war to grow out of this situation ?

In 1930 we were carrying no world-wide military and economic burdens like
those of today. We did not picture ourselves as a nation with unlimited power
and obligation to support the world. In 1930 we held gold stocks as large as our
annual imports, and there was no real strain upon our balance of payments.

In the relatively settled days when free trade was installed as a sure virtue
in our textbooks, men could hardly dream of the explosive changes which have
come to the world in the 1950's and 190's. They could scarcely have imagined
that colonialism would collapse so suddenly, or that communications, capital, and
technology would spread in all directions so rapidly.

In 1930 men were accustomed to changes in International trade which caine
by relatively small increments from year to year. There is nothing in our previous
experience which even compares with the pace and magnitude of the expansion
in our textile imports during recent years.

Part of the conventional theory Is that an advanced economy should be willing
to abandon its more labor-intensive enterprises. As Mr. George Ball said re-
cently on television," we should be "moving more and more into the more
sophisticated, capital-intensive kinds of production and leaving certain areas
for the less developed countries .... " Textiles were mentioned as the classic case
of an expendable industry. This is all very well for professional world traders
and for academicians, but we have never before come up against the harsh
reality of letting this theory destroy one of our greatest industries. Does practical
judgment really say that this would be wise-wise at a time when we are
already striving by a number of other governmental mneais to maintain our
balance of payments? Who Is to say that we can do without this basic part of our
economy in years ahead?

". Including Claudius T. Murchison, who was later to become president of the Cotton
Textile Institute and economist of the American Cotton Manufacturers Association.

12 Source: 1924-29, U.S. Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics of the United
States (1949). 1064-69, Economic Indicators, prepared by the President's Council of
Economic Advisers, July 1970. Military sales and expenditures are excluded.

13 The NBC Today Shoi, Aug. 18, 1070.
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No other "sophisticated, capital-intensive" nation has ever faced this practical
condition and decided to let its textile industry go. As a matter of fact, we need
only consider the nations now sail to be threatening retaliation if we put very
modest restraints on the exports of their tertile industries. They are the other
most "sophisticated, capital-intensive" countries in the world. Theories notwith-
standing, they see no wisdom in giving up any potential textile market. Should
we ?

The appeal made here Is not to repudate the men who wisely opposed the
Smoot-Ilawley Tariff or to belittle the need for expanding world trade. Rather
it Is that we should le realistic In pursuing policies which are right for our time
and place in the world. Ever since World War II, our great and powerful country
has been carrying the lion's share of the free world's military and econonile
burdens. Other nations have thrived on this relationship. In relative terms, our
own economic strength has declined tremendously. Our national policy is now
moving insistently toward a new relationship. In which other nations are ex-
pected to take responsibilities more in line with their capabilities. This is the
only possible course for us, and we have to follow it in trade as in other
fields. Other nations must not beconin outraged and vindictive when we take
even very modest steps to protect ourown economy, as they have long done.

As a matter of fact. there are strong off-the-record indications that responsible
members of the Japanese government (and no doubt, of others) understand our
Iposition far better than the public is led to believe by the assorted private in-
terests which are kicking up the talk about retaliation. If our dipilonmats are at
all competent, they should be able to explain the need for the Mills Bill so that
other governments will accept it with understanding.

3Mr. Wilbur Mills of Arkansas, time able and respected Chairman of time House
Ways and Means Committee, has long been known for his liberal attitude on trade
policy. lie makes it quite clear that his principles have not changed, but that
neither has his capacity to grasp the realities of a changing world. The Mills
Bill should be adopted.

STATEMENT OF IRA II. NUNN, WASHINGTON COUNSEL FOR THE NATIONAL REs-
TAURANT AsSOCIATION, TO TIE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, OCTOBER 12,
1970, ON FOREIGN TRADE

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, my name is Ira II. Numn. I am
the Washington Counsel for the National Restaurant Association, a trade associ-
ation with approximately 13,000 members of its own which, through its affiliation
with 137 State and local restaurant associations, rel)resents about 110,000 eating
and drinking establishments in all parts of the country. The National Restaurant
Association has members in all types of food service, institutional feeding and
industrial catering as well as drive-ins and restaurants of all types.

Our purpose in appearing here, Mr. Chairman, Is to express our views !)Il legis-
lative proposals now pending before Congress which would place more stringent
limitations on the quantity of fresh, frozen, and chilled meats that can be im-
ported into the United States.

Our members do not import meat. Our interest in this matter is identical to
that of the American housewife who seeks to provide nourishing, palatable foods
to her family at a cost consistent with her budget. In other words, we are here as
consumers. We believe that with the current market demand for beef any further
restriction In the supply is certain to raise the price of hamburger and hot (logs.
To the best of our knowledge, even those who are in favor of greater restrictions
on imports of meat do not contend otherwise.

I refer specifically to beef, because beef is the central issue In this matter.
Over 90 percent of all-imported meat is beef. The target of lower quotas is beef.
There is a sound reason why beef is the leading imported meat product. It is ill
great demand. The per capita consumption of beef in the United States in 1915
was 59.4 pounds. By 1957 this had risen to 84.6 pounds, and per capita consum)-
tion today Is over 109 pounds. During this same period, the population has grown
from about 130 million to over 200 million. Mr. Chairman, when we observe this
phenomenal rise in demand, It seems we might better occupied in assessing the
adequacy of our sources of supply and expanding them, rather than considering
methods to reduce that supply. The law of supply and demand operated to illus-
trate this point dramatically a little over one year ago when ground beef rose
from 55 to 66 cents per pound In a year's time and frankfurters rose from 69.6
cents to 78.4 cents a pound during the same period.

51-39-70-pt. 2 - 5
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This is our principal concern in this matter. We believe it is possible to price
a product out of a market. However appealing hamburgers and hot logs may be
to the American palate, prices can and do operate to change tastes. Economic
pressures have induced the acceptance of substitutes in other commodities and
can do the same for beef. We would prefer to avoid this and we believe it is in
the best interest of our meat industry to avoid it. To our industry, the issue
assumes great significance for we know that eating away from home, the pleasure
of eating out, can diminish, when the cost becomes too high. We know too that
the principal products from manufacturing beef, hamburger and hot dogs, are a
mainstay of the low income family's diet. High prices for these high protein,
nourishing meat products hit our low income families the hardest, both at home
and when they eat out.

It is our understanding that American cattle raisers want greater limitations
placed on imported beef because they believe such imports compete with their
product. We do not believe this to be true to any significant degree. Let me ex-
plain why. Imported beef is the product of lean grass-fed cattle. Its normal fat
content runs to about 10 percent. The great majority of such lean beef is of cut-
ters or canners grade and is used principally in the manufacture of hamburger,
hot dogs, and sausage where fat content is restricted by government regulations.
Our domestic source for this type of beef has been retired dairy herds. The num-
ber of cattle in these herds has been steadily declining as technology has greatly
increased the milk yield per cow and the productive life of each animal.

Coincident with this decline in supply has come a spectacular increase in de-
mand. The efforts of our meat industry have been directed toward satisfying the
ever increasing demand for the more tender, fat marbled, table beef that is the
product of our grain-fed cattle. The great bulk of our domestically produced beef,
with a fat content of about 25 percent, is the product of our grain-fed cattle. This
is a natural approach to the problem by our cattle raisers. The production of
grain-fed cattle is more consistent with the decline in available grazing areas
and, furthermore, grain-fed cattle bring higher prices to our meat producers.

The lean, grass-fed imported beef is used, by and large, for manufacturing
purposes. It does not compete in the market place with the high quality table
cuts produced from our grain-fed animals.

To place the issue in perspective it is worth noting that the meat import law
of August. 1964 (Public Law 88-482) is designed to limit imports to approxi-
mately 6.7 ler cent of domestic production. In actual operation, since the passage
of that law in 1964, beef imports have represented 5.3 per cent of domestic beef
production in 1964; 4.4 per cent in 1965; 5.5 per cent in 1960; 5.9 l)ei cent In 1967:
and 6.5 per cent in 1968. Over that five year period, Imported beef averaged but
5.5 per cent of domestic production. On June 30 of this year, the President in-
voked quotas under this law when the Secretary of Agriculture determined that
the statutory trigger point was likely to be exceeded. However, after invoking
the quotas, the President immediately suspended them due to increased (lenmand
for nmnufacturing beef. Ile delegated authority to the Secretary of Agriculture
to regulate imports. The Secretary promptly established a new quota, the net
result of which was an increase in permissible imports of 41,300,000 pounds of
meat.

According to the best information we can obtain on the subject, there has been
an annual increase of about two and one-half per cent in consumer demand for
hamburgers, frankfurters, and sausages. In contrast to this steadily rising de-
man(l, the Department of Agriculture predicts a four per cent increase this year
in cow slaughter, our principal domestic source of manufacturing beef. This fact
siml)ly reflects a pattern that has been in progress for many years. The predicta-
ble result of this steady decline in domestic supply (luring a period of consistently
rising demand, and with import limits based upon domestic production, is a
shortage of manufacturing grade beef. Some estimates of this shortage place it at
350 to 400 million pounds per year. With supplies falling short of consumer de-
mand to this extent, higher prices are not just predlctable--they are an absolute
certainty.

A Subcommittee of the House Government Operations Committee helhl hear-
ings on meat prices during October, 1969. The Subcommittee's report of its find-
ings was not accepted by the full Committee and It was not published for reasons
which were not announced. IIowever. in a speech on the floor of the House of
Representatives on September 17, 1970. one member of that Subcommittee dis-
cussed its findings and recommendations. We are told that the Subcommittee
found that the supply of beef, including available Imports. under current restric-
tions will be inadequate to meet demand for at least the next six years anml that
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shalrply rising beef prices are in priopSl 'It to 1975. We are als 1 111 11. li I lho Snii,-
coimmittee recommended ililiediate (onsideration of in aineliileInt to tIhe Meat
Iml)ort Quota Act to increase the supply of imported beef.

All of the predictions we have heard or read agree that deiand for Ibeef will
rise at the rate of about two and one-half to three per cent per year. Projections
on the supply available to meet this (lenilla vary. out all k'owledgealle sources
known to us agree that our current sources of supply, at optimui. will be hard
lint to match demand. With a market of this character, it seenis clear that ally
further restrictions on imports would force the use of dolIestic high quality
and high priced cuts for manufacturing purposes. Of necessity, this wvill iiean
a markedly higher price for hamburger and other processed meat products.

Since this Committee and the Congress will be considering this issue froili
the standpoint of national policy, it seems appropriate to observe that tile princi-
pal sources of our Imported beef are Australia, New Zealand. Ireland, and
Mexico. These countries are allied to us jIolitically and ( economically. Our lIlanve
of trade with each of them is now heavily ii our favor. Australia. for example.
buys twice as much in American goods as she sells to us. By further restricting
the opportunity of these trading partners to sell to us, we invite restrictions by
them on our products. The risk of such retaliation -ill not l)e borne by our own
meat producers. Any retaliation would fall upon producers of other agricultur.I
products or upon manufacturers of hard goods.

Aside from the risk of retaliation by countries whose friendship allld political
alliance we need and treasure, we need also to look to the future of our protein
supply. We should assess carefully whether our current restrictions are impair-
ing supplies for future years when the need will be even greater than it is now.

In brief, Mr. Chairman, all the beef we produce today and all that we are
allowed to import is consumed. No part of our production is lacking a market,
even at today's prices. If importation of beef is further restricted, the higher
grade and higher priced domestic product must be substituted in manufacturing.
The family of modest income which has come to rely upon hamburgers, hot (logs,
and other processed meats as diet stapels will be faced with higher prices. So
will the establishments in our industry which try to keep meals away from home
within the means of all segments of our society. We believe that in to(lay's
economy any action designed to raise food prices makes no sense at all.

INTERNATIONAL LONGSHOREM1EN'S & WAREIHOUSEMEN'S UNION,

1l7
(.4inlgton, D.C., October 9, 1970.

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

U.S. Senate,
1l'ash ington, D.C.

DEAR SiRs: The obscene haste with which the Senate Finance Coinimittee
scheduled hearings on foreign trade legislation could create the illusion that
all of organized labor supports the protectionist bill passed by the House Ways
and Means Committee. The AFL-CIO does support import quotas. as they were
able to testify before the Committee. 'My union was not allowed to testify in
oe)position to the trade bill, despite a written request to the Chairinan last
August 21.

We oppose protectionism which ve fear will feed inflation and provoke retalia-
tion to the point where millions of American workers will be affected, as wvhien
passage of the Smoot-Hawley Act in 1930-despite the warnings of economists
who are echoed again today-helied plunge the nation into the depths of the
depression. Protection Is a dangerous game, and we agreed with Victor Reuther
of the Auto Workers when he wrote recently: "Protection is like heroin. The
first few shots really lift your spirits. But when you begin to build U) tolerance,
you need more. Pretty soon you live for that fix. You're hooked-and probably out
of work."

My colleagues In the AFL- IO, whom I suspect are uncomfortable at finding
themselves in bed with the Nixon "southern strategy" and corporate monopoly,
seek to solve the problems of a war-ravaged economy while continuing to support
the war; they are trying for dangerously cheap and easy answers to the prob-
lems of automation and runaway shops. Eniloyment in the textile industry is
up, as are profits. Shoe plants have closed in New Hampshire, but re-opened-
non-union-in Kentucky. Penetrating and reasoned criticism of multi-national
corporations and the export of U.S. capital by the AFL-CIO takes a sudden
turn somewhere along the line to "get the furriners" apl)roach.
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The interests of American workers are ill served by those whose adoption of
the Thurmond-Tainadge line on trade could trigger a trade war with resultant
economic chaos. And at a time when our leaders exhort our young people to work
through the system, this cynical bypassing of the legislative process-this lack
of full hearings and the cruel proposal to attach the 96 page trade bill as a rider
to vital social security legislation-only serves to demonstrate the speed with
which special interests can get Congress to move on their behalf.

Yours truly,
ALBERT CANNON,

Washington Representative,
International Longshorcmcn's (f W1archousemen's Union.

IIuuiIEmSCO, INC.,
Dallas, Tcx., October 9, 1970.

Chief Counsel, Senate Committee on. Finance.
New Senate Offlice Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR 'MR. VAIL: I have your telegram that we Can send a written statement
expressing our views oil the trade legislation now before the Finance Committee.

By way of introduction. we are one of four importers and distributors of the
famous Adidas athletic shoes made in Western Germany, France, and Yugo-
slavia. We do not think athletic shoes should be included in tile legislation to
ilipose quotas ou the import of footwear.

First of all, our shoe, are higher in price than those of most of the American
manufacturers and. therefore, do not compete with the athletic shoe inaliufac-
turers. These shoes are the highest quality aild are marketed here in tile United
States because of their unique construction and quality. Adidas is unique in
that it has developed many of the patents and Ideas in the construction of ath-
letic footwear that makes them unique in the athletic footwear manufacturing
field. Because of this quality and fit of their athletic shoes, Adidas is demanded
in many sports by top athletes including track and field, football, soccer, tennis
and basketball. In many instances Adidas will manufacture a specialty shoe
used for a special event that cannot be found in the American market. I do lot
know what type of bill the Finance Committee is taking up, but I presume it is
similar to the one proposed by Chairman Wilbur Mills of the House Ways and
Means Committee. I strongly disagree that a quality product in the expensive
price field such as Adidas should be classified along with low-priced merchandise
tlat competes on the American market because of price only, and in turn creates
a problem for a labor market.

Secondly, in a world that is growing smaller in terms of communication and
transportation, I do not believe there is any logic In the theory that we can crawl
back into our own shell. If I understand my commercial history correctly, we
have competed in the world market in the past because of our technical and pro-
ductive capabilities. If we are going to retain our world leadership, we must
continue to compete on the same basis and not by imposing quotas.

Thirdly. in is my understanding that this bill singles out only two general
product lilIes; namely, footwear and textiles. Is this fair when you consider the
impact of imports ill the electronics, steel and automobile markets, to name a
few? Do you honestly believe that we call revert to isolationist policies in world
trade sch as some of those that existed in tile past?

It is unfair to our athletes, who compete internationally, not to be wearing
the best in their special events.

It would be grossly unfair both to a strong ally of the U.S. and to the competi-
tive athletes of our nation to deprive them the availability of a shoe that was
worn by over 80% of the 1908 Olympic athletes, over 50% of the National Bas-
ketball Association players, and over 50% of the Super Bowl champion Kansas
City Chiefs.

In conclusion, we think that athletic shoes are a small part of the market and
should be excluded from any import quotas.

Very truly yours,
H. B. "Doo" HUGHES.

ROBECO CHEMICALS, INC.,
August 25, 1970.

DEAR SiR: There Is pending before the House of Representatives the "Trade
Act of 1970" HR 18970.
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Incorporated in this comprehensive legislation is an obscure measure to restrict
the imports and raise the duty of Glyclne (Page 54, See. 344), a product of
interest to us.

Unfortunately this product has been made part of such all important con-
troversial bill. It is an anomaly, and I respectfully request consideration be
given to eliminate the item Glycine from the bill, should the House of Repre-
sentatives pass it, and it go to the Senate.

My reasons for opposition to this particular part of the bill are as follows:
(1) There is only one U.S. producer of Glycine, and lie consume. two

thirds of this production.
(2) Due to an anti-dumping action (U.S. Tariff Commission Invest igat ion

AA1921-61 ; TC Publ. 313, February 1970) only one foreign producer (lol-
land, through our company) is presently entering supplies in the U.S.

(3) The anti-dumpimg commission report states that no evidence was found
to cause the American producer to lower his selling price or lose sales.

(4) Due to substantial increased usage for Glycine, both the American
producer and wre are unable to satisfy tie demand, and material is actually
allocated.

(5) Selling prices are firm and expected to go up unless the shortage of
material is relieved.

TLis measure to restrict imports and raise the duty of Glycine is completely
contrary to the actual conditions applicable to the sale of this product. It will
definitely lead to a restraint of free trade, and give the U.S. manufacturer coin-
pIete control.

I earnestly recommend your wholehearted opposition to this unfair measure
should it be presented before you.

Thamnking you, we are,
Very truly yours,

M. L. ROSF:NTH.\.

STATEMENT OF AMERICAN TIE FABRICS ASSOCIATION 'ITHr RESP'CT 10 PRO-
POSED FOREIGN TRADE LEGISLATIONN, BY CURTIS STEVENS, CHAIRMAN, RAXON
FAIIRICS CORPORATION

This Statement is submitted by Mr. Curtis Stevens as Chairman of American
Tie Fabrics Association with respect to S. 3723 and similar bills or amendments
providing for, among other matters, quantitative limitation on imports into the
United States of textile products.

Attached as Appendix A is a list of the domestic tie fabric manufacturers
and allied industries endorsing this Statement.

The attention of the Committee Is invited to the letter of October 2, 1970,
with enclosures, addressed to lion. Russell B. Long, Chairman of the Com-
mnittee on Finance, a copy of which was also directed to each member of the
Committee. It is respectfully requested that that letter and its enclosures be
incorporated with this Statement in the record of the Committee on Finance
with respect to this matter and that the contents of al! of these documents be
considered the submission of the American Tie Fabrics Association.

Briefly stated, the position of the American Tie Fabrics Association is based
u)on the premise that any proposed trade legislation effecting quota controls
on imports of textile products must be all enbracive and that to the extent that
a certain textile product Is excluded from the protection provided by such a law
the sector of the American textile industry producing such excluded product
will become the focal point of pressure resulting in irreparable damage of that
sector of the American textile industry.

As reported by the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Repre-
sentatives, H.R. 18970 provided in Section 206(1) for the exclusion from the
protection provided other textile articles, tie fabric. It is extremely significant
that tie fabric imports were the only textile product imports so excluded. No
justification for this extraordinary exclusion was set forth In the Committee
Report Issued to accompany the bill (No. 91-1435).

It is believed to be useful In this submission to underline certain basic facts
about the American tie fabric Industry and the potential effects which such
industry will surely experience If a textile trade bill is enacted which excludes
tie fabric imports from quota control.
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1. The Amnerican tie fabric industry is collo-ed of small, modern and imagina-
tive irins producing a wide range of tie fabric utilized in the nmnufacture of
neckwear in ihe United States. In construction. qilality. design and appearance
it is alusliutely competitive with imported tie fabric. Because of tile relatively
higher cOsls of lalor in the United States, which in the area of tie fabric maim-
facturinmg represeius approximately 70% of cost, American tie fabric ma-infa(c-
turers are at a competitivee diisadvantage with their counterparts iii Europe
anl Asia. however, it is essential that the committee e understand that i-
ported tie fabric is in every other respect the same textile article as tie fabric
lro)d(ced in Alltricall mills.

2. In recent years the American tie fabric market has been penetrated by
tie fabric inmlports at a rapid and alarming rate. Based upon available (lovern-
meat data, it is estimated that during the period 19437-1969 imports of tie fabric
imercast-d in volume by 3%M)'t and represented in 1991) 40% of total I'.S. tit,
fabric consumption. Based upon current market estimates this penetration level
has increased in 1970 to 50%/I of total U.S. tie fabric consumption. B lased upon1
these facts, the Anierican tie fabric sector of the total U.S. textile industry has
sufTered more impact from imports than has any other sector with the result
that over the past 5 years 14 domestic tie fabric manufacturers have gone out
of busine-s.

3. The American tie fabric industry is committed to expansion totaling a
capital outlay of $20,000,000 to be spent over the next 2 years in tile Iildling
of modern mills and collateral establishments. As it exists today, the tie fabric in-
dustry consists of establishments with the most modern of textile machinery.
capable of great productivity to supply domestic demandss for tie fabric. As a
result of import penetration, the tie fabric industry has seen its productive
capacity idled to a current level of 30%. One of the largest American tie fabric
mills is at present carrying 40% of its capacity idle. There is no question that
tile American tie fabric industry can neet, at fair prices, the demands now and
in the future of the tie manufacturing industry.

4. Claims have been made by import agents that tile exemption from quota
of tie fabric imports contained in Section 206(1) is necessary in order to as-
sure ai adequate supply of tie fabric material to meet domestic demands. We
dispute this allegation and state unequivocally that factually it is untrue. In
addition, we invite your attention to page 5 of House Report No. 91-1435
wherein is described the Presidential authority contained in 11.11. 18970 to "ex-
Cmpt from quotas imports of articles: * * * (3) when lie finds that the supply
(of such articles in the domestic market is insufficient to meet demand at rea-
sonable prices." Obviously tihe trade bill as reported by the Committee on Ways
and Means adequately covers the claim made by import agents and provides
such importers with an ample opportunity to demonstrate, if they can, the ac-
curacy of their claim that imports of tie fabric are "needed" to satisfy the
United States necktie industry's demands.

In conclusion, may we sugget to the Committee our view that tile exclusion-
ary language of 206(1) constitutes a most blatant discrimination against a
small segment of U.S. industry. It is incre(lible for us to believe that the Con-
gress of the United States, having now all the facts before it, woull perpetuate
such ai unfair and unjustiied discrimination. It is our Judgment, we who know
our industry and its prohlelms so intimately, that the American tie fabric in-
dustry will not survive the effect of a trade bill enacted vith a l)rovision
throwing open the U.S. tie fabric market to all tile exporting nations of the
vorld as the only open market in the UMited States available to foreign textile
shippers. Tile consequences of such an unfair and unreasonable law to the
thousands of workers, their families, the already burdened communities of
l'ennsylvania. New Jersey and Rhode Island where the mills of this industry
are located is monstrous. We Call upon you and the conlsciece of tile Senate
to exalile this problem aside from the questions of special interests which
undoubtedly rellect themselves ill Section 206(1) and judge the equity of the
Ameri .in tie fabric industry o1 the basis of its right to survive In the 1*.S.
textile economy and the right of tile people who depend for their survival 1n101
this industry to maintain tie digility of employment.

It i important that you realize that the interests who will prosper, should
the exemption remain in the trade bill, are interests employing little or no labor
hut rather by 1n1d large represent as agents the saine European and Japanese
textile complexes whose trade practices in the past have resulted in the current
severe problems facing the United States textile industry. We respectfully urge
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that you not expose this small segment of the U.S. textile industry to these ii-
pmrt pressures, alone, singled out to be denied protection from among all of file
giant IU.S. textile establishments. It can not amd will not survive that exposure.

Accordingly, we respectfully request that any trade bill reported by your
Committee not contain exclusionary language with respect to tie fabric ipiliorts.
In. all other respects this Association supports the enactment of a trade law
in the form of 11.1t. 18970.

ArENDIX A
Pecnnsylvania :

Rax n Fabrics Corp.. Allentown
Frank & Stessel, Inc., Allentown
Glove I)ye Work, In(., Philadelphia
Iligrade Textile Co.. Inc., Allentown
('ands Fabrics Co., Catasauqiua
Lova Textile Co., Coplay
Newark Silk Coi., Inc., Wilke!-Barre
Schoolhouse Textiles, Inc., Ashley
Kra-Tex Fabrics, Inc., Ashley
C & V Fabrics, Inc., Plains
('reenhut Fabrics, Inc., Scranton
Sanmuel J. Aronsolmn, Inc., Scranton
Tioga Textile Associates, Inc., York and Iazleton
BlueBird Silk Mfg. Co. Inc., York
Fortune Fabrics, Inc., Swoyerville
C. M. Smith Fabrics, Inc.. Allentown
Summit Weaving Co., Exeter
Parker Textile Co., Scranton

New Jersey:
Kalkstein Silk Mills, Inc., Paterson
Fred E. Hoof Dye Works, Inc., Paterson
Loraine Dyeing & Finishing Co., Paterson
Advance Piece Dye Works, Inc., Paterson
Renco Finishing Corp., Fair Lawn

Rhode Island : Lyon Fabric Co., Central Falls

New York:
Wolfberg Textile, Inc.
Weave Corp.
A. Golf Fabrics, Inc.
Newburgh Moire Co., Inc.

NATIONAL BOARD OF FUR FARM ORGANIZATIONS, INC.,
M1ilwauikee, l~S..,ptembcr 2.}. 1970.

To All Mcmbers of the U.S. Senate Finance Conidittcc:
Request for improvement by Senate Finance Committee of the Trade Bill of

1970 pertaining to imports of Mink Furs as passed by Ways and Means Con-
mittee.

Submitted by National Policy Committee of National Board of Fur Farm
Organizations, Inc.. Roy I). Harman. Chairman.

1. The annual Quota of 4.6 million mink annually is too high and is near the
quantity that broke the U.S. Mink farmers since 1966. We recommend the an-
nual quota be based on the annual imports of mink furs in 196S, 1969 and 1970
which would probably mean a quota of some 3.6 million skins per year. We
believe this is realistic and that the U.S. Market can absorb that muany in addi-
tion to our own when reinforced by advertising and promotion by our mink
breeders.

2. American Mink Ranchers market their furs in an orderly umainner with well
advertised Auctions between December and September. thus avoiding a glut of
the market by extreme numbers of pelts being offered at one time.

Unless the mink coming in under tihe quota are so distributed. the market
will be so flooded with them about the first of each year that the market will
be broken with them at that time and those depressed prices will last the re-
mainder of the year.

Therefore, for the imported pelts to disrupt our own Market as little as possi-
ble, we request that not more than one third of the annual quota of mink ie
admitted in any one quarter of the calendar year.
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This provision Is very Important if we are to live with large Imports of minik
which appears to be inevitable.

Our U.S. Mink Farmers have spent over $20,000,000 in advertising mink furs
to the consumer, a program on which our Scandinavian competitors have been
getting a free coat tail ride.

COMMUNIST EMBARGO

The Embargo against imports of seven specific species of furs from Russia
and China that compete directly with our own was made Law in 1951 and was
obtained then by efforts of the National Board of Fur Farin Organizations. At
that tine the imports of Communist furs were so enormous that the New York
Fur Trade was flooded with them and trade in all furs was stagnating. This
took so much money out of the fur trade that all Anireican furs both farm
raised and wild became greatly depressed.

The money was probably used to arm other nations we were having trouble
with. Conditions would be the same again if the Embargo is removed.

There are plently of furs, both farm raised and wild, In the United States
and Canada and the other free nations to supply all the furs that can be con-
sumied in the United States. It is not in the National interest to pay many mull-
lions of dollars each year to Communist Nations and they use the money to arm
other peoples against us wherever we have trouble. Therefore, we request the
Russian and Chinese Embargo be kept in its present active form.

Respectfully submitted.
Roy D. IHARMAN,

Chairman, Christiansbitrg, Va.

MACHINERY & ALLIED PRODUCTS INSTITUTE,
Washington, D.C., October 12, 1970.

Hon. RussELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Seniate, Washington, D.C.

THE PROPOSED DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL SALES CORPORATION (DISC)

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This statement is submitted to the Committee on
Finance In connection with the hearings being held on Amendments Nos. 925
and 1009 to II.R. 17550, the social security bill, which would add to the bill the
text of II.R. 18970, the proposed Trade Act of 1970, as approved by the House
Ways and Means Committee. Our statement deals with the Domestic Interna-
tional Sales Corporation (DISC) proposal which is included as Title IV in H.R.
18970 and in Amendments Nos. 925 and 1009. In addition, we have recommended
to the Ways and Means Committee certain other measures which we think will
also help to encourage U.S. exports and a series of what we believe to be funda-
mental suggestions for reform in the area of U.S. taxation of foreign source
income. These recommendations and suggestions which relate to such matters as
Subpart F and Code Sections 482 and 367 are included in the Ways and Means
Committee hearings on the proposed Trade Act and are not repeated in this
statement."

In order that the Committee may understand the viewpoint from which we
approach this matter, we should siote. that the Machinery and Allied Products
Institute and its affiliate organization, the Council for Technological Advance-
ment, represent the capital goods and allied equipment industries of the United
States. Companies in these industries typically produce highly engineered goods
which have long had substantial foreign as well as domestic markets. Accord-
ing to a recent MAPI study based on U.S. Department of Commerce statistics,
foreign sales-by both U.S. machinery companies and their foreign affiliates-
represented 35 percent to 40 percent of their total sales in 1965. the last year
for which complete figures are available. In tht area of exports alone, machinery
and transportation equipment represent the largest single category of manufac-
tured products exported frnm the United States. Because of the significant
volume of foreign business, these companies have been intensely concerned with
governmental actions which might either help or hinder the growth of their
foreign business; hence, their direct interest in foreign tax matters.

ISee Tariff and Trade Proposals. Hearings Before the House Ways and Means Commit-
tee. 91st Congress, 2d Session, Part 9, p. 2454.
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In general, we support the concept of DISC and we commend the Treasury
Department for the spirit of the proposal. It is an official and a long overdue
recognition of the difficult and deteriorating trade position of American business,
a position resulting in very considerable part-as the Treasury testimony before
this Committee and the Ways and Means Committee has made clear-from the
special encouragement of exports by foreign governments. Commending the
concept of DISC as we do, we believe that the proposal now advanced should
be strengthened In certain respects-as indicated below-to help make U.S.
manufacturers truly competitive with foreign manufacturers in their efforts
to acquire and expand export markets. Further, In our judgment, more than
DISC is nee(led. Indeed, nothing less will suffice than a total reexamination of
our international trade position with a view to the development of a national
foreign trade policy which balances and unites our economic and political objec-
tives and which is comprehensive, coherent, and consistent in character.

One measure of the deterioration in our balance of trade and thus of our need
for a new and dynamic national foreign trade policy Is to be found in the clhang-
ing relationship between our exports and Imports. Based on U.S. Department
of Commerce figures, U.S. machinery imports as a percentage of U.S. machinery
exports for the period 1961 through 1969 have changed from 15.9 percent in 1961
to 45.1 percent In 1969, an almost three-fold increase in nine years. In our judg-
inent, a major contributor to this change has been the rapidly rising U.S. labor
costs per unit of output in manufacturing which skyrocketed from a low of 98.6
in July 1965 (1957-59=100) to 120.3 in August 1970. We cannot depend upon
ha!f-measures to reverse the export-Import trend and to reestablish more securely
our international competitive position; our total program to accomplish these
purposes must be bold in concept, In scope, and In execution.

It is primarily because of the need for this broader program that our support
for DISC is qualified. Much of our statement which follows consists of a recital
of these qualifications. However, as noted above, the statement also includes,
consistent with our statement as to the need for a rethinking and readjustment
of national foreign trade policy, a number of suggestions for governmental action
toward that end.

DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL SALES CORPORATION (DISC)-MAPI RECOMMENDATIONS

Our comments relating specifically to the DISC proposal appear below.

DISC Should Be Made Permanent
We strongly urge that legislation Implementing the DISC proposal be made a

permanent part of the Internal Revenue Code and that Its intended permanency
be affirmatively Indicated in the Finance Committee report and In other pertilnent
parts of Its legislative history. The Ways and Mleans Committee report (House
Report No. 91-1435) appears to imply permanency of DISC but we think It would
be desirable to expressly so state In this Committee's report. In any event, it
certainly would be undesirable in our view to establish a scheduled expiration
(late for DISC.

We are presuaded that, for many reasons, the adoption of tenuporary tax
incentives to business for the accomplishment of specific purposes Is undesirable.
Business decisions, in our free enterprise system, should be prompted by long-
range considerations, among which should be Included an assumption of relative
stability in the federal tax system. We think that the theory of offering and then
withholding a tax incentive based upon a short-run picture of the economy-with
the inevitable in-and-out distortions attending such action-is not only wrong in
theory but Is discredited by experience and particularly by the recent history of
the 7 percent Investment tax credit.

No Balancing Increase in Other Foreign Tax Areas
Another key point in considering the DISC proposal. in our judgment. is that

its adoption not he made tlme excuse for seeking a compensatory increase in rev-
enie from other elements of foreign source Income--for example, further tight-
ening of the tax treatment of foreign sales subsidiaries. We think that any Such
attempt would offset if not destroy the incentive impact of the DISC proposal.
Indeed. we are convinced that-In addition to DISC-some very sweeping and
far-reaching reforms which would tend to lighten the present burden of 1.S.
taxes on foreign operations of U.S. business are very badly needed.
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%Ve note with approbation that the Treasury and the Ways and Means Com-
mittee have recommended no such "offsets," and we hope that this Committee
will concur in this approach.

Limitations on DIC Profits
In our view, the principal problem with the DISC proposal, as it now stands, is

the attempt to impose much too strict a limitation on the amount of profit real-
ized on the manufacture and sale of goods which would be deemed to be attri-
iotable to the DISC as distinguished from its U.S. parent company. In general,
under the proposal, the amount of profit attributable to the DISC (which of
course would be the amount on which tax is deferred) would le limited to the
higher of either of two formulas-4 percent of sales or 50 percent of the com-
bined taxable income from manufacture In the U.S. and export sales by the
)ISC. Under either approach, the DISC would be entitled, in addition, to 10 per-

cent of "export promotion expenses" incurred by it. Finally, pricing between the
U.S. parent and the DISC could also be established pursuant to the presently ex-
isting alternative, the allocation rules under Code Section 4S2.

We think that these proposed formulas would severely limit the incentive imi-
pact of the DISC proposal, and we urge that they le modified by this Committee.
We note that Secretary Kennedy's testimony indicate(] that the total cost of
enacting the DISC proposal would, according to Treasury estimates, approxi-
mate $450-$60W million for the first full year. We fear that the attempt to hold
(lie revenue cost of the proposal (own by the 4 percent and the 50 percent rules
nay be self-defeating. This hardly seems to be consonant with the Treasury's
representations that the rules on pricing would be relaxed in the case of sales
for a parent company to its DISC.

Any such pricing formulas should be both liberal and simple to apply. In our
view, there is no real reason why a substantial part of the profit realized on the
manufacture and sale of goods should not be tax deferred in the DISC. Accord-
ingly, we urge that the "50 percent of taxable income" rule be liberalized and
that the "sales" rule figure of 4 percent be sharply increased-preferably to 1)
percent or, at least, 8 percent. The 10 percent of export promotion expenses rule
should be retained.

We think that such an approach would have a major impact in causing coin-
panies to use a DISC in order to achieve tax deferral on export income and thus
to contribute to the solution of our balance-of-payments problems by increasing
exports.

In advancing the DISC proposal, the Treasury Department urges the removal
of existing inequities in the taxation of export invom.e and advocates a change
in our tax system which tends to create "an unnecessary drag on exports." We
agree with both reasons, although we should prefer to see the latter point ad-
vanced not simply as a negative benefit in removing an imediment but in the
affirmative sense of encouraging in increase in exports. Toward this end, ve
advance for this Committee's consideration an alternative proposal designed
to respond to both of these road objectives.

The Iustitute is in no position to judge revenue coinsiderations bearing on time
legislative decision. However, recognizing that the necessity for increasing ex-
ports must be balanced against a potential loss of revenue. this Committee may
wish to consider a moditication of the "sales" rule with a basic deferral benefit
of 5 percent or 6 percent of the sales price of goods exported by a )ISC. to be
considered as a "floor" available to all exporters making use of the )ISC device.
This basic tax deferral benefit on exports-the "loor"-is completely justifiable
on the grounds that this-and probably more--is necessary simply to equalize
the position of U.S. exporters with that of foreign exporters. Where a DISC
actually increases its exports, where in Secretary Kennedy's phrase it engages in
a "concerted and aggressive [export] effort over a period of years," then we
believe greater tax deferral benefits should be allowed. The amount of the en-
larged benefit should vary with the amount of tlle increase in exports up to a
'"ceiling" of say 15 percent or 20 percent of the DISC's sales.

Such a sliding scale of tax deferral benefits would have a number of benefits
in our judgment. It would afford a positive incentive for all companies to i-
crease exports. It would provide significant fiscal leverage with which to meet
foreign price competition. It would provide the kind of incentive needed for a
"concerted and aggressive effort" by companies-and especially smaller and
me(lium-5iz(d coilIaniies-who now export only occasionally or not at all. An
actual inercase in exports will generate new revenue-producing econoIi, activity
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ill the t United States with the result that any revenue loss would be signiticaiitly
less than that attributable to a constant level of exports. Finally, by Irovidilg a
5 percent or 6 percent "floor," it tends to equalize the position (of U.S. exil rters
with foreign competitors without the necessity of increasing exlports. lecause
ill some cases it would be a literal impossibility to illerease exports and because
some ineais are needed to equalize our ilterlationial comlipetit ive p0sith in aid
thus hold markets already won. the "floor- oif a basic tax deferral benefit is essen-
tial to this proposal of a sliding scale of tax benclits nnder the )lS pol sol.

We acknowledge that the Ways and 3Means (omnittee report -tates l111 it
is expected that Treasury regulations will allow, under certain cir .icl.st alices.
the combined taxable income on export transictions to reflect a proltit based ,m
mlarginal costing of sutch tralsiactimisz. This stateleitt. ill our view. is illill
lint it is not all adequate substitute for o1r recommendations noted above.

The Four-Year lhasc-In of DISC
17Uder the bill. DIS(' violil go into effect oi .January 1. 1971. but only 50

percent of the I)lSC's prolits would be tax deferrable during that year. Ii 1972
and 1973, the percentage on profit deferral wvoul rise to 75 percent al, finally,
ill 1974. the full 100 percent amount would be eligible for tax deferral. Tie reason
for this is, of course, the revenue loss of the liroposal-the same reasoning. as
we indicated above, that applies to the proposed profit limitation oil DISC's.
Again, we think this is unfortunate. If the D1S'C proposal and the desired
incentive impact on i.S. exports-and. in turn, the lalance-of-paytents position
of the United States-are as important as the Treasury appears to believe, then
ill our view it is important that this device be installed as soon as possible at
full strength. Tle DISC proposal is important, its motivation is even iore sig-
nilicant an1(1, by all means, the concel)t shoul be enacted into law promptly. Any
revenue offsets that are necessary should be made in reduced federal explendi-
tures and not ill watering down tax incentive proposals which iare considered
essential to our overall economic health.

The 95 Prccuit IM1h1(
In order to attain DISC status, a corl)oration wmldi be required under the

lrolosed statutory rules to derive at least 95 l'rcent (of its gro)s rcceipts
amiually from export sales activities and exl)ort-related investments, and it
would also be required to have 95 percent or more of the value of its total assets,
as to the last day of the taxable year, in its export business, exlort-related
assets, or Eximbank paper.

We think that the 95 percent standard in these rules is much tof) high and we
suggest that collsideration bt given to lowering these percentage requirenents.

With respect to the "gross receilitS" requirement, ve note that thie Treasury
has recognized the problem, at least to the extent of proposing to allow deficiency
distributions-subject to the "70 percent gross receipts" test-to be made with-
ill a specified period of time after the close of the taxable year so that the
corporation could get within the prescribed 95 percent level. In our view, the
deticiency distribution technique is helpful, but it .hould be recognized that
there may be occasions when it will be extremely difficult for the corporation to
make a deficiency distribution within a short period of ti he. It might hot be
sufficiently "liquid" or such a distribution alight seriously impinge oil working
capital in tile business. We think it would be desirable to look at the substance
of the 95 percent qualilleation levels and to determine whether it is necessary
to keel) them that high. We think that they cou l be substantially lowered, an(d
experience with the Western Iemishlere Trade Corporation provisions of the
Code seems to us to indicate that unnecessarily high percentage requirementK
tend to distort norilal commercial arrangements.

Export of Scrriccs
Under the DISC proposal as it was originally framed by the Treasury. gross

receipts from the performance of services would qualify under tli 95 percent
requirement only to the extent that tlhe services are "ancillary and subsidiary"
to the selling or leasing of export property by the DISC. In our view. this repre-
sented a narrow. and we think unrealistic. view rif the importance of the export
of services to our economy and to tile balance of payments. What we have in
mind here, primarily, is the performance of engineering services by U .S. comi-
panies in connection with large construction projects undertaken overseas. The
performance of these services is normally a substantial Ipart of tie overall
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responsibility of the U.S. company vith respect to the project, and we think
the importance of providing such services should be fully recognized in the DISC
proposal and in other measures affecting the taxation of U.S. exports.

We are pleased to note that this problem was recognized by the Ways and
Means Committee which has inade it (lear that a wide variety of engineering or
architeciural services would also, by themselves, qualify ; we hole that this Coni-
mittee will concur in this approach.

The Earnling Impact of the DISC Proposal

A very important problem with respect to the implementation (if the DIlSC
proposal appears n v to have b)celn taken care of, but wre suggest that the Com-
illittee mIzay well desire additional reassurances on that score. We are referring,
of course, to the fact that it originally appeared that anty deferred taxes of the
DISC would have to be recognized on the parent corporation's books as a (he-
ferred t mix liability with no resulting improvement in earnings. We understand
from Assistant Secretary Nolan's testimony that this problem has been recog-
nized by the Accounting Principles Board of the American Institutet of Certi-
lied Mildie Accountants (AICI'A), and that the Board has concluded that there
is no requirement that deferred tax liability be accrued currently omi income. W\e
are pleased to note this development, and we merely suggest that apjmrpriiate
vmontirmiation frori the Accounting Principles Board might well be desirable.

Nccod for Special ftil1ings Procedurcs

We think it wouhl also be desirable for this Committee to consider requiring
some sort of expedited rulings procedure under which the Treasury could niove
proiptly to resolve questions brought to it concerning the use of the DISC pro-
posal. This might be of particular significance In connection with such matters
as tile application of profit limitations on sales from the parent to the DIS('. and
whether or not the DISC, under certain circumstances, meets the percentage re-
quirements with respect to gross receipts and export assets.

Existing Corporate Organization
It is also important to give some consideration to the possibility of ensuring

that the I)ISC proposal does not interfere unduly with existing corporate organi-
zatiom and operations to handle export sales. There were, it will be recalled,
many reasons resulting from the enactment of Subpart F In the Revenue Act of
1962 for altering the former patterns of corporate organization to do business
abroad. The necessary corporate changes in organization that resulted caused
many serious problems which we fear were not completely anticipated at the
time the Revenue Act of 1962 was under consideration in the Congress. We
merely suggest that this matter be given appropriate study at this time. For ex-
ample, it is vitally important that a multi-division company which handles its
export sales on a decentralized basis by product groups have sufficient flexibility
under a DISC arrangement to continue to handle its sales in much the same way.

DISC Inrcstmcnts in a Foreign .anufaeturing Subsidiary
We note that under the proposal It apparently would be possible for a I)lSC to

consider accounts receivable from a foreign manufacturing subsidiary as quail-
fled export assets but any dividends received from such a subsidiary would not
qualify as gross receipts derived from "exports" for the pIurposes of the 95 per-
cent rule. Under the proposal as it is now worded, an equity holding in a foreign
subsidiary would Ie permitted the DISC provided there is no " 'substantial trans-
formation' of the exported goods and if the value added abroad does not exceed
20 percent of the cost of the goods sold." We suggest that this rule is unduly nar-
row and rigid with respect to the activities that might be carried on by a foreign
subsidiary of a DIWC. It would seem to us that it would be desirable to liberalize
this rule somewhat-to say a maximum of 25) percent-30 percent-and to author-
ize a still higher ivercentage upon an appropriate showing of an unusually bene-
ficial effect on U.S. exports. This Is precisely the type of situation which calls for
the special rulings procedure suggested above.

DIsc Loans and Export Sales Ratio

Obligations representing loans by the DISC to the U.S. parent company or
its domestic subsidiaries to finance the acquisition of new export manufactur-
ing facilities should be considered to be qualified investments without the neces-
sity to relate the amount of permissible investments In such obligations to
the ratio of export sales to total sales. (In other words, the DISC should be
permitted to invest in such obligations without restriction so long as the annual
.ross income of the DISC from such loans, less any dividends paid out of earn-
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ings for that year, does not exceed 50 percent of the DISC's annual gross income
from all sources.) The restriction on investment in such obligations is one of
the major factors limiting the usefulness of the DISC proposal. So long as the
loan by the DISC to the U.S. parent company or its domestic subsidiaries is in
connection with new U.S. manufacturing facilities, we can see no reason to have
to relate such loans either directly or indirectly to exports because, by definition,
all exports have to come from U.S. manufacturing facilities.

If the DISC proposal 's retained in Its present form, the permissible invest-
ment in such obligations should at least be related to the ratio of exports to
total sales of an identifiable division or group of divisions of the U.S. parent
company rather than to the ratio of exports to total sales of the entire company.
Many companies have divisions with a substantial amount of exports whereas
other divisions manufacture products which are not capable of export for one
reason or another.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion we desire to reiterate our support for the concept of DISC and
to commend the Treasury Department for Its proposal. Our support of the DISC
proposal is qualified by our belief that, first, DISC must be significantly liberal-
ized in order to achieve a substantial and badly needed increase in exports and,
second, useful as DISC can be, it should be regarded simply as a first-step-for-
ward in the development of a comprehensive and unified national foreign trade
policy designed to reestablish and thereafter maintain a position of equality for
American business in world trade.

This completes our statement on the DISC proposal. If we can be of any fur-
ther assistance with respect to this subject, please let us know.

Respectfully, CHARLES W. STEWART, President.

[Telegram]

CLOTHING MANUFACTURING ASSOCIATION OF TIE U.S.A..
New York. N. '.

Senator RUSSELL A. LONG,
Chairman, Finance Committee,
,cV Senate 01ce Building, lVashington, D.C.:

Our associations membership comprises more than 90 percent of tile 1.S. man-
ufacturers of young mens and boys tailored clothing. Imports of these garments
have skyrocketed in recent years. During the period January through August
1970 imports of suits more than doubled over the same 8-month period of 19tM.
The increase was 110 percent. Passage of I.R. 18970 is vital to save the clothilig
industry from destruction. We urge your favorable consideration of that bill.
Please read this telegram to your colleagues on the Finance Committee anmd
make it a part of the record of your current hearings.

RICHARD II. ADLER. l're.idcnt.

STATEMENT OF FRANCIS IN. SARGENT, GOVERNOR OF TIE COMMONVEAI.TI[ OF

M.NASSAC1 USETI'S

As Governor of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, I wish to present time
views of my State and our people on the so-called Mills Bill, or its Senate
equivalent. Officials of my Administration and members of the Massachusetts
Congressional Delegation have appeared from time to time before the Ways -nd
Meals Committee of the House of Representatives plea(ling for relief particta-
larly for our shoe amnl( textile industries so that we might, through legislation,
derive temporary relief by means of a quota system.

Massachusetts is an industrial state with a long history in manufacturing. We
have always stool for free trade among the nations of the world. IUnfor-
tunately, we are not convinced that an equitable free trade situation exists in
the world today and feel that older industrial states, such as Massachusetts.
with high wage intensity industries are being very mucl victimized. We look to
the Congress of the United States for hell) andl encouragement so that ouri slo,
and textile manufacturers will have the time to modernize and to find new
means of production within new product lines.
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The average age of a shoe worker in Massachusetts is 52 years; retraining
programs for people of this age are not an acceptable solution. Most shoe workers
in this age category end lip with the degradation of public welfare. As Governor
of Massachusetts. I believe this is an intolerable situation.

As the Mills Bill was first presented in the House, it had our whole-hearted
support as a temporary mneasure to aid our ailing shoe and textile industries.
Unfortunately, this bill has been amended to include permanent irrevocable
quotas for oil. The shoe and leather industries are high wage intensity opera-
tions. The production of oil is a low wage and worker intensity industry. We
have been led to believe that the reason for temporary oil quotas concerns itself
with national security. Any consideration of oil quotas in this legislation would
be detrimental to 'Massachusetts, and indeed, the entire northeast section of
the United States. Because of the great variance in the issues Involved, I would
strongly request that the matter of oil quotas be dropped from this legislation
and that shoe and textile quotas, on a temporary basis, fie considered on their
merits alone.
The oil industry of the United States, which controls much of the world's sup-

ply, understands full well that Massachusetts, New England and the entire north-
east portion of the United States is one of their best customers. In Massachusetts
we use 4 times as much heating oil as the average person in the United States;
6.7 times per capita as much residual-type heating oil as the rest of the nation;
90% of our schools are heated by oil ; 70% of all of our homes in Massachusetts
are heated by oil; 97% of the fuel used in Massachusetts power plants is oil.

We have not only been concerned about whether or not 'Massachusetts' homes,
hospitals and industries will have sufficient oil, but we will be paying, in Mas-
sachusetts alone, $130,000,000 more for #6 oil this year than we paid last year.
For every 1¢ of Increase in #2 home heating oil. the consumer of Massachusetts
pays $20.000,000. We would hope that the Congess of the United States would
concern itself with legislation more beneficial to the consumer of Massachusetts
and New England by placing the production and pricing of oil under strict Fed-
eral control.

In suiumary, we do not agree that the legislation before you should be in any
way considering permanentt oil quotas, but should b0 concerning itself with the
problem of shoe and textile quotas. Should the Congress of the United States
amend the legislation before you to exclude oil quotas, this legislation INill re-
ceive our strongest support.

To some. the present bill may appear to be, on the one hand, a clever move to
obtain permanent oil quotas, and to others, a means for killing a just bill for
textile and shoe import quotas.

As Governor of Massachusetts, I urge the Committee on Finance of the United
States Senate to give fair and just treatment in this matter to the people of
Massachusetts.

STATEMENT OF THE CAST IRON -OIL PIPE INSTITUTE

The Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute is a trade association representing twenty-
three manufacturers of cast iron soil pipe and fittings who manufacture about
ninety-tive percent of the total production in the United States with an approxi-
mate annual value of $150 million. You can readily understand that on the
average we are speaking for an industry composed of relatively small companies
with plants located in nearly all sections of the country-New Jersey, Pennsyl-
vania, Virginia, North Carolina, Florida, Alabama, Tennessee, Texas, Iowa,
Missouri, Colorado, Oregon and California.

Our industry has been sorely tried over the past 14 years. We have under-
gone four different dumping cases against Great Britain, .Mexico, Australia, and
Polan(d. In June of 1969, we requested that countervailing duties be levied against
India which country subsidizes exports of cast iron pipe and fittings. To the
best of our knowledge the Bureau of the Customs has not even started investi-
gation of this case.

We feel sure that the Committee Is familiar with most of the data presented
to the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives concern-
ing proposed legislation on tariffs anti trade and so we will not attempt to repeat
our own testimony which appears on pages 1813 to 1822 in the record of those
hearings We would like however, to comment on something which, while con-
tamied ii a widely-sponsored Bill submitted to the louse, has been overlooked
ini the proposed legislation now before you.
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The Fair International Trade Bill which was introduced into the House of
Representatives by more than seventy of its members contained a special sec-
tion concerning those products which are not easily transported over a large
country and which, therefore, are more subject to injury within one or more
regional marketing areas. Iron pipe. structural steel, and cement are typical
products in this category. Our dumina)tg case against Poland, for example, indi-
cated what has happened in the northeastern part of the United States where
twenty percent of the building construction is located. An equal argument may
be made for other coastal areas such as California, Oregon, Washington, and
Florida.

While tl- principal was recognized by the Tariff Commission in the dumping
case against Poland, a previous Commission had taken the old attitude that
injury must be nation-wide. lWe think that this should be spelled out in any
legislation as it was in the aforementioned House Bill. There is still flexibility.
The foreign exporters will still reap the benefits of any increase in the total
United States market and in all marketing regions within the total market.

Our industry has been further hampered by the fact that imported cast iron
pipe and fittings are exempt from the requirement of marking as to country of
origin. This has led to the comingling of cheaper foreign pipe with American
pipe without the knowledge of the ultimate consumer. Three years ago, this
Institute asked the Treasury Department to remove cast irol soil pipe amid
fittings from the list of exemptions, a list on which it was placed erroneously
in 1959. Only recently has the Treasury Department taken any action (and that
only because of pressure from members of the Congress) and we hope that
within the next month there will be a Treasury Decision requiring the name
of the country of origin on each piece of cast iron soil pipe and(i their fittings.

The Department of State has failed to recognize the changes in the economic
situation in the United States and in the rest of the world. Secretary Rogers
told the Ways and Means Committee on May 13th that "I am acting in tie tradi-
tion of all Secretaries of State since 1934, when Cordell Hull proposed that we
lead the world in reducing barriers to international trade." We removed all
barriers and became the world's principal market for goods produced by much
cheaperr labor. Already nearly one-half of the gross national product in this
country is in service industries. The manufacturers of cast iron soil pipe and
fittings would like to continue to make the drainage systems as well as sell
them.

The Cast Iron Soil Pipe Institute approves in general the quota legislation
now under consideration by your Committee, but feels that it should be amended
to protect heavy products through recognition of the fact that injurious imports
may be concentrated in one or more regional marketing areas.

STATEMENT OF TILE VMERICAN FuR MERCHANTS' kSSOCIAIION, INC.

SUMMARY

1. The American Fur Manufacturers' Association, Inc. Ol)oses 11.11. 1S970h
because it is protectionist in nature, constitutes a retreat from long-standing
trade policies which encourage exports and because it will result in retaliatiml
which will affect U.S. exports.

2. The Association particularly opposes Section 343(a) (1) which provides
a tariff quota on the importation of mink furskins and pieces thereof. There is
no justification for the imposition of such a quota and the Tariff Commission
recently found against the need for it. It would be inflationary in effect and
disruptive of normal marketing operations.

3. In the event that Section 313(a) (1) is not deleted from the Bill, it mist
be amended to permit entry of the many millions of scrap pieces of mink furskin,
each piece of which, under the Bill as now drafted. must be counted as a whole
mink furskin whether or not it is separate or sewn together with other scraps.

The American Fur Merchants' Association, Inc. of New York. New York is the
largest association of fur dealers In the United States. Its l)osition on the Trade
Act of 1970 is as follows:

1. Opposition to H.R. 1S970.-Together with other segments of the fur Industry
it opposes the adoption of the Trade Act of 1970. It believes that If the Bill
becomes law it will lead to a frenzied retaliation by many nations, particularly
those which Import more from the United States than they export to the
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United States. The Bill i- )rotectionist in nature and will lenOd from multi.
lateralismn to bilateralism and toward radical protectionism. Tie Bill constitutes
a retreat from tile trade policy followed l)y all adluiinitrations and congresses
over the last 40 years. We are therefore convinced that it is a had Bill and
should lie rejected by the Congress.

2. Opposition to See. 3.J3(a) (1) of thc Bill.-We specifically urge the amend-
inent of the Bill by the elimination of Section 343(a) (1). That Section provides
a tariff quota on the importation of mink furskins. Such skins are the raw mate-
Hal of the fur Industry. That raw material las historically entered duty free if
raw and at a modest rate of duty if dressed.

Section 343(a) (1) would limit duty free imports of this raw material to 4.0
million skills "and pieces of skins" in any calendar year. We are told the I'.S.
mink ranchers nay urge the Senate to cut this quota to well under 4.6 million
skills per year. This despite the fact that there Is no justification whatsoever
for any quota on this commodity. That no quota is needed or justified is clear
from the statement presented to this Committee on Friday. October 9. 1970 by
the Administration's spokesman, Mr. Carl T. Gilbert. Special Representative for
Trade Negotiations. Ile stated that the Administration opposes Section 3.13(a)
of the Bill. Ile pointed out that

"Imports of mink fursklns have been declining since 1966 and in 1969 were
lower than In any year since 1960. Domestic production was at a record high in
1968, but declined to the 1965-6 level in 1969. U.S. exports, however, reached
a record high in 1969 and are about 44% as large as Imports. If import relief
is warranted for this Industry it should be provided after a full investigation
and evaluation under the escape clause."

A few facts added to that statement clearly demonstrate that a quota on the
import of this commodity is not justified:

1. Imports of mink furskins constantly decreased each of the last four years.
The figures are as follows:

Quantity (in Calendar
thousands) year Quantitj

December 1966 to August 1967 ----------------------------------- 4, 819.8 1966 5,695.0
December 1967 to August 1968 ------------------------------------ 4,495.9 1967 5,424.8
December 1968 to August 1969 ------------------------------------ 3.532.3 1968 4,781.7
December 1969 to August 1970 ------------------------------------ 2,599.4 1969 3,685.3

1970 1 3,100.0

I Estimated.

2. Prices of domestic skins are down in 1970 28.7% from 1969, less than 4%
more than the price decline in all European auctions. But the prices of all ftir-
skins are dowtn drastically this year. Alaskan seal produced only in the U.S. was
23.5% lower in 1970 than in 199.

3. The low price structure of furs in the world market is not due to increased
production but instead to economic conditions. The fur industry is a luxury in-
dustry. Like all industries, producing luxury goods It is suffering from the cur-
rent economic doldrums and tight money condition.

4. Exports have substantially Increased in ratio both to total production and
to imports. Note the following:

U.S. exports
ratio to U.S. U.S. exports

Number of skins production ratio to imports
exported (percent) (percent)

1966 -------------------------.---------------------- 1,124.0 13.7 19.7
1967 ------------------------------------------------ 1,332.0 22.2 25.4
1968 ------------------------------------------------ 1,553.8 25.6 32.5
199 ----9------------------------------------------- !,502.8 28.9 40.8
1970 ------------------------------------------------ 1,650.0 135.6 1 70.0
1st 8 months, 1970 ----------------------------------- 1,377.1 1 40.0 66.5

1 Estimate.

5. Tie mink ranchers seek quotas hopefully to, raise prices. Thus a restrictive
legislative quota would have an inflationary effect.
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01. The Tariff Commission has twice found (the last time in February 16S)
no basis for blaming imports for the economic problems occasionally experienced
by the domestic ranchers.

For these reasons we urge that a Senate amendment be adopted deleting See-
tion 343(a) (1) from the Bill and renumbering the remaining provisions of See-
!ion 343 insofar as may be required by the elimination of paragraph (a) (1).

3. Needed Amedment to Scction 8S}3(a) (1) if -ot Eliminated.-In the event
that the Senate Finance Committee should approve the Bill and does not agree
to delete Section 343(a) (1), It is imperative that It amend that Section. The
Administration on Friday, October 9, pointed out the fact that Section 343(a).(1)
was very inadvertently drafted and could have a serious result on the trade in
mink furskins. Mr. Gilbert, in his statement to this Committee, said :

"Through an Inadvertence, moreover, the provisions of the Bill require each
piece of Imported mink to be counted as a mink skin. Since some of the imported
mink plates have as many as 20,000 pieces (some smaller than a cigarette),
imports of only n30 plates of that type could fill the entire tariff quota."

The tariff quota admitting 4.6 million skins duty free requires by the
language of the Section and by the statements at page 55 of the House Comn-
mittee Report of the Bill that each piece entering the United States. whether a
whole skin or a scrap or whatever, and whether or not sewn together with other
pieces of scraps, must be counted against the quota. It has now been ascertained
that millions of pieces of scrap trimmings, that Is, heads, paws, tails, bellies and
trimmings, are Imported each year in bales from Canada and possibly other
countries. It appears that the bulk, If not all, of these Imports are then exported
to Greece along with vast quantities of such scrap generated by the U.S. fur
manufacturing industry which Is largely centered In New York.

Official statistics now made available from Greece Indicate that almost 400,000
,omds of such scraps are imported by Greece annually from the V.S. and

approximately 140,000 pounds annually from Canada. While not all of these
imports are of mink, substantial quantities of dressed or dressed and dyed are
included. After arrival In Greece these scraps are sorted, sized and sewn to-
gether In the city of Kastoria, Greece In the form of plates or mats, which in
the trade are now generally called "bodies." They are generally about 415" x 84"
in size, large enough to make one fur garment. About 80,000 to 90,000 pounds, or
18.000 to 20,000 bodies are exported by Greece to the United States annually,
weighing approximately 4 pounds each. No one knows for certain the average
nmniber of pieces In the bodies, but the range is from 1,500 to a body to over
20.000 In a single body. Suffice It to say that it is estimated by those Informed in
the business that there are between 30 and 50 million pieces of mink furskIns
annually Imported from Greece alone in the form of these bodies. Under Set ion
343(a) (1) as it Is now written, an impossible administrative burden would lie
placed on the Bureau of Customs of counting each one of those pieces as full
mink furskins. This would make an Illusion of the 4.6 million quota.

As pointed out by tle Administration's spokesman, Mr. Gilbert, In his appear-
ance before this Committee, the Importation at the start of a calendar year of 230
of these bodies containing 20,000 pieces or more each would fill the quota and
make impossible the Importation of a single whole mink furskln.

This would absolutely cripple the entire fur garment Industry in the V.S. ad
have serious economic consequences on the manufacturers who generally olwr.
ate on modest capital. It would have devastating consequences on the labor force
in the fur Industry.

In view of the above it Is absolutely necessary that if Section 343(a) (1) is to
be kept in the Bill, it must be amended to eliminate from the count to be made
against the quota, all scrap pieces of mink fursklns whether or not sewn together
in plates and mats.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the American Fur Merchants' Association seriously urges or
this Committee that it delete Section 343(a) (1). In the event that the Comninitte,
dones not eliminate that section. we urge that an amendment be adopted to the
language. We understand that the language of such an amendment has now been
worked Ul) by the Tariff Commission. The amendment, if adopted, would elinmi-
nate from the count against the quota, all scrap pieces of mink fur.kins whether
in loose form unsewn together or sewn together In plates, mats, etc.

Respectfully submitted,
ALFRED FUCITS, Prcsidrn t.51-39--70-pt. 2-6
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STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF CERTAIN 1)OMESTIC -MANUFACTURERS OF FIsHt NETTING
AND FISHING NETS

SUMMARY OF COMM CENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This statement is made on behalf of the eight domestic manufacturers of fish
netitig and nets who account for over 85 percent of the total U.S. output of these
items.

Netting, and the nets made from netting, are the primary requisites of von-
nmercial fisheries. The U.S. fisheries, in addition to harvesting all extremely
imuportamit source of protein food, perform a vital function in providing part
of the nation's industrial oil supply.

Fish netting and nets made of cotton have gradually been replaced by netting
and nets made of more durable synthetic materials. The long-term cotton textile
arrangement of 1961 thus cannot exercise control over the deluge of imliorte1
Japanese fish netting and nets to the United States which has occurred over
the past five years.

Japan. which produces about half of all fish netting in the world, has already
managed to capture over 50 percent of the U.S. market for cotton netting, de-
spite the long-term cotton arangement. Already, she has increased her share
(f the domestic synthetic netting market from 9 to 22 percent over the past live
years. Unless immediate action is taken. Japan will accomplish in the synthetic
netting market what she has already shown she can (10 in the cotton netting
market. The quota provisions of II.R. 18970, as reported by the Committee oni
Ways and Means, are needed to prevent the domestic fish netting industry from
being driven completely out of business by Japanese imports of synthetic-fiber
fish netting an(d nets. In addition, the escape clause revisions contained in I.1.
1S970 should be enacted to afford ready relief from future injurious imports.

TIlM INI)USTRY

The eight domestic manufacturers of fish netting and nets for whom this
statement is submitted (see attached list) account for almost all of the I'.
output of knotted fish netting, and for more than 85 percent of the output of all
fish netting and nets.'

These producers are situated for the most part in small cities or towns located
in Alabama. New England, Michigan, Tennessee, Texas, and Washington. All
but one producer are small independent operators, making fish netting chiefly or
exclusively and employing tinder 50 workers per plant. Total direct employment
by the industry aggregates about 300.

Fish netting is made on large automatic looms that are efficient only when
operating full time. Most of the industry works on a two or three shift basis,
but rarely does any plant have all equipment in use at the same time. Currently
the industry as a whole is operating at well under 50 percent of capacity, which
keeps costs high.

Netting, made from vegetable or man-made fibers, and nets fabricated from
such netting, are the primary requisites of commercial fisheries today. Without
nets commercial fishermen do not fish. The vessels, boats, and other gear used
by them are all auxiliary to the operation of the nets.

Thie U.S. fisheries have a vital part in supplying the nation's needs for protein
food and for part of its industrial oil supply. The fish meal produced from
non-food fish and .rom fish offal is also a very Important part of the food supple-
ment in feeding poultry and livestock. 2

INJURIOUS IMPORTS

Ja)an produces about half of all netting used in world fisheries." U.S. manu-
facturers of fish netting are concerned with the serious impact of Japanese im-
ports of netting (and nets fabricated therefrom) produced from man-made fibers.

Nylon and other synthetic materials are row the principal fibers used for mak-
ing fish netting. Nylon, being resistant to moisture, mildew and rot, lasts as a
net material about 4 times as long as cotton. The displacement of cotton by
nylon has thus reduced the size of the market for nets and netting.

I Based on production data reported by the National Cotton Council of America.2 In 1969, U.S. fisheries provided 2.3 billion pounds of human food and 1.8 billion
pounds of industrial products, primarily meal and oil. Source: Statistical Abstract of the
United States. 1969.3XVatfonal Fisheriman, June 1970.
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Labor represents about 30 percent of total costs of production of netting, and
materials represent about 55 percent. Not only do the Japanese producers have
a substantial advantage over U.S. producers in lower labor costs, but they also
have an advantage in sharply lower material costs. Certain popular sizes of nylon
yarn, the major constituent of nylon netting, are reportedly sold in Japan at
one-third their price In the United States.

JAPAN IAS CAPTURED OVER HALF OF TIE U.S. MARKET FOR COTTON NETTING

Japan, aided by the duty reduction in 1955, and by means of persistent price
cutting early in the decade,' became well established in the U.S. market during
the 1950's. No data are available on shipments of cotton netting by the domestic
industry during this period. However estimates of production recorded by the
National Cotton Council and by the companies represented here, indicate that
from 1960-69 imports grew to supply as much as 70 percent of the market (see
Appendix I). Japan has been the chief supplier.

The decline in consumption as well as in imports during the last decade. as
indicated by the table, reflects the gradual displacement of cotton netting by
netting made of synthetic fibers. In addition, the long-term cotton textile ar-
rangement entered Into by the United States and other countries In 1961 has
had Its effect on imports of fish netting and nets made of cotton. Despite these
two factors in 1969, Japan exported 325,000 pounds of cotton fishing nets aind
netting, and of this total, 46 percent went to the United States.5 Next to Burma
which took 47 percent, we were her best customer.

IMPORTS OF SYNTHETIC FIBERS FROM JAPAN HAVE BEEN INCREASING SHAI[L'.Y

Fish netting and fishing nets of most man-made fibers -were hel dutiable unler
paragraph 1312 of the Tariff Act of 1930 as manufacturers of filatlnts. fibers.
yarns, or threads of rayon or other synthetic textile. In 1918. pursuant to tile
General Ag-reement oi, Tariffs and Trade (GATT). the rates of duty provided in
the 1930 Act were reduced nearly 50 percent. namely. from -15 ('ellis per pomlid
and (5 percent ad valormm to 271 cents per pound and 35 percent ad valormn
In 1951. by reason of the Torquay protocol to (ATT, the specific rate was re-
duced froi 2T1,, cents to 25 cents per pound. Ill 195 at Geneva. GATT "gill nots
or nelling or synthetic textile" were carved out of this bask-et at no change of
duty, namely 23 (ellis per pound and 35 percent ad valorein. The rates of dlfy
on the balance of this paragraph (1312). including all other fish netting and
fishing nets of rayon or other sytlietic textile. were reduced to, 25 ceits per
)ound and 30 percent ad valorem.

Under the Tariff Classification Act of 1962 the rates (of duly on gill netting or
niets and all other fish netting or nets were averaged to produce a rate of 25
cents per pound and 32.5 percent ad valorem. which is the current rate. The pro-
vision was broadened in scope to include netting or nets of textile materials
other than vegetable fiber.

Despite the presence of tariffs, the same pattern of regional market impact
and price (iatiing which Japan used so successfully with cotton netting is strik-
ingly evident as she now penetrates deeper and deeper into the U.S. synthetic
netting market. Japan dominates the world as the chief supplier of fish nets and
netting of synthetic fibers. ier world exports of such products in 1509 were at
a rate nearly eight times the total of I.S. production (see Appendix ITT). Tie
chart ini appendix III shows Japan's tremendous export capability. With very
little effort, she could wipe out the U.S. domestic industry simply by reducing
more of her exports to this country.

Japan accounts for almost all of the imports to the United States of netting
and nets of synthetic fibers (Appendix I). From 1961 on, she has steadily ill-
creased her exports to this country. Over the past five years imports from
Japan have increased almost 200 percent and she now has over 22 percent of the
do(aestic market. Unless there is some regulation of her exports into this market
Japan will swamp the United States with imports ami(l force out of hIsiness an
industry which is necessary for defense and vital for the survival of our
country in event of all-out war.

4.verage unit values of Imports from Japan from 1951 to 1955 are: 1951--$L.OS
1952-$.94: 1.53-S.911 1954-$.89; 1955-$.79. Source: Bureau of the Censis.

s Japan Exports, Ministry of Finance, published by the Japan T.,riff Association.
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RIEF-J,' FOR TILE INDUSTRY

The fish netting industry asked for relief from increasing imports in 19S,
when the undersigned testified before the Comnmittee on Ways and Means during
hearings on trade legislation very similar to that under consideration now.

As the statistics on imports show, relief is even niore desiperately needed in
1970. Appendix II estimates the ratio of imports to consumption at over 25 per-
cent, and the rate of growth is extremely alarming over the past five years.

The Report on 11.11. 18970 notes the tremendous increase in man-made fiber
textiles over the past three years.' Appendix I dramatically illustrates the
truth of this assertion with regard to fish nets and netting, showing how the
decline in cotton fishnet imports has been more than matched by the growth
of imports of synthetic list, netting, particularly from Japaln.

Fishnets andi netting colmie within the definition of "textile articles" as defined
in See. 206(1) of the bill; pursuant to Sec. 206(3) of the bill, the appropriate
"c.ategories" into which :,sh netting and nets fall are described in Tariff items
355.85 and 355.45, as determine by the Secretary of Commerce.

The domestic manufacturers of fish netting and nets represented herein
strongly support the quota provisions of II.R. 18970. The experience of the last
five years has shown that tariff rates are not sufficient to control the increasing
volume of imports; quotas must be established to bring about all orderly trade
in textile articles. This is especially true with regard to articles of nillm-niale
fibers, such as nylon, which are not subject to tile long-term cotton textile ar-
rangement of 1961.

In addition to quotas, there is a definite need for a workable escape clause
provision. Title 1, Chapter 2, of II.R. 18970 represents a mnuch-needed revision
of the ineffectual trade adjustment provisions of Sec. 301 of the Trade Expansion
Act of 1962. The present criteria for an affirmative finding by the Tariff Com-
izission regarding injury in an escape clause investigation has proved too difficult
to neet. Out of some 54 petitions for relief filed under Section 301 since enact-

iment of the 1962 Trade Expansion Act, only 3 industry and 7 worker petitions
have received an affirmative finding, and no firm or company petition has imet
the criteria.' The difficulty has been in linking increased imports with l)revious
trade agreement concessions, and further, in requiring that the Increased imports
be the major factor in causing, or threatening to cause, injury.

The domestic fish netting Industry strongly supports the changes to the escape
clause provisions presented in II.R. 1S970. They, with tile quota provisions of
Title II of the bill, should enable this beleaguered industry to keel) Its head above
the rising waters of imports.

DOMESTIC FISH NETTING MANUFACTURERS

Bayside Net & Twine Company, P.O. Box 951, Brownsville, Texas.
First Washington Net Factory, Inc., Fourth Street, Blaine, WVashington.
The Fish Net & Twine Company, 927 First Street, Menominee, Michigan.
IIope Fish Netting Mills. Hope, Rhode Island.
Indian Iead Yarn & Thread, Linen Thread Division, Blue Mountain, Alabama.
Nylon Net Company, 7 Vance Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee.
Starr Net & Twine Company, Inc., 12 Stumnit Street, East Iampton, Connecticut.
Commercial Fishing Supplies, Inc., East Iaddam, Connecticut.

HOWARD C. JOHNSON, Sales Manager,
The Linei Thread Co.,

Blue Mountain, A la.

Report of the Committee on Ways and Mrans, House of Representatives, to accompany
I1.R. 18970 (House Report No. 9J-1435), p. 36.

T Seven recent worker petitions and one rec,'nt firm petition have resulted In evenly split
findings, and the President has chosen to act on the affirmative finding In those cases.
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APPENDIX I.-FISH NETTING AND FISHING NETS: U.S. IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION, TOTAL AND FROM JAPAN,
AND ESTIMATED U.S. SHIPMENTS AND CONSUMPTION 1960-69

(Volume figures in thousands of poundsJ

Item 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969

Of cotton:Imports:otal ----------------- 416 357 277 88 133 109 95 107 99 71

From Japan ------------ 320 258 234 70 110 62 67 83 92 58
Domestic shipments ---- 1,650 1,163 784 411 353 352 261 119 46 30
U.S. consumption --------- 2,066 1,520 1,061 499 486 461 35% 226 145 101

Percent supplied by
imports from:

All countries --------- 1.8 46.5 45.9 26.0 39.6 34.5 26.7 47.3 68.2 70.3
Japan ------------- 2. 1 33.6 38.7 20.7 32.8 19.7 18.8 36.7 63.4 57.4

Of synthetic fibers:
Imports:

Total ---------------- 390 365 240 214 153 259 416 640 639 713
From Japan ------------ 372 311 210 200 148 251 398 561 548 662

Domestic shipments - 1,650 1,734 1,800 1,850 1, 800 2,159 2,344 2,252 2,230 2,260
U.S. consumption -------- 2,040 2,099 2,040 2,064 1,953 2,418 2,750 2,892 2,869 2,973

Percent supplied by
imports from:

All countries --------- 20.4 22.9 13.4 12.8 9.4 12.1 15.1 22.1 22.3 24.0
Japan --------------- 19.5 19.5 11.7 11.9 9.1 11.7 14.5 19.4 19.1 22.3

Source: Imports from official statistics of the U.S. Bureau of the Census; domestic shipments from National Cotton
Council and data supplied by domestic producers.

APPENDIX II.-FISH NETTING AND FISHING NETS: U.S. PRODUCTION AND IMPORTS, 1960-69

1,000 pounds 1,000 pounds 1,000 apparent Ratio imports
production imports consumption' to consump-

tion (percent)

1960 -------------------------------------- 3,230 806 4,036 20.0
1961 -------------------------------------- 2,907 722 3,629 19.9
1962 -------------------------------------- 2,584 517 3,101 16.7
1963 ----------------------------------- 2,261 302 2,563 11.8
1964 -------------------------------------- 2,153 286 2,439 11.7
1965 -------------------------------------- 2,511 368 2,879 12.8
1966 -------------------------------------- 2,605 511 3,116 16.4
1967 ...................... I ----------------. 2,371 747 3,118 24.0
1968 -------------------------------------- 2,276 738 3,014 24.4
1969 -------------------------------------- 2,290 784 3,074 25.5

1 Equals production plus imports. Shipments coincide very closely with production; exports are believed to be negligible.

Source: National Cotton Council and U.S. Bureau of Census, except as noted.
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a AS C I NlV .X;. P. T r N

5.

STATEMENT O.N BEHALF OF AMERICAN DINNERWARE EAMERGE.NOY COMMITTEE

This is a statement filed on behalf of the American Dinnerware Emergency
Committee, formed by concerned clay dinnerware and clay artware manufac-
turers to prevent the continued destruction of American companies by foreigti
Imports. It is comprised of the thirteen undersigned companies who, to the best
(of our knowledge account for more than 80 percent of the earthenware dinner-
ware I produced in the United States today.

Productioni of earthenware dinnerLware similar to the type niade in the United
States today began before 19W) Iin the general area of East Liverp~ool. Ohio, all(,
unless Something is (toine to stop the decimation of this industry. it will lprobibly
end there Ii thie not too distant future.

ZDECIANI- IN U'.S. D)INNERW\ARE INDUSTRY AND RISE OF: IMPORTS

Continuing a decline which started after foreign Industries had recovered
from World War II, U.S. shipments of earthenware dinnerware fell 24 per-
cent from 1959 to 1969. In this same period the number of producers dropped
front 20 to 13, kiln capacity declined about 20 percent, employment declined
more than 45 percent, and the exports, small In 1959, declined more than 60
perceent.

Meanwhile, the quantity of imports of earthenware dinnerware increased 124
percent and the quantity of directly competitive Imports of china dinnerware
increased 370 percent from 1959 to 1969! Imports of all earthenware table and
kitchen articles, as distinguished from dinnerware, rose 31 percent Iin the -;,lie
period (Table 2).

WHIAT IDINNERWVARE IS AND) HOWt IT IS M-%AI)

Earthenware dinnerware comprises all articles for .service of food at the stable
at meal time. It is made primarily from clay, silica, {Lad feldspar, whichi are
mixedC( together with water to make the whole plastic or flid, and formed in
plnqter molds by "Jiggering" or casting. The formed ware Is dried, fired, ghazed
--ind retired, or dried, glazed and fired once, depending on the procedhure desired
and! whether oi- not tihe ware is to be decorated umer the glaze. O\ver-glhize dee-

lIncluding fine stoneware, weLth Is dutiable In the samie tariff lItms as fine eartlhenwnr,-.
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orations are aplplied on the glaze and the ware is reheated. Much ware is dvc-
orated by putting color in the glaze.

China dinnerware is made of much the same materials and in mnhli the samie
way as earthenware; merely different lprolportions and different tiring tempera-
tures are used.

TilE PLANT SIZES AND LOCATIONS

The presently operating earthenware dinnerware plants emploPy froni less than
50 to more than 1,000 workers iii the lroduct'icon of such ware : tilt average is les
than 500. Three plants each are located in Ohio and West Virginia, t wo each inl
Pennsylvania and California, anti one each in New Jersey, Michigan ami & klb -
homna.

The industry has made great efforts to mechanize as 111111 as pa)ssibit' .ii1,
although the producers were largely Ineclanized by tile middle S11's they Wer'0
able to Increase output per man-hour further between 195'? and 1P169. 1 )eslite
increased productivity, this is still a labor-intensive industry, ard iuch (of tlit'
labtar required is highly skilled.

SALES ('IANNELS, PRICING, AND PRICES

U.S. producers of earthenware dinnerware sell a small amount of their ware to
wholesale distributors but primarily to department and slcialty stores, mail
order houses, and premiunm outlets. The latter market is very volatile.

INDUSTRY TRENDS

It is difficult to show tie true trend of output (of an industry plagued with altri-
tion of producers, as is the earthenware dinnerware industry ; f4r, each time an
industry survey is made, information is available only from the surviviirs. 'lhus,
mot only is data from the closed firms lost, tending to show a lesser decline ia
business than actually took place, but the survivors may actually get a little berme-
lit in business by "feeding on the bones of the victims".

FA('TOnIES IN DEi'RESSE) AEAS

Many of the closed potteries as well as those still operating are in Alpalaclia
and other areas of depressed employment. Increased production of pottery, be-
cause of its high labor content, could be one of the best sources of increased
employment in Appalachia.

Import competition has restricted price increases and as a result they have
been much smaller than the increase in cost of living.

IMPORT TRENDS OF EARTHENWARE AND COMPETITIVE CHINA I)INNEtWARE

Imports of earthenware dinnerware ant of china dinnerware selling in the
wholesale price range of about $13 to $32 per 45-piece set together supplied more
than one-fourth of the U.S. market for low-to-medium-priced ceramic dinner-
ware in 1959. They both increased almost uninterruptedly since 3959 and now
supply more than one-half the U.S. market for ceramic dinnerware in the low-to-
medium-price range. These dinnerware imports (under tariff items 533.25, 533.36,
533.28, and 533.65) sell at prices which effectively cover the price range of I.S.
earthenware dinnerware. Table 3 shows the relationship of the foreign export
values of the 77-piece norm, on which the value brackets of import itenis cover-
ing dinnerware are based, andil approximate U.S. wholesale prices of 5-piece and
45-piece sets of imported dinnerware.

TARIFF RATE REDUCTIONS AND 'I-IEIR EFFECT

The 10-year increase of 124 percent in Imports of earthenware dinnerware oc-
curred under rates of duty which during 1959-1967 averaged about 55 percent
lower than the 1930 rate. The average rate was 60 percent lower in 196S, and
63 percent lower in 1969. These rates on earthenware dinnerware will be reduced
further under the "Kennedy Round", to an average of about 74 percent below
the 1930 rates by 1972, when they will be equivalent to about 14 percent ad
valorem (Table 4)!

Tile enormous increase in imports of china dinnerware conmjetitive with U.S.
earthenware entered during the entire 10-year period, 1959-69, under a rate of
duty about 20 percent lower than the 1930 rate. The reduced rate effective Sep-
tember, 1955 is equal to about 60 percent ad valorem. The easy access to the U.S.
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market at the current rate strongly indicates that not only the reduced rate
of duty, but also the 1930 rate, is inadequate to prevent competition injurious to
the U.S. earthenware dinnerware industry.

The impact of tile increase in imports on the U.S. earthenware dinnerware
illdustry has been great--particularly because china is competing with earthen-
ware, and sometimes at lower prices. (The average value per dozen pieces of
the imported earthenware dinnerware imported in 1969 was 50 cents greater than
the average value per dozen pieces of china (linnerwale iimported in that year
under tariff item 533.65.)

Imported earthenware dinnerware is made in shapes and patterns much like
those 111mde ill tile United States ; it is sold in the same channels of trade, aind
is distriblted throughout the country.

TIE PREMIUM MARKET

In 1961. less than one percent of the imports of earthenware dinnerware went
to the market for ceramic dinnerware premiums and little if any imported china
dinnerware went to that market. Imported ceramic dinnerware is now reported
to have taken more than 30 percent of that growing market (for all coi-
modities, at an amual rate of 10-14 percent).

PRINCIPAL FOREIGN SUPPLIERS

.Japan is, of course, the chief supplier of the imports of ceramic dinnerware
here discussed, supplying more than 95 percent of the china dinnerware im-
ported under tariff item 533.65 and the majority of the earthenware dinnerware.
That country supplies the bulk of imported earthenware dinnerware in all but
the highest value bracket and in that category is exceeded only slightly by the
United Kingdom.

NEED FOR RELIEF

The U.S. earthenware dinnerware industry is obviously in need of drastic
relief from injurious import competition. Any weak firms il the industry 15
years ago have long since closed and the constant pressure from imports has
weakened even some of those which were then strong.

EFFORTS TO-OBTAIN RELIEF

The industry has made efforts more than commensurate with Its meagre fi-
mnces to obtain relief. It has petitioned the Congress In past hearings; it has
conferred with the appropriate offices of the State and Commerce Departments:
it has undergone aul escape-clause investigation by the Tariff Commission under
tIle current law; it has even sent emissaries to Japan to confer with repre-
sentatives of the ceramic dinnerware industries in that country-all without
results.

NEEDED CIIANOr S IN TIlE "ESCAPE-CLAUSE"

The rules for obtaining relief from injury to industries producing articles like
or directly competitive with imports need to be changed. Relief of an industry
should be based on actual or threatened serious injury, a substantial cause of
which is an actual or relative increase in imports, regardless of when or whether
the duty was reduced. There are many reasos wi hy increased Imports may not
follow soon after duty reductions. One is that negotiators often request re-
ductions on specific items, based less on present prospects than on hopeful planss
for the future.

In determining if an industry has been injured the data for a firm should be
limited to that portion of the firm allocable to the production of the articles
like or directly competetive with the alleged injurious imports. Tariff items
are not described 1in terms of the products of an entire firm or establishment.
A tirm producing articles described Iin three tariff items may have no import
competition oil one, moderate competition on another, and injurious competition
on tile third. Several multi-product firms il all Industry in which the remaining
firms produce only the offending imported articles, might affect the Industry
statistics in a way to prevent the industry front satisfying the injury criteria.
The criteria for injury and relief should be the same for industries, firms,

and workers. If the mlost efficient industry of its kind in the world is not worth
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saving neither are its component firms ; and Instead of receiving a temporary
stay, its wrokers should be retrained to other pursuits and perhaps moved to
other areas.

SUM MARY

In 1959 tihe U.S. earthenware dinnerware industry had already lost about
10 substantial producing firms to import competition in the previous live years.
In the ten-year period beginning in 1959 the number of firms. employment, ship-
ments, and exports declined all additional one-fourth to one-half.

Meanwhile imports of earthenware and lower-l)riced china table and kitchen
articles almost tripled from 1949 (after some recovery from World War II)
to 1959. From 1959 to 109, imports of earthenware and lower-priced china
dinnerware (as distinguished from all table and kitchen articles), the kinds
with which U.S. earthenware dinnerware directly competes, increased 240
percent.

To save the earthenware dinnerware industry the escape-clause needs to be
revised so that:

(1) Injury can be found regardless of when or whether tihe duties were re-
duced on the injur.lous imported articles;

(2) Relief can be granted if an increase in imports, either actual or relative,
is a substantial cause of serious injury or threat thereof, and :

(3) The U.S. industry is defined as those firms or appropriate subdivisions
thereof which produce the articles that are like or directly competitive with
the injurious imports.

These changes are embodied in Title I, Chapter 2 of The Trado Act of 19I70
(II.R. 18970), as it was reported by the Committee on Ways and Means. They are
long overdue. We submit that they at least, should be made law this year. in
order that affect industries such as ours may set in motion the mmachinery whi.h
we hope will result in the relief which we so desperately nee(.

MEMBERSHIP .IST OF AMERICAN DINNER AE t:.ERGENCY cOM MIrupE:

Canonsburg Pottery Company. Canonsburg, Pennsylvania.
Frankoma Pottery, Sapulipa, Oklahoma.
The Hlaeger Potteries, Inc., Dundee, Illinois.
Hall China Company, East Liverpool, Ohio.
Iarker Pottery Company, East Liverpool, Ohio.
The Homer Laughlin Company, Newell, West Virginia.
1Hull Pottery Company, Crooksville. Ohio.

Metlox Manmufacturing Company, Manmattan Beach. California.
Mount Clemens Pottery Company, Mont Clemens. Michigan.
The IPfaltzgraff Company, York, Pennsylvania.
Royal China, Inc.. Sebring, Ohio.
The Scio Pottery Company, Scio, Ohio.
Taylor, Smith & Taylor Company, East Liverpool. Ohio.

Respectfully submitted,
I. S. IIEESE,

Chairimun, Tic Scio lottcr! ('omlp(m!y.
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TABLE I.---CERAMIC DINNERWARE:I U.S. IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION OF LOWER PRICED CERAMIC DINNERWARE
AND EXPORTS OF DOMESTIC EARTHENWARE, 1959-69

Year

1959 ......................................
1960..-
1961 ..................................
1 9 6 2 ---------------------------------------
1963 ....................................
1 9 6 4 ---------------------------------------
1965 ......................................
1966 .....................................
1967 ......................................
19683 ....................................
19 6 9 3 -------------------------------------

Quantity (1,00 dozen pieces)

Imports for consumption

Earthenware Chinaware
sets valued sets valued
over $3.30 $10 to $24
per norm 2 per norm 2 Total

3,022
3,420
3,176
3,923
5,112
5,054
4,891
5,839
5,483
6,231
6,775

2,756
2,931
2,506
3,063
4,933
6,999
6,937
6,895
8,325

10,150
12,981

Exports of
earthware
table and

kitchen
articles

5,778
6,351
5,682
6,986

10,045
12,053
11,828
12,734
13,808
16,381
19,756

I Dinnerware is ware for service of complete meals at the table.
2 The "norm" consists of 77 pieces-12 each of dinner plates, bread and butter and salad plates, teacups and saucers,

soups, and fruits and I each of platter, vegetable dish, sugar, and creamer. If soups or fruits are not available, cereals are
substituted.

a Preliminary.

Source: U.S. Tariff Commission, except for domestic shipments in 1968 end 1969.

TABLE 2.-EARTHENWARE TABLE AND KITCHEN ARTICLES: U.S.
CATEGORIES, 1962-69

Iln thousand dozen pieces]

IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION BY VALUE

Value category

Period Bottom Middle Top Total

1959 -----------------.--------------------------- 3,800 961 3,194 7,955
1960 -----------------.--------------------------- 4,668 1,063 3,500 9,231
1961_ . . . ..------------------------------------ 3,944 947 3,249 8,140
1962 ... ...........................................- 3,29 2 1,101 4,39 3 8,786
1963 ---------------------------------------------- 2,170 1,069 4,905 8,144
1964 ------------------------------ - -------------- 1,224 929 5,389 7,542
1965 ---------------------------------------------- 1,350 727 5,574 7,651
1966 --------.------------------------------------ 1,284 762 6,639 8,685
1967 ---------------------------------------------- 1,326 778 6,323 8,427
1968 ---------------------------------------------- 1,468 876 7,432 9,776
1969 ----------------------------------------------- 1,155 837 8,403 10,395

Source: U.S. Tariff Commission.

TABLE 3.-RELATIONSHIP OF FOREIGN EXPORT VALUE OF 77-PIECE NORM AND U.S. WHOLESALE PRICES OF
5-PIECE AND 45-PIECE SETS OF DINNERWARE

U S. wholesale price (approximate)

5-piece place
77-piece norm foreign value I setting I 45-piece set 3

$3.304 ------------------------------------------------------------------- $0.40 $4.00
$7.004 -------------------.---------------------------------------------- .90 9.00
$10.005 --------.------------------------------------------------------ 1.30 13.00
$12.004 ------------------------------------------------------------------- 1.50 15.00
$24.00 ---------------------------.................----------------------- 3.20 32.00

I Also export or dutiable value.
2 Dinner plate, salad plate, bread and butter plate, tea cup, and saucer.
28 each of dinner plate, salad or bread and butter plate, soup or cereal, tea cup and saucer, and I each of platter,

vegetable dish, sugar, and creamer.
4 Earthen dinnerware tariff class value limits.
3 China dinerware tariff class value limits.



TABLE 4.-CERAMIC DINNERWARE: RATES OF DUTY EFFECTIVE IN SPECIFIED YEARS 1930-72; AND AD VALOREM EQUIVALENTS OF THE DUTIES BASED ON IMPORTS IN 1969

Tariff item 1930 1955 1968 1969 1972

Number Description

533.25 Earthern dinnerware va
and to $12.00 per norm.

533.26
533.28 Earthern dinnerware va

'12.00 per norm
Ttal over $3.30..

533.65 China dinnerware value
to $24.00 oer norm

Ad valorem Ad valorem
Rate of duty equivalent Rate of duty equivalent Rate of duty

lued $3.30 10¢ doz.+50 56 10(! doz.+21- 28 10¢ doz.+21-
percent. 37 percent. 33.5 percent.

lued over 10¢ doz.+50 53 10¢ doz.+21 24 9¢ doz.+18.5
percent. percent. percent.

- . . .------------------ 54 - .-- 25 ..... .
d $10.00 10¢ dz.±70 75 10¢ doz.+55 60 10 doz.-+55

percent, percent. percent

Ad valorem
equivalent

28

22

22
60

Ad valorem
Rate of duty equivalent

10t doz.+21- 28
30.5 percent.

8( doz.+16.5 19
percent.

S- 20
10¢ doz.+55 60

percent.

Ad valorem
Rate of duty equivalent

10 doz.+21
percent.

5C doz.-t-10.5
percent.

10 doz.+55
percent.

27 (7

0-4

12

14
60
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STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY AMALGAMATED CLOTHING WORKERS OF AMERICA

AND INTERNATIONAL LADIES' GARMENT WORKERS' UNION

I. INTRODUCTION

The nature of the apparel industry makes it especially vulnerable to assault
by imports, particularly from lower-wage countries. Indeed, the rise in imports
which has been occurring was inevitable so long as the nation's trade policies
failed to take into account the special problems of the garment industry. Tfhe
consequence of this failure has been the curtailment of job opportunities for
American workers and constantly increasing downward pressure on the wages
and incomes of those who do find work in the industry.

Competition from abroad is magnified in apparel by the ease with which nw
plant capacity can be built up. Capital requirements for entry into the business
are rather modest. It is a labor-intensive industry, for which workers can be
trained with relative ease in a very short period of time. Furthermore, tech-
nology In this industry is internationalized, and this in turn eliminates the type
of advantages in efficiency that accrue to U.S. producers In other industries as
a result of technological innovations. What remains from all of this is a com-
petitive advantage for the foreign producers, based solely on substandard wages
and sweat-shop conditions.

It is small wonder that the products from these countries have succeeded in
penetrating domestic markets, for the conditions under which these imports are
produced have fong been barred from the American scene by both collective
bargaining and law.

The failure to take this reality into account has created a situation in apparel
whereby America's trade policy has been permitted to subvert its social policy.
Goods produced under substandard conditions are allowed to enter U.S. markets
and undercut the sale of goods produced under conditions, including the pay-
ment of minimum wages, that at least meet the requirements of the Fair Labor
Standards Act (FLSA).

Significantly, that Act was designed to eliminate such unfair competition.
In adopting the FLSA the Congress found, among other things, that "conditions
detrimental to the maintenance of the minimum standard of living necessary for
health, efficiency, and general well-being of workers" constitutes "an unfair
method of competition" and "Interferes with the orderly and fair marketing of
goods In commerce." It declared that the policy of the FLSA, "through the
exercise by Congress of Its power to regulate commerce among the several states
and with foreign tations," Is to eliminate such conditions (emphasis added).

Even though this policy of the FLSA was first enunciated over 30 years ago,
the need to eliminate unhealthy competitive developments In U.S. markets re-
sulting from payments of substandard wages, whether at home or abroad, is no
less imperative today.

Industrial development and transportation have wrought dramatic changes In
the world, as is evident from the burgeoning growth of apparel Imports into the
U.S. Consequently, If decent working conditions are to be maintained In this
country, and if employment opportunities are not to be destroyed because of un-
fair competition, it is absolutely essential that the nation's trade policy with
respect to apparel recognize that the special circumstances of that industry make
it particularly vulnerable to assaults by imports from lower-wage countries.

II. GROWTH IN IMPORTS

During the decade of the 1960's, the value of apparel Imports into the United
States grew more than three-fold, and the degree of import penetration-imports
as a percent of domestic production-which was less than 9 percent in 1960 and
less than 7 percent In 1961, rose to more than 22 percent in 1969.
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TABLE I--IMPORT PENETRATION INTO APPAREL MARKETS OF THE UNITED STATES

(in r millions of 1957-59 dollars]

Degree of
import

Domestic penetration
Yea, Imports I production Exports (percent) !

1960 -.---------------------- _ ------------- $920.8 $10,682.4 $86.7 8.6
1961-. .. .. ........................-------------- 744.7 10.879.0 83.3 6.8
1962 ---- . ..---------------------------------- - 1,175.4 11.485.8 70.7 10.2
1963 --------------------------------------------- 1,230.4 11,621.7 74.7 10.6
1964 --------.------------------------ ------- 1,42.3 12,157.8 83.3 12.0
1965 ------------------------------------------ ,752.5 12,861.7 96.3 13.8
1966 -----.---------------.------------------ 1,831.3 13,102.0 105.9 14.4
19673 ---------------------------- - 2,134.6 13,443.4 107.4 15.9
1968--_ ---- ---------- ----.----------------- 2,479.4 13,878.1 115.7 17.9
1969 3 

-----. ..------------------------------------- 3,015.8 13,458.5 140.1 22.4

I To measure the impact o the physic-al volume of imports on the domestic market, the d1lar volume of i'nports has
been expressed iin terms of prices charged for 3quiva!ent goods of domestic origin.

2 Imports as a percent of domestic production.
3 Preliminary estimate.

Source: ILGWU Research Oepartment.

Dramatic as may Le the trends revealed by Table 1, such aggregate data serve
to conceal developments that are even more startling.

In 1961, when it was recognized by the United States that Imports of clothing
and textiles constituted a serious problem that had to be brought under control,
agreanerts were negotiated with foreign countries under GATT auspices to regu-
larize this trade and, ,in the process, to open new markets for underdeveloped
countries in countries that barred such shiptnents. These agreements, however.
applied only to products made from cotton ; other products, whether made of wool
or man-nade fibers were not involved.

The agreement applicable to cottons-the Long-Term Cotton Arraingenmelit-
has helped to slow the rate by which cotton garments produced abroad have en-
tered the American market. Predictably, however, foreign producers have shifted
their emphasis, and have increased shipments of apparel made of man-made fiber
and of wool. Thus, they have been able to step up their rate of penetration into
U.S. markets.

As Table 2 shows, between 1962 and 1969, imports of wool garments grew by

77 percent, while imports of garments of man-made fiber escalated 1,770 per-
cent-an 18-fold increase. Consequently, even though imports of apparel items
made of cotton rose by only 37.5 percent, the total for all garanents more than
tripled.

TABLE 2.-IMPORTS OF APPAREL PRODUCTS INTO THE UNITED STATES, 1962-69

(In millions of square yards equivalent]

Manmade
Year All fibers Cotton Wool fiber

19562' ------------------------------------------- 476.3 381.8 45.6 48.9
1963 .............................................. 492.5 384.2 54.6 53.7
1964 ---------------------------------------------- 560.7 414.7 53.9 92.1
1965 ---------------------------------------------- 684.2 457.1 67.6 159.4
1966 .............................................. 777.1 485.0 72.9 229.5
1967 ---------------------------------------------- 877.7 475.4 59.3 343.0
1968 ---------------------------------------------- 1 1,152.6 514.7 79.6 55 .3
1969 ---------------------------- _-------------- 1.520.1 524.8 80.6 914.7
Percent change, 1962-69 ............................ 219.1 37.5 76.8 1,770.6

1 Data prior to 1962 are not available,

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Textiles.

Moreover, data for 1970 show that this growing penetration of U.S. apparel
markets continues uninterrupted. Despite the fact tlaat the American economy
is In a recession, apparel imports are continuing to soar. The voloti of imports,
in square yards equivalent, was one-third higher-398.4 million as compared to
333.9 million-during the first quarter of 1970 as compared to the first quarter
of 1969.
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Tine fill] meaning of these data, which are for all garments combined, can
ierihaps be brought into sharper focus by examination of Table 3, which presents
dfat on the growth in imports of specific items of apparel.

TABLE 3.-GROWTH OF IMPORTS AND IMPORT PENETRATION INTO U.S. APPAREL MARKETS FOR
SELECTED ITEMS, 1961 AND 1969

Degree of import
Imports of apparel penetration (percent) P,

Increase
1961 ' 19693 (pecent) 1961 1969

Men's and boys' coats and jackets ---------------- 0.4 14.8 3,600.0 (1) 17
Women's and chiddreni's coats and jackets .......... .6 12.0 1,999.0 i 24
R-inwear -------------------------------------- 1.3 5.5 323.1 6 22
Men's and boys' suits ----------------------- -. 1 .9 800.0 (J) 4
Women's and clnidren's dresses ------------------ 3.3 22.0 566.7 1 6
Men's and boys' shirts, not knit ------------------ 23.7 122.0 415.6 6 30
Men's and boys' shirts, knit -------------------- I. 9 50.4 323.5 8 20
Women's and children's blouses ------------------ 29.4 78.4 166.7 9 24
Sweaters -------------------------------------- 7.2 108.3 1,404.2 5 72
Women's and children's skirts --------------------. 5 7.3 1,360.0 (3) 7
Men's and boys' trousers and shorts -------------- 12.2 38.2 213.1 3 8
Women's and children's trousers and shorts -------- 31.1 80.7 159.5 23 32
Playsuits -------------------------------------- 11.0 14.5 31.8 8 13
Women's and children's underwear --------------- 1.6 6.9 331.3 (a) 8
Brassieres ------------------------------------ 31.5 43.8 39.0 15 18
Pajamas and cther nightwear --------------------- 6.0 24.8 313.3 3 10
Dressing gowns and robes ----------------------- 1.3 5.2 300.0 3 10
Gloves ---------------------------------------- 54.1 146.9 171.5 17 39

I Ratio of apparel imports to domestic U.S. production.
I Millions of units.
a Under 0.5 percent

Source: ILGWU Research Department

The items listed, it should be noted, are not peripheral to the industry. Father,
they comprise the industry's mainstream-no part of which, as the data clearly
indicate, is immune from assaults by the unfair competition that these imports
represent.

Table 3 not only shows the extent to which imports have grown; it shows also
the consequences of that growth-in the increase in the degree of penetration
of the U.S. market for the specific items of apparel. As noted earlier, for the
industry as a whole the degree of penetration already exceeds 22 percent-nearly
three times the rate that prevailed at the outset of the last decade. Without
some action to reverse the steady upward trend, It is quite clear that it Is only
a matter of time before the markets for most of the items in Table 3-which have
already been severely eroded-are totally destroyed for domestic producers arid
for the workers whose jobs and incomes are involved.

The trend is there for all to see, and It Is not an overstatement to label the
situation a clear and present danger. To do otherwise would be to overlook the
obvious.

III. ECONOMIC IMPACT ON WORKERS5

The supreme irony that grows out of the failure to deal with the special Import
problems as they affect the apparel industry lies in the fact that the work and
income opportunities being destroyed are In an Industry which has traditionally
been a source of employment for large numbers of workers who can rightly be
characterized as "disadvantaged." In the absence of the opportunities provided
by the garment industry, and in the absence of any meaningful alternatives,
many of them are destined for unemployment. This makes no sense whatsoever,
at a time when the nation seeks to set a course to eradicate urban and rural
poverty.
Ocograph io distribution

Although two-thirds of the employment in the apparel industry is located In
the nation's metropolitan areas, the available data show clearly that the industry
Is also a significant source of employment in the nonmetro.r)olitan areas of many
states.

An analysis of 1966 Census data disclosed that employment in garment manu-
facturing represented 10 percent or more of total manufacturing employment
in 42 of the nation's Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA's). In all
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of those 42 SMSA's combined, jobs in the apparel industry accounted for one-fifth
of all manufacturing employment.

No less instructive concerning the significance of tile apparel industry as a
provider of jobs are data presented in Bulletin No. 1 35 of the t'.S. lhureaun iif
Labor Statistics.' There it is disclosed, in an anlysis Elf employinviit in selected
states, that apparel eznldoyinent--\\hile slightly miore than 7 percent of all imli-
afacturing eml)loyment throughout the entire natin-co-nilorised 2:1 lerv'ent 4Jf
manufacturing enllloym elit in the iio~imetrolpolitan areas of Alalaiiii. 22.5 per-
cent of such employment ill Georgia, 23.7 percent in Mississippi. 1(w.- pi-rce't in
Missouri, 8.2 Ipercent in New Jersey. 11.4 percent in North ( 'arolina, 1-.01 ircent
in Pennsylv-ania, 12.2 percent in South Carolina. 27.1 percent ilk 'lv'i, is-o'e 11.5
percent in Texas, and 11.6 percent in Virginia.

Clearly, therefore, tile garment industry and its jobs aire important to the e,.,-
noitie well-being (if both irla and rural areas aiross tlie ati ill.

Ch ractcris tic., of the workforce
The types of jobs that are at stake-and who it is that tills lhezi-are n( less

important than the location of those jobs.
Most of the tasks performed by workers in the industry (1o not fall into the

skilled category. Skills that Were once required in the industry have licen diluted
by new production techniques. In the case of sewing machine operators, for ex-
aimple, the work is now subdivided to such a degree that most oellralors ma.y dii
no Ignore than sew single, short-run seanis oil garment parts. Onlice tile elenlleuit ary
instruction in the handling of a sewing machine is given to) ai i tiexlpericL.ed
worker-and this requires little time-the rest (of the learning lroces cosist.;
of a progressive and relatively raid acquisition (of o rating swed.

Consequently, one important feature of most of the jobs in aplparel manufa.-
turing is that they involve skills that (all lie acquired without an extenetI l(rioid
of training.

Another important aspect of apparel industry enilploymnent relates to) the jili
needs of America's racial anti ethnic minorities. While 10 percent of tile workers
in tall manufacturing combined were nonwhite in 1969, ill the apparel industry
the proportion exceeded 12 percent. In the nation's population centers, the ((,-
gree of nonwhite participation in the industry was higher still, according to the
Equal Employment Opportunity Conmmission.-' EEOC data also hell) to diciiinent
tile importance of tie apparel industry as a source of elloynment for workers
with Spanish surnames.

The garment Industry is also a very inilortant job source for wonien. Itully
SO percent of the jobs-about 1.3 million out of a total of approximately 1.7 nil-
lion-are held by women.

The economic Iimportance of these job opportunities is perhaps best indicated
by the results of a report ' by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics which indicates
that over 40 percent of the nation's female jobholders are single, widowed, di-
vorced, or separated. In terms of female participation in the garment industry,
such a ratio would mean that this industry is providing over 590,000 jobs for
women who do not have husbands to support them.

Moreover, with respect to niarried women who are active participants in the
labor force, the BLS study discloses that, among married women in families Witli
school-age children, the highest participation rates are to lie found in families
where the husband's Income is below $7,000 per year.

In other wvrds, the jobs that the industry provides for women workers are
an economic necesrity, and the women who rely on them are not casual workers
with only a tenuous attachment to the labor force. The economic base that is
being eroded by imports from low-wage countries is vital to their livelihoods,
and to the livelihoods of their families.

Impact On employmcitt an(d (arnings
To some extent this erosion can be seen in the industry's employment trends

and in the trends in hours of work! in recent years. Emllployment has tunred
down, and so has total manhours in apparel manufacturing.

Such aggregate data do not, however, reflect the impact of Imports with re-
spect to jobs that were never created, but which would have been-had not for-
eign goods captured an ever-growing share of the market.

The fact Is that, on balance, foreign trade in apparel has cost the United States
211,900 production jobs during the decade of the 1960's alone. This is tile cmnula-

Labor in the Textile Industry, August 1969.
2 Equal Employment Opportunity Report No. 1, 1966.
3 Martial and Family Characteristic of Worker8, March 1969.
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tive year-to-year total of the difference between the number of jobs resulting
from U.S. apparel exports (plus) and the number of jobs lost as a result of
imports of apparel (minus).

These estimates are presented In Table 4 and involve allocating employment
gains or losses according to export and import ratios-that is, the volume of
exports ar.d imports as percentages of total domestic production. Thus, in 1961
there was a net gain of jobs-24,500 of them-after netting out the impact of
imports and exports in 1961 as compared to 1960. Since then, however, each year
of the decade saw more jobs being lost because of imports than were gained be-
cause of exports, and the cumulative total through 1969 was 211,900.

TABLE 4.-NET LOSS OF U.S. APPAREL INDUSTRY JOBS ATTRIBUTABLE TO IMPORTS, 1960-69

[In thousands]

Employment impact

Year to year
Year Imports Exports Net loss change

1960 ------------------------------------- -111.2 +10.3 100.9
1961 ---------------------------------------------- -86.6 +10.2 76.4 +24.5
1962 ---------------------------------------------- -134.8 +7.9 126.9 -50.5
1963 ---------------------------------------------- -141.0 +8.0 133.0 -6.1
1964 ------------------------------------- -162.2 +9.5 152.7 -19.7
1965 ---------------------------------------------- -192.0 +9.9 182.1 -29.4
1966 ------------------------------------- -209.7 +11.6 198.1 -16.0
1967 ---------------------------------------------- -229.4 +11.5 217.9 -19.8
1968 ---------------------------------------------- -261.6 +11.7 249.9 -32.0
1969 ---------------------------------------------- -327.4 +14.6 312.8 -62.9

Cumulative total ------------------------------------------------------------------------ -211.9

Source: ILGWU Research Department.

It is important to understand that low-wage apparel imports have a doaesth
impact that reaches far beyond the impact on employment levels. These im-
ports have caused a severe downward pressure on wage levels In the U.S. apparel
industry and, as a result, have depressed substantially the earnings of the
workers retained by the industry.

In 1947, as Table 5 shows, average hourly earnings of production workers in
apparel manufacturing was $1.16 per hour-six cents less than the average for
all manufacturing. Steadily, the gap has widened and, by 1969, it had grown to
SS cents. The ratio of average hourly earnings in apparel to that for all manu-
facturing had declined from 95 percent in 1947, to 72 percent in 1969.

TABLE 5.-AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS OF PRODUCTION WORKERS IN THE APPAREL INDUSTRY , AND IN ALL
MANUFACTURING, UNITED STATES, 1947-69

Year Apparel All manufacturing

1947 ---------. . ..-------------------------------------------------- ------ $1.16 $1.22
1949 --------------------------------------------------------------------- 1.21 1.38
1951 ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 1.31 1.56
1953 ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 1.35 1.74
1955 ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 1.37 1.86
1957 ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 1,51 2.05
1959 ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 1.56 2.19
1961 ----------------------------------------------------------------- 1.64 2.32
1963 ------------------------------------------------------------------ - 1.73 2.46
1965 --------------- ----------------------------------------------------- 1.83 2.61
1967 ------------------------------------------------------------------ --- 2.03 2.83
1969 ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 2.31 3.19

1 Standard industrial classification 23.
Source: U.S. Department of Labor.

The explanation for this lies, of course, in the fact that the domestic Industry
has been faced with the unfair competition from garments produced in low-wage
countries where the level of technology and productive efficiency approximates
that which prevails in this country. In short, the competitive advantage of these
foreign producers has been-and is-provided by the low wages.
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In the United States, for example, average hourly earnings in the apparel
industry in 1969 were $2.31. Except for Canada where the average was $1.75, the
estimates (expressed in U.S. dollars) for all of the other countries fell below
$1.00 per hour. In Japan, for example, earnings in the apparel industry averaged
39 cents per hour, and in Hong Kong 26 cents.

These are the earnings of workers in foreign apparel establishments produc-
ing goods for the American markets. American producers in this labor-intensive
industry do not have the kind of countervailing advantage in technology that
might be found in other industries to enable domestic manufacturers to over-
come such a substantial advantage in the labor cost of foreign competitors.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The special problems of the apparel industry-partcularly its vulnerability
to assaults from the unfair competition of-imports produced in low-wage coun-
tries-as well as the damage in jobs and incomes of workers that such imports
have already wrought, and the escalating rate of penetration of imports into
the domestic markets, justify favorable action by the Congress on II.R. 16920.
Without this legislation, the prospect is for further erosion of an economic base
that is essential to niany workers-men and women of all races, and in both
urban and rural Amnerica-for whom there are few meaningful employment
alternatives.

11.11. 16920 will provide essential safeguards for api)arel workers in the United
States, while advancing the cause of world trade. It is not a protectionist device,
but rather an instrument to achieve a more-orderly marketing arrangement.
Not only will It not bar foreign producers from our markets; it will enable them
to share in whatever growth there is in domestic consumption of appa-el
products.

It is a measure which will redound to the benefit of the nation, for it will
help to safeguard American jobs-and prevent the unfair competition of foreign
imports from converting "working poor" into "nonworking poor," with all that
this implies in the way of added tax burdens-and it will not harm the interests
of the price-conscious consumer.

If there is one industry In which the market place imposes discipline with
respect to pricing policies of manufacturers, it is the apparel Industry. This Is
a highly competitive industry, and the continuation of a high degree of corupeti-
tion is assured by the ease of entry into the field. Capital requirements are quite
modest and, as a result, the Industry is characterized by an almost-infinite
number of producers, highly competitive with one another on price as well as
on quality and style. This Is, no doubt, the reason why the wholesale price
Index for apparel rose by less than 13 percent between 1947 and 1969, while
the index for all Industrial commodities showed an increase of nearly 10 per-
cent. Given the fact that retail clothing prices have risen more rapidly, this
evidence would suggest a tendency toward excessive mark-ups on the part of
retailers-especially chain operations which do a good deal of importing from
low-wage countries.

H.R. 16920 would hot affect the forces of competition which has restrained
price increases in apparel at the producers level. Nor would Its rejection serve
in any way the consumer's Interest in lower prIces. But with respect to the jobs
it would save for American workers, II.R. 16920 vould be a positive force. On
this score, If on none other, it warrants support-promptly and with a sense of
urgency, for the problem can Indeed be labeled a "clear and present danger."

STATEMENT OF A. LLOYD PHILLIPS, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN ANILINE PRODUCES, INC.

(Before the Committee on Finance, United States Senate, on Behalf of the
Ad Hoc Committee of U.S. Dyestuff Producers: American Aniline Pro(ucts,
Inc., Atlantic Chemical Corporation, Berncol ors-L'ouglikeepsie, Inc., Blackman
Uhler Chemical Division, Fabricolor Manufacturing Corp., TIme Ilarshaw Cha.-
Ical Company, Industrial Dyestuff Company, Lakeway Chemicals, Inc., Nyanza,
Inc., Southern Dyestuff companyy , and Young Aniline Works Incorporated;
Eugene L. Stewart, Counsel-October 12, 1970)

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: The members of the Ad Hoc
Committee of U.S. Dyestuff Producers, listed on Exhibit 1 to this statement,

51-3S9-70-pt. 2- 7
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strongly oppose Chapter 4, Title III, of H.R. 18970, the "Trade Act of 1970." Its
enactment would authorize the repeal of the American Selling Price basis of
customs *valuation on imports competitive with our production. Repeal of ASP
will destroy our business and the jobs of our workers.

I. THE HEAVIEST IMPACT OF THE REPEAL OF ASP WIIL FALL ON THE U.S. DYESTUFF
INDUSTRY WHICH IS I'IGHLY LABOR INTENSIVE AND VERY IMPORT SENSITIVE

The production of dyes is the most labor-intensive sector of benzenold chemical
production in the United States. The most severe effect of the repeal of ASP
will fall upon the U.S. dye producers and their workers. The Tariff Commission
so advisd the U.S. negotiators, and they understood that we would be especially
vulnerable if ASP were to be repealed. Ambassador Blumenthal, who-conducted
the negotiations in the Kennedy Round in Geneva, acknowledged tids in an
address to the German chemical industry: '

"The Tariff Commission has found that the tariff effect of ASP protection
is significant only for dyes, certain dye intermediates, and a few drugs and
other specialty products. These are typically labor intensive, higher priced,
batch-produced products. And since labor costs are relatively high in the United
States, this batch process area of chemical production is an especially sensitive
one for us."

I1. THE U.S. DYESTUFF INDUSTRY IS ALREADY HIGHLY VULNERABLE TO IMPORT
INJURY AS A RESULT OF THE 50 PERCENT CUT IN DUTIES WHICH IT SUSTAINED,IN
THE KENNEDY ROUND

The duty to be paid on imports is determined by multiplying the rate by
the value. ASP is the rule for determining the value. The rate is a separate
factor from ASP. The majority of imported dyes were subject, pre-Kennedy
Round, to the rate of 40%. This was cut to 20%. No exceptions.

A group of 86 dyes was subject, pre-Kennedy Round, to the rate of 32%.
This was cut to 16%. No exceptions. Two dyes, sulphur black and synthetic
indigo, were dutiable at a compound rate, 3¢ per pound plus 20%. These
were cut to 1.50 per pound plus 10%.

A special group of dyestuff components called fast color salts, fast color
bases, and Naphthol AS and derivatives-which collectively are referred to
as "Azolcs"-were subject, pre-Kennedy Round, to the rate of 3.5 per pound
plus 20%. These were cut to 1.70 per pound plus 10%. No exceptions. Synthetic
organic pigments-known as "lakes and toners"-were dutiable, pre-Kennedy
Round, at 40%. They were cut to 20%. No exceptions.

Finally, advanced chemical compounds made in dyestuff plants, known as
advanced intermediates, were also cut by 50%. Most of these were dutiable,
pre-Kennedy -Round, at 3.50 per pound plus 25%. These were cut to 1.70
per pound plus 12.5%. A group of 23 advanced intermediates were dutiable, by
name, pre-Kennedy Round, at 3¢ per liound plus 20%. These were cut to 1.54
per pound plus 10%. A second group of 30 advanced intermediates, and their
salts, iv;ere dutiable, pre-Kennedy Round, at 2.84 per pound plus 20%. These
were cut to 1.44 per pound plus 10%. No exceptions.

Few industries had each and every product in Its line cut by the full 50%.
We did.

The U.S. trade negotiators in the Kennedy Round used up evry bit of the
President's authority in cutting duties on dyestuffs and dye intermediates
by 50%. They then entered into the supplemental chemical agreement, which
they neither had authority to negotiate nor to implemeznt, promising to secure
the repeal of the ASP value rule, the effect of which will be to reduce duties
well below the 50% cut achieved through the reduction in the rates. This is
a price asked of no other industry. Why?

This Committee has been asked by the present Administration to ratify the
commitment made by the prior Administration, which was clearly beyond the
scope of the authority which this Committee and the Congress intended in
enacting the Trade Expansion Act of 1962. It would be wrong to single out our
industry to bear the burden df bailing out the Executive Branch trade negotiators
from the Illegal commitment which they sought to make in the supplemental
chemical agreement. We do not see how the limits which you place on the
President's negotiating power can be respected in the future if you ratify the
supplemental chemical agreement.

IAddress by Ambassador Blumenthal before the European Chemical Industry, Kronberg,
Germany. December 8, 1060, p. 7.
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III. THE EXISTING SYSTEM OF IMPORT DUTIES ON DYES HAS PERMITTED FOREIGN
PRODUCERS STEADILY TO INCREASE THEIR SHARE OF THE DOMESTIC MARKET, AND
THIS TREND WILL ACCELERATE AS THE REMAINING STAGES OF THE KENNEDY ROUND

TARIFF CUTS 00 INTO EFFECT

According to the Tariff Commission, -two-thirds of the dyes sold in the United
States are consumed by the domestic textile industry.' This coincides with trade
information. The total invasion of the U.S. market for dyes for the textile in-
dustry includes both the dyes imported as dyes, and the dye content of textiles
imported in a dyed or printed state.

The existing system of duties based upon the ASP has permitted imports to
increase at a much more ropid rate than the growth in domestic shipments or
in domestic consumption of dyes. Though the rate of growth has been unequal, it
has been regulated to a sufficient extent by the ASP system of duties so as to
permit the domestic industry to increase its shipments and employment not-
withstanding the steady attrition in the share of the market available to domes-
tic producers.

While the domestic producers of dyes would prefer Import regulation which
maintains their share of the domestic market relative to imports, they are able
to live with a situation in which they have access to some of the growth in the
market even though their market share declines.

The experience of the past 8 years demonstrates that the ASP system of duties,
while operating more generously,for the benefit of foreign producers than for
domestic, does serve to maintain growth in employment and in domestic pro-
duction and sales of dyes. Clearly the foreign producers have the better of it,
but the domestic producers have a sufficient position in the market, given the
quality of import regulation achieved by the ASP system of duties, to stay alive
and to grow and thus to protect the present and future outlook of their em-
ployees. The data In the following table are evidence of these facts.

TABLE I.-COMPARATIVE GROWTH OF IMPORTS OF FOREIGN.PRODUCED DYES AND OF U.S. EMPLOYMENT AND
PRODUCTION OF DYES, 1961-69

[in numbers of employees, and in millions of pounds of dyesJ

Average annual
percent change

1961 1965 1967 1968 1969 1961-67 1967-69

Employment .................................. 7,969 9,558 10,383 10,801 11,596 +5.1 +5.8

Domestic production ............................. 158.4 190.0 206.4 214.7 '230.5 +5.1 +5.8
For use in textiles 2 .......................... 105.7 126.7 137.7 *143.2 153.7 +5.1 +5.8

Imports:
Direct(as dyes) ............................. 6.0 10.8 11.8 16.6 20.8 +16.1 +38.1

For use in textiles 3 .................. . 4.0 7.2 7.9 11.1 13.9 ....................
Indirect, in textiles' ........................ 2.4 4.4 5.8 6.5 7.4 ....................

Total for use in textiles .................... 6.4 11.6 13.7 17.6 21.3 +17.2 +27.7
Total supply J available for domestic use ........... 156.3 186.4 206.6 221.1 243.7 +5.4 +7.4

In textiles .................................. 104.9 125.6 139.7 149.4 161.1 +5.5 +7.7
Ratio of imports to total new supply:

In textles (prcent) ......................... 6.1 9.2 9.8 11.8 13.2 ....................

I Employment data derived at the ratio of production (pounds) per employee for industry SIC 28152 In 1963 to the
p roducon data for each year. Sources: U.S. Department ol Commerce, Bureau of the Census, "1963 Census of Manu-
actures '; U.S. Tariff Commission, "Synthetic Organic Chemicals U.S. Production and Sales,"' annual series.

I Production data 1969, estimated by adjusting the reported 198 production data by the percent change in the I.dex
of Industrial production In textile mill products, 196-69. Sources: U.S. Tariff Commission. "Synthetic Organic Chemicals,
U.S. Production and Sale of Dyes, 1968"; Federal Reserve Board, Index of industrial production.

I According to the U.S. Tariff Commission, two-thirds of domestic consumption of dyes is by textile Industry; cf., rote 2,
p. 4 of text

4 Dye content of Imported textiles derived by applying the ratio of dyes shipped for textile use to pounds of fiber con-
sumed by textile mills to the pounds of fiber equivalent of imported textiles more advanced than the greige state, as
reported by U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service, Statistical Bulletins 363, 417, and supplements
thereto, and "Cotton Situation," and "Wool Situation"; 1969 im/irt data, per U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, IM 146; other years. U.S. Tariff Cmmission, "Imports of Coal Tar Products, 1961"; "Imports ol Benzenoid
Chemicals and Products," 1964-48.

& Production plus imports, less exports. Sources: As above, plus U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
for exports.

2 U.S. Tariff Commission, Snthelfo Ortanio Chtmicaoi, U.S. Production anil Sales, 1967,
T.C. Publication 205 (Washington, 1969), p). 15.
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The data in the above table can be summarized in terms of the following
highlights: Prior to the taking effect of the annual installment of duty reductions
under the Kennedy Round, imports of dyes increased at an average annual rate of
16%, more than three times the rate of increase of domestic production of dyes.
Following the taking effect of the Kennedy Round reductions by stages com-
mencing January 1, 1968, imports of dyes have Increased at In average annual
rate of 38%, more than twice the earlier rate, and now more than six times
the rate of increase in domestic production.

The imports' share of the domestic market for dyes in textile uses has more.
than doubled, increasing from 69 in 1961 to 13% In 1969. This experience is
closely similar to that of the cotton textile industry which, properly we believe,
has had the benefit of the Long-term Cotton Textile Arrangement and, In addi-
tion, which was spared a 50% cut in duties in the Kennedy Round.'

The above data and discussion are limited Just to synthetic organic dyes. A
closely related sector of batch-processing manufacture of labor-intensive benze-
nold chemicals is concerned with synthetic organic pigments, sometimes referred
to as lakes and toners. These are used in paints and related products, in printing
ink, and in plastics and resin materials.'

Because the production methods and labor Intensiveness are very much the
same and their vulnerability to import competition is equal in degree, it is helpful
to aggregate the data for the synthetic organic dye and pigments industries.
When that is done for the same time period covered by Table 1, we find that the
growth of domestic employment and production is similar to that previously
discussed for dyes, but that the rising trend of imports is considerably higher
than that for dyes alone. The pertinent data are shown In the following Table 2.

TABLE 2.-COMPARATIVE GROWTH OF IMPORTS OF FOREIGN-PRODUCED SYNTHETIC-ORGANIC DYES AND PIG-
MENTS (LAKES AND TONERS), AND OF U.S. EMPLOYMENT AND PRODUCTION OF DYES AND PIGMENTS. 1961-69

(In numbers of employees and in millions of pounds of product]

Average annual
191 erc;ntch-rv?1961 1965 1967 1968 19g,616 1967-69

Employment I ......................... U, 057 13.60i 14.841 15,338 16,464 +5.7 4-5.5
Domestic production ----.............. 193.5 238.0 259.7 268.4 '288.1 +5.7 +5.5
Imports ----------------------------- 6.1 12.0 14.3 20.6 31.6 +22.4 --60.5
To~i spply for domestic use ......... 186.6 227.1 254.6 265.8 298.1 +6.1 +8.5
Ratio of imports to total supply for do-

mestic use (percent) ................. 3.2 5.3 5.6 . 7.8 10.6 ....................

, Employment data derived at the ratio of production (pounds) per employee for the aggregate of industries SIC 28152,28153 to the production data for each year. Sources: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1963 Census of
Manufactures; U.S. Tariff Commission, Synthetic Organic Chemicals, U.S. Production and Sales, annual series.

P Production data, 1969. estimated by adjusting 1968 production data by the percent change. 1968-69, in the index of
Industrial production in textile mill products for dyes, arvJ in plastics materials and paints (major use categories) for pig-
ments. Sources: U.S. Tariff Commission Synthetic Organic Chemicals, U.S. Production and Sales of Dyes, and of Pigments,
1968; Federal Reserve Board, Index of Industrial Production.

a Production plus imports, less exports. Sources: As above plus: imports-U.S. Tariff Commission, Imports of Coal
Tar Products, 1961' Imports of Benzenoid Chemicals and Products, 1964-68, U.S. De artment of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, IM l4 (1969); exports-U.S. Department cf Commerce, Bureau of tho census, FT 410. IM 246.

As In the case of dyes, It is evident from the data that the ASP system of im-
port duties has permitted a very strong rate of growth for imports, which in-
creased fivefold in the 8-year period, 1961-1969. Notwithstanding the excep-
tionally rapid increase in imports, domestic production increased, though much
more modestly than imports, and this served to boost employment steadily
through the period.

The highlights of the data shown in Table 2 are that the ratio of imports to
the total supply for domestic use Increased from 3% in 1961 to nearly 11% in
1969. Prior to the taking effect of the Kennedy Round triff cuts, domestic em-
Wyloy-nent and production rose at an average annual rate of about 6%, in con-

trast to the Increase in imports at an average annual rate of 22%.
Following the taking effect of the Kennedy Round cuts in annual stages, how-

ever, a dramatic change in these trends occurred. The rate of increase in domes-

$T e average reduction in duty In cotton textiles was 20.8%. according to an analysis
prepared by the U.S. Department of Commerce BDSA, Office of Textiles, Trade Analysis

vision, Jnne 30, 1967.
4 U.S. Tariff Commission, Synthetio Organio Chtmoalt, U.S. Production and Sales, 1967,

T.C. Publication 295 (Washington, 1969), p. 26.
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tic employment and production declined slightly, but the rate of growth of
imports increased very dramatically, nearly threefold, to an average annual
rate of 60.5%.

The ratio of Imports to total new supply for dyes and pigments combined, at
approximately 11%, is virtually identical with the similar ratio in the case of all
textile articles.'

Mr. Chairman, the data in Tables 1 and 2 establish conclusively that the first
two stages of the five annual stages of the Kennedy Round tariff cuts on dyes and
pigments have strongly stimulated the importation of these products into the
United States. When the remaining three stages take effect so that the 50% cut
becomes fully effective by January 1, 1972, it is reasonable to infer from the data
In these tables that the annual rate of increase of these imports will exceed
the 38% annual rate for dyes alone, and the 60% rate for dyes and pigments
combined.

Import increases of this magnitude will obviously cause serious disruption
of the domestic market and corresponding hardship to domestic producers and
their employees. The domestic producers will have their hands full in meeting
this continuing and accelerating competitive challenge from the foreign pro-
ducers. To repeal ASP in the face of these facts would clearly make a bad situa-
tion very much worse.

No one can honestly say that the access which is afforded to foreign-produced
dyes and pigments under the existing system of duties and the increased access
which the Kennedy Round 50% tariff cuts is conferring on foreign producers, is
unfair or significantly restrictive of the interests of foreign producers. The situa-
tion has already developed to a point where it is plain from the data that the
U.S. producers and their employees face diminished market opportunities in the
United States with the consequent loss of future opportunity for expansion of
production and the domestic work force. It would be harsh and unfair for this
Committee to approve the repeal of ASP as it applies to synthetic organic dyes
and pigments in the light of this evidence.

IV. THE ASP DOES NOT IN FACT INTHBIT ACCESS TO IMPORTS OF COMPETITIVE DYES As
THEY HAVE INCREASED MORE RAPIDLY THAN NONCOMPETITIVE DYES AT CONVEN-
TIONAL CUSTOMS VALUES

When you cut through all of the rhetoric and rationalizations which are used
by the Administration and other opponents of the ASP, it amounts to this: The
ASP value basis is claimed to inhibit imports of competitive benzenoid chemicals
and thus retard reasonable access to the American market for such foreign-
produced chemicals. Tariff Commission data concerning the competitive-noncom-
petitive status of imported dyes disprove that contention. These data are sun-
marized in the following table.

TABLE 3.-COMPARATIVE ACCESS FOR U.S. IMPORTS OF COMPETITIVE VERSUS NONCOMPETITIVE DYES, 1958-68

Imports of dyes classified as-
--- - -- Ratioof Domesticconsumption ofCompetitive Noncompetitive competitive 3 textile fibers

-o non- -
Thousand Percent Tho'jsand Percent competitive Million Percent

pounds change pounds change (percent) pounds change

1958 .................. .. ,957.6 ........... 2.146.1 ............ 91.2 5, 790.0 .Average, 1959-62 ------- ,425.6 +23.9 2,957.5 +37.8 82.0 6,706.5 +15.8
Average. 1963-64--.. -5,114.4 +110.9 4,187.5 +41.6 122.1 7,552.8 +12.6
Average, 1965-67----.. 6.236.3 +21.9 6,589.4 +57.4 94.6 8,945.8 +1&41968 .... ........... 9,421.3 451.1 9,489.2 +44.0 99.3 9,923.5 +10.9
Percent change, 1958-6. +381.3 ............ +342.2 ........................ -- +71.4 ............

S-urre: U S. Tariy Crnmission Imports of Coal-Tar Produpts, 1958-63; Imports of Benzenoid Chemicals and Products,
1964-68. Textile Organon, March 1962, O:Ioter 1969, ar. March 1970.

So far as dyes are concerned, the table establishes that-
1. Imports of dyes classified as competitive on the ASP basis increased more

rapidly during the past 10 years than those classified as noncompetitive. This
is the direct opposite from what you would expect if the Administration's conten-
tions were true.

a When calculated on the basis of fiber equivalent pounds, imports of all textile articles
in 1069 were equal to 11.1% of domestic consumption of textile fibers in the domestic
market. See data In Textile OrganoA. March 1Q02, October 1969, and March 1970.
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2. Imports of competitive dyes made a mighty surge forward during the
years 1963-1964 when the domestic textile market was in a stage of relative
decline. This proves that the foreign producers can increase their penetration
by boosting their exports of competitive dyes to the United States whenever
they choose to do so and are not dependent upon a corresponding rise in the
consumption of dyes by the domestic textile Industry.

3. When the first stage of the Kennedy Round duty cuts on dyes went into
effect, imports of competitive dyes increased by a larger amount and at a
greater rate than imports of noncompetitive dyes.

If the ASP basis of valuation were in fact a barrier which inhibits imports
over and above the incidence of the duty itself, the changes shown by the table
would not have taken place.

Perhaps the most striking fact which emerges from the above table is that
imports of competitive dyes not only increased by a larger amount than non-
competitive dyes; the rate of increase of competitive dyes was more than five
times the rate of increase in textile consumption in the United States, the princi-
pal basis for demand of dyes. Obviously, the ASP system has permitted foreign-
produced dyes to enter the United States market at a rate many times greater
than the increase in demand for dyes. These facts refute conclusively any notion
that the ASP system is unfair in its operation on imports.

V. FOREIGN DYE PRODUCERS HAVE A DECISIVE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE AGAINST U.S.-
PRODUCED DYES AND PIGMENTS AS SHOWN BY THE STEADILY INCREASING DEFIbiT
IN THE U.S. BALANCE OF TRADE IN DYES AND PIGMENTS, AND BY THE SMALL AND
DECLINING SHARE OF WORLD EXPORTS IN THESE PRODUCTS ACCOUNTED FOR BY
THE UNITED STATES

The reason for the existence of the ASP system of customs valuation is the
dominant competitive power of the European producers and of Japan in trade
in batch-processed, labor-intensive synthetic organic chemicals, epitomized by
dyes and pigments. The United States competes with European and Japanese
dyes and pigments in its home market and In world export markets. A study of
the trends of U.S. imports, exports, and balance of trade, and of our share of
the world export market, will demonstrate the dominance of the foreign
producers.

For example, there has been a continuous and growing deficit in the U.S.
balance of trade in synthetic organic dyes and pigments throughout the past
decade. Compared with the average annual trade balance'for the years 1958-
1960, the United States has experienced a trade deficit which by 1969 had in-
creased in size by nearly 10,000%. Our exports nearly balanced our imports
during the base period, but by 1.09 U.S. imports, valued f.as. U.S. port, were
nearly four times the value of U.S. exports.

TABLE 4.--U.S. FOREIGN TRADE IN SYNTHETIC ORGANIC DYES, PIGMENTS, AND LAKES AND
TONERS (SIC 28152, 28153)

[In millions of dollars]

Imports. I.a.s. Exports, Balance
U.S. port f.o.b. p4ant of trade

Average 1958 .................................................. $19.4 $18.6 -$0.8
1963 ............................................................. 31.3 26.6 -4.7
1966 ............................................................. 64.0 31.2 -32.8
1967 ............................................................. 61.7 28.5 -33.2
1968 ............................................................. 86.0 31.7 -54.3
1969 ............................................................. 107.8 29.5 -78. 3
Percent change, average 1958"0 to 1969 ............................. +455.7 +58.6 -9687.5

Source: Trade Relations Council of the United States, Inc., U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, FT ?10
and FT 610 for 1968: U.S. Foreign Trade Statistics Division.

As the foreign producers have strongly increased their penetration of the
United States market, our position in the world export trade in dyes and pig-
ments has deteriorated. In 1966, the United States supplied 7.4% of the exports
of dyes and pigments by the world's developed countries. Japan then held last
place at 3.9%, while the producers in Western Europe accounted for 88.7% of
the total. By 1969, the United States had been relegated to last place, supplying
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only 5.5% of the exports of dyes and pigments by the developed countries. Japan
moved ahead of the U.S. industry. The producers in Western Europe continued
to hold in excess of 88%. Our loss of position was almost entirely for the benefit
of Japan.

The remarkable stability in the shares of the world export market accounted
for by the European producers is, in our opinion, evidence of the continued
cooperation of the European producers, through the working arrangements pre-
viously established thro-igh the European dye cartel. The pertinent data are set
forth in the'following table.

TABLE 5.-WORLD EXPORTS OF DYES AND PIGMENTS (SITC 531)

[in metric tons)

Percent Percent * Percent 6 Percent
of of of months of

Exporting country 1966 whole 1967 whole 1968 whole 1964 whole

WestGermany .............. 51,880 38.5 55,180 39.6 61,423 39.3 35, 225 40.5

Other EEC .................. 16,524 12.3 16,656 12.0 18,375 11.7 10,071 11.6

Total .......................... 50.8 .......... 51.6 .......... 51.0 .......... 52.1
Switzerland ................ 28,238 21.0 27,089 19.4 30,553 19.5 17,129 19.7
United Kingdom ----------- 21,355 15.9 22,388 16.1 24,706 15.8 13,248 15.2
Other EFTA ................ 1,304 1.0 1,394 1.0 1,826 1.2 1.058 1.2

Total ...................... .- 37.9 ---------- 36.5 .......... ' 36.5 .......... 36.1
Japan ...................... 5,275 3.9 6, 991 5.0 8,975 5.7 4.973 5.7
United States ................ 9,966 7.4 8,771 6.3 10,562 6.8 4,775 5.5

Total -------------- 134,542 100.0 139,312 100.0 156,420 100.0 87,022 100.0

Source: OECO, Commodity Trade: Exports-annual volumes 1966-68; January-June 1969.

We believe that this Committee should carefully consider the dominant posi-
tion already held by the European producers, and the growing strength of the
Japanese dye and pigment industry, in the world export market. It is obvious
that the United States industry is essentially limited to the United States market
for the sale of its production of dyes.

The health of our industry and the maintenance of our work force are de-
pendent upon our continued access to the American market. The data already
presented show that under the existing system of ASP duties, the foreign pro-
ducers are steadily increasing their share of- the American market, though
not yet at a rate which denies us any access to an increase in sales and
employment.

-The steady increase iu the balance of trade deficit of the United States in
synthetic organic dyes and pigments, and the reduction which is occurring in
our very small share of the world export market should indicate to the
Committee that there are no compelling reasons for accommodating the insistent
demand of the foreign producers for repeal of ASP. It is not a case where the
foreigners are being-shut out of our market; indeed, it is abundantly evident that
they have succeeded with a dominant competitive power of virtually shutting us
out of the world export market while they enjoy a large and growing position
in oar market

VI. THE REPEAL OF ASP AND THE SUnSIrrUTION OF THE CONVERTED RATES BASED UPON
THE FOREIGN SELLING PRICE WOULD EFFECT A TOTAL REDUCTION IN DUTIES EQUIVA-
LENT TO 6os% OF THE PRE-KENNEDY ROUND LEVEL, AND GIVE THE CARTEL-LIKE
EUROPEAN INDUSTRY THE MEANS FOR MAKING FURTHER REDUCTIONS IN THE AC-
TUAL DUTIES COLLECTED THROUGH CONCERTED PRICING ACTIONS

The European industry operates through a cartel-like arrangement. On July
24, 1956, the Commission of the European Economic Commission conducted an
investigation and entered its decree finding the European producers of dyes
guilty of violating the antitrust provisions of the Treaty of Rome by repeatedly
fixing prices for dyes sold in the Common Market through concerted action. The
European producers are relatively free from competition from American pro-
ducers in the European market. Where they have virtually complete domina-
tion of a market, it is their tendency to raise prices in concert to the detriment
of the consumers served by that market.
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The antitrust article of the Treaty of Rome, Article 85, applies only to prac-
tices which affect trade within the Common Market, and specifically exempts
practices which affect the export trade of EEO producers. Consequently, the
companies which have been found guilty of anticompetitive concerted action
within the EEC are free to carry out such activities in their exports to the
United States without fear of any prohibition by the EEC Commission.

I understand that the decree of the EEC Commilsison Is being supplied to the
Committee by another witness. if this does not occur, I shall be happy to submit
a copy of the decree for the Committee for inclusion in its record of these
hearings.

If the independent dye producers In the United States are driven out of busi-
ness by the tactics of the European industry, which the ASP has been an
effective shield to prevent, you may expect anticompetitive activities in the
American market similar to those which have been found by the Commission to
be carried out in Europe.

The principal way in which the ASP serves as a shield against such possibili-
ties is that the foreign producers who have the means and disposition to agree
on prices are unable to affect the determination of U.S. import duties since
they are based on the selling price of the U.S.-produced product rather than the
selling price of the foreign-produced product. The repeal of ASP requested by
the Administration would base Import duties on the selling price of the foreign
product, which, of course, is under control of the foreign producer, and which
he is in a position to set by way of concerted action with the other members of
the European cartel.

Through their U.S. affiliates, the European producers (Hoechst, Bayer,
Badische, and Casella of Germany; Ciba, Sandoz, and Geigy of Switzerland;
and I.C.I. of England) are in a position quickly to dominate the American mar-
ket through the U.S. production and distribution activities of their affiliates and
their own foreign production for the American market-if they gain this type
of leverage over the determination of U.S. duties applicable to their exports to
the United States.

According to the Tariff Commisston, through the combination of their U.S.
affiliates and their export to the United States from Europe, the foreign pro-
ducers had captured fully one-third of the American market by 1965.6 According
to onr estimates, the European producers have now increased this market share
to 40%. This is an especially tragic aspect of the tunnel vision displayed by the
Special Representative for Trade Negotiations in his testimony before the Ways
and Means Committee in which he stated as a reason for eliminating ASP that
"when there are a few producers, * * * any ability to set or vary prices become
under the ASP system the further ability to determine a product's level of
tariff protection. This, in turn, can further fstrain competition, both domes-
tically and internationally."'

The Special Representative did not supply any documentation for that charge.
He recognizes the principle that the ability to determine a product's level of tariff
protection can be anticompetitive, but Ignores entirely the fact that this will be
the essence of tho power handed to foreign producers if ASP is repealed. Seem-
ingly, he is totally unaware of the past cartel practices of the European industry
or the recent conviction of the European producers by the EEC Commission pre-
cisely of the practice of establishing prices through a concert of action. '

Perhaps the Special Representative is saying that as between the potential
which he cannot document of price fixing in the American market with its many
domestic and foreign suppliers competing for the hale of dyes, he prefers to vest
the power to determine a product's own level of tariff protection upon the foreign
industry, convicted of cartel-type price fixing, rather than to leave the ASP sys-
tem in existence where it has stood the test of time for more than 40 years with-
out demonstrated harm to the American consumer.

In addition to conferring upon the foreign producers the direct power to influ-
ence the amount of U.S. duties collected by basing dutiable value upon their sell-
ing prices, the repeal of the ASP entails an increase in the reduction of duties
on dyes by an additional 16%.

Taking the converted rates based upon the foreign selling price provided for
in the supplemental chemical agreement and utilizing our information concern-

# U.S. Tariff Commission, Report to the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations,
July 25 1966 p. 19.

T Statement by Carl J. Gilbert before the Committee on Ways and Means on Title IV of.
H.R. 14870, May 14, 1970, p. 6.
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Ing American and foreign selling prices for a large number of commercially im-
portant dyes, we made a comparison of the duties collectible under ASP, at the
pre-Kennedy Round rates, and under the separate agreement at the foreign sell-
ing price converted rates. We found that the average reduction In duty for dyes
would amount to 66%, in contrast to the 5I% reduction In the ASP duties which
is already In the course of being carried out.

We reemphasize the point that the impact on domestic market prices which
would result from the Increased 16% cut which is Inherent In the repeal of ASP
would eliminate entirely our thin profit margin and force our company and
other independent dye producers into a loss position. This would bring an end to
the growth of employment In dye manufacturing in the United States and within
a short period of time result in an obsolute loss of a large proportion of the Jobs
in the domestic industry.

To approve such a result with the certain knowledge that the principal bene-
ficiaries will be members of the foreign dye cartel, which have been adjudged
guilty of monopolistic practices In their own back yard, and which already hold
88% of world trade In dyes, seems unthinkable to us. If you understand these
facts, we cannot believe that you would willingly sacrifice the American industry
and Its workers to accommodate the avaricious demands of the foreign industry.

CONCLUSION

The foreign chemical industry and other advocates of ASP repeal base their
case on the allegation that American producers can cut off imports by arbitrarily
raising the duty on a product by raising the price. This argument -conveniently
Ignores the reality of the market place where a price increase of $1 per pound
would be required to raise the duty by 204 and would itself make the U.S.
product noncompetitive, if It were not already so. It also ignores the operation
In the United States of strong antitrust laws and the vigilant attention of the
U.S. Department of Justice to prevent price fixing.

The real crux of the matter is that the members of the foreign cartels wish to
secure for themselves the power to reduce U.S. duties under a system In which
dutiable value would be based upon their foreign export price. If ASP Is re-
pealed, the foreign cartels will be able to carry on a campaign under which for
each 304 reduction in their foreign export price, the United States Government
would contribute a further reduction In landed costs of 94.

By every test in the domain of results by which a liberal trade policy can be
Judged, there is no need to repeal ASP and thus sacrifice the Independent Ameri-
can dyestuff industry: The growth rate of Imports is several times the growth
rate of American production. Furthermore, the rising import penetration of the
domestic market In dyes is equal to that in textiles, a recognized symbol of ex-
cessive import competition. The manufacture of dyes Is, moreover, equally or
more labor-intensive than the manufacture of textiles, the industry which the
dye manufacturers exist primarily tb serve and with whose fate the welfare
of the dye industry Is Inextricably bound.

The decision before this Committee, therefore, turns essentially upon the con-
cepts of justice, equity, and fair play. Our past trade agreement reductions in
rates of duty have unquestionably granted equitable access to the foreign pro-
ducers to the U.S. market. On the other hand, the sole basis for the health and
welfare of the U.S. dye industry and its employees lies in continued access for
U.S.-produced dyes to the U.S. market. This access will be destroyed by the repeal
,of ASP.

In the name of Justice and fair play, therefore, we call upon this Committee
and the Congress to reject the proposal to repeal ASP as to dyes, pigments, and
dye Intermediates. We urge you to delete Chapter 4, Title IlI of H.R. 897O be-
fore you approve the remainder of the bill. As so amended, we would favor
enactment of the bill.

Thank you. This concludes my statement.

ExHrBT 1-AD Hoe CoMMmEE OF U.S. DYESTUFF PaODUCERS

American Aniline Products, Inc.,
Paterson, New Jersey.

Atlantic Chemical Corporation,
Nutley, New Jersey.

Berncolors-Poughkeepsie, Inc.,
Poughkeepsie, New York.

Blackman Uhler Chemical Division,
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Synalloy Corporation,
SPartanburg, South Carolina.

Fabricolor Manufacturing Corp.,
Paterson, New Jersey.

The Harshaw Chemical Company,
Division of Kewanee Oil Company,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Industrial Dyestuff Company,
East Providence, Rhode Island.

Lakeway Chemicals, Inc.,
Muskegon, Michigan.

Nyanza, Inc.
Lawrence, Massachusetts.

Southern Dyestuff Company,
Division of Martin Marietta Corporation,
Charlotte, North Carolina.

Young Aniline Works Incorporated,
Baltimore, Maryland.

STATEMENT OF CLAUDE RAMSEY, CHAIRMAN, MAN-MADE FIBER PRODUCERS

ASSOCIATION, INC.

This Association, on behalf of its members who account for more than 90%
of the domestic production of man-made staple fiber, filaments, and filament yarn,
strongly supports the enactment of the Trade Act of 1970 (H.R. 18970). Without
duplicating the information which we believe will be presented to you by others,
we believe we can be of service to the Committee by setting forth major changes
in the foreign trade position of the domestic man-made fiber textile industry
which warrant the enactment of Title II of the proposed legislation. We believe
that the provisions of Title II of the proposed Trade Act of 1970 will provide
strong motivation on the part of textile trading nations to achieve order in inter-
national textile trade through voluntary agreements.

r. SINCE THE ENACTMENT OF THE TRADE EXPANSION ACT OF 1962, THE TEXTILE IN-
DUSTRIES OF TILE UNITED STATES HAVE CHANGED FROM A COTTON TO A MAN-MADE
FIBER BASE

When this Committee considered the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, it was
aware that the textile industries of the United States and of the world were pri-
marily based on the use of cotton. Further, under President Kennedy's leader-
ship, the principal cotton textile trading nations had entered into the Interna-
tional cotton textile arrangement which provided for comprehensive regulation
of cotton textile imports into the United States and other major recipient coun-
tries. It was unnecessary, therefore, for the Committee to give explicit attention
to the situation of the domestic textile Industry in the context of the 1962
legislation.

Subsequent to the enactment of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, the world
trading community prepared for and carried out the Kennedy Round of trade
agreement negotiations. The concept of a cotton-oriented domestic and world
textile industry dominated the thinking of the trade negotiators. Substantial re-
ductions in duty were made on cotton textiles In the context of bargaining to se-
cure the extension of the life of the Long-Term Cotton Textile Arrangement.
Virtually no reductions in duty were made on wool textiles, but man-made fiber
textile articles sustained deep reductions in duty. Man-made fibers themselves
were reduced by 50% with the exception of a single classification.

While negotiations proceeded on this basis, the textile industries of the United
States and of the world were in fact undergoing a major revolution from the
point of view of fiber utilization.

By 1969, consumption of man-made fibers dominated textile manufacturing in
the United States, accounting for 53% of domestic textile fiber consumption;
while cotton was at 42%, and wool at less than 5o.1

In the light of these changes in the share of U.S. consumption accounted for
by man-made fibers, it has become evident that our nation's approach to the regu-
lation of textile Imports geared exclusively to cotton textile articles through the
Long-Term Cotton Textile Arrangement is no longer adequate.

I See Exhibit I.
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U1. SINCE THE ENACTMENT OF THE TRADE EXPANSION ACT OF 1962, OUR BALANCE Or
TRADE IN TEXTILE ARTICLES HAS SHIFTED FROM A CONDITION OF EQUILIBRIUM TO A

LA GE AND RAPIDLY GROWING DEFICIT

The textile market in the United States is Interdependent from a fiber point
of view. Specifically, cotton and man-made fibers compete directly with each
other in a broad range of textile articles that were once traditionally made of
cotton. Similarly, man-made fibers and wool compete with each other directly
across virtually the entire product range of articles once traditionally made of
wool. Man-made fibers thus form the link which causes the textile market to be
competitively interdependent from a fiber point of view. $I

With this as background, we invite attention to Chart 1 which depicts the
dramatic shift in the foreign trade balance of textile articles during the period
1950 through 1909.

CHART I

U.S. Imports, Exports, and Balance of Trade in
Cotton, Wool, and Man-Made Fiber Textiles
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The enactment of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 and the well-publicized
liberal attitude of the United States towards the Kennedy Round of trade agree-
inent negotiations served to stimulate a dramatic increase in imports which so
far eclipsed the rate of Increase in exports as to create the massive and growing
import deficit shown on Chart I.

This is such a major change in the position of the United States textile indus-
try In world trade that it merits your Committee's favorable consideration of the
pending legislation.

This change in position Is not minor; it Is major. The Inability of our remain-
ing tariff rates to effect sufficient regulation to preserve the U.S. market from
disruption by excessive imports Is manifest.

IIX. SINCE 1964 WHEN NEGOTIATIONS IN THE KENNEDY BOUND COMMENCED, THERE

HAS BEEN NO GROWTH IN U.S. EXPORTS OF TEXTILE ARTICLES, AT.L OF THE INCREASE

IN WORLD EXPORTS BEING SUPPLIED BY JAPAN AND OTHER NATIONS

The rapid increase In U.S. imports of textile articles in recent years iq evidence
of a steady weakening of the competitive position of the U.S. textile industry.
This fact Is also manifested by the experience of the United States in the world
export market for textile articles. During the most recent five-year period for
which data are available, 1964-1968, the value of U.S. exports increased by only
3% while those of all industrial nations increased by 33%, with Japan registering
an increase of 41%. The United States textile'industry is denied significantly in-
creased access to the world market for its production of textiles. This means that
the domestic market provides the sole opportunity for the U.S. Industry to main-

tain or even expand its employment.
It is for this reason that effective regulation of imports of textile articles is

crucially important if the textile industry, the nation's largest employer among
major manufacturing industries, is to be able to maintain its present employ-
ment and provide increased employment opportunities for the nation's growing
labor force.

IV. SINCE TIlE ENACTMENT OF THE TRADE EXPANSION ACT OF 1062, TIlE NMAN-MADE

FIBER PRODUCING INDUSTRIES OF JAPAN AND EUROPE HAVE SIGNIFICANTLY BOOSTED

TIEIR PRODUCTION OF MAN-MADE FIBERS FOR EXPORT, INCLUDING EXPORT TO THE

UNITED STATES, THE MOST OPEN MARKET IN TIE WORLD

There are two basic classes of man-made fibers: cellulosic (such as rayon)
and noncellulosic (such as nylon, acrylic, and polyester). Production in each
class consists of staple fiber which Is spun Into yarn, and filament yarn which,
like spun yarn, Is woven and knitted Into fabric for use in the production of ap-
parel and other finished textile products.

Between 1962 and 1968, Japan and the countries of Western Europe increased
the proportion of their production of staple and filament yarn exported to the
world.

For example, in 1968 Japan's production in excess of home consumption of
cellulosic staple fiber was equivalent to 20% of her total production, while in
Europe, production of cellulosic staple surplus to home consumption needs had
risen to 31% of total production. In the case of cellulosic filament yarn, pro-
ducers in both Japan and Western Europe had 17% of their total production
in excess of home market needs. The situation Is only slightly less dramatic in
the case of noncellulosic staple and filament yarn. In 1968, 18% of Japan's pro-
duction of both products was surplus to her home market needs, compared with
approximately 11% of Europe's production.!

The Impact of the use of U.S. productive capacity almost exclusively to supply
our domestic market, compared with the use of foreign capacity In large meas-
ure to supply the export market, is illustrated ly the fact that In 1968 the United
States accounted for only 6% of exports of man-made fibers to non-Communist
countries, compared with the Common Market countries' share of 51%. the
EFTA countries' share of 23%, and Japan's share of 16%. The less-developed
nations accounted for only 2%.

In this context, the present situation of the man-made fiber producing Industry
has ominous implications. With the textile industry of the United States now
primarily based upon the use of man-made fiber, the availability of man-made

R .ee Exhibit III.
a See Exhibit IV.
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fibers in amounts adequate to meet the needs of the citizens of this country Is
of fundamental strategic importance.

A sword of Damocles hangs over the domestic man-made fiber ndustry In the
form of the large surplus production capacity for export which exists in other
nations.

'The United States has the largest and most open of the world export markets
and can expect to be subjected to continuing pressure from man-made fiber Im-
ports from both Europe and Japan.

V. SINC THE ENAOTMENT OF THE TRADE EXPANSION ACT OF 1962, IMPORTS -F ALL

MAN-MADE FIBER TEXTILE ARTICLES HAVE INCREASED STRONGLY, AND THE

COMPOSITION OF IMPORTS HAS SHIFTED HEAVILY INTO INTZBMEDIATN AND FIN-

ISHED MAN-MADE FIBER TEXT PRODtUrS

When man-made fiber textile articles are imported in the form of the basic
man-made fiber itself, such as staple fiber and tow, the market impact Is reg-
istered solely on the domestic producers of such fiber. When the Imports are re-
ceived in the form of yarn or fabric, the impact Is registered on both the textile
and knitting mills which produce the fabric and on the man-made fiber plants
which produce the fibers spun into yarn and the filament yarn used in knitting
and weaving.

When imports are received in the form of apparel and other finished textile
articles, the market Impact Is felt by the apparel plants which produce the like
articles of finished textile products, and on the textile and knitting mills which
produce the fabric, and the man-made fiber plants which produce the staple fiber
and yarn used in the fabric. The market Impact is most extensive when the com-
position of man-made fiber textile Imports Is weighted toward the finished textile
products.

Since the enactment of the Trade Expansion Act of 1902, the composition of
imports of man-made fiber textile articles has shifted precisely In the direction
of the heaviest weight being accounted for by intermediate and finished textile
products. At the same time, Imports have increased strongly in the basic fiber.
The result has been that all sectors of the mian-mde fiber textile industry have
sustained ino-eased and heavV pressure from imports, while the man-made fTber
producers have experienced the combined effect of rtsing imports of the bMO
fiber as well as the fiber content of the intermediate and finished products which
displace the production of the domestic customers of the man-made fiber plants.

Thus, imports of the basic fiber increased from 78 million pounds in 1962 to
179 million pounds In 1969, a 129% rise, while imports of the intermediate and
finished products increased from a fiber equivalent weight of 40.2 million pounds
in 1962 to 294.1 million pounds In 1969, a 632% increase.'

Imports of raw cotton were kept under strict control by mandatory import
quotas designed to protect our price-support program on cotton. Imports of raw
cotton amounted to less than 1% of domestic consumption of cotton for the years
1968 and 1969 ana averaged less than 2% for the entire decade of the 1960s.'

As compared with 1961, whose data represented those for the last full year
available to this Committee at the time of Its consideration of the Trade Expan-
sion Act of 1962, imports of all man-made fiber textiles have doubled their
penetration of the American market, rising from 4.5% to 9.1% of domestic
consumption.'

Our nation Is correct in protecting Its domestic sources of supply for raw
fiber through the imposition of absolute Import quotas on raw cotton, to encour-
age the continued production of raw cotton under our domestic price-support
program. Our nation Is remiss, however, in not having a policy to protect Its
domestic source of man-made fiber, which Is now of greater importance to the
operations of our domestic textile Industry and to the fundamental objective
of clothing our people than either cotton or wool.

Foreign textile producers have chosen to upgrade their man-made fiber pro-
duction by advancing It in condition to the form of yarn, fabric, and apparel for
export to the United States to support Increased employment In the textile indus-
tries of their countries and to maximize their foreign trade earnings. The
consequence of this is that the impact of man-made fiber textile Imports has
spread throughout our entire textile industry complex and now has a significant
effect on employment in all sectors of the textile industry.

These events represent changed circumstances which warrant positive import
regulation of man-made fiber textile articles.

& See Exhibit I.
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VI. SINCE THE ENACTMENT OP THE TRADE EXPANSION ACT' Of 1962, THE MAJOR
PART OF EMPLOYMENT IN THE U.S. TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS INDUSTRY HAS BECOME

DEPENDENT UPON THE PRODUCTION AND USE OF MAN-MADE FMERS

The consumption of textile fibers in the United States during the past two
decades has shifted dramatically from primarily cotton to primarily man-made
fiber. During the first five years of the decade of the 1950s, cotton accounted for
68% of per capita textile fiber consumption, and man-made fiber only 230. In
1969, these ratios were dramatically changed, with cotton accounting for 41%,
and man-made fiber for 55% of per capita consumption of textile fibers.'

An important consequence of this shift is that today the number of workers
employed in man-made fiber producing plants and in the textile mills which
consume principally man-made fibers exceeds the employment in establishments
primarily consuming cotton and wool.

The man-made fiber textile industry complex In the United States in 1967
consisted of 4,099 establishments employing 540.2 thousand workers engaged
either in the production of man-made fibers or in the production of textile
articles in which man-made fibers were the principal textile fiber used.'

As Indicated in a recent study of labor in the textile and apparel industries
by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the textile Industry complex, of which the
man-made fiber sector Is now tho major part, accounts for a sizable proportion
of factory employment in numerous small and medium-size communities.-

Nearly 70% of this employment is located In the South and in small com-
munities. Some 61% of textile workers are employed In nonmetropolitan areas.
While the apparel sector of the Industry is more urban than textile mill products
or man-made fiber production, apparel manufacture accounted for more than
15% of all factory jobs in the nonmetropolitan areas of six States.*

The proportion of nonwhite employment In the textile industry doubled be-
tween 1902 and 1968, exceeding the gain for such employment in manufacturing
as a whole. This upward trend continued into 1969 until interrupted by the
drop In employment which commenced In the latter part of the year and which
has extended Into 1970. The apparel Industry, in particular, employs large num-
bers of workers of minority groups. The proportion of such employment In ap-
parel Is greater than in manufacturing generally.'0

The textile industry Is a major source of factory employment for women. It is
well-known that women are less mobile in their employment than men, so that
the loss of employment at a particular plant presents a more difficult problem
for adjustment for women than for men. Because the median age of employment
In textiles Is 41 years and In apparel 42 years, displaced workers in these
industries have relatively a greater problem In adjustment than do younger
workers as, for example, in manufacturing generally."

The loss of jobs being experienced throughout the textile Industry heavily
affects the most dynamic sector of the Industry-that concerned with the pro-
duction and use of man-made fiber textiles. These lost jobs represent an excep-
tional loss to the nation because of the characteristics of the work force in the
textile Industry.

Between August 1966 and August 1970, employment In the textile and apparel
Industry complex declined by 43,500 jobs.I A loss of employment of this magni-
tude In such an important major Industry Is a new fact reflecting a change of

' See Exhibit V.
'Excluding finishing plants which do not themselves consume fiber but, rather, process

fabric already woven in other establishments, there are 26 Industries defined at the 4-digit
level of the Standard Industrial Classification Included In the major textile mill products
Industry group, according to the 1967 Census of Manufactures. Aggregate employment In
these 26 industries In 1967 was 852.7 thousand workers. Of these, 13 Industry groups
comprising 4 038 establishments employing 451.4 thousand workers accounting for $9.4
billion In value of shipments in 1967, utilized man-made fibers as the principal textile
fiber by weight or by value in their manufacturing operations. In addition, the 6r estab-
lUshments which produced the man-made fibers consumed by those 13 industries In 1967
employed 88.8 thousand workers 'lee Exhibit VI.

I U.S. Department of Labor. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin No. 1635 (August
1969), p. 1.

8 U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin No. 1635 (August1969), p. 3.
'Pennsylvania, Missouri, Georgia, Tennessee, Alabama, an Mississippi. Ibid., p. 4."Ibid., p. 6.
21 U.S.'Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. Bulletin No. 1635 (Au7gust

1969). p. 6.12U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics Employment and Earnings
Statistics for the United States 1909-68 (Bulletin No. 1312-6, August 1968) ; and Em-
ployment and Earnings, September 1970.
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considerable importance in comparison with the situation that was known to
this Committee when It considered the Trade Expansion Act of 1962.

CONCLUSION

These points provide the Committee with a compelling basis for expressing In
legislation our nation's public policy in regard to the regulation of imports of
textile articles. Title II of the propo.ied Trade Act of 1970 accomplishes this in
a manner consistent with continued, reasonable, and orderly access for foreign-
produced textile articles to the United States market. The bill would provide
such access to a degree compatible with the preservation of the standard of
living and employment opportunities of the workers in the textile industry and
of the economic health of the hundreds of communities in which they live.



EXHIBIT I.-IMPORTS' SHARE OF THE DOMESTIC MARKET FOR TEXTILE ARTICLES, 1950-60

(In millions of pounds]

1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959

Cotton:
Imports:

Raw cotton ...........................................
Cotton textiles ........................................

Dometicconsumption .....................................
Ratio of Imports to domestic consumption (percent):

I m ports of cotton ......................................
Imports of otton textiles ...............................
AUreate imports .....................................

Manmade Aber textiles:
Imports:

2

Staple tow and waste ..................................
Manmade aber textile products .........................

Domestic consumption .....................................
Ratio of imports to domestic consumption (percent):

Imports of staple Iber .................................
Imports of textile products .......................
Aggreate imports ...............................

Wool textiles:
Imports ..................................................
Domestic consumption .....................................
Ratio of Imports to domestic consumption (percent) ............

Total, all textile articles:
Imports ..................................................
Domestic consumption I ....................................
Ratio of imports to domestic consumption ....................

94.5
40.1

4,464.1

2.1
.9

3.0

99.9
10.8

1,420.0

7.0
.8

7.8

39.5
33.9

4,513.9

.9

.8
1.7

94.5
9.4

1,360.1

69
.7

7.6

97.5
32.4

4,165.4

2.3
.8

3.1

73.1
3.7

1,357.5

5.4
.3

5.7

63.8 56.4 88.0
691.1 532.3 548.3

9.2 10.6 16.0

214.6 194.2 197.2
6,575.2 6,406.3 6,071.2

3.3 3.0 3.2

72.5
44.5

4,209.4

1.7
1.1
2.8

69.2
5.8

1,385.6

5.0
.4

5.4

75.0
48.5

3,885.6

1.9
1.2
3.1

60.6
7.6

1,362.2

4.4
.6

5.0

68.5 95.5 70.5
87.0 108.0. 95.6

4,206.6 4,216.0 3,878.0

175.3 95.0
9.8 10.6

1,744.8 1,549.9

68.5 72.5
112.2 172.9

3,729.0 4,271.0

89.0 96.6
11.6 15.8

1,607.7 1,582.8

61.9 61.0 81.4 91.1 85.2
550.8 49.5 558.9 591.3 513.1
11.2 13.9 14.6 15.4 16.6

181.4 177.7 353.5 304.7 281.4
6,145.8 5,687.3 6,510.3 6,357.2 5,998.8

3.0 3.1 5.4 4.8 4.7

90.2
478.218.9

314.8
5,790.0

5.4

131.6
3.5

1850.2

7.1
2.1
9.2

126.9
628.4
20.2

469.9
6,749.6

7.0



1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969

CO Imports:Raw cotton -............................. 79.5 79.5 68.5 67.5 59.0 59.0 52.5 100.5 33.0 30.0Cotton textiles ------------------------------------ 252. 3 188. 9 309.8 304.3 300.2 360.7 510.3 443.4 473.8 488. 0Domestic consumption ----------................ ..... . 4,209.9 4,031.2 4,277.5 4,136.7 4.331.4 4,664.5 4,951.3 4,678. 0 4,432.1 4,181.2Ratio of imports to domestic consumption (percent):Imports of cotton ...................................... 1.9 2.0 1.6 1.6 1.4 1.3 1.1 2.1 0.7 0.7V Imports of cotton textiles ............................... 6.0 4.7 7.2 7.4 6.9 7.7 10.3 9.5 10.7 11.7Aip'e7te Imports ..................................... 7.9 6.77 8. 9.0 & 3 10.0 11.4 11.6 11.7 M4Manmade fiber textiles:-682.4
I mports:2Staple tow and waste .................................. 69.3 53.6 78.0 116.8 149.3 144.0 196.5 172.2 244.9 179.0Manmade fiber textile products ......................... 36.0 30.0 40.2 64.6 58. 9 94.3 139.3 162.9 241.6 294.1Domestic consumption ..................................... 1,670.1 1,850.6 2,181.1 2.544.9 2,893.7 3,302.3 3,660.9 3.939.7 4.976.4 5,187.5Ratio of imports to domestic consumption (percent):Imports of staple fiber ................................. 4.1 2.9 3.6 6.4 5.2 4.4 5.4 4.4 4.9 3.5Imports of texile products ............................. 2.2 1.6 1.8 2.5 2.0 2.9 3.8 4.1 4.9 5.7Aggregate imports ..................................... 6.3 4.5 5.4 7.1 7.2 7.2 9.2 8 5 9.8 9.1Wool textiles:Imports .................................................. 132.1 127.4 145.6 152.5 141.1 156.1 142. 9 121.7 146.0 129.4
Domestic consumption ..................................... 607.4 603.9 644. 7 633.4 565.4 600.4 560.7 479.7 515.0 476.5Ratio of imoorts to domestic consumption ................. 21.7 21.1 22.6 24.1 25.0 26.0 25.5 25.4 28.3 27.2Total, all textile articles:Imports ..................................... 489.7 399.9 573.6 638.2 649.5 755.1 989.0 900.2 1,106,3 1.090.5Domesticconsumption..........................-6,487.4 6,485.7 7,103.3 7,315.0 7,790.5 8,567.2 9,172.9 9,097.4 9,923.5 9,845.2Ratio of imports to domestic consumption .................. 7.5 6.2 .8.1 8.7 8.3 8.8 10.8 9.9 11.1 11.1

I Excludes glass fiber. Source: "Textile Organon," March 1962, October 1969, 1970; U.S. Department of Agriculture,I Includes manmade fiber primary products. "Agricultural Statistics," 197, 1969.
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EXHIBIT II.-U.S. IMPORTS, EXPORTS, AND BALANCE OF TRADE ON COTTON, WOOL, AND MANMADE
FIBER TEXTILES

[In millions of pounds)

Balance
U.S. Imports U.S. exports of trade

1950 ............................................................. 214.6 370.9 +156.3
1951 ............................................................. 194.2 -527.1 +332.9
1952 ............................................................. 197.2 458. 3 +261.1
t ....................................................... 181.4 424.6 +243.2
1954 .................................................... 177.7 429.5 +251.8
1955 ............................................................ 353.5 396.4 +42.9
1956 ............................................................ 304.7 401.4 +96.7
1957 ............................................................ 281.4 443.6 +162.2
19,t................ ..................................... 314.8 391.8 +77.0
1959--............................ ....... 469.9 406.5 -63.4
1960 ................................................... 489.7 427.5 -62. 2
1961 .................................................... 399.9 426.8 +26.9
1962 ............................................................ 573.6 436.9 -136.7
1963 ............................................................ 638. 2 433.4 -204.8
1964.. .................................................. 649.5 481.2 -168.3
1965 .................................................... 755.1 443.6 -311.5
1966 .............................. * ............................ 989.0 491.3 -497.7
1967 ............................................................ 900.2 500.2 -399. 9
1968 ---------------------------------------------------------- 1,106.3 547.3 -559.0
1969 ............................................................. 1,090.5 652.6 -437.9

Note: Data exclude textile glass fiber and include Imports and exports of rayon and acetate and noncellutosic fiber.
Source: "Textile Organon," March 1962 and February and March 1970.

EXHIBIT Ill.-CONSUMPTION AS A PERCENTAGE OF PRODUCTION OF VARIOUS TYPES OF FIBERS

Cellulosic fiber Noncellulosic fiber

Staple Filament Staple Filament

1962 1%68 1962 1968 1962 1968 1962 1968

OECD Europe ............................... 70.3 69.2 82.2 82.9 90.1 88.5 190.1 188.5
United States ............................... 108.9 113.2 92.1 98.7 94.8 96.7 91.0 93.6
Canada .................................... 111.1 96.0 104.3 124.9 110.9 170.5 106.7 111.1
Japan ..................................... 83,8 79.5 85.4 83.3 95.8 81.7 94.0 81.5

I Polyamide and polyester only.
Source: OECD, "Man-Made Fibres," Paris, 1969.
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EXHIBIT IV.-NUMBER AND PRODUCTIVE CAPACITY OF MANMADE FIBER PRODUCING PLANTS IN THE WORLD, 1969-70; PRODUCTION AND EXPORTS, 1968

iNumber of plants in units; other data in millions of pounds)

Productive capacity as of December
1970 1968 consumption 1  1968 production 1968 exports

Number of Percent of
plants as non-corn- Percent of

of June munist total Percent of Percent of Percent of
1969 Pounds capacity capacity Pounds total Pounds total Pounds total

Developed countries ........................................... 611 18,637 91.9 78.6 11,304 89.9 12,749 79.4 3,209 97.9

United States ......................................... 166 27,115 35.1 30.0 4,861 38.7 4,782 29.8 197 6.0
EEC ....................................... ... 172 4,699 23.2 19.8 2,301 18. 3 3,136 19.5 1,660 50.6
EFTA .......................................... ' ......- 89 2,376 11.7 10.0 1,447 11.5 1,735 10.8 767 23.4
Japan .................................................... 110 3.596 17.7 15.2 1,968 15.7 2,591 16.1 535 16.3

Developing countries .......................................... 206 1,632 8. 1 6.9 1,190 9.5 923 5.7 70 2.1

Latin America ............................................. 114 798 3.9 3.4 525 4.2 455 2.8 10 .3
Africa .................................................... 6 47 .2 .2 116 .9 26 .2 2 .1
Asia (except Japan) ........................................ 79 764 3.8 3.2 475 3.8 425 2.6 46 1.4
Middle East .............................................. 7 78 .4 3.3 74 .6 46 .3 12 .4

Total ................................................. 20,270 .............................................. .................................................
Communist bloc countries .................................... .. 164 3,442 ............ 14.5 (3)...---- 2,394 14.9 (3).......

Russia ................................................... 69 1,718 ............ 7. 2 ()............ 1,221 7.6 ()............
Red China ................................................ 28 116 ............. 5 ( -)...... 89 .6 (3) ............

World total ............................................. 981 23,712 .......... 100.0 412,570 100.0 16,066 100.0 '3,279 100.0

IProduction plus imports less exports.
3 As of July 1970.
8 Not available.
4 Excludes Communist bloc nations, except Cuba.
Source: "Textile Organon". June 1969.
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EXHIBIT .- PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION OF TEXTILE FIBERS IN THE UNITED STATES, 1950-69

Per capita consumption (pounds)

Population Manmade
Period millions ) Cotton fibers Woo Total

1950-54 .............................. 157.6 26.9 9.0 3.8 39.T
1955-59 .............................. 171.9 23.6 10.3 3.2 37.1
1960-64 .............................. 186.5 22.5 12.8 3.3 38.61965-69 ............................. 199.0 23.0 22.8 2.7 48.5
1969 ................................. 203.2 20.6 27.8 2.3 50.7

Source: "Textie Organon," March 1970.



fXHIBIt VI.-U.S. INDUSTRIES BASED PRIMARILY UPON THE USE OF MANMADE FIBERS, 1061

INumber of establishments in units; employment in thousands, other data in millions)

Number Total Ilber consumed
of estab- Total Value of Total Cotton Wool Manmwde fiber Total Percent manmade

lish- employ- ship- cost ofSIC Narn ments meant ments materials Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds Value

2211 Weaving mills, cotton ..................... 394 203.5 $3,346.1 $1.770.0 3,115.7 $788.5 (3) (3) 24&.1 $143.1 3,412.92221 Weaving mllssynthetics .................. 395 108.2 2,280.2 1,360.3 280.0 80.1 23.8 $21.8 341.7 557.6 1,281.6Ing a310 41.8 1,091.6 657.7 (204.2 233.1 20 12.5 250.72241 Narro fabric matls------------------.... 383 252 431 272(2) 3 2 3 3 22251 Women's hosiery, except sockcs------------.359 58.0 839.1 430.4 (3) (3 (7)( 57 120.1 57 +2252 Hosiery *n.e.c. . .. .------------ 444 38.0 508. 6 290.2 45.0 38.6 2. 3) 49.6 63.3 94.6+2253 Knit o - 1,168 73.6 1,269.8 672.8 71.2 50.6 29.0 73 86.5 140.3 186.72254 Knit underwear mills--------------. 113 30.7 445.3 251.8 136.8 100.6 (4) 2.7 4.9 147.32256 Knit Iabric mills ........ ........ 538 36.1 1,349.3 918.1 155.6 119.2 14.9 25.) 290.7 353.4 461.22259 Knitting mills. n.e.c ..................... 63 3.0 39.0 16.5 8.0 4.6 (4) ( 4)&l) 64) (4 8.0+2271 Woven Carpets and rugs........ ........ 63 8.7 232.5 132.2 (89 (2 3 3 ( 3) 81 (2) ()
2272 Tufted carts and rugs ................... 245 32.3 1,453,0 1,004.9 ( 22279 Carpets and rugs, n.e.c ................... 79 3,0 90.2 47.0 2 2
2281 Yarn mills, except wool ................... 1.403.1 854.0 1,027 21 4 3 6 32282 Throwing and winding mills ............... 181 18.5 568.0 387.8 (I) () (1) 194.9 251.4 210.62283 Wool yarn mills .......................... 134 14.6 362.3 237.9 136.9 146.6 39.5 35.4 184.52284 Thread mills ............................. 75 11.4 255.4 15.2 41. 18.4 3) (1) 86.5 99.2 128.22291 Felt Pods ............................... 40 4.5 133.6 69.3 ( 0 7. 2. 50.7 11.1 87.72292- LacePods--- ..... . ......... 142 5.0 65.7 28.0 3.7 23 ( 1 ( .77.0 11.5 10.72293 Pddn nd upholstery flIngZ............ 154 6.7 172.2 92.1 323.0 26.9 73.9 11.0 396.92294 Processed textlewaste-. ........... 138 4.3 88.9 53.3 43.0 2.7 5.7 55.3 17.4 104.02295 Coated fabrics not rubberized ............ 179 17.9 629.1 376.0 3) 3? 5 3 3 3 5
2296 Tire cord and fabric ..................... 20 10.1 441.1 354.3 53.4 13.3304 4752297 Scouring and combing plants-------6 5.3.965.57.6 (3). ( 3) (2) 3 (3) (32298 Cordage and twine ........ ........... 1 65 10.1 187.5 94.6 23.9 8 1 ) 43. 28.3 67.2299 Textile goods, n.e. .................. 194 8.6 218 6 124.3 (3) (2) 2 2 (,) (1) (3)

$940.0 7.3 15.2
737.6 65. 7 75.6
255.9 8.4 4.9

141.3 52.4 44.8
264.8 46.3 53.0
115.3 1.8 4.2
498.1 63.0 70.9

4.6+ >50 >50

72F 37 ! 1
265.3 92.5 94.8
195.1 21.4 18.1
117.6 67.5 84.4
23.1 57.8 48.1
14.3 65.4 80.4
37.9 18.6 29.0
22.0 53.2 79.1

11 64) 70)

Subtotal, Industry classilcations utilizing
man-made Iber and yarn as the princi-

223 pal raw material (in quantity or in value)- 4,038 451.4 9,390.3 5,671.3 1,745.5 625.4 151.4 170.7 2,874.9 2,326.9 5,000.7 3,284.7 57.5 70.8
2824 Man-mode Ibers ......................... 61 88. 8 2,930.5 ......................................................................................................

T o ta l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --.. . . ... 4 ,0 9 9 5 4 0 .2
Totl ....................... 4,99 54.2.......................................................................................... °.....................

I N~

2 Not available.
Source: U-S. Department of Commerce. Bureau of the Census, "1967 Census of Manufacturers.

2 Reported in the total, but not separately.
Not separately reported.
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STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF INTERNATIONAL UNION Or ELEICAL, RADIO AND MA-

CHINE WORKERS; INTERNATINOAL BROTHERHOOD OF EI.cmIcAL WORKERS ; IN-
TERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MACHINISTS AND PARTS DIVISION, ELECTRONIC
INDUSTRIES ASsoCIATION; DISTRIBUTOR PRODUCTS DIVISION, ELETRONIO INDUS-
TRIES ASSOCIATION; AMERICAN LOUDSPEAKER MANUFAoTURERS ASSOCIATION

-By George Collins, Assistant to the President, IUE; Trade Legislation Coordina-
tor for the Above-Named Unions and Eugene L. Stewart, Special Counsel,
World Trade Committee, Parts Division, EIA, October 12,1970

Imports of consumer electronic products and components have increased so
rapidly and penetrated the domestic market so deeply that relief is urgently
required. Specific relief must be provided in the pending trade bill if the flight
of plants and jobs from the United States to low-wage, offshore areas is to be
diminished and the sharply reduced number of jobs still left in the United States
protected from further major destruction.

From its peak of 180.2 thousand jobs in October 1966, employment in the
domestic industry producing radios and TVs had been reduced to 129.4 thousand
jobs in July 1970, a loss of 50.8 thousand jobs, or a 28% drop.' In the domestic
industry producing electronic components and accessories, employment dropped
from 409.8 thousand workers in October 1966 to 347.7 thousand workers in July
1970, a loss of 62.1 thousand jobs, or a 15% drop.

Together these two interdependent domestic industries producing electronic
products have suffered a loss of 112.9 thousand jobs between October 1966 and
July 1970. By comparison, employment in the combined textile mill products and
apparel industries declined by 4%, or 101.4 thousand jobs, between October 1966
and July 1970. The industry producing leather footwear sustained a loss of
employment during the same period of 8%, or 18.3 thousand jobs.

Thus, the domestic industries producing radios, TVs, and electronic com-
ponents, with aggregate employment in July 1970 one-fifth that of textiles, sus-
tained an absolute loss of employment greater than the textile and apparel In-
dustries; and the electronic industries, with employment approximately twice as
large as the leather footwear industry, suffered an absolute loss of employment
seven times as great as that sustained in the footwear industry.

Furthermore, the jobs lost in the electronic industries are higher paying jobs
compared with those in textiles and footwear, with average hourly wages in
electronics in July 1970 of $2.98 in radios and TVs, and $2.91 in electronic
components, compared with $2.43 in textile mill products, $2.38 in apparel, and
$2.42 in leather footwear.'

The cause of the loss of employment in radios, televisions, and electronic
components is in large part due to the rapid rise and deep penetration of the
domestic market by imports no less than in the case of the job losses which
have occurred in textile and apparel articles and in footwear. Between 1966 and
1969, the value of U.S. imports of consumer electronic products increased by
120%, to $858.2 million. By 1969, the imports' share of the U.S. market for con-
sumer electronic products had risen to the following staggering levels: TV sets,
30.3%; phonographs, 53.9%; radios, 88.0%; and tape recorders, 90.2%.'

These imports directly affected the domestic producers of the types of elec-
tronic components used in the manufacture of consumer electronic products.
In addition, imports of components as components added to the loss by domestic
producers of their position in the domestic market.

By 1969, the Import penetration of the principal classes of components had
captured the following indicated shares of the domestic market: television pic-
ture tubes, 30.9%; electron receiving tubes, 47.4%; loudspeakers, 67.1%; resis-
tors, 42.5%; capacitors, 58.1%; and transformers, 87.7%.'

Compare these distressing market penetration ratios which afflict consumer
electronic product and component production and employment in the United
States with those applicable to textile articles and leather footwear in 1969: in

I Source of employment data In this statement: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics. Employment and Rarnigs Statistics for the United States 1909-68 (Bul-letin No. 1312-6, August 1968) : and Employment and Rarninqe, Sentember 1970.' U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employment and Earning#,
September 1970.'Derived from data compiled by the Marketing Services Department, Mectronte Indus-
tries. Association.

' Derived from data compiled by Marketing Services Department, Mectronie Industries
Association.
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man-made fiber textiles, 9.1%; in cotton textiles, 12.4%o; in wool textiles, 27.2%;
and in leather footwear, 28%.

Of all major U.S. manufacturing industries, the consumer electronic products
and component. industries have been the moat severely injured by rapidly rising
and deeply penetrating imports. Yet the trade bill provides no relief for workers
in these electronic industries. The 8peciflo relief granted for the textile and foot-
wear industries in the form of import quotas is required to protect the welfare
of the workers in those industries, but similar relief is even mort; urgently re-
quired for the workers in the electronic industries. Simple justice reyires that
the Uongress extend the type of protection which it is affording the textile and
footwdar industries and their workers to the electronic industries and their
workers.

We realize that the statutory Imposition of Import quotas arouses intense op-
position from free-trade groups and the trading partners of the United States.
We have given careful consideration to the minimum form of relief required to
prevent the destruction of the domestic electronic Industries. We support legisla-
tion which would provide for Import quotas on consumer electronic products and
components, such as Senator Hartke's bill, S. 4198, and Senator Cotton's bill,
S. 864. The unions and the industries whom we represent strongly endorse the
amendment of the trade bill to provide for import quotas and power to the Presi-
dent to negotiate agreements providing for the limitation of imports on elec-
tronic products along the lines of the provisions of the Hartke and Cotton bills.

In addition, the domestic Industries Joining in this statement believe that if
the mandatory quota approach is not feasible for electronic products, an increase
In the import duty to the statutory rate of 35% ad valorem is the best alternative
to such action. Accordingly, the industries concerned recommend that this Com-
mittee add a provision to the trade bill which would increase the import duty on
consumer electronic products and components to the statutory rate of 35%'0 ad
valorem. The text of an amendment appropriate to this end is attached is an
exhibit to this statement.

Relief must be provided by specific legislation rather than offered through the
time-consuming procedure of the escape clause because of the rate at which U.S.
producers of electronic products are shifting their plants abroad. The transfer
of these plants to offshore sites is destroying the jobs of American workers In
the electronic industries. Once the plants are established abroad, the Jobs in the
United States are lost forever. The adoption of the Hartke bill, S. 4198 (or al-
ternatively, the increase in duty requested by the industries), would preserve
the jobs which remain.

Accordingly, we request that the pending trade bill be amended by the adop-
tion of the substance of the Hartke bill, S. 4198. As an alternative, the in-
dustries concerned urge at the very least that the Committee amend the trade
bill by increasing the duty on consumer electronic products and components to
the statutory level pursuant to the text of the amendment attached as an exhibit
to this statement.

As a second exhibit to this statement, we are setting forth a summary of data
submitted in greater detail to the Committee on Ways and Means which de-
scribes the rapid increase in imports and the rapid penetration of the domestic
market by imports of consumer electronic products and components.

EXHIBIT 1

TITLE -, REGULATION OF IMPORTS OF ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

SEmTroN 1. (a) The rate of duty specified in Column 1 for the items listed here-
after is changed by striking out the amount set forth for each such item and
inserting in lieu thereof "35% ad cal.": 682.25, 684.70, 685.20 through 685.50,
685.80, 686.10, 687.50, and 687.60.

(b) Item 685.60, Tariff Schedules of the United States, is amended to read
as follows:

&Derived from data In Testile Orgaon, March 1970, and U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture. Agricultural Statistics. 1969, for textiles , and derived from dta supplied by U.
Department of Commerce. BIDSA and data published In official U.S. imports statistics by
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, for footwear.
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Rates of duty
"'Item Articles 1 2

Radio navigational aid apparatus radar apparatus, and radio
remote control apparatus, all the forioing and parts
thereof:

685. 60 Radio remote control apparatus ....................... 35 percent ad 35 percent ad
valorem. valorem.

685.62 Other ................ ; ............................ 10 percent ad Do."
valorem.

(c) Item 685.90, Tariff Schedules of the United States, Is amended to read
as follows:

Rates of duty

Item Articles 1 2

Electrical switches, relays fuses, lightning arresters, plugs,
receptacles, lamp sockets terminals, terminal strips,
junction boxes and other electrical apparatus for making
or breaking electrical circuits, for the protection of electri-
cal circuits, or for making connections to or in electrical
circuits; switchboards (except telephone switchboards)
and control panels; all the foregoing and parts thereof:

185.90 Electrical switches, relays, fuses, plugs, receptacles,
terminals, terminal strips, and connectors designed for
use In articles Included in Items 685.10 through 685.50.. 35 percent ad 35 percent ad

valorem. valorem.685.92 Other .............................................. 12 percent ad Do.
valorem.

685.94 if Canadian article and original motor-vehicle equip-
ment (see headnote 2, pt. 68, schedule 6) ............ Free."

(d) Item 678.50, Tariff Schedules of the United States, is amended to read
as follows:

Rates of duty

"Item Articles 1 2

Machines not specially provided for, and parts thereof:
678. 50 Garage door openers ................................... 35 percent ad 35 percent ad

vaiorem. vaiorem.
678. 52 Other .............................................. 7 percent ad Do.

vaiorem.678. 54 If Canadian article and original motor-vehicle equipment Free."(see headnote 2, pt 68, schedule 6).

(e) Item 423.96, Tariff Schedules of the United States, is amended to read
as follows:

Rates of duty
"Item Artces 1 2

Mixtures of 2 or more Inorganic compounds:
Other:

423.96 Phosphors suitable for use In the manufacture of 25 percentad 25 percent ad
television picture tubes. valorem. valorem.

423.98 Other .......................................... 7 percent ad Do."
valorem.

(f) The changes In Column 1 rates specified by this section shall supersede
the tariff concessions on such items heretofore granted by the United States in
trade agreements. The President, as soon as practicable, shall take such action
as he determines to be necessary to modify such trade agreement concessions id
accordance with the provisions of this section.
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EXHIBIT 2

SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY ON BEHALF OF THE PARTS DIVISION, ELEOTRONIO INDUS-
TRIES ASSOCIATION DISTRIBUTOR PRODUCTS DIvISION, ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
AssocIATIoN, AMERIcAN LOUDSPEAKEa MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

By Herbert Rowe

THE DEEP MARKET PENETgATION AND RAPID RISE IN IMPORTS OF ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
HAVE CAUSED A MAJOR LOSS OF EMPLOYMENT IN THE ELEOTRONIO PRODUCTS
INDUSTRIES

The industries producing radio and television sets, and the types of parts and
components used in the assembly of such sets, employed 477,100 workers in July
1970-more than twice the employment in the footwear industry, whose import
problems are the specific object of H.R. 18970. Undpr the impact of electronic
product imports, employment in these electronic product industries Is falling
sharply. From its peak employment in October 1968 of 590 thousand workers,
the consumer electronic products and components industries lost 113 thousand
jobs by July 1970, greater than the total job loss in the textile and apparel in-
dustries, and seven times greater than the job loss in footwear. [Revised and
updated.]

The crisis in employment in the electronic product industries is-caused by
imports.

IMPORTS HAVE CAPTURED FROM 30% TO 90% OF THE DOMESTIC MARKET FOR CON-
SUMER ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

For the years 1964 through 1967, imports of TVs increased at an average an-
nual rate of 42%, radios 25%, phonographs 25%, and tape recorders 8%, For
the years 1968 and 1969, compared with 1967, imports of TVs have increased at
an average annual rate of 75%, radios 25%, phonographs 22%, and tape record-
ers 33%.

The value of Imports of these products in the aggregate increased at an average
annual rate of 39% during the period 1964 through 1967, which is a pretty stiff
rate of increase; between 1907 and 1969, the rate of increase rose to 44%. Mar-
ket disruption has been immediate and far-reaching. The closing of plants,
laying off of workers, and a reduction in hours worked and take-home pay for
the lucky workers who survived, has been the result.

Imports of foreign brand name radios and televisions have triggered imports
of so-called U.S. brand name sets. In 1958, 10.8 million home-type radio sets
were sold in the United States, of which 76% were made in the United States.
Of the 24% imported, only 9/10ths of 1% were U.S. brand name imports.

By 1963, the import share of the market had risen to 58%, but the U.S. radio
manufacturers were still emphasizing the production of their brand name sets
in this country. Only 4.5% of the imported sets were sold under U.S. brand
names. Up until that year, the American radio set manufacturers tried to stem
the tide of rising imports by opposing tariff cuts on radios.

Meanwhile, one of the industry leaders contracted for the supply of its U.S.
brand name sets with a Japanese manufacturer. This changed its market posi-
tion in the United States; it then had the advantage of Japanese costs and
greatly increased leverage on the domestic price of a U.S. brand name radio. Its
American competitors were forced to make corresponding moves. Some chose to
establish offshore e ssembly plants.

The effect on the import share of the domestic market was immediate. By
1969, the total imports of radios supplied 88% of the American market, with
U.S. brand name imports accounting for 16%. For our purposes, the U.S. market
for the sale of loudspeakers, resistors, capacitors, and other electronic parts and
components for radios has all but disappeared-wiped out by imports in a single
decade!

Now we are witnessing the same distressing spectacle in the largest and
strongest part of the domestic consumer electronic products industry, television
sets. Imports did not become a factor in the United States market until about
1963. In that year, domestically produced TV sets accounted for 92% of the
American market Of the 8% supplied by imports, U.S. brand name imports
accounted for nearly half.

U.S. set makers have moved more quickly than in radios to protect their
market position by providing for imports bearing their brand name. By 1969,
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imports of TV sets accounted for 30% of the U.S. market, and U.S. brand name
sets accounted for 41%c of total imports. Domestically produced TV set sales
were lower than the volume of the preceding two years. The absolute decline in
domestc sales of U.S.-assembled sets offers an ominous contrast to the upward
surge of imports.

There is no more dramatic story of the destruction of domestic manufacture
and jobs for American working men and women than that concerning radios and
televisions. The import penetration is deeper than In the basic manufacturing
industries on which the Government's attention has thus far been concen-
trated-steel, textiles, and footwear. Deep and rapid invasion of the American
market has occurred in all sectors of consumer electronic products. This is
shown in the following table:

TABLE I.-THE IMPORT SHARE OF THE U.S. MARKET FOR CONSUMER ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

[in percent]

1964 1966 1967 1968 1969

Tape recorders ....................... 86.4 76.4 82.5 88.2 90.2
Radios ............................... 58.4 71.7 74.4 82.6 88.0
Phonographs ......................... 31.4 40.1 43.3 49.8 53.9
Televisions ........................... 7.3 12.0 14.0 20.5 30.3

Source: Derived from data compiled by Marketing Services Department, Electronic Industries Association.

Notwithstanding the acute peril of the domestic producers of consumer elec-
tronic products, the U.S. trade negotiators agreed in the Kennedy Round to a
509 cut in duty on virtually all electronic products. Our foreign competitors,
however, emerged from the Kennedy Round with higher duties on consumer
electronic products than ours.

Ninety-one percent of the televisions, 72% of the phonographs and sound
recording instruments, and 68% of the radios imported into the United States
originate in Japan, whose duties on U.S. exports of the same articles are two
to three times those which we impose on her exports.

Consumer electronic products are based on relatively mature technology, avail-
able freely throughout the world. Labor costs in the manufacture of parts and
components, and in the assembly of these into the complete set, are the decisive
factor influencing price competition. Japan's capital equipment, technology, and
assembly procedures are as good as ours. Her wage rates and working condi-
tions, inferior by our standards, give her producers the cost advantage, and ac-
count for her virtually complete domination of the American market for con-
sumer electronic products.

These are well-known facts, well-known to everyone but U.S. trade negotiators,
who have in successive trade agreement negotiations cut the heart out of our
tariff protection, leaving the American market open to domination by the Japa-
nese without significant restraint.

Even in televisions, where U.S. technology and manufacturing techniques
were prominent and well-established prior to Japanese entry Into the market,
our exports are but a tiny fraction of those of the Japanese. In radios, our manu-
facturers have made a determined effort to boost exports, steadily dropping their
prices in relation to the Japanese export prices. But the competitive advantage
of Japan's low wages is too much. Our average unit prices have dropped from
over four times those of the Japanese to about one and a half times the Japanese,
but our exports persist at a level less than 3% of Japan's.

IMPORTS HAVE CAPTURED 31 PERCENT OF THE DOMESTIC MARKET FOR TELEVISION
PICTURE TUBES

These developments have affected every sector of parts and component manu-
facture in the United States. Plant capacity for the manufacture of television
receiving tubes is more than 50% Idle, both black and white and color. The
capital investment made to increase color tube capacity to amounts ranging from
10 to 12 million tubes per year has been significantly wasted, as the industry's
peak sales were 5.9 million tubes in 1967, dropping to 5.3 million tubes in 1169.
Of a combined capacity for black and white and color tubes of 20 million tubes,
the domestic producers sold only 9.5 million in 1969. Since then some of the
nation's largest picture tube plants have closed.
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IMPORTS HAVE CAPTURED 67 PERCENT OF THE DOMESTIC MARKET FOR LOUDSPEAKERS

The destruction of domestic production and employment doesn't end with sets
and tubes. No sector of electronic parts manufacture is more vulnerable or
has been more severely injured than loudspeakers.

After 1967 the rising tide of television, phonograph, tape recorder, and radio
imports erased the economic strength from loudspeaker production. Between
1967 and 1969, domestic shipments declined 44%, Imports increased 71%, the
import share of the market more than doubled, s6 that two out of every three
loudspeakers acquired by consumers in 1969 were of foreign origin, and em-
ployment dropped by 44%. The loudspeaker industry is about at the point of
extinction as a substantial factor in the American market due to imports of
both loudspeakers and finished consumer electronic products. Japan is the major
culprit.

IMPORTS HAVE CAPTURED FROM 43 TO 88 PERCENT OF THE DOMESTIC MARKET FOR
PASSIVE ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

The major part of domestic sales of passive components goes into consumer
electronic products, so that imports have had a serious impact on these segments
of the electronic parts and components industry.

Increased productivity in the passive components industries brought about
an average 54.5% increase in shipments between 1963 and 1969, while employ-
ment dropped by 4%. Total imports increased by 375%, however, and the share
of the market supplied by imports doubled, with the major part of the market in
1969 supplied by imports.

With the perspective afforded by the 1969 ratio of imports to consumption of
steel of 13%, textiles 11%, and footwear 28%, imports of tape recorders at 90%,
radios at 88%, phonograph at 54%, televisions at 30%, electron receiving tubes
at 47%, television picture tubes at 31%, loudspeakers at 67%, and passive com-
ponents at 51% represent for the electronic products Industries an extremely
serious problem.

These foreign trade developments in electronic products have had a major
adverse effect on our nation's balance of trade. In 1964, we had a deficit of
$122 million in these products. By f969, this deficit had grown to $741 million.

STATEMENT BY CLIFFORD B. O'HARA, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE XI: FOREIGN
COMMERCE, THE AMERICAN AssocIATIoN or PoRt AUTHORITIES AND CHAIR-
MAN, FOREIGN COMMERCE AND GOVERNMENT TRAFFIC COMMITTEE3 THE NORTH
ATLANTIO PORTS ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee on Finance: I appreciate this
opportunity to present for your consideration the reasons for opposition by the
American Association of Port Authorities and the North Atlantic Ports Associa-
tion to the enactment of the House Ways and Means Committee approved version
of the Trade Act of 1970.

The corporate membership of the American Association of Port Authorities
includes all the 80 principal public port agencies concerned with the planning,
development and operation of the seaports along the coasts, bays and rivers
of the United States, its insular possessions and the Great Lakes. The Associa-
tion's member ports handle all the oceanborne foreign commerce of our nation.
The North Atlantic Ports Association, most of whose members also belong to
the American Association, represents United States Atlantic Coast ports from
Maine to Virginia and includes both public and private port interests. It speaks
for member ports which are responsible for devloping and operating facilities
through which flows about half of the total oceanborne foreign commerce of our
nation by value.

In their efforts to accommodate this flow of commerce which amounted
to 417 million long tons valued at almost 42 billion dollars in 19069, these ports
have invested well over two billion dollars in terminal and cargo handling fa-
cilities since the end of World War II. Through this mass;vc "Investment in
facilities, American ports have not only provided for the efficient a. economical
transfer of goods between ocean and inland carriers but expandrd transport
capacity by capitalizing on innovations such as containerization, thus making
International trade cheaper, safer, simpler and consequently more attractive.
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And since one of the most essential elements that make up a country's ability to
compete in the international marketplace is the level of its prices, the investments
by American ports which help keep the cost of transport down are directly
contributing to the ability of U.S. products to earn shares of overseas markets.
Also, as the various ports compete with each other to provide the best possible
facilities and the most effective services to exporters and importers, they help
expand the total volume and value of international trade by stimulating ex-
porters and importers to maximize their foreign trade opportunities. A dramatic
example of such competitive efforts to expand trade is the planning and building
of World Trade Centers.

The- ports of the United States submit that millions of workers earning
their livelihood in every part of this nation have a direct stake in the mainte-
nance of a healthy two-way flow of trade. Each port is itself a major factor in
the economic well-being of the geographic area in which it is located, and,
therefore, trade restrictions of any kind or dislocations in the flow of trade
obviously cause an immediate impairing effect on the economy of the port
community as a whole.

The American Association of Port Authorities has been conducting a survey
of port area employment dependent on international trade and waterborne trans-
portation. While all the results are not yet in, a preliminary tabulation indicates
that over one million persons in the United States earn their livelihood directly
from the handling, documentation, promotion and financing of foreign trade.
There are over 65,000 registered longshoremen augmented by another 24,000
casuals handling waterborne export-import cargoes throughout the nation's
ports. Over 51,000 employees of local motor carriers are engaged in delivering to
or picking up freight from marine terminals. Approximately 97,000 truckers and
railroad workers transport waterborne freight to and from the ports. Some 81,000
persons are employed by export-import wholesaling organizations, export man-
agement companies, combination export managers and the like. Marine terminal
construction and maintenance company employees total 9,000 and ship construc-
tion workers and repairmen 110,000. Marine insurance firms provide employment
for over 6,100 persons; ocean freight forwarders, customs brokers, warehousemen
and export packing firms employ more than 45,000 workers. As a result of the
current flow of international commerce between this nation and others, there
is also work for 27,000 persons in container leasing, line handling, water supply,
tender services, ship chandlery, inspection services, cargo security agencies and
at other maritime equipment supply and service firms. There are towing and
barging workers, steamship company employees, ship brokers and agents. Com-
modity exchanges employ specialists in eXport-import commodities: financial
institutions such as foreign exchange dealers, domestic banks with international
departments, international trade and transportation consultants, trade promotion
bureaus provide employment opportunities for thousands of others. Tlhe national
total of employees in port-related or tidewater industries such as sugar refineries
using imported cane sugar, privately owned grain elevators, smelters of Imported
metals, coffee roasters and other such operations is well over 400,000. The number
of employees of port and government agencies such as the U.S. CusToms, Coast
Guard, etc. is in every case overshadowed by the huge number of workers engaged
in providing essenJal services to shippers and traders.

Examples of the economic impact of individual port generated employment on
the surrounding community have been furnished by several recent studies con-
ducted In various parts of the country. It has been estimated that. at the Port
of New York the operations of the port provide the basis for the livelihood of one
out of every four persons residing in the New York metropolitan area. A study
of the employment income Impact of the Port of Galveston shows that of the
total, full time, equivalent civilian employment In the City of 0alveston, more
than 58 percent or nearly three out of every five workers are employed in activi-
ties resulting from port operations. The Tampa Port Authority reports tl.at one
wage earner In seven In the eight-county surrounding area is employed in business
related to the port. A review of the contributions of the portfi of Virginia to the
economy of that commonwealth indicates that one out of every eight employed
persons in Virginia holds a job that Is either directly or indirectly related to the
activities associated with the state's ports. These figures are particularly Im-
pressive in the context of the recently released report of the Bureau of the
Census which states that despite the vast expenses or land In the interior of
the United States, about 53 percent of the American people live In counties which
lie at least partly within 50 miles of the coasts. Thus the lkrts are not only prime
generators of direct employment but prime consuming areas as well.
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The ports of the United States strongly support further implementation of the
policy of reciprocal trade liberalization which has been the cornerstone of our
national foreign economic policy since 1934. Conversely, we oppose the impo-
sition of barriers to trade expansion, which reduce incentives to modernize, to
lower costs, and to increase productivity. It is our opinion that quota restric-
tions or other artificial barriers to trade will inevitably be used by other coun-
tries to justify their own restrictions on imports from the United States. A study
released by the Maritime Administration a few years ago reported that 2,500,000
workers were employed in export-related industries in states having port facili-
ties. This is some 83 percent of the estimated three million jobs created by over-
seas demand for U.S. products--a demand which can be maintained only if our
trading partners can pay for their purchases by selling their own products to
us. Thus, the ports of this country will encounter reductions in the movement of
goods caused initially by the quotas themselves, and subsequently by the retalia-
tory action of other nations. For this reason, the ports of the United States op-
pose the enactment of the Trade Act of 1970 as reported by the Committee on
Ways and Means.

We are aware that some American firms and even industries are especially
vulnerable to competition from imports and submit that firms and workers in
trouble deserve help while market adjustments take place and production is
shifted to areas of greater comparative advantage. However, we do not support
the application of automatic trade restrictions based on quantitative formulae
without individual consideration. We deplore protectionism including import
quotas on any and all products.

Last November the President declared in his message to Congress that "Ameri-
can trade policies must advance the national interest-which means they must
respond to the whole of our Interests, and not be a device to favor the narrow
interest." In addition to being a negative, self-defeating response to both com-
petition and the unfair trade practices of others, import quotas most certainly
"favor the narrow interest." By choosing such a course we would be giving pro-
tection to the few at the expense of the many. By subsidizing industries that
should be upgrading their products and the skills of their workers, we would
invite foreign retaliation against U.S. exports in other industries with the con-
sequential harm to other industries and workers, feed inflation and erode the
purchasing power of American consumers. It is a fact that ports tend to be the
driving economic force in their local hinterlands and that a great portion of
the nation's industry and population is concentrated about the U.S. ocean and
lake ports. It is therefore not only in their own economic interest that the U.S.
ports oppose such trade restrictions but as representatives of consumers, busi-
ness and labor generally, which could all be seriously injured as a consequence.

Consequently, the American Association of Port Authorities and the North
Atlantic Ports Association respectfully urge the Committee on Finance to defeat
the Ways and Means Committee's version of the Trade Act of 1970 (H.R. 18970).

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
APPENDIX

At their most recent annual convention held at San Francisco last year, the
United States corporate member ports of the American Association of Port Au-
thorities reaffirmed their commitment to reciprocal trade liberalization on a fair
and equitable basis by unanimously adopting the following resolutions:

FAVORING ADDITIONAL NEGOTIATIONS AND LEGISLATION FOR THE FURTHER
LIBERALIZATION OF TRADE

Whereas, the reduction of international trade barriers stimulates the demand
for goods; and

Whereas, the general challenge of competition is the guarantee of industrial
efficiency and productivity; and

Whereas, it Is essential that the United States, as the world's largest single
trading nation, establish realistic and profitable relationships with other mem-
bers of the international economic community: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That the American Association of Port Authorities favors the con-
tribution of trade liberalization and supports further negotiations and legislation
which implement this goal and strongly recommends support of such action both
by governmental and private sectors of the United States; and Committee XI is
hereby authorized and directed to take such action as is proper to carry out the
policy of this resolution.
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FAVORINO TAX INCENTIVES FOR EXPORTS

Whereas, the growth of United States exports has .not kept pace with the
growth of imports; and

Whereas, the United States is experiencing a sharp decline in Its trade surplus
because of changes in the composition of its trade; and

Whereas, a diminishing trade surplus in conjunction with the United States
balance of payments deficit endangers the continuance of liberal trade policies
which are essential to the well being of the United States economy; and

Whereas, the most effective manner in which to improve the United States
trade balance is by providing stimulus to American business to engage In export
activity: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That to improve the profitability of (.xporting, The American Asso.
elation of Port Authorities favors the enactment of tax legislation consistent
with GATT rules, providing tax incentives as beneficial as those provided to
trading competitors of the United States and Committee XI is hereby authorized
to take such action as it deems proper to carry out the policy of this resolution.

STATEMENT OF BRRICE O'BRIEN, VICE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL COAL ASSOCIATION

Mr. CHAIRMAN: My name is Brice O'Brien. I am a Vice President of the
National Coal Association, which represents most of the major producers and
distributors of the Nation's commercial bituminous coal.

We believe that "energy" (all forms of energy) must be carved out of the
general "foreign trade" picture and given special treatment-not for the good
•of the energy producers, but for the preservation of the Nation. The United
States can be reasonably self-sufficient in energy, if Congress adopts appropriate
policies. For the next 20 or 30 years. however, domestic energy productive capa-
city will be unable to grow if it is forced to compete with unrestricted imports
of low-cost foreign oil. The Nation, therefore, must choose between the follow-
ing alternatives:

(a) Congress can limit by law the percentage of total energy consumed
in this country which will be allowed to be supplied by imports. If this Is
done, imports of energy will grow, but only at the rate that domestic con-
sumption grows. The United States will be reasonably self-sufficient in
energy, at reasonable costs (although those costs will probably be higher
than the short-term costs of becoming largely dependent on imports).

(b) Congress can choose to let the Nation become largely dependent on
energy imports. For the short term, this would probably reduce energy costs.
In the long run, it would be disastrous for the country. The cost of energy
(and Its peculiar vulnerability to the low-cost competition of Imports)
places energy in a special category; the annual deficit in the balance of
payments would soon become too great for the Nation to bear, thus impair-
ing the national security by ruining the economy. The national security
would be further jeopardized by the ability of foreign nations supplying
our energy to dictate policy under threat of energy disruptions.

I will now set forth in some detail the basic considerations which lead to the
the conclusions already set forth:

r.L-ENFiROY" CAN NO LONGER BE TREATED DIFFERENTLY AS TO ITS COMPONENT PARTS

TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS HAVE CREATED "SUBSTITUTABILITY" AMONG THE

ENERGY SOURCES, TO THE POINT WHERE POLICY AFFECTING ONE SOURCE AFFECTS

ALL SOURCES

It is no longer possible to disrupt the supply of Piy one source of energy
without having a marked effect upon all other sources of energy. Unrestricted
imports of residual oil will erode the productive capacity of the coal and uranium
industries. Unrestricted imports of crude oil will erode the productive capacity
of domestic oil, and will also result in decreased discovery of natural gas.
Erosion of coal's productive capacity will decrease the Nation's prospects of
maintaining self-sufficiency in oil and gas (through the future production of
synthetic fuels from coal). Without sound planning based on the concept that
oil, gas, coal and uranium are merely segments of one total industry-"energy "-
the country will be unable to meet the tremendous energy needs of the future.

These changing circumstances were well summed up in a statement presented
last month to a subcommittee of the Senate Judiciary Committee by Messrs.
Netschert, Gerber and Stelzer of National Economic Research Associates, Inc. .
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Uranium, coal, oil and gas all serve the identical function in an electric
utility power plant, which is to produce heat which makes steam which turns
the turbine-generator to produce electricity...

In the non-boiler fuel market there is also competition between coal, oil
and gas, with coal at a basic disadvantage because of Its greater difficulty
of handling than the fluid fuels. In certain sections of the country, especially
the Northeast, there is significant competition between gas and oil ... There
is further competition between the fuels on the one hand and electricity on
the other...

Also on the longer-term horizon are other changes in the circumstances of
interfuel competition. One Is the commercial development of oil shale for the
production of synthetic liquid and gaseous fuels. It appears that only a rela-
tively small increase in the price of crude oil (perhaps as little as 10 per
cent) would be required to make shale oil competitive with crude oil. This
would bring a new energy source on the scene. Similarly, synthetic liquid
and gaseous fuels from coal are within striking distance of being commer-
cial. The basic technology is fully developed and it is only a matter of bring-
ing certain cost components into line. It has been estimated, for example,
that gasoline can be produced from coal with the present state of the art at
only one or two cents a gallon higher than the current refinery cost of gaso-
line from crude oil.

The effect of the changes that have already occurred and those that are
possible during the coming decade is to create a degree of substitutability
among the various energy sources that has never existed before. Electricity
Is fully substitutable for any of the fuels for most purposes and potentially
substitutable in transportation; gas and oil (in total energy or in the fuel
cell) are complete substitutes for marketed electricity; oil shale and coal
can yield a -refinery feedstock that supplies the full range of major re-
finery products now obtained from crude oil and a synthetic gas that is iden-
tical with natural- gas; uranium and the fossil fuels are all complete sub-
stitutes for each other as fuel for power generation.

For the good of the country, the entire range of policies affecting energy sup-
plies must, somehow, be coordinated in the future. There is a notable lack of such
coordination at this time. For example, government-sponsored "over-sell" of
atomic power, unrestricted imports of residual oil to the East Coast, and prema-
ture limits on sulphur content of fuels have combined to destroy the Incentive for
opening of new coal mines-which, coupled with unexpected delay in the perform-
ance of atomic power, higher-than expected growth in energy demands, and un-
necessarily harsh mining laws, has resulted in a serious coal shortage today. That
such a shortage exists in the country which is the most abundantly-endowed with
coal reserves must be accepted as proof that our government has not adopted
appropriate energy policies.

II.---GIVEN THE PROPER INCENTIVES (WHICH MUST INCLUDE PROTECTION AGAINST
UNRESTRICTED IMPORTS OF CRUDE OIL AND RESIDUAL OIL) THE UNITED STATES WILL
HAVE AN ADEQUATE SUPPLY OF ENERGY FROM DOMESTIC SOURCES, FOR THE FORESEE-
ABLE FUTURE.

The energy needs of the future will be tremendous-a statement accepted by
everyone. Projections of energy consumption vary from source to source, but
the following data represent what we conceive to be a consensus, and are pre-
sented in terms of quadrillion Btu's to make comparisons easier (40 million tons
of coal is equal to about 1 quadrillion Btu's):

PROJECTED CONSUMPTION OF ENERGY, UNITED STATES (ANNUAL AND CUMULATIVE)

(in quadrillion 8.tu.'si

Coal Gas Oil and NGL Uranium (LWR'S)

Cumula- Cumula- Cumula- Cumula-
Year Annual tive Annual tive Annual tire Annual tive

1960 ...................... 10.0 .......... 12.5 .......... 20.7 ..............................
1970 ...................... 14.7 127.5 18.3 152.8 28.3 238.4 3.3 7.7
1980 ...................... 15.7 280.0 25.0 363.9 38.5 565.5 16.8 108.3
1990 ---------------------- 20.0 462.5 33.7 648.9 52.S 1,011.0 35.8 376.7
2000 ...................... 28.0 707.5 46.1 1,038.8 71.3 1,616.0 60.4 865.3
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Reserves: Proven reserves of natural gas and oil are, as Is widely known,
sufficient to Iast only a relatively short time. However, most people In those
Industries, and many responsible people in government, are confident that there
is enough undiscovered gas and oil in the country to permit meeting all domestic
needs for the remainder of the century-provided the price and other incentives
are sufficient to result in the necessary exploration risks.

With respect to uranium, the situation is more complex. Used in Light Water
Reactors (the type being built today) uranium contains about 450 x 10' Btu
per ton of concentrate (assuming plutonium recycle). Using the figures of the
Atomic Energy Commission for possible reserves up to $30 per pound (present
price is somewhat under $8 per pound), we have a uranium energy reserve of
about 3 quadrillion Btu as probable minimum, and 075 quadrillion Btu as
probable maximum. It Is apparent, therefore, that atomic power cannot make
any lasting contribution to our energy supplies unless a "breeder" reactor is
developed.

If such a reactor is developed, It will multiply by a factor of about 80 the
amoup t otenergy which can be extracted from a given quantity of uranium. If
that cbmes to pass-and the Atomic Energy has expressed high hopes that it can
be accomplished on a commercial basis before 1990--there will still be a period
of about 30 or 40 years (depending on the "doubling time" of the breeder) when
there will be heavy pressure on uranium supplies, but after that transition pe-
riod has been passed through there should be a sufficient supply of fuel for
atomic power plants. The consumption figure for uranium set forth above is
based on light water reactors, which require substantially more uranium for
initial cores than they require in annual burn-up, and this peculiarity accounts
for a substantial part of the "consumption" figure set forth.

Reserves of coal and oil shale: Estimates of the probable recoverable reserves
of coal in the United States range from 17,300 quadrillion Btu's to about 25,400
quadrillion Btu's. Note that the estimated total annual consumption of all fossil
fuels in the year 2000 amour te to only 145.4 quadrillion Btu's. Thus, even our
minimum estimate of recoverabhe coal reserves are more than 100 times as great
as the expected year 2000 consumption of all fossil fuels. And this coal can be
converted to oil and gas---f the price is right. It seems entirely unlikely that
oil and gas made from coal will be able to compete with low-cost foreign oil
during the remainder of this century, because it seems probable that the rest
of the world will continue for the next 20 or 30 years to have a surplus of oil.
Eventually, of course, the rest of the world will increase per-capita consumption
of energy, and the surplus will disappear. But domestic energy will need protec-
tion against low-cost foreign oil for many years to come if the Nation is to rely
on domestic energy.

While reserves of oil shale are not as bountiful as those of coal, they are still
tremendous. Estimates of the energy recoverable therefrom range more than
5,000 quadrillion Btu to 8,700 quadrillion Btu. Thus, ol shale alone could (again,
if tffe-pce is right) supply all the oil and gas for the country at the rate we are
using it today for more than a hundred years; even at the consumption rate
expected in the year 2000, oil shale could handle that task for nearly 50 years.

We believe these figures show that the United States can, at a price, maintain
self-sufficiency in energy through this century and the next century. It is probably
fruitless to speculate beyond that time, because it is impossible to even guess
at what innovations might occur. But it seems reasonable to hope, and to believe,
that by the end of the next century research Into fusion will result in a permanent
solution to mankind's energy requirements.

IU.-THE UNITED STATES WILL BECOME GREATLY DEPENDENT ON IMPORTED ENERGY
r DOMESTIo ENERGY SUPPLIES ARE NOT PROTECTE AGAINST OIL IMPORTS

Domestic supplies of oil are very vulnerable to unfettered competion from
foreign oil. This arises not out of inefficiency, or unnecessarily high prices, but
simply out of the facts of geology. The remaining undiscovered oil deposits in
this country lie at much greater depths than those being exploited abroad, and
as a result the cost and risk involved in finding them is far greater. To provide
the Incentive necessary to bring about the necessary exploration, the rate of
return must be substantially higher than that which would result if Oomestic
oil had to compete with foreign oil.

It is true that a large part of the present "Inventory" (proven reserves) of
the domestic oil industry would be produced and sold even If it had to compete
with imported oil-but It would be sold at a price insufficient to cover the cost
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of replacement, and therefore it will not be replaced. Such a policy would, in
effect, result In the early liquidation of the domestic oil Industry because exist-
ing Inventory is sufficient to last only a very short period of time.

While domestic natural gas Is currently priced far below the cost of imported
liquified gas, it too would have its reserve situation made far worse if domestic
energy were subjected to unfettered competition from foreign oil. This would
about, in part, because substantial gas discoveries are made during the course
of exploration for oil, and if exploration for oil ceases less gas will be found. In
addition, in the future the cost of domestic gas will of necessity rise, to com-
pensate for the increased costs of finding new reserves, and if unfettered com-
petition from Imported oil is permitted it may some day be cheaper to make
gas from imported oil than it- is to go out and find new domestic supplies.

The effect of unrestricted oil imports upon the possible production of syn-
thetic oil and gas from coal and from oil shale is obvious and drastic. Synthetic
gas from coal and from oil shale cannot compete with the cost of domestic oil
and gas, aifd will not be able to do so until the cost of finding domestic oil and
gas forces the prices of those commodities higher than they are today. Unre-
stricted imports of crude oil will delay by decades (until such time as the wdrld
oversupply of oil disappears) the commercial production of synthetic gas and
oil from coal and oil shale. It will take literally hundreds of millions of dollars
to build a single full-scale plant producing synthetic fuels from coal or oil shale;
such an investment will never be made unless and until the Congress enacts a
firm, long-term limitation on the percentage of domestic fuel needs which wiil
be permitted to f -ill into foreign hands.

Even in the held of providing power for electric plants, domestic energy is be-
coming increasingly vulnerable to imported residual oil. Domestic uranium has
temporary protection against imports of uranium, but it has no protection against
Imports of residual oil-and many utilities are now building plants to burn im-
ported oil rather than coal or-uranium.

Until recent years, the Nation has not suffered unduly from the effects of im.
ported residual oll on the coal industry-primarily because domestic coal was
substantially cheaper in most parts of the country than Imported residual oil.
In the case of power plants situated right on the East Coast, imported residual
(being a by-product) could and did undersell domestic coal, and the Nation
needed limitations on imports thereof. Those limitations were provided, under
the quota system, until 1960. At that time a substantial wage increase forced the
coal industry to violate President Johnson's voluntary price guldelies. Shortly
thereafter, the President opened the entire East Coast (District 1, which in-
cludes Connecticut, Delaware, the District of Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Maine,
Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Caro-
lina, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Vermont, Virginia and West
Virginia) to imports of residual oil. Almost immediately those power plants
located on the Coast began switching from domestic coal to imported residual.
In recent years even those power plants located some distance Inland have begun
to make the switch-and most of the new fossil fuel power plants planned in
the Coastal States are going to use imported residual.

Even though it is very expensive to transport residual oil overland (it must
be kept hot In order to be kiept liquid), the utilities are switching to residual
and away from coal for two primary reasons: First, government has stimulated
severe restrictions on the sulphur content of fuels prior to the time when tech-
nology for sulphur abatement is commercially accepted, and the utlities would
rather meet those restrictions by turning to imported low-sulphur oil than by
constructing costly sulphur-abatement plants which have not yet been proven
through long experience. Second, the cost of producing coal has been increased
substantially through the enactment of the most stringent coal mining law in the
history of any country. Under these circumstances the Eastern Seaboard Is
already dangerously dependent, for Its supplies of electricity, on residual oil
imports. Unless Congress takes action, this dependence will become almost com-
plete in the next few years. Worse, this dependence will shift from friendly
sources CSouth America and Canada) to more questionable sources-because the
low-cost residual oil is available primarily from the Mid-East.

We believe that domestic coal will continue to be the cheapest fuel for produc-
Ing electricity in the interior of the country, in spite of the increased cost of
producing coal and the expected high cost of abating sulphur emissions in coal-

burning power plants. Yet we (and the Nation) have ample cause for alarm. The
Oil Import Board of Appeals has already granted permission for Commonwealth

51-389---70--pt. 2- 9
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Edison Company of Chicago to bring imported residual oil up the Mississippi
River to Chicago,.to replace (at a 50 per cent cost increase) high-sulphur coal
being used there. It was stated, in granting that permission, that the case was
not to be considered a precedent. We hope we can rely on that statement, because
there are many additional petitions pending for permission to Import residual
oil into the very heart of the Nation, If the utilities are forced by law to rely on
domestic fuel they will build the sulphur-abatement plants now being offered
to them and will supply their communities with electricity and with clean air-
at the same time, and at a price. If they are permitted to switch to imported
residual oil, they will have the power, they will have the clean air (if they use
Mid-East residual), and the price will be even greater than it would with sul-
phur-abatement plants for coal. And the country will be the big loser---both In
balance of trade problems and in military security.

IV.-"ENERGY MUST BE GIVEN SPECIAL CONSIDERATION IN FOREIGN TRADE DETER-
MINATIONS, BECAUSE OF ITS GREAT EFFECT ON TIE NATIONAL SECURITY THROUGH
MILITARY SECURITY AND THROUGH BALANCE OF TRADE CONSIDERATIONS

In the last 20 years, the United States consumption of energy (mineral fuels,
hydropower and nuclear power) has more than doubled, from 31 trillion Btu ill
1949 to more than 65 trillion Btu in 1969. Our country's "raw energy" bill this
year will be about $20 billion. Our trade deficit in energy will be nearly $2 billion.

In the past few years the rate of energy consumption has been increasing
about 5 per cent each year. It is apparent that our energy consumption of today
will double well within the next 20 years. As we consider energy policies, there-
ifore, we are envisioning in less than 20 years a yearly bill of $40 billion.

If Congress fails to enact a permanent and definite limitation on the percentage
of our energy needs which will be permitted to "go foreign," it is quite pftiible
that substantially more than half of the total energy bill will become a net loss
to our country in terms of trade. We fail to see how any country could possibly
maintain faith in its currency with a $20 billion a year drain in one single

item--energy. The results will be disastrous to the economy, anti the country
simply must have a strong economy if we are to have any chance at all of main.
training freedom in a large part of the world. The national security would be
destroyed by such a drain, because the economy would be destroyed.

The national security would be greatly imperiled for another reason-the
ability of unfriendly sources of supply (and most of the world's surplus low-
cost oil will come from countries whose continued friendship is quite tenuous)
to create economic chaos in this country merely by interrupting our oil supply.
Only a relatively small portion of the great energy needs of the United States
could be met by imports from Western Hemisphere countries. The surplus oil is
in Africa, with relatively small (in relation to future needs) quantities fore-
seeable from South America and from Canada. Gas requirements, likewise, will
become subject to Eastern Hemisphere sources (through production of synthetic
gas from foreign oil) if the country fails to insist on self-sufficiency. Speaking
to the Independent Petroleum Association on May 12 of this year, Canada's
Minister of Energy, Mines and Resources (the Honorable J. 3. Greene) stated
in part:

THE DOMESTIC ENERGY INDUSTRIES CANNOT BE TURNED OFF AND ON, UP AND DOWN,
LIKE A SPIGOT. IF THE NATION IS TO REMAIN REASONABLY SELF-SUFFICIENT IN
ENERGY, CONGRESS MUST ENACT A PERMANENT, DEFINITE LIMITATION ON ENERGY
IMPORTS

If the country is to have oil, gas and uranium available when needed, those
industries must be given "lead time" to carry out the extensive exploration
necessary for accumulation and maintenance of reserves. Proven reserves are
the "inventory" of those industries.

In the coal industry, our "inventory" does not consist of reserves. We have, as
previously stated, reserves sufficient for centuries. Coal's "inventory" is pro-
ducive oapacitV. For the past several years, government policies have resulted
in a shrinkage of coal's productive capacity, to the point where the country is
now faced with serious coal shortages. The details of that shrinkage, and the
government policies which caused it, are set forth in the attached document
which we Issued under date of April 27, 1970, entitled "Why Is Coal In Very
Tight Supply? What Can Be Done About It?"
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The decisions made this year or next year with respect to imports of residual
oil will have a long-lasting effect on the future capacity of the coal industry to
produce coal when needed. Unless government policies begin to encourage, rather
than discourage, the opening of new coal mines, the productive capacity of the

P' Industry will further decrease. Once it decreases, it takes years to build back
up--not only because it takes several years to. open new coal mines, but even
more important, it takes many, many years to build up a trained labor force.
In addition, it is impossible to "beef up" overnight the coal-carrying capacity
of the railroads.

: If Congress permits foreign countries to gather control of a major part of our
energy supplies, those foreign countries will have the power to cause economic
chaos in the United States for a period of many years. If they should decide to
cut off our oil supply, or to make drastic increases in the price thereof, it would
be many, many years before our domestic energy industries could be rebuilt to
the point of self-sufficiency. That is a gamble which the country should not take.

CONCLUSION

Congress should enact a requirement that energy imports in the future be held
to their present percentage of domestic energy consumption-with "energy" con-
sidered as a whole (oil, gas, coal, and uranium) rather than in its individual
segments. Congress should leave the details thereof (what part should come
from South America and Canada, etc.) to the Executive Department. If this is
done, the country will maintain a reasonable degree of self-sufficiency and in-
dependence in energy. If this is not done, energy consumers may save a few
dollars in the short run, but in the long run our economy and our national
security will be compromised so severely that it Will be impossible for the United
States to. maintain any semblance of world leadership.

As requested in the notice of bearing, I have attached to this statement a
"summary sheet" of the points made herein.

I appreciate the opportunity to express the coal industry's views to you.

STATEMENTS PRESENTED ON BEHALF or ASG INDUSTRIES, INC., C-E GLASS, SUB-
SIDIARY OF COMBUSTION ENGINEERING, INC., LIBBEY-OWENs-FORD COMPANY, AND
GLASS DIvIsION, PPG INDUSTRIES, INC., BY EUGENE I. STEWART, SPECIAL COUN-
BEL, BEFORE THE CoMMiTTEE ON FINANCE, U.S. SENATE--OCTOBER 12, 1970

The domestic fiat glass industry requests the Senate Finance Committee to
report favorably Ht.R. 18970, the "Trade Act of 1970," with the following
amendments:

1. Increase the duty on sheet glass to the statutory rate as recommended
by 3 of the 4 present members of the Tariff Commission in the Commission's
recent escape clause investigation; and Increase the duty on rolled glass to
the pre-Kennedy Round level as recommended by 2 of the 4 present mem-
bers of the Tariff Commission in that investigation (see draft of proposed
legislative language attached as Appendix 10 to this statement);

2. Make the Tariff Commission's findings in escape clause cases of the
duty increase or other changes in customs treatment required to correct
actual or to prevent threatened serious injury binding on the President;

8. Delete clapise 0(i1) of Section 301(b) (5) of the Trade Expansion Act
of 1962 as it would be added by Section 111 of H.R. 18970 on the ground
that it would be impossible for any domestic industry to meet the burden of
proof specified in such clause O(11), the requisite data being uniquely under
the control of foreign business organizations; or, alternatively,

4. Provide mandatory import quotas coupled with negotiating authority
for the President to enter into agreements to limit imports of all categories
of fiat glass similar to the textile and footwear provisions of H.R. 18970, as
provided in . 864 and S. 3022

. TH3 IMPACT OF U.S. FOREIGN TRADE POLICY ON THE FLAT GLASS INDUSTRY

Today in the United States glass plants are shut down in varying degrees. In
some, one or more but not all of the furnaces are closed down. In others, the
entire plant Is closed down.
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By 19M9, total employment in the fiat glass industry was at its lowest level in
20 years. There are two causes: First, the recession in the construction and
automotive Industries has weakened demand for all categories of glass. The
second cause is the lack of any effective regulation of imports. In 1969, imports
accounted for 21% of domestic consumption of flat glass, up from an average of
56o for the years 1950-l94, the first five years in the period of the past two
decades in which Import duties on flat glass have been repeatedly reduced.

Flat glass manufacturing plants are located close to their sources of raw ma-
terials. The demand for the grade of silica sand used in glass manufacturing
gives real economic value to these abundant natural resources. Fortunately for
the economies of some of our more disadvantaged economic areas in the United
States, at least half of the glass manufacturing plants in the United States
are located in Appalachia or similarly disadvantaged economic areas elsewhere
in the nation.

U.S. producers of fiat glass compete In the United States and world markets
with the glass industries of Europe and Asia. They have a strong advantage over
the U.S. producers. The lower standard of living and the lower wages of their
countries contribute to lower construction and maintenance costs of their glass
plants, and to lower costs of production. There Is a high labor content in the
manufacture of flat glass.

Foreign producers are assisted by their governments in the protection of their
home markets and the subsidization of exports through the remission of internal
taxes. The United States industry has been severely handicapped by repeated
adverse actions by the Executive Branch. In every category of fiat glass, import
duties had been reduced by at least 50% by January 1, 1948. Further reductions
of duty were made in 1951, 1956, 1963, 1067, and in the Kennedy Round.

As a consequence, the penetration of the domestic market by imports of fiat
glass exceeds that which exists in textiles, steel, and most other manufactured
products. In major categories of flat glass, the Import penetration ratio exceeds
that of footwear.

At the same time, the United States share of the world export market has
declined in every major category of fiat glass and is so small as to be almost
ludicrous. According to an analysis made by the Department of Commerce, in
1968 the United States accounted for less than 2% Gf world exports of sheet
glass, less than 5% of world exports of cast and rolled glass, and only 13% of
world exports of plate and float glass. With the largest capacity of any country
in the world, the United States has been relegated to an Inconsequential position
In world export trade while its foreign competitors have invaded Its market to
the extent that more than one out of every five square feet of glass consumed in
the United States Is of foreign origin.

To give you some grasp of the competitive strength of our foreign competitors.
I cite to you the fact that the value of Belgium's exports of sheet glass In 1968
was 22% times that of the United States; Germany's. 9 times; Italy's, 8 times;
France's, 6 times: and Japan's, 5 times.

When world exports In 1968 of 14 countries producing glass In the major

categories of sheet, plate and float, and cast and rolled, are combined and the
share of the ma or producing countries of that total is examined, we find the
following facts:

1. Total world exports were valued at $225 million, of which-
United States accounted for 7% of world exports, but received 29.5%;
Belgium accounted for 34% of world exports, but received only 2%;
West Germany accounted for 15% of world exports, but received only 9% ;
France accounted for 12% of world exports, but received only 4%;
United Kingdom accounted for 11% of world exports, but received only

Italy accounted for 10% of world exports, but received only 3%; and
Japan accounted for 10% of world exports, but received less than 1% ;

2. Of total world exports of fiat glass by the major glass producing nations.
49% was destined to countries other than the major glass producing nations, of
which

the United States supplied only 12%,
Belgium, 290%,
the United Kingdom, 17%, and
West Germany, 15%.

*dr. Chairman, In 1068, 65% of the quantity of flat glass imported into the
"United States originated in Western Europe, 20% in Asia, 0% in Eastern

1 Based on data in Table 5, Appendix.
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Europe, with the remaining 6% divided between Canada, Latin America, and the
Middle East." Control of the import problem would affect primarily Western
Europe, Japan, Taiwan, and Eastern Europe.

The need for control is shown by the following:
1. The deep penetration of the domestic market by imports, equivalent to 21%

of domestic consumption in 1969.
2. The loss of employment in the domestic flat glass industry which has

accompanild the rising imports. From its peak annual employment of 36,500
workers In 1957, employment in the fiat glass Industry declined steadily to 29.900
workers In 1901, the year in which the Tariff Commission found the sheet glass
and cast and rolled glass sectors of the industry to be injured or threatened
with serious injury by imports.

President Kennedy's action in raising the tariff on sheet glass in 1962 stabilized
the relationship between imports and domestic shipments in the United States
market, allowing employment to rise to 32,400 workers In 1966.

President Johnson's reduction in some of the sheet glass escape clause rates
and his outright cancellation of the balance in January 1967 stimulated the
imports on a new rising trend with immediate and direct effects on employment
in the industry, which dropped to an average of 25,900 workers in 1909 and
for the month of March 1970, the latest for which data are available, to the all-
time low of 24,100 workers. The total loss of employment from March 1957 to
March 1970 is 12,200 workers, equal to one-third of our labor force.

3. The sharply rising U.S. balance of trade deficit in fiat glass, equivalent in
1968 to $60 million or 615 million square feet of glass. The following chart shows
the rapid deterioration in the foreign trade position of the United States in fiat
glass during the past two decades as a result of the repeated reductions in U.S.
duties on fiat glass during that period.

I1. THE IMPACT OF U.S. FOREIGN TRADE POLICY ON THE SHEET GLASS SECTOR OF THE
FLAT GLASS INDUSTRY

Mr. Chairman, U.S. import duties on sheet glass have been reduced five times
under the trade agreements program. By January 1, 1948, duties had been re-
duced by more than 50%7c; then a further 24% reduction was granted i 1951.
and an additional 13% in 1956. These reductions had the cumulative effect of
reducing import duties on sheet glass by 65% effective June 30, 1958.

As a result of the Tariff Commission investigation in 1961 which established
that the domestic sheet glass industry was being seriously injured by increased
Imports, President Kennedy increased the duty applicable to imported sheet
glas.s. The average effect of the increase applicable' to all categories of sheet
glass was about a 74% increase. The effect of the increase in duty was to sta-
bilize the level of imports at about the 1962 level.

These increased rates of duty remained in effect until January 1967 when
President Johnson canceled the increases on some categories and reduced the
amount of increase on others. The net effect of his action was to reduce the aver-
age ad valorem equivalent of duties applicable to all categories of sheet glass
by about 18%.

This does not appear in itself to be a large reduction; however, the events
that followed demonstrated the accuracy of the Tariff Commission's judgment
and that of President Kennedy in accepting the Tariff Commission's findings on
the extent of tariff increase required in the escape clause action to correct se-
rious injury in the industry. Following the 18% reduction in sheet glass duties
in 1967, imports of sheet glass bounded upward in 1968. Though they declined
modestly in 1969 due to the combined effect of a four-month dock strike on the
East Coast and Gulf of Mexico ports and the recession in the housing Industry
which commenced in the second half of 1969, imports have remained at a very
high level.

The relationship of the tariff changes to the flow of imports, the stabilizlng
effect achieved by President Kennedy's escape clause rates during the 1962-1967
period, and the sharp rise In Imports following the reduction in sheet glass duties
In 1967 are shown in the following chart.

s €e Table 6. Appendix.
Based on dota published by the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,

in Employment and Eanings tatlfest for the Vnited State*. 1909-68, and in Employ-
went and Earnings. March and May 1970.
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As you will notice from Chart 2, in 1050 U.S. foreign trade in sheet glass
was close to the point of equilibrium. Imports in that year were equivalent to
only 2% of domestic consumption. Commencing in 1951, sheet glass duties were
further reduced by 24%. Imports commenced to rise, and that rise has contin-
ued steadily ever since, except for the period of stability achieved under President
Kennedy's escape clause rates.

By 1957, imports had captured 15% of the domestic market. When the 1956
tariff cut of 13% became fully effective in 1958, imports resumed their upward
rise. By 1962, the year in which President Kennedy acted under the escape
clause, imports had captured 25% of the domestic market for sheet glass. Under
the effect of the escape clause rates, the ratio of imports to domestic consumption
stabilized, averaging 23% of the domestic market during the years 1963 through
1066.

In January 1967, President Johnson rescinded the escape clause rates on thin
and heavy sheet glass and reduced them on single and double strength sheet
glass. In taking that action, he referred to the "unusual hardships from im-
ports" suffered by the workers in the sheet glass industry. His advisers con-
vinced him that the duties on sheet glass could be reduced without intensifying
the then-existing state of suffering of the workers in our industry.

His advisers were Incorrect, as the events following the reduction of the
sheet glass duties by President Johnson have established. During the three
years 1967, 1968, and 1969, imports rose to their highest level and achieved their
deepest penetration of the United States market. The share of domestic con-
sumption accounted for by imports increased to an average of 29%, reaching
their peak penetration at 32% in 1968.'

The sheet glass industry achieved its peak employment in 1959 with a work
force of 11,422 employees. By 1969, employment has been reduced to 9,088, and
during the first quarter of 1970 employment dropped still further, to 8,195
workers. Thus, the sheet glass industry had suffered a total loss of 8,247 workers
during the period of the tariff bloodletting which I have described. The 8,200
workers who are still on the work force at the domestic sheet glass plants are
experiencing injury from the heavy burden of imports which continues to disrupt
the American market. Many of these workers are on reduced time as work-shar-
Ing is enforced in some of our plants.

As member of this Committee will recognize, the share of the domestic market
accounted for by foreign-produced sheet glass, averaging 29% during the past
three years, is higher than the market penetration by imports which exists in
the steel industry, which is the beneficiary of an international agreement for the
limitation of steel exports to the United States, more than twice as high as the
market penetration by imports in the textile Industry, and several percentage
points higher than the penetration of the domestic market by imported foot-
wear. Textiles and footwear are the proper subjects of your concern as shown
by Title II of H.R. 18970, the Trade Act of 1970. We ask similar recognition for
the sheet glass problem.

Our industry has invoked every remedy available to us to secure correction of
our problem. I have already told you of the escape clause case which led to
President Kennedy's action in raising duties on sheet glass and how this was
substantially nullified by President Johnson in Janauary 1967. In 1969, we
petitioned the Tariff Commission for a new escape clause Investigation, and
thus became one of the few industries in the United States willing to attempt the
almost impossible task of meeting the unrealistic burden of proof for tariff ad-
justment imposed by the the Trade Expansion Act of 1962. We successfully met
that test.

In late December 1969, the Commission issued its report. Three Commission-
ers made a two-part finding: (1) that imported sheet glass is, as a result in major
part of tariff concessions, being imported into the United States in such increased
quantities as to cause serious injury to the domestic industry, and (2) that
an increase in the trade agreement rate to the level of the statutory rate "is
necessary to remedy such injury."

Under the provisions of the basic statute governing the Tariff Commission,
when the Commissioners split into two equal groups in their decision on
a case, the President is authorized to accept the findings unanimously agreed upon
by one-half of the number of Commissioners voting. In our case, three Coin-

&Data In this and the preceding two paragraphs are based on Table 7, Appendix.
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missioners, onehalf of those voting, made a unanimouff finding which was a
single finding composed of two parts, as I have just described.

On February 27, 1970, the President issued his proclamation declaring that
he accepted the finding of the three Commissioners who had found the industry
to be seriously injured by increased Imports."

Unfortunately, the President was evidently not correctly Informed as to the
true nature of the finding of the Commissioners. He ignored the coordinate
part of the finding in which the Commissioners stated that it is necessary
to Increase the duties to the statutory rate-a 63% increase above the existing
rates. Instead, he determined merely to maintain the existing rates of duty,
under which the serious injury had occurred, in effect for two years. The Presi-
dent stated that his purpose in doing so was to provide time for the manu-
facturers and workers in the sheet glass industry to apply for and receive
adjustment assistance "to help them adjust to competition from imports."

The President's concept is that the American sheet glass manufacturers and
their workers should get out of that business and attempt to get into some other
business. We do not believe that any American industry, and certainly not one
as basic as glass manufacture, should be erased from the national scene to
accommodate foreign producers who, already enjoy the lion's share of the
world market and who have taken over a higher proportion of the American
market than the Chairman and the majority of the members of this Committee
are willing to have happen in textiles and footwear or that this and the prior
Administration were willing to have occur in the steel industry.

When President Johnson reduced the import duties on sheet glass in 1967,
he set up a task force to explore the potential for adjustment of sheet glass
workers to other lines of activity. That task force of Government employees
visited most of the sheet glass plants In the United States. We believe that It is
correct to say that in every instance the workers, management, and community
leaders whom they consulted made it clear to the task force that there Is no
other line of production for which sheet glass plants are suitable, and that the
wages and the rates of pay of workers in the sheet glass industry, being higher
than those enjoyed by workers in the vast majority of American industries,
preclude any transfer of these workers with their specialized skills to other
lines of activity without serious economic loss.

Furthermore, with the majority of the sheet glass plants located in Appalachia
or similarly economic-retarded areas of the United States, employment oppor-
tunities for the transfer of workers to any other type of employment are severely
limited.

Our industry has also filed dumping complaints against the foreign producers,
and the Bureau of Customs is currently investigating the dumping of sheet
glass from Belgium, France, Italy, West Germany, Japan, and Taiwan. The
earliest of these complaints was filed on Setpember 23, 1968. Thus far notices of
withholding of appraisement have been published In regard to sheet, plate, and
float glass imports from Japan.

There can be no question but that our industry has been seriously Injured by
Imports; the Tariff Commission has twice found this to be the case. Yet the
President of the United States has determined that our industry is to be
sacrificed, to benefit the foreign industry.

We understand on reliable authority that the President was concerned with
the impact of an Increase in the tariff on workers In Belgium's glass industry.
He was evidently persuaded, erroneously, that an increase in the duty would
have caused a loss of 10,000 jobs in the Belgian glass industry. Such a ,conclusion
Is absurd. If all Belgian imports were to be embargoed, the total effect on the

$ Presidential Proclamation No. 3967, Issued February 27. 1970.
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Belgian sheet glass industry would be 1,000 Jobs.' We are not asking for an
embargo. We are asking for conditions In the industry to be stabilized at the
1963-1966 level in which the imports' share of the domestic marked averaged
23%.

The President's statement accompanying his proclamation declared that,
"The purpose of the escape clause, In accordance with the provisions of the
Trade Expansion Act of 1962, is to provide additional protection and time for
industries to adjust to import competition."' If the President's statement is
correct, then we think the Trade Expansion Act is wrong and should be repealed.

Labor-intensive manufacturing industries in this country can be as efficiently,
or even more efficiently, conducted than their counterparts in Europe and Asia
and still not be able to compete because of the advantage which the low wages
In foreign countries give to the foreign producers. The President's statement
implies that all labor-intensive industries are to be erased from the American
scene. We do not believe that this Committee Intends that that be the result of
the operation of our trade agreements program.

From the President's statement in his proclamation in the sheet glass case,
it is quite clear that your Committee and the Congress must declare a new public
policy In regard to the regulation of imports to prevent the destruction of Ameri-
can industries.

III. THE IMPACT OF U.S. FOREIGN TRADE POLICY ON THE CAST AND ROLLED

GLASS SECTOR OF THE FLAT GLASS INDUSTRY

The domestic market for rolled and figured glass has been severely disrupted
by a long-continued trend of rising and excessive imports. Twice our industry
has been to the Tariff Commission for an escape clause Investigation of rolled
glass imports. In 1961, two Commissioners found that the domestic industry was
seriously injured by rolled glass imports, while a third Commissioner found that
the industry was threatened with serious injury. Their split prevented the Presi-
dent from granting relief.

In 1969, two Commissioners found that the domestic rolled glass industry faces
a harsh economic climate. Consumption of rolled glass is stagnant or declining.
Imports take nearly a third of the domestic market. Domestic employment and
shipments have followed the downward trend., These Commissioners declared
that "the danger of serious Injury to the domestic rolled glass industry is immi-
nent, and requires prompt relief."

As subsequent events have shown, these Commissioners, Chairman Sutton and
Commissioner Moore, could not have been more accurate. Subsequent to their
report, one company has been forced to shut down its Floreffe, Pennsylvania,
plant, and to reduce the size of the work force at Its St. Louis, Missouri, plant for
a total loss of 145 jobs. This is more than 12% of the total U.S. work force in
rolled glass production.

4 In a lengthy article published in the Belgian newspaper, La Deriere Heure of January
20, 1970, M. Deltour, Assistant General Secretary of glaverbel, the Belgian sheet glass
prducer was quoted as stating in an interview that If the U.S. tariff on sheet glass were

inereasid, the number of Belgian workers to "be concerned" would be 10,000. That state-
ment provided a superficial basis for the 10,000 figure evidently supplied to the President
by his staff.

However, in the same article the same spokesman was subsequently asked : "How many
Belgian workers would become unemployed as a result of the U.S. action against your sheet-
glass imports?" to which he answered, "1,500 workers would be directly involved from
which 600 could possibly be shifted into our organization."

Accordingly, based on the statement of the Belgian glass company official, the net effect
on employment that would have occurred had the duty been Increased would have been a
potential loss of 900 Belgian jobs, and even this figure assumes total exclusion of Belgian
glass from the United States market.

In a subsequent article published In the Belgian daily paper. Le Sofr. on January 21,
1970, evidence Is supplied that total loss of the American market to Belgian glass was the
hssls of the calculation of the net loss of 900 jobs. In this second article appears the follow-
Ing statement :

"For Glaverbel, the loss of the American market would represent a considerable slow
down of their activity. In fact the equivalence of one of their ten plants is threatened or
about 1,000 people, taking into account finding new jobs through a reconversion of the
workers eventually affected by this situation."

Contradicting It own posture of concern for the status of jobs in its Belgian sheet glass
plant, Glaverbel has announced that it will construct a sheet glass plant in Canada to
supply the North American market, Including the United States. Wher this plant comes
on stream, a portion of Its output will be exprted to the United States and replace exports
from Belgium. Thus, Giaverbel will itself through its Canadian operations produce the
effect on Jobs In Belgium which It decried in successfully urging the President not to in-
crease U.S. sheet glass dutiesR.

TWhite House press release dated February 27, 1970.
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Unfortunately, four Tariff Commissioners found in the 1969 investigation that
though the domestic industry has been adversely affected in its profits and em-
ployment by its declining share of the domestic market vis-ft-vis imports, the
statutory burden of proof imposed by the 1962 Trade Expansion Act had not
been met. In my opinion, these four Commissioners engaged in unnecessary hair-
splitting and rationalization to avoid making a finding that would help arrest
the continued decline in employment in our industry which they conceded to
exist.

Our experience in two escape clause actions convinces us that the remedy is
of little or no value to domestic industries and their workers when those in-
dustries are faced with destruction by excessive imports coming into the United
States market at rates of increase and at volumes which the market cannot
absorb without driving the domestic producers out of the market.

Today the cast and rolled glass industry is almost at the point of extinction
in the United States. For all intents and purposes there are only two producers
left. Unless we get some relief from your Committee, the rolled glass industry
and its workers are destined for total destruction.

Consider the gross imbalance In our foreign trade in rolled glass as shown by
the following chart.

Chtcd 3
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In the siace of two dlecades we have expjerienced a shift from a favorable
trade balance to a deficit of monumental proportions. The 50%r/ duty cut In 1948triggerEd t195, fully
effective In 1958, set off a new spurt in the Import growth. The Kennedy Round
50%l cut is strengthening the already impressive competitive advantage of the
foreign glass In the American market to such an extent that Imports arc con-
tinuing at a high level notwithstanding a sharply declining domestic market.

During the past twenty years, we bave seen the ratio of Imports to domestic
consumption rise from an average of r% during the first five years of the period,
to 25% during the second five years, to 31% during the third five years, and to
34% during the most recent five-year segment of the two decades. As a result,
employment declined by 33%.

a See Table 8, Appendix.
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Contrast this takeover of the American market by foreign-produced flat glass
with the situation of textile articles. During the first five years of the past two
decades, the ratio of imports to domestic consumption in textile articles was
approximately 3%. During the second five-year period, the average ratio of fi-
ports to domestic consumption was 5.5%. During the third five-year interval,
this ratio increased to an average of 8%. During the most recent five-year
period, the ratio of imports of textile articles to domestic consumption rose to
an average of 10%.'

Mr. Chairman, we agree that the textile Industry needs legislation to regulate
imports of textile articles. We support Title II of H.R. 18970, the Trade Act of
1970, to that end. Our point is that in the fiat glass industry, and in this Instance,
in the cast and rolled glass sector, our situation is three times as grave as that
in the textile industry. The rate of increase in the extent of market penetration
in rolled glass is double that In textiles, and the extent of market penetration Is
more than three times that in textiles. The penetration of the domestic market
by foreign-produced rolled glass is greater than In footwear, twice that of steel,
and three times that of textile articles.

This is probably the last occasion on which a spokesman for the rolled glass
industry will ask the Congress for help. If it Is not extended to us through your
action on the foreign trade legislation pending before you, there will not be a
domestic industry producing rolled glass in the future.

As I conclude our statement, let me say a brief word about tempered glass.
This is a safety glass product used in side and rear windows of automobiles, in
patio doors, and in shower doors, as well as other miscellaneous applications.
Tempered glass is fabricated from basic fiat glass such as sheet, plate or float,
and rolled glass. The technology for tempering Is in a state of rapid evolution and
Is rather freely available throughout the world.

The rate of increase of imports of tempered glass exceeds that of any other type
of flat glass. Only 3,000 square feet of tempered glass were imported as recently
as 1964. The surge of imports has been so dramatic that by 1969, 22.4 million
square feet of tempered glass were imported. About half of this was for auto-
motive use and the balance for use in the construction industry.

Accompanying the rapid surge in Imports of tempered glass has been an equally
dramatic decline in the average unit value of imports: from an average of 72.54
per square foot in 1964 to 37.40 per square foot in 1969." This sharp drop in the
price of foreign-produced tempered glass has put severe pressure on domestic
fabricators of tempered glass.

In 1962, the glass Industry In the United States began a campaign to educate
patio door manufacturers on the hazards of using nonsafety glass in these doors.
The use of tempered safety glass has grown considerably in the housing field
since then. It Is in this area of use that the domestic Industry is particularly
vulnerable to foreign competition, as many of the doors installed use one of
four standard sizes. Standard sizes lend themselves well to importation by ucers.

In 19C4, the price of drmestie annealed -" glas used to make standard lzes
of tempered safety glass for patio doors was 26.980 per square foot, and in 1969,
It was 32.010, an Increase of 18.6%.

During the same period, imported tempered glass in the same sizes dropped
from 490 to 38.54 per square foot, a decrease of 21.4%. The spread of 6.54 per
square foot between the basic glass and the finished product Is not enough to
allow independent glass temperers to operate profitably. They have not been able
to meet the foreign price and, as a result, the foreign producers' sales have sky-
rocketed, while domestic sales are dropping.

Our problem has been compounded by the fact that our Government has
steadily reduced the Import duties on tempered glass: a 28% cut In 1948; a
further 81% cut in 1951; a further 16% cut In 1956, fully effective in 1958; and
a further 50% cut in the Kennedy Round. Today, the duty on tempered patio
door glass is 4.20 per square foot versus 3.360 per square foot on the basic glass
from which the tempered glass is made-very little difference, indeed, for a prod-
uct with a much higher labor content!

If domestic producers of tempered glass are to survive, some drastic measures
are required. One company has decided to meet this emergency by manufacturing

0 Ratios of Imports to consumption derived from data In "Textile Organon," March 1962,
October 1969, and March 1970; U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Statistics,
19e7 1969.

iberived from Import statistics published by U.B. Department of Commerce, Bureau
of the Census.
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its own raw glass for tempering; accordingly, It has taken a license from Pilking-
ton Brothers Ltd., England, on their patented float glass process. It shall ex-
pend over $10 million constructing a float glass facility in the United States, the
output of which will be used entirely as raw material for its glass fabricating
operations. In this way, that company hopes to lower its raw material costs so
as to be able to meet the threat of foreign competition. I don't know if it shall
be successful, but that company is risking over $10 million, hoping to remain
American producers of tempered glass, providing employment for workers in
the United States.

There are 16 independent temperers in the United States, operating 25 plants.
Most of these are small business enterprises, employing less than 300 people. Ob-
viously, few of them can afford to Invest over $10 million to equip to manufac-
ture their own glass. Yet, they must remain In business if the American people
are to have access to safety glass for use in all hazardous glazing areas.

Perhaps 40% of the volume which we independent temperers do In the con-
struction industry is in nonstandard sizes, for which domestic sources are a
must. If we are to lose the 6(0% of our business which standard sizes comprise,
it is doubtful that more than a few of us can remain in business to continue to
supply the essential nonstandard segment of the safety glass needs of America.
If we raise our prices on nofistandards to carry the increased burden, we will
drive most users back to nonsafety glass. If too many of our widely scattered
plants- close, delivery will become such a problem to people far remove(] frowl,
a local source that they will substitute nonsafety glass. The result in either
case will be an Increase in serious Injuries.

Quite clearly, then, both the American people whom you represent, including
you and your own families, as well as the domestic Independent glass tempering
industry, need the help of this Committee. Here, beyond all shadow of a doubt,
exists an industry whose existence is threatened seriously by unregulated foreign
competition. A-. legislators and as human beings, you should not allow It to be
seriously injured, as It is an essential industry to the public safety.

IV. TIE IMPACT OF "V.S. FOREIGN TRADE POLICY ON THE PLATE AND FLOAT (;I.ASS
SECTOR OF THE FLAT OLASb INDUSTRY

The manufacture and sale of plate aid float glass Is a major part of the
activities of the flat glass industry in the United States. The development of
the float glass process has created an important potential for improving the
production economics of glass like or directly competitive with plate glass,
assuming that the high capital investment required pan be fully utilized in
full volume production.

The manufacture and sale of plate and float glass is a major part of the
year, total domestic capacity for proluction of plate glass was equivalent to
approximately 2 million tons. Since that time, float glass production facilities
have been constructed and brought on stream In this country, and an increasing
proportion of the production of this grade of glass Is handled by the float
process. Today more than ,50% of the total production capacity of approximately
2.5 million tons of plate and float glass consists of float.

There have been completed or are currently under construction 16 float glass
production lines in the United States representing a capital Investment by the
industry of more than $250 million. I have no doubt that additional float glass
lines will be constructed to meet the growing demand for this type of glass. A
consequence of the increase in capacity and production of float glass is the de-
cline in the production and capacity for both heavy sheet glass and for plate
glass.

Float glass is not likely to replace sheet glass in the ordinary glazing of win-
dows for house construction. In the near future at least, Its displacement of
sheet glass will most likely occur In side and rear windows for automobiles and
in patio doors. Presently heavy sheet glass is tempered for such uses, and float
glass will increasingly take over those markets. These represent a minor portion
of the sheet glass market.

There Is no question about the fact that the float glass process requires much
less human effort than plate glass. The increased productivity lkr worker
realized In float glass production will strengthen the domestic Industry in meet-
ing the competition of foreign glass in the United Stat's market. This advantage
has been considerably diluted, however, by the very deep reductions in U.S. Im-
port duties on plate and float glass.

By January 1, 1948, the U.S. tariffs applicable to plate and float glass had been
cut by 71.5%. In 1956, an additional reduction of 15% was made, becoming fully
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effective in 1958. Effective January 1, 1964, there was a further 20% cut in duty
on polished wire glass. Then in the Kennedy Round, plate and float glass duties
were cut still another 50%. The post-Kennedy Round tariff will average less
than 30 per square foot-only 14% of the statutory rate.

These successive reductions In duty have stimulated imports to such an ex-
tent that a once-favorable balance of trade has been replaced by a steadily
growing deficit in our foreign trade of plate and float glass. This is shown by
the following chart.

Chari 4
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The opinion exists that the demand and supply for float glass is growing so
rapidly in the United States that the domestic Industry is immune from import
injury. Let me dispel that notion with the following facts:

(1) First, we are talking about a new capital investment in excess of $250
million which has been necessary to prevent sharp losses in the labor force pre-
viously engaged solely in producing plate glass.

(2) The increase in the supply of float glass has been matched by a correspond.
ing decrease in the supply of plate glass and, to an extent, reductions in the
supply of heavy sheet glass.

(3) Even though float glass production is much less labor intensive than plate
glass production, it still requires considerable human effort both for the mainte-
nance and for the operation of the float glass process, and for the cutting and
packaging of the finished glass product. The low wage rates prevailing in the
foreign countries producing float glass give them a competitive advantage over
their American counterparts, though less dramatic than in the case of the other
types of glass.

(4) This competitive advantage for foreign-produced float glass is demon-
strated by the fact that the ratio of imports to domestic consumption of plate
and float glass during the past 20 years has increased from an average of 2.8%
during the first 5 years of the period to 4.5% during the second 5 years, to 5.4%
during the third 5-year period, and to 7.0% for the most recent 5 years of the
period of the past two decades. In 1968, imports accounted for 8% of the
domestic market. The situation In 1969 was distorted by the practical embargo
Imposed on imports during the first 4 months of the year as a result of the
East Coast and Gulf Port dock strike.'1

11 Btsed on data In Table 9. Appendix.
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(5) The ad velorem equivalent of the post-Kennedy Round import duty on
polished wire glass is only 4%, and that on other plate and float glass, only
from 5% to 8%-too low to have any significant regulatory effect on imports.

In its recent escape clause investigation, two members of the Tariff Coin-
mission found that the restoration of the pre-Kennedy 'Round rates of duty on

-_plate and float glass, including polished wire glass, is necessary to prevent
serious injury to the domestic Industry. While their four colleagues on the
Conunilslon did not agree with them, we believe It significant that that amount
of recognition was given to the vulnerable position of plate an(l float glass to
import injury.

It is a fact that average employment in the production of plate and float glass
during the past five years Is 5% below that during the period of peak eniploy-
ment, 1955-1959, and employment in 1969 was several hundred jobs below the
1905-1909 average."

V. LEGISLATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS

We make the following carefully considered recommendations for your con-
sideration.

(1) Where the Tariff Commission in an investigation has found a domestic
industry to have been seriously injured by increased imports, and the Executive
Branch has failed to place into effect the increase in duty or other change in
import restrictions found by the Commission to be necessary to correct such
injury, this Committee should incorporate in the bill which it reports an amend-
ment which will directly place into effect the Commission's findings.

In the Tariff Commission's December 1969 report, Commissioners Sutton,
Clubb, and Moore found that the domestic industry producing sheet glass is
being seriously injured by increased imports and that an increase in the Column
I rate of duty in the Tariff Schedules of the United States applicable to sheet
glass to that specified in Column 2 of the TSUS is necessary to remedy such
injury.

A fourth member, Commissioner Leonard, found that the domestic sheet glass
industry Is being seriously injured or threatened with serious injury, but he
did not Join in the finding of the other three Commissioners because the require-
nient of the Trade Expansion Act that increased imports be shown to be the
major factor in causing such injury was, in his opinion, not met.

But the Administration as well as the sponsors of I.1R. 18970 and similar leg-
islation agree that "the major factor' test should be eliminated. Accordingly, the
Commission's report represents a finding by four of the six Commissioners that
the domestic sheet glass industry has been serlouly injured by imports of sheet
glass, and this Committee should write into the Trade Act of 1970 the specific
relief recommended by Commissioners Sutton, Clubb, and Moore to be necessary
to remedy such injury.

(2) The findings of the Tariff Commission in an escape clause (tariff adjust-
ment) investigation should be final, and not subject to nullification by Executive
discretion.

In an escape clause investigation, the domestic industry presents its case In
a goldfish bowl in which all import interests have the right to be present, to
be represented by counsel, and to cross-examine the witnesses of the domestic
industry. The Commission conducts a field investigation ard requires the mem-
bers of the domestic industry to submit detailed financial, production, and other
operating Information which is subject to verification by the Commission through
its audit procedures and field investigation. The domestic industry Is also re-
quired to make itself available through public hearings to direct questioning
by members of the Commission and by counsel for all interested parties.

In these circumstances, when the Commission, after a ix-month investigation,
reaches a considered conclusion and makes formal findings concerning serious
Injury and the change in duty or other import restriction required to remedy the
serious injury, its judgment shall be final. As in the case of the Commission's
findings of injury in antidumping cases, the Secretary of the Treasury should be
obliged upon publication of the Commission's finding to enforce the collection of
the increased duties or the imposition of such quantitative limitations as the
Commission finds and specifies in its report to be necessary to correct the serious
injury.

In the recent sheet glass escape clause investigation, the President accepted
the finding of three members of the Commission insofar as they held the domestic
USee Table 9. Appendix.
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Industry to be seriously injured by increased imports, but he Ignored or set aside
the interrelated portion of their finding determining that an increase in the
tariff was necessary to correct such injury.

Under the procedure followed in the Executive Branch, the President bases his
action not upon the report of the Tariff Commission, but, rather, upon written
recommendations of the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations. The
Office of the Special Representitive proceeds to consider the matter de novo
without significant regard to the Tariff Commission's report of its investigation.
Representatives of foreign producers and governments are allowed to make ex
parte representations to the Office of the Special Representative which are not
made avalluble to the domestic industry for rebuttal or cross-examination.

Unlike the goldfish bowl procedure in which the domestic Industry must prove
its case before the Tariff Commission, foreign interests are allowed in a star
chamber proceeding to rebut, distort, and confuse the issues in a case by the
submisison of information and statements which the domestic industry never
has an opportunity to see, study, or comment upon.

Further, the President acts directly upon the recommendations of a member
of his staff, who bases his views on further ex parte presentations by foreign
interests.

This procedure is most unfair and should no longer be countenanced by this
Committee. We are certain that in the sheet glass case, the President based
his decision on a misapprehension of the facts as a result of the type of recom-
mendations submitted to him under the ex parte system described above.

The Tariff Commission Is a quasi-legislative body established by the Congress
with the intent that it acquire and maintain expertise in conducting investiga-
tions into the effect of imports on domestic industries and employment. No
similar level of expertise has been invested in the Office of the Special Repre-
sentative, the President's staff or other elements of the Executive Branch which
"get into the act" in watering down, explaining away, or setting aside the find-
ings of the Tariff Commission in escape clause cases. The Committee should make
a determined effort to restore credibility to the escape clause procedure. The
only way to do this is to require that the findings of the Tariff Commission be
final and binding upon all concerned upon their publication.

(3) By all of the criteria of market disruption and import injury that are
applicable to textiles, footwear, and steel, flat glass should be included in legis-
lation providing for the imposition of limitations upon the quantity and rate of
increase in imports.

We in the fiat glass industry applaud the courage and initiative of the mem-
bers of the Congress who have sponsored H.R. 18970, Title II of which provides
for the imposition of import quotas on textile articles and footwear, while ac-
cording to the President the authority to solve the import problems in those
commodity areas by inernational negotiations.

As the information presented in this statement amply demonstrates, imports of
fiat glass have achieved a deeper penetration of the domestic market than is the
case in textile articles and steel, and a degree of penetration comparable to that
which exists in footwear. Indeed, sheet glass and rolled glass imports exceed
the share of the domestic market claimed by foreign-produced footwear.

We think it is just and proper that your Committee concern itself with a fair
and equitable system of ground rules for guiding all interested parties, both
foreign and domestic, in the rate of access which will be permitted foreign-pro-
duced articles In these import-sensitive areas of our economy. All of the criteria
by which Title II of the Trade Act of 1970 ascertains the sensitivity of textile
articles and footwear apply with equal or greater measure and with equal or
more compelling logic to fiat glass.

Further, the energetic action of the Executive Branch to negotiate an Inter-
national agreement providing for similar ground rules on the exports of steel
into the United States is separate evidence of our entitlement to similar con-
sideration, since the degree of import penetration and the loss of employment in
the fiat glass industry are at least comparable in degree, if not greater than that
which exists in the steel industry.

Accordingly, we recommend that the bill you report, if It includes the sub-
stance of H.R. 18970, be further refined to include the comparable substance of
S. 864 or S. 3022 which provide for the orderly marketing of fiat glass under
criteria quite similar to those now contained in H.R. 18970 for textile articles
and footwear.
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TABLE I.-U.S. IMPORTS, EXPORTS, AND BALANCE OF TRADE IN FLAT GLASS, 1950-69

[in millions of square feet, single strength equivalent

Balance o f
Imports Exports trade

1950 ............................................................. 39.2 18.6 -20.$
1951 ............................................................. 91.7 14.3 -77.4
1952 ............................................................. 45.7 18.1 -29.6
1953----------- ----.............................................. 132.3 22.6 -109.7
1954 ............................................................. 113.6 1&8 -96.8
1955 ............................................................. 259.3 24.1 -235.2
1956 ............................................................ 340.7 22.8 -317.9
1957 ............................................................. 227.5 21.7 -205.8
1958 ............................................................ 305. 18.2 -286.9
199 ............................................................. 502.2 25. 1 -477.1
1960 ............................................................. 417.0 21.1 -395.9
1961 ............................................................. 381.5 19.3 -362.2
1962 ............................................................ 469.1 22.9 -446.2
1963 ................................... ...... 403.3 27.) -375.6
1964 ............................................................. 484.6 32. 5 -452.1
1965 ............................................................. 437.4 44.0 -393.4
1966 ............................................................. 484.2 52. 0 -432.2
1967 ............................................................ 486.1 48.8 -437.3
1968 ............................................................. 641 3 34.4 -614.6
1969 ............................................................. 541.2 37.4 -503 8
1969 (adjusted ) .................................................. 620.8 37.4 -583.4

1 Adjusted for effects of dock strike.
Note: Sheet glass converted to square feet at ratio of I square foot equals 1.16 pounds.
Source: U.S. Tariff Commission; U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census: IM 146, December 1969; FT 110,

annual volumes 1956; FT 410, December 1969, annual volumes 195043.

TABLE IA.-FLAT GLASS EXPORTS AS A PERCENT OF IMPORTS, AND RATE OF GROWTH OF IMPORTS AND EXPORTS
IN THE FLAT GLASS INDUSTRY, 1950-69

Exports Rate of growth 1950 (percent)
as a percent I

import imports Exports

1950 .............................................................
1951 .............................................................
195 .............................................................
1953 ...--- -------------------------------------------
1954 .............................................................
1955 .............................................................
1956 ........................................
1957 .............................................................
1958 .............................................................
1959 ............................................................
1960 ............................................................
1961 .............................................................
1962 ...................--........................................
1963 .............................................................
1964... .....................................
1965 .............................................................

1969 .............................................................
1969 adjusted I ...................................................

47.4 0
3. +16.6

17.1 +237.5
14.8 +189.8
9.3 +561.5
6.7 +769.1
9. 5 480. 4
6. 0 V-78. 3
5.0 +1, 181.1
5.1 +963.8
5.1 -873.2
4.9 +1.096.7
6.9 +928 8
6.7 +1. 136.2

10.1 +1.015.8
'10. 7 +1,135.2
10.0 +1,140.1.
5.3 +1,555.6
6.9 +1,280,6
6.0 +1,483.7

0
-23. 1
-13.5
+21.5
-9.7

+29.6
+22.6
+16.7
-2.2

+34.9
+13:4
+3.8

+23.1
+48.9
+74.7

+136.6
4179.6
+162.4

+101.1

I Adjusted for effects of dock strike.
Source: U.S. Tariff Commission; U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census: IM 146, December 1969; Ft

110, annual volumes 1950-ES; FT 410, December 1969. annual volumes 1950-63.
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TABLE 2.-U.S. IMPORTS, EXPORTS, AND BALANCE OF TRADE IN SHEET GLASS, 1950-69

tin millions of square feet. singe strength equivalenb]

Balance
Imports Exports of trade

| . .......... 27.8
78.91 ............... 3L 1

1953 ...... 101.7.Ar 1954 ................ 94. 7
1is" ................. 211.5
1996 ...... 284.5
1957 1.......8.... 14.5
i1m ....... ......... 261.6
195 .................. 437.1
1960 .................. 353.9

8.6 -19.2
4.3 -74.6
4.6 _ V
4.7 -97.
2.9 -91.8
4.6 -206.9
3.4 -21. 12.2 -18.
2.6 -25.0
2. 8 -434.1
3.7 -350.

Imports Exports of trade

1961................323.6 2.6 -321.0
-------------- fk 7 3.6 _402._.......... 41.1 3.6 -1

........... 343.: - .
-390.9

1 7... ....... 397.3 9.2 38.1
19 ............ 542.0 5.8- -5X6.2

too .................. 451.1 3.4 -447.7
1969 adjusted I........ 514.5 3.4 -511.1

I Adjusted for effects of dock strike.
Note: Converted from pounds lo square feet at ratio of I sqire loot equals 1.16 pounds.
Source: U.S. Tariff Commission. U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, IM 146, December 1969; FT

410, December im
TABLE 2A.-SHEET GLASS EXPORTS AS A PERCENT OF IMPORTS, AND RATE OF GROWTH OF IMPORTS AND EXPORTS

IN THE SHEET GLASS INDUSTRY. 1950-68
Iln percent

Exports as Rate of growth over 1950
oa percent

imports I imports Exports

195.............................................................
195.............. ........................................
15....................................................
1953 .............................................................
1954 .......................................................

1957 .............................................................
1958 ........................................
195......................... ...
1960 ........................................................
1961 .............................................................
1962 .......... ...................... ............

196 .......................................
16................................................

1? .........................................
1968 .....................................................
1969..................................................
1969 adjusted'I..........................................

30.9 0
.4 +183.8

14.3 +15.5
4.6 +265. 8
3.1 +240.6
2.2 4-N&.8
1.2 +923.4
1.2 +56.7
1.0 +841.0
.6 +1,472.3

1.0 +1,173.0
.8 +!064.0
.7 ti, 35 9 .41.0 +1,121.2
.9 +137 8.

2.0 +1,334.2
2.3 +1,3219.1
1.1 +1,849.6
.8 +1,522.7
.7 +1,750.7

I Adjusted for effects of dock strike.
Source: U.S. Tariff Commission. U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, IM 146, December 1969; FT 410

December 199

51-889--TO-pt. 2- 10

0
-50.0
-46.5
-45.4
-66.3
-46.5
-0.5
-74.4
-69.8
-67.5
-57.0
-69.8

-60.5-58.1
-60.5
-9.3
-7.0

-32.6
-60.5
-60.5
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TABLE 3.--U.S. IMPORTS, EXPORTS, AND BALANCE OF TRADE IN PLATE AND FLOAT GLASS,' 1950-69

[I n millions of square fet)

Imports Exports

1950 .......................................
1951 .............................................................
1952 ............................................................
1953 .............................................................
1954 .............................................................
1955 .............................................................
1956 .............................................................
1957 ............................................................
1958 .............................................................
1959 .............................................................
1960 .............................................................
1961 .............................................................
1962 .............................................................
1963 .............................................................
1964 .................... ........................................
1965.............................................................

1967 ....................................................
1968 ...................................................
1969 ....................................................
1969 adjusted'I. ....... . ... * ---- I- --I - "

7.5
7.8
9.8

16.0
12.3
17.9
17.8
17.9
14.4
21.0
16.5
15.7
18.7
23.4
28.0
38.8
42.4
37.9
26.2
31.2
31.2

Balance of
trade

-3.1
-2.2+.6

-10.7
-1.4

-17.6
-20.9
-10.5
-9.1

-16.1
-18.2
-21.1
-19.7
-13.9
-14.0
-4.2

-13.6
-25.7
-50.5
-35.7
-46.0

t Includes polished wire glass.
J Adjusted for effects of dock strike.
Source: U.S. Tariff Commission. U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census: IM 146, December 1969; FT

110, annual volumes 1950-43; FT 410. December 1969, annual volumes 1950-63.

TABLE 3A.-PLATE AND FLOAT GLASS EXPORTS AS A PERCENT OF IMPORTS, AND PATE OF GROWTH OF IMPORTS
AND EXPORTS IN THE PLATE AND FLOAT, GLASS INDUSTRY, 1950-69

(in percent 

Exports as Rate of growth over 1950
a percent
of imports Imports Exports

1950 ............................................................. 70.8 0 0
1951 ............................................................. 78.0 -5.7 +4.0
1952 ............................................................. 106.5 -13.2 +30.7
1953 ............................................................. 59.9 +151.9 +113.3
1954 ............................................. 89.8 +29.2 +4.0
1955 .............................................. 50.4 +234.9 +138.7
1956 ............................................................ 46.0 +265.I +137.3
1957 ............................................................. 63.0 +167.9 +13&.7
1"* 61.3 +121.7 +92.0

S"""...............""..""".".'"" .';.. " : "6 .&6 +250.0 +1l0.0
1960 ............................................................. 47.6 +227.4 +120.0
1961 ............................................................. 42.7 +247.2 +109.3
1962 ............................................................ 48.7 +262.3 +149.3
1963 ........................................................... 62.7 +251.9 +212.0
1964 ............................................................. 66.7 + .2 +.3
1965 ............................................................. 90.2 +30 7 +417.3
1968 ....................................................... 7L7 + 428.t3 &3
1967 ............................................................. 59.6 -500.0 
1968........................................................ 34.2 +623.6 +4.
1969........................................ 46.6 + 2411931.01969 adjusted .................. ........................... 40. 4 +316.0

t Includes polished wire lmss., Adjusted for effects of dock stike.

Source: U.S. Tariff Commission. US. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census: IM 146, December 1969; FT 110
annual volumes 95-63; FT 410, Docember 1969, annual volumes 19503.
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TABLE 4.-U.S. IMPORTS, EXPORTS, AND BALANCE Of TRADE IN CAST AND ROLLED GLASS, 1950-69

uln miions of square feet]

BalanceImports Exports of trade

1950 ............................................................. 0.8 2.5 +1.7
1951 ............................................................. 2.8 2.2 -. 6
19 .......................................................... 4.4 1.7 -2.7
19V4............................................................. 3.9 1.9 -2.0
1954 ............................................................. 5.2 1.6 -3.6
1955 ............................................................. 12.3 1.6 -10.7
1956 ............................................................. 17.5 1.6 -15.9
1957 ............................................................. 14.6 1.6 -13.0
1958 ............................................................. 20.0 1.2 -18.8
1959 ............................................................ 2.0 1.3 -26.7
1960 ............................................................ 28.4 .9 -27.5
1961 ............................................................. 21.1 1.0 -20.1
192 ............................................................. 25.0 1.2 -23.8
1963 ............................................................. 26.5 .9 -25.6
1964 .......................................................... .:5 .9 -30.6
1965 ......................................................... 1.8 -26.0
1966 ............................................................. 29.5 1.8 -27.7
1967 ............................................................. 25.2 1.7 -23.5
1968 ............................................................. 30.3 2.4 -27.9
1969 ................................. T ................. 23.2 2.8 -20.4
1969 (adjusted ) ......................................... 29.1 2.8 -26.3

1 Adjusted for effects of dock strike.

Source: U.S. Tariff Commission. U.S. Oepartmentol Commerce, Bureau of the Census: IM 146, December 1969; FT 110,
annual volumes 1961-63; FT 410, December 1969, annual volumes 1961-63.

TABLE 4A.-CAST AND ROLLED GLASS EXPORTS AS A PERCENT OF IMPORTS, AND RATE OF GROWTH OF IMPORTS
AND EXPORTS IN THE CAST AND ROLLED GLASS INDUSTRY, 1950-69

(In pecent

Exports as Rate of growth over 1950
oa percent

Imports Imports Exports

1950 .............................................................
1951 .............................................................
1952 .............................................................
1953 .............................................................
1954 .............................................................
1955 .............................................................
1956 .............................................................
1957 .................................. ................
1958 .......................................
1959 ............................................................
1960 .................... ...................

1963 ........................................
1964 ......... ..............................
1965 ............................................................
1964...........................................................
1967 .............................................................

1969 adjusted ..................................................

312.5 0
78.6 +250.0
38.6 +450.0
48.7 +387.5
30.8 +550.0
13.0 +1.437.5
9.1 +2.087.5

11.0 +1.725.C
6.0 +2,400.0
4.6 +3,400.0
3.2 +3,450.0
4.7 +2537.5
4.8 +3. 025.0
3.4 +3,212.5
2.9 +3.837.5
6.5 +3. 375.0
6.1 +2,587.5
6.7 +3,050.0
7.9 +3.687.5

12.1 +2.800.0
9.6 +3,547.5

0
-12
-32
-24
-36
-36
-36
-36
-52
-48
-64
-60
-52
-64
-64
-28
-28
-32
-4

+12
+12

a Adjusted for effects of dock strike.

Source: U.S. Tariff Commission. U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census: IM 146, December 1969; FT 110,
annual volumes 1961-63; FT 410, Decber 1969, annual volumes 1961-63.



TABLE 5.-U.S. SHARE OF EXPORTS OF FLAT GLASS FROM 14 SUPPLIER COUNTRIES TO THE WORLD, 1968

tin thousands of dollars]

Origin

Total exports from 14 countries United States

Percent of Percent of West United
Destination Value total Value Total Belgium Germany Italy France Japan Kingdom Other

World ..................... $224,744 100.0 $15,167 6.7 $75,624 $3.610 $22.694 $26.877 $2.068 $24,798 $4.906

United States ...............
Belgium ....................
West Germany ..............
Italy ................
France. ..............
Japan ................
United Kingdom ...........
Oter-.....-------------

66,284
4.568
20,386
7.057
9,377
1,334
6.727

109,011

29.5 ............................
2.0 172 3.8
9.1 101 0.5
3.1 347 4.9
4.2 259 2.8
0.6 598, 44.8
3.0 192 2.9

48 5 13,498 12.4

23.651 8.463
7.. 518 - 2,6677. 518 ------------..
3.587 2.092
5,235 1,217

9 534
4.104 1.313

31.520 16.324

9.852
135

2.268

2.428 ...

8.005

4,440
1,142
8.916

633

124
1,086

10,536

12.473

30

t No data recorded. Source: US. Department of Commerce. Bureau of International Commerce, Market Share Reports
MSR 70-90543. MSR 70-90544. and MSR 70-90545.

5.467
51

214
161

2

2.038
401

1.369
236
206
10
26

620 -.i )---- 8.844
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TALE 6.-ORIGIN OF U.S. IMPORTS OF FLAT GLASS, 1968

fin millions of square feetl

Percent which
Plate and Cast and each area

Sheet glass ftoat glass rolled glass Total is of total

Canada .............................. 2.7 8.3 .............. 11.0 1.7

Latin America ........................ 13.5 ........................... 13.5 2.1

Western Europe ......... . 367.3 44.1 10.9 422.3 65.3

EEC ............................ 277.1 40.8 9.3 327.2 50.6
EFTA ............................ 49.6 2.9 1.6 54.1 8.4
Other ............................ 40.6 0.4 .............. 41.0 6.3

Eastern Europe ....................... 51.5 .............. 4.7 56.2 8.7
Middle fast .......................... 14.8 ............................ 14.8 2.3
Oceania .............................. 4.9 ............................ 4.9 .7
JapIn ............................ 49.0 24.3 8.2 81.5 12.6
Other Asia ........................... 38.5 .............. 4.2 42.7 6.6

Taiwan .......................... 35.5 .............. 3.7 39.2 6.1

Total .......................... 542.2 76.7 28.0 646.9 100.0

Source: United Nations, "Commodity Trade Statistics 1968," series D, vol. XVIII, No. 1-23.

TABLE 7.-U.S. EMPLOYMENT, SHIPMENTS, IMPORTS, EXPORTS, AND DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION OF SHEET GLASS,
1950-69

[in millions of square feet, except employment In units]

Ratio of
Imports to

domestic
Domestic consumption

Employment Shipments Imports Exports consumption (percent)

1950 ................... '8,623 1,243.8 27.8 8.6 1,263.0 2.2
1951 ................... :8.340 1,203.0 78.9 4.3 1,277.6 6.2
1952 ................. ,433 1,072.1 32. 4.6 1,099.6 2. 9
1953 ................. 8,469 1,221.5 101.7 4.7 1.318.5 7.7
1954 ................... 17,757 1,118.9 94.7 2.9 1,210.7 7.8
1955 ................... 9,503 1,370.7 211.5 4.6 1,577.6 13.4
1956 ................... 9630 1.358.8 284.5 3.4 1,639.9 17.3
1957 ................... 9.885 1,083.3 184.5 2.2 1,265.6 14.6
1958 ................... 9,011 963.2 261.6 2.6 1,222.2 21.4
1959 ................... 11,,2 1,362.1 437.1 2.8 1,796.4 24.3
1960 ................. 10,283 1,091.1 353.9 3.7 1,441.3 24.6
1961 ................... 9.979 1 098.1 323.6 2.6 1,419.1 i 22.8
1962 ................... 10.922 1:244.1 405.7 3.0 1,646.8 24.6
1963 ................... 10.657 1,341.4 339.5 3.4 1,677.5 "20.2
1964 ................... 10.938 1,319.0 411.1 3.6 1,726.5 23.8
1965 ................... 11,018 1,320.8 366.6 3.4 1,684.0 21.8
1966 ................... 10,365 1,192.6 398.7 7.8 1,583.5 25.2
1967 ................... 9,783 1,076.1 397.3 9.2 1,464.2 27.1
1968 ................... 9,736 , 1,66.2 542.0 5.8 1,702.4 31.8
1969 .................. '9,068 '1,160.7 451.1 3.4 1,608.4 28.0
Adjusted, 19698 ........ .. 9,068 1,097.3 514.5 3.4 1,608.4 32.0

I Estimated based on 1955 ratio of shipments per employee.
' Estimated for the industry based on actual employment data of domestic producers participating In this appearance.
I Adjusted for effects of dock strike.

Note: Data are In single strength equivalent square feet, converted at the ratio of I square feet equal 1.16 pounds.
Source: U.S. Tariff Commislon; U.S. producers' data.
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TABLE 8.-U.S. EMPLOYMENT, SHIPMENTS, IMPORTS, EXPORTS, AND DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION OF CAST AND

ROLLED GLASS, 1950-69

(in millions of square feet, except employment In units)

Ratio of
imports to

domestic
Domestic consumptionEmployment Shipments Imports Exports consumption (percent)

Average:1950-54 ............ 11,661 58.8 3.4 2.0 60.2 5.6

1955-59 ............ 1 994 58.3 18.5 1.5 75.3 24.6
1960-64 ............ 1,089 159.5 26.5 1.0 85.0 31.1

1965 ................... , 129 60.1 27.8 1.8 86.1 32.2
1966 ------------------- '091 56.1 29.5 1.8 83.8 35.6
1967 ------------------ 1129 49.0 25.2 1.7 72.5 34.6
1968 ................... 1,119 54.4 30.3 2.4 82.3 36.8
1969 .................. 1 1 078 156.1 2-3. 2 2.8 76.5 30.3
Adjusted 19691 ......... ... 1:078 50.2 29.1 2.8 76.5 38.0
Average: 1965-69 ------- 109 55.1 27.2 2. 1 80.2 33.9

1 Partially estimated based on ctual data for domestic producers participating In this appearance.
I Adjusted for effects of dock strike.

Smurce: U.S. producers' data; U.S. Tariff Commission; U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, IM 146,
December 1969; FT 410, December 1969.

TABLE 9.-U.S. EMPLOYMENT, SHIPMENTS, IMPORTS, EXPORTS, AND DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION OF PLATE AND
FLOAT GLASS,' 1950-69

[In millions of square feet, except employment in units]

Ratio of
imports to
domestic

Domestic consumption
Employment Shipments Imports Exports consumption (percent)

Average:
1950-34 ------------- 16,650 '500.0 14.0 10.7 503.3 2.8
1955-59 ------------- a9,061 '716.0 32.6 17.8 730.8 4.5
1960-64 ------------ 14,581 3680.8 37.8 20.5 698.1 5.4

1965 ------------------- 18,543 - 831.6 42.0 38.8 834.8 5.0
1966 -- _--------------- 18.693 811.5 56.0 42.4 825.1 6.8
1967 ------------------- 17. 326' 745.9 63.6 37.9 771.6 8.2
1968 ------------------- 18,122 909.7 76.7 26.2 960.2 8.0
1969 ------------------- a 17,721 3904.0 66.9 31.2 939.7 7.1
Adjusted 1969' --------- 17,721 893.7 j7.2 31.2 939.7 8.2
Average: 1965-69 ------- 18,081 840.5 61.0 35.3 866.2 7.0

' Includes polished wire.
I Employment and shipment figures for plate and float ard for polished wire glass for the years 1950-63 and 1969 were

estimated based on the ratio of data for domestic producers participating in this appearance for employment and shipment
to those data in the Tariff Commission report for the same year.

a Adjusted for effects of dock strike.
Source: U.S. Tariff Commission, U.S. producers; U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census: IM 146, De-

cember 1969; FT 110, annual volumes 1950-63; FT 410, December 1969, and annual volumes 1950-63.

APPENDIX 10

TITLE -. REGULATION OF IMPORTS OF SHEET AND ROLLED GLASS

'See. 1. Shee glass
The rates of duty specified in Column I for Items 542.11 through 542.98,

inclusive, of the Tariff Schedules of the United States are changed by inserting
the same rates as are specified for such items in Column 2 thereof. The change in
Column 1 rates specified by this Section shall supersede the tariff concessions on
such items heretofore granted by the United States in trade agreements. The
President, as soon as practicable, shall take such action as he determines to be
necessary to terminate such trade agreement concessions.

Sec. 2. Rolled glass
The rates of duty specified |a Column 1 for Items 541.11, 541.21, and 541.31

of the Tariff Schedules of the United States are changed by substituting the follow-
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ing rates for those otherwise applicable under trade agreement conceselons there-
totore granted by the United States in trade agreements:

TSUS item Article Column 1 rate

Glass (whether or not containing wire netting), in rectangles, not
ground, not polished and not otherwise processed, weighing over
4oz. per square foot:

Cast or rolled glass:
541.11 Ordinary glass ....................................... 0.625 cents per pound.

Colored or special glass:
541.21 Opaque and measuring over 1i64 Inch in thickness-_ 1.2 cents per pound.
541.31 Opaque and measuring not over 'Is,4 Inch in thickness, 0.625 cent per pound plus 2,5

or not opaque and of any thickness, cents per pound.

The President, as soon as practicable, shall take such action as he determines
to be necessary to modify such trade agreement concessions in accordance with
the provisions of this Section.

MANUFAOTURING CHEMISTs AsSOCLTION,
Washington, D.C., October 12, 1970.

Hon. RussELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAjR M. CHAMMAN: The Manufacturing Chemists Association wishes to
comment on Title IV of H.R. 18970, the Trade Act of 1970, which pertains to the
Domestic International Sales Corporation (DISC). The Manufacturing Chemists
Association is a nonprofit trade association 'of 169 United States member con-
panies representing more than 90 percent of the production capacity of basic
industrial chemicals within this country.

There are substantial differences in taxation systems and practices among
the major industrial nations. One of the significant effects of these differences Is
a trade advantage for those exports accorded relatively more favorable tax treat-
ment. Economic studies and trade analyses conducted in the chemical industry
have led us to the conclusion that foreign chemical exports, in comparison with
United States chemical exports, currently enjoy a trade advantage arising from
more favorable tax treatment. We believe that United States Industrial products,
in general, are similarly disadvantaged. A conceptually perfect but impractical
answer to the trade problems arising from taxation differences would be 100
percent harmonization among the tax systems and practices of all competing
nations. A more practical approach in the "real world of International buslliess"
is to adopt measures within United States control and to negotiate thqre not
within United States control so as to make U.9. goods more equivalently com-
petitive. We urge this approach.

The present United States system of taxation ot foreign source income places
United States industry at a competitive disadvantage with foreign industry
in leading exporting nations. This serves to discourage existing exporters from
increasing efforts to expand exports, as well as deter others from entering
the export market. Many businessmen view export markets as purely secondary.
Accordingly, it is our considered opinion that the Internal Revenue Code and
regulations thereunder should be- changed to at least equate the tax burden
on exports with that of other leading exporting nations.

The DISC proposal contained in Title IV of II.R. 18970 Is designed to
eliminate the disadvantages outlined above and to encourage export operations
of American manufacturers by providing for a deferral of Federal Incoie tax
on export profits of domestic manufacturers.

The DISC proposal would permit the deferral to bo accomplished through a
domestic international sales corporation which would act as an intermediary
to defer tax on its export profits. In order to qualify as a DISC, 95 percent of a
corporation's gross income would have to be derived from export sales and re-
lated export activities, which would include interest received on loans made
by the DISC to its parent to finance export manufacturing facilities, and also
dividends received from its foreign subsidiaries principally engaged in market.
trig DISC exports. In addition to the income test, an asset test would be pre-
scribed-95 percent of the assets of the DISC would have to be export-related.
such as working capital, plant, obligations issued or guaranteed by the export-
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Import bank, or F.I.C.A., stock or securities of controlled foreign vorporatiuns
engaged in marketing DISC exports, and obligations representing loans to the
domestic producers for the financing of export manufacturing facilities.

Basically, the proposal would exempt from Federal income tax the retained
earnings of a DISC so long as It met the prescribed qualifications outlined above.
Those earnings only would be taxed at the time they are distributed as a
dividend, when the corporation is liquidated, or upon the sale of the stwck of the
corporation by its parent. The DISC would be treated as a foreign corporation
in many respects so that its dividends would not qualify for the dividends
received deduction but would be treated in a manner similar to dividends from
a foreign corporation. The foreign tax credit would be allowed on these distri-
butions to the same extent as allowed for dividends of foreign corporations.

The Manufacturing Chemists Association wholeheartedly endorses the DISC
proposal as contained in ILR. 18970. We firmly believe that It should result in
the expansion of exports from the United States and should attract domestic
manufacturers not now engaged in exports to enter the export market.

The chemicAl industry is highly captial intensive, and plant complexes must be
sufficiently sizeable to be economical. Therefore, there are advantages in central-
lzing facilities in one location, together with related technical and research per-
sonnel to satisfy various market locations. Assuming equality of tax climate in the
United States, the economics of scale and consolidation of management and tech-
nical support, resulting from large integrated chemical complexes here, can out-
balance the present benefits of dispersed overseas investment. The DISC pro-
posal, if adopted, would assist in neutralizing tax burdens as a factor in the
investment decision whether to locate a new facility in a foreign country or in
the United States.

For the foregoing reasons, the Manufacturing Chemists Association strongly
urges your Committee-to act favorably with respect to the DISC proposal con-
tained in Title IV of the Trade Act of 1970.

Sincerely,
W. J. DRIVER.

NATIONAl. ASSOCIATION OF WOOL MANUFACTURERS,
Washington, D.C., October 1Z, 1970.Hon. RUSSEL.L B. LoNe,

Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Scnatc, Washington, D.C.

DEAR' MS. CHAIRMAN: The enclosed testimony by Morton H. Darman, Chair-
man of the Board of Directors of this Association, in support of H.R. 16920
was presented before the Committee on Ways and Means on May 20, 1970.
We respectfully request that it be included in the record of the Finance Com-
mittee's current hearings on H.R. 18970, the "Trade Act of 1970."

'Mr. Darman's statement before the Ways and Means Committee was made
on behalf of this Association, which is the national trade organization of the
wool textile industry of the United States; the National Wool Growers Asso-
ciation, representing the quarter million wool growers In all 50 states; and
the Boston'and Allied Wool Trade Associations, comprised of the wool merchants
and dealers of this country.

All the reasons advanced in the' enclosed statement in behalf of prompt
a(tion on H.R. 16020 apply with equal or greater validity today.

While we would have preferred the stronger provisions of H.R. 160920 relating
to textile Import'limitations, we fully support H.R. 18970 and urge the Finance
Committee to accord this bill favorable consideration In time to assure its
enactment in this Congress. It is our hope that the Committee will approve
Hl.R. 189)70 as an amendment to the pending Social Security legislation,
H.R. 17550.

Respectfully,
JACK A. CROWDER, Prcvidcnt.

TESTIMONY OF MORTON H. DARMAN, ON BEHALF OF NATIONAL ASSOCIATION o r

WOOL MANUFACTURERS, BOSTON WOOL TRADE ASSOCIATION, AND NATIONAL WOOL
GROWERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. my name Is Morton H. Darman,
I appear here today as Chairman of the Board of the National AsoocIation of
Wool 'Manufacturers, 1200 Seventeenth Street, N.W., this city. I am president
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of The Top Company, 470 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts, a manufac-
turer of wool tops.

The Association Is the national trade organization of the wool textile Indutstry.
Its members manufacture more than 70% of the textiles made In the United
States on the woolen and worsted systems, except carpets and rugs. The Boston
Wool Trade Association, representing almost all the wool dealers of this coun-
try, Is an affiliate of our Association.

I am also speaking on behalf of the National Wool Growers Association, which
represents the quarter million producers of raw wool In the United State*i

The wool textile Industry Is situated principally in the southeastern, New Eng-
land, and Middle Atlantic states, although there are mills in 32 of the 50 states.
Wool Is grown In all 50 states of the Union, principally in the Rocky Mountain
states, Texas, California, and certain of the midwestern states.

The wool manufacturing industry of the United States provides the only nar-
ket for domestically produced raw wool. The welfare of the wool growing Industry
Is therefore directly related to the health of the domestic wool textile industry. In
this connection, I should point out that Congress in enacting and extending the
National Wool Act of 1954 has declared that production of raw wool in the
United States Is essential to the'national security; but wool has no security
value unless the capacity exists within this country to manufacture it Into utiable
textile products.

Mr. Chairman, we concur in the statements which have been made here by
Mr. McCulloch and Mr. Dent and fully support their conclusion that a comlore-
hensive all-fiber solution to the textile Import problem Is urgently needed. And
while I represent the segment of the textile industry which has been most severely
damaged by Import--wool-I do not Intend to burden the Committee with sta-
tistics beyond reminding you that imports of wool textiles and apparel now exceed
one-third of United States production, more than twice the level exl.iing as
recently as 1961, and that these imports in 1960 contributed $391.5 million to this
country's balance of trade deficit, also more than double the 1961 figure.

Secretary Stans, in his testimony before this Committee last week, has made
the case for reasonable quantitative controls on textile Imports. We believe such
controls can best be achieved by prompt enactment of H.R. 16920. I will therefore
confine -my remarks to an explanation of why we believe such prompt enactment
of this legislation is necessary and why we believe any undue delay would only
serve to defeat the Administration's declared objectives In the textile area.

WITHOUT CONGRESSIONAL ACTION, U.S. EFFORTS TO NEGOTIATE VOLUNTARY
AGREEMENTS HAVE BEEN NONPRODUCTIVE

First, Mr. Chairman, given the present attitude In the Orient we believe it only
remotely possible for the Administration to negotiate, within a period of weeks,
a comprehensive solution to the textile Import problem. This would In the first
Instance require a turn-around in position on the part of the principal exporting
nation, Japan, which completely rejected United States proposals for such a
solution in an Aide-Memoire delivered last March 9. This Aide-Memolre was
released to the press in Tokyo, and Is attached as Exhibit A to my statement.
Mr. Chairman, some have said it Is notable chiefly for its arrogance. I consider
it to be notable chiefly for its clarity.

It should be recognized also that, while a comprehensive textile bilateral with
one country--even If It could be achieved-would represent progress, it would
not provide the needed solution to this problem. Imports from other exporting
nations must also be controlled.

We are not aware of any progress whatsoever by the Administration in
achieving a negotiated solution to the textile import problem. Nor could any of
the Administration witnesses here last week provide this Committee with evi-
dence of any progress. They did, however, admit that the movement In the
Congress--and specifically these hearings--had contributed to the coming about
of whatever It Is that gives rise to their encouragement

Therefore why, we must ask, should not this Committee and the Congress give
prompt and favorable consideration to H.R. 16920, to assure that the job can
be done before it is too late?

H.R. 16920 PROVIDES FOR NEGOTIATED VOIXNTARY AGREEMENT

We resent very deeply the less than forthright descriptions of this bill by
many of its opponents who apparently have read only that portion which would
Impose quantitative limitations on Imports of textiles and leather footwear
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at the average 1967-1968 levels. Considering the growth of such imports in
recent years, these are indeed very generous levels. But what the bill's oppo-
nents fall to note or, more probably, what they fail to disclose to the public,
is that even these generous levels can be superseded by international arrange-
ments. And these arrangements are only circumscribed by the requirement
that they be such as to foster the maintenance and expansion of economically
strong textile and footwear industries in the United States and to avoid disrup-
tion of domestic markets. We are certain these are the kinds of arrangements
President Nixon and his Administration have been seeking, without success.
We applaud them, particularly Secretary Stans who has worked so dilegently
on this matter, but the fact remains they have not succeeded. We believe prompt
enactment of H.R. 16920 will provide them with the negotiating posture they
now so sorely lack.

TIIREAT OF RETALIATION EMPTY

United States textile import policies have been, and under H.R. 16920 would
remain, so generous relative to those of other GATT members that "retaliation"
and "compensation" can surely be avoided by vigorous presentation of the
American case to our trading partners.

In view of the subsidies being paid ou textile exports to the United States,
the non-tariff trade barriers raised against United States textile exports around
the world, and the bilateral textile agreements between foreign nations which
force additional exports onto the United States market, the real questions are
these: Why does not the United State. Government invoke our right of retalia-
tion? Why does not free trade mean fair trade?

In any event, there is a distinction, in practice, between violating the rules
of the GATT and invoking its provisions with respect to retaliation and com-
pensation. Retaliation and compensation enter when the value of the conces-
sions granted a party has been nullified or impaired by the illegal action taken.
This is to say, the GATT has not authorized retaliation or called for compensa-
tion unlcs.s the action in quction has had an adverse effect on the trade of the
complaining country, since, as a practical matter, it would be impossible, to
assess the amount of compensation or retaliation in the absence of trade effects.

It is only if the import quota has the effect of Impairing the value of a tariff
convesion-if the trade flows involved were adversely affected-that there

vouild be a basis for a material grievance.
Since what is contemplated is the negotiation of agreements under which

some growth in imports would be allowed if growth occurs in the United
States market. the United States Government would have a strong basis, both
in GATT law and practice, to defend against any action by the Contracting
Parties calling for compensation and retaliation.

WORLD'S HIGHEST PRODUCTIVITY OUTDISTANCED BY WAGE DISPARITY-TIME NOT
IN FAVOR OF CLOSING THE GAP

As Secretary Stans pointed out last week, we in the United States pay our
textile employees about $2.8 an hour, exclusive of fringe benefits, compared with
about $.53 an hour paid to Japanese workers. I might add parenthetically that
there are other Oriental countries where textile wages are much less even than
those paid in Japan. In any case, Japanese textile wages thus come to about 22%
of the Americhn standard. Yet, according to official estimates prepared and pub-
lished in July 1969 by the Economic Planning Agency of the Japanese Govern-
ment. the average large Japanese textile enterprise's labor productivity is about
36.2% of the average for American textile mills of equivalent size. Let me
eml)hasize again that these are official Japanese estimates, not mine.

This means, Mr. Chairman, that in spite of being three times as efficient as the
Japanese, we cannot overcome their advantage of wages which are roughly 'A of
our textile wages and ' of the United States minimum wage. This wage differ-
ential is so large that we cannot hope to offset It through productivity, given the
fact that everyone in the textile and apparel industries of the world has free
access to new technology. And one cannot contemplate a rise in Oriental wages
which would close this gap. Thus our competitive disadvantage will persist far
into the future, far enough to guarantee the destruction of our textile and apparel
industries as we know them today, unless reasonable restraints are put into
effect f.n textile and apparel imports.
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PROMPT ENACTMENT OF H.R. 16920 ESSENTIAL

We must confront the realities of the situation: The United States market is
the only unrestricted major market for textiles in the world. Our advantage in
productivity over the Orient is hopelessly outdistanced by the wage differential.
An ever increasing share of textiles and apparel for the United States market is
being produced abroad. And time is not on our side.

Under these circumstances, Mr. Chairman, we must have the help of this
Committee and the Congress-now, before it is too late.

Mr. McCulloch has detailed for you the economic and social importance to the
United States of its textile and apparel industries. We are proud of our industry,
and we want to be able to contribute more in ihe future, both economically and
socially, to this country. We believe, Mr. ChmiIidn. that we are deserving of the
help we ask.

We urge prompt enactment of H.R. 16920.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee.

EXuIBIT A
EMBASSY OF JAPAN,

Washington, March 9, 1970.
AIDE-MEMOIRE

1. Reference is made to the Aide-Memoire of the Embassy of Japan, dated
February 10, 1970, and that of the Department of State, dated February 19,
1970, concerning exports to the United States of textile and apparel products
of wool and man-made fiber.

2. As has been stated on many occasions, the Government of Japan is unable
to accept the proposal by the Government of the United States, dated January 2,
1970, as a basis for discussion. The Government of Japan believes that the Gov-
ernment of the United States has already been fully informed of the views of
the Government of Japan with regard to the above-mentioned proposal, but
the Government of Japan wishes to reiterate its position, by way of confirmation,
as follows:

(1) The above-mentioned proposal differs from the previous United States
proposal dated December 19, 1969, in that it does not call for the establish-
ment of aggregate limits and group limits. On the surface, the proposal
appears to have done away with comprehensive restrictions. However, in
fact, the application of the "trigger" mechanism to all items not covered
by specific limits results in the setting up of category by category ceilings
and, in this regard, the proposal does not substantially differ from proposals
calling for comprehensive restrictions.

This point is greatly to be regretted, inasmuch as the Government of
Japan has consistently taken the position that comprehensive restrictions
are wholly unacceptable.

(2) The proposal represents some improvement over the December pro-
posal in that specific limits were somewhat increased. Yet, total export limits
for 1970 under the proposal amount to less than the actual level of exports
in 1969. This is contrary to the views expressed by the United States repre-
sentatives on frequent occasions, including those expressed by Secretary
of Commerce Stans on the occasion of his visit to Japan last year, to the
effect that the Government of the United States does not seek to roll back
the level of past exports.

(3) The proposal calls for an agreement effective for a long and fixed
term of 5 years. This is in conflict with the Japanese position that export
restraints should be considered as provisional measures undertaken for the
sake of expediency until such time as the United States Government is In a
position to resort to Article 19 of the GATT.

3. The basic views of the Government of Japan concerning ways and means
for the solution of this issue are as follows:

(1) The Government of Japan can implement export restraints only on
a selective basis, solely for those items which are subject to serious injury or
threat of serious injury caused by increased imports, and only upon obtain-
ing the understanding of the domestic industries concerned in Japan and
following the consent of the major exporting countries.

(2) However, the normal manner to deal with this problem would be
resort to Article 19 of the GATT by the United States. As stated In para-
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graph 2.(3), In case the measures referred to in (1) above should be put
Into effect, they are to be considered interim measures to be employed until
the United States will be in a position to resort to that Article. The Gov-
ernment of Japan reserves its rights under the GATT in case the United
States resorts to Article 19.

(3) The Government of Japan call understand the United States position
that, under Article 19 of the GA'TTr, judgments as to the existence of injury
is made, in the first instance, by the importing country. However, Article 19
provides for the holding of sufficient consultations with exporting countries
concerning compensation and other matters. It is also noted that, In the
United States, the existence of serious Injury or the threat thereof is Judged
by an authoritative organ, the Tariff Commission, after careful Investigation.

(4) -lowever, the present case, where the G9vernment of the United States
is requesting that the exporting countries implement export restraints which
have substantially the same trade effect as import restrictions, differs coln-
pletely from normal Article 19 procedure. In this case, it is felt that it is
only reasonable to ask for full consultations with the exporting countries,
who are to implement the restraints, for obtaining their understanding con-
cerning injury or the threat thereof.

4. As stated above, the Government of Japan cannot in any way accept coin-
prehensive restrictions. However, with respect to a selective approach. it is pre-
pared, following the basic policy of paragraph 3, above, to conduct further talks,
while obtaining supplementary data and explanations from the Government of
the United States The Government of Japan proposes that the preliminary dis-
cussions in Geneva be reopened for such purpose.

5. As the Government of Japan has explained during the preliminary discus-
sions in Geneva and on other occasions, the existence of serious injury or the
threat thereof due to Increased imports with respect to Individual items on a
selective basis, should be determined on the basis of economic factors normally
taken into account, such as production, Imports, prices, employment and etc. On
the basis of the Incomplete data and explanations thus far presented by the
government of the United States, the Government of Japan cannot but conclude
that it can find no items causing or threatening to cause Injury.

6. However, if the Government of the United States Is able to agree to reopen
tile preliminary dis usslons in Geneva, as referred to in paragraph 4, above,
and giving due consideration to the various factors to tie taken into account in
determining Injury as enumerated in paragraph 5, above, endeavors to demon-
strate injury or the threat thereof for items whose Import/consumption ratios,
for example, are already at a considerable high level and are also growing sig-
nificantly, the Government of Japan is prepared to give careful attention and
to conduct further talks thereon.

7. Also, if the Government of the United States is willing to call upon tile
Tariff Commis.sion to conduct investigations, and that the Commission condlcts
Investigations concerning the existence of serious injury or the threat hereof
due to increased imports with respect to individual items, in accordance with fi-
partial procedures Including the holding of public hearings and the canvassing
of the views of all interested parties, the Government of Japan Is prepared to re-
spect the conclusions of that Commission as much as possible. in its dlscu' sions
with the United States.

8. The Government of Japan is of the view that, at a certain stage after
discussions concerning the factual situation have progressed in accordance with
the procedures set forth in paragraph 6. or 7. above, it is necessary to change
to multilateral discussions to include other major exporting countries. This posi-
tion has already been stated in the Aide-Memoire of this Embassy, dated Feb-
rmary 10, 1970. The Government of Japan considers it necessary that such dis-
cussions should be connected in some manner with the umbrella of the GATT.

9. When the above considerations are met, and the understanding and the co-
operation of the industries concerned are secured, the Government of .Japan
will be prepared to implement exports restraints.

As has been stated in the above-mentioned Aide-Memolre of this Emnbasy, ex-
port restraints can in no case be adopted without the understanding of the in-
dustries concerned.

10. As stated in paragraph 2. above, the Government of Japan is unable to
accept the proposal by the Government of the United States concerning the
treatment of items other than those subject to specific limits. The views of the
Government of Japan in this connection have already been expressed on the oc-
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season of the Geneva preliminary discussions of November, 19069. That is to say,
if the Government of the United States considers it necessary to place restric-

tions on these items, it will refer the matter to a committee which is to be estab-
lished beforehand and which will be made up of the United States and the major

exporting countries, while submitting data indicating injury or the threat there-

of. If agreement is reached at the above committee, the exporting countries are

to exercise export restraint. The consultations in the committee are to be con-

cluded within a month, as a general rule, and if agreement Is not reached within

this period, the United States will be free to take unilateral measures to restrict
imports. In this case, however, it goes without saying that the exporting coun-

tries reserve their rights and privileges under the GA'TP.
11. While the Government of Japan is of the view that such matters as the

duration of the restraints and the growth rate of the specific limits should be

dib missedd in depth only after agreement is reached as to whether or not restrlc-
tio . are necessary, and, if so, what items are to be subject to export restraint,
its views with respect to the major elements of the United States proposal of
January are set forth below.

(1) The restraints should be in effect for as short a period as possible
inasmuch as export restraints are considered to be interim measures to en-
able the Government of the United States to resort to Article 19 of the GATT,
as stated in paragraph 3.(2) above. The restraints should cease to be effec-
tive one year after the coming into effect of the new United States Trade Act
or by the end of 1971, whichever comes earlier.

(2) Since restrictions are to be in effect only for a short period, the Gov-
ernment of Japan does not consider it appropriate to establish in advance a
uniform growth-rate of the specific limits. In any case, the United States
proposal to adjust the limits in accordance with the fluctuations of the
United States domestic market is wholly unacceptable, because such a
scheme freezes the share of Imports in the years to come.

(3) The level of specific limits and growth-rates for the limits should
not be determined uniformly in advance, but should be determined In-
dividually, depending on the nature of the injury caused or threatened to
be caused. For this reason also, in inquiry into the existence of Injury or the
threat thereof for individual items should be the initial task; discussion on
reasonable growth-rates can be held on the basis of the judgment or injury
or the threat thereof.

Cox, LANoFORD & BROWN,
Washington, D.C., October 12, 1970.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Olce Building, Washington, D.C.

My DEAR Ms. CHAIRMAN: The proposal on International trade now before the
Congress--The "Trade Act of 1970," H.R. 18970--would alter fundamentally
this country's approach to trade problems. If adopted it would threaten both
the economy of the United States and its relations with its trading partners. As
the President has observed, the United States is "an exporting nation rather
than an importing nation"; reversion to protectionism could only be to its ulti-
mate disadvantage.

Although II.R. 18070 was reported out by the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee after lengthy hearings, the implications and possible consequences of its
final provisions are largely unexplored. The subject deserves full consideration
by the Finance Committee by means of hearings in which the many new pro-
posals in H.R. 18970 can be considered in detail.

We represent Glaverbel (USA) Inc., a company promoting the sale of Belgian
flat glass to the United States. Flat glass provides a striking illustration of the
Issues which are involved when domestic industries seek Increased protection
from foreign competitors.

Domestic producers of flat glass have waged for years a series of expensive
and bitter campaigns to try to immunize themselves from the competition pro-
vided by imports of flat glass. The domestic producers have alleged "injury"
from imports when they know both that they were not injured and that their
problems were not caused by imports. They have enjoyed unnecessary escape
clause relief on sheet glass for nearly a decade, and they have unsuccessfully
sought escape clause protection for other flat glass products. They have insti-
gated a whole series of unwarranted and harassing proceedings against imports
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under the antidumping and countervailing duty laws. Whatever happens to the
level of demand or to market prices, or to other conditions in the industry, the
domestic producers blame Imports.

Imports are even blamed for conditions created directly by actions of the
domestic producers. When a domestic company constructs a major new plant
in a different part of the country (as when PPG Industries built a new sheet
glass plant in California In 1968) and thus shifts the location of its production
and causes a reduction of production and employment at the old plants, the
domestic producers blame imports. When the new plant does not Immediately
reach full production (while normal engineering bugs are ironed out) and when
the structure of prices in nearby markets softens as the new domestic produc-
tion is added to the supply of glass, imports are blamed. When published prices
are maintained at an artificial level in the face of reductions in demand for
fiat glass in the U.S. automobile and construction industries and all sellers--
including all major U.S. producers--begin to negotiate sales below list prices,
this phenomenon is characterized as "unfair competition" caused by foreign

competitors. When domestic producers respond sluggisly to an improvement
in demand and consumers turn to imports to meet their new needs (as in the
case of sheet glass in 1908), the domestic companies scream about "market
penetration." When domestic producers shift their emphasis from one type of
fiat glass to another (as in the case of the rapid expansion of float glass ca-
pacity) and build the new plants in new locations using largely new employees,
they encourage public officials and employees from the old locations to come to
Washington to badger their Congressmen about imports. When a major domestic
producer builds an obsolete plant In the face of changing technology (as Amer-
ican ,Saint Gobain did when it went into plate glass production) it tries to make
Imports the scapegoat for its own managerial miscalculations.

The proposals now before the Congress would encourage such actions by
substantially reducing the standards whicch would have to be met before import
restrictions are imposed. The mere fact of effective competition from Imports
would seemingly be sufficient to cause the erection of trade barriers.

Who would be the beneficiaries of making effective competition from im-
ports more difficult? In the case of flat glass the industry Is the most highly
concentrated of the basic manufacturing industries in this country. Data com-
piled through the Census of Manufacturers shows that in 1958 four companies
were responsible for 90 percent of the value of domestic flat glass shipments;
and this percentage has increased each time it has been recomputed-to 92
percent in 1963 and 96 percent in 1966.

In particular sectors of the industry the concentration is even higher. Three
companies account for nearly 100 percent of the production of plate glass. Three
companies account for 100 percent of the production of float glass. Three com-
panies account for over 78 percent of the total U.S. output of tempered glass.
The President of one of the nation's four producers of rolled and figured
glass testiled before the House Ways and Means Committee on June 15, 1WO
that. "for all intents and purposes," his company and one other are the only
domestic producers of rolled glass. Although the principal flat glass companies
are subject to the provisions of an antitrust consent decree, this decree does
uot provide consumers with alternative sources of supply. Imports perform
this function.

'i;a United States markets for flat glass products need the vitality provided
by such competition. In light of the highly concentrated nature of the domestic
industry it Is clear that restrictions on flat glass imports will have an immediate
inflationary effect.

The proposals now before the Congress would largely tie the hands of the
President in dealing with "escape clause" cases, denying him the opportunity
to take all factors into account and make a reasoned judgment, In each case,
on whether proposed restrictions would be in the national interest. One such
nationall interest" consideration Is the probable effect of the proposed restric-
tions on this country's relations and trade with the other nations concerned.
In the case of flat glass, Belgium Is a principal supplier. In recent years,
Belgium's trade with the United States has been in substantial balance. Flat
glass Is one of the principal products Belgium sells to the United States. In-
cluded among the principal products Belgium purchases from the United States
are:
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Value of 1960 BLEU Imports from United States
Millions

Product: ol dollars
Nonelectrical machinery (including power-generating machinery

and office machines) ------------------------------------ $168. 7
Chemicals ----------------------------------------------- 1. 6
Transport equipment (including motor vehicles and spare parts) --- 106. 0
Cereals and cereal preparations -------------------------------- 42. 4
Electrical machinery --------------------------------------- 40. 7
Oil seeds (including soybeans) -------------------------------- 39.2

Additional restrictions on Belgium's sales of flat glass to the United States
would interfere seriously with Belglan-American trade relations-which have
grown increasingly close as more and more American companies have estab-
lished plants and offices in Belgium-and would make Belgium less able to pur-
chase American products. It can be assumed that a reduction In Belgian ex-
ports to the United States would lead, in one way or another, to a reduction in
United States exports to Belgium. Belgium would lose, but so also would the
American industries for which Belgium is an important market.

In view of these considerations, we urge that the Committee on Finance re-
Ject the wholesale modifications in the existing escape clause procedures which
are proposed in H.R. 18970. At a minimum these proposals should be the sub-
Ject of full consideration, both before the Committee and on the floor of the
Senate.

Respectfully submitted.
Cox, LANGFORD & BROWN,

Attorneys for Ulavcrbcl (USA) Inc.

STONE, GLASS AND CLAY COORDINATING COMMITEE,

Washngton, D.C., October 12, 1970.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONO,
Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate,
Washingtc: , D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LoNo: On behalf of our seven International Unions, I would
like to convey to you our support for Senate amendments 925 and 1009, which
amend H.R. 17550 by incorporating H.R. 18970.

Our seven Unions are plagued by unregulated imports causing consider-
able unemployment in distressed industries such as pottery, ceramic tile, sheet
glass, potash, stone, glassware, plus "dumped" imports of cement and tele-
vision sets.

The bill is a vast improvement over the 1962 act and is badly needed to re-
store some equity to U.S. Trade Policy.

We, of course, will be striving for some refinements when the bill reaches
the Senate floor, especially in the escape clause and the DISC sections.

Sincerely,
HOWARD P. CHEST,

Executive Secrctary.

STATEMENT OF PosITrio, STONE, GLASS AND CLAY COORDINATING COMMirrEE

Mr. George M. Parker, President, The American Flint Glass Workers Union of
North America.

Mr. Lee W. Mir ton, President, The Glass Bottle Blowers Association of the
United State t and Canada.

Mr. Lester Null, President, The International Brotherhood of Operative Potters.
Mr. Felix, C. Jones, President, The United Cement, Lime and Gypsum Workers

i-ternational Union.
Mr. Ralph Reiser, President, The United Glass and Ceramic Workers of North

America.
Mr. Robert Kurtz, President, The United Stone and Allied Products Workers of

America. -
Mr. Harry Baughman, President, The Window Glass Cutters League of America.

STONE, GLASS AND CLAY CO0RDINATING COMMIrrE,
LEE W. MINTON, Chairman.
HOWARD P. CHESTER, Executive Secretary.
REUBEN RoE, Secreta ry-Treasurer.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: Our Stone, Glass and Clay
Coordinating Committee is composed of seven International Unions, all affiliated
with the AFL--CIO, who have joined together to cooperate on mutual problems
that affect any one of our seven affiliate& We have a combined membership of
250,000 workers, with active locals in almost all of the fifty states.

We have a direct concern in U.S. trade policy and appreciate this opportunity to
express our views on this vital subject. As previously announced, you are con-
sidering the President's Trade Act, introduced November 19, 1909; Chairman
Mills bill, H.R. 16920, introduced April 13, 1970; and other legislation on trade
pending before the Committee such as the Fair International Trade Act.

We have analyzed the bills named above, and with the exception of the Fair
International Trade Act, we feel the proposed legislation can be compared to
applying a band-aid to a gaping, mortal wound. Only a small portion of the
problem is taken care of, and many, many industries excluded from any help are
supposed to lay over and play dead until the date for their funeral has been
assigned.

We, nor the Labor movement as a whole, do not intend to stand on the side
lines as spectators in the liquidation of industry after industry and the Jobs of
American workers who work in these industries, to the all consuming appetite
of the powerful free trade, global, multinational corporations, whose only con-
cern is the profit motive and could care less about working people, U.S. or foreign.

You may say that is a rather harsh position to take, however, In all of the
testimony I have read on "private foreign investment" given before subcommit-
tees of Ways and Means (1958), Foreign Affairs (1969), any mention of the
effect on American labor was either scarce or non-existent. What conclusion do
you reach? There is no concern for labor, only as a cost of doing business and
if labor can be found elsewhere In the world at lesser cost, move to that area
and establish facilities to take advantage of lower labor costs and increase prof-
its. This is the present corporate philosophy; global production, global market,
earnings returned or reinvested as they desire is their wish, concurred in by our
Government who guarantees loans, legislates corporations (OPIC), urges foreign
investment as a foreign policy instrument.

Under this policy who suffers? Labor suffers! Capital is mobile while labor
must stay within the boundaries of the U.S. and watch their employment ex-
ported to the 130 other nations in the world, where only 37 have a democratic
form of government. Labor has great cause for concern and this concern is being
voiced by organized Labor's parent body the AFTrCIO, Departments of the
AFL-CIO such as the IUD, MTD, as well as many International Unions stress-
ing the need for "fair" trade as opposed to "freer" trade, and that priority be
given to maintaining employment in this country and immediate consideration
to put a halt to unregulated imports and foreign investment.

Most of us were born in this country, are raising families, paying taxes, have
served our Country when called, sincerely believe we live in the best country in
the world-but we do not believe in the present policy of exporting American
jobs-a policy promoted by the Executive Branch and global corporationst under
present U.S. trade policy, and foreign investment practice.L

The Congress, our only hope, is showing great concern with our foreign trade
policies, and bills have been introduced to establish import quotas on specified
products, to amend the Trade Expansion Act, to amend the Anti-Dumping Act,
to provide for orderly marketing, to amend the Fair Labor Standards Act of
1938, to establish ceilings and if penetrated, quotas under the Fair International
Trade Act. Since it is imperative for the Congress to have the accurate facts at
their disposal so they can regulate foreign commerce and preserve this nation's
economic well-being, let's examine the facts.

PRIVATE FOREIGN INVESTMENT

U.S. foreign investment-and, as a substantial part of this category, U.S.
private foreign investment-must be given full consideration as an inseparable
part of our foreign trade policy. The following Chart "A" will serve to show the
astounding increases in our U.S. foreign investments; Chart "B" the area distri.
button of U.S. direct private foreign investments; Chart "C" the Industry distri.
button of U.S. direct private foreign investments. (The sources of information
for Charts A, B and C were the 1958 Hearings by the Subcommittee on Private
Foreign Investment, and the Department of Commerce "Survey of Current Bust-
ness," September, 1967 and October, 1969.)
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CHART A-UNITED STATES PRIVATE INVESTMENT ABROAD

IMillions of dollars

1950 1957 1966 1968

Private Investments ................................. $19,004 $36,812 $86,235 $101,900
Longlerm ...................................... 17,488 33,588 75,565 88930

Direct ............................... 11,788 25,252 54.562 64,756
Porfolo.................................... 5,700 8,336 21:003 24,174

Short term ..................................... ,516 3,224 10,670 12,970

In Chart "A" we find that total U.S. private investment abroad in 1968 has in.
creased by 436 percent over the 1950 figure of $19.0 billion. In all divisions of
private foreign investment, comparing 1960-1957-1966-1968, there have been
tremendous increases in the holdings of U.S. companies and private Investors
abroad.

CHART "B"

AREA DISTRIBUTION OF
U.S. DIRECT PRIVATE FOREIGN INVESTMENTS

1957 1968

BOOK VALUES, $25.3 BILLION BOOK VALUES, $64.7 BILLIOW

In Chart "B" comparing the area distribution of direct private foreign invest-
ment for 1957 with 1968 we find that considerably more Investment dollars went
Into Western Europe, with a 14 percent increase, so the investment flow is to the
developed countries, in Western Europe and to Canada, while the less developed
and underdeveloped countries in Latin America, Africa and the Middle East
dropped considerably in investments to their areas. And this happened despite
the emphasis, stated in the 1958 Hearings, on the necessity of changing the pri.
vate Investment pattern to encourage more flow to Iatin America, Middle East
and Africa to deter the Soviet economic offensive in those areas.

51-380--70-pt, 2-I11
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CHART "C

INDUSTRY DISTRIBUTION OF
U.S, DIRECT PRIVATE FOREIGN INVESTsENTS

1957 lS68

Petroleum Manufacturing Petroleum manufacturingP-Strol Ma uaactfa 
tn

36 1 9 41%

ieOther i 1Pu9 i 11% Yu Aw Other

acturg i stt a2 1in2inp

BOOK VALUES, .$25.3 BILLiON BOOK VALUES, $64.7 BILLION

Chart "C" compares the industry distribution of U.S. direct private foreign
Investments in 1957 with 1968. You will note a strong upward thrust Iin anu-
facturing investment, a 10 percent Increase over 1957, a decline in petroleum
and mining. Manufacturing leads all other Industry investment with a 19tSq for-
elgn total of S$20.3 billionl in till areas, while petroleum Is In second place with
$18.8 billion.

The three charts which show the increases in U.S. private foreign investment
bear out a prediction made by Mr. Robert M. Mitchell, Vice President of the
Whirlpool Corporation, in Hearings held on the subject of private foreign in-
vestment by the Subcommittee on Foreign Trade Policy, December 1958. After
Mr. Mitchell's testimony, questions were asked by Congressman John W. Byrnes:

"Mr. BmNEs. As I gather the basis of your concern here, among other things,
is the fact that you foresee a necessity as far as American business is concerned
to shift from an export business to manufacturing abroad, an investing and
going through the manufacturing process abroad; is that right?

Mr. MIToHELL. That is correct, Mr. Byrnes.
Mr. BYRNES. Do you attribute that trend in part to this common market

trend, the European Common Market and the proposals for a common market
in other areas? Is there any other factor that gives rise to that?

Mr. MITCHELL. Basically that is it, Mr. Byrnes. In many of the Latin American
countries at the moment for practical purposes it is impossible to export par-
ticularly consumer durable goods. There is a rising nationalism in many of
these countries, and they are trying to industrialize, and to raise their standard
of living. So that American companies, if they are going to have a part of that
market at all, must invest in some form or other.

Mr. BYRNE8. You don't see a great future then as far as the export-of finished
commodities from this country. You see that contracting, I gather, and an
Increase in manufacturing abroad and with foreign labor?

Mr. MITCHELL. I think that is the way it will happen, yes, sir.
Mr. Bymx s. Great emphasis has been put on the fact of the importance of the

trade-agreements program and all of the rest of It, and the increase in our ex-
ports, and the developing of this freer trade. I gather that you would suggest at
least by your testimony that we may be getting into a period where that Is going
to be reversed?

Mr. MrrcHELL. I think that that is quite right, sir.
Mr. BYRNES. That is all."
This prediction of increasing investment abroad and the decrease in the ex-

port of finished commodities from this country has come to pass. This Increased
foreign capacity can only serve to decrease our exports and increase our imports,
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and since capital is mobile and labor is not, the result has been loss of American
Jobs and loss.to those American industries that do not choose to move or that
do not have the capital to make such a move.

Many of these global corporations are showing their concern against any re-
striction to their access to the U.S. market. They recognize that free access to
U.S. markets is in their corporation interest; they want to invest abroad, enjoy
the markets and low-wage labor; and they also want to enjoy the U.S. market
from abroad, in some cases in direct competition with their domestic operation
or other domestic producers of the same product.

As stated by former Assistant Secretary of Commerce, William H. Chartenter,
"Efforts to improve the U.S. foreign trade balance are being hampered by grow-
ing competition from U.S. corporate affiliates abroad." (Washington Post, Sep-
tember 26, 10 .)

The time has come for a re-evaluation of this expanded investment program
in terms of the U.S. economy, employment, outflow of capital, loss of revenue
to the United States and effect of imports on U.S. industry and labor.

BALANCE OF TRADE

The table on the following page shows the real figures that must be used to
evaluate the U.S. position in trade. Contrary to the wide spread opinions and
published figures showing trade surplus, to properly figure where we really stand
on balance, two considerations must be accounted for; (1) our imports figured
on a cif. basis instead of f.o.b. and (2) our exports mist exclude U.S. Govern-
ment subsidies on agricultural exports such as P.L. 480, Food for Peace, etc.

BALANCE OF TRADE, 1960-69

[in billions of dollars]

Less
Govern-

ment Total Estimated
Total financed Commercial imports imports Overall Commercial

exports exports exports f.o.b. c.l.f.1 balance balance

(3)=(I)-(6)=(1)- (7)=(3)-
(I) (2) (2) (4) (5) (4) (5)

1969 ................... 37.4 2.2 35.2 36.0 39.0 +1.4 -3.8
1968 ................... 33.0 2.9 30.1 32.0 34.7 +1.0 -4.6
1967 ................... 30.9 2.8 28.1 26.8 29.0 +4.1 -. 9
1966 ................... 29.4 2.7 26.7 25.6 27.7 +3.8 -1.0
1965 ................... 26.7 2.6 24.1 21.4 23.2 +5.3 +.9
1964 ................... 25.7 2.8 22.9 18.7 20.3 +7.0 +2.6
1963 ................... 22.4 2.6 19.8 17.1 18.5 +5.3 +1.3
1962 ................... 21.0 2.1 18.9 16.4 17.7 +4.6 +1.2
1961 ................... 20.2 1.7 18.5 14.5 15.5 +5.7 +3.0
1960 .................. 19.6 1.6 18.0 14.7 15.7 +4.9 +2.3

1 Imports Including the cost of insurance and freight; derived by adding factor of 8.3 percent to f.ob. (freight-on-board)
figures.

Source: Survey of Current Business.

The official valuation of U.S. imports Is based on foreign value of the iuer-
chandise abroad prior to shipment, and therefore, excluding ocean freight and
insurance charges. The major alternative method in use by most other countries
is referred to as c.i.f. valuation; to the value of the goods in the country of origin
is added the cost of ocean freight and insurance involved in shipment to the
importing country. The resulting reported value of imports is thus higher than
the foreign value by the amount of ocean freight and insurance.

Government subsidies have a tremendous effect on U.S. trade statistics; to
reflect a true figure for calculating a surplus or deficit in trade, subsidies must
be considered. In order to find the true figures of our exports that move in
commercial competition or for dollar sales, we must know the breakdown of the
subsidized products and shipping costs paid for by the U.S. Government. Tlese
figures are shown in column 2, page 10.

The table on page 10 clearly shows that the U.S. has sustained sizeable deficits
in the trade account in the last four years, 1966-1969, contrary to the published
figures misleading the public into believing we have been in surplus for this
four year period and that we were in far greater surplus position in the years
prior to 1966 than we actually were.



Our trade statistics should truly show our position In trade, so that trade
policy decisions can be based on accurate figures, and not figures that under-
value imports and overvalue exports

EFFEor ON LABOR OF U.S. TRZD POLICY

All working Americans are affected by United States trade policy; our Nation
requires maximum employment and healthy industries to maintain a healthy
economy, and without a healthy economy our position as a world power and
leader of the free world will quickly deteriorate, and Just as quickly be replaced
by another country less generous than the United States.

The tremendous rise in American investment and transfer of technology abroad,
added to rising capacity of foreign firms-with the resulting decrease in exports
and Increase in imports--eliminates existing jobs and job potential, and reduced
domestic industry's capacity to operate at a healthy level and properly share
in our country's growth.

Most industries are willing to share In the growth of U.S. markets with the
foreign producers, but they are not willing to have this growth completely
absorbed by imports or to have present productive capacity and employment
displaced by import&

With 41 percenL of direct private foreign investment or $26.3 billion at the
end of 1968, invested in manufacturing abroad, what effect will this have on
U.S. imports and displacement of U.S. labor?

Manufactured products incorporate more steps of lbor than do raw products.
A manufactured product may go through a number of processes and fabrications
in each of which additional labor is ttpplied. A raw product goes through a mini-
mun of steps, possibly only one or two exclusive of transportation. Semi-manu-
facturers fall into a halfway slot between raw products and finished manufac-
tures. Let's look at the trend in manufactured products shown in the following
table.

DATA PERTINENT TO MANUFACTURED PRODUCTS
[Dollars in billions)

Average
annual rate

of owh
1960 1969 (percent)

U.S. exports (f.a.s.) .............................................. $12.6 $26.8 8.8
U.S. imports (f.o.b., origi$n)............................. $.9 $90 14.9
Manufactured product contetof GN P 9......................... $10.9 2.9 5.6
Ratio exports to domestic products (percent) ......................... 8.9 11.7 ..............
Ratio, imports to domestic product (percent) ......................... 4.9 10.0 ..............

Source: Derived from data In tables C-9 end C-SO. appendix C. Annual Report of the Council of Economic Advisers to
the President. 1970; U.S. Department of Commerce, Survey of Current Business, February 1970, table 7, p. 9.

As shown by these data, U.S. imports of manufactures are growing at an
average annual rate nearly three times that of the growth of manufactured
products In the Nation's ONP. Furthermore, the import penetration of manufac-
tured products has doubled during the decade of the 1960s while U.S. exports of
manufactures increased by less than one-third.

If U.S. imports were valued in accordance with the practice of virtually all
other developed countries, on their c.l.f. value, it would be seen that the value
of imports in 1969 equaled or exceeded that of U.S. exports. A favorable trade
balance of more than $5 billion in manufactured products has been virtually
erased during the decade of the 1900s.

In our group of seven International Unions who represent members in lndu.s-
tries that produce labor intensive products; the displacement of Jobs has been
tremendous and certainly points out what happens to labor when imports of
manufactured products penetrate to the extent they have in the 1960s. Our
seven i nons are concerned with products that are extremely import sensitive,
products such as; pottery, ceramic tile, illuminating and table and art glassware,
cement, potash and fiat glass. We are not alone in our concern, many other
Industries and unions are showing their concern.
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We submit that for labor-intensive industries to compete with the like product
produced In foreign countries, who have our technology and production system,
plus a lower wage structure, can only be destructive to our U.S. economy.

How destructive? Let's look at the pottery Industry where since 1954, twenty-
onei plants have closed their doors, where employment has dropped from 12,000
workers to 3,600 workers, yet imports have really invaded the domestic market,
taking 90% of the chinaware and 409 of the earthenware markets-where
foreign value of chinaware and earthenware imports in 1954 was 19.2 million
and has now reached in 1969 the astounding figure of 93.3 million dollars-'
with Japan far in the lead as the source of Imports.

This is only one striking example; we have glassware plants who have closed
their doors, sheet glass plants, cement plants, ceramic tile plants--with many
plants that are still operating, working at greatly reduced capacity and many
workers laid off. Other industries have been similarly affected; electronics,
textiles, shoes, steel, toys, handbags, gloves, etc., to the point that a great many
International Unions are Joining together to voice their concern in a united
fashion evidenced by conferences such as the recent Industrial Union Depart-
ment on the "Developing Crisis in International Trade," the resolution passed
at the AFL-CIO Convention in October 1969 on "International Trade"-so the
labor movement is seriously concerned about present U.S. trade policy and is
advocating changes to meet present day problems.

The U.S. must create an economic climate to strengthen U.S. manufacturing
within the U.S., and also strengthen and advance the interests of the American
working people.

The worker bears most of the heavy burden of the Administration's policy of
severe monetary restraint, as well as the impact of rapid technological change;
add to these dual impacts the further impact of excessive imports and U.S. cor-
porations moving overseas, and you have the worker saddled with a burden too
heavy to carry and one that will break down our system. Workers have great
stakes in their Jobs and their communities-skills that are related to the Job
or industry, seniority and seniority related benefits, investment in a home, in a
neighborhood, schools, church, etc., and are considerably less mobile than capital
or top management.

This point was made with great clarity by Deputy Under-Secretary of Labor
George Hildebrand in a speech to the National Foreign Trade Council's, Labor
Affairs Committee in September 1969:

"It has often been assumed that high U.S. wages and better working conditions
were largely offset by high U.S. productivity and a strong internal market. In-
creasingly, however, the spread of skills and technology, licensing arrangements
and heavy investment in new and efficient facilities in foreign lands have all
served to increase foreign productivity without comparable increases in wages.
The problem we have is'to assure that the social and economic gains of the
American worker and the purchasing power that goes with it are not undermined
by competitive goods produced and exported on the basis of much lower standards
which some may view as an exploitation of human resources."

LEGAL REMEDY

With our balance of trade in deficit for the last four years, 10.3 billion dollars
(table, page 10) and our trade account tying In directly with our balance of
payments account, which is in very serious deficit in excess of 40 billion dollars,
we have become a debtor nation and our creditors mostly In Western Europe,
have acquired the influence over us in the field of economic policy.

We have a legal remedy open to us as a member of the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (GATT), and that is to invoke Artbcle XII of the Agreement,
which authorizes a contracting party to impose restrictions on imports when
necessary to prevent a serious decline in Its foreign-c~change reserves and main-
tain equilibrium in its balance of payments.

Members imposing restrictions for balance of payments purposes under the
authority of Article XII are required to consult with the contracting parties
annually. A committee on Balance of Payments ,Restrictions represents the
GA11T in these consultations, in accordance with procedures established at the
17th Session of the Contracting Parties. It is also necessary to consult with the
International Monetary Fund.

There is an awareness of all other countries of the United States' balance
of payments deficit problem and many of these countries have invoked the GATT
Agreement in their balance of payments difficulties. For example, In 1967 the
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following ten countriEs invoked the GATIT Agreement: Chile, Finland, India,
Indonesia, New Zealand, Patkistan, South Africa, Spain, and Tunisia.

The advantage of invoking Article XII i that other nations would not have
the right to retaliate, particularly in view of the fact that In the past many
countries have used the GATT Agreement to restrict U.S. imports on balance
of payments grounds, and we have been agreeable to such action.

SUMMARY

The time Is past due for action on th. question of United States economic
survival. We must ask the question, Can we-"rvive indefinitely as a strong
nation if we continue dissipating our resources and giving away our wealth to
nations all over the world ?

The answer is no. For years the United States has been supplying military
and economic assistance to most of the nations in the world, from 1946 through
1969 we have expended a grand total of 182.5 billion dollars; of this sum, 60.5
billion represents Interest we paid on money we have borrowed to give away in
this grand scheme.

Moreover, the United States public debt exceeds the public debt of all
other nations of the world combined by an estimated 57 billion dollars as of
December 31, 1968. With the magnitude of our present debt we cannot continue
to give away our wealth, nor can we afford the substantial deficits we have
been incurring in our International trade account. Not only because we need a
surplus in our trade account to help make up for outflows, but with unemploy-
ment growing and less purchasing power available, the individual and corporate
tax payments to Federal, State and local governments will be substantially
reduced.

Our Nation must have a trade policy geared to maximum employment and
healthy industries Instead of the present policy geared to "freer" trade and the
foreign policy Illusion that we can remake continents.

We should immediately invoke Article XII of the GATT, as previously dis-
cussed under Legal Remedy.

We should proceed to regulate U.S. private foreign investment and also repeal
Tariff Code 807, to prevent exportation of American Jobs.

We should report our imports on a c.l.f. basis and withdraw government sub-
sidies in reporting exports for a true picture of our trade account. (See table
page 10)

Moving on the above three priority items together with responsible attention
to our public debt and our serious balance of payments deficit could put the
United States back In a strong economic position so necessary in our world
today.

On behalf of the Stone, Glass and Clay Coordinating Committee, I want to
thank you for this opportunity to express our convictions before this Committee,

JOSEPH B. HOFFMAN,
New York, N.Y., October 9, 1970.

Chief of Counsel. Committee on Finance, New Senate Ofice Building,
Wahington, D.C.

D.A Sin: Having Just been told that the Senate Finance Committee is hold-
Ing two-day hearings on the current trade bill, H.R. 18970, and that It Is too late
for me to orally testify before the Committee, I submit the following statement
which I awk you to please include In the record:

Our Company is part of the American textile industry. We are manufacturers
of woven textile fabrics which are composed of man-made and synthetic fibers.
We own and operate a mill in Shippensburg (Cumberland County), Pennsylvania.
Over 300 people are employed and we have provided steady employment for over
32 year.. During this time no one has ever been laid off work because of poor
market conditions. We are proud of this record and we would like to keep It
this way.

The Committee might think that we .should be quite pleased if protective quotas
were legislated against Import of man-made textiles. However, this could not be
further from the truth. We feel most strongly that the current bill. H.R. 18970,
The Trade Act of 1970. which sets statutory quotas on textiles. SHOULD NOT
be added as an amendment to any other pending bills, and SHOULD NOT be
passed into legislation. This highly protective measure could do much harm
to our country. If we set quotas on foreign textiles there is no doubt that free-
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trading nations of the world will retaliate against us. We in the textile industry
learned of retaliation in 1963 when the Common Market raised Its duties against
our continuous filament textile products because of American legislation against
flat rolled glass and Wilton carpets. History has shown us that foreign govern-
meats retaliate. Quotas certainly ore not the answer to our Droblems.

Our Company sells its fabrics woven of man-made and synthetic fibers to
both the domestic and export markets. To us export sales are important. Many
new Jobs have been created because of our penetration into overseas markets.
We have found that American textiles can sell in overseas markets because
we have re-styled our production to meet the taste and demands of foreign buy-
ers. We are proud to help America establish a more favorable balance of tcade.
Our exports of man-made fiber textiles to free nations in this world, hus brought
in many, many millions of dollars of foreign exchange. Our Company, like our
country, is a leader in world trade. Haven't we learned a lesson since the
disastrous days of the Smoot-IHawley legislation? Haven't we learned that a
trade war which could start because of the textile issue could hurt America
badly. We firmly believe that the avenues for free trade should be kept open.
As textile manufacturers we are not crying for textile protection. We are crying
out against It. We are not asking our government for assistance or protection

7: from importation of foreign textiles, because the textile industry in this country
has not been hurt so bad as one is led to believe.

Our great industry is composed of many smaller family-owned units which
account for the major part of production. Companies like ours could be hurt
badly in a trade war. There are certainly many other ways in which this so-called
American textile problem could be solved. The legislation of a protective trade
bill would be most damaging to our great free-trading nation.Very truly yours,

JOSEPH B. HOFFMAN, INO.
RxcHAPD D. HOFFMAN.

P.S.-If further testimony is required I would be more than pleased to per-
sonally appear before any hearing or committee or testify at any time on this
most controversial Issue.

STATEMENT OF FOOTWEAR GROUP, AMERICAN IMPORTERS AssocIATIoN

SUMMARY

It would be a great mistake for this Committee to act precipitously on this
legislation, without giving careful consideration to curing the grave defects of.H.R. 18970.

. Everything that ought to be done for sectors of the footwear Industry that
may be affected by import competition, can be done just as quickly under the
Trade Expansion Act. A Tariff Commission Investigation under the escape clause
is now being made, and the report will be before the President at the end of
this year. He will have power, where injury is found, to do anything he could
do under Title II of H.R. 18970, but will have more tools: higher duties and
adjustment assistance, not Just quotas.

The Administration is strongly opposed to legislated footwear quotas, for rea-
sons set forth in its testimony on October 9.

Amendments to the escape clause in H.R. 18970 go too far, and should not
exceed the Administration's proposals.

STATEMENT

The Footwear Group of the American Importers Association consists of
26 firms who import footwear from all countries, ranging from high priced shoes
from Switzerland to rubber -ndals from Hong Kong. Its members account for
the importation of some footwear from all sources and for a very oubstatntial part
of all imports of vinyl upper footwear.

Since we testified in the Ways and Meais Committee, that Committee has
reported out H.R. 18970, which Is presently under study by this Committee, and
on June 1, 1970, there was released a Report of the President's Task Force on
Non-rubber Footwear which summarized six months of investigation of the
problems of the footwear industry by the Executive agencies of the United States
Government. This report was assisted by two reports of a geiral character
rendered by the Tariff Commlission In 1969. The Task Force Report found that
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the footwear market was In a state of rapid change, that some firms and workers
have been in trouble, but that it is extremely difficult to sort out the many
separate possible causes. It concluded that the facts and information available
to the Task Force did not constitute a case of injury to the overall footwear in-
dustry, but that the possibility of injury to some segments required study by
a body with the means to obtain the necessary information.

Accordingly, on July 15, 1970, the President requested the Tariff Commission
to conduct an investigation under Section 301 of the Trade Expansion Act of
1962, with respect to the effect of imports of non-rubber footwear on the U.S.
industry producing like or directly competitive products with specific reference
to the women's and men's leather sectors. The hearing in this investigation is
to commence on October 20, a few days from now, and the report is due about
the end of this year.

If before completion of that report Congress passes legislation amending the
Trade Expansion Act of 19M2 and it is approved by the President, then the re-
port will be completed under the standard of the amended law.

In these circumstances, it is very clear that there is no Justification whatever
for legislated quotas on footwear as provided in Title II of H.R. 18970. The
Tariff Commission has available to it all the information which has been devel-
oped by the Executive agencies and by the interested organizations and firms.
More to the point, it has the benefit of the questionnaires which it has sent to a
largo sample of companies, both on the domestic and import side. If the Tariff
Commission finds that any imported articles are causing or threatening to cause
serious injury to an American industry, then it will report to the President what
import relief, in the form of either higher tariffs or quotas, would remedy the
injury, and the President will have a complete set of options before him with
respect to the remedies. He will be able to use tariffs, quotas, orderly marketing
Agreements with foreign suppliers, adjustment assistance, or any combination of
them with respect to any products which are found to be causing or threatening
to cause such serious injury. If the standards of the present law are considered
to be inadequate, then the Congress can act upon the amendments which are em-
bodied in Section I of H.R. 18970 (we hope, with modification along the lines of
the Administration's proposals).

If, on the other hand, Title II of H.R. 18970 is enacted, including footwear,
then the President will have a much more difficult, and at the same time more
limited set of decisions to make. He will have considerable leeway in deciding
what products should be exempted as not causing market disruption and what
products should be exempted in the national Interest (even if causing market
disruption). On the other hand, the tools at his disposal will be limited to quanti-
tative restrictions in the form of negotiated agreements with foreign suppliers
and U.S. imposed quotas. He will not have available to him the possibility of
using higher duties, which would be favored by all economists on the ground that
they interfere far less with natural market forces.

By acting under the Trade Expansion Act, rather than under Title II of
H.R. 18970, the President would be able to avoid a number of grave dis.d-
vantages to the quota scheme. These disadvantages fall into two classes: the
discrimination which will seriously vex the foreign relations of the United
States, and the interference with a free market which will seriously affect the
domestic trade.

The need to make separate decisions on the levels of restraint for each category
from each supplying country, which Is the consequence of the structure of Title
II of the Act, would inevitably lead to some decisions affecting trade on the
ground of political and military considerations. Indeed, this would seem to be
precisely what the Ways and Means Committee had in mind in giving the Presi-
(lent the possibility of making exemptions on the ground of national interest.
Governments of countries that find themselves discriminated against would
hardly take it lightly.

So far as the American market is concerned, consider these possibilities. There
are three ways In which the quotas could be administered: first, they could be on
a first-come, first-served basis; second, they could be administered by a foreign
cartel or foreign government; and third, they could be administered domestically
by a system of licensing. The result could well be administration by two bureauc-
racies, our own and that of the supplying country, which is true today in cotton
textiles. The first would inevitably lead to a scramble by importers to get their
goods undpr the wire, resulting in unpredictability of delivery and warehousing
with unnecessary costs and great confusion. The second amounts to turning over
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the control of American trade to foreign cartels or foreign governments. The
third would give monopolistic power to the firms with historical positions in the
trade. All of these courses would tend to destroy the beneficial effects of com-
petition.

All of these disastrous consequences would be greatly magnified in the case of
consumer products or with a multitude of fashions and designs. It is incredible
that a country which has shunned wage and price controls as contrary to the
American way In a time of severe inflation would seriously contemplate shackling
the foreign trade of the United States with restrictions of this character.

All these issues can easily be avoided by omitting Title II, or at least the foot-
wear section, giving the President the possibility of choosing among all the
various remedies that can assist the footwear industry.

The idea that imports are the cause of distress in the footwear field is a gross
oversimplification. The growth of imports is much less the cause than a result
of the economic trends within the United States economy and within the indus-
try. This is an industry of about 675 companies, producing in about 1,0000 sepa-
rate establishments. There Is no single description which is valid for all of It.
There Is an ernormous difference between the progressive successful sectors of
the industry and the laggards, and it Is, of course, the laggards who are caught
when there is a squeeze. It is a vast rapidly changing industry, some parts of
which are characterized by hand work that has not changed for many years,
but much of which Is dominated by new technology, use of new materials,
mergers and acquisitions, and the flexible use of imports by the American pro-
ducers and retailers to permit them to best serve the American public.

Some firms in the industry have been severely affected by the high cost of
money, by the fact that it is a high labor input industry, and because it has
to compete for labor with more technically advanced industries. There also have
been many rapid style changes. In these economic conditions, there would have
been severe pressure on the weaker firms in any case. This industry has always
been marked by business failures. In fact, there have been fewer failures in re-
cent years than at many times in the past.

If imports had not been available, there would have been much greater price
increases in footwear than have occurred, with a consequent decline in the total
number of sales, and the industry would have had great trouble in fulfilling de-
mand. As it is, there have been many complaints In recent years of difficulty in
getting deliveries from the domestic makers, because of labor shortage and other
bottlenecks. Both U.S. producers and retailers have used imports flexibly as
part of their product mix to serve the American public. The availability of im-
ports has rendered a great service to the U.S. economy.

In short, the major problems of the U.S. footwear industry have been its in-
ability to compete for labor with industries having less labor input, and the
severe squeeze that has been placed on small lightly capitalized businesses by
trends in the American economy, namely, the high cost of money, the high cost
of labor, higher equipment costs, and higher prices. Inevitably, this has called
for adjustments on the part of many businesses which could not be made easily
or rapidly, and there is no desire on our part to treat these problems lightly.
For the individuals and the workers concerned, they are indeed genuine prob-
lems. The approach to their solution, we believe, lies in various measures of
domestic nature which the President has directed should be taken.

The situation in 1970 is, of course, severely affected by the general recession,
combined with continued inflation and continued high cost of money. As soon
as business activity picks up, widespread labor shortage can again be expected
in the U.S. footwear industry.

There are several important categories of imports which are not directly com-
petitive with U.S. made products.

In 1969, according to Commerce Department statistics, 90 million pairs out of
the 195 million pairs of non-rubber footwear that were imported had supported
vinyl uppers. Of these, 71 million were for women's and misses with an average
F.O.B. unit valur, of 79 cents.

With respect to these articles, the Tariff Commission reported as follows in
December, 1969 (Tariff Commission Publication 307, page 19):

Footwear selling under $,5 a pair is available for all members of the fam-
ily in discount stores, by far the principal outlet for the low-pritfed shoes
with the supported vinyl uppers Imported from the Orient. These shoes,
principally for women, misses. and children, regularly sell for $3 to $4 a
pair; they are sometimes featured at about $2 a pair to attract customers
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not only to the shoe department (which also sells higher-priced footwear)
but to the store itself. These imports for which retailers usually place orders
6-8 months in advance of delivery are mostly sturdy, leather-like shoes for
casual wear in basic styles that change very little from year to year. For
persons of low income such imports provide a price line of footwear that has
not been available recently from domestic production in an appreciable vol-
ume. The domestic non-rubber footwear currently retailing at less than $5
a pair consists of the type of slippers for house or leisure wear that are sold
in or adjacent to hosiery department in various types of stores.

The very low-priced articles in the imports (mostly from the Orient but
also some from Europe) are principally sandals and slippers retailing at
49 cents to $1.99 a pair in limited-price variety stores, supermarkets, drug-
stores, and small stores In low-income neighborhoods. The footwear sold in
such outlets consists almost entirely of imports.

These shoes are extremely important to the people with low incomes who are
the main buyers. They can be well dressed, maintain their self-respect, and stay
within a reasonable budget. These products have vastly expanded the market
and have by no means displaced an equal number of domestic sales. It would be
a great disservice to the public to adopt measures restricting the availability of
these products.

Much the same is true for sandals, which are popular, and which require a
high proportion of hand labor. For that reason, they are mostly imported. With-
out the imports, there would have been no sandals vogue. The Tariff Commission
estimates that they compose 50 percent of the women's leather footwear imports.

At the other extreme, it would obviously serve no useful purpose to impose
limits on luxury footwear imports, which serve a special portion of the market
with no significant competitive impact on domestic products.
When these various categories are excluded, it is evident that the impact of

imports, as measured by statistics which have been produced, is easily over-
stated. There can be no substitute for a discriminating examination of exactly
what Is happening in the various sectors of this market, which the Tariff
Commission. we trust, is now undertaking.

ESCAPE CLAUSE AND ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE

The Congress erected the framework for dealing with adjustment problems
in the Trade Expansion Act of 1962. The tests for relief were rigorous, reflecting,
first, the view that there had already been time for adjustment to tariff reduc-
tions made before the Kennedy Round and second, a desire to make adjustment
assistance available only where Increased imports resulting in major part from
tariff concessions were the cause of difficulty. The conception of adjustment
assistance to firms and workers was new, and it was the desire of the Congress,
as the legislative history shows, to keep it within narrow limits. Times have
changed and attitudes have changed. There apparently is a consensus today
that the tests for relief should be liberalized.

As a matter of fact, in recent months, half of the members of the Tariff Com-
mission have adopted a liberal construction which is already allowing the law
to work much as would result from the amendments proposed by the Adminis-
tration.

Decisions were handed down In June of this year in the adjustment a.sist-
ance cases relating to five plants in Massachusetts producing women's footwear
and one plant in Massachusetts producing men's footwear. Workers In those
plants are now receiving adjustment assistance, as is the one firm that applied.
It would appear that the Tariff Commission is presently split between strict
constructionists and liberal constructionists. The strict constructionists believe
.in applying the law as it was written by the Congress in 1962, and the liberal
constructionists seek to apply it as they believe the Congress would now wish
to write it. It may be desirable in these circumstances to amend the law to
express the present will of the Congress, but we urge this Committee not to go
too far.

Pirst. we suggest that all connection between increased imports and tariff
concessions not be severed. Otherwise you should be writing general legislation
dealing with problems of adjustment that arise from any causes at all within
the economy. Moreover, where import restrictions are proposed, the connection
with tariff concessions is required by the terms of the GATT.

Second, we urge that you not go beyond the conception of "primary" cause
which is embodied In the Administration's bill. The difference between "primary"
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and "substantial" could open the door to a mass of applications, and would
diminish the usefulness of the Tariff Commission in sifting and evaluating the
grounds for relief, thus throwing the whole burden upon the President

fThird, we urge that you not adopt the conception of segmentation which is
embodied in H.R. 18970, allowing relief it a portion of a company is hurt. It is
precisely when only a portion of a company is hurt that you may have cases of
successful adjustment, which is the objective of trade legislation. It would be
folly to remove the incentive for a company to shift its production to the most
advantageous products.

Fourth. the mandatory trigger points in H.R. 18970 are absurd legislation, are
administratively cumbersome and capricious in effects. In the last analysis, there
can be no substitute for a judgment balancing all the facts as to what can and
should be done for a particular industry at a particular time. The Congress
wisely created the Tariff Commission, which is comparatively insulated from
political pressures, to make these dispassionate evaluations. There are no auto-
matic standards that can be laid down that would make sense for all of the cases
that can arise.

It would be a great mistake for the Congress, having enacted a law in 1962
which now appears to have been too tight, to go to the opposite extreme and open
the door wide to drastic and arbitrary import restrictions, injurious to the U.S.
economy and that of the entire trading world.

BRITISH-AMERICAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE ISSUES WARNING ON TRADE BILL

The British-American Chamber of Commerce, a New York based trade asso-
ciation, representing over 1,200 U.S. and British firms issued a strong warning
about the implications of the Trade Bill now being considered by Congrem.
In a statement to the Senate Finance Committee the Chamber said that a mini-
mum of $8 billion of trade would be covered by just two of the many provi-
sions, the trigger mechanism, which requires restriction under certain auto-
matie .stai(lnrds., and the textile and footwear quotas. "Faced with new restric-
tions of this magnitude, the Chamber said, it smacks of more than a little
naivete to dismiss the virtual inevitability of massive foreign reaction of like
magnitude." The Chamber pointed out the destructive effects on U.S. export
trade and the international trading system would be the same whether it was
by angry retaliation in a trade war or by restrained bilateral bickering to com-
penate for trade losses.

The statement took issue with "the decidedly discriminatory claim that the
discretionary and exempting authority would be exercised in a way which will
not harm trade with most developed countries." This authority cannot be used
"without doing violence to the 'MFN principle." But realistically, said the Cham-
ber, domestic political considerations will dictate Presidential approval of most
of the multitude of potential restrictive actions generated by the Bill, citing the
124 items covered by the trigger mechenism alone.

The Chamber characterized the myth of "Uncle Sucker" as a concept which
is as false as it is degrading. The statement claimed that quantitative restric-
tions including voluntary restraints are applied to roughly 20% of U.S. imports.
Also cited were several U.S. non-tariff barriers such as the Buy American Act,
wine gallon, Jones Act and the Final List.

The Chamber challenged the claim that trade figures were manipulated. The
protectionists, said the statement, claimed that any government-aided exports
should be excluded from the trade balance, but then turn Ground and label the
same type of import transactions as unfair competition. The Chamber said "that
the relative spread In trade figures is going to remain roughly the same, Irrespec-
tive of the method of computation, so long as It Is consistent."

The Chamber concluded by asking the Committee "to stay the momentum of
protectionism embodied in this Bill, look behind the myth that gave rise to it
and the dangers to which it would lead. The answer is not to give the Piesident
less discretionary authority, but to give him less destructive authority."

DANIELS & HOULIHAN.
1819-H Street, N.W., Suite 340,

Washington, D.C. 20006, 293-33,J0.

The British-American Chamber of Commerce, 655 Madison Avenue, New
York, New York 10021, is registered with the Department of Ju,*tice under 22
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U.S.C., J 611-621, as Agent of Br!tish National Export Council and Confedera-
tion of British Industry, in London, the Scottish Council, Development and In-
dustry, in Edinburgh, and the Development Corporation for Wales, In Cardiff.
The Chamber's Registration Statement Is available for Inspection at the De-
partment of Justice. Registration does not Imply approval of this material by the
U.S. Government,

STATEMENT OF JOHN E. WARD, CHAIRMAN, MEAT IMPORTERS'

COUNCIL OF AMERIoA, INC.

INTRODUCTION

The Meat Importers' Council of America, Inc. (MIC) is a nonprofit Incor-
porated trade association with over seventy-five members actively engaged In
the importation, sale, handling or use of imported fresh frozen meat. We oppose
H. R. 18970 and measures designed further to restrict imported meat and meat
food products. We also oppose Committee amendments 925 and 1009, which would
attach H. R. 18070 to the Social Security Bill, H. R. 17550.

The MIC has appeared before this Committee on various past occasions seek-
ing to maintain a sufficient supply of imported meat and opposing measures
which would curtail this badly needed source of supply. Our organization
appeared at your hearings on import quota legislation during October, 1967, and
also filed a brief at that time detailing the need for imported meat.

We oppose H. R. 18970 because it would represent a giant step In the direction
of making the import quota a basic nmodu8 opcrandi of U. S. trade policy. Having
actually existed under quota, or threat of quota, since 1965, the meat importing
industry knows first-hand of the disruption and detriment which the quota can
briug about.

We strenuously oppose the passage of any additional restrictive meat Import
legislation whether in the guise of a health measure such as S. 3942, or in the
form of an outright additional quota. There have been rumors of attempts at
attaching such legislation as an amendment to If. It. 17750 or II. R. 18970 through
further amendment. We believe that any such action Is doubly objectionable
because:

(1) Objective analysis of the facts demonstrates that the national interest
requires removal of restrictions on imported meat-and certainly does not
require additional restrictions; and,

(2) Any legislation substantially designed to affect the volume of im-
ported meat should stand or fall on Its own merits. Procedural linking of
disparate proposals may produce unfair results.

Our October, 1967 brief and statement filed with this Committee (Hearings
on Import Quota Legislation, October 18 and 19, 1967, pages 723-738, Commit-
tee Print) set out our basic reasons for opposing further restrictions on im-
ported meat We believe that subsequent events bear out the correctness of our
1967 position and show that a relaxation of restrictions is now In order. This
statement seeks to bring the Committee up to date on these subsequent develop-
ments, and point out their significance, as we see It.

THE NATURE OF IMPORTED BEEF

Most imported meat is frozen manufacturing grade beef. Notwithstanding re-
quests submitted to Congress by cattlemen and feeders, it remains clear that
such beef does itot directly compete with high-quality, grain-fed table beef pro-
duced by the domestic beef industry.

The United States Department of Agriculture stated in May, 1069 (Live8tock
and Mcat Situation, p. 19) :

Boneless beef imports are similar to and supplement the declining sup-
ply of U.S. produced cow beef. Both are used mainly in hamburger and
processed meat products. Australia and New Zealand are the principal
suppliers.

Imports or carcass beef and bone-in cuts are very small compared with
boneless beef imports. . ...

Domestic protectionist interests have recently contended that significant quan-
tities of table cuts (estimated oy them at 40% of all imports) are coming into the
United States. This statistic is totally without foundation. We believe that this
argument is an attempt to divert attention from the fact that manufacturing grade
meat is absolutely essential to continued modestly priced convenience food
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products such as hamburgers, sausages, etc. At this time, the U.S. Tariff Con-
mission Is conducting an investigation pursuant to Section 332 of the Tariff Act
of 1930 to review the meat Industry, Including, we understand, the extent to which
imports enter Into manufacturing of meat products In the U.S.A. The MIC wel-
comes this investigation because it will further prove the dangers inherent in
the continuing restriction of imported meat.

The bulk of imported frozen beef is used strictly for grinding, i.e., combination
with other materials to produce hamburger, sausage, etc., and virtually all im-
ported fresh frozen beef not used in grinding is subjected to some form of manu-
facturing or processing operations in the United States.

DECLINING AND UNRELIABLE SUPPLIES OF DOMESTIC COW AND BULL MEAT RESULT IN
INSUFFICIENT SOURCE OF MANUFACTUBING BEEF"

The principal source of manufacturing meat Is cows (dairy and beef) and
bulls. These animals are raised for dairy purposes and the raising of beef steers
and heifers. The cow and bull source of manufacturing beef is essentially unde-
pendable because such meat is a by-product. The supply rises and falls as a direct
result of production practices in the dairy and table beef Industries-not by
consumer demand for manufacturing beef. Thus, beef producers tend to hold back
slaughter of beef cows at times when they are expanding herds of beef steers and
heifers for grain feeding (as they have been doing so far In 1970). This source of
manufacturing beef has been in general decline for the past five years, and ex-
cept for radical short-term fluctuations, has not changed materially for twenty-
five years, despite the fact that our population has Increased by well over one-
third.

In 1969, total production from this source equalled 2,668 million pounds (bone-
less basis). It is estimated that this production will show a decline of around
4%% during 170. The current general decline may be expected to continue at
least through 1972.

MANUFACTURING BEEF SHORTAGES HAVE RESULTED IN INCREASED U.S. WHOLESALE
PRICES

Because of the short supply of manufacturing meat during the Spring of 1970,
quotations for cow meat in the domestic market increased about 13 percent over
a period of one year, even though imports rose moderately. Indeed, for the first
time in history, wholesale prices paid for low-grade canner and cutter cow car-
casses ran consistently higher than prices for good grade steer and heifer car-
casses. Occasionally, these canner and cutter cow prices have actually surpassed
prices for choice steer carcasses.

For all practical purposes, imported fresh frozen beef and domestic cow and
bull beef are commercially interchangeable commodities. Unprecedented whole-
sale price increases for manufacturing grades are weighty evidence that total
supply (domestic plus Imported) is not sufficient to meet demand.

MANUFACTURING BEEF FROM HIGH-QUALITY STEERS AND HEIFERS IS NOT THE
SOLUTION

In addition to the lean processing beef derived from domestic cows and hulls
plus imports, there Is one other important domestic source of supply of meat
for manufactured products: fat trimmings, sometimes called "belly cuts", from
high-quality, grain-fed steers and heifers. These left-over portions of the grn-u-
fed beef carcass are much too fat to be used by themselves in making manu-
factured products. The fat-lean ratio Is Just about 50-50 and the lean may not
be economically separated from the fat.

To be used, trimmings must be "leaned up" with low-fat domestic or hi-
portel beef which has a fat content of only ten to fifteen percent. To reduce
the fat content to 20%, the legal limit for "ground beef", It takes 010 pounds
of such lean beef for every 100 pounds of fatty trimmings.

Because U.S. production of high-quality beef steers and heifers has steadily
Increased, these fat trimmings have, of course, increased as well. But, since
1965, this Increase has not even been sufficient to offset declines In domestic
cow and bull beef production.

For years the MIC has maintained that, far from injuring domestic beef
producers by direct competition, Imports actually benefit U.S. producers of table
beef by supplying lean material which Is necessary for their fat trimmings or
"belly cuts" to be upgraded Into salable products.
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The U.S. beef industry has committed itself to continuing specialization by
raising high-quality, grain-fed animals. In this area, it has enjoyed tremendous
success ritually doubling production In fifteen years. But there is no quantity
of fatty by-products, no matter how large, that can ever satisfy America's needs
for manufacturing beef. As the cattlemen continue specializing, the gap between
lean beef supply (domestic cow and bull plus imports) and fed beef becomes
greater and greater. Without sufficient lean beef for combination, unusable
excesses of fat trimmings will necessarily cause prices received by cattlemen
to decline or, at least, fall short of potential return.

The shortage of lean beef with which to mix the fatter materials was clearly
a major factor in the relative weakness of prices for fat belly cuts and trimmings
In 1970.

In an effort to "explain" high cold storage stocks of beef since the end of
1969, protectionist interests have accused importers of deliberately holding
manufacturing meat off the market to cause price increases.* This accusation is
absolutely groundless and reveals virtually total ignorance as to the market
structure for imported meat. In point of fact, we believe, high cold storage and
freezer stocks are the result of excessive quantities of domestic fat "belly cuts"
and trimmings.

In an effort to demonstrate that domestic production of manufacturing meat
is sufficient, protectionist interests have exaggerated the percenage of beef steer
and heifer carcasses which constitute usable fat trimmings. U.S. producers
and feeders have gone on record that as much as 26% of the average carcass is
used in processing and manufacturing. This figure includes ones, unusable kidney
fat and waste.

A more accurate figure for usable fat trimmings is 12-14% of carcass weight,
or aIbout 9% of live weight.

THE U.S. MARKET FOR LEAN MANUFACTURING BEEF SIlOULD BE RETURNED TO A NORMAL
STATE BY REPEAL OF PUBLIC LAW 88-482

Since 1964, Public Law 88-482 has menaced U.S. manufacturers of meat food
products, food market chains, importers and brokers with the (.onstatit threat
that increasing imports of sorely needed products to meet demand would trigger
a quota which In turn would result in a substantial cutback in available sup-
plies. During this same period of time the domestic cattle cycle has, as it has for
generations, continued to reach peaks and valleys of production and profitability,
without regard to meat imports.

Concurrently, domestic and import prices paid for manufacturing beef have
risen sharply. Importers and users of lean manufacturing beef continue to
compete hotly for limited available supplies of raw materials while Mrs. House-
wife--the American consumer-finds herself paying skyrocketing prices in
support of an artificial market condition created by an Act of Congress which has
benefited no one.

In 1964, the year Public Law 88-482 was enacted, average retail prices for
ground beef and frankfurters (as reported by 40 regional and national chain
stores) were 47 aid 62.40 per pound respectively. In the third quarter of 1969
the price for ground beef was steady at a high of 660 per pound. a 40% in-
crease, while the average September, 1969 price for frankfurters rose 31%
to 82.10 per pound. For the first half of 1970, ground beef prices have not been
less than 65Y and frankfurter prices averaged above the September, 1969 record,
setting a new record of 84.10 -in May. A major cause of this price trend is the
shortage of lean beef from which hamburgers, frankfurters and similar food
products are manufactured.

Until this year, the quota set forth in P.L. 88-482 was not "triggered". At
first this was because allowable imports were well below the trigger point.
After 1968, however, technical triggering of the quota was avoided for a
time only by voluntary self-imposed limitations of exports by principal sup-
plying countries. Thus, the law operated to keep out badly needed meat and
brought about shortages which in turn have driven up wholesale prices. The
"surcharges" brought about by special interest quota legislation and laws such
is Public law 88-482 are borne by those who can least afford to pay-the low
aind middle income consumers.

*See, for example Statement of C. W. MeMillan on behalf of the American National
Cattlemen's Association at page S9, House Committee on Ways and 'Means-Print of
Hearings on ITariff andTrade Proposals, May and June, 1070.
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Quotas were triggered at the end of June. However, President Nixon simul-
taneously suspended quotas on a finding that the overriding national interest
required that he do so.

Since 1968, demand has exceeded maximum permissible Imports under the
quota law, and imports have been prevented from acting as a necessary supple-
ment to U.S. production. Short supplies and sharply Increased prices are the
result. Even under present suspended quotas, imports are held down because
voluntary agreements remain in effect.

U.S. production of lean manufacturing beef will decline significantly during
the next few years. American usage of such meat (whether domestic or Im-
ported) has Increased, in absolute terms, an average of about 2 % per year
for several decades. In order to satisfy a constant Increse of 2Y% per year
in supplies, increased imports of between 200 to 300 million pounds per year
w i be required. Yet, under the present quota law, annual increases in allow-
able imports have not, and will not, average as much as 30 million pounds per
year.

Current statutory provisions have created an unnatural and inflated market
for manufacturing meat in the U.S.A. Congress should, we submit, recognize
the lesson of history and reject any attempts to limit further available sup-
plies by means of so-called "orderly marketing" or quota schemes for imported
meat and meat food products.

CONCLUSION

Public Law 88-482 has disrupted foreign trade. It has unnaturally decreased
the supply of manufacturing meat and increased Its value at the wholesale level.
It has contributed substantially to record consumer prices for manufactured
products such as hamburger and sausage. It has not helped the domestic beef
industry.

When the automatic operation of the law caused quotas to be triggered earlier
this year, the President found that it was In the overriding national interest
that they be suspended, and this finding remains in effect to date. Yet imports
are still insufficient because of "voluntary" arrangements which result from
the existence of the law.

H.R. 18970, the "'Trade Act of 1970," does not specifically mention meat. But
we believe that imported meat represents a valuable object lesson as to the havoc
caused by quotas generally. In view of the severe restrictions already in effect, we
hope that any proposals for further restrictions will not be given serious
con-sideration.

We urge defeat of amendments which would link trade legislation with pure-
ly domestic measures such as the Social Security Bill.

Finally, we urge that supplies of imported meat be allowed to equal demand,
and that members of this Committee undertake to modify or repeal existing law
toward that end.

Respectfully submitted,
JOHN E). WAD, Oha4rman.

STATEMENT OF WALTER G. TAYLOR, THE NATIONAL BOARD OF FUR FARfr
SOROANIZATIONS

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the committee, my name is Walter
Taylor. I am a mink farmer from Stafford Springs. Connecticut. I am represent-
ing the National Board of Fur Farm Organizations, Inc., a Minnesota coopera-
tive. Our Association Is comprised of 52 State. Regional and Marketing Organiza-
tions. The approximately 2.500 members of which are members engaged in the
raising of domestic mink.

The mink of International Trade today descends from North American wild
mink. American farmers captured the wild mink, learned how to raise it, domes-
ticated it and using unprecedented skill with the laws of Inheritance developed
an array of thirty or more new fur colors. By skillful promotion and advertising
our mink farmers developed a world market for mink furs and made mink one of
the foremost status symbols.

American mink farmers conceived of and developed an entirely new industry
generating up to more than one hundred million dollars in domestic mink pelt
sales yearly and producing an important market for equipment and by-product
feed materials with a significant demand for labor. This industry is as American
as Daniel Boone.
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American mink ranchers assessed themselves at the point of pelt sales for
advertising and promoting the new ranch mink and have expended over twenty
million dollars to develop the demand for mink.

But in spite of our continued promotional efforts the mink pelt prices and
recently U.S. consumption of mink has decreased alarmingly.

The domestic mink ranching situation is deadly serious. In fact, unless strong
legislative action is taken promptly, the Industry faces extinction.

The number of U.S. mink ranchers has dropped from 7200 In 1962 to 200 at
the start of 1970. And there will be many more liquidations this fall.

The growth and decline of the U.S. mink market in the sixties is tabulated and
graphically illustrated on the attached page.

Pelt prices have reached disaster levels in 1970. The two major marketing as-
sociations report 90% of the 1969 crop sold as of Sept. Ist at an average gross
sales price of $11.14 which Is 27.3% less than the auction average of $15.33 In
1969 and 42.8% less than the $19.48 average realized in 1960.

It is very important to realize that gross sales prices do not represent net to
the rancher. Sales cost must be deducted. For Instance after deducting auction
commissions, association deductions for advertising and tanning costs, on the
pelts sold dressed, the net to the rancher was only $9.36. This is much less than
the cost of production. Almost every American mink farmer is operating at a
loss at current market levels.

Further evidence of the extreme distress in the mink farming Industry Is the
fact that two out of 3 commercial mink ranching publications ceased publication
during the past twelve months. And even more traumatic was the closing of
the New York Auction Company which was one of the two largest fur auction
houses in the country and was a very important source of production credit for
mink ranchers.

Why is the mink market so poor in the United States today and why is the
domestic mink ranching industry folding up?

The primary cause is the massive mink pelt imports permitted to enter the
United States entirely free and unrestricted.

The world market is now faced with over-production of mink. But the over-
production has been abroad and definitely not here in the United States. While
we were increasing to a maximum of 6.5 million pelts, production abroad has
increased to an estimated 16 million or more. It should be evident that basically
we have not over-produced here because as shown in the table attached since
1960 we have not even supplied as much as 53% of domestic consumption In
any year.

While we have reduced our production in this country by a million or more
pelts the European pelt sales reports do not yet show any decrease in production
over there.

When the Scandinavians entered our market, it was already established.
They rode on our advertising and they treated mink pelts as a common coin-
modity selling In large quantities without limits. Their advertising was mostly
to the first buyer and their limited amount of consumer advertising was not of
the quality to maintain the prestige of mink, in our opinion. An even more
lethal blow to the prestige of mink was the low quality of imports. Year after
year the reports from European auction sale told us that the low grades
were shipped to the United States. These low grades were foisted onto the
American public under the name of mi4nk which was a magic name due primarily
to our advertising.

We were able to withstand the onslaught with some success until 1967. But
then the massive importation of 11 million pelts during 1966 and 1967 plus the
cumulative effects of the factors explained above broke the market and we have
been unable to recover. This situation aggravated by our current business
recession has placed the United States mink farmer in an impossible position. He
faces catastrophe in spite of all efforts at cutting costs and increasing efficiency.

American producers have high costs of production that to a great extent has
priced us out of the world mink market. These fixed costs are due to a large
degree to legislative action and we feel it is entirely fair that we request
Congress to legislate some protection against low cost imports.

Back in 1959 we have tried to secure import relief and have continued on that
course ever since. But, until just recently every one In the fur trade was making
a dollar. The manufacturers were making great profits on the low quality Im-
ports and the dressers and union workers were handling an ever increasing
volume of pelts on a fixed fee basis.
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We have been rebuffed repeatedly in our efforts to stem the flood of imports,
but our predictions were all too true and finally the giant unrestricted mink
imports have pulled the house down on the heads of the entire fur industry.

The mink farming industry is peculiarly vulnerable in many ways:
1. They gamble a whole year's investment before coming to market.
2. They are completely open to world competition without any import con-

trol or government price support.
3. They have no patent protection for their new genetic color inventions

even though horticulturists can patent new plants.
4. There is inadequate protection against imported pelts being passed off

as United States products.
5. Mink is a fashion item and mit'k is a luxury commodity and, therefore,

extremely susceptible to changes in business conditions.
0. Mink equipment and particularly housing of the animals is not adapt-

able to other uses. Across the country hundreds and hundreds of mink
ranchers have their life savings invested in mink shelters, pens and nest
boxes (one for each mink) ; and when they are forced to quit, there is no
recovery value in this equipment. Lucky is the rancher who can realize five
cents on each dollar invested!

Moreover, because the mink industry Is new, it does not enjoy the import
protection that is traditional with other agricultural products.

Agricultural Secretary Hardin says* "In recent years we have had to tighten
restrictions on dairy products. We also have had to limit imports of meat under
other legislation. However, the United States, with these few exceptions, pro-
tects its farmers with duties averaging a moderae 10 percent-the lowest for
any major agricultural country in the world."

Shouldn't the mink farmers have equal consideration? Shouldn't we also have
some import protection for the newest agricultural Industry-the beleagured
mink ranchers?

Exports of mink pelts have increased in 1970. For the first 8 months of 1970
exports increased 49.4% over the first 8 months of 1969. See the table on follow-
ing page. At first blush the 481,000 increase in pelt exports would appear to be
advantageous. But when it is noted that the dollar volume increased less than
3%, it is apparent that the increase in numbers is due to the bargain basement
prices. Moreover, when it is realized that our exports are mostly top qualities
and that the 1970 sale average of $12.42 less commissions is probably less than
cost of production, it is obvious that this export increase is of little or no value
to U.S. mink farmers.

MINK PELT EXPORTS

Change

1969 1970 Percent Amount

Numbers,-----------..................... $ 974,000 1,455,000 +38.5 1+481.000
Value I . ................................. $17,06,000 $18,175,000 +2.7 '+469,000
Average pelt price ............................... $18.18 $12.49 -30.8 -$5.69

I Numbers and dollar values from Department of Commerce figures.
I Pelts.

The repeated suggestion that we again rely on the escape clause, just sounds
like a "Put off" to us because of our sad experience with the mits-representation
in the report issued by the Tariff Commission in April 1968.

Mink is a luxury item and its purchase is entirely discretionary so there is
no reason to legislate any price ceiling either directly or indirectly.

H.R. 18970 is a definite step forward in that for the first time mink ranchers
will have some quota and tariff controls on the importation of raw mink pelts.

The 25% duty specified on raw pelts above the quota figure may not prohibit
imports, and actually will prevent domestic raw mink pelt prices from getting
out of hand. In fact, this 25%o duty may in a sense be considered as a counter
vailing duty in compensation for currency devaluatioi)s in important importing
Scandinavian countries in recent years as well as their embracement of value
added taxes which is an export subsidy in that it is reimbursed to the exporters.

We are aware of the problem with the term (or pieces of skins) under line
6 on page 53 of H.R. 18970 and, although we realize that promulgation of a deft-

*Page 627, Hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives,
91st Congress, on trade proposals.

51-389-70--pt. 2- 12
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nition invites scrutiny with the intention of circumvention it does seem necessary
in this case and we would like to suggest that the phrase (or pieces of skins)
be expanded to reed (or pieces of skins except heads, paws, tails or similar scrap
pieces).

On page 55 of the committee report to accompany H.R. 18970 it states: "The
bill Is designed to assist domestic producers in the efforts to rebuild the market
for mink. "

As written, this bill falls short of its objective. The provision for 4.6 million
pelts free entry is way out of range in view of the Agriculture Department's
estimate of 2,561,000 imports for 1970. There would have to be a tremendous
increase-a 779 Increase--in the present rate of imports before American mink
ranchers would get any relief through the quota provision.

Moreover, the removal of the embargo against seven Russian furs will in-
crease competition against us and hurt the market for mink pelts. For In-
stance, Kolinsky furs, which are directly competitive to mink, will once again
enter the American market. An indication of the possible impact on our mink
market is the record of imports in 1949 and 1950 which could be considered
normal since they were well in advance of the imposition of the embargo which
has been in effect since August 31, 1951 for Communist China and January 5,
1952 for Russia. The imports were 802,818 Kolinsky in 1949 and 994,462 in 1950.
This average of 899 Thousand pelts would be almost equivalent to the equal
amount of low grade mink pelts.

When it is realized that the other five types of furs that will be admitted
to compete for the retail fur dollar, it is obvious that this bill as written, rather
than help the mink farmer, would hurt him by causing an immediate depressing
effect on the mink market and no belief in the foreseeable future due to the high
4.6 million free pelt quota.

A major problem in marketing mink pelts has been glutting of the market at
the beginning of each selling season.

The world mink pelt crop is harvested during the last two months of the year
and there is a natural inclination to sell it promptly. Another factor which leads
to overloading the market early is the geographical location of the Scandinavian
countries. Being farther north than the United States, the mink's winter coat
is grown earlier in Scandinavia, permitting them to pelt earlier. The Scandi-
navians have used this geographical advantage to flood the market with unlimited
sales in December before we Americans can get our pelts to market.

In the United States the mink farmers cooperate with the auction companies
to arrange an orderly schedule of sales. We also limit quantities on sales with
minimum limits on the selling price.

Year after year these Scandinavian early unlimited sales have started off the
selling season with large quantities at disastrously low prices, leaving us to try
desperately to raise the U.S. market to profitable levels.

We have approached the Scandinavians repeatedly, asking them to limit their
early sales, without success.

A stipulation in the mink section of the Trade Bill limiting imports in any
calendar quarter to one-third of the annual quota will be an important aid
in our goal of orderly mink pelt marketing in the United States.

To summarize: In order that the bill will actually assist domestic producers in
the efforts to rebuild the market for mink, we respectfully request the following
three changes in -the present bill:

1. Retention of the embargo against seven furs from Communist China and
Russia.

2. Reduction of the amount of free entry mink pelts from 4.6 million to 3.6
millions.

3. Add the specification that not more than one-third of permissible entry
during a calendar year be admitted in any calendar quarter.

It should be noted that the only change from current practice effected by these
three changes is limiting imports to 1.2 million skins in any one calendar
quarter.

Suggestions as to the form of these changes are attached.
We mink farmers feel that Congress is our last resort and we plead with you

to give us import control that will permit the saving of a nucleus of mink farms
on wl ich we can rebuild an important American Industry.

Three changes in HR 18970 needed to make the mink section an effective help
to the United States mink farmer:

1. On page 53, of the bill strike "repeal" from line 1, strike line 2. strike
lines 10 and 11, In line 12, strike "and repeal." This retains the embargo
against seven furs from Russia and Communist China.
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2. On page 53 of the bill, under item 123.50, strike "4,600,000 skins" and
replace with "3,600,000 skins." This brings the quota figures closer to current
import levels.

3. On page 53 of the bill, under item 123.50, after ") entered during any
calendar year" add "of which not more than 1,200,000 skins (or pieces of
skins) may be entered during any calendar quarter."

This will assist American mink ranchers in their effort to prevent glutting of
the market at the start of the selling season and achieve orderly marketing.

GROWTH AND DECLINE OF THE U.S. MINK MARKET IN THE SIXTIES
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TESTIMONY OF JACOB S. POTOFSKY, PRESIDENT, AMALAMATE CLOTHING WORKERS
OF AMERICA, AFL-CIO, BEFORE THE WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE, U.S. HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES, MAY 20, 1970

I appreciate the opportunity to present the views of the Amalgamated Clothing
Workers on H.R. 16920, which we support wholeheartedly.

Let me start by making it plain that my union has long favored the basic prin-
ciples of international trade, and we fully understand the questions asked by some
of our friends in Congress about our position on H.R. 16920. They ask, Have we
changed our philosophy? The answer is, No, we support,- not because we have
changed our dedib.ation to our international responsibilities, but because we think
this bill will help the cause of international trade-orderly trade, without in-
equities or harmful effects on any of the countries involved.

Forty years ago, when most of us first became aware of the principles of
reciprocal international trade, conditions were far different than they are today.
In that time, the United States could depend on its technological advantages to
meet the competition of lower wages in other countries.

Today, that is no longer true. In almost every industry, but especially in
textiles and apparel, technology in other countries is just as advanced as ours.
I say particularly in our industry, because ours is an industry which still de-
pends more on labor than machinery. Technology In our industry plays a rela-
tively minor role, and Is easily acquired by other nations. But the differential
in wages remains, and. in fact, is larger than ever. We cannot compete with
wages of 8 an hour in South Korea, or even of 370 an hour in Japan. We cannot
compete, and we don't want to compete, with wages such as these. And we are
confident that you do not wish us to compete with wages as low as these.

Because we cannot compete, and because we have no advantage in technology,
textile and apparel imports have been increasing at runaway speed-in some
categories at more than 200 percent a year.

And because we cannot compete, our industry contributes a sizeable proportion
of the overall growing deficit in the trade balance of the United States-almost
a billion dollars in our Indu.try alone in 1969.

And all of this is compounded by the barriers which have been erected by
other nations to our own exports. Some of the nations which export the most to
us, such as Japan and the European Economic Community, have almost closed
their borders to our products.

So you can see that the principles and conditions which existed in the 1930's
no longer exist in 1970. The United States no longer has the same advantage of
its technology. Other nations have not. kept pace with our move toward recipro-
cal trade. And the trade surpluses of past years have been replaced with a
growing trade deficit.

As the president of the Amalgamated, however, my concern is not so much
with trade surpluses and technology as with the effect of these conditions on
our working people. Let me remind you that the textile-apparel industry is the
largest employer of all manufacturing industries with 21 million workers. It
is important not only in terms of numbers, but also in the kinds of jobs it offers.
Our skill and educational requirements are modest. As a result, many of our
workers are members of minority groups, women, the unskilled and under-
educated generally.

These are the kind of workers who, if they lost their jobs with us, could not
be readily trained for other employment, and might have no place to go but the
welfare rolls.

I cannot believe that thii should be the result of a rational and intelligent
trade policy !

I am not talking about a future possibility, but about a present event. In
the last decade, our manhours of employment have lagged far behind the in-
crease in manufacturing generally. In the last three years, as imports have
climbed higher, manhour figures in our Industry show an actual decline. And
the pressures on our working conditions have been growing. If you have any
doubts about this, I invite you to join us at the bargaining table next year when
our contracts expire in the clothing Industry.

From all of this, it is obvious that conditions have changed from the 1930s
when we learned our first lessons about reciprocal trade. In the 1930's, my union
was one of those which worked hard to promote the minimum wage law, and
we thought we had won a great victory when the first Fair Labor Standards Act
passed Congress in 1938. Today, because of the change in the facts of inter-
national trade, our practices are promoting exactly what the minimum wage
law was supposed to prevent: unfair, destructive competition based on low wages.
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Finally, let me assure our friends who worry about what they believe is a
change in our philosophy that HR. 16920 does not close the door, to trade. Just the
opposite: it provides a mechanism to assure orderly and continuing trade. My
only suggestion for alteration concerns the provision which would continue to give
the Tariff Commission the authority to make findings of Injury and the power
to authorize adjustment assistance. We would strongly urge that this be changed
to provide this authority to the President, for he alone is in possession of the
wide range of Information required for sound decision-making in this complex
field.

I would like to close with an expression of appreciation to you, Mr. Chairman,
and to the others who have sponsored this bill. We believe that those responsible
for this bill have demorstrated statesmanship, courage and wisdom.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF THE IIuYCK CORP.

It is our understanding that despite the fact that H.R. 18970, the proposed Trade
Act of 1970, has not yet been passed by the House of Representatives, the pro-
visions of this proposed legislation are now before your Committee for considera-
tion as an amendment to certain pending legislation including the Social Security
bill. With the indulgence of the Committee, references in this statement will loo
to the provisions of H.R. 18970.

Huyck Corporation Is a relatively small company in a small and highly
specialized segment on the periphery of the textile Industry. Although we are
aware of, and fully sympathetic with, the problems of the mainstream of the tex-
tile industry with regard to the large and increasing volume of imports from
certain foreign countries, our situation is such that we could be seriously injured
rather than helped by the provisions of H.R. 18970. Attached as Exhibit A is a
copy of the Annual Report of Huyck Corporation for the 1969 fiscal year.*
Celebrating Its centennial In 1970, Huyck Corporation has been manufacturing
felt for the U.S. paper industry sin'e 1870. These woven and/or needed textile
products, made from wool and synthetic fibers, are used principally in the press
section of papermaking machines.

In the 1950's our Company developed a synthetic fiber replacement for the
bronze wire screen "belt" traditionally used in the Fourdrinier ("wet end")
section of the papermaking machine. This new woven fabric must combine a
fine mesh and texture with stability, strength and ruggedness so as to be able
to run on large paper machines and make satisfactory paper. A coarser version
of this open-mesh fabric has been adopted for use in the dryer section of the
paper machine, but the comments hereinafter Included will relate to the forming
fabric used in the Fourdrinter section of the paper machine rather than to the
-open-mesh dryer fabrics.

At the present time our Company and Its subsidiaries have forming fabric
plants in the United States, Canada, Great Britain and Italy. Its traditional
papermakers felt products are manufactured at other plants--two in the United
States, and one each in Canada, Australia, Argentina and Brazil. In addition to
these products for the paper industry, the Company also has a small subsidiary
engaged In the development and commercial application of a new line of products
in the field of fiber metallurgy. Thus, our Company has 11 plants in 7 countries.
Except as hereinafter noted, however, our U.S. customers are supplied entirely
from our U.S. plants.

As our Company began to develop the paper machine forming fabric made of
synthetic fibers, it established a plant at Greeneville, Greene County, Tennessee.
When that operation, which has the division trade name of Formex Company,
began to break even on a current basis In the mtd-60's, Huyck Corporation had
Invested some 7 million dollars in plant and equipment and 13 million dollars,
in operating losses, an unusually large Investment for the size of Huyck. These
facts give some indication of the difficulty encountered in developing and
manufacturing this product and the high degree of engineering content required.

Since the mid-60'a, our efforts have been crowned with success and this new
synthetic forming fabric has enjoyed rather spectacular growth in the U.S.
which has the world', largest paper industry. Our U.S. business in this product
has grown at an average rate of about 10% per calendar quarter during this
period. The previously mentioned plants of our subsidiaries in Canada, Great

*This was made a part of the official files of the Committee.
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Britain and Italy were established in the early and mid-6O's, and have partici-
pated in the success of this product in recent years.

A major expansion of the Tennessee plant was completed early In 1970, and
equipment Is still being installed and shaken down. The Tennessee operation
now has some 150,000 square feet of manufacturing floor space and nearly 300
employees. We are now negotiating for a site for a second U.S. plant to be
located in another area of the country. Also, as a result of the continuing success
of our synthetic forming fabric product, our Company has recently announced
Its willingness to make sales of its forming fabric manufacturing know-how,
with any necessary licenses to practice patents owned by the Company, to
qualified applicants in the business of supplying felts, fabrics and Fourdrinter
wires to the paper industry. Attached as Exhibit B is a copy of a letter front
0. G. Iaywood, President, to shareowners of Huyck Corporation, dated Sep-
tember 18, 1970.

The principal raw materials, other than treatment chemicals, used In the
manufacture of Huyck Corporation's open-mesh forming fabrics are filament
yarns of nylon and polyester fiber. Nylon Is used in a large share of these fabrics
and polyester fiber must be used in all of them. The nylon is acquired from U.S.
producers. However, In the polyester fibers, we have not been able to get from
U.S. manufacturing sources fibers with the specific characteristics and perform-
ance that are required for our product. Consequently, our multifllament polyester
yarns are from Canadian sources, and our monofilament polyester yarns are
imported from West Gemany. Fom 1967 through the first eight months of 170,
our purchases of these imported yarns have been as follows (in pounds)

Year Monofilament Multifilament Total

1967 ....................................................... 14.525 13,254 27,719
1968 ------------------------------------------------------ 6.312 26,039 32,350
1969 ------------------------------------------------------ 24,269 22,694 47,553
1970 (8 months) ............................................ 21,159 23,190 44,349

We are constantly testing polyester yarns from U.S. sources and hope that
eventually we will be able to use U.S. yarns entirely and avoid the expensive
Imports, but to date we have not found acceptable U.S. yarns. Our estimated
use of polyester filament yarns for this product during the next five years is as
follows (in pounds).

Monofilament Multifilament Total

1971 ...................................................... 101.600 25,500 127.000
1972 ...................................................... 125,400 21.900 147,300
1973 ...................................................... 156.300 15,900 172,200
1974 ----------------------------------------------------- 198, s0 17,000 215.500
1975 ...................................................... 249,100 18,200 267. 300

Our U.S. success outpaced the capacity of our Greeneville plant and, while get-
ting the Greeneville plant expansion designed and completed, we have had to
import a minor percentage of these fabrics from our Canadian and Italian plants
in order to keep our U.S. customers supplied. These imports have been as follows
since 1907:

Volume (square Ultimate saleYear feet) value

1967 ................................................................... 1414 $37,971
1968 ................................................................... 16.018 63,724
1969 ...................................................................... 187.018 722,580
1970 (8 months) ............................................................ 47,350 195, 364

We expect to have to continue to import about 50,000 square feet (ultimate
sales value of about $200,000) per year for the next two or three years until our
second plant is built and in full operation. As indicated, it is our plan to increase
our capacity, in these forming fabrics so that It will not be necessary after the
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next two or three years to use imported fabrics, even from our own foreign plants,
to supply any portion of our U.S. market.

Thus, it is evident that any limitation of our import of polyester filament
yarns to the average of 1967, 1908 and 1969 could have grave consequences for our
Company. This part of our U.S. business has been growing so fast that those
three years and any prior years are meaningless as a quota base. As fas as the
fabrics are concerned, a quota based upoL the average of 1967,1968 and 1969 would
be adequate to support our imported fabric (as contrasted with polyester filament
yarns) needs for the next two or three years, provide such quota were computed
on our history, and available exclusively to our Company. Based upon a reading
of the report of the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representa-
tives, however, we are under the impression that quotas would be established on
broad tariff categories or similar bases and that quota clients would have to com-
pete with each other in seeking participation under a particular quota category.
Under the circumstances, and due to the non-disruptive nature of our imports, we
believe that our relatively small company should not be subjected to the haz-
ards of such competition.

We believe that our products fall clearly outside of the problem area which
the import quota provisions of H.R. 18970 and other import quota legislation pro-
posals presently before the Congress are designed to handle. We do not compete
with the great textile industry of the U.S., but merely with our own small, highly
specialized felt and Fourdrinler wire industry serving the paper industry.
Although big and important to us, our volume of purchases of imported polyester
yarns is insignificantly small to the great companies in the man-made fiber
industry in the U.S. The relatively small volume of our fiber demand is one of the
primary reasons we have not found acceptable polyester filament yarns produced
in the U.S.--our needs are not large enough to merit extensive development work
or close manufacturing attention by the larger U.S. man-made fiber companies.

In reviewing H.R. 18970, it appears that. if the Finance Committee of the Sen-
ate is inclined to relieve our problem under this proposed legislation, it would
be appropriate that-this be done by inserting a specific narrow exception in Sub-
section (1) of Section 206 of Title II of H.R. 18970. Attached as Exhibit C Is a
copy of this Subsection with the proposed additional language included nud
underscored.

This approach appears to be more appropriate than our seeking later an exec-
utive exception as a "non-disruptive import" as permitted under subsection (b)
(1) of Section 201 of Title II of H.R. 18970, since the relief we need. especially
with regard to polyester filament yarns, must be defined in terms of intended use
of the imported article rather than the article itself. In other word.q, our excep-
tion is much more similar to that covering necktie material already found in this
subsection, than to the athletic shoe example described on page 39 of the House
Ways and Means Committee Report.

Favorable consideration of our problem by the Finance Committee Is urgently
requested. If our Company can supply any additional information which will be
helpful to the Committee, we will do so promptly upon request.

Respectfully submitted.
THOMAS 3f. 'MCCRARY,

Vice Pres(dent.
EXHrnIT B

HUYCK CORP.,
Renisclaer, N.Y., Sep tenilber 18, 1970.

To: Shareowners of Hluyck Corp.
We are pleased to report that your Board of Directors on September 16, 1970

declared a quarterly dividend of $.12 per share on the common stock, payable
December 15, 1970 to Shareholders of Record on November 23. 1070.

This represents an increase of 20% over the previous quarterly dividend, and
brings the dividend for this year to $.42 per share. The new dividend is at the
rate of $.48 per year.

Continued increases in earnings have made it possible to increase the dividend
and, at the same time, retain larger earnings for future growth. We consider it
in the long-range interests of our Shareowners to retain the major portion of our
earnings to finance future growth and profitability.

A major contributor to our good earnings picture this year, as indicated in the
6-months' statement, is the expansion of sales and available markets for
FORMEX) forming fabrics. With continued improvement of our multifilament
fabrics line and development and Introduction of our new endless monofilament
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fabrics, we are rapidly expanding the markets which can be served by these
fabrics.

In Canada, for example, our fabrics are now running on 10 newsprint machines
with fabrics for 14 more newsprint machines on order. In the United States, our
fabrics are running on substantially faster and larger machines than last year
in several types of paper, including fine paper, corrugating medium and kraft
bag paper.

As a result of our progress this year, we now expect that the total forming
fabric market In North America for which our fabrics will be offered commer-
cially by the end of 1970 will be in the range of $25,000,000 to $30,000,000 com-
pared to $16,000,000 at the beginning of the year. We also believe that synthetic
fabrics will displace metal Fourdrinier wires very rapidly during the next five
years and that by the end of this period our fabrics and those of our competitors
will have 80% of the market in North America. At the present time Huyck's
endless fabrics constitute the bulk of forming fabric sales, but we do have some
competition from joined fabrics supplied by others.

Because of this very expansive market situation, we have decided that we
should be willing to make sales of our forming fabric know-how, with any neces-
sary license to practice patents, to qualified applicants in the paper machine
clothing business. We believe this action will accelerate paper industry accept-
ance of fabrics by giving ou~r customers alternate sources of supply for endless
fabrics. In addition, while we are proceeding with plans for another FORMEX()
fabric plant in the United States, sales of our know-how should prevent possible
need for further expansion which might prove excessive after our patents expire
and competition becomes fully effective. We are already discussing such trans-
actions with certain members of the machine clothing industries. Of course, we
will not sell our FORMEX® fabric know-how except on terms which we believe
to be in the short-term and long-term best interests of our Shareowners.

Sincerely,
0. 0. HAYWOOD.

EXHIBIT C

H.R. 18970, TITLE II, SECTION 206, SUBSECTION (1)

(1) The term "textile article" includes any article if wholly or in part of
cotton, wool or other animal hair, human hair, man-made fiber, or any combina-
tion or blend thereof, or cordage of hard (leaf) fibers, classified 0nder schedule
3 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States; any article classified under sub-
part B or C of part 1 of schedule 7 of such schedules if wholly or In chief value
of cotton, wool, or man-made fiber; any other article specified by the Secretary
of Commerce which he has been advised by the Secretary of the Treasury would
be classified under any of the foregoing provisions of the schedules but fre,
the Inclusion of some substance, material, or other component, or because of cs
processing, which causes the article to be classified elsewhere; and any of the
foregoing articles if entered under item 807.00 of such schedules, or under the
appendix to such schedules; but such term does not include articles classified
under any of items 300.10 through 300.50, 306.00 through 307.40, 309.60 through
309.75, and 390.10 through 390.60, inclusive, of such schedules; does not include
any woven fabric 20 inches or over but not over 46 inches in width, in the piece,
bleached or colored, whether or not ornamented, for use only in the manufacture
of portions of neckties other than the linings therefor; and does not include
textile fabrics manufact tred of man-made filaments or filament yarns, or
combinations thereof, designed for use exelusively in the operation of machines
for drying of cellulose pulp or for the making of paper or papcrborard, and fila-
ments and filament yarns certified to be for use in the manufacture of such
fabrics.

STATEMENT nY JOHN W. SCOTT, MASTER OF THE NATIONAL GRANGE

I am John W. Scott, Master of the National Grange, with headquarters at
1616 11 Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.

The National Grange is the oldest general farm organization presently embrac-
ing 7,000 local community Granges located in 40 of our 50 states and representing
over 600,000 residents of rural and suburban America.

During our nearly 104 years of service to agriculture and rural America, we
have maintained a keen interest in matters affecting foreign trade, tariffs and
and quotas. Throughout this century of service, the Grange has opposed the
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restrictive trade policies which would adversely affect the exportation of Ameri-
can agricultural products.

There are many problems facing U.S. agricultural trade interests. In fact,
foreign trade of any kind can no longer be discussed between trading nations
without the results of such deliberations having an effect on world agricultural
trade. The failure in the past to consider agriculture as an equal partner with
commerce and industry in our trade negotiations has led to many of our present
day problems in agricultural trade.

We would point out to this Committee that America was built on the profits
from agricultural exports. In the beginning of our Republic, the importance of
this export trade was recognized even during the debate on the protective tariff
suggestions which eventually became law in an effort to protect our so-called
"infant industries" from foreign competition. The nation at that time recognized
the importance of developing its industrial and agricultural capacities for pro-
duction at the same time. This has been the basis of our foreign economic
policy for almost 200 years.

It should be pointed out also, if it has not already been done, that It was
recognized that agriculture was going to pay a r rice for this protective legisla-
tion which was thrown around American industry, and it was suggested by
Mr. Alexander Hamilton that a substantial amount of the receipts from duties
on imported manufacturing goods should be devoted to the development of agri-
culture. This was the prelude to the Section 32 funds which still are used for
this same purpose.

The Grange movement began In an attempt to make agricultural products
readily available for European markets and its first struggle was against the
barriers of trade that had been erected within the United States, primarily the
monopoly in the field of transportation. So, the century of history has been
written and it finds today as it has in the past the Grange on the side of as
little restrictions on international trade as Is necessary, whether those restric-
tions come from our domestic policies, both economic and trade, or whether they
come from our foreign trade policies, or the foreign trade policies of our trad-
ing partners around the world.

At Its 102nd Annual Session, the elected delegate body of the National Grange
adopted the following statement as a reaffirmation of Grange policy:

"FOREIGN TRADE"

"In the field of foreign trade policy, the National Grange reafrms its sup-
port o1 the principle of expanding international trade through trade agree-
ments under which tariffs and non-tariff barriers to trade can be progressively
reduced and eliminated on a reciprocal and tnuttially-benefltting basis. We stand
firm in our belief that a prosperous and expanding world economy Is vital to the
economic progress of the United States and to the attainment of peace.

"The policies of the National Grange emphasize that the traditional aim
of our foreign trade policy is to bolster our domestic economy by expanding
international commerce on a basis which is equitable and which will be of
mutual benefit to all trading nations.

"In adopting measures to expand trade we recommend that the U.S. con-
tinue to adhere to the principles of the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade under which our nation has taken the lead in working toward a reduce.
tion In the obstacles to trade and in expanding trade on the basis of sound
economic principles.

"Although encouraging progress has been made under the GATT in promot-
ing less restrictive trade between the nations of the world, we are concerned
by the growing obstacles to trade in agricultural products through the use of
non-tariff trade barriers such as gate prices and the variable levy system of
the EEC. These measures oppress our commerce and deny our agricultural ex-
ports market access on an equitable basis and deny access on terms which are
consistent with the terms of access which their goods enjoy in the United States.

"Because of the importance of exports to the well-being of our economy and
to our balance of payments problem, the National Grange recommends that far
more vigorous action and hard bargaining needs to be undertaken on the part
of our government to bring about the elimination of non-tariff trade restrictions
being maintained against U.S. agricultural products through the use of powers
provided under Section 252 of the Trade Expansion Act.

"The support of Foreign Trade policies essential to the expansion of trade for
our agricultural products does not require the exposure of any segment of our
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domestic economy to unfair competition or to economic aggrtsilon. The National
Grange has consistently supported Section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment
Act of 1933 as amended, and other measures designed to protect against unfair
competition and it recognizes that it may be necessary to adopt other measures
to this end which are designed to permit the sharing of markets on an equitable
and reciprocal basis.

"In the area of East-West trade, the National Grange reaffirms its position
adopted at the 98th Annual Session, p. 147, Journal of Proceedings. Under this
policy, the National Grange favor- the conduct of trade in non-strategic goods
with Communist countries whenever economic gain clearly outweighs any for-
eign policy consideration.

"Trade in non-strategic materials, conducted on a realistic business basis and
which serves the interests of both the U.S. and the Eastern countries, we believe,
could become an effective instrument in our foreign policy and in our quest for
peace.

"The National C7range. therefore, recommends that the policies of our govern-
ment be reviewed and that dollar trade in non-strategic materials on a com-
petitive basis be permitted in the absence of overriding foreign policy con*idera-
tions to the contrary.

"In such review, consideration should be given to the elimination of restric-
tions which would impede and burden trade in U.S. agricultural products even
when permitted-such as unnecessary export licenses, the requirement that fifty
percent of grain shipments be shipped in U.S. flag vessels and other restrictive
shipping requirements which would tend to make U.S. agricultural products
less competitive.

"Since trade in non-strategic materials with Communist countries would neces-
sarily Involve trading with the governments of such countries, the National
Grange recommends that East-West trade should be conducted under special
trading rules established through direct bilateral negotiations with such
countrites."

That the Grange should adopt such a position should come as no surprise to
those who are familiar with the history of the Grange. One of the most forthright
and influential statements to guide the delegate body was made by the then
National Master, Herschel D. Newsom, in his annual address at Syracuse, New
York, in 1967. (See Appendix A)

As early as 1960 the National Grange sounded the alarm against non-tariff
trade barriers of the Common Market. While we supported the principles of
the European economic and political unity, we did not believe that this
should be obtained at the expense of the American farmer through restrictions
on U.S. farm exports to the Community.

At the 94th Annual Session of the National Grange, the delegate body adopted
the following statement regarding Increased action by our government in the
trade negotiating:

"The National Grange reaffirms this policy and continues its support of the
basic principle of expanding international trade on a reciprocal and mutually
benefitting basis.

"In its reafflrmance of this basic policy, the National Grange believes that far
more vigorous action on the part of our government is needed to bring about
the elimination of discriminatory trade restrictions which are being maintained
against U.S. agricultural products by many of the friendly nations of the world.
These restrictions came into being and were tacitly accepted by the U.S. follow-
ing World War II because of the so-called dollar shortage which existed at that
time. This dollar shortage no longer exists in many nations of the world. On
the contrary, their dollar and gold positions are sound and their currencies are
strong, but these restrictions are being continued in effect

"li view of the greatly improved economic position of these countries, it Is
obviou.q that these discriminatory restrictions against U.S. agricultural com-
modities are totally unjustifiable and should be removed. Not only should the
discriminatory restrictions be eliminated, but a vigorous policy should be adopted
and put into action by our government to prevent the erection of new barriers
to trade, which are threatening to arise from the development of the European
Common Market. Although the general agreement on tariffs and trade recog-
nizes and permits the formation of custom unions, it is clear that it was intended
that such unions should result in the broadening of trade rather than providing
a mechanism for the establishment of protectionist and trade restriction policies.

"The National Grange recommends the adoption of a stronger and better
defined policy position on the part of our government aimed directly at the
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removal of the discriminatory trade barriers against U.S. agricultural products
and to prevent the establishment of proposed restrictive new devices under the
Common Market which will have the effect of impairing markets for U.S. agri-
cultural products. Such a policy, we believe, to be vital to American agriculture.
If firm steps are not taken now to eliminate the outmoded restrictive devices
being used against U.S. agricultural products and to prevent the establishment
of new barriers to agricultural trade under the proposed European Common
Market, opportunity for progress may be lost and the trend toward greater free-
dm of trade will be reversed."

Today American agriculture is confronted with the trade problems that the
Grange foresaw In 1900. The Common Market is threatening the levying of a use
tax on soybean products and with the proposed expansion of the E.E.C., the
protectionist policy of the Common Agricultural Policy of the E.E.C. will be
expanded to the United Kingdom and the northern countries. In addition, because
of the colonial ties of the Common Market members to countries in the Mediter-
ranean and northern Africa, including the British Commonwealth countries of
Australia and New Zealand, we are no longer talking of a European Economic
Community, but a much broader and more powerful European Economic Empire.
In the face of all these threats to agricultural exports, we in the United States
are placing the remaining export markets in serious jeopardy because of the
spread of protectionist thinking of our own commerce and industry.

The overly protectionist system of the Common Market is hurting our exports
in several ways. First, high prices in the protecting countries mean a general
reduced demand for the protected products. Second, the trade barriers, such as
the variable import levies used by the E.E.C., effectively keep our farm products
from competing in the protecting countries. Third, the stimulated production
often piles up as commodity surpluses, which the protecting countries try to
dispose of abroad by subsidizing exports into our traditional overseas markets.

We dare not, I repeat, we dare not, permit the passage of restrictive trade
legislation similar to the Tariff Act of 1930. This brought retaliation from for-
eign countries. As a result, in 1931-34 our agricultural exports dropped to an
average of about $800 million, as compared with $1.8 billion in the preceding
four years. We have problems now, but we will have even greater problems if we
allow restrictive legislation to be passed, either in agriculture or other areas of
foreign trade. We must push forward toward a more liberal trade position.

Let me try to summarize for the Committee the basic concepts of the Grange
In terms of international trade. Pirst, restraint of trade ha.t generally been
directed toward raising price and wage levels in non-agrioultural production.
As these items or products which have been protected enter into agricultural
use, and they range from tractors and automobiles, barbed wire and baling twine,
to pesticides and drugs, these protective devices behind which they have hidden
have widened the disparity between the income of agriculture and the rest of
the economy. This again proves an axiom in this field that "one man's profits
automatically become another man's cost."

The second major reason why we believe in a freer trade policy Is that
restrictive policies adversely affect the exportation of American agricultural
prodfuts. One of the most notorious of these from our standpoint is the variable
levies system of the European Fonomic Community. However, they learned this
system from the United States and its use of the American selling price as
applied to chemicals. Not only is the ASP at present a stumbling block for the
negotiations towards the expansion of agricultural trade, but that which it has
spawned in terms of the variable lcvy is a major problem in which the pro-
ducers of agricultural products in the Common Market have retreated behind
their common agricultural pricing system and made it impossible for most
agricultural products to enter into their market on a competitive basis, regard-
less of the efleicncy of the producers of these commodities.

We strongly support continuing efforts to resolve the complex textile trade
issue through negotiated restraints on imports which may be unduly trouble-
some to our domestic textile industry. We fear that unless efforts are success-
ful in achieving a voluntary arrangement which is in the best interest of the
U.S., Japan and the world trading community. unilateral Congressional import
restraints by the U.S. might trigger a series of trade confrontation,; and addi-
tional foreign import restrictions which could seriously threaten the goal of
world trade expansion.

American farmers are in no position to lose substantial pirts of their foreign
markets, as they surely would If textile and other proposed import quotas are
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imposed. We can ill afford to risk these exports so that industries already regis-
tering record sales and profits can become even more profitable at the expense
of U.S. farmers, consumers and exporters. The Grange cannot and will not-
support the efforts of a single commodity group when it does much greater damage
to another commodity group.

The third result of restraint of trade and production policies is that agri-
cultural production Is stimulated out of proportion to that which previously
had been the case in many of theo countries and the resulting demoralization
of markets both domestically and ertcrnally is a source of great concern.

The stimulation of dairy production in the European Economic Community,
primarily in France, which resulted from the Increased demand for beef and
higher quality protein foods which in turn resulted from a more affluent society,
all contributed to some market disruption in both Europe and the United
States.

The Grange recognizes that every government has the obligation of trying
to protect the income and investment of their own agriculture and other indus-
tries. In some instances, as in the United States, we have set support levels for
strategic commodities at rates which attempt to at least avert disaster and Ili
some instances to maintain a profitable operation in the production of these
commodities. We have also, In our judgment, wisely provided that when the
importation of agricultural commodities seriously threatens the continuation
and effectiveness of these support programs and increases the cost to the Fed-
eral Government, we have a right to limit the importation of these commodities.
We exercised this right in the case of milk three times during recent years
when we were faced with a tremendous cost to the Federal Government for
the support programs. In addition, the Grange will support reasonable Import
restraints on agricultural imports that are not under Section 22, If such quotas
are in the best interest of American producers and in the long-run interest of
consumers.

Mr. Herschel D. Newsom stated in 1967, when he was a member of the "Pub-
lic Advisory Committee for Trade Negotiations", the following regarding quota
IIlls then pending before Congress:

"The natural and normal export position of American agricultural products,
on a basis of competitive efficiency, must not be sacrificed to protect non-com-
petitive and high-cost production of non-agricultural products, when such re-
striction will give rise to retaliatory action against our own United States
natural exports.

"We therefore urge the Senate Finance Committee to take a critical view of
all proposals to place Import quotas on either agricultural, or non-agricultural,
items when such quotas would result in the following consequences:

"(1) A disavowal of our treaty commitments already in existence, and there-
by an invitation to retaliatory action against the United States' exports.

"(2) A repudiation of the Kennedy Round agreements, before the results have
been properly placed before this Committee.

"We have consistently supported, and here and now support, the basic prin-
ciples as outlined in the Trade Expansion Act, and believe firmly that there
are sufficient provisions in that legislation to deal Justly with aggrieved, or
potentially damaged, industry without inviting a reversal of our U.S. national
policy to expand trade on a basis of competitive efficiency.

"We would urge, therefore, that If this Committee finds that there are real
illustrations, in view or in prospect, which would seem to require imposition
of quotas in violation of the above oultine, then the alternative of making
restitution to such damaged industry in direct manner must clearly be given
careful consideration, rather than to provide quota or tariff protections that
would be vastly more costly to American consumers and in terms of damage to
the total economy or to the United States' trade position.

"It should be clearly understood that we cannot demand from the rest of the
world the right that our efficiently produced agricultural or non-agricultural
products must have the right of access to the markets of the world on the basis
of efficiency, and then turn around and Ins.ist that we be permitted the right to
erect artificial trade restrictions lit order to provide for growth of domestic
industries, which cannot achieve that growth in terms of actual competitive
efficiency.

"Finally, we must always examine any proposal that interferes with, or
unnecessarily retards, our progress toward the sort of an expanded trade program
and national policy, which was the declared purpose of the Trade Expansion Act,
and which will give to our own American consumers and our total American
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economy the benefits of the greatest efficiency ot production that Is available; and
through this efficient production, the best guarantee that we can reasonably
provide that living costs and production costs will not be artificially Increased;
hut that, on the contrary, the maximum pressure of efficient production will be
exerted to hold those cost rises to a minimum, consistent with the above enun-
ciated policies of reasonably adequate protection to the integrity of current
investment and current levels of employment.

"These we believe to be the essential ingredients of a progressive and aggres-
sive. though temperate and equitable, trade policy for the United States."

DUMPING

The Orange will stand behind our treaty obligations assumed as a member of
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. We iill not condone "dumping"
on our part, nor will we accept it when we are affected by it directly or when it
affects our markets indirectly when practiced by a third party.

At the same time, it should be pointed out that we have exempted certain
kinds of dairy products, primarily cheeses, which are classified generally as the
more exotic and more expensive cheeses that sell on the American market at
prices above similar kinds of domestically produced cheese. This permits those
who produce these commodities In our foreign trading partner countries to have
access to at least a part of the American market, as we claim the right to have
some access to the markets which we have helped to develop.

We recognize the rights of other governments, indeed their responsibility, to
do some of the same things which we are talking about at the present time. We
have faced this in the IFAP and we have faced it honestly in our relationship to
the Kennedy Round.

NORMAL TRADING PATTERNS

We believe that, as far as possible, neither the trade barriers which are created
by tariff duties nor the non-trade barriers which are created by quotas, either
those imposed domestically against exports or those imposed domestically against
imports, should be of sufficient quantity to seriously disrupt normal trading
patterns.

In the absence of other overriding national issues, foreign trade should not be
conducted on the basis of political ideology but rather on the basis of economic
advantage. This has been a major shift in Grange position in recent years. One
exception which we have made is that we should not carry on trade with na-
tions with whom we have no diplomatic relations. The problem of collecting for
goods and settling accounts becomes pretty difficult at that point and for that
reason we would prefer not to have any substantial amount of trade with those

-countries.
The Grange also holds that trade should be mutually advantageous. It is In-

conceivable that we should continue to be a nation with a favorable balance
of trade with all nations. The fact is that we shall probably have to adjust our
sights to one which Is more reasonable and assume that a favorable balance
of trade in total is the objective of American trade policy and not with indi-
vidual nations, except those with whom we have especially close ties in terms
of military alliances or historical trading patterns.

It i obvious that some assistance is necessary to help developing countries
to expand their economies before they can become good trading partners. The
investment that we made in Japan. Germany. Spain. Korea, Taiwan, and a
number of other nations at the end of World War II has paid off handsomely
in every sense of the word.

International Commodity Agreements have a place in our trade policies for
some commodities. This is especially trade of those commodities which tend to
be in over supply on the world's markets. Although there is a difference of opinion
-on the desirability of trying to allocate markets there is little argument against
attempts to develop international agreements to prevent the collapse of inter-
national markets for strategic food needs and supplies.

TaADE EXPANSION ACT

The Grange has studied with great interest the message of the President
transmitting the proposals for the Trade Expansion Act of 1970, the analysis
of the proposal, and the language of the proposed legislation.

In relationship to agriculture, which is the primary concern of the Grange, we
believe that the Kennedy Round was in itself a major breakthrough in trade
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negotiations in that agriculture for the first time stood on equal ground and
received equal consideration and treatment by the delegation representing the
United States. However, we do not believe the Job is done, nor could it be com-
pleted within the context of time and the political situations of the world during
the time limitations placed upon the Kennedy Round.

We believe there are still major problems to be attacked and areas in which
concessions that are mutually beneficial may be possible. The relationship of
United States agricultural trade to the Common Market is of particular concern
to us. However. we recognize that the EDO could not make final and definitive
commitments on trade policy at a time when their own internal agricultural
policy had not been finalized. Even though they have finally arrived at a com-
mon agreement on dairy which was the last major agricultural commodity to be
considered by the Community, the amount of dissension and the internal prob-
leins within the European Economic Community and its relationship to the rest
of the world indicate that there is no finality about the decisions that have been
reached. Therefore, the United States should be in a position to continue nego-
tiations at every opportunity when it appears that we will be able to reduce,
not only the tariff barriers, but the non-tariff barriers which stand as impedi-
aments to an expanded world trade and an increasingly profitable agriculture,
both domestic and foreign.

We strongly support the objective of expanded world trade, in the interest of
U.S. economic and political goals and as a crucial element in world economic
development and political stability.

Administration efforts to broaden trade through expanded market development
and through efforts to reduce trade barriers are highly commendable. We endorse
the major aims of the Administration trade bill to give substantial Presidential
negotiating authority toward removal of non-tariff barriers to trade and to give
further government assistance to industries damaged by imports.

We are increasingly concerned, however, with major threats to the President's
trade expansionist, outward-looking foreign policy stance. Non-tariff trade bar-
riers of the European Economic Community which are inconsistent with the con-
cept of trade liberalization and violative of the General Agreement on Tariffs and
rade threaten to be further expanded because of the possible entry of the United

Kingdom into the EEC. The failure of the Kennedy Round negotiations to deal
effectively with the most notorious and damaging of these NTPB's, the EEC's
variable import levy system, has been a source of continuing frustration to broad
U.S. agricultural Interests which have consistently supported a trade expan-
sionist position.

Major U.S. farm markets in Europe have already suffered severe losses be-
cause of the variable levy system, which in effect is a means of charging the
U.,S. and U.S. farmers for high support farm programs without production
rcstraints. U.S. agricultural groups understand that European political unity
may be desirable, but the maintenance of such non-tariff trade barriers against
V.S. agricultural products is not essential to achieving that unity. We also
believe that Europeans should now assume a much larger share of the burdens
of unity.

We believe It is urgent that variable levies be the subject of prompt negotia-
tion with a view to seeking a modification and eventual elimination of such
levies before a decision is reached on the question of UK entry into the EEC.
The extension of the variable levy system to the UK and other areas would
sharply reduce U.S. farm exports, hurt the U.S. balance of payments position
and lend support to those who seek a more protectionist trade policy by the
United States.

We believe that a foreign economic trade policy which is aimed at expanding
mutual trade in accordance with the principle of sound economics and on a
reciprocal basis is essential to the welfare of American agriculture and to our
national economy. We also agree that there are burdens as well as benefits which
must be shared in the process of liberalizing world trade. The United States
has been a leader in the policy of limiting trade restriction measures primarily
to instances where serious injury or threatened injury Is established. The
variable levy system of the EEC, however, was unilaterally established contrary
to the principles of the GAT'T' and without any showing or claim of injury.

Such a system is regressive and should not be extended to other areas. Unless
it is modified, it will not only continue to be a source of friction but it will ulti-
mately force the United States, is well as other nations, to shift away from
an expansionist trade policy position and adopt similar restrictive measures.
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THE AMERICAN SELLING PRICE

The provisions for the modification of the legislation establishing the Ameri-
can Selling Price which were agreed upon at Geneva and which are before this
Committee once more in our judgment, are not destructive nor disruptive to our
chemical industry. We believe that this Industry, which is one of the major
growth industries of the nation, can absorb the changes which might be forth-
coming and yet which are not even proven to be certain. The provisions in this
legislation would assure that no greater damage would be done to these com-
panies nor to their workers. The ASP stands as a major stumbling block to-
wards better trade relationships between the United States and other nations
and therefore the proposals to modify it should be adopted. It should also be
pointed out that the passage of this legislation does not remove all protection
from the chemical industry. The protection that they retain still is much greater
than that of most other industries.

The tremendous increase in the use of chemicals in American agriculture has
made pesticide-, herbicides, insecticides, rodenticides, and fertilizers a major
cost item for American farms. Some of these are protected by duty rates of as
much as 150%. These intermediates have a duty rate of 140%. Benzenoids such
as penicillin have 80% rates.

We believe that these rates can be reduced, although we would not eliminate
them. The American Selling Price agreement as a part of the Kennedy Round
proposes to do just this. For instance, the benzenold penicillins would be reduced
to between 20% and 30% compared with the present 60%. These are substantial
savings for American agriculture, but we believe that they also provide adequate
protection for an American industry that can no longer hide behind the title of
an infant industry. The fact Is that American chemical firms are among the
giants of the world and certainly should be able to compete, not only for world
markets, which they are doing at the present time--our net exports of chemicals
are far greater than our Imports--but for the domestic market as well.

FARM PROGRAMS AND TRADE POLICY

American agriculture has a high stake in mutually advantageous world trade.
Exports represent a significant part of the total market for our agricultural pro-
duction- the production from approximately one acre out of four Is exported.

In 1967 our agricultural exports reached an all-time high of $6.8 billion. They
declined 9% in 1968-69 and have regained some of that loss in 1970 when $6.5
billion in agricultural products were exported.

Many factors caused the decline in farm exports during the marketing year
of 1968-69, the most important being a lengthy dock strike along the Atlantic
and Gulf shoreline. In addition, the "Green Revolution" In India, Pakistan, and
other countries reduced their need for farm products from U.S.A. But perhaps
most importantly, the European Common Market and other European countries.
increased their production through domestic farm programs that provided price
incentive without any restraint on production.

Carl Gilbert. in a recent talk before "The International Center of New Eng.
land. Inc.", summed it up this way:

"At the moment our main problems are concerned with the Common Agri.
cultural Policy of the EC which involves a complicated price support system
without production controls; variable levy system to protect domestic production
from import competition; and so-called restitution payments which, in effect, sub.
sidize exports. As a matter of internal policy, the EC has elected to fix price
supports at undtfly high leveLs which induce uneconomic production, creating
surpluses of certain commodities. Surplus production is moved into world markets
with the aid of subsidies, which not infrequently amount to several times the
value of the commodity. Examples include dairy products, poultry, barley and
soft wheat.

"These policies have taken their toll on U.S. agricultural exports to the EC.
Exports declined from $1.6 billion in calendar year 1966 to $1.3 billion last year,
and all of the decline was in commodities protected by the EC variable levy
system. We have noted with interest that the EC apparently has begun to recog-
nize the need to curb production of some commodities in surplus. The Community
has, for example, instituted slaughter payments for dairy cattle, and there are
payments for the uprooting of certain fruit trees. To date, measures to restrict
production have been quite modest; the most effective measure--to reduce domes-
tic agr'cultural support prices on grains-has yet to be taken."
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The problem of the decline in our agricultural exports does not lie with our
own domestio farm program but with our inability to negotiate meaningful
trade agreements with our trading partners.

We made some headway during the Kennedy Round but our own failure to
live up to and use the proper procedures of the International Grains Arrange-
ment has almost brought that agreement tumbling down. Our failure to come to
grips with the real problems of world trade has led us to the brink of a world-
wide trade war-in which no country will be the winner.

Meeting our trade problems calls for a re-examination of all of the institutions
that have been created to govern world trade. The most important of these is the
GAT'-r-the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. The problem does not
necessarily lie with the Agreement, but the manner in which the Agreement has
been carried out. The provisions of the Agreement have been abused, and these
abuses could have been arrested-had use been made of the provisions for cor-
recting and disciplining these practices.

If GATT has been ineffective in dealing with agricultural trade problems, it
may be because we have failed to look at agricultural production in global con-
text. We can correct the flaws in GATT, but we still can have the same trade
problems because of the tremendous production capacity of all industrialized na-
tions and some of the developing nations.

The domestic programs of the U.S. have centered around production controls,
with income-stabilizing measures, to provide some equality of income to producers
in relatinship with other segments of our economy. We believe that they have
served farmers well, helped obtain the greatest amount of agricultural exports,
with little disruption in world trade patterns.

We are encouraged to see other surplus-producing nations--Canada, Australia
and others-taking steps to curb production of primarily grain crops that are in
a world state of overproduction. (See Appendix B)

Differences in agricultural policies, cost of production, inflationary pressures,
investment in farming and custom and tradition are all factors that must be
considered in trying to arrive at some common trade policy. The European Eco-
nomic Community, for example, has not fully resolved these differences between
member countries and this continues to be a perplexing problem. It was a major
roadblock to the successful conclusion of the Kennedy Round.

Every major agricultural producing nation in the world which has a demo-
cratic government responsible to its primary producers has developed programs
and policies designed to increase the bargaining power of such produces In the
market place. We find this true in farming, fisheries and lumber. International
agreements, therefore, continue to afford our country instruments through which
to expand trade to the benefit of both importing and exporting nations.

The treatment of agriculture in the Kennedy Round trade negotiation prompted
resolutions and response from major European and American farm groups who
are members of the International Federation of Agricultural Producers. IFIAP
outlined considerations for the negotiation to increase agricultural trade in the
Policy Statement of the Seventeenth General Conference of IPAP held in Tokyo,
Japan, October 24-November 1, 1969:

"The areas In which developing countries should be particularly active and
will have to take Important and diffeult initiatives include more especially ex-
porter cooperation In commodity trade and the promotion of greater trade among
themselves, implying coordination of economic development policies.

'"There are a number of ways that have been suggested for countries exporting
those primary agricultural products for which the demand is price-inelastic, and
for which prices have been very unstable to take Joint action to secure better and
more stable prices. The crux of the problem here, as in other fields, is the will and
the ability for loyal cooperation among exporter& Importer cooperation is essen-
tial so that goodwill is maintained, other forms of development assistance are
not compromised, and arrangements work efficiently. Formal or informal Inter-
national arrangements could wield the requisite market power to bring and hold
prices at Improved, yet reasonable, levels. Export quotas, preferably supported
by production control, are required for such action. For price stability, agreed
buffer stock management is in most cases also essential."

Traditional agricultural exporting countries will continue to seek "concessions"
on agricultural products analogous to those obtained for industrial products.

If the negotiations are to be successful In the agricultural sector they must
start from the basis that the governments cannot "negotiate" their responsibility
to ensure that the incotnc8 of their farm poppilatons bear fair relations ip and
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trend with those in other sectors and that the efinination of serious modification
of existing agricultural support measures is not feasible. Governments will there-
fore be seeking to reconcile the need for income support for agricultural pro-
ducers and their desire to develop international trade in agricultural products.

The most promising approach will be to examine the position on a commodity-
by-commodity basis and to devise--as long as advocated by IFAP--commodity
arrangements or agreements, as appropriate, for individual commodities or
groups of commodities.

In whatever proposals are made, there must be a basis for reciprocity regard-
Ing both obligations and benefits. Thus, to the extent that exporting countries
are ready to ensure that their production is at a level broadly in line with out-
lets, countries must be prepared to make their fair contribution to the establish-
ment of a sound balance on world markets.

Governments must at all times remain conscious of the fact that trade among
North American and European countries is only part of world trade, and that
recent experiences have show that great opportunities exist for expanding agri-
cultural exports to countries outside the North Atlantic areas.

TRADE RESTRICTIONS

Our interest in the subject matter of proposed and prospective import quota
legislation is substantial and is born out of the compulsion of bringing American
agricultural trade requirements increasingly into our national trade pattern. This
must be done in ouch a manner as to equitably serve the rights of agricultural
producers in proper relationships with those of other segments of the United
States economy.

It should be clear that we must bring about a world trade structure, under
which regulations and protective devices designed to protect the financial in-
tegrity and tile job security of American citizens will clearly take account of
fundamental necessity of making reasonable provision for trade expansion over
a period of time on the basis of competitive efficiency. In fact, the United States
has, in my opinion, been reasonably effective in encouraging a trend toward
reduction of trade barriers and increasing recognition of competitive efficiency in
a trade expansion program. There is still appeal in the slogan of "More Trade
and Less Aid in our Foreign Relations Program."

It of course follows that we, whose major Interests are agricultural, must
clearly recognize as we must ask all other Ameraians to recognize, that some of
our own artificial devices or protective mechanisms, even though they may have
been justified at the time of their invention, now stand as impediments to a
progressively expanding trade pattern, increasingly responsive to competitive
efficiency. Such protective devices must be progressively modified over a period
of time to promote maximum trade expansion on the basis of that competitive
efficiency.

I would respectfully urge the members of this Committee to consider the fact
that agriculture in American has historically been the victim of protectionist
policies, designed primarily to protect nonagricultural industry and non-agri-
cultural labor from foreign competition. This is true of H.R. 18970 pending before
this Committee-particularly the portions of the bill to provide for orderly trade
in textile articles and articles of leather footwear. It may do that, but in doing so
it will be restrictive on agricultural exports.

The necessity, therefore, of achieving an orderly growth of agricultural export
markets demands that-all Americans look with great care and concern upon
the legislative imposition of any import quotas which might compel our trading
partners in the world to take retaliatory action that is provided in the articles
(if the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.

We yield to none in a genuine desire to protect our own people--in or out of
agriculture. We have supported the inclusion of provisions and devices for achiev-
ing this level of protection in various pieces of legislation that have come before
the Congress for the past many years.

American prices and American wage levels must be given reasonable protec-
tion. But we dare not permit that protection to approach the point of stagnation
of our economy, or any segment thereof. Nor may we Justify permitting in type
or degree of protection to develop for any segment of the economy that seriously
threatens or impairs existing exports.

We may indeed face the necessity even now of some degree of temporary pro-
tection for some products of industry if it is determined that a situation which
was beyond their controls may have placed such American industry at a com-

51-389--70-pt. 2- 13
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petitive disadvantage, by reason of the fact that industries in certain other
countries of the world were virtually destroyed; and thereby, of necessity, re-
built on a pattern that provides them some measure of competitive superiority in
steel, or in textile manufacture, for example, and that this may have been born
out of national necessity, rather than corporate or individual complacency.

Surely some method of achieving that degree of protection, short of destroying
the prospect of orderly trade expansion and development, can be found without
resorting to legislatively established quotas, as seem to be envisioned In some
of the proposals with which this Committee must be concerned; and which would
surely result in serious reduction In U.S. exports.

May I respectfully again call your attention to the fact that under the Trade
Expansion Act of 1962, the United States Congress and the Administration
gave to American agriculture the prospect of a National Trade Policy moving
progressively toward a realistic inclusion of agricultural trade requirements
in that national policy. It is my earnest hope that this progress toward 'organiz-
ing the world's trade, in justice and equity to producers and consumers, can be
continued over the next several years.

We must not destroy .this market potential. We must, on the contrary, take
pride in the progress being made, and ask that the more developed countries
and the less developed countries join us, as we prove ourselves willing to join
with them; in seeking further progress and development of an expanding trade
on the basts of effletency exercising only that caution and care which domestic
well-being clearly dictates, and standing ready to consider any unusual compen-
sations that the overall national well-being and economic progress may require
in the case of destruction or impairment of financial integrity and/or job security
of any Industry-which may of necessity be damaged in pursuit of the broad
national well-being.

We must seek Trade Expansion-not Trade Restriction as a continuing
National Policy. We do not believe that 11.11. 18970 will lead this nation towards
trade expansion. In recent meetings with producers of both Japan and the
Common Market countries, they have told us of their great concern over the
restrictive provisions in the Trade Act of 1970.

We cannot expect equal treatment by the European Economic Community
regarding our agricultural exports If, at the same time, we are closing the trade
door in their faces.

There are many good features in the Trade Act of 1970, but we would much
rather lose thpm than have the Act become law. Its total profile is protectionism:
therefore, the National Grange urges its defeat.

%TATEFENT BY PATRICK B. IIEAL.Y, SECRETARY OF THE NATIONAL M1lK 1'RODm":Hs

FEDERATION

THE FEDERATION

The National Milk Producers Federation represents American dairy farmers
and the. cooperative dairy plants which they own and through which they process
and market, on a cost basis, the milk produced on their farms.

EXPORT SUBSIDIES

lfeavy exPort subsidies are being ii-ed by foreign nations to dump their surplus
dairy products into world trade channels and to undercut 6ur domestic markets.

In the Common Market, butter is price supported at 78 cents per pound and is
sold for processing of export products at 11 cents per pound. The subsidy in this
case is six times the export sale price.

Other sample export subsidies are: butterfat 78.93 cents per pound. nonfat dry
milk 9.98 cents per pound, and cheddar cheese 30.84 cents per pound.

COUNTERVAILING DUTIES

The Secretary of the Treasury is required to collect countervailing duties on
imports equal to the amount of the export subsidy used by the exporting nation.

In July 1068, we requested that countervailing duties be applied to the case of
dairy products.

It Is now more than two years later and no such duties have been collected.
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REPEAL OF COUNTERVAILINO DUTIES

It would be a most serious mistake to repeal the countervailing duty statute
with respect to items under import quotas as section 302 (a) of H.R. 17550 (Senate
amendments Nos. 925 and 1009, section 302(a), page 45) would do. Foreign na-
tIons are not entitled to be granted a license to engage in such unfair trade
practices.

Granting some discretion to the Secretary of the Treasury to apply counter-
railing duties is inadequate.

This Is the same official which lor more than two years has failed to enforce
the present positive requirement for the collection of countervailing dutl.s.

REAPPRAISAL NEEDED

Our foreign trade policies are seriously out of line with realities.
Unneeded imports add millions of dollars of unnecessry cost to the dziry

support program, undermine the nation's agricultural markets, and result in loss
of oportunity for our own people.

The advent of the European Common Market completely changed the whole
concept of international trade. All efforts to get the Common Market to go back
to idealistic free trade concepts and to abandon its import controls and export
subsidies have failed.

The United States cannot continue to close its eyes to thi. fact and go on living
in the dreamland of the past.

TIlE IMPORTANCE OF IMPO}lT CONTROLS

Neither our agricultural dairy program, nor the Aiuericaii dairy industry, as-
we know them today, can exist under present eniiditions- (of wiirhl trade %% ithott
effective import controls.

We dare not rely on an overseas source of .upply for such -ssen tial food.s aS
milk and dairy prwhucts.

NEW LEGISLATION NEEDED

Section 22 of the Agricultural Adjtustment Act has lief-n tried and found wvant-
ing. It has been charaeterim'cd by a long history of easy uni r .t eail v, voi.K!4
of its Inadequate quotas.

A new evasion fiasco is now in progress in the form of imports of a butter-
fat-sugar mixture labeled ice cream. Another costly and time consuming '1Turiff
Coniunission bearing began July 7. 1970. Tile previous one ended only a year
and a half ago.

The 1970 proceeding already Is Inadequate. and a new round of evasion is
building up for next year in the form of lactose. cheese priced at 47 cents or
more per pound, and other Items.

This means more damaging imports. more waste to the support program. and
another round of costly Tariff Commission bearings.

DAIRY IMPORT ACT

This proposed legislation would put a top limit on imports of butterfat and
nonfat milk solids in any form, thus ending the ever continuing rounds of *,vaslon
we have experienced in the past.

CONCLUSION

Heavy export subsidies are being used( by foreign nations to undermine our
doinestic markets for dairy products.

Present law requires this to be stolpped through the use of countervailing
duties.

The Skcretary of the Treasury has failed to enforce this law.
Repeal of the countervailing duties as to items under import quotas, as pro-

vided in section 302(a) of H.R. 17550 (Senate amendments Nos. 925 and 1009,
section 302(a), page 45), would be a serious mistake.

We urge the Committee to delete this provision from the proposed "rrade
Act of 1970."

WAYS AND MEANS ETATEMENT

Our statement before the House Ways and Means Committee on June 10,
1070, deals with the problem of dairy imports and the use of export Nubsldies
by foreign nations in greater detail. A copy is attached.
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STATEMENT BY PATRICK B. HEALY, SECRETARY OF THE NATIONAL MILK PRODUCERS
FEDERATION ON TARIFF AND TRADE PROPOSALS---JUNE 16, 1970, BEFORE THE
WAYS AND MlEANS COMMITTEE OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, U.S.
CONGRESSS

SUMMARY

The Federation

The National Milk Producers Federation represents American dairy farmers
anid the cooperative dairy plants which they own and through which they proc-
ess and market, on a cost basis, the milk produced on their farms.

Our agricultural programs

Prices paid to farmers for milk are supported at levels ranging between 75
and 90 percent of parity. This is accomplished by removing surplus supplies
from the market through purchases made by the Commodity Credit Corporation.

Imports in('rea.e the total surplus, displace a commercial outlet for (dinIe.t-c
dairy products, and result in millions of dollars of wasted and unnecessary cost
to the support program.

The importance of import con trols

Neither our agricultural dairy program, nor the American dairy industry, as
we know them today, can exist under pres-nt conditions of world trade without
effective import controls.

We dare not rely on an overseas source of supply for such essential foods as
milk and dairy products.

Principles of forcign trade

Broad principles of free trade in many cases are impractical when applied to
specific commodities. This is particularly true of dairy products, considered in
the light of the adverse world trade conditions which exist today.

Unneeded imports add millions of dollars of unnecessary cost to the support
program, undermine the nation's agricultural markets, and result in loss bf op-
portunity for our own people.

Reappraisal needed

Our foreign trade policies are seriously out of line with realities.
The advent of the European Commou Market completely changed the whole

concept of international trade. All efforts to get the Common Market to go back
to Idealistic free trade concepts and to abandon Its Import controls and export
si)sidles have failed.

The United iStates cannot continue to close its eyes to this fact and go on living
in the dreamland of the past.

Tariffs are obsolcte-quotas are essential

Export subsidies, steadily increasing inflation, and currency manipulation
have rendered tariffs meaningless.

Import quotas provide a definite and known level of imports to which the mar-
ket can adjust and against which both foreign nations and our domestic pro-
ducers can make long range plans.

New legislation needed

Section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act has been tried and found want.
Ing. It has been characterized by a long history of easy and repeated e-aslon of
its inadequate quotas.

A new evasion fiasco is now in progress in the form of Imports of a butterfat-
sugar mixture labeled lee cream. Another costly and time consuming Tariff
Commission hearing will begin July 7, 1970. The last one ended only a year and
a half ago.

The present proceeding already Is inadquate, and a new round of evasion Is
building up for next year In the form of lactose, cheese priced at 47 cents or
more, and other items.

This means more damaging imports, more waste to the support programs, and
another round of costly Tariff Commission hearings.
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Ice cream
The current evasion product Is another butterfat-sugar mixture used in the

manufacture of ice cream.
It contains 20-24 percent butterfat, about 14 percent nonfat milk solids, and

17-18 percent sugar, It has an overrun of 10-30 percent.
Domestic ice cream normally contains 10-12 percent butterfat, 10-12 percent

nonfat milk solids, 17-18 percent sugar, and an overrun of about 80-90 percent.
The evasion product is classified as ice cream by the Commissioner of Customs,

which enables It to evade the quotas on butterfat-sugar mixtures and on ice
cream mix. The Secretary of Agriculture treats it as Ice cream mix, thus en-
aiding it to avoid the foot and mouth disease regulations on ice cream.

Imports in 1969 were over 20 million pounds and resulted In wasted and un-
necessary cost to the price support program of $4.20 million.

Imports in the first quarter of 1970 were 11 million pounds and cost the price
support program $2.29 million. First quarter imports were at an amual rate
of 4I million pounds. Lactose

ULctose imports jumped tenfold from less than 400.000 pounds InI 1M to
more than 4 million pounds In 1969. First quarter Imports in 1970 were at an
annual rate of 5.48 million pounds.

It is not included In the present Tariff Commission hearing, which m anes that
another hearing will be necessary.

FIorty-.,ccn-ccnl cheese

The present quota on Emnenthaler, Gruyere-process, and "other" category
cheese priced under 47 cents per pound was inadequate when it was applied in
January 1969.

Imports in the first quarter of 1970 expressed as a percentage of 1969 were as
follows: Emmenthaler Jan. 276, Fcb. 261, Mar. 131; Gruyere-process Jan. 179,
Feb. 226, Mar..126: "Other" cheese Jan. 307, Feb. 369, and Mar. 210.

In time case of "other" cheese, 40.5 percent of the 1969 total was priced free of
quota. Iii the first four months of 1970. the Imports priced free of quota had
reached 64.7 percent of the total.

Cheese priced at 47 cents or more is not included in the present Tariff Commnis-
sion hearing which means that another hearing will be necessary.

Export subsidies

Heavy export subsidies are being used by foreign nations to dum1) their surplus
dairy products into world trade channels and to undercut our domestic markers.

In the Common Market, butter is price supported at 78 cents per pound (ani is
s(old for processing of export products at 11 cents per pound. The subsidy in this
case Is six times the exlprt sale price.

Other sample export subsidies are: butterfat 78.93 cents per pound, nonfat dry
milk 9.98 cents per pound, and cheddar cheese 30.84 cents per pound.

Coutcrrailing duties

The Secretary of the Treasury is required to collect countervailing (luties on
Imports equal to the amount of the export subsidy used by the exporting nation.

In July 1968, we requested that countervailing duties be applied in the ca.se of
dairy products.

It is now almost two years later anti no such duties have been collected.

Representative Byrne*' bill H.R. 17743

This bi1l would transfer from the Bureau of Customs to the Department of
Agri(ulture the classification of products subject to quota.

Classification for quota purposes should be made by tihe same agency that
administers the quotas.

Dairy Import Act

This proposed legislation wouhl put a top limit on Imports of butterfat and-
nonfat milk solids In any form, thus ending the ever continuing rounds of eva-
sion we have experienced In the past.
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Conclusion

Effective import controls are necessary, In the light of present world trade
conditions, if our dairy industry is to survive. We dare not depend on off-shore
supplies of essential foods such as milk and dairy products.

Section 22 has proven itself ineffective. It has been characterized by repeated
evasion and-by-repeated costly hearings. More are in the making.

Congress should step in to stop the continual waste we have experienced under
section 22 and should provide permanent and effective import controls.

This could be done through the propo.l Dairy Import Act which would put
an overall ceiling on imports of milk and milk solids in any form.

The continual evasion could be stopped also by imlosing an overall quota
on milk and milk solids in any form not covered by spceiflt section 22 quotas.

THE FEDERATION

The National Milk Producers Federation is a national farm coinmodity organ-
ization. It represents dairy farmers and the dairy cooperative associations which
they own and operate.

These are agricultural marketing cooperatives which enable farmers. by act-
ing together, to bargain more effectively for the sale of the milk produced on
their farms.

In some of these cooperatives farmers have banded together to buihl ntmi
operate their own dairy plants. Through these plants, they process, on a cost
basis, the milk produced on their farms and market it In the form of finished
dairy products.

Practically every form of dairy product produced in any substantial volume
in the United States is produced and marketed by dairy cooperative plants rep-
resented by the Federation.

The Federation is, therefore. directly (oncerned with the adverse effect of
excessive dairy Imports on Anerican dairy farmers and on the supply of milk
produced in this country. We also are directly concerned with the effect of ex-
cessive Imports on dairy plants operated in this country and with the effect of
such imports on the domestic market for dairy products.

OUR AGRICULTURA.L PROGRAMS

There are presently in effect in this country Ilprtant agricultural programs
authorized by-Congress. including one for milk and dairy products. Under this
progra.i, prices paid to farjivers for milk are suppMrted at levels ranging between
75 and 90 percent of parity. This Is accomplished by removing surplus supplies
from the market through purchases made by the Commodit. Credit Corporation.

Parity Is a formula for measuring the relationship between the prices farmers
receive for the commodities they sell as compared with the prices farmers pay for
the things they buy.

One of the objectives of the dairy program Is to maintain the purchasing lower
of dairy farmers as an Important factor in the national economy.

Another objective. of great Importance to tile security of the Nation and to its
general welfare, is to assure adequate supplies of essential foods produced from
sources within our own shores. We would be most foolish to rely on an overseas
source of supply of dairy products which could not be depended upon In times of
emergency.

THE IMPORTANCE OF IMPORT CONTROLS

Neither this important agricultural program. nor the American dairy industry,
a.s ie knoir it today, can exist under present conditions of world trade withmot
-effective import controls.

PRINCIPLES OP fOREIGN TRADE

The Federation has no iuiarrel with the principle that foreign trade should
he expanded, provided such trade is beneficial and not destructive.

Brolid general principles of free trade. however idealistic they may sound In
the abtsract, are often impractical and unrealistic when applied to specific
conimmodities. This Is particularly true when they are considered In the light
of the adverse conditions which prevail today in world trade.

Beneficial foreign trade does not result to tIme. United State,- from excessive
imolrts of dairy products which are already in surplus supply and which we
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do not need. Such imports burden the support program with millions of dollars
of wasted and unnecessary cost, undermine the nation's agricultural production
and markets, and result in loss of opportunities for our own people.

This country is committed to a high standard of Hying, high wage rates, and
the maintenance of agricultural prices at levels which will protect the purchasing
power of farmers. As a result of lower production costs In some countries, and
the use of heavy export subsidies by many foreign nations, our agricultural
prices, in most cases, even though still below parity, are far above world price
levels.

As long as this condition exists, import controls will be necessary to prevent
world surpluses from being drawn to our more attractive stabilized markets.
The same price differences make export price adjustments necessary if we are
to retain a fair share of the world agricultural market.

REAPPRAISAL NEEDED

A reappraisal of our foreign trade policies by Congress in a more practical
aInd realistic light is long overdue. The European Common Market has sharpened
the need for such a review by rendering obsolete earlier concepts of foreign
trade, particularly iii the agricultural field.

Aside from this, the extremely wide variations in prices, wages, costs, anxl
other factors which exist between different countries make the general applica-
tion of free trade policies impractical.

We believe Congress is becoming increasingly aware of the fact that our foreign
trade policies are seriously out of line with realities. The large number of niem-
bers of Congress who have introduced import control bills so indicates. For exan-
pie, a total of 59 Senators and over 200 members of the House introduced legisla-
tion in the previous Congress to provide more effective quotas on dairy imports
under the proIosed Dairy Import Act. Numerous similar bills have been intro-
duced in the present Congress.

Import bills on other commodities also have had an impressive number of
sponsors in both the Senate and the House.

TARIFFS ARE OBSOLETE-QUOTAS ARE ESSENTIAL

It is our firm conviction that quotas are the most effective form of import con-
trol and also that they are the fairest to all parties concerned.

Tariffs have been rendered meaningless by currency devaluation and manipula-
tion, by steadily increasing inflation, and by export subsidies in what ever
amounts are necessary to move the product into our markets. The volume of
import.,; which will enter under a fixed tariff Is uncertain and cannot e predicted
for future years.

On the other hand, when quotas are set, foreign, nations know exactly what
they can depend on in the American market, and they can adjust their production
and marketing accordingly.

In the same manner, American producers know what the value of imports will
be, not only currently but for several years ahead, and they can make long range
plans, as they must do, If this country is to enjoy assured supplies of an essential
food.

Furthermore, it is our belief that a definitely known volume of imports causes
less disruption of the market than would the same volume when coupled with
uncertainty as to whether the imports would stop at that level or possibly go
far beyond it.

NEW LEGISLATION NEEDED

We have been through an almost continuous series of situations where imports
got completely out of hand and where the use of controls has been too little and
too late. The effect has been to drive prices to the support floor, add many mil-
lions of dollars of wasted and unnecessary cost to the support program, and
demoralize and discourage America's dairy farmers.

Legislation is desperately needed to prevent this from happening again. Un-
less Congres. steals In to bring some measure of dependability and respectability
to our dairy import controls, we fear other similar fiascos will result. One is in
progress now and new ones are building up for the future.

Import controls are presently in effect on some dairy products under section
22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act.
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This section has not been adequate, and controls under it have been weak and
Ineffective. It has been characterized by a long history of easy and repeated
evasion of its quotas.

Another reason section 22 controls are Inadequate Is that they are available
only to protect certain agricultural programs Legislation is needed not only to
provide more positive controls but also to provide coverage for agricultural
commodities which may not be subject to a support program.

Without such legislation, the American dairy industry can never rise above a
support program, because, as soon as it becomes self-sufficient, import controls
will be removed and imports will force it back into a new support program.

It is, therefore, most important to reevaluate the import control program for
dairy products and to provide positive and effective controls inder new
legislation.

ICE CREAM

The current evasion product is another butterfat-sugar mixture used In the
inanuifacture of Ice cream.

This will be the fourth time that butterfat-sugar mixtures to be used in
ice cream have been the subject of Tariff Commission hearings to stop the
evasion of previously established inadequately worded quotas.

The first evasion product was Exylone which contained 70.6 percent butter-
fat. The second evasion product was Junex which contained just under 45 per-
cent butterfat. The third product was Junex which purported to be packaged in
retail wrappers.

The present product contains from 20 to 24 percent butterfat, with the more
recent imports running at 24 percent, an average of about 14 percent nonfat
milk solids, and about 17 to 18 percent sugar. The majority of the imports have
had an overrun of about 30 percent, but some imports have been admitted
with an overrun as low as 10 percent. Domestic Ice cream normally contains
from 10-12 percent butterfat, 10-12 percent nonfat milk solids, about 17-IS
percent sugar, and an overrun of about 80-90 percent.

The new evasion product is labeled "Ice cream." and the Customs Bureau
has classified it as ice cream, thus enabling it to avoid the import quotas on
butterfat-sugar mixtures and on ice cream mix.

This Is strictly an evasion product developed and imported for the purpose
of evading the quotas 6n other ice cream Ingredients.

The mixture would not be sold as ice cream because of the extremely high
butterfat content as compared to normal ice cream. Retail purchasers would
not buy it or eat it as ice cream because of its high butterfat content and low
overrun. The Department of Agriculture will not permit It to be distributed
as ice cream and requires it to be reprocessed in this country as ice cream mix.
This is because great quantities of it have been coming from countries infested
with foot and mouth disease.

This presents the Incongruous situation of the Commissioner of Customs
holding in one hand a frozen conglomerate mess, overloaded with butterfat
and overloaded with nonfat milk solids; which no one would sell, no one
would buy, and no one would eat, as ice cream and at the same time holding
in the other hand an affidavit of the importer to the general effect that the
product will not be used as ice cream, but will be used only as ice cream mix.
The Commissioner then declares the product to be ice cream and free of the
import quotas on butterfat-sugar mixtures and on Ice cream mix.

It further presents the Incongruous situation of one Government agency say-
ing the product Is ice cream, thus enabling the product to avoid the import
quotas, while another Government agency says the same batch is not ice
cream, thus enabling the product to avoid the regulations on ice cream Imports
from foot and mouth disease countries.

The new evasion product Is not a normal historical import. It was developed
in late IM09 to avoid inadequate controls set up to close loopholes left open in
previously established inadequate quotas.

By August 8. 1909). imports had reached approximately half a million pounds.
and It was obvious that the break in the dike would reach serious proportinn. if
left unchecked.

At that time, we requested the Secretary of Agriculture to take immediate
emergency action to control the Imports and at the same time to initiate a pro-
ceeding under section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act to establish a
permanent quota.

No action was taken on these requests, and the flood of unneeded imports,
which we had warned against, did develop.
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During the latter part of 1969, In a period of about 5 months, imports reached
a total of 20 million pounds.

In the first quarter of 1970, imports of the new evasion product were over 11
million pounds. This is at an annual rate of 44 million pounds. April Imports
were over 3 million pounds.

It Is estimated that the cost of removing a corresponding amount of domestic-
ally produced butterfat and nonfat milk solids through the purchase program of
the Commodity Credit Corporation was:

1969 ------------------------------------------------ $4.20 million
January-March 1970 ------------------------------------ 2. 29 million

Total -------------------------------------------- 6. 50 million

(Using 14 percent nonfat milk solids with a removal cost of 25 cents per
pound and 20 percent butterfat with a removal cost of 69 centq per pound.)

The cost to the support program will be higher per pound of Imports after
April 1, 1970, due to the Increase In the support price.

This added and unnecessary cost to the support program is continuing and
the total is increasing each day that action to control this new evasion effort Is
delayed.

This is a substantial amount of money under any circumstances In a tight
budget year; but it takes on special significance when it is a useless and pre-
ventable waste.

On April 22, 1970, we again requested emergency action to stop this flood of
Imports and to cut off this useless waste of price support funds.

No emergency action was taken, and the Tariff Commission proceeding an-
nounced May 13, 1970, was not accompanied with any provisions for emergency
controls.

LATOSE

iNext year's evasion product began entering the United States market even
before this year's Tariff Commission hearings had been announced. This product
should have been, but is not, included in the current section 22 proceeding.

The new evasion item Is Lactose. This is a form of milk sugar derived from
whey, which is a surplus product within the United States. Imports jumped
ten fold from less than 400,000 pounds in 1968 to more than 4 million pounds in
1969. Imports in the first three months of 1970 were 1,370,000 pounds. This
represents an annual rate of 5,480,000 pounds. April imports were 443,000
pounds.

Earlier imports were primarily from West Germany, the Netherlands, and
Switzerland. More recent reports show Holland getting into the act. If previous
evasion history repeats Itself, other nations will come into reap as big a profit
as possible at the cost of the support program before any effective action is
taken to close this loophole.

Lactose is a normal historical Import, which heretofore has been used pri-
marily in drugs. The import level for 1968 was less than 400,000 pounds. How-
ever, it is not a normal historical import in the quantities and for the purposes
now being imported, but is another evasion type of import.

It now Is being used in low fat fluid milk, candy, baby food, and, most
importantly, as an Ingredient In Ice cream.

In these uses particularly, it displaces a market for nonfat milk a, quota prod-
uct, which is then forced into the hands of the Commodity Credit Corporation
at additional cost to the support program.

ILactose is l)roduced in the United States, the 196 production being 83 million
pounds. Two of our member cooperative associations are currently building a
new plant to produce lactose In this country.

On March 30, 1970, we requested the Secretary of Agriculture to take action
under section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act to control this sudden up-
surge in lactose Imports on an emergency basis and at the same time to initiate
action to establish permanent controls.

The Secretary did not use the emergency powers authorized by Congress, and
the section 22 proceeding announced May 13, 1970, does not include lactose as one
of the items to be considered.

This means that this loophole will be left open; that unneeded Imports will
continue to add unnecessary and wasted cost to the support program : and that,
after much additional harm has been done, we will again have to go through
another round of time consuming hearings before the Tariff Commission to stop
another round In the almost continuous history of evasion.
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47-CJENT ('IIEF'5F

One of the gaping loopholes In the Import quotas established-under section 22
of the Agricultural Adjustment Act is the 47 cent price break.

This device was initiated in the last hearing over repeated warnings that it
would constitute another open Invitation to evasion.

In spite of these warnings the price break was included in the quotas for Em-
menthaler and Gruyere-process Cheese and In the quota for cheese designated as
$other" cheese.

This did result in a loophole, as had been predicted, and foreign nations
responded promptly to exploit it.

The pending section 22 hearings not only leave this loophole open but further
expand it to include low fat cheese.

What this means is that another round of section 22 hearings is already in
the making for next year.

This will conie about after much unneeded imports have been dumped oil the
American market. after many thousands of dollars of wasted cost have been
incurred under the price support program. and at a further waste of time and
expense involved in going through another Tariff Commisslon hearing.

This i4 in line with the Irevious history of the inadequate and wasteful ad-
ministration of section 22 which we have experienced over many years.

Under the 47 cent price break. quotas on Enimenthaler, Gruyere-process. and
"other" category cheese apply only to cheese priced below 47 cents per pound.

The figure of 47 cents per pound was the price at which'the Commodity Credit
Corporation was buying domestic cheese under the price support program at
the time the price break "-as adopted.

Sine. that time the CCC purchase price was Increased to 48 cents on April 1,
1969. and to 52 cents on April 1, 1970.

This increase, of course, has the effect of rendering further ineffective and
impractical the already ineffective and impractical price break of 47 cents.

The new hearings for this year do not correct the defect of the 47 cent price
break nor take any recognition of the increase in the price support level which
has occurred since the 47 cent break was adopted.'

The 47 cent price is the export price ready for shipment to the United States.
To this wo';Id be added transportation and Insurance costs of about 2.5 cents
per pound and the U.S. duty. The duty on Swiss cheese for 1970 is 11 percent
and on "other" cheese Is 14 percent. Both of these rates arc scheduled for fur-
ther reductions in 1971 and again in 1972.

This means a duty paid cost in this country of about 5-.7 cents for Swiss and
56 cents for "other" cheese.

The trouble with a price break i the ease with which it can be evaded through
rebates and other artificial pricing arrangements.

Another objection to a price break is that It drives our domestic production
down to the level of processing quality cheese while our domestic markets for
high quality cheese are given away to foreign nations. This results from lower
production costs in foreign nations and from tie use of export subsidies in what-
ever amounts are required to take over the American market.

We produce substantial quantities of high quality cheese in this country, and
we ought not to destroy this important segirnt of the dairy industry.

Furthermore, the invasion of our markets by uncontrolled imports of higher
priced cheese, deprives our own producers of this outlet and forces a correspond-
ing quantity of domestic production Into the support program at added and un-
necessary cost.

The Department of Agriculture after discussing the 47 cent price break, pre-
dieted that cheese imports will approximate quota levels for types which are
under quota, but will rise for nonquota varieties. (Dairy Situation, March 1970.)

The Import figures bear out this prediction.
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1910 ng a
Article and month percentage
Emmenthaler: of 1969

January -------------------------------------------------------- 276
February ------------------------------------------------------- 201
March ---------------------------------------------------------- 131

Gruyere-process:
January -------------------------------------------------------- 179
February ------------------------------------------------------- 226
March ---------------------------------------------------------- 126

"Other" cheese:
January --------------------------------------------------------- 07
February ------------------------------------------------------- 369
March ---------------------------------------------------------- 210

April imports were down slightly, possibly as a result of the announcement of
this hearing, or possibly as a result of the impending section 22 hearing. The
47 cent cheese was not included in tile current Tariff Commission hearing.

That the present quotas are ineffective is further indicated by the volume of
cheese now priced above the 47 cent price break. We do not have figures on
the percentage of cheese priced below 47 cents prior to the establishing of the
(Inota on such cheese. but we believe they would show a sharp shift to quota
free cheese priced at 47 cents or more.

For 1969, in the case of "other" cheese, 40.5 percent of the total was priced free
of quota and 59.5 percent was priced wi-thin the quota. For the first four months
of 1970. these figures were practically reversed with 64.7 percent of the total
being priced free of quota and only 35.3 percent within the (jiota.

In the first four months of 1970. in the case of Swiss cheese. 88 percent of
the Enmnenthaler imports were priced free of quota and 71 percent of the
G ruyere-process imports were priced free of quota.

Failure to include the 47 cent cheese in the present Tariff Commission hear-
ing means that the stage already has been set for another round of evasion and
for another ronnd of Tariff Commission hearings.

EXPORT SUBSIDIES

It would be utterly foolhardy to leave the American dairy market unprotected
against a destructive level of imports in tile face of the extremely heavy export
subsidies being used by foreign nations to dump their surpluses into world trade.

The relatively higher prices prevailing in this country as compared to world
prices make our markets a prime target for the surplus dairy production of the
world.

While some European countries have now set their domestic prices at a level
reasonably comparable to ours. they have set up strict Import controls to prevent
Imports from entering at cheaper prices to upset their domestic markets.

The dairy farmers represented by the Federation have no quarrel with the
efforts of the Common Market countries to Improve the lot of their dairy farm-
ers. Neither do we have any quarrel with their use of import controls to protect
their domestic price system against cheaper world price Imports.

We do part company with them, however, when they use export subsidies to
dump their surpluses into world trade, and, particularly, when they use every
conceivable device to unload their surpluses on our markets and undermine
our efforts to provide a reasonable economic standard for our own farmers.

We disagree, also, mostly strongly, when they oppose our efforts to maintain
reas-nable import controls to protect our domestic price snppo)rt program from
the effects of a dest ructive level of lower priced imports.

In the case of export subsidies, the National Milk Producers Federation has
consistently maintained the position that we should use export subsidies only
to the extent necessary to move into world-trade our fair share of such trade
at prices which will not be disruptive. We never have advocated the dumping
of our surpluses on world markets. We maintained tils position In 1.3 and other
years when we had a serious surplus problem.

Other nations have not accorded us the mine considerations we have accorded
them in the area of international trade.

To be brutally blunt about it. but realistic, they have taken every possible
opportunity to rail our markets, evade our Import controls, and undermine our
agricultural programs.
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That is the reason we have had to look to Congress, and must continue to look
to Congress, for help, if the dairy industry in this country is to survive.

We must maintain within our own shores a dependable source of supply for
such vital foods as milk and dairy products

The advent of the European Common Market completely changed the whole
concept of international trade. This has been quite obvious for many years.

The United States cannot close its eyes to this fact and continue to live in
the dreamland of the past.

All efforts to get the Common Market to go back to the idealistic free trade
concepts of the past and to abandon Its import controls and export subsidies
have failed. There is no ray of hope on the horizon to indicate that this will come
about for many years. if ever.

We must be realistic and protect our own markets against subsidized exl)rts,
and the protection must 1e effective and not subject to continual evasion.

Practically all nations use export subsidies of one form or another, but the
most serious problem Is the Common Market.

Listed below are some examples of the export subsidies.
In the Spring of 1968, France with an average domestic wholesale price of

over ,0 cents Ix'r pound was exporting butter at 13--29.5 cents per pound. The
Dutch with an average wholesale price of approximately 72 cents per pound was
exporting butter at 15-25 cents per pound. Nonfat dry milk with a Paris whole-
sale price of about 21 cents ler pound was being exported at 10-13 cents per
pound. (Foreign Agriculture, U.S.D.A. 3/4/68.) At about the same time. evapo-
rated milk was being dumped on the American market through the use of export
subsidies ranging from 4.67-5.86 cents per pound (U.S.D.A.).

Following the application of the EECs new dairy regulations on July 2, 19.8S
common export subsidy rates for dairy products were set. These have remained
basically the same up to the present time. (Foreign Agriculture, U.S.I).A.,
8/1t-26.)

The Wall Street Journal reported in Its September 25, 1968. issue that some
foreign nations were subsidizing domestic butter production at 85 cents per pound
and selling it for export at 10 cents per pound.

Foreign Agriculture. V.S.D.A.. March 16. 1970, reporting on Common Market
export subsidies. noted that "butter-price supported at 78 cents per pound-is
so'd for processing of export products at 11 cents a pound."

The butterfat used in the butterfat-sugar mixtures, Including the current
evasion product labeled ice cream, Is obtained from such butter or from heavily
subsidized butteroil.

The following are ,anliple export subsidies used by the Common Market:
Article:

Export subsidy
(cents per pound)

Butter -------------------------------------------------- 60.3.3
Butterfat ------------------------------------------------ 78.93
Nonfat dry milk -------------------------------- ----------- 9.98
Canned milk ---------------------------------------------- 4.99
Powered cream and sugar ----------------------------------- 26. 0s
Swiss cheese --------------------------------------------------- 17. 24
Blue-mold cheese ----------------------------------------------- 13.61
Edamn and Gouda cheese ------------------------------------ 12. 50
Cheddar cheese ------------------------------------------- 30. 84

(Source: U.S.D.A.)
IProceswed products receive export subsidies based on their content of base

col nod I ties.
Some of the export subsidies vary by destination and are set at the level neces-

.,ary to penetrate a particular market. This leads to some fantastically high
subsidies in comparison with world prices. The subsidies on nonfat milk solids.
butter. and sugar exceeded the world price level for the same product. For butter.
It was almost flve times the world price.

As noted above, with a wholesale butter price of 78 cents and a price for
proce sing for export of 11 cents, the export subsidy of 67 cents is more than
six times the sale price of the exported butter.

The export subsidies of the Common Market enables Its exporters to under-
cut competing prices at all times. (Foreign Agriculture. U.S.D.A.. 3/16/70.)

This makes it absolutely necessary for this country to maintain effective im-
port controls to prevent the dumping of foreign surpluses on our markets and to
protect our domestic agricultural programs from destruction.
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The failure of the Administration to take effective action in this matter means
that foreign nations will continue to raid the American markets with some 3.5
million pounds per month of a subterfuge ice cream product, and that the Im-
ports of this one item alone will cost the American taxpayers over $750,000 per
month in wasted and preventable extra cost to the support program.

The above figures are based on the average- monthly imports for January-
April 1970. Foreign nations are quite likely to use the time remaining, before
the Tariff Commission can act, to dump every possible pound of their surplus
on our shores.

In the last Tariff Commission hearing more than 6 months elapsed between
- c(ie President's request of June 10, INOS, and the final action imposing quotas

on January 6, 1969.
In 196, Belgium was the princilil supplier of the evaslip ice cream ia-

ports, sending in 77 percent of the total.
However, in 1970, this picture changed, and New Zealand, one of our most

persistent loophole exploiters, clobbered us with imports of approximately 7.8
million pounds In the first quarter. This was over 70 percent of the total im-
lorts of the evasion product for that quarter. New Zealand imports in April
were 1.3 million pounds with Belgium climbing back from 98,50 pounds in
January to 1.7 million pounds in April.

COUNTERVAILINO DUTIES

In connection with our foreign trade policies, Congress recognized that some
form of counter action would be required to prevent foreign nations from dump.
ing their surplus product,; on our markets through the use of export subsidies.

To this end, it enacted the countervailing duty statute proviling for the col-
lection of additional duties on articles if their exportation had been subsidized
by a foreign nation. The countervailing duties are equal to the export subsidy
and are In addition to the regular duties. The effect, when the statute Is en-
forced, is to offset the advantage that otherwise results from the use of the ex-
port subsldle. .

There never ha.g been a time, so far as we know, in the history of dairy
hiports, whven there was a greater need for this statute.

Export subsidles being used by foreign countries are, in some cases, five times
the world price.

In the Common Market, with a wholesale butter price of 78 cents per pound,
butter for proce.sing for expo)rt is priced at 11 cents per pound. Tile subsdy
of 67 cents Is more than six tinies the sale price of the exported butter.

The export subsidies of the Comton Market enable its exporters to undercut
competing prices at all times. (Foreign Agriculture, U.S.D.A., 3-16-70.)

The export subsidy on butterfat in the Common Market is 78.93 cents per
pound compared to our current support price of 71.5 cents per pound.

The countervallinz duty statute is positive and mandatory. It contains no
exceptions and the secretaryy of the Treasury has no discretion as to Its appli-
eation. He cannot select the nations or the articles against which (lhe law will
be applied or waive Its application as: to any particular nation or article.

The statute provides that "there shall be levied and pald," in addition to
other duties, an additional duty equal to the export subsidy. It provide. that
the "Secretary of the Treasury shall" determine the amount of the export
subsidies and provide for the asse-sment and collection of the additional duties.
(See. 303 of the Tariff Act of 1930, 19 JT.S.C. 1303.)

The Federation on July 26, 19684. requested the Commissioner of Customsn to
nmke an Immediate investigation into export subsidles being used with respect
to dairy products being Imported into the United States. We requested also
that countervailing duties be imposed promptly in accordance with the manda-
tory provisions of the Tariff Act above mentioned.

This request was supported _by reference to official United States Govern-
ment statements and publications showing the amounts of subsidies and the
foreign nations tising them.

It should have been possible within a few days time to have Imposed the
countervailing duties required by law.

Almost two years have elapsed, and the Secretary of the Treasury has not
collected a single countervailing duty on a single dairy product.

Since our original request of July 26, 1968, we have, on numerous occasions,
further requested action to Impose countervailing duties and have supplied addi-
tieoial Information as to the amounts of export subsidies being used by foreign
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nations. Most of this information has heen front official publications of the
United States Government.

In addition to our efforts, many members of Congress also have brought this
!problem to the attention of the Secretary of Treasury and the Commissioner of
,Customs and urged that the law be enforced.

The countervailing duty statute imposes a clear responsibility on the Secretary
of the Treasury to collect these charges. This responsibility is fully comlparable
to that which exists with respect to the collection of'other Import duties enacted
fly Congress.

The failure of the Secretary of the Treasury to impose the countervailing duties
required by Congress has resulted in the loss of substantial revenue to the U7nited
States. This loss is continuing and the total is increasing for each additional day
that the Secretary fails to act.

HE|'RESENTATIVE BYRNES' BIlL.l, 11.1t. 17743

The bill I.R. 17743 proposes to transfer front the Bureau (of Customs to the
department of Agriculture, the jutrisdiction over defining dairy lriducts in
connection with the importation of dairy products.

The enactment of the proposed legislation will help to correct situations such
as described ahove with respeet to ice cream.

It is obvious that the Department of Agriculture is more knowledgealle on
what constitutes a dairy product than the Bureau of ('ustonis.

We hope this Committee will give favorable consideration to this import
proposal.

DAIRY IMPORT ACT

The Federation helped develop and is strongly supporting the proposed "Dairy
Import Act."

This legislation wouhl provide a fair and practical approach to the dairy fi-
port problem. Furthermore, It would lie effective. and It would put a stop to the
long history of evasion and subterfuge which importers and foreign nations have
engaged in under our present laws. It would be efficient, because it would be self-
activating at the prescribed level of imports and would bypass the present time-
consuming and unsatisfactory proceedings before the United States Tariff Coiln-
mission.

Basically, the Dairy Import Act vould limit imports by quotas to the average
level imported during the historical base period of 1961-1965. Later years would
not be included in the base period, because they were not normal import years.

Limiting total dairy product imports to the 191-16.5 average is more than
fair to foreign nations, because these years include relatively high levels of im-
ports which had been steadily increasing. -

The Dairy Import Act would permit foreign nations to share in future devel-
opments of the domestic market. This would be accomplished by increasing or de-
creasing the permitted level of Imports In proportion to increases or decreases
in domestic consumption.

New products could be allocated a share in the imports, but this would be done
within the limits of the overall quota. In the same manner, special needs could
be recognized by varying the import level of particular products or varying the
relative shares of the quota by country of origin within the overall quota limit.

Provision is made for emergency action and for overriding considerations
of national interest to be exercised by the President.

CONCLUSION

Effective import controls are necessary, in the light of present world trade
conditions, if our dairy industry is to survive.

We dare not depend on off-shore supplies of essential foods such as ilk and
dairy products.

Section 22 has been tried many times and has proven itself to be Inadequate. It
has been characterized by repeated evasion and by a continual series of costly
hearings. More are in the making.

Congress should step in to stop the waste we have experienced under section
22 and should provide permanent and effective impoit controls.

This could be done through the proposed Dairy Import Act which would
put an overall ceiling on imports of milk and milk solids in any form.

The continual rounds of evasion could be stopped also by imposing an overall
quota on milk and milk solids in any form not covered by specific section 22
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quotas. This would leave section 22 fully operative in all respect., but would
merely put a catch-all basket quota under It. The basket quota would not
interfere with the normal level of normal historical imports but would block
off abnormal evasion items and the raiding of our markets by abnormally high
levels of export-subsidized foreign surpluses.

We have waited a long time and have put up with fiasco after flasco under
section 22. We are faced with another one now, and more are already in the
making for the future.

We have waited long enough and section 22 has been given more than a
fair chance to work--41t It has failed.

It is time now for Congress to act.

STATMENr OF IRVING W. AI,.LErIAND ON BEIIAF OF ('ITC INDUSTRIES, INC.

I ami Irving W. Allerhand. Vice President, (CIT( Industries, Inc., 180 Madison
Avenue, New York, New York, a firm engaged in the sale and(l distrilution
of imported footwear throughout the United States.

All of us throughout the country whose livelihood derives from giving the
American con.-unier a wide variety of choice among prices and styles of shoes
supportt legislation before this coiilittee, which promotes a growing, healthy
trade atd oppose the so-called orderly trade iii textile and footwear which
would inhibit trade. Those witnesses who have appeared here advocating
arbitrary limits on the importation of footwear have completely failed to prove
that such action is necessary for the survival of their businesses. Setting aside
for the oment all other considerations-the interest of the consumer, the
short and long range effects omi American exports, etc.-the striking fact on
this record Is that the domestic. have not established a factual basis for their
dleamids. Invarialdy, when faced with soft spots in the economy of their
industry, domestic shoe producers lay the blame on imports. This is all easy
answer hut not an accurate on(.

Shoe production is a mixed industry of both large and small United States
companies and multi-national giants such as Interco and Genesco. There is a
varying pattern of many small producers scattered among some huge con-
glomerates. Six hundred seventy-five companies in 1,000 establishments in 38
states were found in a recent Tariff Commission Report. Fifty-eight companies
manufacture over half of the total U.S. output. In any Industry having so many
complalles. so (LsparIte in size, facilities, management, capital, and sales ability,
there will le foiuil the whole range of business success, busiltess problems, and
business 1hallures.

Aggressive, wc:I-managed shoe companies, be they large or small, are captur-
ing their share .,? tihe market and are very profitable. On June 19, 1969, Footwear
Ncm. carried a report Issued by the Securities and Exchange Commission show-
ing that while the Fortune Magazine five hundred "largest Industrial companies
had a return on Invested capital of 11.7%, publi!,y owned footwear manufac-
turers had a return oi capital of 15.9% and footwear suppliers had a return Of
12.4%." Problems occurring within the industry are, according to objective re-
ports, attributable to many factors and cannot be said to stern fron Imports
alone.

Tile Journal of Commerce oil April 7, 1970, reported oii a study done by the
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston and stated that restricting the volume of im-
lx)rts would not solve the industry's problems. The study itself Is a very con-
prehensive work and deserves great attention, particularly when contrasted with
the unsubstantiated assertions of the industry. Since it Is the New England seg-
ment of the Industry which Is most vocal in asking for Import restrictions, a
study of the economics of that region is most useful. The shoe industry as it
exists in New England Is composed of a large number of relatively small firms.
It is a relatively easy buslnessg to enter and leave, thus explaining many of the
so-called failures. The required capital Investment is relatively limited and the
leasing of equipment Is widespread. Another factor found by the study was tile
competition for labor in New England. Specialized industries such as electronics
have been winning the battle for workers from the shoe producers. As the study
says, this may explain why shoe production employment was increasing In some
southern states and declining in New England. In addition, the old New England
facilities were found to be unattractive and unappealing places in which to work.
The following significant conclusion was made:
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"In fact, many New England shoe manufacturers feel that the major con-
straint upon the level of their output is not foreign competition, but the high
cost of labor in New England."

It is also noted that one major problem facing the New England shoe industry
can be traced directly to the nature of the industry. The modest level of required
capital outlay for entry is characteristic and when styles undergo major and
frequent changes, most small producers experience financial strain. The com-
panies most frequently cited as experiencing difficulty were makers of high
fashion women's shoes. They lost their business not to imports, but to the manu-
facturers of women's casual flats, when the traditional dress shoe heel dropped.

Many of these same factual criticisms of the New England shoe industry have
been made by one of America's major retailers, Lawrence E. McGourty. Presi-
dent of Thom McAn. In a recent interview, Mr. McGourty said, "If New England
shoe manufacturers would do some real research of the market and be sensitive
to new styles, they wouldn't know what to do with the business they'd get."
Mr. McGourty went on to say that whatever problems may face the manufacturers
of women's dress shoes, it is not imports. The problem is that the 25 to 30 year old
women of middle and low income no longer accept dress shoes New England
manufacturers have made for years.

":ew England makers of women's dress shoes have been complacent, making
the styles they have always made. Two years ago the complacency caught up with
them. They have gone, with tunnel vision, down one road, and they have come to
its end,1' McGourty said. Shoe industry leaders have said that cheap labor in
foreign factories enables imports to tdersell U.S. shoes. But M.Gourty answers,
"All of our imported shoes sell at a higher price, or the same price, as the domestic
brands. None sell for less.

"Nor have I ever heard at Thom McAn a decision to buy a certain foreign
shoe from Italy or Spain rather than the U.S. because the foreign shoe was
cheaper or of a greater 'shoe value'. We buy because we want to get the style.

"Can these shoe manufacturers make whatever they please and expect to be
protected from customers tastes?" McGourty added.

Lastly, in response to the requests for import qutas. Mr. McGourty said,
"The New England shoe industry blames its troubles on imports, but in fact, lack
of creativity, market analysis alt research are at fault."

The Federal Reserve Bank study concludes that it is debatable whether trade
restrictions would permanently solve the problems of the New England shoe
industry, noting that the regional wage differentials in the nation make the
New England industry vulnerable to domestic competition. Other reasons given
for rejecting a quota approach are (1) damage to exporters in New England, (2)
much higher priced shoes and restricted choice for consumers, (3) retaliation
by foreign governments against U.S. exports, and (4) the inherent conflict with
the movement toward freer trade in the world. According to Arthur 11. Watson,
Chairmanof IBM, Jobs directly attributable to exports are estimated at 300,000in
New England alone.

The May 21, 1970. Journal of Comnmcrcc quoted Charles F. Adams, Chairman
of the Raytheon Company, Lexington, Massachusetts, "Last year more than 20%
of Raytheon's saleA dollars came from outside the United States."

A principal cause of some unemployment in the New England shoe industry
is the abandonment of ancient facilities in that area and establishment of new
plants in southerii states and in Puerto Rico. Uniroyal. one of the largest manu-
facturers of sneakers and canvas slxrts shoes, has announced the tentative
decision to end production at Naugatuck, Connecticut, and Woonsocket. Rhode
Island, stating that the Naugatuck facilities were over 100 years old and no
longer competitive with foreign and domestic producers. The company al-o said
that there has been a proliferation of low cost domestic footwear manufacturers
paying wages far below Uniroyal scales, and that they were forced to abandon
the outmoded New England facilities and are starting production at new foot-
wear plants in Dublin, Georgia, and Farmville, Virginia. A. B. F. Goodrich Co.
report in the Wall Street Journal of February 19, 1970, stated Goodrich also had
heavy operating losses from duplicate operations in the footwear division where
an obsolete plant at Watertown, Mass., was being phased out after new South-
ern plants" were opened in Lumberton, North Carolina, and Elgin, South
Carolina.

Also, in the the Wall Street Journal of March 27. 1970, Goodrich announced
"plans to move headquarters of its footwear operation into a new office build-
ing" in Charlotte, North Carolina. "A distribution center capable of storing five
million pairs of footwear will be opened adjacent to the headquarters." the
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company said. The company noted that the "Ijeadquarterr of the division has
been Watertown, Mass., where the company closed a large plant late last year
because It had become obsolete."

Implicit in the announcements by Uniroyal and Goodrich is a significant fact
not frequently acknowledged. Automation and machine production are coming
rapidly to the shoe industry. Endicott Johnson Corporation, a major shoe pro-
dtucer. opened a new plant employing the Injection molding process originally
developed for high quality sneakers, but suitable for other types of footwear as
well. These machines, according to Endicott Johnson, are veritalh, giants
which effect enormous labor savings and turn out fine quality shows at a tre-
mendous rate.

This new type of automation is so advanced that the entire industry is on the
threshold of a new era. As far back as 1964, in an appearance before the Tariff
Commission and other government agencies, the President of this company,
Jonas Senter, described the new machinery that was being developed at that
time and predicted the technological revolution that is occurring today.

Endicott Johnson was recently the subject of an exchange offer to its shark.-
holders from McDonough Company. In the exchange offer prospectus, there is
extensive factual data about Endicott Johnson as required by the Securities Act
of 193.3, known as the "truth in securities law". The truth about Endicott John-
son's decline in earnings is not import competition, but these admitted facts--
increased Interest charges, extraordinary renovation expenses in modernization.
and expenses of inactive facilities. Being forced to tell the truth, this major manu-
facturer notes that it discontinued the manufacture of women's and girls' fashion
shoe not because of imports but owing to a disproportionate low return on in-
vestments. Also, it was not foreign competition, but unproflitability. which forced
them to eliminate three shoe plants and to consolidate in other existing plants.
Domestic factories that are efficiently managed and programmed tare so busy that
customers seeking shoes are on a factory-imposed quota basis, e.g.. Lawrence
Maid is now producing 54,000 pairs of shoes per day of popular pried vinyl
footwear.

Another U.S. producer, Ramer Industries, Inc.. has adopted the injection mu1old-
lg technology and claims that it produces shoes on precision equipment turning
out more than 120 perfectly finished pairs per hour per unit and eliminating more
than 14 tedious and costly manufacturing steps for every pair. These and many
other companies are producing machine-made shoes of high quality at a low cost,
and they are competing very successfully with both donlestle and foreign manu-
facturers. The shoe industry was not complaining during its record breaking year
of 168. The question is what went wrong in 1009 that has led to tihe cries for pr--
tection. Business Week. in an analytical article. found that the domestics have
themselves to blame for losing part of their market share through mikt-kes In
styling.

"The industry milsstepped on styling for women's shoes. It committed itself to
the 21/,-year-old 'lmonster' look Imported from Italian styling salons, and found
a large number of American women completely turned off-both aesthetically
and financially.

"In tecnms of sales, this last error proved tle most serious. Some observers liken
It to the marketing flasco suffered by the Edsel a decade ago. And at lea.qt one
shoe company admits to management changes, as well as a realignment of Irior-
ities. as a result of Its boot.

"How it happv'r~d. Essentially. the monster disaster was one of being too lota
with too nuch. The monster. In the language of the trade. is the wide-hce'ed shoe
with a bulbous toe that caught on with the young and avant-garde in time suilm-
l"er of 1907. At first. the domestic shoe industry dismised the look as freakish.
"We thought it wnuld go for about 90 days. and then homb.' says a marketln iman
at Brown Shoe Co.. Inc.. in St. Louls. the shoemaker with the largest sales vol-
ume in the IT.S.

"But lie was wrong. And so were other TT.S. companies. The style continued
Popular and European shoemakers cleaned up. When the domestic, Industry fi-
nally decided to go after the fad a year ago. its timing as well a. its product
proved to be a flop.

"'We forgot all rules and we took our eye off the ball.' says a shoe com-
pany executive. The ball In this ease was the older. traditional burer of women's
shoes. Brown estimates that some 50% of the women's market did not like the
product it was offered.

"The outcome. The results should hare been predictable. With about 65& of its
wholesale business In women's shoes. Brown's unit sales are down. Men's

53-13,9-7T)----pt. 2-14
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nd children's shoes make up the rest of its business. and both of these lines
did well. But this was not enough. Earnings at Brown will be down s-tlistantially
to $2.40 a share this year compared with $3.14 a share last year."

The article goes on the point out, however, that other major producers, such as
Interco in St. Louis, had a year which compares favorably with 1968.

The Federal Reserve study properly noted the danger to exports if any (juota
legislation forces a foreign retaliation. This prospect woull be most alarming
in the case of New England, which is, dependent on exports and an ever-growing
export market. On May 21, 1970, the International (enter of New England,
Inc. failed on New England manufacturers to look increasingly to overseas
markets to compensate for reduced demand at home. It whts pointed o t that
one growing New England company made 25% of its sales overseas and that
another substantial concern reported "43% of our revenues and 53%, of our net
income are derived from international operation,,."

The domestics constantly harp on alleged impact of imports on workers. What
they always fail to tell this committee is the tremendous benefits that are derived
front trade in the form of jobs and earnings. On October 3. P".E0, the Semilte
Small Business Comnmittee heard from Thomas J. Soules, Port Director of the
Massachusetts Port Authority. Mr. Soules noted that the importation of shoes into
Boston and tile development of container service, very suitable for shoes., was
attracting more and more imports amnd making New England into a distribution
center for the country. lie also noted that New England was an exporter of
shoe machinery and over one million dollars of shoes to Japan in 1968 alone.
Mr. Soules noted that Boston shoe imports play an e.sential role in keeping the
longslmoremien's union and the Port of Boston olive. The hingshorenmen had lost
almost 25% of their manpower but with the increase in shoe imports and the
growth of container services Boston is hopeful of regaining the lost longshoremen
jobs. The following colloquy is illustrative of all Mr. Soules's testimony :

"Senator McIntyre: Your position would be that anything that restricts im-
ports you would be opposed to?"

"Mr. Soules: It hurts the Port of Boston ald at a time when we have a Very
good chance to really move."

How ironic it would be if an industry that cannot prove a case for import
restrictions ('uld trigger a trade war that might be a disaster for the whole New
England area.

The domestics have proved that they can compete and successfully so. it miay
bo that some will have to try a little harder. In other testimony before the
Senate Small Business Committee. it was pointed out to the shoe industry Ioy a
member of the Senate that at one time still camera imports controlled 70%
of the American market. The V.S. producers did not ask for a quota but simply
rolled up their sleeves 0n( out-did tihe foreign competition by technology, know.
how and research)

If the domestics are allowed the protection of a tariff wall, the ultimate loser
will lie the American consumer, who will pay ever higher prices for less choice,
and tie Industry Itself will stagnate front lack of incentive and competition.

Tie United Shoe Workers of America have publlely announced that they will
demand a "substantial" package of increases in wages and fringe benefits. The
c4onpling of arbitrary limits on competition with increased uiIlon demands would
cause an Immediate and substantial increase In prices the consumer must Iay
for his footwear. Such a lack of self-restraint by the unions is certainly not con-
sl.tent with their professed desire to maintain a healthy industry.

A point made in earlier testimony is very critical to the issue before this Com-
ntittee. Almot two-thirds of all Imported footwear is simply not competitive with
tlhe products of the U.S. industry. Half of the 1969 Imports consisted of inexpen-
sive vinyl footwear, and approximately one-sixth of the Imports consisted of
leather sandals. In these categories, U.S. production is almost non-existent. •

We strongly believe that If imports can be shown to be the principal contribut-
ing factor to unemployment, then adjustment assistance Is an absolute neces-
sity. We support the Administration's objectives of improving and liberalizing the
adjustment assistance provisions of the present law. The domestic producers have
made their plea for quotas, have argued their cause, but have not proven their
ca se.
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(OLLIER, SHANNON, HILL & EDWARDS,
ArroRNEKYS AT LAW.

ll'ashington, D.C., October 1?, 1970.
lion. IUSSELL LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finanec Coininitti-c,
Semite" Offic Buildig, il'ashingftm. D.C.

IEAR MR. CILAIRMAN -e are counsel for the Tanners' Connell of America, litc.,
411 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10016. On behalf of the Council we wish
to express the strongest support for the trade measures now before your coln-
mIttee. You are greatly to he coiniended for your prumipt action In moving thislegislation ahead.

In recent years American Tanners' have seen serious inroads made by im-
jports of all types of leather goods. Tie baseball glove industry, for example, has
bien virtually lost to Japan in its entirety. The uiinistakable trend of footwear
imports over the last few years indicates that the saie fate must inevitably befall
tht leather mid vinyl footwear industry in the United States.

The quota provisions of the Mills Bill are realistic and rational. This measure.
emniployinig as it does the or(erly miarketiig approac-h, will asstre fair and equit-
:allhe larticil)ation in the United State.,; market by both domestic and fortilni
iprohicers. An important segment of our domestic economy badly needs ti liegis-
lation which you now have under consideration. The Tanners' Councill of Amerlca
is proil to tie counted among the supporters of tihe Trade 1ill of 1970.

Sincerely,
I. I1. S. FExcH.

STATFIMENT OF TilE BICYCLE MANUFACTURER-S ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA. INC.

This statement is submitted on behalf of the Bicycle .Man.facturer's Associa-
tion of America, Inc., which is a nonprofit trade association with headlquarters
iit New York City. A list of the members of the Association appears as an ap-
lindix to this statement.

DOMESTIC BICYCLE INDUSTRY SUFFERING SEVERE INJURY FROM IMPORTS

T'e members of the Association welcome this opportunity to support Amend-
ment 925 and Amendment 1009 to 11.11. 17550. We support these amendments.
which are identical to the Trade Act of 1970, II.R. 18970, because today the
domestic bicycle industry is suffering severe injury due to imports.

In 1966 bicycle Imports were 16.1 percent of domestic consumption; in 1968
they were 20.4 percent of domestic consumption; and by 1969 they were 28
percent of domestic consumption, up 37 percent from 1968 and 74 percent from
1906.

PAST IMPACT OF IMPORTS ON TIE )OMESTIC INDUSTRY

To fully understand our concern that this trend will in fact continue, It is
necessary to know the history of the impact of imports on the domestic bicycle
industry. For many years preceding, and during and immediately following.
World War II, bicycle imports were less than 1 percent of domestic consump-
tion. In 1947. however, the United States, under the multilateral General Agree-
ment on Tariffs and Trade, cut the tariff on lightweight bicycles from 15 to 71
percent and from 30 to 15 percent on all other models.

Although in 1948 many of the foreign countries were still busy attempting
to reach their pre-war levels of production, the record shows that it did not
take long for the GATT reduction to take effect. Between 1948 and 1956 the
ratio of bicycle imports to domestic consumption climbed from .6 percent to
41.2 percent:

Year Percent YeAr Percent

1948 ...................................... 0.6 1952-- ................ 1.................... 1.8
1949 ...................................... 1.0 1953 ....................................... 22.8
1950 ....................................... 3.4 1954 ....................................... 38.2
1951 -------------.----------------------- 9.0 1955 -------------------------------- ---- 41.2
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In October 1951, after the domestic industry had seen the number of bicycle
imports increase twelvefold from 15,757 In 1949 to 176,257 in 1951. the tijembers
of the Bicycle Manufacturers Association filed for "escape elause" relief under
Section 7 of the TradeAgreements Exiension Act of 1951. The Tariff Comnission
conducted an investigation and, on October 9, 1952, concluded that bicycles were
nof being imported in such increased quantities ais to cause or threaten serious
injury to the domestic bicycle Industry.

The above chart shows how wrong the Tariff Commission was. Despite the
fact that domestic manufacturers had modernized their plants at great expense,
the lower labor and material costs of foreign manufacturers enabled them to
steadily erode the Americans' share of their own market. Tariff Commision
figures developed later show that during the lrlod 1951-1954 there was a 16
percent reduction in the number of persons eniployed in tihe bicycle industry
and a 24 percent reduction in the number of manhours of bicycle employees.

In a final effort to remedy this serious injury tihe IHicycle Manufacturers A.-
sociation in June 1954 again applied for "eseal clause" relief. This time the
Tariff Commission could not deny time damage that had been done amid recoi-
men(ed to the President that the tariff rate on all bicycles be increased to 221/2
percent. The President pdrtfaily accepted this rt'onnmmendation. imposing effec-
tive August 18, 1955, an Increase in existing rates, raising lightweights from 73,6
percent to 111/4 percent and other models from 15 percent to 22 percent.

This partial relief, along with drastic ineasures by the domestic industry to
cut prices and costs, helped to stabilize Import penetration in the neighborhood
of 30 percent of the domestic market for the mext eight years. However. tit a
rate of approximately 30 percent the domestic industry continued to sustaln
serious injury.

In 19G4 the domestic industry first developed the "high rise" bicycle, charac-
terized by smaller wheels and high handlebars. The model immediately caiugit
on with the youngsters, and the Importers' percentage of the U.S. market fell
sharply from 29.3 percent in 1963 to 19.8 in 1964. In V965 and 1966, as .,ales of
high risers continued to increase and foreign manufacturers were not yet fully
equipped to produce them inr large almonts, import liinetration contimuled to
fall off:

Year: Percent Year-Continued
1963 -------------------- 29.3 1965 -------------------- 18. 3
1964 -------------------- 19. 8 1966 -------------------- 16.1

By 1.67 high rise bicycles accounted for E1 lwrcent of ti domestic mark -t
and were still increasing in popularity. But three otier fact overshadowed the
significance of this achievement for tite dome.-tie bicycle industry. First, mount-
ing inflationary pressures were beginning to have a real effect on tihe cot of
manufacturing a bicycle in the United States. Second. foreign manufacturers
had copied the popular high rise and, capitalizing on their own cost advantages.
were sending them to the UnitM States in increasingly larger quantities. Third.
on June 30, 11967, the United States became a party to the infamous Sixth (or
"Kennedy") Round of trade negotllation.i under the General Agreement on 'Tariff-;
and Trade. Notwithstanding the probable cosequenceQ, the United States agreed
to reduce the existing rates on all bicycles by 50 percent over a five-year pe-riod
beginning January 1, 1968.

As we have indicated, by the end of 1969, after only two of the five steps of
the Kennedy Round tariff reductions, imports had risen as follows:

Unifs increase
over Dec. 31Units 1966 level

1965 ................................................................ 927, 223 ...1967 ........................................................... 1 117, 146 ... i9
1968 ..................................................................... . 1.540,167 612,944
1969 ..................................................................... 1,981,047 11.053,824

1 Equal to 114 percent.

SITUATION 'NOW MORE PRECARIOUS 'tiAN EVER BEFORE

The situation now is more precarious than it ever has been before. We are
experiencing only our third Kennedy Round reduction In 1970, with two more
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still to come. Here in the United States labor and manufacturing costs continue
to rise. Abroad, manufacturers have become extremely adept at copying our
styles, and they do so with far smaller labor and manufacturing costs and, in
inany cases, with the benefit of various subsidies and rebates. These advantages
ail not only the traditional Importers of bicycles in to the United States but
also countries not heretofore in the U.S. bicycle market. Taiwan, for example,
shipped 91,126 bicycles into the United States in 1969; in 1968 it exported only
12,415. These bicycles were manufactured by workers who receive an average
wage of 20 cents per hour.

In testimony before the House Ways and Means Committee Hearings on Tariff
and Trade Proposals in 1968 we stated our concern and concluded as follows:

"We do not claim that we are today In an extreme condition although our
market loss is twice that of other industries appearing here. We say we are
threatened by Imports, that unless sonm relief can be provided when we need it
we will suffer serious harin and that present avenues to relief are wholly
inadequate."

Well today, In 1970, the bicycle industry is in that "extreme" condition which
it foresaw in 1908. We have done everything a responsible Industry can do. We
have moved our factories many miles to more economical operatng areas. We
have modernized our plants and equipment.

Nevertheless, imports continue to mount because foreign producers enjoy cost
advantages, rebates, grants and subsidies which are not available here in the
United States. The obvious result has now begun: the idling of expensive equip-
nient and the loss of thousands of jobs In the domestic bicycle manufacturing
and related industries.

Just recently a domestic manufacturer announced the closing of its plant In
Michigan City, Indiana. (See attached newspaper account). This plant has been
an employer In the Michigan City comniiinty since 1916, and only the current
flood of imports Is responsible for its being shut down. Within two months time Its
workers, many of whom have no other skills, will be unemployed. Each domestic
manufacturer, and each of their employees, are now asking themselves, "Will I
be next?"

TRADE ACT OF 1970 AN EQUITABLE SOLUTION

It is clear that we and similarly situated Industries are confronted with an
extremely serious problem. Question only remains as to the most effective form of
relief.

Amendments 925 and 1009 would amend 1I.R 17550 by incorporating therein
H.R. 18970, the Trade Act of 1970. We fully support that Act. It would make
relief available to every domestic industry which is being injured by imports,
yet it would permit foreign producers to share in any growth in the U.S. market.
It would provide a fair, equitable solution to a very difficult problem.

The domestic bicycle industry urgently needs relief. Unless we are permitted to
compete with foreign manufacturers on an equitable basis, we will face further
production cutbacks and the resulting loss of Jobs, and the Michigan City plant
and its tragic consequences will soon become commonplace throughout the entire
country.

MEMBERS OF TIE BICYCLE MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

AMF Cycle Division, West 65th and Patterson, Little Rock, Arkansas 72209.
AMP Wheel Goods Division, P. 0. Box 344, Olney, Illinois 62450.
Chain Bike Corporation, 350 Beach 79th Street, Rockaway Beach, New York

11693.
Columbia Manufacturing Co., Inc., Westfield, Massachusetts 01085.
Huffman Manufacturing Company, P. 0. Box 1204, Dayton, Ohio 45401.
Huffman Manufacturing Company of California, 1120 West Foothill Boulevard,

Azusa, California 91702.
MTD Products, Inc., 5389 130th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44111.
Murray Ohio Manufacturing Company, 635 Thompson Lane, Nashville, Tennes-

see 37204.
H. P. Snyder Manufacturing Company, Inc., Little Falls, New York 13365.

IFrom the Michigan City, hnd., News Dispatch. Apr. 11, 1970]

ExCEtsIoR PLANS To CLosE PLANT WITHIN 2 MONTIIS; BICYCLE IMPORTS BLAMED

Excelsior Manufacturing Co. will close its plant at Kentucky and William
Streets within two months.
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Excelsior is the third Industry to close manufacturing operations in Michigan
City the past year. One new firm, WV. R. Grace and Co.'s Formed Plastics Di-
vision; established manufacturing operations here In February. Seventeen in-
dustrial firms here have either expanded present facilities or built larger plants
since 1968.

In announcing transfer of all Excelsior operations to its parent company. If,
P. Snyder Manufacturing Co. Inc., Little Falls, N.Y., Excelsior general manager
B. C. Flint blamed the plant's closing on an accelerated increase of bicycle im-
ports. The plant manufactures bicycles, play cycles and exercisers.

Flint said the plant normally employs between 100 and 130 people. A union
official for Teamsters Local 298 earlier this week estimated that about 100 people
are currently employed by the company during its production cycles Teamsters
local president William Jenkins said yesterday afternoon that negotiations far
severance pay will begin late next week.

Flint said work is expected to continue at the plant on a reduced basis while an
effort is being made to help employes find other Jobs.

In a written statement, Flint explained economic factors which he said neces-
sitated the closing.

lie said, "The consolidation is being made to obtain all possible economies In
an effort to compete with the flood of low-cost imports accelerated by the Kennedy
round of tariff decreases put into effect Jan. 1, 1968. Under the Kennedy round,
bicycle tariffs have been lowered 30 per cent and will be lowered an additional
20 percent over the next two years. Bicycles made by foreign workers entered
the United States at a very high rate during 1969, reaching a total of 1,970, 528."

Flint said that during last January imports Jumped about 425 per cent over
January, 1969, imports. Jenkins said a major part of the imports are manu-
factured in Japan.

Excelsior began operations there in 1916 as the k;xcelsior Cycle Co. in 1934
the firm changed ownership fnd assumed its present name. Its parent firm was
established at its present New York location in 1893.

l)nring the early 1950s Excelsior's Hopalong Cakssdy cowboy model bicycle
was a national favorite. In recent years. the company has manufactured many
bicycles marketed by retail chains under the retailer's trade names.

Trallco Company's Norwin Division plant closed here March 31. About two
years ago, that plant employed approximately 100 persons. Employment had
dropped to about 75 persons in the last year.,

Dunham-Buch Inc. closed its plant here last August. About 440 workers were
employed at its Michigan City plant when the company announced Feb. 1.. 190M.
that it was moving operations to facilities owned by its parent corporation. Sign:il
Oil Corp., in Harrisonburg, Va.

Too,. AND STAINLESS STEEL INDUSTRY COMMITTEE.
Washington, D.C., October 12, 1970.

Ion. RUSSELL LONG,
Chairman. Senate Finance Committee,
Rcnate Office Bit idin g,
l'as.hington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The Tool and Stainless Steel Industry Committee is an
association of fifteen domestic producers of specialty steels. On behalf of this
committee I wish to express our unqualified support of the Trade Bill of 1070,
now under consideration by your committee.

I know you are well aware of the international trade problems which have
lately beset the manufacturers of tool and stainless steel in this country. The
so-called voluntary limitation program which has to some extent alleviated Im-
port injury to the producers of carbon steel have been singularly ineffective in
slowing imports of the more sophisticated and therefore more costly materials
manufactured by our members. While the 1970 Trade Bill does not adequately
meet the problem of Increasing specialty steel imports It does offer some valu-
able and badly needed improvements in the machinery for combating this harm-
fiul trade imbalance.

The antidumping and countervailing duty amendments alone would render
this legislation worthy of your prompt attention and action. Delays in processing
antidumping cases and countervailing duty complaints have reduced these po-
tential avenues of relief to frustrating dead ends.
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We would hope that your prompt action on this legislation would permit its
enactment by the 91st Congress. If we can be of any service to you or your
staff we hope you will not hesitate to contact us.

Si ncerely,
THOMAS F. Su.NO.

TOTAL STAINLESS

Industry data (tons) Imports as a
-- percent of

Estimated domestic
Exports imports market

1958 --------------------.................................. 14,740 3,705 0.8
1959 ---------------------------------------------------- 17,666 6,925 1.1
1960 ............................... ------------------ 41,281 14.081 2.6
1961 ...................................................... 32,974 12,577 2.3
1962 ...................................................... 37,737 27,102 14.4
1963 .---------------------------------------------- 61,588 55,589 8.5
1964 -------------------------............... ............... 75,554 79,352 10.2
19 6 5 .. .................. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 5 5 ,0 0 8 1 1 2 ,8 6 8 12. 0
1966 ... ................................................... 75,777 135, 327 13.4
1967 ------------------------------------------............ 65,771 149,321 16.2
1968 -----------.------------------------------------------ 51,363 171,871 18.3
1969 ........ . ..-------------------------------------- --- -41,323 182,224 17.3
Estimated 1970 --------------------------------------------- 49,520 188, 370 20.9
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STAINLESS COLD-ROLLED SHEETS

Industry data (tons) Imports as apercent of
Estimated domestic

Exports imports market

1958 ------------------------------------------------------ 6,446 295 10.3
1959 ------------------------------------------------------ 6,884 907 .6
1960 ------------------------------------------------------ 16.208 1,954 1.6
1961 ------------------------------------------------------ 14,527 2,301 1.7
1962 ....................................................... 12,921 11,781 8.1
1963 ....................................................... 26,017 23,631 15.3
1964 ----------------------------------------------------- 22,008 24,985 14.2
1965 -...................................--------------- 18.191 37.245 17.7
1966 -------_-_------------- .. .. ... .. .. ..-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 19,158 47.228 20.1
1967 ....................................................... 16,593 53,066 23.6
1968 ....................................................... 11,593 69,012 28.0
1969 ..................................................... .-10,380 62,739 22.7
Estimated 1970 -------------------------------------------- 11,506 75,306 33.0

STAINLESS COLD ROLLED SHEETS
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STAINLESS PLATES

Industry data (tons) Imports as a
percent of

Estimated domestic
Exports imports market

1958 ....................................................... 279 ..............
1959 .............................................. .... ............ 25---,--
1960 ................................................... . ,082 ................
1961 ....................................................... 611 ................
1962 .................................................. 647............1963 ...................................................... : 901 ................ i

1963 --------------------------------------------------- 91 7611964..................................................... 791 7861965 -----------------..---------------------------------... 1,136 894 1. 2
1966 ------------------------------------------------------- 866 1,899 2.4
1967 ------------------------------------------------------- 622 3,787 5. 9
1968 ....................................................... 423 5,198 8. 4

1969 ------------------------------------------------------- 519 7,153 9.6
Estimated 1970 ............................................. 580 9,692 14.7

I Complete Import data was not available until 1964.

STAINI.ESS PLATES

OW0 TONS000 TCNS

10!

1958 '59 '60 '61 '62 '63 'C4 '65 '66 '67 '68

Estimated
Industry
Imports

Plate Import information
not available prior to

1964

Industry
Exports

'69 £-t. '70
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STAINLESS BARS

Industry data (tons) Imports as a -
percent of

Estimated domestic
Exports imports market

1958 ------------------------------------------------------ 440 296 0.4
1959 ------------------------------------------------------ 374 706 .7
1960 ------------------------------------------------------ 787 1,147 1.2
1961 ------------------------------------------------------ ,001 991 1.0
1962 ....................................................... 1,918 976 .9
1963 ....................................................... 1,722 1 884 1.7
1964 ------- ......... ..................................... 1.481 2.487 2.1
1965 ------------------------------------------------------ 2, 022 4,122 2.8
1966 .......----------------------------------------------- 1,690 5,346 3.4
1967 ......................... I ............................. 1.531 9,796 6.2
1968 ....................................................... 1,431 10,483 6.9
1969 -----.----------------------------------------------- 1,729 12,628 7.8
Estimated 1970 -------------------------................... 2,190 14,814 10.0

000 T

20-

15-

10-

STAINLESS BARS

oNs 000 TC

EstiMated
Industry Industry
Imports Exports

t OT 8 '9 '60 4~ 4''3 '4 '5 '6 '7 4 9Est.'10

>NS

20

-15

10

L5
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STAINLESS WIRE

Industry data (tons) Imports as a
Estimated percent of

Exports imports domestic market

1958 ....................................................... 112 117 0.5
1959 ....................................................... 59 666 2.2
1960 ....................................................... 135 798 3.3
1961 ...................................................... 231 1,026 4.1
1962 ....................................................... 269 1.453 5.2
1963 ....................................................... 251 2,089 8.0
1964 ------------------------------------------------------ 236 5,028 16.6
1965 ....................................................... 386 6,625 19.3
1966 ....................................................... 140 9,156 21.6
196V ----------------------------------------------------- 204 12,012 29.1
1968 ------------------------------------------------------ 178 11,364 31.6
1969 ....................................................... 120 13,966 35.4
1970, estimate .............................................. 274 18, 098 51.4

STAINLESS WIRE

000'sO011s
20-1

Esti rated
Industry

MxpoX t s

Industry
Exportsa I I n u I r

195I I ' I I 6 6'62 '63 464 '65 166 '67 '68 169 Est,'70
I I I I

1958 '59 '6D '61
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STAINLESS WIRE ROD

Impors as a
percent of

Estimated dmestic
Exports imports market

1958 ....................................................................... 13 0.1
1959 .................................................................... 310 2.1
1960 .................................................... 1 739 6.4
1961 ............................................ +. ..........- 3 2,325 15.9
1962 ....................................................... 5 3.607 19.9
1963 ....................................................... 38 5,475 28.8
1964 ....................................................... 156 8,076 40.3
1965 ...................................................... 2 9,073 36.9
1966 ...................................................... 2 12,688 42.0
1967 ....................................................... II 13,227 53.2
1968 ....................................................... 18 15,925 63.7
1969 ....................................................... 41 14,864 59.2
1970, estimate .............................................. 40 15,448 70.6

Tons STAINLESS WIRE ROD Tons
000's 000's

20 20

15 1- 5= -I

10- -10

Estimated
" Industry

Imports/

5-"5

6 ' Industry

...... m il! ........
1958 '59 160 161 162 163 '64 165 '66 167 '68 169 Est.' 70
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STAINLESS TUBES

Industry data (to

1959 ....... ...............................................
90..............

1961 .......................................................

1962 .......................................................
1963 .......................................................
1964 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1966 ................................

1967 .......................................................
1968 .......................................................
1969 est - ---e- -- ---.........................................
1970, estimated-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

STAINLESS TUBES

Exports

570
92

381
1,055

616
398
503
935
707
640
484
417

1,514

Imports as a

Estimated percent of
imports domestic market

1,227 6.2
1o ODD 4.9
2,201 9.0
2.178 9.6
2,414 11.1
2 406 10.5
2,105 6.0
3.590 7.8
4.132 8.0
7,266 16.6
6,691 20.4
7,929 22.0
6,372 15.7

Tons

'64 '65 '66 '67 '68 '69 Est.'70

Tons
000'

Estimated
Industry
Imports

$lost!

sS

1958 '59 '60 '61 162 163
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STAINLESS IMPORTS BY COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

[Iin tons)

Percent of total

Esti- Esti-
mated, Actual, mated,

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1969 1970

J a p a n - - - -... . . 3 4 , 1 5 5 5 1 , 9 2 9 6 5 , 2 9 9 6 7 .9 8 9 8 3 , 1 4 1 8 6 , 2 3 5 1 0 6 , 0 3 6 4 7 . 3 5 6 . 3
European Eco-

Economic
Community..... 7,778 9,063 12,739 16,945 23.217 19,127 22, 14 10.5 11.8

Canada ---------- 30,050 44, 454 46,778 46, 204 42,609 54,790 41,532 30.1 22.1
S w e d e n - -- -- -- -- - 5 , 8 8 9 6,17 1 1 0 , 2 2 5 1 3 , 9 6 5 1 7 , 5 9 9 1 5 , 6 1 5 1 4 , 0 2 8 8 . 6 7 . 4
United Kingdom_.. 1,037 1.343 1,789 3,077 5,641 5,099 3,278 2.8 1.7
Austria ---------- 210 175 140 511 1,483 397 390 .2 .2
All other --------- 173 325 420 630 341 961 922 .5 .5

Total ------ 79,352 113,460 137,390 419,321 174,031 182,224 188,370 100.0 100.0

000 Tons

120

100-

60-

20-

STAINLESS IIQORTS BY 00UNTRY OF ORIGIN
(1964 Est'd 1970)

ODO Tons

Japan r. -100

6 

60

EEC

. ...... ..... 20'

= nited Xingdoms See

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 Est. 1970
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TOTAL TOOL STEEL

Industry data (tons) Imnporta as a
Estimated percent ol

Exports imports domestic market

1964 ------------------------------------------------------ 2,275 9,081 8.3
1965 ------------ .-------- -------------------------------- 1 ,652 12,954 10.0
1966 --------------------- -------------------------------- 1, 775 17,614 12.8
1967 ------------------------------------------------------ 1,639 18.859 14.8
1968 ------------------------------------------------------ 1,606 15. 162 12.6
1969 ------------------------------------------------------ 2,725 15,253 12.1

-, Estimated 1970 -------------------------------------------- , ?36 19,062 16.0

TOTAL TOOL STEUL

Tons Tr.000's C1O00

20_ Estimated 20
Ikus t ry

15- 15

10- 10

5 Industr-y

1 I I I I 1I
1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 E1t. I77

............. .
main,
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TOOL STEEL IMPORTS AS A PERCENT OF THE DOMESTIC MARKET

[in net tons

Imports as a
percent of

Net industry Domestic domestic
Year shipments Imports Exports market market

67months 1970 ------------------------ 50,810 9,531 868 59,473 16.0
1969 ................................. 113,921 15,253 2,725 126,449 12.1
1968 -------------------------------- 106.366 15.162 1.606 119.922 12.6
1967 ................................. 109,929 18,859 1,639 127. 149 14.8
1966 ................................. 121.345 17,614 1,775 137.184 12.8
1965 ................................. 118.242 12.954 1,652 129,544 10.0
1964 -------------------------------- 102.379 9,081 2,275 109,185 8.3

TC :-L STFEL IYN0RTS BY COUNTRY OF ORIGLN
(1964 - Fst'd 1970)

000 Tonz

10-

COO Tons

S-.eder
Canada

-'.

United Kingdom

I I
1964 1965

I I I I I1966 1967 1968 1969 Est. 1970
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TOOL STEEL IMPORTS BY COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

Iun tons]

Percent of total

Esti- Esti-
mated Actual mated

1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1969 1970

Japan ------------ _------------ 717 768 2,906 1.975 2,241 1,460 1,208 . 9.6 6.3

8eigium-Luxembourg ---------------- 4 1 298 847 763 ........ 412 -------- 2. 2
France ............................. 1,718 1.779 834 329 363 846 1,274 5.6 6.7
Ital---------------------------------112 ----- .6

West Germany ------------------- 624 2,359 1,628 1,901 1.155 1.527 1,494 10.0 7.8

Total EEC ... -.... .... - 2.406 4,139 2,760 3.077 2,191 2.373 3.292 15.6 17.3
Austria ---- ----------- 1 .... ........ 535 2,623 3,995 3,262 2,822 3.154 2.052 20.7 10.7
Canada ---- _---------_---------- 1,111 1,859 2,773 5.468 2,882 2,474 3,906 16.2 20.5
Sweden _----------------------- 2,434 3,089 4,748 4,307 3,805 4,734 7,236 31.0 38.0
United Kingdom .................... 573 459 403 432 1.056 868 1, 276 5.7 6. 7
All other--------------------.. 305 17 29 338 165 190 92 1.2 .5

Total ----------------------- 9,081 12,954 17,614 18,859 15,162 15.253 19.062 100.0 100.0

AMERICA.N, ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN,
Washington, D.C., October 12, 1970.

Senator RUSSFLL B. LoNo,
Chairman, Senatc Finance ('oinmittee,
U.S. Senate, l'ashington, D.C.

)EAR SENATOR LN,10: For the past thirty-five years the AAUW has supported
the principle of a liberal trade policy for this country as well as for others. It has
been our feeling that this is the best interests of peaceful social, economic and
political development for the peoples of all nations. International talks and agree-
naents have continued to make substantial advancement toward these goals In
the years since the days of Smoot-Hawley tariff policy.

We believe enactment of the quota provisions, contained in IlR. 18970 are a
definite step backward which would tie the hands of the President in this critical
period. We further believe that enactment of quotas would be an unrealistic
approach to the domestic instability and growing unemployment which we face
today. Because of many world-wide economic changes and the developing coun-
tries entering the mainstream of commercial and financial planning and action,
some of our foreign policies may be open to reexamination. We believe the House-
passed trade bill H.R. 18970 would make these already difficult problems even
harder to resolve.

The AAUW supported President Nixon in his foreign trade message of Novent-
ber 18. 1969 and supports the Administration's proposal granting authority to the
President for a three year period to reduce tariffs by twenty percent or two
percentage points ad valorem below. the July 196 rate. *

AAUW would welcome the elimination of the American Selling Price System
which we feel has been an obstacle to United States' efforts to obtain fairer
treatment of American exports by way of the eventual Withdrawal of the non-
tariff barriers of other nations.

We In the AAUW are aware of injury in some cases to domestic industry.
We believe federal assistance in these instances Is called for; that in the words
of the recently released statement signed by more than 4000 American economists.

"The time has come for an adjustment program ensuring orderly, constructive
government attention to the adjustment l)roblems and needs of Industries,
workers and communities seeking and needing government help against foreign
competition. Workable escape-clause and adjustment-asslstance provisions of the
trade legislation, to deal with emergency situation, are essential components of
such a program."

As consumers, the members of AAUW feel that protectionist trade policies will
benefit a few-but will harm many. Those iersons hardest hit by quota bills
will be those in the lowest income levels, who must shop for bargains and use
the cheapest cuts of meat available. Fifteen percent of the total dollar volume

51-3S9--70-pt. 2-15
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imports is reported to be already under restraint of mandatory or "voluntary"
quotas. It seems a contradiction to us to be enacting quota bills whose effect
will be the greatest on the poor while we are trying to attack the nation's critical
welfare problem with legislation now under consideration in this same committee.

It is our opinion that another mounting problem, that of unemployment, will
be aggravated not 'elieved by the enactment of quotas. The continued employ-
nient of a few- in the protected Industries will not balance the unemployment
of those who will be displaced if this country Injects itself into a trade war. It
Is inevitable that other countries will retaliate with barriers of their own if we
enact the protective legislation proposed in H.R. 18970.

AAUW continues to support extension of the President's negotiation author-
Ity and the abolition of the American Selling Price but urges the Senate Finance
Committee to reject the quota provision of H.R. 17750.

Mrs. RUSSELL E. WALLACE,
World Problems Area Representatirc.

Mrs. SIIERdAN Ross,
Legislative Program Chairmaii.

COLLIER, SIIANN.N, RILL AND EDWARDS, ATTORNEYSAT LAW,
Washington, D.C., October 12, 1970.

Hon. RUSSELL LONO,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committec,
Senate Offce Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MI. CHAIRMAN: We are counsel for the American Footwear Manufac-
tfirers Association, 342 Madison Avenue, New York, New York. The membership
of AFMA includes the manufacturers of more than ninety percent of the leather
and vinyl footwear produced in this country.

The AFMA supports wholeheartedly the trade measures now under con-
sideration by your committee. In the interest of conserving the limited time
available for hearing and in the hope that this measure may be enacted by the
W1st Congress, AFMA will not request permission to appear and present testi-
mony. At the same time, however, the critical importance of this legislation to
the footwear industry in the United States impels us to submit some comments
and statistics for the record.

The footwear industry has bean suffering from low wage import competition
for nearly ten years During this time the market penetration achieved by
foreign shoes has soared from 4.2% in 1960 to 25.2% in 1969. This means that
last year one out of every four pairs of shoes purchased in the United States
was manufactured overseas. In 1970 imports have continued to increase, both
absolutely and as a percentage of the United States market. We estimate that
imports in 1970 will amount to 237.2 million pairs worth 1.8 billion dollars at the
retail level. It appears further that this will amount to thirty percent of the
doinestic market for leather and vinyl footwear.

This phenomenal growth in the shoe Imports has a single basic cause: The
disparity of wage rates between the United States and the foreign shoe worker.
Last year the average wage in the American shoe factory was $2.32 an hour,
according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, fringe benefits averaged an addi-
tional 46 cents per hour according to AFMA records. Thus the hourly rate in the
U.S. shoe industry is approximately $2.78.

This average wage is comparable to hourly wages Including fringe benefits
of the various countries which send footwear to this country. Japan exported
63 million pairs of shoes to the United States in 1969. These shoes were produced
by Japanese footwear workers earning an average of 70 cents per hour includ-
ing fringe benefits. Italy sent us 61 million pairs of footwear last year. Her shoe
workers averaged $1.06 an hour Including fringes. Spain which exported 20
million pairs of shoes into our market in 1969 while paying Its footwear workers
an average of 59 cents per hour. In Taiwan, source of 24 million pairs of im-
ported footwear last year, workers in shoe factories averaged 22 cents per hour.
The wages and working conditions under which these shoes are being manu-
factured overseas would be simply illegal in the United States.

We do not Intend to belabor this committee with repetitious statistical mat-
'er. However we have attached hereto for your use eleven charts recently
prepared by AFMA's statistical services. These figures tell a sad story of lost
production and declining employment during a decade in which the U.S.
economy has experienced unparalleled growth.
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The footwear industry is sincerely grateful for your help and support In this
critical matter. We strongly urge your prompt and favorable action on the
footwear quota and other trade measures embodied in the Mills Bill.

Sincerely,
THOMAS F. SHANNON.

A t La $ , iqIon'L . c
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ATTACHMENT II.-U.S. FOOTWEAR PRODUCTION AND IMPORTS

[Thousands of pairs

Percent Percent
U.S. imports of Imports of

Year production Imports production Total supply total supply

1960 --------------..--------------- 600,041 26,617 4.4 626,658 4.2
1961 ................................ 592,907 36,668 6.: 629,575 5.8
1962 ................................- 633,238 55.057 8. 7 688.295 8.0
1963 ............... .............. 604,328 .62.820 10.4 667,148 9.4
1964 -------------------------------- 612,790 75,372 12.3 688.162 11.0
1965 ................ .......... 626,229 87.632 14.0 713.861 12.3
1966- - -.-............ ------------... 641,696 96,135 15.0 737.831 13.0
1967 ----------------------- ------- 599.964 129.134 21.5 729,098 17.7
1968 ------------................... 642,427 175,438 27.3 817.865 21.5
1969 --- 581,757 195,673 33.6 777,430 25.2
1970(3 months) preliminary --.------- 145.829 .68,691 47.1 214,520 32.0
Projections:

1970 ------------------ ..------ .. 570,000 220,000 38.6 790.000 27.8
1971 -------------------.--- 560,000 258,900 46.2 818,900 31.6
1972 ---------------- ..-------- .. 550 000 303,300 55.1 853,300 35.5
1973 --------------------------- 540,000 352, 700 65.3 892. 700 39.5
1974 --------------------------- 530,000 408,800 77.1 938,800 43.5
1975 --------------------------- 519,000 468,400 90.3 987,400 47.4
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ATTACHMENT Ill.-FOOTWEAR MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENTS, EMPLOYEES AND PAYROLLS,
IST QUARTER, 1968

Total Taxable
reporting Number of payrolls

units employees I (thousands)'

New England:
Maine -------------.--------------------------------------- 84 25,243 $28 522
Massachusetts ----------------------------------------------- 146 30,100 37, 232
New Hampshire ............................................... 71 17,980 20,491
Connecticut ------------------------------------------------- 15 1,611 1,841
Vermont--------------------------------------------------------8?Rhode Island -------------------------------------------------

Middle Atlantic:
New York ---------------------------------------------------- 1 72 16,812 20,070
Pennsylvania ------------------------------------------------ 123 24,750 25, 915
New Jersey -------------------------------------------------- 20 2,140 2,858

East North Central:
Illinois ------------------------------------------------------ 37 9,311 10, 830
Ohio ......................................................... 22 6.768 8,339
Wisconsin --------------------------------------------------- 44 8,339 10,615
Indiana ----------------------------------------------------- 4 1,799 2,149
Michigan ..................................................... 7 2,463 2,899

Other divisions:
Missouri ---------------------------------------------------- 91 22,325 23, 999
Tennessee -------------------------------------------------- 41 14,513 15,237
Arkansas ---------------------------------------------------- 25 7,576 7,523
Minnesota --------------------------------------------------- 6 1,080 1,619
Iowa------------------------------------------------------ (5()(
Nebraska -------------------------------------------------- ((3
K ansas -----------------------------------------------M aryland ------------------------------ .... .... ... -- - - - -- - -- - -- ,.3
Virginia --------------------------------------- ---------- 0 3,453,251
West Virginia ----------------------.----------------------- 5 793 692
North Carolina --------------------------------------------- 2, 826 2979
Georg-ia..---------------- -----------.---------------------- 1 3 3,948 3,510
Florida ------------------------------------------------------ 21 1, 730 2,010
Kentucky --------------------------------------------------- 11 2,983 3.396
Alabam a ----------------------------------------------------- 6 1 527 1,432
Mississippi -------------------------------------------------- 5 2:328 2,469
Texas ------------------------------------------------------- 25 2,249 2,326
New Mexico--------- -------------------------------------- 2
Arizona --------------------------------------------------------
Nevada - ------------------------.------------------------------
Washington ---------------------------------------------------
Oregon ........ ----------------------------------------------
Hawaii --------- ----------------------------------------------
California .................................................... 2, 3,1I

Total ----------------------------------------------------- 1,116 220,733 248,642

' Mid-March pag period.2 January.March.
3 Not available.
I Data withheld to avoid disclosure of individual company operations.
Source: "196 County Business Patterns," U.S. Department of Commerce.
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ATTACHMENT IV

EMPLOYMENT IN NONRUBBER FOOTWEAR INDUSTRY

Production
workers as

Production percent of all Average wige
Year Allemployees workers only employees per hour

March 1970 ....................................... 219. 900
March 1969 ....................................... 229.200
1969 .............................................. 225,600
1968 .............................................. 235,500
1967 ............................................. 231.600
196 ............................................ 24 1,500
1965 .............................................. 234.500
1964.............--._.--..................... 230 500
1963.......................................-231,600
1962 .............................................. 240.700
1961 .............................................. 239,600
1960 ............................................ 242.600
1959 ----------------------------------------------- 247.500
1958 ----------------------------------------------- 237.400
1957 .............................................. 243. 800
1956 .............................................. 246,300
1955 .............................................. 248,400

191,100 86.9 $2.43
200,000 78.3 2.29
196,200 87.0 2.39
206,000 87.5 2.18
203,000 87.7 2.01
214,200 88.7 1.87
208,800 89.0 1.82
204.800 88.9 1.77
206,300 89.1 1.71
215,100 89.4 1.68
214 000 89.3 1.63
216.400 89.2 1.59
222 600 89.9 1.55
212:700 89.6 1.51
218,800 89.7 1.47
221,300 89.8 1.42
223,400 89.9 1.32

Source: Employment and Earnings Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor.

ATTACHMENT VA.-"ITHE SIXTIES-A DECADE IN REVIEW"

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION OF LEATHER AND VINYL FOOTWEAR BY TYPES

(In millions of pairs

Youths' Infants'
and Child- and Ath- Slip-

Year Men's boys' Women's Misses' ren's babies' letic pars Other Total

1960 ...................---- 100.6 24.1 279.8 40.2 32.7 36.6 7.0 73.5 5.5 600.0
1961 ---------------------- 103.3 24.2 273.4 39.2 31.7 35.8 6.6 72.6 6.1 592.9
1962- ..................... 112.7 25.6 288.2 36.8 32.5 37.0 10.1 83.0 7.4 633.2
1963 ....................... 110.7 24.0 275.2 35.5 30.7 33.5 9.8 77.6 7.2 604.3
1964 ....................... 119.9 25.4 271.1 37.0 30.4 32.8 6.9 78.9 10.3 612.8
1965 ..... ............ 118.2 25.6 279.9 36.5 33.5 32.5 7.0 90.2 12.8 626.2
1966 ...................... 126.9 24.6 284.2 35.9 33.6 32.5 7.3 93.8 2.9 641.7
1967 ....... -------------- 123.7 25.3 258.0 27.6 30.7 30.0 6.9 95.6 2.0 600.0
1968 ............ ........ 126.3 23.5 283.7 33.0 31.4 28.7 8.3 105.4 2.1 642.4
19694 -------------------- 122.0 23.6 235.2 28.7 27.8 25.7 8.4 109.0 1.7 582.1

1 Not comparable to previous years due to Government changes In definition of "other" type of footwear.
2 Latest revised Department of Commerce figures for 1968.
3 Preliminary estimates of 1969 production made by the American Footwear Manufacturers Association are based on

the 1st 11 months of Department of Commerce data. These estimates are most likely slightly too high due to expected
seasonal drop in December domestic production.

Source: U.S. Department ol Commerce and the American Footwear Manufacturers Association.
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ATTACHMENT VB.-THE SIXTIES-A DECADE IN REVIEW"

IMPORTS OF LEATHER AND VINYL FOOTWEAR BY TYPES

(In millions of pairs]

Youths' Infants'
and Child- and Ath- Slip

Year Men's boys' Women's I Misses' rent's babies' letic pars5  Other Total

1960 ....................... 6.4 0.8 14.0 0.4 0.4 0.5 4.1 26.6
1961 ...................... 8.1 1.0 21.3 .6 .6 .8 4.3 36.7
1962 ....................... 13.1 1.6 36.6 1.1 1.2 1.5 7.9 63.0
1963 ................... 12.4 1.5 37.9 1.1 1.1 1.4 7.4 62.8
1964 ....................... 13.5 1.6 49.6 1.5 2.3 2.8 4.1 75.4
1965 ....................... 15.2 2.0 52.3 1.5 2.5 3.4 1.1 &6 1. 87.6
1966 ....................... 15.9 2.2 63.7 2.4 3.2 3.0 1.2 3.6 1.0 96.1
1967 ....................... 19.6 3.0 90.4 3.2 4.7 2.8 '1.4 3.1 .9 129.1
1968 ....................... 26.1 3.6 124.9 5.3 7.0 2.6 1.7 2.9 1.4 175.4
19698 ..................... 35.0 4.5 133.0 7.0 8.0 3.0 2.5 1.8 .9 195.7

I Women's footwear prior to 1965 included some slippers.
I Slippers include Indian type moccasins, slippers, soft soles and wool felt footwear.
3 Preliminary estimates of 1969 imports were made by the American Footw gar Manufacturers Association. These esti-

mates were based oi data provided by the Departmeit of Commerce.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce and the American Footwear Manufacturers Association. March 1970.

ATTACHMENT Vi

ANNUAL PRODUCTION OF SHOES AND SLIPPERS, EXCEPT RUBBER, BY
CLASSES OF FOOTWEAR: 1968

(Thousands of palirsi

GEOGRAPHIC AREAS AND SELECTED

Misses,
Shoes and children, All other

slippers, Mens, infants footwear,
except youths, and including

rubber, and boys Womens babies athletic
Geographic area I total shoes shoes shoes Slippers shoes

United States, total ........... 642,427 149,789 283,700 93,091 105,437 10,410

New England ....................... 198,441 47,472 117,336 17.476 11,316 4,841
Maine ........................ 58, 364 18.332 36,295 3,104 71 562
Massachusetts .................. 85, 210 19,379 44,619 10,316 7,121 3,775
New Hampshire ................. 46,369 8.253 34.312 (a) 0
Other States................... 8,498 1,508 2,110 () 4,124

Middle Atlantic................... 178,067 24,206 60,111 21.930 69,248 2,5 8
New Jersey .................... 16,386 0 (3) (4) 12,928 0
New York ...................... 76.598 10,453 (3 4' 44,452 1,108Pennsy!vania ................... 85,083 13,763 40, 17,4 11.8 1.464

North Central ..................... 122,688 35,686 49,691 27,160 8.419 1,732
Illinois ........................ 19,393 6,774 6,666 4,113 (8)
Indiana ........................ 4,590 ) () 0
Michigan ...................... 8,134 (83a 0()
Minnesota...................... 2, 730 C
Missouri ...................... 56 528 2, 16, I,
Ohio ........................... 16 920 a 10 127 ( 31 (I)
Wisconsin .................... 14,250 9,638 869 2,79 4 4
Other States ................... 143 4 C) ( (C) (C) 0

South and West ..................... 143,231 42,425 56.5V 26,54i 16, 1,265
Arkansas..................... 21,180 () 9.26 6,737 (
California ...................... 5,869 5.005 C ( ()

Florida ........................ 1,441 1,425 I)
Georgia ........................ 13,351 6,653
Ken.cky.................... (( 9s
Maryland ..................... 9,605 2,323 3 6,277
Mississippi ................... 12,059 (8) 1 (I0
Oregon ........................ 46 (1)
Tennessee ................... 40 857 19,02) 10 009 9,88W0)0
Texas ......................... . 9,427 () J,04
Virani.. ................... 8,433 ), "Washington.................18 18Other States ................... 14,257 7,870 878 540 (8) (C)

I Data for each State not shown separately have been withheld to avoid disclosing figures for Individual companies
These States are: New England: Connecticut Vermont and Rhode Island. North Central: Iowa, Kansas, and Nebraska
South and West: West Virginia, North Carolina, Alabama. New Mexico, Arizona, Nevada. and Hawaii.

C Excludes shoes and slippers with sole vulcanized to fabric upper. (See table 8.)
'Withheld to avoid disclosing figures for individual companies.



ATTAChMENT VII.-PRODUCTION OF SHOES AND SLIPPERS. EXCEPT RUBBER, BY TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION: 1968

[Thousands of pairs]

McKay VulcanizedCemented Welt, sewed, or injection Genuine Otherexcluding including excluding Stitch- Turn or molded Indian type moccasin LittlewayItem Total sliplasted Sliplasted Silhouwelt Littleway down Soft sole turned construction moccasins construction prewelt etc.

Shoes and slippers, except rubber, total '... 642.427 348,038 28.023 81,268 2,022 12,908 40,050 12,062 2 40,995 4.647 27.744 44.670
Shoes(including athletic), total- ------------- 534,911 308.271 16.388 81,182 1,846 9,825 5,032 1.572 40,995 2,998 27,701 39, 01

Men's shoes (except athletic) ------------- 126,259 21,746 1, 848 65,347 (3) 3,939 (2) (3) 12,938 580 12,920 5,866
Men's workshoes --------------- - .---- 36,858 (3) .......... 26,732 (3) 1,531 (2) (3) 6.332 ------------- () 484

6 inches high and over (including
over-the-foot boots). -........... 27,214 892 --------- 19, 521 (3) 1,290 .......... () 5,218 --------Less than 6 inches high. . --------- 9.644 (3) ------- 7,211 (2) 241 (3) (3) 1,114 --------------------Men's shoes, other than work ----------- 89,401 (3) 1.848 38,615 (a) 2,408 (3) -------- 6,606 580 12,872 5.

Handsewns (genuine moccasin con-struction with outsole attached). -- 12.567 (3) (3) (1) ()--------------- (3) (3) 9.832 1.610Uppers of soft tannages (includingdesert boot and sandals). .- .-- 12.163 6,634 772 (2) (3) - 869 (3) ---------- (3) 137 1.546All other men's shoes (including dress). 64,671 13,360 1,076 37,317 (1) (3) - - ----- 6.403 (2) (2) 2,226
Youths' and boys' shoes (except atheltic) ------- 23,530 11.752 (3) 3,330 50 772 (2)---- 5,.622 80 849 978

Youths' shoes ---------------------- 11,335 6,184 ---------- 1,432 ------------ 323 ....- 2,820 (3) (3) 551Boys' shoes .........--------------- 12,195 5,568 (3) 1.898 so 449 (3) --..---- 2,802 (2) (3) 427
Women's shoes (except athletic) ---------------- 283,700 224,741 13,361 2,906 (2) 1,691 ( 3) (2) 3.931 1,809 13,124 21,526

Women's wedge heel (any height) or opentoe (not over 8/8" heel) ------------- 24,702 13.050 7,040 694 - -. --) (2 3) 699 2,313All otherwomen'shoes(except athletic).. 258.998 211,691 6,321 2,212 () ((3) (.) 12.425 19,213
Not over 8/' heel -------------- 1... 115,057 70,711 5,198 1,390 (3) 1,205 () --------- (3) () 12,425 18,2579/8" heel over --------------------- 143,941 140,980 1,123 822 (3) (1) ------------------ _--- 956



Misses' shoes (except athletic) ................ 32,980 23,482 (3) 1,555 (3) 466 (3) (3) 4,792 () 107 1,724
Misses' wedge heel (any height) or open toe

(not over 8/8" heel). ................. 10,793 8,389 (3)
All other misses' shoes (except athletic) ... 22,187 15,093 103

Children's shoes (except athletic) ------------ 31,418 15.294 36
Infants' and babies' shoes .................... 28,693 9,989 724
Athletic shoes --------------------------- 8,331 1.267 ..........

Men's, youths', and boys' athletic shoes,.. 6,758
All other athletic shoes .................. 1.573

Slippers, total ................................... 105,437

All slippers of slip-on type whh underwedge
heel or blown sponge rubber midsole ........ 12,363

Other slippers:
Men s, youths', and boys' ............... 17,037

1,086 ...... .
181 ........

39,250 11,635

5,001 4,477 .......................

4,066 1,682

Men's .................................. 15,954 3,669
Youths' and boys' ...................... 1,083 397

Women's ---------------------------- k. 64,343 28, 226
Misses', children's, infants', and babies'. 11,684 1,957

1,604
78 --------

(3) (3) (3)

(3) (3) 1,237
................ Q)

5,038 ............ ()
438 ........................

1198 61.583 4,2 ---1,337i"_
176 ....................

1,128
3,664 S1
9,063 267
4,278 (3)
371 ............

I,.540

216 2,033
2 2,253
(3) 4,721

3.556
1, 165

()

47 (3) (3) ------------------------------------

(3) (3) (2) 387 (3) 1,533
2,843 (3)

(3).

( 22,603 3,5276,850 (3)

f32 331 1,380

730 10 2,884
(3) (1) (3)

Misses' and children's ...................
Infants" and babies' ....................

8,844
2,840

Other footwear (except those with sole vulcan-
ized or molded to fabric upper) ............. 2,079

(. .420.----------------------- (3)

(3)1 1 -1-- ---

517 () ) ( (3) 230 (3) 4--------- 466 (3) (3)

I Excludes shoes with sole vulcanized to fabric upper. See table 8.
'The data for vulcanized or injection molded slippers are included with the data for other con-

structions, including Littleway, prewelt, etc., to avoid disclosing operations for individual companie!.

Withheld to avoid disclosing figures for individual companies.

i3l
> I.............. 371 ------------ 3

,:) ...... (. ) _- (,) . 4,788 -- (3) ------ (3) 1,18---- 3 .......... -

4,718
2,132 333
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ATTACHMENT ViII.-FOOTWEAR MANUFACTURING COMPANIES' PERCENT OF NET PROFITS AFTER FEDERAL

INCOME TAXES TO NET SALES

Number Percent net Number Percent net
Year firms profits Year firms profits

1969 -------------------- 88 2.1 1961 -------------------- 80 2.2
1968 -------------------- 99 3.1 1960 -------------------- 109 2.1
1967 -------------------- 12i 3.0 1959 -------------------- 94 2.5
1966 -------------------- 135 2.7 1958 -------------------- 85 2.1
1965 ------------------ 123 2.1 1957 -------------------- 104 2.3
1964 --------------------- 19 2.5 1956 -------------------- 83 2.0
1963 -------------------- 65 1.9 1955 -------------------- 87 2.3
1962 -------------------- 65 1.9

Source: American Footwear Manufacturers Association.

ATTACHMENT IX.-COMPARISON OF BLS RETAIL AND WHOLESALE PRICE INDEXES FOR FOOTWEAR AND OF U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE-CENSUS' AVERAGE VALUES OF FOOTWEAR FROM FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
SOURCES: 1965, 1969, AND Ist QUARTERS OF 1969 AND 1970

Percent increase,
3 months' average 3 months

1965 1969 1969 1970 19696S5 1970,69

CPI (all items, 1957-59=100) .................... 109.9 127.7 124.8 132.5 +16.2 +6.2
CPI (nonrubber footwear, 1957-59=100) ----------- 112.9 140.3 136.9 145.2 +24.3 +6.1
WPI (nonrubber footwear, 1957-59=100) .......... 110.7 133.2 131.9 136.6 +20.3 +3.6
Imports-Average foreign value (per pair) ......... $1.35 $2.20 $1.89 $2.00 +63.0 +5.8
Domestic-Average factory value (per pair) ........ $3.99 $4.98 $489 $5.13 +24.8 +4.9

U. S. A L NAWCE 0FP tE W7-II
e ,,lO $

ci

1S69
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CORN REFINERS ASSOCIATION, INC.,
Wa8hinglon, D.C., October 1?, 1170.

Senator RUSSELL B. LOo,
Chairman, Gommittee on Finance, U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DFAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The Corn Refiners Association very much appreciates
this opportunity to present its views with regard to the duty-free status of
tapioca, tapioca flour, and cassava.

As you know, our Association is the national organization of the American
wet corn milling industry. Our members include American Maize-Products Com-
pany with a plant In Roby, Indiana; Anheuser-Busch, Inc.. whose plant Is
located In Lafayette, Indiana; Clinton Corn Proce.ssing Company (a division of
Standard Brands, Inc.) located at Clinton, Iowa; CPC International Inc. with
plants located at Argo and Pekin. Illinois, North Kansas City, Missouri. and
Corpus Christi, Texas; The Hubinger Company located at Keokuk. Iowa; Na-
tional Starch and Chemical Corporation with a plant at Indianapolis, Indiana;
Penick & Ford, Limited (a subsidiary of R. J. Reynolds Industries, Inc.) with
a plant at Cedar Rapids, Iowa: A. B.. Staley Manufacturing Company with
plants at Decatur, Illinois, and 3MorrisvIlle. Pennsylvania; and Marschall )ivi-
son, Miles Laboratories, Inc., whose plant is at Granite City, Illinois. Our indus-
try Is the Nation's largest food and industrial user of corn. and in any given year
our industry's purchases of corn are a major factor in maintaining corn prices
for farmers.

The princilml products of our Industry are corn, oil, starch, corn syrup. corn sugar
(dextrose) and other starch derivatives. These products are used throughout
American industry, particularly in the manufacture of paper, textiles, food,
drugs and adhesives. Products of the wet corn milling industry are also essential
to national defense. They are essential to the manufacture of explosives, air-
plane engines, tanks, shells and hand grenade casings. They are used in missiles,
nniforms, and mess kits, and are a part of every meal a serviceman eats from the
barracks to combat rations in the field.
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Our A-soclation has always supported expanded trade among all nations of a
fair and equitable basis. We would point out. however, that where America's
efforts toward free trade are barred by trade harriers erected In other nations,
a serious Imbalance of trade can result. Essentially, that is the situation that
now exists with regard to tapioca starch.

Among major industrial nations, only the United States does not have a duty
on the import of tapioca starch. This unique situation coupled with the variable
duties of the European Common Market means that the U;nited States attracts
an ever-increasing volume of the world's output of tapioca starch. Once imported
Into this country tapioca starch competes directly with-corn starch manufactured
here. In essence, that means that our international trade in tapioca starch is
financed by the profits and jobs of the Amerlcan industrial firms affected.

In 1947, in the OATT negotiations, the duty-free status of tapioca, tapioca
flour and cassava was bound into our tariff schedules. Imports of tapioca starch
at that time were running at around 100 million pounds. Since then they have
more than doubled and In some recent years have tripled. Imports in each of the
last two years have been around 200 million pounds, and as recently as 1967
imports were over 300 million pounds.

Competition between imported tapioca starch and the American corn refining
industry has been especially severe with regard to some products. The Tariff
Commission's study of 1959, for example, disclosed that open market sales of
domestic corn starch to adhesive and dextrine manufacturers amounted to about
20 million pounds in 1958. This was just slightly more than the amount of li-
ported starch sold to such manufacturers.* Thus, in the short space of a 10 year
period the imported starch has gained a position equal to that manufactured here
despite significant improvements in our technology, efficiency and ability to
compete.

Thailand and Brazil are currently the major exporters of tapioca starch, but
a number of other less-developed nations have the iotentlal to export this
product in large quantities. Indonesia, formerly the world's major tapioca starch
exporter, and several African countries are included in this group. Because of
the current European tariff wall and variable levies on tapioca starch. it is
likely that any increased volume from the exporting countries would flow directly
to the United States.

The United States' position with regard to tapioca starch imports has bTome
more difficult in recent years because the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP)
within the European Common Market has raised new barriers to tapioca starch
imports. The CAP has provided nearly complete protection for farmers by using
a variable levy system to eliminate the competitive price advantage of inported
agricultural products. The variable levies even apply to products the EEC does
not produce if such products compete in any way with domestic production. For
this reason, tapioca starch has recently been subject to tariffs as high as !,0
percent, in striking contrast to its duty-free treatment by the United States.

Other countries have managed to block tapioca starch imports by other means.
In Japan, for example, the device of import control licenses is employed, and
Japanese Imports of tapioca starch have been limited to a small fraction of the
United States imports.

We believe that United States negotiators should have the authority and
responsibility to negotiate the removal of unreasonable foreign tariff barriers.
If this authority is to have any real meaning, however, it must be strongly
backed up in our tariff laws. Considerations of basic fairness to dictate that
American industries that have no tariff protection against imports should have
the assistance of the United States Government to insure that other countries
are not able to take unfair advantage of us.

This position accords with two fundamental goirls of the United States trade
policy. It would contribute to the expansion of free world trade and provide
greater access to foreign markets for products of less-developed countries

Our industry has borne the brunt of a unilateral free trade policy in the face
of contrived protectionist barriers abroad. We have been seriously (Usadvan-
taged because of the flood of tapioca starch Imports into our country. We are
hopeful that this situation cam be relieved by reducing trade barriers in other
countries, but if this cannot be achieved, we urge that the only fair solution-is
the Imposition of a duty on tapioca imports, as we have done on all other major
competitive starch imports, or the adoption of a quota.

Very truly your.,
RI01nRT C. LiFBENow, Prscidcnt.

*United States Tariff Commission Report on Starch Investigation No. 332-37, March
1960, p. 38.
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STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF THE TIE FABRICS IMPORTERS A8socIATION

The House Committee on Ways and Means recognized that tie fabrics are a
distinctive textile product, presenting no import problems, and exempted them
from the quota provisions of H.R. 18970. (Page 37, lines 4-9.) However, the ex-
emption was phrased so restrictively that it would not serve the intended pur-
pose. We propose that the House language be modified by deleting the words
"for use only," page 37, line 7, and substituting the words, "of a kind chiefly
used."

The importers of tie fabrics share the concern of the Ways and Means ('om-
mittee that an exemption for such fabrics should be tightly drawn, so that it
could not provide a loophole for other fabrics to masquerade as tie fabric. How-
ever, the particular method incorporated into the House bill, the "actual use"
test, would place an intolerable burden on importers.

Under the House language, established Customs practice would require that
the importer post a bond covering each importation. He would then be required
to submit documentary proof, within three years, that every yard of the imported
cloth was actually used in making neckties. Once the importer has sold the cloth,
it is out of his control. Yet he would be held to absolute proof of his customer's
end use. Importers distribute tie fabrics to a great many tie manufacturers
throughout the country, usually in small quantities for any one pattern. They
should not be expected to maintain surveillance over their customers' plants.
Their customers may use only part of a bolt one year, and set aside the remaindtbr
for next year or the year after. The Identification of a length of cloth with the
Customs entry number may be lost. The customer may even go out of busi-
ness. Nevertheless, the importer's responsibility under his bond would be abso-
lute, and he would be penalized for every yard nbt counted for. Even if the
importer could prove to the Customs Bureau that 90% or 961% of the cloth he
imported was actually used in making neckties, his liability to penalty on the
remaining 5% or 10% could eat up all of his margin. The importer should not
be expected to bear such a risk. The "actual use" requirement is unfair, and
unnecessary.

The substitute language here proposed would give ample protection against
misuse. The Customs commodity specialists, at the various ports, know their
fabrics. The fabrics are distinctive in construction and design. Unless the com-
inodity specialist is convinced that a fabric offered for entry is of a kind
chiefly used for neckties, he would not clear the Import for entry under the
tie fabric exemption. There would be no need for three years of paler work
for Customs officials, importers and tie manufacturers to close the books on an
import which can be classified on the spot by a qualified Customs fabric
specialist.

Tie fabrics are a distiinctive k!nd of textile, and pose no threat to iny
American industry. American mills weaving fabrics suitable for ties are work-
ing at full capacity. Imports, mainly from Europe, add a broad selection of
patterns and colors not supplied by American mills. If tie fabrics were placed
under quota, American tie manufacturers, and their employees would suffer.

The American tie manufacturing industry needs a wide selection "of fabrics
to provide a wide choice of distinctive ties to the public. The greater the va-
riety of distinctive fabrics, the greater the sales at the tie counter. The
creativity of the European fashion Industry, in supplying ever-changing imag-
inative selections of colors and designs, Is indispensible for the prosperity of
the American tie manufacturing industry, for the jobs of its employees, and
for the good-grooming of American men.

Gwozos BRONz,
Attorney for the Asoclatirm.

CAIFORN1A COUNCIL FOR INTERNATIONAL TRADE.
Hat Franefco, Calif., July 30, 1970.

Hon. RussaLL B. LoNG,
U.S. Senate,Wa h, Wton D.O.

DE" SENAToR LoNo: The California Council for International Trade strongly
but most respectfully urges you to utilize your authority and influence to help
stem the tide of protectionism that threatens our nation.

We are an organization of more than 350 firms and Individuals directly involved
in every facet of foreign commerce. Our members, together with thousands of
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other men and women throughout America, have devoted their careers, energies
and resources ,to the development of this nation's foreign trade as a major
contributing factor in the economic well-being of the United States.. Working within the framework of a national free trade policy, the United
States has more than doubled its international business in the past decade; from.
$35.1 billion in 1960 to $73.3 billion in 1969. The benefits to the American economy
of this thriving two-way trade and the nation's imperative reliance upon its
continuation as well as expansion are obvious. Yet, today we find the Congress of
the United States considering measures which, in effect, could legislate us out of
international business.

We plead for a dispassionate awareness of the risks inherent in the contem-
plated restricting of American forelga trqde. Proposed legislation to meet the
protectionistic demands of one American industry confronted by strong foreign
competition could seriously damage other industries that thrive on foreign sales.

Quotas on textile imports, for example, will help U.S. textile producers but
they will be imposed at the expense of other American industries.

According to the Secretary of Agriculture, Japan has become the first $1 billion-
a-year customer for the U.S. farm products. In comparison, Japan's textile
exports, which the Congress proposes to curb through legislated quotas, amounts
to less than half of U.S. agricultural sales to Japan, or about one-and-a-half
per cent of total American textile consumption.

Japan's purchases are vital to California and other states dependent on agri-
business. It is unrealistic to expect Japan anl our other overseas customers to
continue buying American agricultural products if we close our markets to their
manufactured goods.

Last year United States industry and agribusiness sold abroad $1.0 billion
more than the value of American purchases of imported products. This year our
current annual rate of exports is such that we anticipate a trade surplus of
$2.7 billion. Our Department of Commerce has a target for American exports
of $50 billion by 1973. It is inconceivable that in the light of our present world
trade accomplishments and of our Government's appraisal of potential inter-
national business growth that we are prepared to jeopardlz the nation's economy
for the benefit of certain industries seeking legislative protection from
competition.

The CCIT supports the Trade Act of 1969. American Industry should be given
tax incentives for stimulating exports. We favor elimination of the American
Selling Price system of customs valuation. The President should be empowered
to make tariff reductions as lie deems best in the national Interest. There is need
to liberalize the escape clause principle giving relief for Injuries from imports.
Adjustment assistance for firms and workers that may be adversely affected by
foreign competition should be available. The President should have more author-
ity to deal with situations where our trading partners are not giving American
products adequate reciprocity.

And, there must be substantive funding of United States Involvement in GATT.
These are all measures that will strengthen American foreign trade posture and
international marketing endeavor.

But the Trade Act of 1969 must not be amended in such fashion as to accom-
modate the aspirations of those who would subvert the economic interests of the
nation for their own individual benefit. The imposition of import quotas would
be but an opiate in an archaic "eye for an eye" approach to solving the challenges
of doing business in the 20th Century.

Certainly the world In general and the United Stmtes in particular have
troubles enough without our attempting to solve problems by creating new ones.

There is an imperative need, we respectfully submit, for dealing with tie
inequities inherent in world trade through reason, intellectual honesty, coop-
eration and visionary foresight. The answer does not lie in giving U.S. foreign
trade policy a mantle of protectionistle isolationIsm, by imposing import quotas
against the products of the overseas customers whose purchases we depend upon
for marketing our own products, nor by casting the world into a cataclysmic era
of "you hurt us, we'll hurt you" retaliatory action and counteraction.

U.S. management and labor have a great responsibility in developing together
our world trade. There must be a concerted effort to curb Inflationary pressures
in the United States by gearing wage-price increases to Increases in productivity.
This is essential if America Is to remain competitive in the market places of the
world.

As an alternative to legislating at this time precipitous unilateral action on the
part of the United States against other nations' trade barriers, the California
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Council for International Trade proposes that The Congress declare a 24-months
postponement on all protectionist measures. This would allow sufficient time to
determine what can be accomplished under the Trade Act of 1969 as submitted to
The Congress by the Administration.

Such a moratorium would also grant America's trading partners an opportunity
to evidence their own good faith, their interest in enhancing free and fair trade
and their desire to join with the United States in the expanstoiA of equitable
international commerce.

The CCIT recognizes that parliamentary action alone cannot stabilize inter-
national commerce nor remove from international relations the misunderstand-
ings and mistrusts that could so easily bring economic chaos to the entire world.
There must be direct involvement in the resolving of world trade problems by the
individuals, corporations, organizations and institutions that profit from world
trade.

Therefore, the CCIT is calling upon America's business community to imme-
diately approach through proper channels all foreign Interests with whom we have
commercial relations to seek prompt removal of restrictive measures being applied
against American exports. We are urging our trading partners to convince their
respective governments that inequitable barriers to foreign trade must be
dismantled as expeditiously as possible.

Sincerely yours,
WARREN S. TITUS, President.

[Telegram]

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF., October 21, 1970.
ToM VAIL,
Chief Couniel, Committee on Finance,
New Senate Ofice Building, Wa8hington, D.C.

Acknowledging your telegram giving October 23d as deadline for written testi-
mony on trade bill In view of unusual thne factor we respectfully request that
our letter of July 30, 1970 to Senator Long be accepted as CCIT's testimony be
included in report of Senate Finance Committee. Moreover, we request that your
report also include "The California Council for International Trade urges the
Finane -Coninit tee to allow the Congress to act upon the trade bill, separate and
apart from other unrelated legislation. To do otherwise in the event of trade
bill passage, would prevent the President of the United States from carrying out
his constitutional responsibilities of evaluating legislation on its own merit."
Your courtesy is appreciated.

WARREN S. TITUS,
President, California Counll for International Trade.

STATEMENT BY PETER C. APEL, PRESIDENT, UPHOLSTERY & DECORATIVE FABRICS
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

The Upholstery and Decorative Fabrics Association of America represents the
leading American wholesalers of decorative drapery and upholstery fabrics for
the home furnishing industry. We are comprised of national companies engaged
in doing business with American textile manufacturers of quality. We are en-
glged In servicing the furniture manufacturers, the industrial designers, the
interior designers, the architects and the upholsterers, all of whom support our
position with regard to the need for quality and continuance of free trade. We
were established over 40 years ago for the express purpose of protecting the
interests of textiles and related products and as specialists to provide advice to
the government. This was done in the 30's when the world economy was similar
to that of today.

We strongly object to the passage of HR. 18970. It is ill-timed, restrictive
and destructive at a time the world economy cannot afford, a view that has
been forcefully spelt out and maintained by President Nixon's top financial ad-
visors and also by many renowned world economists with full cognizance of the
disaster to the economy in the 1030's. To pass such a bill is a very serious and
long step backward for freer world trade for which all nations have worked so
diligently. This bill has been motivated by the pressure of large textile interests
who are not representative of the textile industry. There has been a complete dis-
regard in allowing the hundreds of small textile manufacturers, textile whole-
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salers who support these manufacturers and those they both serve to be heard
and to give their expert knowledge on textiles In general and quality the country
needs in particular. This bill is "anti-consumer" as it will deprive the American
public of the quality they deserve and cause prices to skyrocket on Inferior
textiles.

Bill HR 18970 Is the worst bill in modern times. It has been grossly mishandled
since its concept. While this bill Is dangerous because of Its international trade
implications, it is doubly dangerous to incorporate in one bill two such Important
pieces of legislature which are completely unrelated and both controversial Issues.
This method of passing the Trade Act as a rider on the coat -tails of the Social
Security Bill can only be Interpreted as the worse form of treachery to be perpe-
trated upon the American public. We urge that these bills be put in their proper
perspective and dealt with independently. Representation by the people has lost
its meaning and this kind of legislation could start a serious crumbling of the bul-
warks of the democratic way of life.

The textile industry has many parts. The administration has only been made
conscious of a small segment of a vast, complex and varied Industry in its qual-
ities, style and conversion. The quality textile industry related to many sub-
sidiaries in the home furnishing industry and effects the employment of millions.
The importation of quality textiles is not because of price advantage or to compete
more favorably against domestic manufacturers, but because the quality and
specifications required are not produced in the United States. We cause no hard-
ship to any domestic manufacturer, but instead support them In all areas of
woven textiles, printed textiles and synthetics. If the Trade Act as it is now
written is permitted to pass, domestic prices will increase measurably and with
it foreign prices will sharply rise in proportion to take up the differential in
dollar value where they have lost It in volume. We must not forget that after
World War II the United States gave away untold monetary assistance to woo
friends in less developed and war torn nations at a high cost to the American
public. We later turned our attention to inviting trade participation under the
slogan 'Trade Not Aid". Now we eliminate this slogan for world peace, under-
standing and healthy relations by adopting protectionism.

,It is ironic that textiles should be singled out to cast 'the spear that will open
an International wound that will take a very long time to heal and to open the
door for further deterioration by trade quotas on many other products. The
manufacture of textiles goes back over five thousand years. This makes It the
most damaging product to curtail because It is a natural trading instrument for
the less developed countries and It is the one commodity that can be made with
the hands alone without sophisticated machinery, elaborate technology or heavy
financing. Take this away from the less develoll countries and you take away
their opportunity to participate in world trade.

In summary we strongly urge the Administration to use its wisdom in sound
legislation to segregate the Social Security Bill and the Trade Bill-two un-
related but very important issues. We urge that this Committee return to the
original proposal HR 14870 and adopt it as a framework for trade lollcy in
trading with other nations to protect the large capital investnient the United
States has outside the United States boundary, to avoid retaliation, to eliminate
an atmosphere of uncertainty where American businessmen would hesitate to
pursue export markets with confidence, create suspicion and cause the loss of an
immeasurable amount of good will.

We urge more vigorous negotiation through GATTI to impress upon those na-
tions who Inflict hardship upon our industry that they are violating national
trade rights by impeding access of United States products to their markets.

AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION,
Washington, D.C., October 12, 1970.

Hon. RusSELL D. LONo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate,
Waahington, D.A.

DEAR SENATOR LONO: We request that this statement be made a part of the
record of the Senate Finance Committee hearings on proposal to amend the
Social Security bill (H.R. 17550) with amendments which include the provisions
of the House Ways and Means Committee bill on trade (H.R. 18970).

As the largest general farm organization in the United States, the American
Farm Bureau Federation represents the producers of every major agricultural
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commodity. Farm Bureau has long recognized the importance of maintaining
national policies which will encourage the expansion of trade with other countries
on a mutually advantageous basis.

In the United States the production of approximately one acre out of four is
exported. If farmers are to prosper they must have access to foreign markets.
Exports are important not only to farmers who produce for export, but also to
those who would face increased competition In the domestic market if we were
to lose our exports markets.

At the same time, producers of some agricultural commodities understandably
are concerned about excessive imports. Proponents of H.R. 18970 contend that this
legislation would provide a mechanism for relief from excessive imports. Fresh

§ tomatoes are an example of such a commodity. Presently tomato producers are
being injured by the rapid rise In Imported fresh tomatoes from Mexico. Since
1964 fresh tomato Imports from Mexico have risen 41 percent and currently are
20 percent of our domestic consumption. Our intent here is to flag this type of
import problem as one needing attention, rather than to endorse the specific
mechanism in H.R. 18970.

The trade amendments before you contain several provisions that would ex-
pand. trade and some provisions which are restrictionist In nature. Among these
provisions:

We favor:
New Presidential tariff reduction authority.
Liberalized adjustment assistance.
Time limit provisions for Tariff Comrhission findings.
Liberalization of escape clause provisions.
Elimination of ASP.
Strengthening the Anti-Dumping Act.
More flexibility In applying countervailing duties.

We oppose:
Textile import quotas.
Import quotas on shoes.
Mandatory quotas on oil.

These amendments-taken In their entirety-are essentially protectionist in
nature and inevitably would lead to retaliatory acton by other countries. Amer-
ican agriculture stands to lose both present agricultural exports and trade ex-
pansion opportunities if other nations retaliate.

Our judgment is that these amendments are not In the best interest of agri-
culture or the economy of the nation as a whole. As a consequence, we cannot
support these trade amendments.

Sincerely yours,
CHARLES B. SHUMAN, President.

[Telegram]

WRITTEN STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY COMITEXTIL

The EEC Textile Industries Coordination Comttee--Comitextil-grouping all
branches and, sectors of the textile industry of the six common market countries-
employing 1,700,000 workers--has examined the content of draft bill H.R. 18970
approved on August 13, 1970 by the Ways and Means Committee of the House
of Representatives, and concludes as follows:

1. Commercial traffic in textiles and clothing between the European community
and the United States between 1966 and 1969 has been more favourable tto
American exports than to those of the Common Market, since they progressed by
42% during that period as against only 28% for the Community.

2. The share in the total Importations taken by Community deliveries of tex-
tiles and clothing on the American market is In regression, as the following
figures show:

19.6% in 196%
19.4% in 1907.
20.0% in 1968.
180% in 1969 of total imports into the United States.

3. Taking into account the constant and normal increase in the volume of
international commercial traffic, shown by the latest annual Gatt report, it may
be considered that, over the last 5 years, EEC textile and clothing exportations

51-380--70--pt. 2-1
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to the United States have caused no deterioration either of the balance of textile
exchanges between these two trading partners or of the general situation pre-
vailing on the American textile market.

4. Under these conditions, if no amendment were made to the present pro-
visions of draft bill H.R. 18070 In order to exclude community textiles from Its
application, the consequences of adopting and bringing that bill into for(e
would be:

To cause serious unilateral distorsion in textile commercial traffic between
the EEC and the United States;

To unjustly penalize EEC textile exportations In their strictly fair and
proper commercial activities which are in every way in accordance with the
principles of Gatt.

5. With the aim of avoiding disturbance in the world textile trade and Its
unforeseeable consequences, in the spirit, also of a positive approach to the prob-
lem presently being examined in the 'United States, and with concern for preserv-
Ing the legitimate interests of all parties in the matter, Comitextil on behalf of
the EEC textile industry, strongly urges abandoning draft bill H.l 18970 in
favour of multilateral negotiation between the industrialized States principally
affected by the evolution of commercial traffic in woolen and man-made fiber
textiles.

G. DE GERLACHE DE GOMERY,
President of Comtftextil.

ITALY-AMERICA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, INC.,
Wahington, D.C., October 13, 1970.

lion. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: I am writing to express our Chamber's deep concern over
the proposed addition of the Trade Bill to the Social Security legislation.

The Italy-America Chamber of Commerce is an organization of over 500 Ameri-
can businessmen and firms engaged in two-way trade between the United States
and Italy.

We are fearful that the Trade Bill in its present form (H.R. 18970) will have
disastrous effects on our ports and port workers and on our shipping industry by
cutting down trade and jobs both in exports and imports, and on the American ex-
port industry by decreases in volume and employment; that it will cause in-
creased burdens upon consumers; and that it will add to inflation. Ultimately, the
current trade bill would cost the United States many billion dollars in export
losses, and a million or more jobs.

The Balance of Payments between the United States and Italy has long been
favorable to the United States. Among the major export items from Italy are
high fashion-high quality-high priced footwear and apparel. Italy relies upon
that trade to pay for purchases of commodities from the United States. Quotas
on footwear and apparel from Italy, and unwarranted restrictions on other arti-
cles from Italy, would serve only to reverse the favorable U.S. trade balance.

We are in constant touch with our Italian and other European trading partners
and believe that the threat of a major trade war through spreading counteraction
Is a very serious and a very real prospect.

We urge, therefore, that the present trade bill not be enacted into law and that
trade and adjustment legislation be redesigned to assure our continued prosperity
and leadership in international trade.

Sincerely yours,
ARTHUR A. DE SANTIS,

Executive Secretary.

STATEMFN"T OF 11. WILLIAM TANAKA,* IN BEHALF OF ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES
ASSOCIATION OF JAPAN

This Statement is submitted on behalf of the Electronic Industries Association
of Japan, a trade association whose membership includes all of the major
Japanese manufacturers of electronic products and components which are ex-
ported to the United States. The EIA-J appreciates this opportunity to present
its views on the vital trade policy issues now pending before the Committee on
Finance.

*In accordance with the Foreign Agents Registration Act this witness supplied the
Committee with materials related to his registration.
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It Is the position of the EIA-J that enactment of H.R. 18070 would constitute
a serious setback In the effort toward mutual reduction of barriers to inter-
national trade. It could set off a chain reaction of protectionism in which all
countries would lose.

I. CONDITION OF U.S.-JAPAN TRADE IN ELECTRONICS

The very brief time proved for submitting statements to the Committee does
not permit a detailed analysis of this bill and its probable effects on world trade.
However, we believe that a general description of conditions of trade in electronic
products would provide useful background information to the Committee since
the trade in these products would be seriously affected by enactment of H.R.
18970.

We are therefore attaching a copy of a statement submitted to the House Ways
and Means Committee on behalf of Toshiba America, Inc. This statement de-
scribes the close and complementary relationship between the U.S. and Japanese
electronic industries.

It points out that the trade between the United States and Japan in electronic
products is a perfect example of the classic theory of comparative advantage.
The United States is the world leader in electronics technology, and the U.S.
industry is most successful in those areas where its advanced technology can best
be put to use. Japan, in turn, has utilized some of this technology in developing a
wide range of consumer electronic products. In so doing, the Japanese manu-
facturers have made important contributions to the development of the con-
sumer electronics market in the United States by widening the range of products
available to the consumer. The Japanese companies applied miniaturization
technology purchased from the United States to develop products such as the
small transistor radio, the micro-televisloi, set, and the portable tape recorder.
These Japanese innovations have opened a vast new market potential in the
United States, offering a much wider range of products for the consumer, to the
benefit of the United States as well as the Japanese industry.

On the other hand, the U.S. industry has contributed substantially toward
development of electronics in Japan, and Amertcan companies have an important
stake In the Japanese market Most of the major Japanese companies purchase
extremely expensive U.S. electronic computers and other high technology equip-
ment and components, such as Integrated circuits and semi-conductors. In addi-
tion, many Japanese companies have purchased American technology through
patent and know-how licensing agreements, for which they pay royalties amount-
ing to approximately a quarter of a billion dollars per year. In 1969, U.S. exports

accounted for 5.4% of total Japanese consumption of electronic products, not
including substantial amounts of telecommunications equipment. The United
States applied approximately 75% of Japan's imports of industrial electronic
equipment, with sales increasing by 32.4% between 1968 and 1969.

The statement also refutes recent charges that Japan follows a protectionist
policy in electronics. It points out that non-tariff controls on imports of television
sets were removed several years ago, and also describes the recent reductions in
Japanese duties on television sets.

Finally, the statement describes the potentially disruptive effect of import
quotas on electronic products. It emphasizes that quotas would seriously restrict
competition, stifle product innovation, and thereby limit the price and product
options available to American consumers.

i. ANALYSIS OF H.n. 18970

At the time this statement was submitted, there was no opportun!,y to com-
ment on the provisions of H.R. 18970 which were subsequently reported by the
House Ways and Means Committee. While we object to many aspects of this bill,
we are compelled by the limited time available to restrict our comments to two
particularly onerous provisions-the so-called "trigger mechanism" in escape
clause investigations, and the drastic tightening of the deadlines for antidumping
investigations.
A. Rscwpc clause provisoles

STtion III of the bill completely revises the criteria which the Tariff Co0mmis-
sion must follow in escape clause investigations. While it is generally recognized
that the present criteria in the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 are unduly stringent,
the changes proposed In H.R. 18970 go too far in the opposite direction. The cl-
terla for escape clause actions would be relaxed to the point where It would no
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longer be necessary to establish any relationship whatsoever between trade agree-
ment concessions, increase in Imports, and injury to a domestic industry. This
provision Is In direct conflict with Article XIX of the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade which authorizes contracting parties to withdraw or modify
trade agreement concessions only when it Is established that Imports have In-
creased as a result of obligations Incurred by a contracting party under the
GATT, including tariff concessions.

Moreover, H.R. 18970 would seriously restrict the President's choice of reme-
dial actions it, In addition to finding injury under the greatly relaxed escape
clause criteria, the Commission determines that imports constituted more than
15% of domestic consumption. In that event, the President would have no alterna-
tive except to proclaim the import restriction recommended by the Commission
or to impose no restriction at all.

This decision could be dictated by as few as two members of the Tariff Com-
mission since the "additional determination" and the decision as to the nature of
import relief would be made only by a majority of those commissioners finding
injury.

The 15% formula is an arbitrary statistical test which does not take into con-
sideration a wide variety of competitive conditions. Obviously, it is an over-
simplification to presume that a 15% market penetartion by imports, in and of
itwlf, constitutes injury, without taking into consideration the specific
circumstances of the product and industry concerned.

For example, if this test were to be applied in Japan, it would require a con-
clusion that imports of various U.S. products have injured the Japanese elec-
tronics Industry. According to the statistics in the attached statement, imports
of industrial electronic products In Japan accounted for approximately 19% of
total Japanese consumption In 1969. Imports from the United States alone
accounted for 13.5%. Moreover, the market penetration in Japan by imports of
several individual electronic products and components is far higher than this
percentage. Application of the arbitrary formula in the "trigger mechanism" of
H.R. 18970 would require Imposition of restriction on Imports of such products
under these circumstances.

B. Antidumping procedures
Section 301 of the bill imposes extremely tight and unrealistic deadlines on the

processing of antidumping complaints by the Treasury Department The Secre-
tary of the Treasury would be required to decide within four months after the
initiation of the Investigation whether to order withholding of appraisement.
Under present Treasury Department regulations, the Secretary must issue a final
determination at the time appraisement is withheld, unless the exporters and
importers concerned request an extended period of withholding of appraisement,
in which case the Treasury Department has an additional three months before a
final determination.

Thus, H.R. 18970 would have the effect of imposing a maximum deadline of
seven months on the entire Treasury Department investigation In antidumping
cases. We submit that this deadline would make it impossible for the Department
to conduct a fair and adequate Investigation.

The Ways and Means Committee itself recognized the problems which this
provision would create. The Committee Report states:

"At the same time the Committee considers it Important that procedures not be
abbreviated to such a degree that would prevent the Treasury Department from
reaching a sound and well-based decision. Deadlines for furnishing Information,
and rebutting information furnished, whether by American producers, foreign
manufacturers, or American importers will in many cases create hardships, but
nevertheless will have to be adhered to strictly. If the Treasury fails to receive
requested information within the prescribed time limits, it will be compelled to
act on the basis of the best information available to it. The Committee recognizes
this as a price that will have to be paid for the changes in antldumping investiga-
tion procedures called for in the present bill. It is the opinion of the Committee
that the abbreviated procedures provided for In the bill represent a reasonable
compromise of the interests involved." 1

The Japanese electronics industry has recently been subjected to a rash of anti-
dumping Investigations involving eight different products. We know from per-
sonal experience that the deadlines imposed by this bill are totally unrealistic.
It would be impossible for the Treasury Department and the Bureau of Customs

H.R. Rept. No. 91-1435, 91st Cong., 2d., Beau. 45 (1970).
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to conduct an adequate antidumping investigation in the brief time permitted
even if the Delmrtment receives sufficient funds to expmnd the staff according to
present plans.

Antidumping investigations impose severe administrative burdens on the for-
eign exporters and manufacturers involved. The Treasury Department requires
each company to prepare a detailed analysis of its pricing structure, cost of pro-
duction, distribution system, etc. Most important, all of this information uiiust be
supported by voluminous documentation which is submitted for verification by
the Treasury Department and the Customs Bureau.

For example, Japanese manufacturers of televIsion sets were required to as-
- semble and submit literally thousands of documents to the U.. Treasury repre-

sentative in Tokyo. Subsequently, they were required to submit many of the same
documents to the Customs Bureau in Washington. Lengthy and repeated meetings
between Government officials and representatives of these companies were
needed to explain this voluminous data. Moreover, the Jal)anese manufacturers
were required by Treasury regulations to prepare summaries of the Information
for the complainant. Tihe complainant raised numerous objections which In turn
required further investigation by the Treasury departmentt and further submis-
sion of evidence by the respondents. The Treasury Department could not possIbly
evaluate the evidence in a case of this complexity within the extremely short
deadlines provided by IH.R. 18970.

For this reason, the statement by the House Ways and Means Committee that
it the Treasury fails to receive the requested information within 'the prescribed
time limits, "it will be compelled to act on the basis of the best information avail-
able to it", causes particular concern. It will be impossible, for respondents in
many antidumping investigations to provide the voluminous data required by the
Treasury Department in sufficient time for the Department to adequately analyze
the data within the four-month period provided by the bill. In most cases, the
only other information available to 4he Treasury will be that provided by the
complainant. Obviously, such Information does not provide an adequate basis for
an objective and accurate determination.

In its Report, the House Ways and Means Committee said It Is Important that:
"... Procedures not be abbreviated to such a degree that would prevent the

Treasury DIepartment from reaching a sound and well-based decision."
But the unreasonable and unrealistic deadlines provided in H.R. 18970 would

have precisely this result. Unless Section 301 of H.R. 18,970 is amended to give the
Treasury Department adequate time to conduct a fair value investigation, U.S.
antidumping procedures would Inevitably be biased against foreign producers
since they would not be given sufficient time to present their case. As a result, the
U.S. antidumping procedures would no longer be viewed as an objective, unbiased
method of dealing with unfair trade practices, but would be transformed into a
particularly onerous non-tariff trade barrier.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we reslctfully submit that the Senate Finance Committee
should give careful consideration to the serious deficiencies of H.R. 1970. Legis-
lation with such potentially damaging effects on world trade should not be enacted
without opportunity for adequate consideration by Congress and full public
debate.

STATEMENT OF H. W'ILLIAM TANAKA,$ IN BEHALF or TosiBIA AMERICA, INC.,
NEW YORK, N.Y.

This statement is submitted on behalf of Toshiba America, Inc., an imported
and distributor of consumer electronic products and components. Toshiba America
is incorporated in the United States with offices at 477 Madison Avenue, New
York, New York. It is a subsidiary of Tokya Shlbaura Electric Co., Ltd., a leading
Japanese manufacturer of electronic products. Toshiba America appreciates this
opportunity to present its views on the vital trade policy issues now pending
before the Committee on Ways and Means.

We are submitting this statement because of our deep concern over the rising
trend of protectionism reflected in tIme many quota bills now pending before this
Committee. In particular, we wish to register our opposition to the various bills
which would impose quotas on imports of consumer electronic products and com-
ponents. We submit that thereIIs no need or justification for such drastic trade
restrictions.

*In accordance with the Foreign Agents Registration Act this witness supplied the
Committee with materials related to his registration. 'N
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THERE IS A CLOSE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE U.S. AND JAPANESE ELECTRONICS

INDUSTRIES

First, in considering the trade policy alternatives for the electronics Industry,
It is essential for the Committee to recognize the international character of tile
industry. Perhaps more than any other major industry, electronics is truly inter-
national in scope, both with respect to marketing and sourcing. In many respects
it is a perfect illustration of the classic theory of comparative advantage. The
United States is the world leader in electronics technology, and the U.S. industry
is most successful in those product areas where its advanced technology can best
be put to use. Japan, in turn, has utilized some of this technology in developing
a wide range of consumer electronic products.

The less developed countries are also playing an increasing role in the world
electronics market in the manufacture of relatively low technology high labor
input products such as small transistor radios. Electronic components are manu-
factured in many countries, and producers of finished products In Japan, the
United States and Europe purchase their components on a worldwide basis.

Relations between the electronic industries in the United States and Japan
are particularly close, and trade between the two countries in electronic products
is mutually beneficial. The United States and Japan lead the world in the produc-
tion and export of electronic products although the United States is by far the
largest in both production and exports. In 1969, U.S. production amounted to ap-
proximately $29 billion compared with Japanese production of $6.6 billion. The
United States earned approximately $2.9 billion from exports of electronic prod-
ucts while Japan earned approximately $1.9 billion. The trade between the two
countries alone amounted to about $1.2 billion.

Today most of the major American electronic companies use Japanese-made
components or subassemblies in their products. In addition, a number of U.S.
manufacturers import finished consumer electronic products from Japan to round
out their product lines. It is unlikely that any manufacturer can produce all of
the great number and variety of home entertainment products which the Amer-
ican consumer desires. In order to offer a full line of consumer products, many
American manufacturers look to Japan as a source for products which they do
not manufacture themselves, while concentrating on those products which they
can produce most efficiently in volume. These Japanese products are generally
produced to U.S. manufacturers' specifications for sale under U.S. brand names.

In turn, most of the major Japanese companies purchase extremely expensive
U.S. electronic computers and other high technology equipment and compon-
ents such as integrated circuits and semiconductors. In addition, many Japanese
electronic companies have purchased U.S. technology through patent and
know-how licensing agreements for which they pay royalties amounting to
approximately a quarter of a billion dollars per year.

Thus, America and Japan draw freely upon each other's talents, skills and
resources to create the fantastic array of electronic products now available to
homes and industries.

The trade between the two countries in electronics is substantial. The United
States is the largest market for Japanese exports while Japan is the second
largest customer for U.S. electronic products, after Canada. Japan represents a
rapidly growing market with great potential for the future.

In 1969 U.S. supplied Japan wli 5.4% of her total consumption of electronic
products, not including substantial amounts of telecommunications equipment. In
that year Japan accounted for about 3.5% of the total U.S. electronics market,
and about 14% of consumer electronic consumption. It Is also significant to com-
pare the share of total imports of electronic products by each country. In 1969,
the United States accounted for 73% of Japan's total imports of electronic prod.
ucts, while about 55% of total U.S. electronic product Imports were purchased
from Japan.

The relative size and market power of the two Industries is illustrated by the
fact that in 1969, 51.5% of Japan's total electronic exports were shipped to the
United States, while sales to Japan accounted for only 10% of total U.S. elec-
tronics exports. Nevertheless, the United States was able to supply 5.4% of total
Japanese consumption with only ,10% of its exports while Japan could supply only
3.5% of the total U.S. market even though the ITnited. States absorbed more than
half of Japan's total exports.
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Another noteworthy fact is the complementary nature of the electronics indus-
tries in Japan and the United States. The U.S. industry has long been the world
leader in technology as a result of huge research and development expenditures
for defense applications which have greatly contributed to the overall technical
capability of the American manufacturers.

On the other hand, the Japanese industry has progressed by purchasing baste
technology from the United States for the development of transistors, Integrated
circuits, etc. Japanese manufacturers lave utilized this technology in the pro-
duction of a variety of consumer electronic products such as radios, television
receivers, tape recorders, and portable desk type electronic computers. Thus the
growth of the Japanese industry has largely been stimulated by growth in the
consumer electronics sector.

This fact is reflected in the trade pattern of the two countries. Consumer
products accounted for about 71% of total Japanese electronics exports in 1969,
followed by electronic parts (18%) and industrial electronic equipment (11%).
American electronic exports show precisely the opposite pattern with industrial
products accounting for more than 66% of total exports, components accounting
for 31%, and consumer products about 4%.

Thus Japan is a substantial purchaser of foreign industrial electronic equip-
ment, with such equipment accounting for 525% of Japan's total electronic m-
ports in 1969. And the United States supplied approximately 75% of Japan's
imports of industrial electronic equipment with sales Increasing by 32.4% between
1968 and 1969. On the other hand, the United States Is a substantial purchaser
of foreign consumer electronic products. Consumer products for 54.5% of total
U.S. electronics imports in 1969, and Japan supplied a little more than half of
U.S. imports of consumer products, a substantial percentage of which was lur-
chased by U.S. original equipment manufacturers.

The foregoing statistics give an indication of the important stake which both
countries have in a free flow of trade in electronic produts-a stake which is
Jeopardized by the pending quota bills.

These facts tend to become obscured in the heated debate over trade policy.
Instead, a great deal of incorrect information and inaccurate Impressions have
been conveyed which give a distorted picture of the true situation in U.S.-Japan
electronics trade. We would like to take this opportunity to correct some of these
misconceptions.

THE CHARGES OF JAPANESE PROTECTIONISM AND EXPORT SUBSIDIES ARE UNTRUE

In our opinion, the charges of Japanese protectionism inl electronics are unfair
and contrary to the facts. For example. it has been asserted that 1".. annu-
facturers are prevented from selling television sets in Japan by non-tariff bar-
riers such as import-licensing, currency controls, and quotas. This Is simply uin-
true. Such controls on imports of television sets were removed several years ago,
and U.S. companies can export to Japan free of any such restrictions. In fact,
it is possible for American manufacturers to sell large color TV sets In Japan at
prices well below those of Japanese manufacturers. The lack of significant U.S.
exports to Japan of large screen TV sets Is not due to Japanese trade restrictions,
hut rather to the fact that such sets are too large for most Japanese homes.

Japan agreed in the Kennedy Round negotiations to reduce its duties on tele-
vision sets In several stages. Japan recently decided to speed up Its scheduled
duty reduction by nine months so ,that the full Kennedy Round reduction will be
completed on April 1, 1971. On that date, the duty rate for color TV sets will be
12.5% for screen sizes of 20 Inches and over (compared to 17.5% in 1970) and
15% for screen sizes of 19 inches and under (compared to 21% in 1970). The duty
on black and white sets with screen sizes of 20 inches and over will be cut from
14% In 1970 to 10% In April, 1971, while the duty for sets of 19 inches and under
will be reduced from 21% to 15%.

In addition, Japan is opening her doors to U.S. Investment in the electronics
industry. Contrary to some claims, there are not restrictions on Investment in the
consumer electronics sector. A total of 29 American companies are now operating
In Japan of which 7 share more than 15%lo of the capital of local ventures or
operate through wholly owned subsidiaries. These foreign capital affiliated com-
panies accounted for 2.9o of total Japanese sales of electrical and electronic
products in 1966 compared to 2.4% the previous year. In addition to capital
affiliation, most of the major Japanese electronics companies are Involved in
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technical licensing ugreeinents with their American counterparts. For example,
our parent cornpany, Tokyo Shlbaura Electric Company, has a long history of
technical tieups with General Electric, and is presently engaged in Joint ventures
with General M electric and Ampex.

Finally, there have been repeated charges that exports to the United States of
electronic products are subsidized by the Japanese Government In violation of
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. These charges are also untrue. The
Japanese industry receives no export subsidies or bounties within the meaning
of the GA'1Yr. To us it seems rather strange that protectionists in this country
should complain of government subsidization when the U.S. electronics Industries
owes its technological leadership to massive governmental expenditures for re-
search and development, and when nearly half of the industry's total sales con-
sists of products and services sold under contract to the )epartment of Defense.

JAPANESE PRODUCT INNOVATIONS HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO THE EXPANSION OF THE U.S.
MARKET

In considering the growth in imports of Japanese electronic products, it is
Important to recognize-the substantial contributions which the Japanese manu-
facturers have made to the U.S. consumer electronics market. The Japanese in-
dustry has played a leading role in adapting new technology to consumer elec-
tronic products, and In the pro6_ss, has widened the range of products available
to the consumer-particularly the low-income groups. The Japanese companies
applied miniaturization technology purchased from the United States to develop
products such as the small transistor radio, the micro-TV set, and the-portable
tape recorder. There was no significant market for such products in 'the United
States before the advent of imports from Japan. These Japanese innovations have
opened a vast new market potential in the United States offering a much wider
range of products for the consumer, to the benefit of the U.S. as well as the
Japanese industry.

The pocket-size transistor radio Is a classic example. The transistor, which was
invented by Bell Iaboratories in 1947, was originally used only in Industrial and
military equipment. No American company considered the transistor ready for
use in consumer products. But Japanese manufacturers who obtained licenses for
transistor technology recognized its potential for home entertainment products,
and succeeded in reducing transistor cost to the point where small transistor
radios could be sold at competitive prices. The development of the small transistor
radio rcvitalizcd the radio market which was steadily declining from the impact
of television. During the mrly 1950's before the advent of Imported transistor
radios, total home radio sales dropped from 9.2 million in 1950 to 6.1 million in
195)4. But radio sales increased sharply after Imported transistor sets began en-
tering the country in tile niid-1950's, and total sales in 1969 amounted to 39.4
million units. (Marketing Services Department, Electronic Industries Associa-
tion.)

Tile imported mlcro-TV set is another example where Japanese manufacturers
have developed a market largely overlooked by tLe domestic industry. The U.S.
manufacturers concentrated primarily on the larger console type television sets.
They did not meet the consumer's need for a truly portable set by merely adding
luggage handles on 19-inch sets weighing 30 or 40 pounds. However, the Japanese
manufacturers applied miniaturization and transistor technology for the develop-
ment of truly portable "personalized" 8-inch and 5-inch television sets. These im-
ports have opened an entirely new market since in addition to the large living
room console, the average family can now afford a second or third television set
for other rooms or for outdoor use.

With recognition of the innovating role of Japanese products, some of the
clahns of import Injury can be placed in a better perspective. For example, great
emphasis has been placed on statistics showing that imports now account for
aliout RS/ of U.S. radio consumption, with the implication that Imports have
practically destroyed this segment of the U.,S. industry by capturing the market
for American manufacturers. Actually, the figures represent the creation of a

irw market by imports which did not exist before Japanese manufacturers de-
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veloped the pocket size transistor radio. The same is true for other products such
as portable tape recorders and small screen TV sets. Japanese imports have not
captured the market for these products. Instead, they have created markets for
these products through their own innovation, lnd the home entertainment indus-
try has been the richer for their efforts.

These Japanese Innovations have not displaced domestic production siince, in
general, comparable products are not produced in this country. Thus, It is incor-
rect to assume that every imlprted transistor radio, portable tape recorder, or
small screen TV set means one less item produced in the United States with a
corresponding loss of employment. Were it not for imports, these products would
not have been available to the American consumer since U.S. manufacturers have
generally concentrated on the larger and higher profit items.

THE PRESENT SLOWNESS OF DEMAND IN AFFECTING JAPANESE AS \%ELL AS U.S.
PRODUCERS

U.S. manufacturers of consumer electronic products have recognized the ini-
portant contribution of imports, and have generally supported a liberal trade
policy. The Consumer Pronlucts D)ivislon of the Electronic Industries Associa-
tion vigorously opposed Import quotas in testimony before this Committee in
1968. While the Consumer Products Division maintained this I)osition in testi-
mony during the present series of hearings, its testimony demonstrates concern
over competition from inuports. In view of present market conditions it is under-
standable that domestic companies would be concerned about competition from
any source, but it should be recognized that all producers, both domestic and
foreign, are feeling the pinch.

In the present uncertain economic situation with continued inflation on the
one hand and rising unemployment on the other, consumers have less money to
spend for items such as television sets and other home entertainment products.
The effects have already been reflected in the sales of U.S. manufacturers. The
Japanese companies have also been affected although the results have not, as yet,
been clearly reflected in the import statistics. Market changes do not show up as
quickly in Imports statistics because of the time lag between order and delivery
and because of the fact that many imported products are purchased under long-
term contracts. As far as our own conloany is concerned, however, we can state
that our imports have fallen off.

Moreover, the results are now beginning to appear In the Japanese export fig.
ures. According to statistics of the Japanese Ministry of Finance, color television
exports to 'the United States dropped by 41% in April, 19TO compared to 1969,
bringing the four-month total down 7% from the same period of 1969. April, 1970
exports of transistor radios were off 14.4%, radio phonographs were down 8.4%,
low power transceivers dropped by 28.4%, and auto tape players were down 6.4%.

We are all going through a difficult period. But we are confident that the mar-
ket will pick up when the economy recovers from the present period of uncer-
tainty and readjustment. When that happens the sales of both U.S. and Japanese
manufacturers will improve.

Certainly, it would be short sighted to take such drastic measures as Imposition
of import quotas because of a short term market condition.

IMPORT QUOTAS WOULD DISRUPT THE MARKET AND STIFLE PRODUCT INNOVATIONS

Im!ort quotas are the most stringent and onerous form of trade restrictions.
They completely disrupt the normal forces of supply and demand, and artificially
inflate prices, precisely at a time when inflation is the most urgent domestic prob-
lem. The price rise would be particularly severe if import quotas were imposed
on electronic products.

The consumer electronics industry has an enviable record of price stability in
contrast to the general Inflationary trend. Last year, television prices averaged
about 80 on the consumer price index (1957-59=100) while radios were approxi-
mately 75. These price trends should be compared to the average index for all
consumer goods of 127.7.
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Clearly, imports have contributed substantially to this price stability. But if
the supply of imports were artificially restricted by quotas, prices would inevi-
tably rise. The consumer and the economy as a whole would suffer. This could not
happen at a worse time with the Government desperately trying to slow down
the inflationary spiral.

Quotas would seriously restrict competition, stifle product innovation, and
thereby limit the price and product options available to American consumers-
particularly the low income consumers including the minorities. Moreover, this
would also be harmful for the consumer electronics industry. The industry is
dynamic, and marked by a constantly changing product mix as manufacturers
apply technology to development of new products.

Many home entertainment products sold today were not on the market or even
developed a few years ago. The Japanese manufacturers have made important
contributions to consumer electric product innovation.

Imposition of Import quotas would stifle this vital process of new product
development which has been the primary factor behind the tremendous expansion
of the consumer electronics market. For example, H.R. 16287, a bill supported by
the World Trade Committee, Parts Division, Electronic Industries Association,
would establish a 1970 quota for consumer electronic products and components
based on the average annual quantity and value of such articles entered during
the three calendar years 196 through 1968 with provision for increases or
decreases proportionate to changes in consumption compared with the 1066-68
base years. By basing quotas on imports of three or four years ago, this bill would
tend to freeze the product mix and provide no room for new developments.

,Such legislation would deprive the consumer of many new and moderately
pried consumer entertainment products which are now in the development stage
and would shut off the great potential for market growth which these products
offer. Moreover, the consumer electronics industry would be deprived of the com-
petitive stimulus of product innovation. The consumer, the industry, and the
nation as a whole would suffer as a result.

In addition, the establishment of quotas for an industry as complex as consumer
electronics would be an administrative nightmare for Industry and government as
well. It would be extremely difficult for any company to conduct. business when
supply of its stock in trade is totally uncertain due to arbitrary restrictions. Once
the annual quotas are filled, all additional imports would be totally embargoed
until the new quotas opened. Even if the overall quota is known in advance, no
Individual importer can be sure that his own shipmcat will be entered before the
quota is filled. If the gates are closed while the shipment Is on the way, the li-
porter must bear warehousing costs until the quota reopens. It Is difficult to see
how an importer can make commitments to his customers and suppliers under
such circumstances.

Previous experience demonstrates that some measures must be taken to allocate
the quotas in order to avoid a chaotic scramble among exporters and importers.
This would not only require allocation umong foreign supplier nations, but also
some method of assigning quota shares to U.S. importers such as the issuance of
import licenses. In an industry as large and diverse a consumer electronics, the
administrative problems would be monumental. Moreover, any such arrangement
would obviously have serious anticomlpetitive effects within the United States.

But of greatest importance would be the effects on international trade and tile
prosperity of the free world. The effect of U.1S. quota restraints on such a large
item of trade would spread well beyond the electronics industry itself. It could
serve to reverse the trend toward reduction of trade batlers In which the United
States has played the leading role. Instead, we would once again find ourselves in
a vicious circle of retaliation and counter-retaliation in which all nations would
lose.

In conclusion, we respectfully submit that there is no need or Justification for
Imposition of quotas on imports of consumer electronic products and components.
Such measures would only disrupt a vital and growing industry to the detriment
of the consumer, the industry, and the nation as a whole.
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JAPANESE ELECTRONICS IMPORTS-TOTAL IMPORTS AND SHARE FROM UNITED STATES

[In thousands of dollarni

196756 1968,'67 1969,68
1966 1967 1968 1969 (percent) (percent) (percent)

Industrial prodLcts: I
Total......................... $114,37

From United States.......... $75,039
Percent from United Stles ... 65.6

Compnents: I
Total ........................... $24,616

From United States ............ $20,437
Percent from United States ..... 83.0

Consumer products:'
Total... - -- -- -- --- -- -- -- - $5. 319

From United States -_ ......... $2 949
Percent from United States- 55. 4

Electronics total:
Total ......................... $144.312

From United States .......... $98.425
Percent from United States..... 68.2

$168.970 $193,499 $246,046 447.7 +14.5 +27.2
$110,791 5132.253 $115,061 +47.6 +19.4 +32.4

65.6 68.3 71.1 ...................... 

$39.728 $72,470 $116, 787 -'-61.4 +82.4 +61.2
$31.417 $58,459 $89,287 +53.7 +86.1 -57.9

79.1 80.7 79.0 ....... ...............

$7.968 $9,094 $12,344 +49.8 +13.6 +36.4
$5.616 $6,003 $6,640 +90.4 +6.9 +10.6

70.5 66.7 53.8 .... . .................

$216,666 $75,018 $375,117
$141.824 5196.745 $273.988

68.2 71.5 73.0

+50.1 +26.9 +36.4
+50.2 +33.1 +39.3

...... ....... ......... .. .

I The United States supplies nearly !' of Japan's imports of industrial electronics; US. Industrial electronic sales to
Japan increased 133 percent between 1966 and 1969.

o The United States supplies almost $1 of lapin's imports of electronic components; U S. exports of electronic components
have quadrupled in the past 3 years.

I The United States supplies over %1 of Japan's imports of consumer electronics; U S. consumer electronic sals to
Japan more than doubled between 1966 and 169.

ELECTRONICS CONSUMPTION IN JAPAN AND UNITED STATES SHARE

[In thousands of doliarsj

1969/68
1966 1967 1968 1969 (percent)

Consumer products:
Japanese factory sales .............
Imports ...........................
Exports ........ ............

Consumption .....................
Imports from United States ..........
Share of United States (percent) ......

Industrial electronic products:
Japanese factory sales .............
Imports .......................
Exports ........................

Consumption ....................
Imports from United States ..........
Share ot United States (percent) ......

Components:
Japanese factory tates.............
Imports .......... : ..............
E xports. .............. ...... ...

Consumption ................. -
Imports from United States .........
Share of United States (percent).

Electronics total:
Japanese factory sales .............
Imports ...........................
Exports-. ......................

Total consumption ..............
Imports from United States .........
Share of United Sti'es (percent) ......

1, 272,760 1,709,867 2,302,319 3,503,319 +52.2
5,319 7,968 9,049 12,3 4 +3W.4

(670,5,35) (741,461) (1,004,369) (1,390,322) +38.4

607,535 976,374 1,306,999 2,125,341 +62.6
2,949 5,616 6003 6.640 +10.6

0.4 0.6 0.$ 0.3 ...........

544,359 745,776 1,005.769 1,260,900 +25.4
114,377 168,970 193,499 246,046 +27.2
(77,618) (94,668) (139,367) (211,816) +52.0

581,118 820,078 1,059,901 1,295,130 '+22.2
75,039 110,791 132 253 175 061 +32.4

12.9 13.5 12.5 13.5 ............

763,840
24.616

(179,58)

957.726
39 728

(180.518)

1,222.764
72.470

(251,615)

1.883,392 +54.0
116.787 +61.2

(350 105) +35.9

608.8 816,936 1,037,619 1,049,994 4-59.0
20,437 31,417 58.459 92.287 +57.9

3.4 3.8 5.6 5.6 ............

2,580,959 3,413,369 4,530,852 6,647,611 +46.7
114,312 216,666 275.018 375. 199 +36.4

(8641,728) (1,016,647) (1,401.351) (1,952, 323) +39.3

1.860. 543
98 425

5.3

2,613,388 3,404,519 5,070,465 +48.9
147.824 196.745 273.988 +39.3

5.7 5.8 5.4 .......

Nole.-Above data exclude telecommunications equipment and parts thereof.

Source: Jaanm factory sales: Japanese Ministry of International Trade and Industry. Imports and exports: JapaneveMinistry of' finance.
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STATEMEN T OF NATIONAL COUNCIL OF FARMER COOPERATIVES

I am Robert N. H1ampton, Director of Marketing and International Trade of the
National Council of Farmer Cooperatives. The Nationl Council Is a nationwide
federation of farmer-owned businesses engaged In the marketing of agricultural
commodities or the purchasing of farm production supplies, and of 34 state co-
operative councils. The cooperatives making up the Council are owned and con-
trolled by farmers as their off-farm business operations.

The National Council is pleased to have this opportunity to express Its views
on trade policy issues of such vital Importance for our national economic welfare
and our entire foreign policy stance. We believe, however, that it would be ex-
treniely hazardous for abrupt action to be taken on H.R. 18970 without due regard
for the threats to farmers, exporters, consumers and the national Interest which
are Inherent in this bill. The bill as It came from the House Ways & Means Com-
mittee and was cleared! for floor action only by an 8-7 vote by the House Rules
Committee, has such sweeping yet ambiguous powers and mandates for the I'resi-
dent that this feature alone deserves extended public and congressional debate.
Furthermore, its broad import restricting features would create an entirely new
environment for international trade, would challenge the foundations on which
our major international trading rules under the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade are founded, and if applied in the .ame fashion against the Unthid
States would reduce trade to a confused or chaotic state which could be fatal to
hopes of improvement of International relations In any sphere.

Trade matters are critical not only because of their economic significance but
because in the broadest sense an expanding trade represents our best avenue to-
ward breaking down political barriers and misunderstandings which so often give
rise to international strife. World trade expansion Is a desired goal of the Na-
tional Council to broaden market opportunities for our cooperatives and their
farmer members In selling higher quality or lower cost U.S. agricultural l)roducts
throughout the world. Other witnesses before this committee have pointed out the
merits of expanded trade as a stimulus to competition, as a means of retarding
exce s lively rapid inflation in this or any other country and as a spur to world
economic development. We Would like to point out that the Council*s interest in
reducing trade barriers is not based on some unrealistic or impractical "free
trade" stance, but is predicated on the traditional principle of reciprocity, as
clearly enunciated in the following current policy statement adopted by our
nembiers:

"Rxpan.sion of Foreign Trade In Farim Products-The National Council of
Farmer Cooperatives endorses tihe objectives of expanded world trade and encour-
agement of market opiportunitles abroad for American agricultural products. We
recognize also that the lowering of barriers which now limit world trade may
create serious economic dislocations and that adjustments in trade l)atterns must
normally collie about through careful and gradual reduction of trade barriers.

"Under GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade) or other inter-
national trade negotiations, expanded trade to benefit all countries is possible
only if offers by all trading partners represent comparable concessions. This
principle of economic reciprocity must continue to be the keystone of U.S. trade
policy.

"The National Council recommends renewal of Presidentlial authority to enter
Into further trade agreements based on true reciprocity. Many forms of non-
tariff barriers, such as quotas, embargoes, unrealistic inspection procedures, and
lack of uniformity of grade regulations and tolerances hamper efforts to achieve
such reciprocity and severely limit U.S. export opportunities. Negotiations toward
agreements should iie focused on reduction of such no-tariff barriers, arid par-
ticularly on the variable levy system widely used by the European Economic
Community (EEC)."

The National Council is not Insensitive to the real needs for Import relief which
sometimes apply. We are concerned especially with those Import problenis result-
lng from foreign government subsidy or other such inequitable practices which
Put U.S. Interests at an unfair disadvantage. The following policy statement
stresses the need for prompt relief to protect domestic producers or industries
when faced with such undue imhport pressures:
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"Import Trade-The National Council of Farmer Cooperatives recognizes the
need for safeguards InI any nation's trade policy against excessive Imports of
commodities already produced domestically inI substantial quantities. Such
provisions should allow domestic producers of agricultural products to enjoy
their fair share of an increasing market at home as well as In world markets.

"Provisions of Section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act and of the Trade
Expansion Act of 1962 should be promptly Invoked when necessary to protect
domestic producers or industries against undue Import competition. Procedures
for adjustment assistance under the provisions of the Trade Expansion Act
should be liberalized to provide for more effective and prompt relief. We are
greatly concerned over the restrietivesess of Interpretation of Congressional
intent in this regard, ind the negligible benefits which have been available InI
efforts made to date to obtain such assistance."

W strongly support the major objectives of the Administration trade bill,
(I.R. 14S70) to facilitate and ilberilize the as-sistance available to Import damn-
aged firms, workers and Industries, and to enlarge the Presidential trade nego-
Hating authority, particularly with respee to reduction of non-tariff barriers.
Establishment of International institutional machinery for continuous review
and negotiation of non-tariff barrier Issues and other trade problems should have
the highest priority i our trade llcy deliberations. Trade In agricultural prod-
nets Is among that mnost affected by Internal policies as well as by other nlln-
tariff "distortions", and a ontinuous strong effort will he needed by all nation,;
to develop an effective international negotia,ting foruni for the hirinonization of
policies which are central to national ,;overeignty. ItR. 14870 represents a lnost
lnilmortant step In that direction.

We should like to polnt out that the President already has a broad range of
lm)wvers to deal with seriously dainaging Import situations, ranging from the Sec-
tion. 22 of AAA Act of 1933 provisions protecting our own agricultural programs
to Antidumping Act or Section 303, Tariff Act of 1.930 protection against any
excessive price cutting or government subsidization of exports to the United
State.. Further harionlzation of international practices relative to dumping and
export subsidies is needed, along with strengthening of the International ma-
chinery needed to make prompt findings and enforce such rules. Attached Is a
listing of the President's powers to restrict inlports, as shown in the House Ways
a1ilI1 et-ais Comimittee Print of June 3. 1970.

We also believe that strengthening of the Office of the Special Trade Repre-
sentative, through greater executive and legislative support for its key role i
trade policy coordination and negotiation, Is vital to U.S. success In international
trade negotiations. Conflicting views of the various government agencies ca a
otherwise greatly weaken our negotiating effectiveness. The Chief Trade Nego-
tiator is in the best position to guide our efforts to achieve fair and reciprocal
concessions which duly take into account economic interests of all trading groups
as well as political considerations involved.

The damage done by subsidies and other such trade distorting export practices,
not only to U.S. farmers, cooperatives and other national Interests, but to the long
range prosIt ',ts for worll trade expansion and world political stability, deserves
much attention. Programs of adjustment assistance proposed in H.R. 14870 will
help greatly In some situations where imports cause overly abrupt or serious dis-
lo('.ations. II addition, solne provision should be nmlade to speed up and make muore
effective other measures sucl as U.S. countervailing duties to offset subsidized
products from alroad. Export subsidies have beien a serious and continuing
prolblei for farm commodity interests, and adhiitrative relief has often been
too limited and slow. This has been i contributory factor in the growing demands
for import quota or other U..S. retaliatory action in recent years.

The National Council has worked closely with other farm groups in recent
monthI to express our concern over current trade situations which have hurt or
threatened U.S. agricultural Interests. We are alarmed at the lack of more rapid
progress in effectively negotiating to reduce trade distortions caused by such
critical Issues as the variable levy principal applied to many agricultural Imports
of the European Economic Community and In resolving the touchy U.S. textile
import problem. While we believe that removal of the American Selling Price
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system for applying tariffs to certain U.S. chemical Imports would be helpful
in important respects in future negotiations with the EEC, we urge that our
trade negotiations capitalize on the fact that Europe's own variable levy barriers
against U.S. farm exports is far more sweeping and Inequitable than is ASP.

The attached letter sent by the National Council and several other organizations
expresses these views widely shared among U.S. farm and agribusiness interests
most deeply involved in international trade. Our overriding concern is that the
EEC's variable levy principle, which represents a flagrant and unfair departure
from the trade expansionist goals of the General Agreement on Tariffs & Trade,
be subject to negotiation, or, above all, not be extended further to Great Britain
or otherwise.

In summary, the National Council views the need for continuance of long-
standing U.S. trade expansionist policy as the most important consideration in
these hearings. Trade problems from inequities and trade distortions caused by
export subsidies and unfair barriers such as the EEC's variable levy system
should be given top priority, and international institutions such as GArT should
be Improved, strengthened and organized on a more "permanently in session"
basis to negotiate multilateral solutions wherever possible. As more efficient inter-
national negotiating procedures and forums are developed, and more effective and
fair means are developed for international enforcement of agreements, the need
for disruptive and risky unilateral actions should be lessened and world trade
can continue to grow in a more orderly fashion.

Our Special Trade Representative should have more authority for developing
and coordinating our foreign trade policy, and more strength and responsibility
for conducting negotiations on an aggressive, reciprocal basis. This offers our
best hope for developing the more clear-cut, cohesive and balanced national trade
policy which we need. Agricultural interests should be viewed as an integral part
of all our major international negotiations since they are vital, both economically
and politically, throughout the industrial as well as In the developing areas of the
word.

Special import problems such as those resulting from the use of undue export
subsidies or other devices prohibited by GATIT, or by shipments into the U.S. of
products which are below standards of quality or sanitation designed to protect
U.S. consumers should be given special consideration. We support, too, the prin-
clple of reciprocity as provided for under GAT' for resolving these special import
problems,

We urge 'this Committee to give the most careful consideration, however, to
the risks involved in establishment of unilateral import quotas to solve Import-
induced difficulties of many industries whose deeper problems may prove to be
those of excessive inflation, obsolescence, or other inefficiencies. Several critical
elements of H.R. 18970 would spark grave dangers of leading the U.S. into an
uncharted area of trade conflict repercussions, away from our long-standing
efforts to regularize and institutionalize fair rules for international trade. Before
taking the dangerous risks of initiating restrictions which might lead to wide-
spread retaliations and a possible reversal of world trade expansion, every
avenue of investigation to establish conclusive proof of injury and desirability
of government assistance should be taken in appropriate cases while all possible
efforts to negotiate a solution are being taken. We applaud the recognition of the
value of this approach in the Administration's recommendation's opporing import
quotas on shoes, and encouraging government assistance as an Interim measure.
We strongly support this technique, which would be further encouraged by
Title III of I.R. 14870.

,We strongly endorse the efforts toward negotiating reduction of non-tariff
barriers to trade, under Title IV of I.R. 14870. Along with other major farm
and agribusiness trading interests, we deplore the particularly sweeping and
unfair 'NTB of the European Economic Community, the variable levy system
which not only acts as a complete barrier to certain farm imports, but in turn
causes the U.S. and U.S. farmers to finance export subsidies which are u.ed to
ship European farm products to this country.

We thank the Committee for the opportunity to present our views.
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SUMMARY OF PRESIDENT'S POWERS TO RESTRICT IMPORTS

Problems Remedies Authorities

When a foreign countr- The President can- Under-
I. Imposes unjustifiable (illegal) or I. Withdraw trade concessions I. Sec. 252, Trade Ex-

unreasonable restrictions on granted the country (raise pansion Act of
U.S. exports. U.S. duties to their 1930 1962. (See p. 105.3)

levels) and for agricultural
products also impose quotas.

[I. Imposes discriminatory restric- II. Impose retaliatory higher tar- II. Sec. 338, Tariff Act of
tions or charges on U.S. ex- ills (up to 50-percent ad 1930. (See p. 162.)
ports. valorem) on foreign imports

equivalent to the level of
foreign discrimination.

Ill. Dumps Imports on the U.S. mar- Ill. Impose special dumping duty Ill. Antidumping Act,
ketat prices below those pre- in addition to normal cus- 1921 .(See p. 121.1)
vailing In the country's own toms duty.
market, Injuring the U.S. po-
ducer of a competitive product

IV. Subsidizes its exports to the IV. Impose countervailing duty IV. Sec. 303, Tariff Act ol
United States. equal to subsidy in addition 1930. (See p. 147.')

to normal customs duty.
V. Interferes with U.S. agricultural V. Impose fees or quotas in addi- V. Sec. 22, Agricultural

prnce-support programs by tion to basic duty. Adjustment Act of
shipping excessive exports to 1933. (See p. 65.1)
the United States.

VI. Engages In unfair competition... VI. Exclude articles from entry VI. Sec. 337. Tariff Act of
into the United States. 1930. (See p. 149.')

VII. Threatens to impair the national VII. Increase tariffs or impose VII. Sec. 232, Trade Ex-
security of the United States quotas to control level of pansion Act of 1962.
by excessive exports to the Imports. S(ee p. 102.')
United States.

VIII. Seriously injuries or threatens to VIII. Raise tariffs, impose quotas, VIII. Secs. 302, 351, and
seriously injure U.S. industries negotiate international 352, Trade Expan-
b excessive exports to the agreements, or provide sion Act of 1962.

united States. trade adjustment assistance (See pp. 1.4, 28-30.')
to Individual firms and
groups of workers.

IX. Seriously injures U.S. workers or IX. Provide trade adjustment as- IX. Sec. 302. Trade Ex-
firms by excessive exports to sistance. pension Act of 1962.
the United States. (See p. 14.')

1 "Selected Provisions of the Tariff and Trade Laws of the United States and Related Materials," Committee on Ways
and Means. U.S. House of Representatives, committee print, June 3, 1970.

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF FARMER COOPERATIVES,
Washington, D.C., June 5, 1970.

THE PRESIDENT,
The White Hcruse,
Va.Mtngt&n, D.C.

)EAR MR. PRESIDENT: We strongly support your objective of expanded world
trade, in the interest of U.S. economic and political goals and as a crucial elemn t
in world economic development and political stability.

Administration efforts to broaden trade through expanded market develop-
ment and through efforts to reduce trade barriers are highly commendable. We
endorse the major aims of the Administration trade bill to give substantial Presi-
dential negotiating authority toward removal of non-tariff barriers to trade and
to give further government assistance to industries damaged by imports.

We are Increasingly concerned, however, with major threats to your trade
expansionist, outward-looking foreign policy stance. Non-tariff trade barriers of
the European Economic Community which are inconsistent with the concept of
trade liberalization and violative of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
threaten to be further expanded because of the possible entry of the United King-
dom into the E)EO. The failure of the Kennedy Round negotiations to deal effec-
tively with the most notorious and damaging of these NTB's, the EEC's variable
import levy system, has been a source of continuing frustration to broad U.6.
agricultural Interests which have consistently supported a trade expansionist
position.
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Major U.S. farm markets it Europe have already suffered severe los..es because
of the variable levy system, which in effect is a means of charging the U.S. and
IUS. 'farmers for high support farm programs without production restraints. U.S.
agricultural groups understand that European political unity may be desirable,
hut the maintenance of such non-tariff trade barriers against IT.S. agricultural
products is not ess-entlal to achieving that unity. We also believe that Europeans
should now assume a much larger share of the burdens of unity.

We lielieve It s urgent that varlable levies be the subject of )rompt negotiation
with a view to seeking a modifltation and eventual elimina%,on of such levies
before a decision is reached on the question of UK entry Into the EFC. The ex-
tension of time variable levy system to the UK and other areas would sharply
reduce IT S. farm exports, hurt. the U.,S. balance of payments position and lend
support to those who seek a more protectionist trade policy by the United States.

-We strongly support your continuing efforts to resolve tihe complex textile
trade issue through negotiated restraints on imports which may be unduly
troublesome to our domestic textile industry. We fear that unless your efforts are
successful In achieving a voluntary arrangement which Is In the best Interest of
the U.S., Jal)an and the world tlding community, unilateral Congressional
import restraints by the U.S. might trigger a series of trade confrontations and
additional foreign Import restrictions which could seriously threaten the goal of
world trade expansion.

We believe that a foreign economic trade policy which Is aimed at expanding
mutual trade In accordance with the principle of sound economics and on a re-
ciprocal basis is essential to the welfare of American agriculture and to our na-
tional economy. We also agree that there are burdens as well as benefits which
must be shared in the process of liberalizing world trade. The United States has
been a leader in the policy of limiting trade restriction measures primarily to in-
stances where serious Injury or threatened injury is established. The variable
levy system of the EC, however, was unilaterally established contrary to the
principles of the GATT and without any showing or claim of injury. Such a sys-
tem is regressive and should not be extended to other areas. Unless it Is modified,
it will not only continue to be a source of friction but It will ultimately force the

unitedd States, as well as other nations, to shift away from an expansionist trade
policy msition and adopt similar restrictive measures.

Any further trade restrictionist moves such as extension of the variable levy
system to an enlarged EEC will lead to destructive trade conflict between regional
blocs. Because we believe a worldwide climate for trade expansion is so essential
to American agriculture and to our nation, the undersigned respectfully request
the opportunity to meet with you to discuss these matters.

Sincerely yours,
National Council of Farmer Cooperatives, Washington, D.C., Kenneth

D. Naden, Executive Vice President; National Grange, Washing-
ton, D.C., John W. Scott, Master; National Farmers Union, Den.
ver, Colo., Tony T. Dechant, President; National Farmers Organ-
ization, Corning, Iowa, Oren Lee Staley, President; American Soy-
bean Assoclation, Hudson, Iowa, D. Ieslle Tindal, President; In-
stitute of American F,altry Industries, Washington, D.C., Harold
31. Williams, President; National Canners Association, Washing-
ton, D.C., Milan D. Smith, Executive Vice President; National
Corn Growers Association, Boone, Iowa, Walter W. Goeppinger,
President; National Federation of Grain Cooperatives, Washing-
ton, D.C., R. K. Bauer, President; U.S.-National Fruit Export
Council, Santa Clara, Calif., D. F. MeMilIen, President.

STATEMENT BY GARY I)ETRICl, PRESIDENT, VAN DERVOORT'S ATHLETIC

EQUIPMENT

INTRODUCTION

I am Gary Dietrich, President of Van Dervoort's Athletic Equipment, Lansing,
Michigan. Van Dervoort's Is one of the four major U.S. importers and distributors
of the Adidas brand athletic shoes. It is my purpose to acquaint you with Adidas
products and the uniqueness of its position among non-rubber athletic footwear
imported into the United States.
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The Adidas sports shoe manufacturing company was founded by Adi Dassler,

a long time West German sports enthusiast, in Ilerzogenaurach, West Germany,
over 60 years ago. The original purpose of -Mr. Dassler's enterprise was to provide
professional, as well as amateur West German athletes, with high quality athletic
shoes of individual design. Acceptance of the new and superior Adidas shoe
spread rapidly throughout West Germany, and it was not long before interna-
tionrl athletes became aware of the unique qualities of these shoes. Top U.S. ath-
letes, performing In international competition, tried the Adidas shoes. They found
them much to their liking and, upon returning to the U.S., rapidly became "good
will ambassadors" of Adidas. These well-known athletes helped bring to surface
a latent demand for snug, flexible and light weight Adidas shoes in this country.

Today, Adidas Is the major West German exporter to the U.S. of non-rubber
athletic footwear for men, youths and boys-excluding ski boots. Adidas is prob-
ably also the major factor among imports of athletic shoes from France, although
I do not have the latest figures at. hand to substantiate this. Adidas' shoes fall
into the category of "n.e.s2' athletic shoes (tariff schedule 700.3515), which ac-
count for sixty-eight percent (68%) of all pairs of athletic shoes Imported Into
the U.S. and make up forty-four percent( 44%) of the dollar value of all imported
athletic shoes. Of that portion of "n.e.s." athletic shoes which came from West
Germany in 1969, Adidas shipped two (2) out of every three (3) pairs, and Its ex-
ports to the U.S. represented about fixe-sixths (56) of the dollar value (See
Appendix B). Hence, ,Adidas can certainly speak for imports of athletic shoes
from West Germany.

It is our position that, first, athletic 8hoes are too Insignificant among imported
shoes to be a disruptive factor. In fact, the athletic shoe sector is only a minor
component of the total non-rubber shoe industry, representing at most one and
one-half percent (1 1 %) of the total consumption of non-rubber footwear in the
U.S. Secondly, as Appendix A to this testimony points out, Adidas's shoes are
hardly typical of the great bulk of imported shoes. In fact, they do not cater to
the markets sought by the vast majority of imports. While the typical import Is
a women's shoe, largely vinyl, sold at discount prices in discount stores, Adidas
shoes are leather, relatively high-priced, made for specific athletic events and
sold exclusively in sporting goods shops.

Adidas has long been the leader in athletic shoe design and production in
Europe. It was not until several years ago that Americans became aware of the
results of Adidas's research and development efforts which culminated In athletic
shoes designed with the utmost consideration given to the specific purpose of the
shoe. Their design superiority created a demand for a particular brand-Adidas--
and for the variety of Adidas shoes constructed specifically for individual sport-
ing events.

With regard to the research underlying Adidas's technical design, it is inter-
esting to note that Adidas owns the following U.S. patents:

U.S. Patent 3,156,987-Detachable spikes and cleats in a nylon sole
(threaded sockets injected In the nylon sole).

U.S. Patent 3,284,931-Soft form-fitting tongue fits perfectly (3-part
tongue).

U.S. Patent 3,290,801-The elastic heel-to-sole wedge protects ligaments,
Joints and heel against bruising (Intervall shoe).

U.S. Patent 3,224,117-Lightness and glove-like fit are achieved by using
a special kangeroo velour uppers (reverse side up).

U.S. 'Patent 3,341,952-The Adidas springy relief nylon sole creates an
ideal fit.

It was with their track shoes that Adidas first became a well-known factor in
athletic shoe consumption in the U.S. Most U.S.-made track shoes have featured
medium-weight leather uppers and leather soles. Apparently U.S. producers
leaned toward an "economy" theory that the medium-weight shoe was substan-
tial enough to endure both daily practice sessions and track meets. As a result,
differences in styles among U.S. track shoes have traditionally reflected little
more than a choice of colors and design differences have been minimal.

Unlike the U.S. manufacturers, Adidas has designed track shoes for use in
various types of competition. In the U.S. Adidas offers thirteen (13) different
styles of cleated and five (5) of non-cleated track and field shoes, all light-weight.
The special types of track and field shoes produced by Adidas (but with no U.S.
counterpart) are the long jump shoe, a shoe for Injured track athletes, hi-jump
shoes, shoes for the javelin thrower, shoes for the hammer thrower, shot putters'

51-389--70-pt. 2- 17
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shoes, shoes for competition walking, a special lightweight shoe for the marathiit
runner and special cross-country shoes. Use of special shoes for a particular
track and field event has increasingly spread from the professional and collegee
athletes to high school and area recreation department athletes.

The eager acceptance of Adidas track and field shoes by top U.S. athletes
spurred U.S. importation of other Adidas sport shoes. Adidas's 1970-71 U.Q
catalog offers five styles of football shoes, twelve .,qvles of sox-cer shoes, four
styles of basketball shoes, four styles of tennis shoes, an official's shoe, a boxing
boot, a wrestling boot, a fencing shoe, seven training and jogging shoes and two
gym pumps. With the eighteen different track shoes, Adidas offers fifty-six dif-
ferent styles of sport shoes.

The Adidas basketball shoe, especially the Superstar model, has received over-
whehning consumer acceptance, paralleling if not surpassing, the success of its
track shoe. Obviously, the U.S. consumer considered the Adidas feather-light
leather basketball shoe superior to the top U.S. shoes made of heavy-duty duck
canvas. The success of the Adidas leather basketball shoe prompted the leading
U.S. manufacturer of basketball shoes, Converse Rubber Company, to compete
with a leather shoe design of its own. Initial difficulties with the durability of Its
leather shoe caused Converse to suspend production temporarily. Lacking was the
extensive research and development that customarily precedes Adidas's intro-
duction of a new shoe line. However, Converse has more recently become the
major competitive producer of leather basketball shoes.

Other firms have capitalized upon the traditional trademark of Adidas shoes-
three vertical side stripes--nnd have turned out Imitations In vinyl and clienlpr
leathers, at wholesale prices well below Adidas's. In fact, there has come into
being a sizeable trade In what is called "Adidas Type" shoes, particularly since
the 1068 Olymplcs when the three stripe Adidas shoe gained extensive national
popularity In this 'country. Moreover, the Adidas shoe designed for Indoor track
meets has become a popular leisure-wear item among college and high school
youths to the point where a host of U.S.-made casual track shoes--patterned
after the Adidas competition shoes-are now being domestically manufactured.

The Adidas tennis shoe has, to date, received less widespread support than
the basketball shoe but consumer demands are quite favorable and on an uptrend.
It holds the same design and quality of workmanship differential over domestic
shoes that the Adidas basketball shoe held when it was Introduced. Three of
the four styles of Adidas tennis shoes are constructed of leather uppers, whereas
U.S. counterparts are of duck canvas. The fourth Adidas model is the only tennis
shoe with air net uppers, which provides a cool Inside effect while allowing quick
evaporation and which falls without the purview of the pending legislation.

It is indicative of Adidas's specialized nature that all of its products are sold
through sporting goods stores. Sporting goods stores fall In the category of "all
other retail outlets"-that is, other than shoe stores, ready-to-wear stores, variety
stores, mail order catalogs and general merchandise stores. This category, "all
other retail outlets", accounted for the sale of only one and five-tenths percent
(1.5%) of all footwear sold In the United States In 1968. Hence, It is evident
that sporting goods stores. cater to a specific and specialized segment of the shoe
industry. The major competitors of Adidas also utilize sporting goods stores as
their marketing outlets. Few, however, restrict themselves solely to this market-
ing channel.

In short, the Imported athletic shoe constitutes a unique segment of the U.S.
athletic shoe trade which, in turn, is a markedly distinguishable component of
the total non-rubber footwear industry. Thus, athletic shoes can readily be
singled out for exclusion from the effectiveness of legislation which may or
may not be appropriate for other segments of the non-rubber footwear Industry.
Iv this regard it is noteworthy that the House Ways and Means Committee
reached a smilar conclusion in Its report on H.R. 18970 when it stated on page 39:

"It was brought to the committee's attention that certain articles of athletic
footwear imports are selected by athletes because they feel that the design of
the shoes, Including a close fit and light weight, are particularly suited to their
needs as a professional or amateur performer. The shoe is selected by the athlete
for Its suitability for the particular athletic event involved, and the price Is
generally higher than that charged for domestically produced athletic shoes of
the same type. It is expected that the President would exercise his authority
[to exempt articles of footwear] in this kind of a situation." (Report of the
Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives, to Accompany H.R.
18970, House Report No. 91-1435, August 21, 1970. )
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Viewing both sides of the coin of pending protectionist legislation, two facts
are clear, (a) U.. manufaetuair are not preceptibly affected by the in l'i-ta-
tion of athletic shoes, and (b) the imposition of quotas will adversely affect the
American atildec consumer. The demand for Adidas shoes is burgeoning: from
the first year of the proposed quota base, 1967, to the last year, 1969. les of
AdIdas shoes in the U.S. Increased over fourfold. 1970 sales will exceed 1969
by an appreciable margin. It is therefore clear that future year sales under
a quota system will not permit entry into the U.S. of the total panoply of Adidas
products. Obviously the more profitable lines and those easiest to sell will be
given priority under the quotas. Consumers seeking athletic shoes of less popular

' sizes, or those made for specialized usage, or a shoe that carries a lower markup
will find their requirements hard to fill. Moreover, It Is doubtful that Amerheani
producers will fill the void left by the quota since each of the different types
of shoes that will become scarce upon the Introduction of quotas is too small
to attract the start-up of American production.

If I may summarize, it seems clear that the trade In athletic shoes repre-
sents such a dmal portion of the overall consumption of non-rubber footwear
in the U.S. that, by any reasonable standard, it cannot be held accountable for
whatever deterioration may have occurred in the domestic shoe industry. Cer-
taltily there is no evidence to establish that imported athletic shoes have caused
or threatened to cause market disruption in the U.S. non-rubber footwear indus-
try. In fact, Imported athletic shoes have proven to be highly Important to the
U.S. athletic consumer who would be needlessly affected if athletic shoe.v are
caught In the net of restrictive measures designed to yield benefits for other
sectors of the shoe Industry. The end result would be helpful to neither the
domestic producers nor to the athletic consumer.

It is our view that the foreign trade in non-rubber athletic footwear-par-
ticularly in the specialized items designed for individual sporting events-has
made a positive contribution to the U.S. footwear industry. U.S. producers as
well as the athletic consumer have both benefited, the former by the spur of
competition that brought It out of its technological doldrtms, and the latter by
being able to purchase specialized athletic shoes of superior design and quality
not available from U.S. manufacturers.

Production and import trends for non-rubber athletic shoes show continued
growth in both areas. It should be pointed out that the marked success of
imported athletic shoes is undoubtedly the result of advancing technology abroad
in the design and manufacture of athletic shoes to meet diversified demands. The
case in point Is the example of Adidas which manufactures more than fifty (50)
different models of non-rubber athletic shoes designed for a variety of sporting
events. The fact that Adidas is an innovator Is attested to by Its many copyists
Quite accurately, It can be said that Adidas has stimulated-not stunted-its
American competition.

For the reasons outlined above, we urge the Committee to exclude athletic shoes
from the proposed quotas on non-rubber footwear.

Thank you very much.
APPENDIX A

THE IMPORTED ADIDAS ATHLETIC SHOE WIDELY DIFFERS FROM THE TYPICAL IMPORTED SHOE

A description of-

Characteristic The typical Imported shoe' The Adidas shoeI

23{ Designed for .............. Women and misses ....................... Athle!es (almost totally male).
Upper materials ........... Uppers of plastic (supported vinyl uppers) or, less Leather.

likely, has uppers of leather.
(3) Imported from ............ Japan or Taiwan (it vinyl) or from Italy or Spain (if West Germany and France.eather .
(4) Average landed value.1.30 if rather. $6) .............................. $6.35.8
5 Sells for .................. $2 or $4, if vinyl; much hIlher if leather ............. $10.501
6 Marketed through ......... Self-sevice centers, variety stores, and discount Sporting goods stores.

stores.

I USTC, report on Investigation, No. 332-2, December 1969.
'Adidas Co. records.
I Average value of Adidas experts from West Germany. Average value for France unavailable.
4 Estimated retalers marlin of 40 percent.
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APPENDIX B

OVER %1 OF THE TOTAL PAIRS AND 80 PERCENT OF THE DOLLAR VALUE OF U.S. IMPORTS OF N.E.S.l MEN'S AND
BOYS' NONRUBBER ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR FROM WEST GERMANY ARE ADIDAS PRODUCTS, YEAR 1969

DollarPairs value

U.S. imports from West Germany of nme.s. men's, youths', and boys' athletic footwear
TSUS-7003515) -------------------------------------------------------------- 1 847,202 ,4,791,128

Adidas exports from West Germany to the United States ---- _---------------------- 573,944 33,966, 172
Adidas as a percent of total U.S. imports of ne.s. men's, youths', and boys' athletic foot-

wear (TSUS-7003515) ......................................................... 67.7 82.8

1 N.e.s.-Not elsewhere specified, TSUS dassificalion 7003515 which accounts for 68'percent of the total pairs and 44
percent of the total dollar value of all imported nonrubber athletic footwear per appendix.

I Per U.S. imports FT146, U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census.
3 Adidas Germany records.

STATEMENT OF THE NORTHERN TEXTILE ASSOCIATION, lY WILLIAM F. ,ULiVAN

This statement is submitted on behalf of the Northern Textile Association,
211 Congress Street, Boston, Mas-sachusetts, in suplx)rt of the Amendment to
the Social Security Bill H1.R. 17550, which we understand has been or will be
offered by Senator Tlmadge and which is the Trade Act of 1970, as reported
by the Ways and Means Comnmittee in August.

The Asociation, founded in 1,54, represents textile manufacturers of cotton,
wool and man-made fller fabrics and yarns located primarily In the Northeast
wIth the greater number in New England. The Association has several divisions.
In addition to cotton and man-nmade fiber, It includes manufacturers of pressed
felt, elastic fabrics, wool fabrics, as well as blended fabrics and yarns.

We wish to emphasize the urgent need for limitations ol imports of wool and
man-made fiber textiles.

Our members tend to be the small to medium-sized textile mills located in many
communities throughout the Northeast where they frequently provide the prin-
cipai source of manufacturing employment. We number about 8.5 manufacturing
corporations; many employ 200 to 300 workers;. Only a few employ more than
1,000 workers.

In the Northeast there are 8,0,000 textile-aplarel Jobs of which 177,000 are
in the New England States, 2.730,000 in Pennsylvania and 343,000 in New York.

The import problem began to grow in the mid-50's and, except for the restraints
iml)o5s'e by the LTA, continues unabated. Now Iuports are accelerating in a
time of seriously depressed markets. This is a disturbing factor since In the
past when the market declined in the United States, imports tend(ed to decline
although to a lesser extent.

In the first eight months of 1970, Imports totaled nearly 3 billion square yards
equivalent. They are 19% higher tian the same period last year and 66% higher
than the samine period in 1967. They are 125% higher than the level of 1965.
August man-made fiber textile imports are 69% more than a year ago.

The latest Government figures on textile gray goods show shilpmnots and new
orders sharply below the previous month's and previous year's figures.

The most seriously affected part of our industry Is the wool textile segment.
Wool textile Imports are now 30.4% of domestic wool production, a record.
This proportion is the result of Imports continuing at high levels while industry
activity has declined 30% since May of 19)6.

Since 1953, over 250 mills employing over 90,000 workers in New England have
been liquidated. Not all of these mills have closed because of imports alone, but
imports have been it substantial contributing factor.

Two years ago, we appeared before Congressional Committees urging similar
action. Since then imports of cotton, wool, and mani-made textiles have risel
66%. Man mades alone have increased 88%. Apparel imports have risen 45%.
The apparel market is the only market for a majority of our mlls.

The deficit In the balance of trade in textiles for the first eight months of
1970 was $821 million, 24% more than the $663 million in the same 1969 period.
This Is an annual rate of $1.24 billion, 140% more than the 1967 total.
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These changes are not Just statistics to us. Last year Berkshire Hathaway,
Inc., of New Bedford, Massachusetts, had to abandon the production of gingham
fabrics, both cotton and blends. Imports'took an Increasingly large part of the
American market and 1,100 production workers lost their jobs permanently.
There are still 1,000 workers at this mill and they want to keep their jobs.

The Stanrich Mills and Paul Whitin Manufacturing Co. in Massachusetts, the
Wyandotte Mill in New Hampshire, and the French Worsted Mill and Syntextils,
Inc., both in Rhode Island, went out of business In 1969 and eliminated another
1,100 jobs.

So far in 1970, 14 mills with 3,175 workers, 8 wool textile and 6 cotton and
synthetic have liquidated. The wool textile mills are J. P. Stevens & Co., Inc., of
No. Andover, Mass.; Marriner & Co., Inc., of Lawrence, Mass.; Abbott Worsted
Mills of Wilton, N.H. ; J. P. Stevens & Co., Inc., of Tilton and Franklin, N.H.;
Crown Alexander, Inc., of Dexter, Maine; Blezard Yarn Mills, Inc., of Pawtucket,
R.I.; and The Aldon Spinning Mills Corp., of Talcottville, Conn. The cotton and
synthetic mills are Florence Mills of Greenville, N.H.; Sparling Mills, Inc.,
of No. Scituate and W. Warwick, R.I.; Peltavino Silk Mill,' Inc., New Bedford,
Mas.s.; West Point Pepperell, Inc., Sheeting Division, of Biddeford, Maine; and
Gallant Manufacturing Co. of Newmnarket, N.t.

Displaced textile workers, because of seniority and age, usually find little
alternate employment and when they (1o, it Is generally a lower skilled job at
lower pay. The whole community Is adversely affected.

This is not the whole story, however. In most communities such as New Bed-
ford and Lowell In Massachusetts. Manchester, New Hampshire, and Lewiston,
Maine, there are approximately 2,000 so-called "hitrd-core" unemployed at each
location. Poverty is not limited to the ghettos. Our mills provide employment for
the unskilled, training for semi-skilled jobs and promotion to skilled Jobs. We
want to make our contribution to our communities and our nation lit this regard,
but we cannot so long as our products are driven out of the American market by
unfair competition from low-wage, low-cost producers In other countries.

In the textile and apparel industry this is a matter not only of regional im-
portance but of national Importance as well.

In our opinion no comprehensive international agreements will be made until
this Amendment beconme.1 law. Only when It becomes law will the exporting
countries find it to their advantage to negotiate in good faith with the United
States. The Amendment encourages vol u ntary solutions 1x.ause agreements made
after its enactment superseded time qtota levels established by tihe Bill.

Our Government has recognized for over a decade that the textile industry has
a unique import problem. The time has come to adopt this legislation -so that a
reasonable solution can be attained. Tie time has come to stop going with hat
In hand, pleading with foreign governments to solve a United States domestic
social and economic problem. We must take the first e.sential steps-namely
adopt this Amendment. If not, we cannot expect foreign governments to do for
us what we are unwilling to do for ourselves.

STATEMENT OF L. E. KUST, VICE PRESIDENT AND GENERAL TAX COUNSEL, WESTING-
HOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION, WITH RESPECT TO TIlE DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL
SALES CORPORATION PROVISIONS

SUMMARY
Westinghouse Electric Corporation strongly endorses the Domestic Interna-

tional Sales Corporation (DISC) provisions contained in the Trade Act of 1970
(H.R. 18970). These provisions reverse the action taken in the 1902 Revenue
Act to tax currently the income of export subsidiaries and will promote exports
by enhancing the after-tax profit on exports. Taking into account the income tax
base resulting from the value-added as a result of increased exports, there will
be no revenue loss but a revenue gain if exports are increased by as much as
7.5 percent.

STATUTORY BACKGROUND

Until 1903 that portion of the profit from exports properly allocable to a for-
eign selling subsidiary was free of United States tax so long as It remained
unrepatriated. As a result of thp addition of subpart F to the Internal Revenue
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Code by the Revenue Act of 1962, export profits of foreign subsidiaries gen-
eraly have been subjected to United States tax, while the profits of foreign manu-
facturing subsidiaries have remained generally free of United States tax until
repatriated. The export trade corporation provisions of subpart G of the Internal
Revenue Code were also enacted in the 1962 Act in an attempt to remove the
bilas against exports, but the requirements of those provisions have proved ex-
tremely difficult to meet, leaving exports generally in a less favorable position
under the United States tax law than foreign manufacturing through a foreign
sublsidiary. Meanwhile the United States balance of )ayments has steadily
worsened. Thus, at the very time when our tax structure should have favored
exports, it was altered to the disadvantage of exports.

DISC AN ENCOURAGEMLNT TO EXPORTING

Tile )IS' )roposlal would go far toward reversing the bias against exports
under the present tax laws.

Under the DISC proposal, United States income tax on the profits of the
domestic selling subsidiary from its export activities wihl be deferred while those
profits remain Invested in the assets associated with the export activities of the
subsidiary and its I)arent corporation. We believe this will stimulate exports
in two ways. First, if the tax effect Is large enough to justify significant price
reductions, United States exports will be more competitive. Second, by effec-
tively doubling the after-tax profits of export sales subsidiaries, a great impetus
will be given to increasing export effort.

Many United States producers view export sales as incremental. The result
Is typically that domestic sales are favored over export sales, and the efforts
directed towrerd the promotion of export sales bave not matched those directed
toward domestic sales. Instead of there being extra effort in the international
area, there has been less effort. If, however, tax on the profit from an export
sale is indefinitely deferred, it is to be expected that promotion of export sales
will increase. Even large companies, such as Westinghouse, with established
export markets do not put equal export effort Into all their product lines and
the tax incentive of the DISC would, we believe, induce greater export effort
from such companies as well as from those whose export sales are incremental.
In addition, companies not now engaged In export will be induced to undertake
exports by the lure of current tax-free income. Thus, we believe that the DISC
proposal will improve exports and the United States balance of payments.

The Initial revenue loss from the export incentive must not be overemphasized
and be permitted to obscure the potential revenue gain from increased exports.
The revenue loss from the tax incentive will be offset not merely by the tax
paid on the profit retained by the manufacturing parent from increased exports
but by tax revenue generated by the total of the value added by the increased
,exports, if, as Is in the main most likely, such Increased exports represent addi-
tional production. Thus, for each dollar of increased exports, which will result
in lost revenue with respect to the Income of the DISC of some two cents, there
will typically be an Increase in the income tax base by reason of the value-added
represented by the export sale of some 90 cents, producing tax revenue of about
IS cents. On this basis an export Increase of $3 billion, or about 7 1

/2 percent,
will offset the Initial revenue loss and Increases in exports of over $3 billion
will yield a net revenue gain. With such a diminished risk of continuing sig-
nificant revenue loss and the potential of gains In exports, it appears clear that
Implementation of tile DISC proposal would be a wise national decision.

UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION.
New York, N.Y., Octobcr 12, 1970.

1lon1. RUSSELL II. oxo.
8'nalt Offlce Iuilling,
iash Inglon. D.C.
I)s-u SENATOR Lo.No: The Trade Act of 1970, II.R. 18970, proposes a system of

tax deferral for a mnew tylK of corporation known as a I)onwstlc International
Sales Corporation (DISC). This propoosal hras the strong support of Union
Carbide Corporation. We believe it will effectively stimulate U1.§. exports and
that Its enaetnent would be an Important step toward improving the Nation's
balance of trade.
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Our support for DISC is based primarily on an Intensive analysis of its
potential effect on 23 major product groups representing about 80 percent of
Union Carbide's current exports. This analysis Indicates that, over ten years,
our total exports would be $370 million greater with I)ISC then they would be
without it. To us, this would represent a substantial Improvement in export
sales which would yield significant benefits to our domestic employment and
production.

Our analysis, which was based on tax deferral when DISC is fully operative,
revealed four different ways in which DISC could materially increase Union
Carbide's exports by enabling it: (1) to meet lower overseas sales prices; (2) to
exert more Intensive selling and promotional efforts; (3) to provide a combina-
tion of lower prices and more active promotion; and (4) to justify expansion of
dolnestic manufacturing facilities in some cases in order to make goods available
for export and as a substitute for expansion of overseas facilities. A summary
of this analysis is attached.

While our analysis applies only to products of Union Carbide, we believe the
DI[SC proposal would be effective in stimulating expo-rts of a wide range of U.S.
produced goods.

We hope the proposal will have your support.
Sincerely,

P. PERRY WILSON, President.
ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL EFFECTS OF DISC ON EXPORT SALES OF TNION CARBIDE

COR PORATION

I INTRODUCTION

To appraise the effect of the provisions of I)JrC on export net profit, it is first
necessary to assume a specific effective tax rate for a deferral period. Using
the Treasury Department's proposal to split profit evenly between the parent
company and the DISC, this analysis assumes that the effective tax rate on total
export-s would be approximately 25 percent, extending over a period of at least
ten years.

To obtain sufficiently extensive coverage upon which the effects of DISC might
be evaluated on a reasonably conservative basis, marketing potentials and
strategies were analyzed in detail for 23 major product groups which account
for most of Union Carbide's overall export business (estimated $235 million
for 1970). These projections were nmde by marketing specialists who are In
daily contact with price trends, rates of consumption, and( competitive Influences
in ll major export markets.

EFFECTS OF DISC

The anticipated favorable effects of partial tax deferral as contemplated by
)ISC can be classified Into four main categories or classes as follows:

CLASS A

Certain important products fall Into a bulk or comm(iity type having few,
If any. special characteristics upon which a premium price can be justified. This
mean.4 that in cases where competitors have an advantage such as labor cost.
lower freight cost, or tax rebate, it is frequently Impossible for a U.S. producer
to meet their delivered price and still earn an adequate net return. As a result,
exiprt volume suffers. A rough quantitative example of how this tends to vork
in terms of effect on net return is as follows:

To earn
necessary To meet competon

return
without DISC Without DISC With DISC

(I) (2) (3)

Unil selling price .................................................. $1.00 $0.95 $0.95
Profit before tax ------------------------------------------------- .12 .075 .075
Income tax ....................................................... .06 .0375 .0187
Profit after tax ................................................. . .06 .0375 .05S3

Net return on saes percentt) -------------------------------------- 6 3.9 5.9
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Union Carbide must price products in this class at an average unit price
equivalent to $1.00 (a fictitious level, used for illustrative purposes only) in
order to-equal the average percentage net return on sales (6 percent) earned
by Union Carbide in 1969. Since major segments of our business today require
almost $2 of new capital investment to produce $1 of increased annual sales, we
are naturally reluctant to dilute average overall return on sales by going below
about a 6 percent net return after tax on individual export transactions.

If foreign competition is willing to set a price equivalent to 950 per unit for
these l)roduct, as Is increasingly the case, then Column 2 above shows that to
meet this competition without DISC, we must accept a new return of only 3.7
percent. which normally cannot be justified. With DISC, however, as can be seen
from Column 3, we could meet competition under these circumstances and still
come close to achieving the required net return.

Five of Union Carbide's major product groups fall into Class A and account for
13 percent of the Corporation's total exports. Taking into consideration actual
competitive prices in major overseas markets, and assuming that price relation-
ships on the average will remain relatively the same over the next 10 years, we
have analyzed and projected in detail the effect which DISC should have on
existing sales volume of individual products. This analysis assumes average
pricing policy as set forth under Column 3 and covers business which we are
not now obtaining, that is, sales over and above those which we are currently able
to obtain under the conditions of Column 1. On this basis, the overall export
improvement due to DISC for Class A is estimated to increase from $1 million
In the first year to $19 million in the 10th year, or a cumulative increase of $$5
million totaled over the 10-year period.

CLASS B

There Is another group of products with respect to which we do not feel
that, any change in pricing policy would be significantly productive as far as
improvement In net return is concerned, nor would potential improvement in
such return presently justify risking increased selling and promotional expendi-
tures in order to expand export volume. However, if DISC were available in
these cases, the effect could be to permit an increase in selling effort sufficient
to produce a significant increase in export market penetration, together with a
satisfactory net return. An example of this type of case, on a pro forma illustra-
tive basis, is as follows:

With increased sates effort

Without With
Present DISC DISC

Unit selling price --------------------------------------------- $1.00 $1.00 $1.00
Production cost --..-----.--------------------------------------- . 79 .71 .77
Overhead....---------------.------------------------------------ .12 .15 .15
Profit before tax --.---------------------------------------------. 09 .08 .08
I ncone tax- - . . . . ..------------------------------------------------ .045 .04 .02
Profit after tax --------------------------------------------------- .045 .04 .06

Net return on sales (percent) -------------------------------------- 4.5 4 6

For products in this class, export volume could be expanded by increasing
selling and promotional expenditures, but the overall effect without DISC could
actually be a reduction in net return on sales. However, with DISC we could
absorb the same increase in selling and promotional expense, produce the same
volume improvement, and show an ecceptable net return.

Class B products currently account for about 10 percent of Union Carbide's
export volume, and luvolve five major product groups to which this effect could
be expected to apply (on the average). Extending the unit principle to overall
volume, our projections indicate that with DISC, export sales improvement in
Class B products could range from abort $700,000 in the first year to $15,000,000
in the 10th year, or a cumulative export increase of $65,000,000 totaled over the
10-year period.
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CLASS C

From a practical marketing standpoint, it would be feasible under DISC to
follow a strategy which would in effect be a combination of A and B-to meet
competitive prices on a selected or limited basis, and at the same time to increase
selling and promotional effort in some degree but not as intensively as in Class
B. Our study shows that the largest proportion of our major products subject
to stimulation by DISC (9 product groups) would probably fall into this Class
C. They account for about 23 percent of Union Carbide's total exports. By apply-
ing the principles set forth in Classes A and B, our projections indicate that the
expansion of exports of products in Class C under the DIIC concept could amount
to $1,600,000 In the first year, Increasing to $30,000,000 in tie 10th year, or a
cumulative improvement of $157,000,000 of export sales over the 10-year period.

CLASS D

Finally, there are other products, accounting for about 9 percent of lnliol
Carbide's exports, which are currently limited in export volmne not because of
competitive price or promotional considerations, but primarily because of limits
in IT.,S. prluctlon capacity. The relatively lower net return on exports rteiuirx.s
a preference for domestic business in allocating the available product. The higher
costs of export sales. which result from effect of duties, border taxes and other
non-tariff barriers, and longer freight hauls, can make export sales marginally
attractive as compared with either domestic or overseas production, unless com-
pensited for by price or tax considerations. These reasons often force business to
make manufacturing investments overseas in order to avoid losing position in
foreign markets previously developed through export sales. The relative influ-
ences on this Class of product can be looked upon as operating as follows:

Export
Domestic Overseas Eo

production production No DISC With DISC

Unit selling price ................................... 11.00 11.00 11.05 21.05
Net back ------------.. ...... ....................... 1.00 1.00 .91 .91
Production cost ..................................... 1 .71 .11 3.70
Overhead .......................................... .14 .11 .14 .14
Profit before tax ..................................... 15 .12 .06 .07
Income tax ......................................... .075 .06 .03 .0175
Profit after tax ..................................... . .075 .06 .03 . W 5
Net return on sales (percent) ......................... 7.5 6.0 2.9 5.0

I Free on board.
I At foreign border, duty paid.

Incrementally tower owing to potential increased volume.

From the above tabulation which is typical of the product groups in this
Class, it will he seen that net return on exports now is marginal, as a result
of which both domestic business and overseas production will be favored, thereby
limiting export. Furthermore, when expansion is necessary to take care of
overseas markets, foreign facilities may have to be favored under present con-
ditlon.4. However, if DISC were in effect, the net return relationship on exlprt
sales improves markedly. Under these conditions, when overseas market reqiare-
ments increase, serious consideration could be given to expanding domestic
facilities for the specific purpose of supplying this demand by export rather
than expanding overseas or letting it go to competition. Also, as far as allocation
of available domestic production Is concerned pelndilg expansion, export would
benefit because the justification for discrimination against export in favor of
(lomuestic business would become minimal.

Our analysis indicates that there are four major product groups that could
fall into this category under DISC. In that event, there could be an improvement
in export volume amounting to about $700,000 in the first year and rising to
$14,000,000 in the 10th year, or an increase of the order of magnitude of $63,000,000
on a cumulative basis over the 10-year period.
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SUMMARY

Enactment of the DISC proposal would significantly improve export sales of
23 major product groups In varying degrees, as set forth under Classes A, B, C,
and D. These groups currently account for about 55 percent of the Corporation's
total exports of $235,000,000 for 1970. Tible I shows the projected extra growth
accumulated over 10 years which could be obtained by these product groups
given the benefits offered by the DISC Proposal.

As shown in Table I, our estimates indicate that, with DISC, Union Carbide
should be able to do $370,000,000 more export business over the next ten years
than we currently anticipate.

TABLE I.-ESTIMATED EXPORT SALES OF UCC PRODUCT GROUPS CONSIDERED EXPANDABLE BY DISC (55 PERCENT
OF TOTAL EXPORTS)

[in millions]

Volume at
historical Volume at

growth 10.5 percent I
rate of growth

7.5 percent I rate underYear alter DISC effect ve (no DISC) DISC Difference

1st --------------------------------------------- --------- .139 143 4
2 d ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 9 1 58 93d ------------------------------------------------------- 160 175 15
4th ----------------------------------------------------- 1 72 193 21
5th .......... ............................. ---------- 185 213 28
6th --------------------------.------------------------ 199 235 36,7th ----------------- --------------------------.......... 214 260 46
8th --------------------.---------------------------------- 230 287 579th ....................................... ---------------- 247 317 70loth ------------------------------------------------------ 266 350 84

Total .............-- ------------------------------ 1,961 2.331 +370

I Compounded annually.
a 55 percent of estimated 1970 exports, Increased by 7.5 percent.

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND PUBLIC WELFARE,

Washington, D.C., October" I.J 1.970.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LoNG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.

)FAR MR. CHAIRMAN : Mr. Frank R. Stevenson, Chairman of the Board of the
Vermont Marble Company, headquartered in Proctor, Vermont, has written to
nie expressing very great concern over the adverse effect on Vermar.o of marble
imports from abroad, particularly from Italy. This 100-year-old company has
long been a major employer in our state, and in addition has ten branch offices
as far removed from Vermont as Houston, Texas, and Los Angeles, California.

During the last eight years, Vermarco has been obliged to close five different
finishing plants throughout the United States because of the Influence of marble
imports from Europe.

I realize at the present time that your Committee is holding hearings on the
Trade Act of 1970. The comments of Mr. Stevenson and Mr. F. Ray Keyser,
Pr i(lent of Vermareo, go directly to the provisions of that legislation. They are
particularly important, I think, for your Committee to consider when it holds
executive sessions on this legislation.

In addition to this letter which Is self-explanatory, I have also attached a
"statement" which includes several paragraphs taken from a speech which 'Mr.
Stevenson made on August 16th at Proctor, Vermont, celebrating the centennial
year of Vermont Marble Company. Those two paragraphs, I think, are also
equally important to be considered by your Committee.*

I hol very much that this Information will be of help to you and the other
members of your Committee as you consider the Trade Act of 1970.

Sincerely,
WINSTON PROUTY,

U.S. Senator.
*Mr. Stevenson's entire speech is printed. The portions referred to by Senator Prouty

are Italidzed.
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(Tile following letter with attachment was forwarded to tile corn-
mittee by Hon. George. 1). Aiken and Hoin. Winston L. Prouty,
U :.S. Senators from the State of Vermont :)

VERMONT MARBLE COMPANY,
Proctor, Vt., October 7, 1970.

DEAR SENATOR: There is attached a copy of Mr. Stevenson's remarks delivered
August 16, 1970, our Centennial Day observance of the founding of the Vermont
Marble Company. You will note the reference to the serious situation in the
marble Industry due to the lmportkition of foreign finished building inarble under
our liberal foreign trade policy. The present tariff is so unrealistic In relation to
comparative labor costs between the United States and foreign producing Colin-
tries ns to create a 30 to 40% price advantage In favor of foreign finished nmride.
There is no way to compete under those market conditions.

The pending Trade Act of 1970 (II.R. 18970), If passed, will give the P1resident
authority to amend the tariff or set quotas to reestablish a competitive market
for an industry now being forced out of business by the Importation of foreign
finished marble. We urge you to actively work for passage of this legislation.

We specifically call your attention to the serious position of our Company
largely due to the present trade policy. lDurlng the past nine years our company's
marble operations iII Vermont have shown the following downward trend:

1961 1969

Total employees ----------------------------- -------- -------------------- 898 540Quarries operated ---------------------------------------------------------- 7 3
ani saws operated ----------------------------------------------------- 62 40Finishing plants ........................---------------------------------- - 2 1Cubic feet shipped ----------.--------------.......-------------------- 303,633 220,224

duringg the same isriod we have Iven forced to (.lose mill marlde finishing
plants outside of Vermont as follows:
Knoxville, Tenn ------------------------------------------------------ 000San FI -alvicl .o, ('al'f .. . ... 5Sum~~ FrnicC --------------------------------------------------- 50
l)allas, Texas ------------------------------------------------------- .)
IMmminlmtol, Indiana ------------------------------------------------- 30
lloisto, Txas ----------------------------------------------------- 15

T otal .........................................................- - 30
)lrratinm and liquidating loss, .3,775,Wd)0.

The Marble Institution of America shows the following changes in the foreign
versus d(onestih building marble lmurclmases in the IUnited States a4 relmorted
to then, viz.

1960 1969

Domestic marble, total --------------------------------------------- $18,544,732 $14,940,948Foreign marble, rough state ---------------------- --......................... 2,244,682 1,162,580Foreign marble, finished state -----------------------....................... 8,011,745 15.486.293

Wilel the above covers M.I.A. reporthlg sources only, it establishes the decline
iI the domestic sales of marble with a substantial increase in the importation of
foreign finished marble. The trend is accelerating.

A rent analysis of major building projects in the U.S. today has led us to
one coMICluslon-the situation becomes more and more critical each (lay. Since
our Centennial celebration, August 16, 1970, ive have not replaced 50 employees
terminated through attrition and layoff. Our backlog for domestic finished
marble Is dropping rapidly. Further layoffs nd early retirements are planned
before the end( of the year.
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Our Los Angeles Sales office was closed July 1, 1970 and San Francisco and
Dallas Sales offices will be closed by January 1, 1971, due to lack of domestic
orders, ironically at a time when construction and the use of marble is at a high
point in our econoiny-finished abroad.

Unless governmental action is taken to restore a competitive market place
for the domestic marble industry, there will Ie no domestic marble business, a
business we have been in continuously for 100 years, creating edifices to the
history of the United States, such as Jefferson Memorial, Lincoln Memorial,
Supreme Court Building and many others.

Such an event will result in over one-half of our people losing their jobs In
our Company alone, many at an age when they cannot train for other work. It
will greatly affect the economy of our community, Rutland County and the entire
State of Vermont, not to mention the thousands of dollars lost in taxes to tile
area and our loss in machinery, buildings and equipment. The same result will
occur in other niarble-producing areas in our country.

We ask that you consider the seriousness of our statements to you, support
11.R. 18970 and put on the records of Congress the loss of jobs, the Idling of
machinery, buildings and equipment and the loss to the country due to allowing
the Importation of foreign finished marble with a donminating price advantage.
A competitive market must be created by tariff action or a quota system estab-
lished to alter the inevitable.

TIe Vermont Marble Company and time marble Industry are small in the scheme
of American business, we hope not forgotten.

Sincerely,
F'. RAY KEYSER, Jr.,

lrcsidcnt,
FRANK R. STEVENSON,

Chairman of the Board.

('NTENNIAL l)AY ADDRESS, AUGUST 10, 1970, BY F. R. STEVENSON, PRESIDENT,
VERMONT MARBLE CO., PROU"oR, VT.

Governor Davis, Senator and Mrs. Prouty, Congressman and Mrs. Stafford,
distinguished guests, visitors, and fellow employees and your families.

Today is the greatest moment in the modern history of the Vermont Marble
Company. At no time in the past 50 years of our operation have we been so
honored. On behalf of the company I want to thank you from the bottom of
my heart for participating and sharing with us this celebration of our centennial.
We have many good reasons to be proud of this achievement of reaching our
100th anniversary. For one thing, the anniversary Is a personal compliment to
all of you connected with us-nationally, statewide and regionwide-and par-
ticularly our employees as you have kept the company going and moving ahead
through all these years. Tile company's employees since the beginning have been
native New Englanders plus people from many nations of 1st, 2nd amid 3rd
generations. The blend has given usn a most dedicated force. We salute you
today-past, present, and future. Also, the centenmial stands as proof of the
comnlny's enduring ability to cope with the vagaries of war, recession, political
turmoil, fierce competition and even the self-satisfaction of success. We, there-
fore, stand before you with a feeling of pride In representing those who founded
the company and have brought It to this point in Its history.

It strikes me there is still another significant point about corporate maturity.
Unlike an individual, a company has the power to keep Its youth and vigor
undimini[shed by age. Therefore, once the habit of leadership has been acquired
and welded Into a strong tradition, that habit is likely to be perpetuated through
succe.,Lsive generations that catch the spark and carry it on. We have been a
leader in our industry and we intend to continue in that role.

Those of you who are familiar with the history of our company know that
it was Colonel Redfield Proctor who came to this area in 1870 and brought
together several small dissenting marble companies into tile beginning of what
we know today as the Vermont Marble ('ompany. In the year 1870, he founded
the Sutherland Falls 'Marble Company. Just behind you a few hundred feet
on Otter Creek is the location of Sutherland Falls which today is furnishing
power for our operations as It did for the small company founded 100 years
ago by Colonel Proctor.

In those early days, the principal product of this company was marble nmemo-
rials. Under Colonel Proctor's guidance tihe company prospered and expanded.
By 1880 his business acumen became so obvious to a competitive marble firm
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in Rutland that lie was Invited to take over their management as well. That
event lead in 180 to the formation of the Vermont Marble Company, comprised
of the Sutherland Falls Marble Company and the Rutland Marble Company.
Before the turn of the century, the company had grown to a position of leader-
ship in the industry and had added building work to its monumental line. Dimen-
sion stone was soon being shipped all over the United States. The last acquisition
of that period was the Rutland-Florence Marble Company which operated in
West Rutland and Florence. During this formative period, all the necessary
facilities for maintaining a company of this size in a rural and mountainous
area were planned and developed under Colonel Proctor's direction. These
included the Clarendon and Pittsford Railroad with 25 miles of main line, which
is still in operation today; a company store, and housing for a great many of
its employees. Colonel Proctor also organized a hospital and provided accident
insurance for employees. Later, during the first part of the 20th century, the
famous Imperial Quarry at Danby, Vermont was acquired and developed. The
Thomas Jefferson Memorial and the Supreme Court Building in Washington are
but two of the many monumental structures built of Danby Marble which grace
the large cities of our nation. The hydroelectric generating stations along Otter
Creek were also developed during that period.

It was also during the first 50 years that members of the Proctor Family and
other representatives of the company were prominent in local, State, and national
governmental affairs, holding important offices of public trust. It was just to the
right, about 300 feet, where Colonel Proctor's home was located and long since
dismantled, where United States Presidents, Harrison and McKinley visited, spent
the night, and conferred with Colonel Redfield Proctor. Later President Theodore
Roosevelt also visited there with Colonel Proctor.

These were proud years, our first half century.
Early in our second half century, architectural and memorial styles began to

change drastically. As a result, veneer type buildings and smaller memorials
became popular. This substantially reduced the volume of marble shipped out of
Proctor from a high point of 600,000 cubic feet to approximately 200,000 in 1969.
It was early in the 1900s that the management of the company began to think of
diversification. The first attempt was that of burning scrap marble, unfit for me-
morials or buildings, into quick-lime. A plan operation was started in West Rut-
land in 1915 and this was changed over to dry grinding in 1945. At the outset of
World War II, our company converted 85% of its personnel to war related pro-
duction by manufacturing equipment for a number of prime contractors engaged
in defense work. The success was astounding. Our talented employees, who had
developed their skills on marble for buildings and memorial purposes, found
that they could grind metal to 1/1000 of an inch tolerance, assemble intricate
machinery and prepare parts which went into the great complex of equipment
for manufacturing the first atomic bomb. The company's efforts were commended
through the award of the Army and Navy "B" for excellence. This performance
proved that the knowledge, talent and fortitude that had brought us from 1870
to 1945 was still prevalent and that we could resume our posture in a peacetime
Levonomy with pride and confidence.

Durhiig the latter phases of Vorld War I, our company became an affiliate
in founding the White 'igment Corporation which grinds marble to atom-like
sizes. We continued our interest in the manufacture of machinery and expanded
It considerably with the acquisition of the Callahan Can Machinery Company
in 1955. Callahan Can manufactured machines for making cylindrical cans and
later, in 1964, the Max AMS Machinery Company was also acquired. Max AMS
designed and built machinery for producing rectangular type cans, as well as
other machinery for producing containers for the food and beverage industry.

In the early sixties, the style of architect changed again calling for ren
thinner applications of marble. The memorial business became more restrictive
and ice began to c the first impact of freer world trade through the inroads of
foreign fnited marble, principally from Italy. This free trade policy of our
Nation hadi brought the domestic marble industry to less than one half of its.
previous size and has forced our company in particular to close plants in Kno.-
ville, Houston, Dallas, San Francisco, Peterborough, Ontario, and Center Rut-
land, Vermont. The closing of these plants made useless, other than for scrap,
thousands upon thousands of dollars' worth of machinery and equipment not to
mention thefew hundred employees who found it necessary to go into other fields
of work, $d some of these in their later uscfid years of life. Protest to the proper
agencies of our Govcrnmcnt, supported by our distinguished Members of the
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Renate and Congrcs, have not brought any relief. At the samne time that Ire have
been! closing our plants and quarries in the United Statcs and Canada. the
Etropean fabricators have becn c.rpanding at our expense. Our leaders in
(orernment are now, however, taking a nore serious look at the tariff situation
as it affects inidustrics other than ours all over the United Ntates. hopefully, there
will be legislation in the near future that will gire us relief.

However, it has not been the tradition of our company to stand still and await
developments. We are today opening a new crushing and coarse grinding plant
at Florence, Vermont. This plant Is quite sophisticated and will produce products
at a higher rate at less cost, and also at a greater volume than at any time here-
tofore in our history. Two years ago. the White Pigment (orporation opened a
new plant at New Haven, Vermont, and this facility, along with their original
plant in Florence, Vermont, is supplying very finely ground products for pig-
ments, fillers, and extenders in many, many different types of products.

This past year, our Callahani AMS division had grown to the point where a
West Coast plant to take care of our needs in that area was considered desirable.
The Gregory Manufacturing Company of Modesto, California was therefore ac-
quired. We are now producing can-making equipment, spare parts, and recon-
ditioning used machinery at this plant. This new facility Is already generating
new business for us in the "vegetable bowl" of our United States. Also, in 1969,
we acquired the Vermont Talc Company of Chester, Vermont, where we have a
mine and processing facilities producing talc for industrial use. We will be
improving these facilities- so that cosmetic-type talc can be produced in the next
few years.

At the same tine we have completed modernization of our marble quarrying
and fabricating facilities in Vermont and we are now shipping more than 200,000
cubic feet annually from our Proctor plant for memorial and structural use.
We now offer our products in new forms to keep pace with the market demands
and our sales people use rapid travel and communications to cover the nation
and Canada. This division along with others, including power, subsidiaries In
Canada and Indiana, make our company a minit-conglomerate and we certainly
hole that all divisions of our company will continue to thrive and expand as we
start our next 100 years.

I an sure that if Colonel Proctor and the officers who have followed in his
footsteps through the years, could witness their company as It exists today,
that they would Indeed take pride in the manner In which the people of our
time have changed the company to meet today's needs. We have a young orga-
niation. We have a talented organization. Our craftsmen are skilled, dedicated
and productive. We look to the future with courage and confidence, secure in
the knowledge that we will carry on In the traditions set forth by our founder,
of sound and forward-looking business management, and good corporate citizen-
ship.

TELEGRAM

NEw YORK, N.Y., October 9, 1970.
Senator RUSsELL B. LONG,
Chaira n, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.:

Have just heard that your Committee on Finance may be holding hearings of
some sort Friday morning October 9 on HR 18970. Have been unable to get a
clear picture of the nature of these hearings but if your committee is discussing
this 1bill the V.S. council urgently requests that its views receive full consideration.

We believe that enactment of this lill would invite strong retaliation on the
part of our trading partners, would accordingly be injurious to America's highly
efficient export industries, and could all too well lead to a disastrous trade war
among the world's highly industrialized counties, a trade war in which everyone
would lose. We would accordingly urge that HR 18970 be withdrawn and that the
President's original trade bill, HR 14870, be substituted for It. Our reasons for
suporting the President's bill and for opposing HR 18970 are spelled out in
detail in our testimony before the House Ways and Means Committee. There
have been newspaper reports that there is a move within your committee to
attach HR 18970 to pending social security legislation. The U.S. Council would
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strongly protest such a maneuver, which would have the effect of eliminating
close public and legislative scrutiny through public hearings of the trade isne
raised. This entire subject Is of major importance to the international business
community and should be considered on its own merits rather than as an
appendage to a totally unrelated bill. We hope your committee will avoid the
use of such a maneuver, which in our Judgment would be unfair to American
business.

WILLIS C. ARMSTRONG,
President, U.S. Counoll of the

International Chamber of Corninerce.

AMERICAN APPAREL iMANUFACTURERs ASSOCIATION.
Washington. D.C., October 12. 1970.

Hon. RUSSELL LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Neiw Senate Offlce Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LOxNfo: On behalf of the American Apparel Minufacturers Asso-
ciation, may I submit for the record of the Senate Finance, Committee. in con-
nection with its hearings on H.R. 18970, the Trade Act of 1970. tile attached state-
ment submitted by the Association to the House Ways and Means Commnittee
on May 20. 1970. We respectfully request that this statement, together with my
letter, be included in your hearing record.

This Association is In support of H.R. 18970. Between the time the attached
statement was presented before the House Ways and Means Committee and now,
there have been significant Increases in Imports of apparel products. All of this
increase has been in man-made fiber apparel. The trend is to the use of more and
more man-made fiber products in the manufacture of apparel, both woven and
knit garments.

We consider it urgent that the pending legislation now before the Senate
Finance Committee be enacted without further ilelay. Continued existence of a
viable apparel industry--contributing directly to the welfare of 1.4 million em-
ployees and indirectly to at least another million--depends on the outcome of this
legislation.

The Long-Term Cotton Textile Arrangement, while effective in the cotton area,
obviously cannot be effective in a market dominate(] by man-made fiber apparel
imports.

The table attached to this statement-which I also request be Included in the
Committee record-shows clearly that imports of apparel products are Increasing
rapidly. Apparel imports have doubled in the past four years. In the first eight
months of 1970, cotton, wool and man-made fiber imports reached a level almost
equal to that for all of 1968 Also, In this same eight-month period, total mail-
made fiber apparel imports are greater than the total Imports of man-made fiber
apparel for the years 1905, 1966 and 1967 combined-735 million square yards
equivalent Vs. 733 million square yards equivalent. By the end of 1970, man-made
fiber apparel imports will reach double the level of such imports In 1968

Time is running out. It will not take long before this industry and others in the
apparel/textile complex providing one in every eight manufacturing jobs will be
In a severe and probably Irreversible economic decline as imports grow. Legisla-
tion Is necessary. No one agreement with any one Country will solve this problem.

We are not asking that the following two items be made a part of the record
but, as a matter of Information, we attach:

1. An AAMA publication, "The Apparel Import Crisis."
2. The AAMA "Apparel Import Digest" for September 1970.
Thank you for your courtesw in making this letter and the enclosures cited a

part of the hearing record.
Sincerely,

ELLIS Rl. MEREDITH,
Exccuthrc Vice President.

Enclosures (4).

1 These Items were made part of the official files of the committee.
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U.S. IMPORTS OF APPAREL PRODUCTS-1965-70

[Millions of square yard equivalent

Manmade
Year Cotton Wool libers Total

1965 ............................................... 457 68 160 685
1966 ............................................... 485 63 230 778
1967 ............................................... 475 59 343 877
1968 ............................................... 515 80 558 1 153
1969 ............................................... 525 81 915 1 521
January to August 1969 .............................. 382 48 620 1,050
January to August 1970 .......................... .. 335 45 735 1:115
Percent of change ................................. -12 -6 +19 +6

STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN APPAREL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
BY WILLIAM S. FLANAGAN, VICE PRESIDENT, GENESCO, INC., BEFORE THE COM-
MITTEE ON W'AYS AN) MEANS, IAY 20, 1970

INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, my name is Wil!ain S. Flanagan,
and I am a Vice Presilent of (enesco, Inc., headquartered in Nashville, Tennes-
see, and I serve on the Board of Directors and Executive Committee of the
American Apparel Manufacturers Association, located in Washington, D.C. It is
on behalf of the American Apparel Manufacturers Association (AAMA) that
I am testifying before you today. I am accompanied by Ellis E. Meredith, Execu-
tive Vice President of AAMA, Carl Priestland of Priestland Associates, Alexan-
dria, Virginia, Economic Consultants to AAMA, and H. W. Brawley, Vice
President of Genesco, Inc.

The American Apparel Manufacturers Association represents approximately
50/c of the $16.8 billion annual domestic sales of apparel at manufacturers'
prices- a volume substantially in excess of that represented by any other
apparel trade association. The Association's members are located in 43 States
where they produce all types of wearing apparel for men, women and children,
knit and woven, from high fashion to staple goods. We estimate that more than
600,000 people are employed by Assoclation inembers. A complete listing of the
Association's membership has been submitted separately to the staff of the
Committee so that it will be available for your reference if required.

AAMA strongly supports II.R. 169"20 and, although It.R. 16920 affects the
entire apparel/textile complex (as defined in the bill), the leather footwear
industry and various aslcts of the 1962 Trade Expansion Act, I will be limiting
my comments today to the apparel Import problem and the need for prompt,
favorable consderatlon of H.R. 16920 If the domestic apparel industry Is to
remain the vital factor in our economy which it is today.

CONGRESS, TIlE LAST HOPE

For approximately 14 months--from the thne the present Administration
took office until March 9, 19T70-our domestic apparel Industry had hoped this
Administration's strenuous efforts to obtain a voluntary agreement with the
major exporters of apparel products to this Country would be successful. How-
ever, on March 9, 1070, any further prospects for meaningful voluntary negotia-
tions were completely and finally destroyed by the Aide-Memolre of that (late
from the Japanese government to the government of the United States. I feel
certain that you, Mr. Chairman, and the Memebers of this Committee are
thoroughly familiar with that document and the finality and abruptness with
which it terminated any further prospects for a voluntary settlement to this
problem.

It now appears clear to our Industry that only prompt Congre.sonal action
such as that embodied In 1.1I 16920 can save the domestic apparel Industry from
ultimate liquidation.
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THE ALTERNATIVE TO CONGRESSIONAL ACTION

Speaking now from direct personal knowledge, Mr. Chairman, I can tell you
and the Members of this Committee that I know a number of the major apparel
producers in this Country have developed plans on an "if needed basis" for the
gradual phasing out of domestic production which is to be replaced by off-shore
production. Based on this knowledge, I must assume there are few, if any, major
domestic producers who do not have or contemplate such a plan if there is no
relief in sight for this problem of such overriding magnitude.

I am sure you can appreciate the grave reluctal ee with which these producers
would view the necessity of such a far-reaching decision. On the other hand, they
obviously feel an overriding obligation to survive, preferably as manufacturers
and marketers but, if need be, as marketers alone.

At the present time, most off-shore apparel production is foreign-owned, but
that situation will change drastically, I predict, unless meaningful import relief
is forthcoming soon. Our industry is all too aware of Its present vulnerability as
more and more major retail buying complexes develop off-shore apparel sources.
We are now more resigned than ever before to the need that, wherever possible,
those sources in the future be owned or controlled by American manufacturers
if our domestic producers are to survive in some form.

Teams of top executives from many major domestic apparel producers have
already spent considerable time abroad. Other teams are abroad at the present
time and still more companies are planning exhaustive investigations of over-
seas production possibilities. Well thought out, well organized, detailed plans
and projects are ready to be set into motion. Reluctantly, we are being forced
to investigate where to locate our plants; we are learning the costs of labor and
other services and materials; we are learning how to become productive in the
shortest period of time.

This is in no sense intended as a threat, Mr. Chairman, but merely as a state-
ment of what we believe to be the facts. I stress these facts now because I think
it essential for Congress to have this serious prospect in mind as it examines tile
National trade policy with respect to ,this industry. It may be that Congress will
conclude it Is not in the best interests of the United States to keep the domestic
apparel industry a factor of economic consequence in -the United States. A deci-
slon not to act favorably on H.R. 16920 would certainly suggest such a conclusion
to us.

If, however, that is to be the decision we believe It important to bear tile fol-
lowing facts in mind concerning the probable impact of such a development on our
National economy.

PR9-CIS OF TIlE DOMESTIC APPAREL INDUSTRY

,Apparel Is one of our most vital industries because of its broad contribution to
our economy. The industry is wide-spread in its influence as an employer, as a
customer, and as a supplier of goods.

As an employer, the apparel industry ranks sixth among all manufacturing
industries in -the United States. One out of every 14 production workers is an
apparel production worker. Approximately 1.5 million apparel workers are em-
ployed in 21,300 plants throughoutthe 50 States of this Nation.

Aside from the impressive size of the aPlparel labor force, its make-up is of
considerable importance to our economy. The industry Is a major employer of
women and of unskilled and semi-skilled workers. The apparel industry is one of
the few domestic industries which provide substantial numbers of manufacturing
jobs for those people in our labor force who traditionally have high unemploy-
ment rates and who are classified as hard to employ.

'In rural areas, such as Appalachia and in the Southeastern States, apparel
companies are situated In small towns and often are the only manufacturing in-
dustry in the town. If tihe apparel plant closes down, the employees working (here
have no Jobs, no Income, and no place to get another job. Because of family cir-
cumstancs, most of these workers are unable to relocate.

The skill level of workers in the apparel Industry need not be very high when
the workers enter the industry. We do a considerable amount of on-the-job train-
ing of our workers. This means that apparel plants have consistently been able to
take on large numbers of workers who would not be employable in other indus-
tries where they would have to bring their skills onto the job.

51-389-70--pt. 2- 18
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llecau,,e our plants are located throughout the Nation, we are able to draw on
labor in both rural and urban areas. I have already mentioned the employment of
workers in rural areas. The apparel Industry also employs men and women of all
skill levels and of all racial backgrounds In the largest cities In the Nation. We
are an Important source of employment for people in our cities. In recent years,
the employment of nonwhites has been proportionately greater In apparel than
In manufacturing generally. Nonwhite employment in the apparel Industry in
the first quarter of 1969 was 27% higher than the figure for all manufacturing
(13.5% compared with 10.6%). iStill greater progress in this area was made in
the balance of 1969.

Apparel workers earned a total payroll of approximately $5.5 billion in 1969.
This means they are able to buy the goods of their own and of all other Industries,
to be consumers of our gross national product in a major way. If apparel workers
are forced out of their jobs by imports, the retailers in small towns where the ap-
parel plant Is the principal place of employment and In large cities with concen-
trations of apparel workers would find their sales declining significantly.

The apparel industry itself is an important consumer of goods and services
proleed In the United States economy. The apparel Industry In this Country Is
the single largest customer of the American textile industry. American apparel
manufacturers purchase over 40% of the output of the United States textile in-
dustry. We estimate that the apparel industry purchased about $10 billion all
told in goods and services, excluding labor, In 19W9. A loss of purchasing power
in this magnitude would have a devastating effect on our economy.

The apparel Industry Is also a training ground for people with low skill levels,
as I have mentioned above. Employment In the apparel Industry can be used as
a stepping stone into productive employment by those who have had a chance to
start with us and learn certain basic Job skills. We take on people who have no
basic orientation to employment in general. Getting to work on time, reporting
every day, working a full (lay's work, getting regular pay checks are new experi-
ences for many of the workers we employ, especially in the cities. We are able to
give them an opportunity for regular employment which brings with it many
benefits to the individual and to society. If we have to stop hiring these people in
the future because imports further disrupt our markets, society as a whole will
suffer, since there are few or no other industries able to take over this important
task.

In summary then:
1. Apparel Industry employment was 1,413,000 during December 1969. ThIs is

7.0% of total manufacturing employment.
2. The apparel industry ranks 6th In total employment in the manufacturing

sector of the economy.
3. Because the apparel industry is labor-intensive, the industry ranks 4th in

the number of production workers In manufacturing. The number of production
workers as of December 1969 was 1,241,000--05% of total production workers
In manufacturing.

4. The apparel industry employs one of every five women employed in the manu-
facturing sector.

5. Employment of women as of October 1969 was 1,151,000-19.8% of the
5.802,000 women employed in manufacturing.

6. Women make up 81% of the total apparel labor force.
7. There are 42 States in which apparel employment is 1,500 or more.
8. In 16 States apparel employment Is one of the top three employers in the

State.
9. In 10 States apparel employment is 10% or more of total manufacturing

employment of the State.
10. Apparel employment is no longer centered in the New York, New Jersey,

Pennsylvania area. Each of the following States has at least 40,000 people work-
ing In the apparel industry: California, Georgia, Alabama, Massachusetts, North
Carolina, South Cav'olina, Tennessee and Texas.

Attached to this statement are four tables which further illustrate the exten.
sive economic contributions made by this key manufacturing industry.

DIMENSIONS or THE PROBLEM

When cotton held a more dominant position in the apparel Industry In the
early )1960's, the U.S. Government responded to the injury being done the apparel
and textile complex by initiating the Long Term Cotton Textile Arrangement to
help regulate international trade In cotton products. This Arrangement had the
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effect of creating orderly trade throughout the world for cotton apparel and
textile products, and that effect has been a salutory one for developed and
undeveloped nations alike.

Unfortunately, the emphasis in international trade of our products Is no longer
on cotton, and the change in trade has been apparent for some time now. Inter-
national trade In apparel and textile products is quite responsive to changes in
our domestic markets, and man-made fibers have been coming Into the United
States in Increasing amounts throughout the 1960's. Man-made fiber apparel
products are now the most important type of apparel imports In terms of
yardage, and they have held this position since May of 1968.

The unchecked growth of imported apparel Into United States markets has
caused disruption to apparel manufacturers throughout the 1960's. As more and
inore man-made fiber apparel products enter our ports we feel at an even greater
dildvantage than when cotton products were arriving in such large quantities.
In the case of foreign-produced cotton goods, at least we knew they would come
to the United States in agreed upon quantities with a specific growth factor each
year. It is true that cotton apparel imports exceeded the agreed upon amounts
during the early 1960's, but regulation of some part of this gave domestic apparel
makers at least some idea from year to year of their import competition.

However, we are now confronted with masses of unregulated man-made and
woolen apparel Imports. These imports can come into this Country at any given
rate. Tie chief sources of apparel imports into this Country are Japan, Hong
Kong, Korea and Taliwan. These four countries ship us 81% of our total apparel
imports, with all other countries accounting for only 19% of our imports (Chart
1). There Is an Important reason why these countries are our main sources of
imported apparel and why we in the American apparel industry find competition
from imports so difficult to compete with.

The principal reason that imported apparel products are less expensive than
similar domestically produced items is that the wage rate In these four countries
(and in most of the other countries shipping apparel to us) is significantly lower
thin it is in our Country. The average hourly wage of -American apparel workers
In 1969 was $2.31. Comparable'workers In Japan earned 390 per hour, in Hong
Kong 260 per hour, in Taiwan 5 per hour, and in Korea only 90 per hour
(Chart 2). Similar wage levels prevail in the textile segments of these countries
so that material costs are correspondingly lower than in the United States.

Labor is a very important ingredient in the production of all types of apparel.
United States and foreign apparel workers are given approximately the same
types of machines to work with so that technology and machinery differences are
minimal. The differences in output between United States and foreign apparel
workers cannot be measured by the differences in their wage scales. Rather, the
differences in their wage scales must be measured by the differences in their
standards of living. And it is this which makes the price charged for imported
apparel in American retail stores less than for a similar product made right here
in this Country. Foreign apparel manufacturers, sometimes aided materially by
direct subsidies from their governments, are able to pay so little for the labor
which goes into each garment that they can sell the product at a favorable price,
even when Including shipping charges, tariffs, importers fees and profits.

Output per man hour in places such as Japan and Hong Kong is not much less
thant in the United States. But the working conditions of the apparel workers are
obviously not so favorable as in this Country since the standard of living In these
anti other al)parel-supplying countries Is much lower than our own. The industry
cannot lower the standard of living for American apparel workers In order to be-
come competitive In terms of price with imported apparel. On the other hand, the
standard of living of our apparel workers will be lowered if they lose their Jobs
to Iml)orts.

Tie quality and style of apparel Imported into this Country compares favor-
ably with domestically produced garments most of the time. Early In the 1960's
there was a lot of low quality apparel shipped to us. But foreign producers have
improved their machines and production methods, and have made It a point to
produce goods acceptable to the American people. When permanent-press apparel
became Important in our markets, for instance, curing ovens for making perma-
nent-press garments were shipped by air express to Hong Kong so producers there
could stay technically competent to serve our markets.

Time only way we currently try to limit apparel imports of other than cotton Is
with low tariff rates. Almost all other countries have various types of non-tariff
barriers to the Importation of apparel, including American-produced apparel. Dur-
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Ing the Kennedy Round of tariff reductions, the tariffs on apparel went down and
non-tariff barriers went up in other countries. Increased exports of United States-
produced apparel are no solution to the imbalance of trade caused by our apparel
trade. It is not possible for most American apparel producers to get their goods
Into other countries. Since they are effectively barred, there is little chance for
sale of our goods in most overseas markets.

It is, therefore, hardly surprising that apparel imports are a very significant
factor in the United States balance of payments problem. Apparel imports were
$956 million last year, while exports were only $151 million. This means a deficit
in apparel trade alone of $807 million. The deficit in apparel trade, in fact, equals
82% of the $980 million deficit in trade of cotton, wool, and man-made fiber
textile and apparel products.

Let me just briefly show you and describe to you the growth in imports of our
products during the 1960's.

In .1962 a total of 447 million square yards equivalent (BYE) of cotton, woof,
and man-made fiber apparel were Imported into the United States. By 1968, only
six years later, this amount had more than doubled, and imports of apparel stood
at 1,153 million SYE. The very next year, ,1969, cotton, wool, and man-made fiber
apparel imports reached over three times the 1962 level, rising to the astonishing
figure of 1,520 million SYE (Chart 3).

The tremendous increase in imports of man-made fiber apparel is clearly illus-
trated in this chart. These imports rose from 49 million SYE In 1962 to 915 million
SYE in 1969, an increase of 1,767%. It is evident that imports can change
rapidly if unchecked when a change in demand dictates. The growth in cotton
and wool apparel Imports has been much slower because, in the case of cotton,
there were agreements governing these imports and because there was not as
strong a demand for wool and cotton apparel during the last few years of the
decade.

Although wool apparel imports are a relatively small portion of total apparel
imports in terms of square yards, wool apparel imports constitute a significant
portion of the dollar value of the total. In 1969, wool apparel imports accounted
for 5% of the square yards of apparel imported but 27% of the dollar amount
(Chart 4).

I would like to point out here that the dollar value figures for apparel imports
do not reflect their true Influence on domestic apparel markets, since they are
reported f.o.b. the foreign port. 'This means the dollar value reported by the
Commerce Department does not Include freight and Insurance, customs duties,
importers' profits, commissions or overhead, or distribution costs when the goods
reach our shores. The $956 million value of apparel imports reported for 1969 is
not a true measure of their impact on our markets. It does not reflect the price
which would be equivalent to the wholesale price of domestic apparel.

The importance of apparel Imports in relation to total textile Imports is il-
lustrated in this next chart. Apparel Imports constitue 42% of textile and apparel
imports in terms of yardage and 59%o in terms of dollar value. The reason for this
difference in percentage is that there is more labor cost involved in producing
items of apparel than in producing textiles (Chart 5). This very high labor con-
tent of apparel is the major reason we are experiencing so much trouble from
apparel imports.

Several areas of the domestic apparel market are being hit especially hard by
Imports. Imports of sweaters of all fibers are equal to 72% of United States
sweater production in 1969. Penetration into the markets for woven shirts,
women's slacks and shorts, men's knit shirts, and men's trousers and shorts is
significant when measured against domestic production (Chart 6). Because prod-
uct lines are so readily Interchangeable in the manufacturing process In our in-
dustry, the damage experienced by one segment of the industry can very readily
be experienced, with great rapidity, by any other segment of the industry. It is
for this reason that we so strongly support the total category approach to this
problem which Is taken by H.R. 16920 rather than the selective approach ad-
vocated by some.
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THE PRICE ARGUMENT

In his statement before this Committee on May 18th, Mr. Gardner Ackley,
speaking for the American Retail Federation, said:

"H.R. 16920 would raise the prices of domestically produced goods. No longer
needing to fear that higher prices would lose them markets beyond the quotas,
American producers could and would raise prices directly. Moreover, with a
lessened spur of foreign competition, the pressure on them to become more effi-
cient would be reduced, so that their costs, and then their prices, would tend to
drift up even more."

This stateniont well summaries a long-standing contention of the classical free-
trade economist which, stated simply, holds that foreign competition is needed
to help keep prices charged by domestic manufacturers "in line." For the domestic
apparel industry, probably the most competitive industry in America today, this
statement is totally unjustified.

Why? Because, in essence, competition from thousands of domestic producers
in all segments of this industry is so severe that foreign competition is not now,
and never has been, necessary to keep prices competitive. Low profitability is a
characteristic which has long been associated with apparel manufacturing. This
occurs because of the very competitive nature of this extremely fragmented, high-
labor content Industry. The easy entry into and exit from the Industry have made
it attractive to those who see an opportunity to start business with small capital
investment It means that whenever there is an opportunity more innovative
domestic competition steps into the industry and helps keep prices down.

To Illustrate the validity of this point, may I point out that during the decade
of the 1950's, a period of comparatively low apparel imports for the most part,
consumer prices -for apparel (less footwear) increased only 8% while the price
of all consumer items Increased by 24%. From 1901 to 1969, with apparel imports
running at a vastly greater rate, apparel retail prices increased 22%-almost
three times as much as they increased during the preceding decade During that
same nine-year period, prices of all consumer items increased 23%.

These comparisons seem to us to show quite clearly that internal domestic com-
petition in this industry has, quite effectively, kept domestic prices for apparel
at or well below the price increase rate for other consumer items-with ur
without high imports of our products.

As for the Increases which did take place, Mr. Chairman, where did the money
go? Did It go Into profits after taxes for apparel manufacturers? The figures
show that between 1958 and 1969, after-tax profits as a percent of sales ranged
from a low of 0.9 to a high of 2.4 in the apparel industry compared with a range
of from 4.1 to 5.6 for all manufacturing. Obviously, the Increases did not go Into
the tills of apparel management.

The answer clearly lies in labor costs. While apparel prices were increasing
22% in the 1961-1969 period; hourly earnings of United States apparel workers
increased by 41%, almost double the price increase. Hourly earnings of workers
in all non-durable manufacturing industries went up 38% at the saame time prices
for all consumer items went up 23%. Wage rates, then, are the primary factor in
price increases.

SUMMARY

It seems quite clear to us, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, that
the biggest stakes in your consideration of H.R. 16920 are the Well-being and the
living standards of over two million citizens employed in the apparel/textile
industry and millions more in related industries.

The effects of your decision with respct to H.R. 16920 will, we think, be far-
reaching indeed. We hope it will be a decision promoting the orderly sharing of
our domestic apparel markets with our friends abroad. We hope you will favor.
ably report H.R. 16920.

I am grateful for this opportunity to appear before you today and will try to
answer any questions you may have concerning my statement.
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TABLE 1.-U.S. MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT. DECEMBER 1969

IThousands of employees]

December Percentage
1969 distribution

Manufacturing employment, total ...................................... 20,063 100. 0
Durable manufacturing employment .......................................... 11,793 59.7
Nondurable manufacturing employment ........................................ 8 270 41.3

Top 10 manufacturing industries by total employment:
1. Machinery (except electrical) ..................... ................
2. Transportation equipment .....................................
3. Electrcal equipment and supplies ....................................
4. Food and kindred products ......................................
5. Fabricated metal products ..........................................
6. Apparel and related products ......................................
7. Primary metal industries ..................................
& Printing and publishing ..................................
9. Chemicals and allied products .......................................

I. Textile mill products........................................
P! other manufacturing industries ....... ........................

Manufacturing production worker employment, total ......................

Durable manufacturing production workers ................................. ...
Nondurable manufacturing production workers ................................

Top 10 manufacturing industries by production workers employment:
1. Transportation equipment ...........................................
2. Machinery (except electrical) ................................ ........
3. Electrical equipm ent and supplies .....................................
4. Apparel and related products .......................... ...... .......
5. Food and kindred products .................................. .......
6. Fabricated metal products .................................... ......
7. Primary m etal industries ...........................................
8. Textile mill products ................ ..................... ........
9. Printing and publishing ....................... ...............

10. Chemicals and allied products ...... ............. ...............
All other manufacturing industries ............................................

2,022 10.1
2 010 10.0
1,979 9.9
1.788 8.9
1.412 7.3
1,413 7.0
1.360 6.8
1.109 5.5
1,049 5.2

983 4.9
4.878 24.4

14,656 100.0

8,551 58.3
6,105 41.7

1,413
1,381
1,296
1,241
1.204
1.133
1,08

864
690
611

3.735

9.6
9.4
8.8
8.5&.2
7.7
7.4
5.9
4.7
4.2

25.6

TABLE 2.-WOMEN EMPLOYMENT IN MANUFACTURING. OCTOBER 1969

[Thousands of employees

Percent of
women em-
ployment to

Women Percentage total em-
employment distribution ployment

Women employment In manufacturing total ...........................

Durable manufacturing ........................................
Nondurable manufacturing ....................................

Top 10 manufacturing Industries employing women:
I. Apparel and related products ...............................
2. EJecricl equipment and supplies .....................
3. Food and kindred products ................................
4. Textile mill products ......................................
5. Printing and publishing.... .......................
6. Machinery (except electrical) ................................
7. Fabricated meta products .................................
8. Transportation equipment ..................................
9. Chemicals and allied products ...............................

10. Miscellaneous manufacturing Industries ......................
All other manufacturing industries ..................................

5,802 100.0 29

2,518 43.4 21
3,284 56.6 39

1,151
852
500
454
356
302
279

219
218

1,251

19.8 81
14.7 41
8.6 27
7.8 46
6.1 32
5.2 15
4.8 19
3.8 11
3.8 21
3.8 47

21.6 ..............

Source: Employment and Earnings, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department of Labor.
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TABLE 3.-1968 MANUFACTURING AND APPAREL EMPLOYMENT AND NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS

Number
ol em- Number Number ol establishments, by employment size-class

I lo ees of estab- -- - - - - - - -- -
(tou- lish- Under 100 to 250 to 0 or
sands) monts 20 20 to 49 50 to 99 249 499 more

Total manufacturing .........
Apparel and related products.
Percent of apparel to total....

19,719 298.460 185,847 51.094 26,351 20,855 8.129 6,189
1.389 24,979 11,971 6.029 3,538 2,310 807 264

7.0 8.4 6.4 11.8 13.4 il.4 9.9 4.3

Source: County Business Patterns.

TABLE 4.-1968 MANUFACTURING AND APPAREL EMPLOYMENT AND NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS. BY SELECTED
STATES'

Rank
number of Number of

apparel employees
employment

to all man- All manu- Apparel
ufecturing lacturing industry

300,700
81,500

149,900
1,610,000

107. 100
374,500
71,200

301,300
439.900
25.800

1,407,900
709,400
214, 50
165,400
231,400
113,000
116,300
287.100
719,900

1, 162.600
305,000
15, 800
465,900
82,200
97,500

876,000
1,946,200

665,400
1.435,000

120,100
162, 200

!555.700
125 700
31,600
439,400
709,300
45, 700
42,500

353,700
280,400
125.800
510.500

Percent of
apparel

to all
manufac-

turing

40D,8004,0500
13.500
68,600
2,200

14,700
3,300

19,400
67,400
2.800

37.000
13,200
4.100
4.700

23,100
7.800
3,700

25.200
55,000
22. 400
8,000

35,300
33,400
2,1002,000

78,200
297,500
65,000
20,000
6,300
3.30

176.000
22.100
44,000
68.700
53. 400
3.400
1.500

33,200
5,400
5.500
7,900

Number of
establishments

All manu- Apparel
facturing industry

4,616
1.547
2,712

30.391
2,370
5.651

553
7,706
6,684

686
17.972
6,787
3.238
2,489
2,911
3,395
2,092
3,402

10,494
13.618
5.196
2,5.45
6,420
1,646
1.388

14.122
41,098
7,894

15,203
2,593
4,119

18,227
2,617
3,310
4.829

12 159
1,104

851
4.640
4,718
1,767
7,518

Employees per
establishment

Manufac-
turing Apparel

217
76
87

2,249
79

291
24

500
473
100
724
155
70
66

127
72
43

299
926
238
163
147
394
35
40

2,079
10,313

453
344
71
77

2,166
285
234
306
578
51
27

206
126
45

158

I States with 1,500 or more apparel Industry employees.
Source: County business patterns.

Alabama .........
Arizona ..........
Arkansas .........
California ........
Colorado ......
Connecticut ......
Delaware .........
Florida ...........
Georgia ..........
Hawaii ...........
Illinois ...........
Indiana ..........
Iowa - - - - - -
Kansas ........
Kentucky ........
Louisiana ........
Maine ...........
Maryland ........
Massachusetts....
Michigan .......
Minnesota .....
Mississippi .......
Missouri .........
Nebraska ......
New Hampshire...
New Jersey .....
New York ........
North Carolina... -
Ohio .............
Oklahoma ........
Oregon ..........
Pennsylvania..
Rhode Island..
South Carolina-....
Tennessee .......
Texas ............
Utah ...........
Vermont .........
Virginia ..........
Washington .......
West Virginia ...
Wisconsin ........
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STATEMENT OF FRANK N. IKARD, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTITUTE

The American Petroleum Institute believes the most helpful information it
can present in connection with the proposed trade and tariff amendments would
be a review of some of the testimony on the oil import question that was given at
a hearing of the House Ways and leans Committee on June 3 of this year.

We have prepared a digest based on this testimony, brought up to date with the
insertion of references to some highly significant later developments. Accompany-
ing this digest, we request the opportunity to have included in the record the
complete testimony of three petroleum industry witness es who appeared at that
hearing: M. A. Right, who spoke on behalf of Humble Oil & Refining Co. and
Standard Oil Co. (New Jersey), and Robert G. Dunlop, chairman of the board
of Sun Oil Co., and myself, both appearing on behalf of the American Petroleum
Institute.

I believe that this testimony is all the more valuable and informative in view
of subsequent developments and the now widely recognized energy supplyl y
problems which were referred to by these witnesses.

The digest referred to follows:

BACKGROUND-OIL IMPORT PROGRAM

Beginning in the early 1950's, increasing amounts of foreign oil were imported
into the United States. The government became concerned that these imports
would undermine the domestic petroleum industry and make the nation overly
dependent oR oil from foreign governments. Therefore, in March 1959, President
Eisenhower, acting on the advice of the Director of the Office of Defense Mobili-
zation, promulgated the Mandatory Oil Import Control Program.

Under the program crude oil, unfinished oils and products other than residual
fuel oil are limited by quota in the geographic area east of the Rockies. The quota
limit is 12.2% of the amount of domestic crude oil and natural gas liquids the
Secretary of the Interior predicts will be produced in that area during the period
for which import allocations are granted. Imports into the West Coast and
shipments of foreign residual oil to the East Coast are limited on a domestic
supply-demand basis-.

The program was reaffirmed by the Kennedy and Johnson Administrations.
However, early in 1969, President Nixon appointed a Cabinet Task Force to
re-examine the program.

In February of this year, the Task Force submitted its recommendations to
the President. Five of the seven-man group recommended, in a majority report,
that import quotas be phased out and replaced by a tariff system. Under the
proposed plan, rates would be set at levels designed to increase the flow of foreign
oil into this country and thereby lower current petroleum prices. There would
be only one restriction on the amount of foreign oil permitted to enter this country:
Eastern Hemisphere imports would be limited to 10% of domestic demand.

Two members of the Task Force-the Secretaries of the Interior and Commerce
-recommended, in a minority report, against the tariff proposal and for con-
tinuation of the quota system. They were joined by the Chairman of the Federal
Power Commission, an observer on" the Task Force study.

Because two members of the Task Force and the FPC chairman openly dis-
sented from the majority view, and because three of the proponents of the tariff
system-the Secretaries of State, Defense and Treas.ur y-expressed certain reser-
v ations, the President declined to implement the Task Force recommendations.
Instead, he appointed an Oil Policy Committee to study the import question as
part of the nation's overall energy policy. The committee is headed by George A.
Lincoln, Director of the Office of Emergency Preparedness.

In August it was announced that President Nixon had accepted the recom-
mendation of this committee that consideration of the tariff plan be dropped in
favor of concentrating on improving the oil import quota system.

Both before and after this decision several Congressional committees have been
examiningt he short- and long-range implications of the oil import question.
The American Petroleum Institute presented its views in testimony before the
House Ways and Means Committee on June 3, 1970. In essence, oil industry
witnesses told Congress that the tariff proposal, as an alternative to the present
import quota program:

1. minimizes the national security objective of oil import controls,
2. is based on erroneous assumptions and serious omissions, and
3. fails to properly aqsess the consumer's stake in the program.

On the following pages, we have summarized the salient points of their compre-
hensive presentation.
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1. PETROLEUM AND NATIONAL SECURITY

President Eisenhower, in promulgating the Mandatory Oil Import Control
Program, said:

"The basis of the new program is the certified requirements of our national
security which make it necessary that we preserve to the greatest extent possible a
vigorous, healthy petroleum industry in the United States."

National security remains the cornerstone for oil import controls. For, during
the last decade, the nation has become even more dependent on the energy of oil
and natural gas-to the point that today petroleum furnishes 75% of the nation's
energy needs.

National security encompasses:
Military strength and defense capability.
A strong industrial and civilian economy.
Freedom from foreign coercion.

These three elements are interdependent-
A powerful defense posture cannot be achieved without a strong economy.
A stable and growing economy requires the protection afforded by military

strength.
A nation's political independence in its dealings with foreign governments

is only as strong as its military preparedeness and economic power.

Military strength
The strategic importance of oil to the military is illustrated by the following set

of statistics: The United States has experienced:
I year of war for every 2 years of peace-since petroleum became essential

to the needs of our armed forces in 1912.
1 year of war for every 131 years of peace-since the end of World War II

25 years ago.
2 years of war for every 1 year of peace-since the institution of the

Mandatory Oil Inport Control Program in 1959.
Thus, while Americans yearn for peace, world tensions continue; and as a nation,

we cannot risk the strength of our military defense on substantial amounts of
potentially insecure supplies of foreign oil.

Uncertainty of foreign supply
Although today's energy shortage is the result of a number of factors and prob-

lems, it was triggered by recent events in the Middle East and North Africa.
The continued closing of the Suez Canal after the 1967 Arab-Israeli War put a
strain on world tanker capacity. The shcrt haul through the canal has had to
be replaced by the long, slow trip around Africa's Cape of Good Hope. This year
more oil has had to make that trip because of Syria's refusal to permit repair of
a break in the Trans-Arabian Pipeline and Libya's sudden imposition of server
restrictions on production of its oil.

Since the voyage around the tip of Africa ties up about six times the tanker
capacity required for a straight trip across the Mediterranean, these dislocations
of short haul oil movements have had global repercussions. Spot tanker rate
have soared, with the result that the delivered price of Eastern Hemisphere oil
brought to the U.S. by this form of charter substantially exceeds the cost of
domestic production.

This experience should reinforce previous lessons about the vulnerability of
imported oil. It also clearly reveals thta the low price of foreign oil is as uncertain
as the supply.

Economic stability and growth
The absence of adequate supplies of petroleum would lead to the decline of the

United States as an organized society-as evidenced by the following data:
The total U.S. energy needs met by petroleum have increased, in less than three

decades, from:
409 in 1942, to
7114, in 1970'

The very life of our civilian and industrial society today requires petroleum
to an extent without precedent:

Every industrial process in our economy needs petroleum in some form.
Nine out of 10 households are heated by oil or natural gas.
Eight out of 10 members of the American labor force rely on their cars for

daily transportation to their jobs.
The very existence of our urbanized metropolitan areas depends on petro-

leum supplies.
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Thus, weakening the domestic oil industry-through substitution of insecure
foreign sources of petroleum energy-would have broad economic consequences.

Diplomatic freedom and maneuverability
A strong domestic petroleum capability insures the United States freedom from

foreign diplomatic coercion. If the nation were dependent on imported oil, we
could find out international diplomacy tied to our foreign petroleum needs. Prcs-
ent world tensions demand secure domestic petroleum supplies to assure American
independence from coercion in the diplomatic field.

The growing influence of the Soviet Union in the Middle East and North
Africa-the area of the free world with the greatest petroleum reserves, and also
the area of the world that is currently most unstable-could affect American
freedom to maneuver diplomatically.

Russia-in addition to arming and training the armed forces of Syria and
Egypt and maintaining a naval task force in the Mediterranean-has:

Agreed to assist the governments of Iraq, Algeria and Libya in petroleum
development, and

Offered to build a pipeline to tap Iranian gas reserves.
Moreover, during the last two decades there have been nine crises in the Middle

East and North Africa that seriously affected the flow of petroleum supplies from
that area of the world. Here is the chronology:

1948-The start of the first Arab-Israeli War. Iraq shut down a pipeline
to the Mediterranean, and prohibited completion of other lines. These lines
remain unfinished today.

1951-Iran seized the properties of the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company.
Production was shut down for 3 years.

1956-The start of the second Arab-Israeli War. The Suez 'Canal was
closed. The pipeline from Iraq to the Mediterranean was sabotaged.

1961-Iraq seized a giant undeveloped oil field. This issue remains un-
resolved; Russian intervention has been reported.

1966-Syria shut down the Iraq Petroleum Company pipelines crossing
its territory.

1967-TIhe start of the third Arab-Israeli War. Arab producers temporarily
halted production. The Trans-Arabian Pipeline was shut down. Shipments
of oil to the U.S., U.K. and West Germany were embargoed. The Suez
Canal was again closed, and remains closed today.

1969-The Trans-Arabian Pipeline was sabotaged by Arab guerrillas on
several occasions.

1970-The Trans-Arabian Pipeline has been shut down because Syria has
refused to permit repairs of a break in the line.

1970-Libya ordered cutbacks in the production of its oil.
The most recent (1967) Israeli-Arab conflict saw nations throughout the world

faced with an interruption of their needed oil su)ply that normally flows from the
Arab states. But not the U.S.

The U.S., fortunately, was dependent on Arab states for only about 3%
of our crude oil requirements. The impact of this supply crisis was thus
barely felt in this country.

Western Europe, on the other hand, was confronted with a potential seri-
ous. shortage of oil--up to 80% of requirements in some cases. However,
America-because it had a healthy domestic crude oil producing industry-
was able to step in, expand its domestic crude oil production, and export
petroleum to other nations to make up for their shortages.

Since 1967 the ability of the American petroleum industry to meet emergencies
like this declined sharply due to continuing economic pressures resulting from
federal regulation of natural gas producers, a long-sustained cost-price squeeze,
and the impact of the heavy tax increases imposed on petroleum producers by
the 1969 tax legislation.

Concern has already been expressed by conservation officials about the dangers
of pollution from the high level of production authorized in Texas to deal with
the present supply shortage. Moreover, the Director of the Interior Department's
Office of Oil and Gas has publicly called attention to the rapid disappearance of
spare producing capacity. He has estimated that oil production will equal pro-
ductive capacity by next, year, eliminating any excess to be drawn upon in an

, mergency.
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2. PROPOSED TARIFF PLAN (ASSUMPTIONS AND OMISSIONS)

The report of the Task Force majority assumes that only 10% of Ameriean
demand would have to be met from Middle East Imports In 1980, even If the
price of domestic crude oil were reduced 25%.

However, petroleum industry studies indicate that, were domestic prices to be
depressed 25%, imports from the Eastern hemisphere would by 1980 amount to
43% of U.S. demand-more than 14 times as much as was imported from that part
of the world just three years ago. The United States and its citizens could thus
find themselves, at som future time, in the same precarious situation experienced
by other nations during the 1967 crisis.

The majority report recognizes the real possibility of a Middle East suppl-
interruption, and suggests two emergency alternatives to handle the American
supply deficit:

A. Rationing.
B. Dependence on Venezuelan and Canadian supplies.

Let's examine each alternative.

A. Rationing

The majority report suggests that rationing could tide the country through a
prolonged supply crisis, and a.sumes a 10% reduction in domestic consumption
through rationing. The report adds that, if liquefied natural gas imports (which
it says may become a significant component of the gas supply in the late 1970's)
were also cut off, rationing would have to be extended to gas consumers.

A study isued by the Office of Emergency Preparedness earlier this year
concluded that a 10% rationing would be:

A "severe" limitation, since it would all fall on motor gasoline consump-
tion and

Highly unpopular and difficult to justify to the public during a peacetime
supply crisis.

The Chase Manhattan Bank in July 1969, cited the following important
distinctions between World War II and today with regard to petroleum rationing:

Petroleum has replaced coal as the dominant source of energy, serving
750t of the nation's needs today.

M0ore than 100 million motor vehicles are in use today-three times the
number at the start of World War II-and all but a small fraction of them
are used for essential purposes.

B. Dependence on Venezuelan and Canadian supplies

The second alternative suggested by the majority report is greater dependence
on Venezuela and Canada to supply our needs in the event of a Middle East
supply interruption.

There is valid reason to ask if the majority report's optimism is justified on the
basis of the past; and if their forecasts for the future are accurate.

Past record
Venezuela, at its peak rate of output during the 1967 Middle East crisis, in-

creased its crude oil production by less than half the increase in U.S. production.
Even more significant, Venezuelan crude exports to the U.S. during 1967 were
substantially below 1966 exports. The reason for the drop: Venezuela had to
divert its shipments of oil during the crisis to make up for overseas shortages
particularly in Europe-but in Canada as well.

Eastern Canada has historically depended on the Middle East for about one-
half its crude oil supply. When this supply was abruptly halted during the 1967
crisis, Canada was able to step up its crude production only slightly. And its
pipeline capacity proved Inadequate to move vital oil supplies from fts western
producing provinces to its east coast, which was short of oil. The United States,
therefore, had to step in-along with Venezuela-to help alleviate eastern
Canada's potential oil suppl crisis. In fact, the U.S. supplied Canada with 40
times as much oil as the additional stepped-up amount that country itself could
produce.

It Is not safe, therefore, to conclude that Venezuela and Canada could come to
the rescue of the United States during a future oil supply crisis. Venezuela had to
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cut its shipments of oil to the United States in 1967, and Canada had to rely on
increased U.S. exports to help alleviate its serious oil shortage.

Future forecasts
The majority report, in proposing that Venezuela and Canada could make up

U.S. shortages in the event of a future Middle East supply cut off:
Assumes substantial production from Venezuelan areas not yet explored,
Overlooks the fact that existing Venezuelan concessions have been thor-

oughly explored and that the Venezuelan government does not intend to
grant new concessions in the foreseeable future,

Assumes substantial production (about 7 billion barrels by 1980) from
areas of Canada where no reserves have yet been discovered, and

Estimates that large amounts of synthetic crude oil can be obtained from
Canadian tar sands at less than current crude oil prices-a possibility oil
industry studies indicate would not be economically feasible.

In forecasting future supplies, the majority report has also:
Overstated the volume of crude oil that would be produced in the U.S. at

lower-than-current prices,
Overstated the domestic industry's future spare capacity,
Overstated the U.S. petroleum industry's ability to draw from inventories

in the event of an emergency.

Beyond 1980
The majority report limited its future oil supply projections to 1980.
This limitation is totally unrealistic. Known, inground reserves now exist to

take care of much of the current decade's needs. The danger of the proposed
tariff plan lies beyond 1980.

The majority report apparently overlooks the fact that it takes from 3 to 10
years to develop an oil field after the initial discovery. Moreover, it ignores the
tact that, faced with an Influx of cheaper (at present) foreign oil, domestic pro-
ducers would have little incentive to explore for new oil and gas; and, with de-
pressed domestic crude oil prices, oil companies and the public would have little
incentive to invest in exploration for new reserves. This would eventually lead to
an even greater U.S. dependence on foreign oil.

3. THE CONSUMER'S STAKE

The shift to a tariff system would have a number of serious consumer-cost and
other economic implications. A. Cost to consumers

The tariff plan, with a domestic crude oil price-reduction built into it, would
have a nationwide impact:

1. Over the next 15 years, according to experts at the Chase Manhattan Bank,
the labor force would lose roughly $12 billion in wages; federal and state revenues
from oil and gas leases would drop by nearly $9 billion; the steel industry would
lose about $8 billion In sales; companies involved in exploration activities would
experience cutbacks of about $7 billion; and oil and gas service companies would
lose more than $6 billion in income.

2. It is estimated that as many as 150,000 petroleum industry workers would
lose their jobs during the next decade. 1"

3. The tariff system, moreover, would not result in significant savings to con-
sumers. Under the present quota system, most of the differential value of foreign
oil flows to consumers In the form of lower prices; under the tariff approach, this
flow of value would be directed to the federal government. Unless the government
reduced other taxes by a like amount, petroleum consumers would have to pay
correspondingly higher prices.

4. Perhaps most important of all from the consumer's point of view, once
domestic crude oil reserves dried up and the U.S. become even more dependent
on Middle East oil, the price of that imported oil would without doubt be raised.
Major exporting countries have already banded together to form an organization
whose purpose is to control world oil markets.

5. The available supply of natural gas would be reduced, or its price to millions
of consumers would have to be increased drastically.
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B. Olher economic considerations

The Task Force minority report, in calling the tariff system "highly unde-
sirable," cited other economic disadvantages of the proposal:

1. It would intrude the federal government into the pricing mechanism for
crude oil and products. This would Inhibit the ability of the domestic petroleum
industry to provide the needed petroleuim supplies from secure sources, and dis-
courage vitally needed investments.

2. It would, by making the U.S. increasingly dependent on overseas oil, ag-
gravate the U.S. balance of payments deficit by several billion dollars a year.

3. It would not control the volume of foreign oil flowing into the U.S., as the
present quota system now does. The tariff plan would have to be finely tuned-
a complicated and costly procedure--in order to keep up with such things as
fluctuating tanker rates and changing policies of foreign governments.

There are some of the offsetting consumer-cost and other economic disadvan-
tages of the proposed tariff plan. It is these offsets that former Under Secretary
of the Interior, Russell Train, undoubtedly had in mind when he sought, last
November, to put the cost estimates of the present program into perspective.
He said:

"Costs of the present program to consumers have been estimated as high as
seven billion dollars based on 1975 use rates, compared with a resource cost of
about one billion dollars annually. But it is this lower figure-the net cost to
the nation after all transfers from one American pocket to another have been
wrung out-that is the true measurement of the premium we are paying to have
a reliable oil supply in support of our national security."

CONCLUSION

On the whole, the present Oil Import Control Program has proven to be effec-
tive in maintaining the national security of the United States-militarily, eco-
nomically, and diplomatically. While, admittedly, some administrative changes
need to be made in the program, the quota approach to oil import control has
proved itself in actual practice over more than a decade.

The tariff approach does not seem to be a wise alternati, .- because, among other
things, it would make America excessively dependent oi. insecure Middle East
oil supplies.

These two observations by petroleum industry witnesses at the June 3 hearing
led Congressman Wilbur Mills, Chairman of the House Ways aid Means Com-
mittee, to state:

"I don't want to see us in 1985 or any other time dependent for over half of our
principal fuel . . . requirement having to come from the Arab world."

Language in the Foreign Trade legislation subsequently reported by the House
Ways and Means Committee appears to reflect this concern. So does the position
of the Oil Policy Committee in opposing a shift from oil import quotas to tariffs
in the light of world developments that have occurred after the Task Force on Oil
Im)ort Control submitted its recommendations.

The American Petroleum Institute fully subscribes to the view that a quota
gystenk of oil import controls is the most efficient and reliable method of safe-
guarding the national security requirement of dependable petroleuin supplies.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT G. DUNLOP, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, SUN OI1 Co.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA., IN BEHALF OF AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTITUTE, BEFORE
THE WAYS AND MEANS COMMIrTEE

I am Robert G. Dunlop, chairman of the board of Sun Oil Company, Philadel-
phia, Pennsylvania.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear today with my associates to share with
you our views on oil imports and related policy issues as they affect the trade
expansion legislation now before you.

Mr. Ikard has forcefully demonstrated that reliable supplies of petroleum
adequate to meet our basic needs are essential to the military and economic
security of this nation. And Mr. Wright has raised grave questions as to whether
that security would in fact be provided under the program recommended by the
majority of the Cabinet Task Force on Iport Control.

I shall conclude our presentation by discussing some of the specific issues
which we feel require careful consideration in determining oil import policy. I
will point out the significant advantages of the quota system over the tariff
approach, comment on the real cost of import restraints, look at the prospects
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for synthetic fuels development and, perhaps most importantly, review petroleum
industry capitad requirements over the next 15 years relative to alternative
methods of mport control.

Right at the outset I want to say that we welcome this opportunity to re-
examine and re appraise petroleum import policies. Periodic policy reviews are
essential to shaping and -re-shaping effective strategy for the future. I would
only ask that in this review we keep our eyes firmly fixed on the real objective-
the objective of providing secure IIsup lies of primary, energy adequate to meet our
essential needs. Import limitation is not an end in itself, but simply a tool to help
us reach that objective, We must guard against becoming so deeply concerned
with the mechanics of import controls that we lose sight of the energy security
goal which we Lre really seeking.

If we think in terms of that goal, the import control issue can be brought into
sharper focus. We simply need to measure alternative approaches against the
goal, choosing the one which will provide the required security of energy supply
at the lowest real cost to the nation.

It is significant that the members of the Cabinet Task Force on Import Controls
reached unanimous agreement on the need to restrain the influx of foreign oil,
while disagreeing widely on the appropriate control mechanism to be adopted.
This important uestion-tariffs versus quotas-has been and remains one of the
major issues to be resolved in connection with the overall review of the United
States oil import control program.

After carefLil fnd extensive evaluation of this program over a number of years,
I want to say that I oppose the use of tariffs at this time to control the volume of
foreign oil imports into the United States.

I oppose the proposed tariff system for these reasons:
First, it is not directed principally toward volunctric control of foreign oil

flowing into the United States whih is our basic need. While the quota system
achieves this goal very precisely, the tariff system does not and, in fact, cannot.
The Cabinet Task Force itself recognized this weakness of the tariff approach
when it recommended that imports from the Eastern Hemisphere be limited to
10 per cent of domestic demand. In effect, the Task Force has superimposed a
tariff plan on the quota system.

Second, the tariff system as proposed would impose itself into the pricing
mechanism for crude oil and products in the United States oil industry.

This would inhibit the ability of the industry to provide the necessary supply of
petroleum from secure sources. If we are to limit imports from insecure source' to
10 per cent of requirements, we must be sure that we can attain 90 per cent of our
requirements from secure sources. Mr. Wright's testimony has demonstrated that
this will require a major effort.

The substitution of administrative manipulation for market forces in pricing
decisions simply doesn't work. And we need look no further than the present
situation in natural gas to see why. Federal control of wellhead gas prices over the
past 15 years has resulted in an over-stimulation of demand and deterrent to
supply. Today we are reaping the bitter fruits of that policy in dwindling supplies
and the weakening of our capability to meet future needs for natural gas. This is
in itself a major threat to our long-run objective of energy security. We dare not
now expose the oil segment of the industry to the same handicap.

Our need is to strengthen incentives, to encourage the broad-scale development
of liquid and gas reserves in North America and to accelerate the development of
synthetic fuels. We will be dooming the effort. to failure before the fact if we adopt
a system of import control which would reduce incentive and restrict generation of
capital through governmental price manipulation.

The potential for disruptive federal control under the recommended tariff plan
can hardly be overstated. We suggest tlat provision for such arbitrary interference
is not only unnecessary but is in fact a grave threat to our national goal of energy
security.

A third reason why I oppose tariffs is the inherent uncertainty this approach
would create as to future prices and investment opportunity. The nature of petro-
leum exploration is such that large, high-risk investments must be committed on a
long-term basis. Finding and development programs must be instituted 5 to 10
years in advance of expected production. A tariff plan laced with uncertainty about
future prices can only result in a drastic reduction of the incentive for new oil and
gas exploration and development.

Finally, in our view the tariff approach will not result in significant savings to
consumers as its proponents claim.

51-389--7O.-pt. 2---19
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Under tile quota system, most of the differential value of foreign oil flows
through to consumers in the form of lower prices. Institution of a tariff woild
direct this flow or value to the federal government. Petroleum consumers would
have to pay correspondingly higher prices unles. the government chose to reduce
other taxes by a like anmount. '1 he Task Force itself proposed that the money be
used for other Iurpo-evs ,uch as the development of strategic reserves or synthetic
fuels. This, in effect, would put the government into the energy development
business to strengthen a security position which was weakened by substituting a
tariff for the quota system. In our view, this provides no additional benefits to
anyone.

In regard to the cost, of import controls, those who choose to emphasize the
gross cost to the U.S. petroleum consumer rather than the net resource cost have
performed a disservice to the nation. We should keel) in mind that any reasonable
consideration of costs must be on a net basis, with the offsetting of economic
gains and losses. Thus, multiplying total U.S. oil demand by the average cost
differential between domestic and foreign crude oil exaggerates true cost. For that
figure must, be offset by a number of benefits which stem directly from import
controls. Among these benefits are the lower prices which flow through to con-
sumers due to lower-cost oil imported tinder the present program, royalty and
bonus payments to the federal government, and oil tax payments to state and
local governments. Consideration must be given also to the job losses and other
economic disruptions that would result from reduced U.S. petroleum industry
activity.

Viewed in this light, the cost of present import controls is considerably less
than opponents of the quota system would have us believe. The most reasoned
and responsible comment on this matter that I have seen was made last y"ear by
Russell E. Train, then Under Secretary of the Interior. Speaking before the annual
meeting of the American Petroleum Institute, he s-id this (and I quote):

"Costs of the present program to consumers have been estimated as high as
seven billion dollars based on 1975 use rates, compared with a resource cost of
about one billion dollars annually. But it is this lower figure--the net cost to the'
nation after all transfers from one Anierican pocket to another have been wrung
out-that is the trite measurement of tile premium we are paying to have a reliable
oil sil) ly in support of our national security." (end of quote.)

Mr. Train went on to say that this cost appeared to him to be "quite modest"
irk comparison to other national security outlays. We agree.

I would like here to make the additional point that focusing on gross cost to
the consumer, as the Cabinet Task Force did, unnecessarily compounds it growing
national problem. The problem if our unwillingness, or inability, to recognize
that attaining national goals such as energy security and environmental improve-
ment is going to cost all of us something. The true cost is the "net resource cost,"
which in effect measures the reduction in goods and services resulting from the
pursuit of other than economic goals. These are the costs we imist consider in
evaluating policy alternatives.

When attention is focused instead on gro.s cost to the consumer, comparisons
are badly distorted, pressures for cost reduction are intensified, and the quality
of policy decisionmaking suffers. All too frequently, this road leads to restrictive
regulation which precludes creative response directed toward minimizing cost.
I hope that we can avoid this in considering oil iml)ort control l)olicy.

In our view, the quota system has proved to be a fundamentally sound and
very effective approach to import limitation. Under it, the U.S. petroleum industry
in the past decade had found and developed very substantial new supplies of oil
and gas under very difficult circumstances. At the same time, American consumers
have enjoyed the benefits of a rising volume of lower-cost foreign oil as a supple-
ment to domestic supplies. This is not to say that the system is perfect; it is not,
and we know that it can be improved. But It is to say that the quota approach to
import control has proved itself in actual practice over more than a decade.

Now, for the next few moments I would like to get specific about a very impor-
tant aspect of future petroleum policy-money and investment. If we accept the
proposition that the real issue is not the mechanics of import control but the most
effective method of building our energy security for the future, then financial
resources become the key consideration. To develop the supply capability required
to assure energy security in the United States, we will have to spend billions 6f
dollars. And, frankly, right now it is difficult to see where all that money will be
coming from.
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In attempting to put this money problemm into perspective, I will draw upon
material developed by John Winger, vice president of the Chase Manhattan
Bank and one of the country's foremost authorities on petroleuni financing.
Although the supply and demand projections upon which Mr. Winger's financial
requirements are based are not precisely the same as those presented by Mr.
Wright, both lead to the same conclusions relative to future financial requirements.

First, let's see what the magnitude of capital requirements would be if we were
to attempt to maintain the present relationship between imports and domestic
production.

Mr. Winger postulates that if the United States is to maintain a minimum safe
level of proved petroleum reserves and not become more dependent upon outside
sources than it is now, the petroleum industry niust find and develop 105 billion
barrels of oil and 560 trillion cubic feet of natural gas in the next 15 years. Based
on past results, the industry would need to spend approximately $150 billion over
the next 15 years to find and develop that much oil and gas.

The industry is not. going to have anywhere that amount of money available
for such investments in the next'15 years. In fact, there is no cogent reason for
expecting that it will commit very mu'tch more than the $68 billion invested in the
past 15 years. Capital is in short supply and we will have to be highly selective,
in deciding where and how to use it. Ai the present level of economic incentives
then, it is unlikely that investment in the search for petroleum will exceed some
$75 billion over 1969 to 1985 period. This would enable us in 1985 to sul))ly just
over half of our oil needs and about 55 per cent of our gas needs front domestic
sources. Conceivably, we could meet the projected oil deficit with imports, but, it
is unlikely that we could import enough gas to meet requirements.

Now, assume that the import recommendations of the Task Force majority
were implemented and domestic crude oil prices were pushed down by an average
of 30 cents per barrel. What could we then anticipate in the way of investment?
Mr. Winger estimates that under these conditions total outlays for the i)etrolcum.
search over the next 15 years would apprxinmat( only $30 billion. This would be
$4A6 billion less than would otherwise be invested.

At this level of expenditulre, we would be able to satisfy only about one-third
of our oil and gas needs from domestic sources by 1985. Anid since there are severe
limitations on the volume of gas that can be imported into the United States, a
larger share of overall energy demand would shift to oil. This would boost ouir
oil needs to some 26 million barrels a day by 1985, and require that as much as
70 per cent would have to be imported.

Mr. Winger goes on to point out, as Mr. Wright did a few moments ago, that
in this situation the United States would be required in 198.5 to depend upon the
Middle East and North Africa for a sizeable share of its imniorted oil. Specifically,
the forecasts indicate the United States would be dependent upon these Eastern
liemisphere sources for almost half of its oil supplies in 1985.

We submit that this degree of dependence on petroleum sources which histori-
cally have been subject to supply interruptions poses a national security problem
of the first magnitude. And even in the absence of supply interruptions, I think
it is becoming al)parent that such a heavy dependence on ,'astern Hemisphere oil,
which is largely controlled by an organized group of producing countries, would
result in higher prices and the loss of anticipated savings to American consumers.

Please keel) in mind that the capital investment figures I have beei discussing
above refer only to the finding and development phases of petroleum activity.
The industry will continue to require tremendous amounts of capital for refining
and other facilities beyond the wellhead over the period we have been discussing.
Mr. Winger has estimated these additional needs to total some $77.5 billion over
the next 15 years. On a combined basis, this means total capital requircraents of
the United States petroleum industry between now and 1985 could range from
$153 billion to $233 billion.

I should point out that these estimates make no allowance for two factors
which could substantially affect the level of capital needs in the future--continuing
inflation and the national effort to improve our environment.

In regard to inflation, there is little in today's outlook that suggests any quick
halt to the rise in prices. We hope that the Administration's current efforts to
slow inflation will be successful. But a realistic view of the future tells us that we
must expect inflation to add significantly to our investment needs in corning years.

While it is far too early to attempt to estimate the amount of money that will
be required to preserve and improve the quality of our environment, we do know
that the costs will be substantial.
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The American Petroleum Institute estimates that right now the oil industry's
expenditures for operating facilities relating to air and water pollution control
are approaching a rate of one-half billion dollars annually. Obviously, this spend-
ing will grow substantially in the future.

Over and above this, the industry is now deeply involved in seeking solutions
to the problems of pollution from motor vehicle exhaust emissions. Central to this
effort will be far-reaching changes in refining operations to eliminate or reduce the
amount of lead in gasoline. Precise cost estimates cannot now be made since fuel
quality targets have not yet been established. But it is evident that total costs of
solving this problem could range from $3 billion to $10 billion, depending on
octane quality requirements.

As I indicated earlier, the outlook for obtaining the total capital &-equired is
bleak under present economic circumstances. And it would become far mere so if
the Task Force recommendations were implemented.

A brief look at our present situation will perhaps help you to grasp the enormity
of the capitalproblem for the future. Historically, the industry was until recently
able to provide nearly all of its capital requirements internally by plowing back
some 75 per cent of its cash earnings. This is no longer true, as the experience of
the Chase Manhattan group of petroleum companies demonstrates. During the
past 10 years, expenditures have increased at a faster rate than available funds
from cash earnings. This growing deficit has been met principally through a large
increase in debt and only in part through equity financing.

As a result, the debt ratio for this group of companies has increased by 50 per cent
since 1964, rising from 12.7 per cent to 19.7 per cent at the end of 1909. In dollar
terms, the long-term debt position has more than doubled, going from $5.5 billion
to $12.8 billion. And these figures do not include substantial indirect financing,
which has been estimated to total more than $7 billion.

There are severe obstacles to obtaining these growing amounts of outside capital.
The industry has not enjoyed exceptionally high profits, and now it is feeling the
additional impact of the 1969 tax changes and of continuing cost inflation. Coupled
with the relative scarcity of capital today, these factors indicate that the petroleum
industry under the be-st of circumstances faces difficult financing l)roblems in the
years immediately ahead. Adoption of an import control system having as an
integral objective the reduction of U.S. crude oil prices would only precipitate an
additional flight of capital and seriously worsen an already grave problem.

I would like next to examine with you one additional aspect of the petroleum
supply situation. I refer to the broad field of synthetic fuels development and the
outlook for its contributions to our future energy supply.

Among the strengths of our nation in the long-term energy picture are the large
coal and shale oil reserves which will provide the resource base for a substantial
synthetic fuels industry in the future. Adding to these resources on a continental
basis are the vast reserves in the Athabasca and other tar sands deposits in Wester n
Canada. Considerable research and pilot plant work are already under way on
development of fuels from shale and coal, and, of course, my company has bad
mining and extraction facilities in operation in the Athabasca tar sands for more
than two and one-half years.

However, the present state of technology and the present economics of the
energy business preclude any one of these sources from becoming a significant
shpplty factor in the time period we are considering. It has been estimated that
given proper economic incentives, a minimum of five to six years would be required
to develop multi-plant production capacity for shale oil, and that a slightly longer
period would be required for multi-plant capacity for producing liquids and gas
from coal.

The two points I want to emphasize relative to synthetic fuels development are
thebe:

First, it is unrealistic and dangerous to assume that synthetic fuels can make
any really substantial contribution to our domestic energy supplies during the
next 10 years. And the- certainly cannot be considered to be a source of emergency
supply. [he additional research'that is required, the full testing of commercial-size
plants that must be carried out, and the large capital investments that are required
preclude rapid development of synthetic fuels production. And, of course, a re-
duction in crude oil prices would mean further delay.

However, in view of the growing gap between our energy requirements and our
ability to meet demand with secure supplies from conventional sources, it is im-
perative that we begin now to formulate a framework of national policy for the
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orderly development of synthetic resourceis. The long lead times required dictate
that a carefully planned program be initiated now if these sources are to liake a
significant contribution to our energy needs in the 1980's.

Perhaps I can emphasize these points by describing from my personal knowledge
Sun Oil Company's costly experience with the project to develop production from
the Athabasca tar sands.

We initiated research and related work on this project in the early 1960's,
began plant construction in 1964, completed the facilities in 1967, and went into
commercial operation in late 1968. Economically the results to date have been
verY disappointing, although the technology developed has produced a very high
quality synthetic crude oil. However, due to the problems involved in instituting
a new technology, we have experienced a series of mechanical problems which
have delayed our attaining full-scale production. These have been gradually
corrected, and we are encouraged by current production levels.

I should point out, however, that the project was initially judged feasible and
undertaken in the anticipation of crude oil prIces having a reasonably constant
relationship to the cost of production. On that basis, we have invested more than
one-quarter of a billion dollars in the complex. Any reduction in ende oil prices,
such as envisioned under the Task Force majority recommendations, would
seriously impair our ability to develop the project into a profitable operation.

I emphatically agree with the Task Force that there would be no production
from the tar sands at or anywhere near a crude oil price of $2.50 per barrel. And
I further think that it would be virtually impossible to attain the Task Force
projection of one million barrels daily by 1980 at the proposed price of $3.00 per
barrel.

This would require 22 plants the size of our facilities and an investment of more
than $6 billion. AMore importantly, really large-scale production from the Atha-
basca tar sands must await the development of economic in silu technology. And
one company in the forefront on this technology indicates that commercial devel-
opment of the method is dependent upon a price level of $3.50 to $3.75 a barrel.

In brief, a viable synthetic fuels industry is dependent upon the refinement of
current technology, upon stable prices which are responsive to market forces, and
upon the investment of very large amounts of capital. This is the route we must
follow to achieve effective development of synthetic fuels for our use in the years
ahead.

Before closing, I would like to make the additional point that expanding im-
ports of oil and gas will accentuate an already critical balance of payments prob-
lem. To the extent that we strengthen the domestic industry and develop alterna-
tive synthetic sources this growing drain on the payments balance will be reduced.

In summary, I would like to reiterate the point which I made at the beginning of
my statement: Our basic concern is assuring to the maximum extent possible the
development of secure energy supplies which are adequate to cover our essential
needs. Or to put it another way, our concern is to limit our dependence on insecure
foreign sources for energy essential to our military security and our economic
growth. To achieve this objective, we feel that policy positions relating to external
trade in petroleum should be reached in the light of three basic considerations:

1. The need for effective quantitative limitation of oil imports, as necessary
to maintain the health and viability of the domestic petroleum Industry.

2. The need to strengthen incentives for investment in finding and devel-
oping domestic petroleum resources. This will require that crude oil prices be
permitted to move in response to domestic market forces and that controls
over natural gas wellhead prices be substantially relaxed or removed.

3. The need to encourage the orderly development of a synthetic fuels
industry capable of making significant contributions to U.S. energy supply in
the 1980's and beyond.

We submit that the qtota system for controlling oil imports will contribute to
meeting all of these needs, and do so at an acceptable real cost to Anerican
consuniers.

In relation to the specific legislation before your Committee, we urge you to
extend the national security provision of the Trade Expansion Act in its present
form to make possible continuation of the quota systein for limiting oil imports into
the U.S. We make this recommendation in the belief that this policy is in the best
interests of the American people, and that it Is the most effective means of assuring
energy supplies essential to our military and economic security into the future.

Thank you for your interest and attention.
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STATEMENT OF FRANK N. IKARD, PRESlDENT, AME1ItICAN PETROLEUM INSTI-

TUTE, IN BEIIALF OF AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTITUTE BEFORE THE WAYS

AND MEANS COMMVMIEF.

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee: .My name is Frank Ikard. I am
Pre-ident of the American Petroleum Institute, a national organization serving
the various elements of the petroleum industry of the United States. In this
statement, my remarks are directed to your consideration of national security
as the continuing basis for policies governing the importation of petroleum
produced outside the United States.

At the outset, let me emphasize that the American Petroleum Institute wel-
comes y-our review of the nation's trade policies, especially as.those policies relate
to the Mandatory Oil Import Control Program. That program has been In opera-
tion for eleven years. While it has been subject to frequent examination and
reassessment, by both the legislative and executive branches, we believe that such
close and continuous scrutiny is desirable in the national interest. Few other
programs, so involving the vital interests of the United States, are so affected by
by the volatile forces of the world in which we live.

In 1959, when mandatory quotas were first imposed on foreign oil imports
into this country, the indispensable role of oil and natural gas as energy fuels
had become increasingly apparent, and the need for'a healthy domestic industry
to provide the assurance that the nation's requirements for these fuels would
always be met had become a matter of national security. Thus, the concept of
national security emerged as the sole basis f,,r the imposition of the Mandatory
Oil Import Control Program.

Today, national security remains the cornerstone for oil import controls.
During the last decade, the nation has become even more depeadent on the
energy of oil and natural *as, and at the sane time, has become acutely aware
of how international tensions can undermine the security of U.S. petroleum
energy supplies.

Yet, as the decade of the 1970's begins, the relevancy and adequacy of the
national security objective of the oil import program are being questioned.

Thus, we hope and expect that this Committee's efforts will contribute to
strengthening and stabilizing national oil import policy for the challenges of the
1970's. I welcome this opportunity to appear before you to express the American
Petroleum Institute's interest in the broad, basic, and central element of oil
import polioy-namely the national security.

Fn 198, vhen this committee reported the Trade Agreements Extension Act,
inder which the Mandatory Program was subsequently proclaimed, the Com-

mittee firmly declared that:
"The interest to be safeguarded is the security of the Nation, not the output or

profitability of any plant or industry except as these may be essential to national
security."

In 1968, ten years after enactment of the authorizing legislation, the House
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs conducted an extensive review of the
operation of the Mandatory Program and made this report:

"Three Presidents of this Nation, beginning with President Eisenhower and
continuing with President Kennedy and President Johnson, together with in-
numerable special task forces, commissions, and study groups, as well as several
congressional committees, have all been of one mind on the objective of the man-
datory oil import program. Its one and only reason for being is to insure the
national security of this Nation by reducing this country's dependence on foreign
imports and assuring a strong and vigorous domestic petroleum industry."

The point is made.
But, just what is national security?
To some national security is a synonym for military strength, and in fact,

defense capability is a vital element of a nation's self-reliance and security.
But, there are two other critical aspects of national security which are equally

important: One is the strength of a nation's industrial and civilian economy;
the other is its independence in international policy-its freedom from foreign
coercion. .

The.e three elements of national security are interdependent-they cannot be
separated. A powerful defense machine cannot be achieved without a strong
economy; a ,table and growing economy requires the protection afforded by
military strength; and, a nation's political independence in its dealings with
foreign governments is only as strong as its military preparedness and economic
power.
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The United States has risen to world leadership on the basis of its national
security-its military defense capability, economic strength, and freedom from
foreign" coercion. But it is highly doubtful that this position could have been
attained without an additional security-security of energy supply. Assured
domestic energy resources have been the foundation of U S. national security.

This fact, therefore, is the prime consideration in assessing the degree to which
this nation should rely on potentially unstable foreign sources of oil-the fuel
which is the prime supplier of U.S. energy needs. And, in light of the recom-
mendations of the Cabinet Task Force on Oil Import Control that will, if adopted,
lead to greater U.S. dependence on foreign oil supplies, it is important and
appropriate that questions concerning the relevancy and even the adequacy of
the national security standard be considered anew.

For, at any given time, in any given, circumstances, the determination of the
national security is a function of perception, perspective, anid information. There
have been great changes in recent years in the American perception of national
security. Today, our national interests are turning more and more to the priorities
of jeace, and our national perceptions are turning with them. Thus, it is not
difficult to understand why there might develop an inclination to regard national
security as afi obsolete and expendable basis for our national policy with regard
to the control of oil imports. The concept of security-military security, economic
strength, assured civilian needs, and international diplomacy-must, therefore,
be evaluated in the perspective of the present and future, not only of the past.

Over the past fifty-eight years, since petroleum became essential to the require-
ments of our armed forces, the United States has experienced one year of war
for every two years of peace.

Over the past twenty-five years, since the end of World War II, we have
experienced one year of war for every one and one-half years of peace.

Over the past eleven years, since the institution of the Mandatory Oil Import
Control Program, we have had two years of war for every one year of peace.

This is a sobering chronicle. While Americans yearn for peace nothing in the
trends of the century supports or justifies the assumption that we can prudently
be less concerned about providing for our national security in military terms.
This has particular pertinence in regard to policies on petroleum..

Since World War II, the military's dependence on petroleum fuels has increased
sibstantiallv as the mobility and mechanization of its striking forces grew. In
fiscal. 1969, the U.S. Armed Forces procured a total of 398 million barrels of oil.

Yet, there is an essential difference between the strategic character of petroleum
and the machinery of defense, as pointed out by Richard T. Mathews, Special
Assistant for Petroleum, Office of Assistant Secretary, Department of Defense. -
Speaking at the June 1969 Rocky Mountain Petroleum Economics Institute,
Mr. Mathews made the following observation:

"The part that oil plays in the defense posture of the United States is vitally
important. It is a strategic material and one of the few items that is absolutely
essential and foremost in the minds of military commanders. Along with weapons
and ammunition, the needs of petroleum get the most attention. Petroleum cannot
be stockpiled like hardware-the quantities required are too great, nor can our
military forces operate very long without back-up support from the petroleum
industry. Military petroleum capability is actually measured in terms of refining
capacities, throughput of our pipelines, capacities of our storage terminals, as well
as the producibility and deliverability of crude oil in the ground. Therefore, the
vital role of oil in any defense effort is crystal clear. Information available today
indicates that, with few exceptions, military equipment will continue to derive
energy from liquid petroleum and its products for some time to come."

Some argue that nuclear weaponry will replace conventional arms during the
next major international conflict, if there should be one, thus all but eliminating
the militia, aspect of petroleum security. But thus far, the fear of the devastating
power of nuclear weapons and the possibility of retaliation have fortunately
prevented their use. Nevertheless, the United States has been engaged in ten
years of conventional, non-nuclear conflicts since atomic weapons first became a
threat in 1945.

In light of continuing world tensions, therefore, the United States must remain
militarily prepared for similar conflicts-and in order to do so, the nation must
remain secure in terms of its domestic petroleum supplies. The United States
cannot risk the strength of its military defense on substantial amounts of potenti-
ally insecure foreign oil sulpplics. For, on any measure that we apply, the military
requirements for petroleum have been and will continue to increase steadily
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year by year. If war ended tomorrow, if our men and our might could be deployed
solely for purposes of keeping peace, the relative military requirements for petro-
leum would continue to rise.

On this basis, I respectfully submit that this is no time for us to lessen the
importance of national security as the governing standard of our oil import
policies.

The Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1958 also established a second priority
for invoking the national security clause. The language of that act specifies
that-

"The President shall further recognize the close relation of the economic
welfare of the nation to our national security."

This is not a subordinate priority. In many respects, it may even be primary.
No definition of national security is responsible or realistic unless it acknowledges
that in the 1970's the United States would cease to function as an organized
society without adequate supplies of petroleum.

We are living with new realities. One of those realities which we must recognize
and allow for in our planning and policy- making is the new dimension of American
dependence on petroleum.

At the beginning of the 1950's, barely sixty per cent of the total energy require-
ments of the United States were being met by petroleum. Now, that dependency
has reached seventy-five per cent. Our industrial life, our family life, the life and
being of our society rely upon petroleum to an extent without precedent in the
past. Every industrial process in our economy requires petroleum In some form.
Nine out of ten households are heated by oil and gas. Eight out of ten members
of the American labor force rely on private automobiles for daily transportation
to their places of employment. In the newly urbanized, metropolitan America
of the 1970's, the very existence of our cities depends in the most critical way
upon petRoleum supplies.

_ This has created a new dimension for our concepts of national security. Without
war, without nuclear attack, without any overtly hostile act directly against this
nation or our forces, the United States is peculiarly vulnerable today-as at no
other time in the past-to any interruption in or interdiction of its petroleum
sup plies.

Were this nation dependent to a greater degree on insecure foreign sources of
petroleum energy, the risk of a supply Interruption would be borne across the
nation. If such a risk became a reality, the consequences to industry, and in fact,
the entire economy would be vast. For the ramifications of a strong and stable
domestic petroleum producing industry- extend throughout the economy-both
civilian and industrial-and any weakening of thu domestic industry would have
an equally broad economic impact.

The point is impressive and compelling. On aty measure that we apply, the
national security of the United States is intricately and inescapably intertwined
with assuring adequate and uninterrupted petroleum supplies to satisfy the needs
of the economy and the society. This is -not the time to adopt a timetable for
abandonment of national security as the governing standard of our oil import
policies.

Domestic petroleum capability must remain strong to retain the freedoni the
United States now has from foreign diplomatic coercion. If this nation did not
have secure domestic petroleum supplies, the United States might soon find that
its international diplomacy had to be attuned to its petroleum needs.

Fortunately, the United States is not in such a position-it has secure domestic
petroleum supplies. And with world tensions as they are, the United States cannot
afford to lessen its petroleum security, and thus, lessen its independence from
coercion In international diplomacy.

Additionally, any thorough consideration of national security must include
petroleum security In times of crisis. In light of the various forms that free world
petroleum supply interruptions have taken in recent years, and the potential
consequences they have posed to U.S. national security, it is imperative that the
domestic petroleum industry remain sufficiently strong to safeguard this nation's
needs for assured oil and gas supplies.

The most recent oil supply crisis occurred during 1967 when fighting broke out
between the Arab nations and Israel. Suddenly, the Middle East was the scene of
open hostility for the second time in ten years-and just as suddenly, nations
throughout the world faced an interruption of their oil supply which normally
flowed from the Arab States. The Suez Canal was closed to traffic-and remains
closed today-and crude oil shipments to the North Americaii continent and Euro-
pean Allies were embargoed by the Arab States.
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Since the United States was only dependent on Arab State oil for approximately

three per cent of its crude oil requirements, the impact of the supply crisis was
barely felt in this country. Western Europe, however, faced a serious shortage of
oil-in some cases, as much as eight per cent of national requirements. It,
therefore, became apparent that the United States would have to step in and
expand its domestic crude oil production and exports to help make up for the
shortages. Both needs were met.

From June through December 1967, the U.S. Gulf Coast shipped nearly 25
million additional barrels of crude oil to the East Coast of Canada and Europe.
Canada's share of this above-normal Gulf Coast export trade totaled nearly 4
million barrels while the European Allies received nearly 21 million barrels of
additional crude oil from this country during the last half of 1967.

What this added export capability meant to the Allies of the United States is
apparent. England, for example, normally depended on oil from the Arab States
for nearly seventy per cent of her requirements, with the United States historically
supplying less than one per cent.let during the 1967 Middle East Crisis, this
nation was able to supply England with twenty per cent of her crude oil needs-a
supply which helped England avoid a critical fuel shortage.
The Cabinet Task Force majority report implies that If this nation were signifi-

cantly more dependent on Middle East oil in 1980-as it would be if the tariff
proposal were adopted-and if a similar oil supply disruption occurred that
year additional Venezuelan and Canadian exports would be available to make up
the U.S. supply deficit. But this is not what happened during the 1967 ,Middle
East Crisis.

At its peak rate of output during the Crisis, Venezuelan crude oil production
was only increased by some 400 thousand barrels daily-as compared to a one
million barrel per day increase in U.S. production. But, even more significant is
the fact that Venezuelan crude exports to the United States during 1967 were
actually 10 million barrels less than in the previous year. The reason for the drop
in Venezuelan oil export trade to the U.S. was the fact that Venezuela had to redi-
rect its shipments of oil during the Crisis to make up for overseas shortages-
particularly in Europe, but in Canada as well.

Eastern Canada has historically depended on the Middle East for approximately
one-half of its crude oil supply. When this supply was abruptly halted during the
1967 Crisis, Canada's crude oil production was only stepped-up by somewhat
more than 100 thousand barrels a day and its pipeline capacity proved inadequate
to move vital oil sup plies from its western producing provinces to its shortage-
ridden eastern coast. The United States and Venezuela, therefore, had to step in
and help alleviate eastern Canada's potential oil supply crisis.

It is not, therefore, safe .o conclude that Canada and Venezuela could come to
the rescue of the Umted States during a 1980 oil supply crisis. Venezuela had to
out Its shipments of oil to the U.S. in 1967, and the United States had to increase
Its exports to Canada to help alleviate a serious oil shortage in that country.

As a further alternative in a supply interruption, the Task Force suggests that
rationing could tide the country through a prolonged crisis. They assume that a
ten per cent reduction in domestic consumption could be achieved in this way.

Yet, a study by the Office of Emergency Preparedness concluded that a ten
per cent reduction in total civilian petroleum requirements in a non-war crisis
would be a "severe" limitation.- This ten per cent rationing would all fall on motor
gasoline consumption and would imply a reduction of substantially more than ten
per cent. Evea more important perhaps Is the fact that rationing in peacetime
supply crises would be highly unpopular and difficult to justify to the public.

In the final analysis, to measure a nation's security it is necessary to measure
its vulnerability. By this test, the proposals of the Cabinet Task Force on Oil
Import Control could only-and would only-have tho effect of increasing the
vulnerability of the United States, and, correspondingly, diminishing its security.

This is not rhetorical conjecture. The objective and intent of the phased retreat
from controls on foreign oil imports is deliberately to increase the inflow into the
United States of petroleum produced abroad. It is not necessary for me to add.to
the Committee's already copious records from the past establishing the correlation
between rising imports and lowering levels of domestic exploration. The course
proposed would have the inevitable consequence of increasing the dependence of
the United States on petroleum produced abroad.

The distribution of the world's oil reserves is such that the only area which
could possibly satisfy the demands of the American market is the Middle East.
Outside the United States and Canada, close to ninety per cent of the Free World's
reserves are located in the Middle East and neighboring North Africa.
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We know from the record the implications of resting our national security upon
the petroleum supplies of the Middle East.

Over the quarter century since World War II, this is what has happened In the
Middle East, even without a general war.

In 1948, at the start of the Arab-Israeli War, Iraq shut down a pipeline to
the Mediterranean at considerable financial loss to itself and prohibited
completion of other lines-lines which remain unfinished.
. In 1951, Iran seized the properties of the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company, and

production was shut down for three years.
In 1956-57, during the Arab-Israeli War, the Suez Canal was closed and

the pipeline from Iraq to the Mediterranean was sabotaged.
In 1961, Iraq seized a giant undeveloped oil field. This issue remains un-

resolved, and Russian intervention has been reported.
In 1966, Syria shut down the Iraq Petroleum Company pipelines which

cross its territory.
In 1967, at the start of the Arab-Israeli War, Arab producers temporarily

halted production; the Trans-Arabian Pipeline was shut down; shipment of
oil to the United States, United Kingdom and West Germany were embargoed
and the Suez Canal was closed and remains closed.

In 1969, the Trans-Arabian pipeline was sabotaged by Arab guerillas on
several occasions.

In 1970, at present, the Trans-Arabian Pipeline is shut down because
Syria has refused to permit repairs of an accidental break in the line.

Between 1967 and 1970, Nigerian production was substantially reduced
during much of its civil war.

The consequences to the United States of adopting a policy of reliance u)on
petroleum from the Middle East are not conjecture. This record I have recited
demonstrates that interruptions in supply are commonplace, that they are
occuring with greater frequency, that their scope is increasing. Without the
introduction of any external influence into the area, dependence upon Middle East
production would, because of the clearly volatile nature of the region, sharply
increase the vulnerability of the United States to serious distruptions. Yet we
cannot ignore the growing evidence of a widening and aggressive influence in the
Middle East from the Soviet Union. For example--arming, re-arming, and training
Syria and Egypt's armed forces; a naval task torce in the Mediterranean; an agree-
ment to assist the governments of Iraq and Algeria in petroleum development; and
the building of a pipeline to tap Iranian gas reserves.

No one can predict when a solution will be found for the basic Middle East
hostilities, or when peace will be attained in that area of the world. And until
stability is reached, the Free World will face the possibility that the flow of vital
oil supplies from the Middle East may again be disrupted-at any time, and for
any reason. For the Arab nations have used their oil resources for political pur-
poses in the past, and have threatened to do so again. On May 14, 1970, Mr.
T'omeh, the Syrian Representative to the United Nations, made the following
statement to the U. N. Security Council:

I would remind the Council of what the Ambassador from Saudi
Arabia sAid to the Council two days ago. If the United States Government
and those which have interests in our area cannot achieve any positive action
to stop the international brigand, the robber-baron state, Israel, from con-
tinuing its criminality, then the Arab people--and let the United States
representative heed my advice--will be absolutely free to think about ways
to guarantee that its own resources shall be exploited by the Arabs in the
best possible manner."

Mr. Tomeh's words are indeed a warning-the United States cannot afford
to become dependent on the Middle East for vital oil supplies. Too much is at
stake--from the standpoint of U.S. national security, and the importance of
assured supplies of oil and natural gas to the economy, and to each American
consumer.

The objective of an assured domestic oil capability for national security was
not overlooked by the Cabinet Task Force. Even those members who supported
the Task Force recommendations have expressed serious reservations about the
impact of the tariff proposal on national security. For example:

The Secretary of ,State: "basic changes In an oil import program of long
standing might provoke serious adverse reactions which could have an im-
portant bearing on national security."
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The Secretary of the Treasury: "Our domestic industry will be expected-
and encouraged to continue to expand its output and to explore for and
develop new sources of crude oil and substitutes; the revised oil import
control system should be so managed as to work toward this goal."

The Secretary of Defense: ". . it is extremely important that the pro-
gram be carefully administered and security considerations be paramount.
Defense would consider (it) . . . to be essential'. . . that domestic
exploration be maintained at approximately current rates and that no reduc-
tion in reserves be allowed."

The Secretaries of the Interior and Commerce: "If not restricted, imports
of lower-cost oil would enter In such volume as to destroy much of the existing
crude oil producing industry of the U.S. in the next decade. This would
render the nation heavily dependent on foreign production and would
pose a demonstrable threat to the national security unless such production
were certain to be available under any conditions."

Mr. Chairman, in conclusion, we are living with new realities.
Over the lifetime of both the oldest and the youngest Americans in this room,

the position of the United States, as both a petroleum producer and petroleum
consumer, has changed beyond measurement, almost beyond comprehension.
No statistic., no projections, no comparisons can fully reflect either the extent
or the consequences of that change. When, in this context, we talk of national
security, we are talking of a new factor about which there is little tested and
certain knowledge.

The past affords little relevant guidance.
If we consider all the elements of national securitv-military, economic and

diplomatic security-it is abundantly evident that they have added a wholly
new scale and dimension to our requirements.

It is my hope," that during the decade of the 1970's we shall all be able to lay
aside the prejudices and preconceptions of the past, and begin to guide our public
dialogue as well as our public policy by the new realities with which we live.

In this, there i; only one acceptable standard to guide and govern us, and that is
the national security. If that standard is served, neither producer nor consumer
has just cause for complaint. If that standard is not honored, then all Americans-
all free men everywhere-will suffer.

The new realities of a changing world do not permit the United States to
abandon the standard of national security as the governing standard for our oil
import control program.

STATMENT ON OIL IMPORTS BEFORE HOUSE WAYS AND MEAN54COMMITTEE,
JUNE 3, 1970, BY M. A. WRmoHT ON BEHALF OF HUMBLE011 REFININGG

COMPANY AND STANDARD OIL COMPANY (NEw JEiRsEY)

INTRODUCTION

The House Ways and Means Committee has before it a number of proposed
amendments to the Trade Exiansion Act of 1912. While the matter of oil import
control is not dealt with explicitly in either the Administration Bill H.R. 14870 or
H.R. 16920, it is, nevertheless, important to consider the oil import control
program, established under the national security provision of the Trade Expansion
Act, as it relates to U.S. trade policy.

Section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 authorizes the President, with
the advice of the Director of the Office of Emergency Preparedness, to ".. •
take such action, and for such time, as he deems necessary to adjust the imports
of such article and its derivatives so that such imports will not so threaten to
impair the national security" (Section 232b). This section, together with earlier
legislation, provides the legal basis for the current oil import program which was
established in 1959.

A special Cabinet Task Force, chaired by the Secretary of Labor, Mr. Shultz,
completed a detailed review of this program in February. The final report of the
Task Force recommended that the present system of quotas be replaced by a sys-
tem of preferential tariffs designed initially to reduce the domestic crude price
about 300 per barrel. It is our view that this proposal would seriously affect the
ability of our Country to meet its civilian and military requirements for petroleum
in the event of a national emergency. Recognizing such a possibility, this statement
is directed to the conclusions and the underlying analysis presented in the Task
Force Report. It explains why we do not believe that the conclusions of the Report
should become the basis for trade policy or for national security decisions.
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This statement deals with the U.S. energy picture and petroleum supply and
demand over the next ten to fifteen years and examines the Task Force analysis
of these topics. There are also serious economic and balance of payments Implica-
tions, and these and other issues are covered in the other API statements.

At the outset, it should be emphasized that the Task Force study has con-
tributed to a clearer understanding of the intended objective In establishing oil
import controls. The Task Force clearly recognized the security implications
of oil imports and concluded that "The statute makes clear that the guiding
criterion (for controlling oil imports) is national security; imports are to be
adjusted on the extent necessary to prevent Impairment of the national security"
(par. 11l, p. 7). The Task Force correctly points out that national security en-
compasses nore than military considerations. Maintaining the strength of our
domestic economy and our relations with foreign countries are also important
aspects of national security (pars 115 and 116, p.-8).

While tbere may be differences as to the degree or type of constraint envisioned,
we are in agreement with the unanimous conclusion of the Task Force that some
form of oil import control is necessary to maintain security of petroleum supply
(par. 423, p. 129). We believe that the most realistic approach involves some
form of quantitative limitation.

To provide stricter adherence to the basic objective of national security,
the President has established the Oil Policy Committee to give advice to the
Director of the Office of Emergency Preparedness on the policy direction, co-
ordination, and surveillance of the imports program. The day-to-day admninistra-
tive function is to remain In the Oil Imports Administration. We commend this
move. Hopefully, this change will stabilize the oil import program and prevent
its use for purposes unrelated to national security.

Efforts to promote economic development, expand U.S. exports and aid small
business are commendable in their own right, but as the Task Force Report
points out, ". . . it is questionable whether import quotas should be used for
collateral i purposes deemed socially desirable" (par. 307a, p. 73). We are, there-
fore, in agicement, with the Task Force on a number of its recommendations for
improving the effectiveness of the current oil import program.

The findings of the Task Force also demonstrate the widsom of initiating
U.S. discussions With Canada to establish compatible policies on energy. We
also concur in the Task Force recommendation that recognition be given io the
special national security role for the U.S., of Venezuela, and other Latin American
sources of supply.

PETROLEUM OUTLOOK WITH CONTROLS

As the President noted in his February 20 statement concerning the Task
Force Report, "Reasonable men can and will differ about the information,
premises and conclusions contained in the report." We are no exception. There
are important areas where our views coincide with those of the Task Force.
We find serious fault, however, with the Task Force analysis of U.S. security of
oil supply under the various price assumptions postulated in their. study. Their
recommendations, which are based on this analysis, pose a far greater threat to
that security than the Task Force concludes.

Program planning and policy formulation at federal, state, and local govern-
ment levels should not be based on analyses which give extreme or improbable
results. Determining maximum and minimum possible results is an integral
part of planning, but to base government policy on estimates of the most op-
timistic set of circumstances is hazardous at best. In the case of oil import
control, we are dealing with an essential energy source which is fundamental
to all other activity in the country. It is imperative, therefore, that the resulting
policy minimize the risk of overoptimism regarding the security of U.S. oil sup-
plies.

This paper contains a detailed examination of the reasonableness of the Task
Force analysis, with particular emphasis on the ability of the U.S. petroleum
industry to respond in an emergency and the Task Force assumptions regarding
Western Hemisphere supply capability. It demonstrates that the Task Force
has based its analysis and conclusions on optimistic and at times extreme as-
sumptions and questions whether the Task Force analysis provides a reasonable
basis for government policy determination.
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ENERGY AND PETROLEUM DEMAND

It is important to begin this discussion of the oil imports problem by sum-
marizing the overall United States energy demand, and oil's role in supplying a
share of that demand. Our forecast of energy demand shows an average annual
growth rate of 4.2 percent over the next ten years. This growth in demand was
carefully built up by examining in detail the major energy demand elements in
each consuming sector of the economy. It is consistent with patt energy growth
rates and accepted projections of growth in population and Gross National
Product. It is essentially unchanged from the forecast used as a basis for our
1969 submission to the Oil Imports Task Force.

While our long-range projection of total energy requirements has not changed,
recent developments have altered our assessment of the role of specific fuels in
meeting these requirements.

Figure 1 sumnirizes our forecast of total energy demand (on an input basis),
and the relative share for each consuming sector. None of the consuming sectors
exhibit a marked departure from historical trends. The "Conversion and Trans-
mission" sector accounts for energy expended in the generation and transmission
of electricity. Since the demand for electrical power is expected to continue to
grow at rates averaging nearly seven percent per year during the forecast period,
the energy consumed in its generation and transmission will also grow at a faster
rate than overall energy demand, reaching a substantial portion of the total with
the passage of time..

Competition among the several fuels required to meet this demand is strongly
affected by supply availability, economic, regulatory and technological factors.
The top line on Figure 2 again represents our forecast of total energy demand.
The various layers shown represent the historical and forecast contributions of
the individual fuels to the total.

Starting at the top of the chart, nuclear energy is just now beginning to make
significant contributions to energy needs. By 1985, nuclear energy is forecast to
provide about eleven percent of total energy demand.

A key factor in meeting expected energy demand is nuclear power plant capac-
ity. Published AEC forecasts indicate a rather smooth buildup to an estimated
130-170 thousand megawatts of nuclear capacity by 1980. However, fabrication,
construction, and licensing delays have seriously retarded this schedule. An
actual count of nuclear plants that have been built, contracted, ordered and
tentatively announced indicates that 100 thousand megawatts of capacity by
1980 is a more realistic figure. Plant construction is running 2 to 3 years behind
schedule and an overall lead time of 6 to 7 years is now required for new nuclear
'plants. A crash program would be required to exceed 100 thousand megawatts
by 1980. Our forecast of growth in capacity from 1980 to 1985 implies that the
economics and operating reliability of the 1,000 megawatt class nuclear units
now being built will be proven by the mid-1970's, and that the questions con-
cerning radiation and thermal pollution will have been resolved. Our nuclear
forecast beyond 1980 is possibly optimistic, however, in that it implies that an ad-
ditional 1,000 megawatts of capacity would come onstream every two weeks from
1980 to 1985. This level of activity is difficult to visualize, but it underscores the
huge amounts of electrical energy which will be required.

Continued growth in hydroelectric energy is expected. However, this growth
is limited by the availability of economic sites.

Continuing down the chart, coal has contributed an importnat share of the
nation's energy in the past. We forecast a resurgence in coal's growth beyond
1975. Currently, however, spare coal producing capacity is low, and above-ground
inventories have been declining. The coal forecast for the next five years shows
only slight growth, and is influenced heavily by air quality considerations and
recent mine safety regulations. Beyond 1975, increased demands for coal will
occur in response to the time lags in nuclear power plant construction, limited
natural gas supply, and the national security considerations attendant to oil
imports. This projected growth in coal demand is, however, contingent on the
development of technology, particularly for flue gas desiulfurization, which will
permit the use of coal within the framework of the air conservation regulations
expected to prevail.

Petroleum in the form of gas and oil accounts for two-thirds to three-fourths
of energy requirements in the entire 25-year period shown here. Each warrants
detailed discussion.
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Natural gas is our second largest source of energy. While ws expect It to main-
tain this position during the forecast period, dwindling reserves portend a declining
contribution from gas in meeting the overall growth In energy demand.

The demand for gas would grow steadily over the next 15 years if adequate
supplies were available. This potential demand is shown on Figure 3. However,
the forecast inability of natural gas to continue to supply its share of energy
demand growth is also illustrated. Production from the lower 48 states Is expected
to peak in 1973. Gas from Alaska is shown separately and includes North Slope
volumes starting in 1976. While overland imports, primarily from Canada, are
projected to more than triple, they are forecast to provide only 11 percent of
supplI by 1985. A simple projection of the demand line at current growth rates
reveals a serious gas supply gap of increasingly larger proportions. This gap could
be even larger considering the licelv increase in demand resulting from efforts to
control air quality. This supply shortage e is now generally recognized by the FPC
and the distribution companies. Vrhe impact of this shortage on the supply of U.S..
bas-ed energy and current efforts to clean up our environment will be significant.

Our analysis of the growth in U.S. liquid petroleum demand is summarized on
Figure 4. As indicated, oil demand will continue to grow over the ne.t 15 years
at its hi,toric rate of about 4 percent per year. Transportation demand is also
forecast to grow at historic rates. The use of oil for residential-commercial space
heating may peak in the early 1980's, giving way to gas and electricity. Industrial
demand for oil is expected to increase steadily in the absence of economic alterna-
tives to meet air pollution controls. Electric utilities are forecast to continue to
increase their demand for heavy fuel oil, where it is available or required, as a
substitute for high sulfur coal initially, and later for gas as gas supplies tighten.

A more detailed discussion of the outlook for heavy fuel oil, as shown on Figure
5, provides an insight into the changing role of oil in meeting future energy de-
mand. While heavy fuel oil demand is not expected to increase for transportation
or residential-commercial heating requirements, it Is expected to assume increasing
importance as an energy source for electricity generation and industrial use.

For the ten years through 1968, the use of heavy fuel oil grew only 1.9 percent
per year. In 1969, however, demand jumped almost 10 percent to an all-time high
of tvo million barrels per day. This surge was due in large measure to the needs
of electric utilities, which have had no viable alternative because of delays in
nuclear construction, the shortage of gas, and the inability to meet clean air
standards with coal. We expect this situation to persist until the mid-1970's,
when solutions to nuclear construction problems and emergence of stack gas
desulfurization technology could mitigate the growth of heavy fuel oil in utility
use. However, industrial consumption of heavy fuel oil' is expected to continue to
grow rapidly.

In the late 1970's synthetic fuels will become a part of the total fuel spectrum
and will reach about three percent of U.S. energy by 1985. This will include
synthetic oil and gas from coal and oil from shale. The timing and magnitude of
synthetic fuel production is critically dependent on two factors-the development
of economically viable technology and a national policy which would encourage
the utilization of these resources.

In summarixing the energy supply picture, delay in construction of nuclear
generating capacity has resulted in a growing demand for fossil fuels as a power
plant fuel. Growth in the use of coal is expected to be limited in the shorter term
due to its high sulfur content. Natural gas cannot be expected to provide its
previous share of growth due to supply limitations. The combined effect of air
quality considerations, pending shortages of clean fuel alternatives, and slow-

owns in nuclear facility construction have placed a sudden and severe supply
burden on petroleum that is expected to continue over a period of years.

As a result of these factors, we forecast total U.S. petroleum demand, including
Puerto Rican demand, bonded fuels and U.S. military offshore procurement, to
be 22.7 million barrels per day in 1980 and 26.8 million barrels per day in 1985.
This is about 12 percent higher (2.7 million barrels per day in 1980 and 3.4 million
barrels pet day in 1985) than our forecast of a year ago, due in' large part to more
stringent environmental regulations and the supply problems for other energy
sources.

The petroleum policies of this nation will be a major factor in determining our
ability to meet these requirements from secure sources. Our analysis considers
the U.S. supply and demand balance for two cases: (a) the situation with a con-
tinuation of existing import controls and tax laws, and (b) the situation if import
.controls are changed along the lines suggested by the Task Force.
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Rese., .additions and production
Figure 6 shows our current estimate of U.S. liquid petroleum demand and tht

principal sources of supply. These are the results we forecast, assuming continued
oil import controls and the current economic environment. As will be developed
more fully later, imports will be required to play an increasingly important role
in the supply balance.

Also important is tile large amount of future U.S. production which must come
from reserves yet to be found. In 1980, 5.8 million barrels per day, or 45 percent
of total U.S. production, is forecast to conic from oil reserves not yet found. This
is expected to increase to 55 percent in 1985.

To permit these forecast levels of production, it will be necessary to find and
develop an additional 48 billion barrels of oil over the next 15 years. To put this
number in perspective, it represents about 40 percent -is much oil as has been
discovered in the United States in the entire history of the oil industry, or over
one and one-half times the remaining known U.S. reserves in the lower 48 states.

If all exploration activities were suddenly terminated, and the forecast 48
billion barrels were not found, U.S. production would decline generally as shown
along the bottom line of this chart.

The line reflecting the total of production from known and future reserves
includes our forecast of production from the North Slope of Alaska and is adjusted
for the effects of the Tax Reform Act of 1969, which will be discussed in more
detail.
Alaskan potential

Much has been said publicly about the oil potential of Alaska's North Slope,
and it would be helpful to discuss this area in some detail. Hfimble included ex-
pected North Slope reserves in the "Production from Future Reserves" category
in data submitted to the Oil Import Task Force last year. At that time, the Sep-
tember 1969 lease sale or the North Slope precluded being very specific. Since
then reser ves of about 10 billion barrels have been confirmed on the North Slope
in the Prudhoe Bay discovery. Production from these reserves is included in the
"Booked and Known Reserve" portion of the chart.

The Task Force Report placed considerable reliance on the North Slope of
Alaska for future reserve additions and production. At one point in the Report,
it is stated that "recoverable reserves of 40 billion barrels on the North Slope of
Alaska would not surprise us," (par. 228e, p. 40) although in fairness it should
be pointed out that the Task Force figures for North Slope are based on asome-
what lower estimate. Our assessment of North Slope potential suggests that
production rates in 1980 would be approximately 2 million barrels per day, assun-
ing that the present economic environment would continue. This would be 1.7
million barrels per day less than the amount assumed by the Task Force.

It is important to point out why North Slope discoveries over the initial 10 to
15 years of exploration will probably be lower than some of the high forecasts that
have been made, even with current import controls. The map in Figure 7 illustrates
the geography of Alaska. The North Slope represents only about 11 percent of the
total area. Excluding Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 4 and the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge, the exploration potential is limited to only about one-third of
the North Slope area. The prime exploration acreage lies in a band north of the
Brooks Range that is only 30 miles wide (N-S) and 120 miles long (E-W). Until
NPR 4 and the Wildlife Refuge are made available for exploration, future North
Slope reserve additions must come from this area and possibly the adjacent
offshore area out to the neighboring Islands.

Considerable drilling has already taken place on the North Slope outside
the Prudhoe Bay field. Some indication of this activity is indicated on the map.
The probability of finding another Prudhoe Bay In the remaining undrilled areas
decreases with each unsuccessful exploratory well drilled. Our estimates suggest,
therefore, that not more than an additional 10 billion barrels will be found on the
North Slope by 1985, bringing total discovered reserves for this area to 20 billion
barrels.

The considerable activity we are witnessing on the North Slope is one example
of the success of current import controls. If In the past foreign oil had been allowed
to come into the U.S. uncontrolled domestic crude oil prices would not have
been sufficient to provide the incentives to explore in this remote area.
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U.S. SUPPLY/DEMAND BALANCE: CURRENT PRICES

To fully assess the national security Implications of the supply/demand fore-
casts, it is necessary to examine in more detail the sources of U.S. imports. Figure 8
shows our estimate of the U.S. supply/demand balance for 1980, assuming con-
tinuation of present U.S. crude oil prices and existing tax laws. It also includes
the estimates made by the Task Force in its $3.30, or current price, case which
we understand did not reflect the impact of the 1969 Reform Act.

As shown in the column on the left, the Task Force estimated total U.S. petro-
leum demand at 19.3 million barrels per day, including Puerto Rican demand,
bonded fuels and military offshore procurement. They assumed a growth rate of
3.0 percent per year for onshore demand.

Our current best estimate of total U.S. petroleum demand in 1980 is 22.7 million
barrels per day or about 12 percent higher than our forecast of a year ago. This
revised forecast is supported by the underlying analyses of future interfuel com-
petition and total U.S. energy requirements discussed earlier; the results of these
analyses are consistent with the historic growth rate of petroleum liquids of 4.2
pei cent per year which has Persisted over the past twenty years. This forecast is
3.4 million barrels per day higher than the estimates of the Task Force. We are
confident however, that if the Task Force reexamined the situation today, they
too would see a higher future demand for petroleum liquids.

Turning from demand estimates to the supply side, we conclude that the Task
Force has been overly optimistic in its assessments of the Western Hemisphere
sources of supply. Their forecast of 1980 U.S. production is approximately one
million barrels per day higher than our l)rojection of 12.6 million barrels per day.
In our judgment the Worth Slope potential is not as great as they assumed, and
the full impact of the inew tax law has not been reflected in their forecast.

We also feel that the Task Force has overstated potential supplies available
from other Western Hemisphere sources. Their estimate of Canadian and Latin
American supplies exceeds ours by about 1% million barrels per day. Imperial
Oil Company and Creole Petroleum Corporation, major affiliates of Standard Oil
Company (New Jersey) operating in Canada and Venezuela, respectively, have
carefully reviewed the supply and demand outlooks for these two important areas.
We have also sought the advice of our other affiliates in Latin America. The
comments which follow are based on these assessments.

Canadian Imporls: $3.30 Case
Significantly higher U.S. oil imports from Canada than we haVe forecast would

require an unusually high degree of success in Canadian frontier exploration. The
1.6 million barrels per day of oil imports from Canada shown in the table requires
the discovery and development of about 7 billion barrels of reserves in the
Canadian frontier areas by 1980, plus a reasonable continuation of discoveries in
established areas. Transportation facilities to move the oil to market would also
have to be developed. Canadian frontiers are regarded as highly prospective areas,
but no actual reserves have been booked there to date. Furthermore, the total
discoveries in Canada irt the past two decades amount to only 13 billion barrels.

An export potential of up to one million barrels a day higher than shown might
be available by 1980. However, we believe it would be imprudent at this time to
formulate policy on the basis of the highly successful finding rate this production
level implies, particularly in view of the fact that the additional oil available for
export by 1980 would iieed to be discovered and developed early enough in the
decade to permit resolution of the major logistics problems involved.

The Task Force has estimated that Canada will have a producing potential
in excess of 6 million barrels per day by 1980 and will be exporting 2.6 million
barrels per day to the United States. Of this 6 million barrels per day one million
barrels per day represents estimated production from tar sands which will be
discussed below. We estimate that for Canada to achieve a 5 million barrel per
day capacity from conventional sources, it would be necessary to find and develop
fer market about 25 billion barrels of oil reserves between now and 1980, or more
than twice the amount of all oil found in all of Canada over the past twenty
years. In our opinion, this would appear virtually impossible in this time period.

With respect to tar sands, the Task Force report refers to "300 billion barrels
of economically recoverable reserves." While the abundance of tar sand reserves is
not questioned, we believe that, in view of disappointing economic results from
the only plant now in operation, 1980 production from tar sands would not exceed
200 thousand barrels per day compared to the I million barrels per day Task
Force estimate.
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It is appropriate to point out also that the indicated volume of Canadian
exports assumes public policies involving Canadian utilization of local production
to cover 75 percent of Canadian demand. The attainment of the overall Canadian
capability further assumes the resolution of U.S. import policies in such a fashion
that explorers for Canadian petroleum reserves will be confident that a ready
U.S. market is available under the conditions described.

Latin American Imports: $3.80 Case
We expect that U.S. imports from Latin America will be about 2.0 million

barrels per, day in 1980. The estimate used by the Task Force Is 2.7 million barrels
per day. I.h our view, the lower estimate reflects a more realistic assessment of
future Latin American production capabilities and local demands.

The Task Force estimate of U.S. imports from Latin America is based on an
assumed Latin American production rate of 8.2 million barrels per day. Most of
this production, specifically, 5.4 million barrels per day, is assumed to come from
Venezuela. But our current estimates show that Venezuelan production in 1980
will not significantly exceed the current level of about 3.6 million barrels per day.
Anticipated production from new service contract areas, particularly in the Gulf
of Venezuela, will probably be sufficient only to offset expected declines in pro-
duction from existing concessions and will depend on the timely development of
service contract areas. Even accepting the Task Force's assessment of future
production possibilities in the rest of Latin America, their estimate of total Latin
American production in 1980 is probably 20 to 25 percent too high.
,astern Hemisphere Imports: $3.80 Case

In both the Task Force's analysis and our own, Eastern Hemisphere imports
are used to balance U.S. demand after drawiDg on available Western Hemisphere
supplies. Based on our estimate of U.S. demand and Western Hemisphere supply,
it is indicated that the U.S. would rely on Eastern Hemisphere sources for 6.5
million barrels per day of supply in 1980, or 29 percent of total requirements.
The Task Force estimated, however, that only, 500 thousand barrels per day of
Eastern Hemisphere crude would be needed. Viewed another way, the. Task Force
concludes that U.S. oil imports front the Eastern Hemisphere would be virtually
the same 10 years from now as they were in 1969. Our estimates further indicate
that by 1985, Eastern Hemisphere imports would increase to 10.0 million barrels
per day. The prospect of such a supply/demand balance must in our view raise
serious questions concerning future U.S. petroleum policies, even with no redic-
tion in crude prices or additional taxes.

EFFECT OF TAX REFORM ACT

The forecast of domestic petroleum liquids production shown in Figure 6
recognizes the effect of the 1969 Tax Reform Act. More specific comments about
the effect of the new tax law are appropriate at this point.

Summarized in Figure 9 are the effective reductions in net cash flow to the
producing industry resulting from higher federal taxes under the new law. Based
on our estimate of the level of operations in 1969, the depletion allowance (includ-
ing production payment effects) accounts for about $370 million per year or a
little over one-halt of the total effect of $700 million. To.offset this total effect
on cash flow, crude oil prices would have to rise by about 350 per barrel. If the
effect is spread proportionately over oil and gas, prices of each would have to
rise to offset the increased tax burden-250 for oil and 2f for gas. The effect of
the new tax law alone is about equivalent to the 300 per barrel crude oil price
reduction recommended by the Task Force.

The economic attractiveness of petroleum exploration has been affected ad-
versely by the 1969 Tax Law. Additionally the capital available for exploration
has been reduced. The net effect will be a reduction in oil and gas reserve additions
and subsequently in domestic oil and gas production.

U.S. PETROLEUM PRODUCTION UNDER DIFFERENT ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENTS

Our assessment of the total effect of the new tax law on our forecast of future
petroleum liquids production, which was discussed earlier, is indicated on Figure
10. Production levels represented by the solid line titled "Base Case" are identical
to the forecast included in Figure 6.

The top line (dashed line), titled "Before Tax Bill" describes the probable
production if the tax laws existingtprior to the 1969 fPax Reform Act had con-
tinued. We now estimate that expect ed exploration activity will lead to discoveries

51-389--70-pt. 2-20
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of 48 billion barrels between 1970 and 1985, a reduction of 19 percent or 11 billion
barrels from our earlier estimates. As a result, our projection of crude oil produc-
tion is down by approximately 10 percent or 1.2 million barrels per day in 1980
and by 2.1 million barre;s per'day In 1985.

The Task Force findings have had the effect of ejectingg an additional level of
uncertainty through their emphasis on crude price reduction. The Task Force
recommended replacing present oil import controls with a tariff system designed
to reduce domestic crude oil prices at least 300 per barrel at the wellhead. The
Chairman of the Task Force concluded that crude oil prices could be reduced by
800 per barrel without endangering national security. Also, there was cQnsiderable
emphasis in the analytical work of the Task Force Report.on the $2.50, or 800
price reduction ca-;e.

There is a substantial time lag between the decision to undertake exploration
activity and the realization of production from the reserves found. The possibility
of lower prices would weigh heavily on investment decisions, which are based on
expectations of the future economic environment. The adverse psychological effect
on exploration and development outlays resulting from the threat of further price
reductions might have the same effect as actually reducing the price. The two
lower lines on Figure 10 show our estimate of the effect on future U.S. production
of reductions in U.S. prices of 30 and 80e per barrel. We estimate the impact on
future additions to reserves from 1970 to 1985 to be severe. Under an 800 reduc-
tion, reserve additions would be 23 billion barrels or less than half our base case.

While the Task Force Report did not clearly delineate the effect of proposed
changes in the oil import program on oil and gas reserve additions, the Secretary
of Defense conditioned his approval of the Report's recommendations on the
maintenance of U.S. exploratory efforts at approximately current rates, and no
decline in oil reserves. (p. 132) The Secretary of the Treasury qualified his approval
by stating that "our dJomestic industry will be expected and encouraged to con-
tinue to expand its output and explore for and develop new sources of crude oil
and substitutes." (p. 131) These qualifications underscore the need to examine
the effects of the recommendations in the Task Force Report on the period beyond
1980, when the full impact of reduced exploratory effort would result in lower
discovery rates, leading to substantially lower levels of domestic production and
greater U.S. dependence on insecure sources.

SUPPLY/DIMAND BALANCE: $2.50 CASE

Figure 11 details the Task Force estimate of JU.S. liquid petroleum demand,
production, and imports in 1980, assuming a domestic crude oil price of $2.50 per
barrel, and compares them to our current best estimates for the same time period.
The $2.50 case (an 800 per barrel price reduction) was chosen because it is the
basis for the Task Force analysis of U.S. oil security with an interruption of
foreign supplies. (Tables F-J, pp. 61-64)

For demand, the Task Force has used 19.7 million barrels per day. In contrast,
we have forecast a U.S. requirement' ofi 23.5 million barrels per day, which is
consistent with historical growth, adjusted upward slightly to account for in-
creased demand due to lower prices.

Our estimates indicate that domestic petroleum liquids production in 1980
would be 9.8 million barrels per day. This is 1.2 million barrels per day less than
the Task Force estimate (Table D-3, '1. 49). This difference arises primarily be-
cause we have adjusted for the effect of the 1969 Tax Reform Act, and, as men-
tioned earlier we feel that the Task Force was optimistic in its assumptions
regarding future production on the North Slope of Alaska.

We estimate that North Slope production in 1980 might be as much as 2.0
million barrels per day, which Is .500 thousand barrels per day less than estimated
by the Task Force. The wellhead price of crude oil on the North Slope would be
reduced to about $1.00 per barrel under this case, which is only about one-third
of current U.S. crude oil prices. High transportation costs to Midwest markets
and the quality of the crude (high sulfur and residual content) account for sich
a low price. Our estimate of 1980 production at this price is not significantly
different from our forecast tinder existing conditions simply because the bulk of
the reserves to support this level of'production will come from exploration already
completed or under way. However, future exploration and development efforts
would be reduced significantly at this low price and, in turn, production beyond
1980 would be sharply reduced.

Turning now to other Western Hemisphere export potential under the $2.50
case, we believe the Task Force has overestimated the capacity of both Canadian
and Latin American supply sources.
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Canadian imports: $2.60 case
As shown in the table our estimates indicate that, if the U.S. crude price were

reduced 4v 800 per barrel U.S. imports from Canada in 1980 would be a maximum
of 1.5 million barrels per day, or one-half the 3.0 million barrels per day assumed by
the Task Force.

The Task Force Report correctly notes that Canadian crudes enjoy a ost
advantage in the Chicago area and that for this reason, the price of Canadian oil
would not decline by as much as that of U.S. oil. However, the Report understates
the amount of the decline that would occur. The Task Force assumed that Cana-
dian prices would fall only 30T per barrel in response to an 80. per barrel reduction
in the price of U.S. oil. Taking account of certain quality and other important
commercial factors, we would expect that Canadian crude oil prices would decline
approximately 500 per barrel if U.S. crude prices were reduced by 80e per barrel.
This lower price would adversely affect Canadian exploration activity.

The more fundamental reason for questioning the Task Force estimate, how-
ever, is that It would require an unrealistically high level of reserve additions under
the price condition asumed. Therefore, we'feel U.S. imports of Canadian crude
in 1980 are not likely to exceed 1.5 million barrels per day if U.S. crude prices were
reduced by 800 per barrel.

Lalin American imports: $2.60 case
Turning to Latin America, we expect that U.S. imports would be about 2.0

million barrels per day instead of the 3.8 million assuinedjby the Ta-k Force.
Our divergent views on Latin American supply potential were discussed earlier
and need not be repeated here. In addition, the Task Force assumed that 1.1
million barrels a day of Latin American crude would be diverted to the U.S. from
other markets as a result of the proposed Western Hemisphere tariff preference.

After deducting dometie production, and Canadian and Latin American hn-
ports from estimated U.S. demand, the remaining supply shortfall would be filled
by Eastern Hemisphere crude sources which are recognized by the Task Force
as being less secure than Western Ifemisphere supplies (par: 337, p. 98). As
indicated, our current best estimates of petroleum supply and demand patterns
would necessitate oil imports from the Eastern Hemisphere totalling 10.2 million
barrels per day, or 43 percent of U.S. demand. This is 8.3 million barrels per day
more than estimated by the Task Force. (Table D-C, p. 49) By 1985, imports from
the Eastern Hemisphere would rise to 16.1 million barrels per day, or 58 percent
of the total U.S. demand.

These es timates do not include the additional Eastern Hemisphere oil which
would be needed to offset at least part of the lower natural gas production in the
$2.50 case. We estimate that natural gas production would be reduced by 25 per-
cent in 1985. A more detailed discussion of the effect of lower crude oil prices on
natural gas production is provided in the appendix to this paper.

EMERGENCY SUPPLY/DEMAND BALANCE: $2.50 CASE

Using supply/demand balances similar to the one described above, the Task
Force looked at a number of hypothetical supply emergencies at lower crude
prices to determine how domestic petroleum demand could be met under these
circumstances. Figure 12 compare our estimate of how U.S. demand would be
met in an emergency in 1980 with that postulated by the Task Force. Their
assessment of a six-month interruption of Arab supplies with a crude price of
$2.50 per barrel, is shown. Comparisons for other emergencies would have similar
and in some cases even more severe results in terms of the security of U.S. oil
supplies.

The Task Force estimates that if all Arab oil were denied for six months, U.S.
production plus normal imports from Canada, Latin America, and non-Arab-
Eastern Hemisphere countries could supply 18.3 million barrels per day or 05
percent of U.S. demand. This would indicate an immediate supply shortfall
from normal production, therefore, of 1.4 million barrels, per day. (Table H,
p.63) The Task Force further concludes that excess capacity available In the

S. and from its non-Arab foreign suppliers would be more than sufficient to
cover this deficit. Considering all other emergency supplies available to the U.S.,
the Task Force estimates that there would be a surplus of 5.7 million barrels
per day over 80 percent of which would come from crude oil and product inven-
tories in the U.S. (Table H, p. 63) It was these assumptions in the Task Force
Report which led to conclusions that an 80 cent per barrel reduction In domestic
crude oil prices would not endanger national security in 1980.
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Considering the same emergency in terms of our best estimate of U.S. supply/
demand patterns, a totally different conclusion is reached. Normal domestic and
non-Arab foreign supplies would cover only 59 percent of total petroleum demand,
leaving a deficit of 9.7 million barrels per day. After adjusting for emergency
supplies available in the U.S. and from non-Arab foreign sources, a-deficit of 6.3
million barrels per day would still remain. With a deficit of this magnitude,
amounting to 27 percent of demand, it would be necessary to initlate a program
of rationing far exceeding that which the Office of Emergency Preparedness said
would be possible without severe economic repercussions. (OHP submission
#154-A: 9-16 percent of demand) If such an emergency would occur in 1985,
the total deficit or supply shortfall, would increase to 12.2 million barrels per day
(44 percent of demand).

In addition to our divergent views on demand and normal supplies, there are
major differences between our analysis and that of the Task Force on the esti-
mated availability of emergency supplies. Our estimates of the total availability
from spare producing capacity ("excess capacity"), inventories, and emergency
production increases are less than one-half as large as those made by the Task
Force.
* Spare producing capacity in the U.S. has been declining for the past several
years. Allowable factors have been increased as new reserve additions have failed
to meet growing demand. Spare capacity will continue to decline even with present
oil import controls. By the mid to late 70's, the U.S. petroleum industry, including
the Alaska North Slope, will be producing at 100 percent of allowable rates.

It is difficult to quantify precisely what level of spare U.S. producing capacity
would exist In 1980 at $2.50 crude prices. Producers would have already taken
all economically jusified steps to increase production rates under normal condi-
tions. Efforts to increase production further would meet with limited success.

Taking into consideration the spare capacity in the Elk Hills Naval Petroleum
Reserve (200 thousand barrels per day), and potential production above 100
percent allowables in Texas and Louisiana, we eatimato that spare producing
capacity in the U.S. would not exceed 800 thousand barrels per day in 1980. It
should be emphasized, however, that there is a high probability that spare capacity
would he much less, and an estimate as low as 300 thousand barrels per day is
not unreasonable.

It is also felt that the excess capacity for Other Western Hemisphere sources
is somewhat overstated, but for purposes of this analysis, we have not adjusted
the Task Force estimates.

The potential for drawing on crude oil and products inventories in an ciner-
gency requires an understanding of the inventory needs of refiners, pipeline and
tanker operators, and marketers, Inventories are a necessary cost of doing business.
For this reason we commit a substantial amount of time to maintaining inventories
at the lowest practical level.

The Task Force estimated that roughly 100 million barrels, or 25 percent (par.
239, p. 50) of total forecast crude oil stocks in 1980, could be utilized in a six-month
emergency without. impairing normal industry operations. Similarly, they conclude
that product inventories could be reduced by 75 percent (par. 239, p. 50) or 700
million barrels. This total six-month inventory reduction of 890 million barrels
would be equivalent to 4.9 million barrels per dlay. (Table 11, p. 63).

By contrast, our studies of inventory availability suggest that a maximum of
270 million barrels (50 crude, 220 product) could be used in a six-month period.
This is equivalent to a daily rate of 1.5 million barrels. The remainder would have
to be available as working stocks in order to maintain petroleum industry opera-
tions and near normal consumption patterns. Even this could not be done without
added costs and without many supply disruptions. Furthermore this would re-
quire a reduction in inventories similar on a percentage basis to that experienced
in World War II when rationing was in effect.

Inventory utilization must afso recognize locationial questions. For example,
an emergency would deprive East Coast refineries of imported crude; the inven-
tories available to offset thi. loss would be a mixture of crude and all types of
products which would be dispersed throughout the country. Physically matching
availability to needs would present severe transportation and distribution
problems.

Moving to the next category, some limited emergency production increase-%
could be realized from measures such as infill drilling and increased secondary
recovery operations. However, this would require uneconomic expenditures which
would somehow have to be justified or subsidized. These activities would have to
be in addition to sustaining normal operations. Consequently, there would be
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timing problems duo to lack of available rigs, qualified personnel, and equipment;
and potential limitations on transportation facilities. Our best estimate of the
emergency increase In U.S. production which could be achieved by such methods
over a six-month period is 100 thousand barrels per day compared to the Task
Force estimate of 300 thousand barrels per day. (Table'A p. 63).

We have assessed the Task Force estimates of emergency production increases
in Canada and Latin America and have concluded that the Task Force figures are
optimistic. Since the volumes involved are not critical to the balances, they have
not be adjusted.

The Task Force does not Include the Venezuelan tar belt oil in its production
estimates, although It does indicate a substantial availability and states that the
tar belt yields a product which Is almost residual fuel oil as is. (Par. 2360, p. 47)
In reality, the tar belt material is very high in sulfur and vanadium and is so
viscous that it would have to be blended with a light diluent such as heatin- oil
before it could be transported or consumed. Installation of the necessary producing,
refining, and transportation facilities would require about three years from the
time a decision is made to proceed.

The Task Force $2.50 case has been emphasized in this analysis because it
provides the basis for all of the security analyses. We believe the Task Force
has combined conservative estimates of demand with optimistic and sometimes
impractical assessments of normal and emergency supplies into a balance which
has a very low probability of being nohieved. The Task Force postulates a situa-
tion for oil imports not much different than today in which only a small part of
U.S. supply comes from the Eastern Hemisphere. Therefore the loss of part of
that supply would not seriously threaten national security. Since the Task Force
estimated emergency supplies to be five times the expected shortfall, it felt
security of supply was not a problem.

In sharp contrast, we see the possibility of a 6.3 million barrels per day supply
deficit with the same interruption even after taking all available emergency
measures. This would be a shortage of 27 percent of requirements. In 1985, the
deficit would be 12.2 million barrels per day or 44 percent of demand. Unlike the
Task Force, therefore, we see a.potentially hazardous petroleum supply situation.

SUMMARY

The major points of our analysis of iie Cabinet Task Force Report and the
outlook for security of U.S. supply are as follows:

(1) All parties who have analyzed the imports problem-including in-
dustry, government, and the Task Force majority and minority-concur that
national security should be the sole justification and objective of oil import
controls. They also agree that some form of oil import control Is necessary
to avoid undue reliance on insecure foreign supply sources.

(2) Many of the Task Force estimates and the results which flow from them
have a low probability of occurrence. This is not to say that our estimates are
free of uncertainties. However it should be recognized that the Task Force
analysis of U.S. security of oil supply is based on estimates which diverge
significantly from extrapolations of historical trends. The alternative esti-
mates we have considered are consistent with past Industry performance.
We must conclude, therefore, that the Government should avoid program
changes which are based on estimates which have understated U.S. depend-
ence on Eastern Hemisphere sources.

(3) The separate comments of the Secretaries of Defense, State, Treasury,
Commerce, and Interior reflect their concern and reservation regarding the
national security findings of the Task Force Majority Report. We share that
concern.

(4) The defects of the existing import control system lie not in the system
itself so much as in its administration. The Majority Report recognized that
the current program could be made more effective through simplification of
administrative procedures and limiting the program to its national security
objective.

(5) There is ample evidence to suggest that even with a continuation of
the present economic environment the U.S. petroleum industry will be hard
pressed to supply sufficient petroleum raw material from domestic sources to
satisfy the security criteria established by the Oil Imports Task Force.
Given this possibility dismantling the import control system and reducing
exploration incentive by establishing lower domestic crude prices is moving
in the wrong direction.
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The present Mandatory Oil Imports Program is authorized under the national
security provision (See. 232) of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962. We believe the
needs of the country with respect to the availability of petroleum products can
be well served by a continuation of the Oil Import Quota System. We also believe
that administrative procedures are available to permit the Oil Policy Committee
to improve on the present system.

The Task Force proposals would in our opinion work to the detriment of the
nation's petroleum security. We believe that our analysis has shown that the real
question confronting the government is how to create an environment and policy
framework which will assure that this country can minimize its dependence on
insecure foreign sources for the bulk of the energy essential to our economy.

APPENDIX
Natural gas effect

The effect of changes in the import. program on natural gas was given only
passing reference in the Task Force Majority Report. We estimate that with an
800 per barrel reduction in crude oil prices and higher federal taxes. U.S. natural
gas production, including Alaska, would decline by 4 TCF in 1980, and by 7
TCF in 1985. Approximately 60 percent of this decline is gas which is produced
in association with ol. These production losses would be in addition to the gas
supply shortage which I alluded to earlier. This is comparable to the FPC esti-
mate in a separate report to the Task Force that a production loss of 3 TCF
would occur in 1980 in the lower-48 states.

Energy losses of these magnitudes are obviously significant. Expressed in terms
of fuel substitutes, seven trillion cubic feet of gas (7,245 T Btu's) contain the
same amount of energy as almost twice the amount of heavy fuel oil (730 million
barrels) or over half the amount of coal burned in the U.S. in 1969 (566 million
tons). These losses would aLso be significant from the standpoint of pollution
control, since natural gas is the cleanest burning fuel available.

Assuming that natural gas prices would not rise or fail to rise sufficiently to
encourage additional gas reserve additions, it would be necessary to substitute
other fuels for gas. In view of tighter pollution restrictions and limited potential
for nuclear energy by 1980, additional oil imports from the Eastern Hemisphere
above those shown in the foregoing analysis, would be required to fulfill demand.
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U.S. SUPPLY BALANCE
1980-43.30 Case

(htim 10)

Current
Cabinet Task SONJ
Force Report Estimate

Demand: 19.3 22.7
Supply:
U.S. Production
Lower 48 & other Alaska-Crude 8.2 8.7
North Slope-Crude 3.7 2.0
NGL 1.6 1.9

Sub-Total 13.5 12.6
I imports:
Canada 2.6 1.6
Latin America 2.7 2.0
Eastern Hemisphere 0.5 6.5

Sub-Total 5.8 10.1
Total 19.3 22.7
(Incl. Puerto Rico)

EFFECT OF 1969 TAX REFORM ACT

(1985)
(26.8)

(13.5)

(13.3)
(26.8)

Annual Reduction In
Cash Flow To Oil

Producing Industry
Percentage Depletion $370 MM

Minimum Tax $160 MM
I nvestment Tax Credit $170 MM

Total Tax Bill $700 MM
Equivalent Impact On After Tax Cash Flow
a. Crude Oil Only Bears Full Impact ----------- 35 Per Barrel
b. Crude Oil and Natural Gas Prices Bear impact-- 256 Per Barrel

20 Per Mcf
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i la= 10
U.S LIQUID PETROLEUM PRODUCTION

MILLION BARRELS PER DAY

710M it

U.S. SUPPLY BALANCE
1980--$2.50 Case

(MMBID)

Demand
Supply:

U.S. Production
Lower 48 and other Alaska-Crude*
North Slope-Crude
NGL

Sub-Total
I imports:
Canada
Latin America
Eastern Hemisphere

Sub-Total
Total
(Incl. Puerto Rico)

Current
Cabinet SONJ

Task Force Estimate
19.7 23.5

6.9
2.5
1.6

11.0

3.0
3.8
1.9
8.7

19.7

6.0
2.0
1.8

1.5
2.0

10.2
13.7
23.5

(1985)
(27.7)

(8.5)

(19.2)
(27.7)
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FIU= 12

U.S. SUPPLY BALANCE DURING 6-MONTH INTERRUPTION OF ARAB SUPPLIES
1980 - $2.50 Case (Task Force Table H Comparison for U.S.)

fAMBID)

Current
Cabinet Task SONJ
Force Report Estimate (19851

Demand 19.7 23.5 (27.7)
Less: U.S. Production 11.0 9.8

Canadian I imports 3.0 1.5
Latin America 3.8 2.0
Non-Arab Eastern Hemisphere 0.5 0.5

Normal Production: - Deflcit, + Surplus -1.4 -9.7 (-15.6)
Less: Emergency Supplies:

Excess Capacity 1.7 1.6
I nventories 4.9 1.5
Emergency Production Incr. 0.5 0.3

Total: -Deficit, + Surplus +5.7 -6.3 (-12.2)

(I ncl. Puerto Rico)

STATEMENT OF MILO G. COERPER, ON BEHALF OF THE GERMAN AMERICAN
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, INO.

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Committee on Finance:
My name is Milo G. Coerper. I am a partner of the law firm of Coudert Brothers

and am the Washington counsel for the German American Chamber of Com-
merce. I am making this statement on your invitation on behalf of the Chamber.
The Chamber was incorporated In the State of New Vork in 1947. It is registered
under the Foreign Agents' Registration Act because it receives some of its
financial support from abroad. It is a bi-national organization of 934 members,
consisting of 460 United States members and 474 German members, thus repre-
senting business men from the two largest trading nations in the world. One of
its primary concerns is the fostering of two-way trade between the United States
and Germany. Its members are as interested In exports from the United States
to Germany as they are in exports from Germany to the United States.

In ts testimony before the Committee on ways and Means of the United
States House of Representatives on May 22, 1970, the Chamber stated that it
generally supported the Administration's Tradt Bill, H.R. 14870, and the Admin-
istration's related request that the Congress join in the task ahead of dealing with
non-tariff trade barriers, Initially, through a declaration of Congressional intent
in this area.

We felt that H.R. 14870 represented a genuine Administration effort to move
ahead modestly with a free and fair international trade policy during a period when
a newly appointed Presidential Commission on World Trade would study and
make recommendations for a longer range policy of trade and investment for the
1970's. This Administration program, supported on both sides of the Atlantic, as
outlined by the President in his Special Message to Congress on November 18,
1969 we fear will be totally frustrated by the proposedlegislation reported by
the house W ,s and Means Committee and presently before this Committee,
namely, H.R.?18970 M b t C mt

We fear this total frustration for one primary reason-namely, the introduction
into United States trade policy of a quota system-the very type of system the
free trade oriented countries like the United States and Germany have been
working so diligently to remove from the trade policies of other countries. Quotas,
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unlike tariffs are politically and economically disruptive-they Interfere with
the price mechanism, causing higher prices to the detriment of the consumer-they
are much more difficult to administer than tariffs-they require a high degree of
governmental control and a burgeoning bureaucracy. In short, such a general
quota system built into a new and untried escape clause procedure with danger-
ously rigid criteria, as proposed in the bill, would remove the necessary flexibility
in economic determinations of injury and result In a trade policy totally alien to
anything ever known before in the United States.

Even if the provisions of this bill are administered in a liberal way and the de-
crease in trade between our countries is not as bad as expected, we seriously fear
that the new protectionist attitude expressed in the bill will certainly lead to
counteraction by European and other countries and the great danger of escalation
into a trade war. Thus, all exports from the United States, especially those in the
agricultural field, will be hurt very seriously.

The Chamber, of course, realizes the need for' an effective remedy for an Industry,
firm, or worker genuinely injured as a result of excessive imports from certain
countries and for this reason supported the Administration's original proposals to
liberalize adjustment assistance and escape clause provisions consistent with
GATT.

It is appropriate for the Chamber to make clear at this point that it favors the
elimination of non-tariff trade barriers, not only in the United States, but also in
Germany and third countries. It should be noted that in at least one list of such
barriers proposed by the United States, Germany appears to have the fewest non-
tariff barriers. (See Congressional Record, March 7, 1968, p. 82412 cf. seq.)

Now a few comments as to German-American Trade. During the last two
decades, 1950-1970, this two-way trade has increased ten-fold, reaching a cumula-
tive volume of 48 Billion Dollars. This impressive statistic Is strong evidence for
the proposition that, notwithstanding proper and genuine concerns on both sides
of the Atlantic as to non-tariff barriers, trade has and will nevertheless increase
between two dynamic and innovative economies to the advantages of both.

In 1969 United States exports to Germany rose 23% over the previous year,
while German exports to the United States showed a decrease of 3.7% from the
end of 1968 to the end of 1969. Theso dramatic changes in favor of the United
States balance of trade resulted from the growing need of Germany's economy for
both primary commodities and manufacturers and also from the revaluation of the
D-Mark in 1969. Thus the German Government's unilateral action in the re-
valuation of the D-Mark was clearly an indirect benefit to the United States
economy and will continue to be so.

German business and industry have always endeavored to maintain cordial
economic relations vis a vis the United States and continue to do so. However,
of late they have noticed a hardening of economic policies in the relations between
the Uniteca States and the EEC.

They deplore this state of affairs and hope that such tensions can be removed
before they pose a serious threat to Atlantic relations.

It is important to note that the legislation in question was triggered by rising
imports from low-wage countries, such as Japan and Hong Kong. The Federal
Republic of Germany with Its high standards for wages and especially its fringe
benefits paid to the workers cannot be considered a low-wage country. Yet German
imports are unjustly and automatically included in the restrictions resulting
from this legislation.

This situation i§, for instance, reflected in the exports of shoes from West Ger-
many to the United States where only high-class and high-priced shoes such as
ski shoes and special sport shoes are exported, some of which are not even manu-
factured in the United States.

The same applies to textiles. The export of textiles from the EEC countries
to the United States declined in 1969, notwithstanding the substantial Increase
in the level of world trade in textiles. The United States exports of textiles to the
EEC between 1066 and 1969 increased by 42%. During the same period EEC
textile exports to the United States increased by only 28%. It is surprising
that the proposal for a textile quota thought to protect the small and medium-
sized United States manufacturers inclu es man-made fibers, which are only
manufactured by giant chemical concerns in the United States. In 1969 U.S.
total exports of man-made fibers exceeded by a small margin the total Imports of
same by weight. However, in terms of valuation U.S. exports approximately
Doubled the said imports.
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Perhaps the inclusion of man-made fibers was considered a necessary concession
for the elimination of ASP. But whether the Congress will remove the ASP now
appears ini question and in any event such removal should not require such a con-
cession.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, let me say that the Chamber generally agrees
with the excellent Statement presented to your Committee by Secretary of State
Rogers and concurs In his conviction that the proposed bill "could cause serious
harm to the United States."

We appreciate his comment that the President has indicated his willingness to
accept quotas for textiles only because "efforts to find other solutions to problems
in our textile ttade have thus far been unsuccessful."

The Chamber respectfully suggests that the President should be given additional
time to find "other solutions" and that perhaps the impending visits to the United
States by other heads of State, including the Prime Minister of Japan, and EEC
officials will provide the opportunity to find such solutions.

Thank you, Mr Chairman, for giving the German American Chamber of Com-
merce this opportunity to be heard.

M EADE, WASSERMAN & PLOWDEN-WARDLAW,
New York, N.Y., October 14, 1970.

Attention: Senator Russell Long, Chairman.
Reference: hIR 18970.
CoMBrMIITE oN FINANCE
U.S. Senate,
llashinqton, D.C.

GENTLEMEN: The Independent Wire Drawers Association (I WDA) respectfully
requests consideration of its views on the effect of tR 18970 oi independent wire
drawers.

IWDA is a trade association made up of member firms with plants in almost
every state in the country and employing thousands of American workers. IWI)A's
member firms are small business general ly employing between 30 and 450 workers.
These firms are "non-integrated' " manufacturing companies engaged in the draw-
ing of steel wire and generally the fabrication of wire end products. (Igy "non-
integrated" it is meant that these firms do not possess basic steel making capacity.)
Consequently, they must purchase their industrial raw material-hot-rolled, low-
carbon steel wire rod-from domestic or foreign steel mills. This rod is drawn into
steel wire and then fabricated into finished wire and finished wire products such s
annealed bailing wire, nails, welded wire concrete reenforcing mesh and woven wire
fence.

Independent wire drawers are in a dual distribution industry, that is, the inte-
grated mills which are the suppliers of raw materials are also competitors in regard
to the end products of wire and wire prodticts. Independent wire drawers have al-
ways relied to a large degree for raw materials on wire rod manufactured in the
United States for their basic raw material. The IWDA member firms have no
objection whatsoever to a possible reduction in the importations of wire rod
purstiant to IthI 18970 so long as the following two reasonable conditions are met:

1. The supply of wire rod in the United States remains adequate; and
2. The large, integrated U.S. manufacturers retain a proper and just price

spread between the cost of the wire rod and the cost of their finished product.
Such a price spread must permit independent producers to manufacture wire

products from domestic rod which can be sold at a reasonable profit.
However, in the past, independent wire drawers have been obliged to rely upon

the availability of foreign wire rod. It has been the unfortunate, but apparently
legal practice of the domestic steel Industry, to Increase the price of wire rod to
independent wire drawers without increasing the price of their own common
quality wire and wire products. In some cases, major integrated steel producers
have actually reduced the prices on common quality wire and wire products while
at the same time increasing the price of wire rod to independent wire drawers.

Hence, the independent wire drawers have been caught in the classic dual
distribution double price squeeze. In the past, they have always been able to
escape the squeeze by importing wire rod.

HR 18970 provides for the liberalization of the escape clause provisions of the
Trade Expansion Act of 1962 to an extraordinary degree. Under this bill the
imposition of quotas or increased duties Is mandatory If certain criteria are met.
One of the criteria is satisfied when imports of a particular article constitute
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more than 15% of "apparent United States consumption" of that article. For a
number of years, importations of wire rod have comprised more than 15% of the
apparent United States consumption of wire rod. It would, therefore, appear
possible that a petition for tariff adjustment madA by an integrated steel corpo-
ration pursuant to Title 1, Chapter 2 of HR 18970 might be acted upon favorably
by the Tariff Commission. Such action would oblige the President, unless certain
remote conditions were present, to increase the duty on imported wire rod or to
impose a quota on importations of wire rod.

Such action would close off the independent wire drawers' escape route from
the dual distribution double price squeeze and would drive these small firms out
of business.

In light of the foregoing, we respectfully request that provision be made in the
bill for the protection of small nonintegrated businesses who are in competition
with large integrated corporations. Such provisions should include an amendment.
to the Trade Act of 1970 containing provisions similar to those set forth in Senate
Joint Resolution 124, 91st Congress, 1st Session. This Resolution was introduced
by Senator Long.

Appended to this statement is a proposed addition to Section 113 of the Trade
Act of 1970. These provisions, if adopted will give the same rights to survival to
American small businesses faced with a dual distribution double price squeeze as
the Act gives to corporations faced with injurious levels of importations. Such or
similar provisions are e.sential to the survival of numerous small businesses in
America.Rtspectfully submitted. INDEPENDENT WIRE DRAWERS

ASSOCIATION,
ALAN D. HUTCHISON,

General Counsel.

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO H.R. 18970

Section 113(c) The following new section 353 is added to such Act:
"Section 353(1) Upon resolution of the Committee on Ways and Means of the

House of Representatives or the Committee on Finance of the Senate, or upon
request of an independent doinestie small business manufacturing firm or any
other interested party, the Administrator of the Small Businets Administration
shall promptly make an investigation to determine whether any product subject
to an increase in or infraction of any duty or other import restriction pursuant
to this section or pursuant to section 7 of the Trade Agreements Extension Act
of 1951 is available" in the United States in sufficient quantity at reasonable
prices to meet the demands of independent domestic small business manufac-
turing firms. The Administrator shall conclude any such investigation and an-
nounce his finding with respect thereto within thirty days after receipt of such
resolution or req uest.

(2) If the Administrator finds that such products are not available In the
United States in sufficient quantity at competitive prices to meet the demands of
independent domestic small business manufacturing firms, he shall then make an
investigation to determine whether as a result thereof injury to independent
domestic small business manufacturing concerns is occurring om is likely to occur.
The Administrator shall conclude any such investigation and announce his finding
with respect thereto within thirty days after receipt of such notification.

(3) If the Administrator of the Small Business Administration finds that injury
is occurring, or is likely to occur, to independent domestic small business manu-
facturing firms, he shall notify the President. Upon receipt of such notification,
the President shall make such modifications in any increases in or impositions
of duties or other import restrictions imposed pursuant to this section or pursuant
to section 7 of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951 to the extent necessary
to permit independent domestic small business manufacturing firms to meet their
demands for products which cannot be met by purchase of domestically produced
products.

(4) For the purposes of this Act 'independent small business manufacturing
firms' ara those companies which meet the following criteria: (a) their assets do
not exceed five million dollars; (b) their net worth does not exceed 2.5 million
dollars; (o) they manufacture a product in the United States; (d) they do not
manufacture the raw materials employed in the manufacture of that product;
(e) at least one United States company manufactures and sells both the raw
materials used in the manufacturing operation and the end product produced
by this operation."
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GENERAL MOTORS CORP.,
New York, N.Y., Oclober 13, 1970.ion. RUSSELL B. LONG,

Chairman, Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: I have been following with interest the consideration by
your Committee of proposed trade legislation. As a result, I have become in-
creasingly concerned by the numerous suggestions that legislation, hniposing
quotas or other forms of domestic protection on certain imported goods, is desirable
or necessary.

I cannot agree. The automobile industry has always been in favor of free trade,
as is clearly illustrated by the current poi cy of the AMA on this subject, which-
reads in part as follows: "protectionism by any trading nation undermines the
principles of recip'ocity and endangers the long-term growth of any economy
which retreats behind its arguments." Restrictive actions by the United States
against imported goods could easily result in swift and severe reprisals by other
governments.

Protectionist measure-, established for the benefit of selected industries having
problems in competing adequately at home against imports, would tend to invite
penalties against the many businesses that do compete effectively abroad. As a
result, all industry in the United States could suffer in the long run, with dimin-
ished export trade and associated job losses here outweighing any temporary
gains won by adoption of retrogressive trade policies. The best response to import
competition is to meet it directly. This Is what we in the automobile industry are
doing to meet the increasing competition from imported foreign cars.

General Motors, and the rest of the auto industry, has traditionally believed in
the kind of trade that would lead to a true world market, in which goods, services
and capital could move unobstructed. I believe our government, far from erecting
barriers to free trade, should instead be a vigorous chamption of expanding such
trade around the world and seeking to remove trade barriers in other countries.
Thus, I am writing to you with the hope that any ctfrrent mood of retreat toward
protectionism will not have a persuasive influence on the deliberations of your
Committee.

Last November I expressed some of these thoughts in an address to the National
Foreign Trade Convention. I am enclosing a copy of these remarks, which presents
in greater detail my views on this matter.

I am taking the liberty of sending copies of this letter to all members of the
Senate Finance Committee.Sincerely,

J. N. ROCHE.

Enclosure.

TH IM IERATIVES Or WORLD ECON MIC PROGRESS, BY JAMES M. ROCHE, CHAIRMAN
OF GENERAL MOTORB-KEYNOTE ADDRESS TO NATIONAL FOREIGN TRADE CONVEN-
TION, NEW YoRK CITY, NEW YORK, NOVEMBER 17, 1)09

As your keynote speaker this morning, I want to address myself directly to
our conference theme-"Internatonal Business and Economic Progress-The
Tasks Ahead."

We of the National Foreign Trade Council want the world market to be a
free market. We want it always to be as free as the political, economic and finan-
cial realities of the day will permit. We want more vigorous trade, more pro-
ductive Investment, more progress in the world economy.

The flow of goods and capital Is the lifeblood of our world community. We
want to quicken this flow. We want to dissolve the impediments that restrict it.
We want to allow the. benefits of world trade to enrich even the remotest parts
of our planet.

We must be aware of the responsibility that is ours. The voice of this con-
vention is heard and respected n all the capitals of the world. What we say in
these three days, what directions we point,, what policies we advocate, will have
an influence in the world. They will have importance to us as individuals, to
the world business community, and to the material well-being of people every-
where.

We meet in this modern, sophisticated city. Yet our actions may someday
touch the lives of people in, the street markets of Africa, the bazaars of the
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Middle East, and the trading centers of Asia. What we do will affect them,
because that Is the kind of compressed, interrelated world in which we live.

It Is from this larger perspective that I would like to approach the business
of our Convention.

WORLD MARKET OUR IDEAL

Our ultimate ideal Is a truly world market, where boundaries are little more
than lines on a map, and where goods, services and capital can move unobstruc-
ted. This ideal, we all recognize, Is still far front fulfillment. Yet we are being
helped by the spectacnlar improvements in translx~rtatlon and commute ication.
and by the rapid growth of multi-national businesses whose leaders, of necessity,
see the world as one world.

This morning I would like to outline some major tasks that lie ahead. There Is
work to be done if we are to move closer to our Ideal of a free world market, and
closer to the realization by all people of the full potential of the resour(s with
which our world Is blessed.

Probably our most Immediate task is to consolidate the gains negotiated with
such great skill at the Kennedy Round in Geneva two years ago. The Kennedy
Round achievement has few parallels in world trade negotiation. It Is regarded
as a great step forward for freer trade. But, as events have proved, It has not
carried us to our objective; it has taken us past a milestone along the way. Many
of the results of the negotlations remain to be Implemented. Our first task, there-
fore, Is to work unremittingly to translate these gains as quickly as possible Into
the expanded world trade we seek.

The Kennedy Round--even when implemented-will be but a beginning. We
should now be planning the next steps to reduce the barriers of tariffs. Interna-
tional commercial negotiations are, under the best of circumstances, a thune-
consuming work. I need only remind you that the prelilninary and difficult Ken-
nedy Round negotiations were In progress for iore than three years. It is not
too early to begin to plan ahead.

NOX-TARIFF BARRIERS TO TRADE

We must also mount an aggressive attack on the non-tariff barriers to %rade.
In many places we have succeeded In lowering tariffs, only to see ingenlow' ron-
tariff barriers rise in their place. They are of almost Infinite range and variety.
There are import quoitas-voluntary and Involuntary. There are import licenses.,
subsidies, discriminqtory customs, valuation schemes, prior deposit schezites.
border taxes and so On.

All of these non-tariff barriers discriminate against Imported products. They
are like weeds. They seem to grow almost without design, yet everywhere they
choke off trade and deny the spirit of the Kennedy Round. Various, subtle, seem-
ingly insignificant, they are far more difficult to eliminate by reciprocal reductions
than the traditional ta iffs.

Perhaps I am Wore sensltlye than others to the deadening Impact of these
non-tariff barriers. For years, the automobile industry has been confronted by a
variety of special fees and taxes which discriminate against the Import of cars
and trucks from the United States. These hell) to make the operating costs for
Amerlcan-producvd vehicles prohibitively high in much of tile world.

France, for example, has an annual tax on horse-power. A Volk.sw-agen has
seven so-called "horsepower units." A Chevy I1 has 1. Yet the Volkivaqeu Is
taxed only $10 while the Chevy Is taxed $180. In other words, the Chevy-.'with
2% times the horsepower carries 11 times the tax.

Non-tariff barriers do not exist only overseas. Here at home. many people art-
advocating import quotas on a variety of products. More than half the members
of both houses of our Congress--50 Senators and 223 Representatives--have
sponsored quota bills. This legislation, if passed. could affect an estimated $10
billion in imports. Enactment of even some of these quota proposals would
surely trigger retaliatory actions against our exports. It would mark another
step away fom our ideal of freer trade.

We must seek always to strengthen our slender trade surplus. In 1964, It was
at its second-highest level In the post-war period-$6.7 billion. By last year It
had fallen to only $600 million. It fell not because exports stood still-they
rose 33% during this period-but because imports expanded by a dramatic
77%.

51-380---70---pt. 2-21
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nrILATION MUST BE CHECKED

It is painfully clear that our ability to compete overseas will deteriorate
unless inflation at home Is checked. Inflation is making it increasingly difficult
for American Industry to compete in worli markets. We cannot for long con-
tinue to allow our costs of production to increase at a faster rate than pro-
ductivity. Yet this is what Is happening. Since 1965, a compensation er man-hour
in the manufacturing sector has been rising twice as fast as output per man-
hour. We are paying our lahor more than productivity warrants. And part of the
price Is our weakening position In the iarkots of the world.

We must also work to eliminate the restrictions on the direct Investment of
capital overseas. While capital controls may appear beneficial in the short run,
they can only worsen the competitiveness of American business in the long run.
We must not build long-term policy on short-term expedients.

The income from American overseas investment has been consistently larger
than the outflow of new investment. In 19064, for example, before controls, the
surplus was $1.4 billion. It must be remembered that Income from our investments
is derived from the cumulated investments and re-Invested earnings made over
long periods. There is no doubt in my mind that capital controls are damaging
the competitive position and the earning capacity of American business overseas.
They retard the ability of private enterprise to make its full contribution to
economic development.

CONTROLS ON INVESTMENT

The international flow of investment capital is often being controlled at both
ends of the pipe-by the country receiving as well as by the country making the
investment. Many developing countries, for example, have adopted trade policies
which virtually force investment as a condition of market participation. Some-
tlnes this is the case even In countries where the economic base-that is, the
availability of raw materials amid the size of the potential market-is so thin
that any investment is a marginal business proposition at best.

In addition, regulations such as those in Japan which make joint ventures a
condition of external investment in many Japanese industries, must be greeted
with less than enthusiasm. Even with that impediment, we cannot compete in
their market because of their tariffs and other barriers to trade. Such practices,
while perhaps understandable in the case of developing countries, ill become a
nation that today is the world's second-largest producer of motor vehicles. They
do little to advance us toward the ideals of a free world economy.

The cause of freer trade can also be advanced or retarded by the varying inter-
pretations of different governments to their antitrust laws. Ameriea's ability
to compete In the world market is handicapped if our government inhibits growth
while others encourage their businesses to merge and grow.

SIZE NECESSARY FOR EFFICIENCY

As we move closer to one world-wide market-rather than separate national
inarkets--government as well as business must understand that in some Industries
size is necessary for efficiency. ,Some businesses will need to be big in order to com-
ixste. The day may come when, because it allows America to hold its own against
world competition, bigness will be seen as a blessing. Even as we work to elimi-
nate inequities in international tariff law, so must we in the years ahead direct
more attention to unequal antitrust regulation.

The recent annual meeting of the International Monetary Fund in Washington
focused attention on another major task. This Is the work of providing an inter-
ational monetary mechanism that serves expanding world trade while it mini-
mizes uncertainties that binder world commerce.

As a businessman, I appreciate that the broad system of parity arrangements
provided through the IMF has made an important contribution to expanding
world trade. Although exchange flexibility is appealing in theory, I am convinced
that complete flexibility would add still another layer of uncertainty to the risks
of world commerce. Thus, it would discourage rather than foster expanded trade.

Our present system of currency parities calls for each nation to adjust Its in-
ternal affairs promptly to avoid extended periods of surplus or deficit. However,
countries have not always been willing to abide promptly by the discipline of this
system. Clearly, the monetary mechanism we have depended upon has not worked
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well enough, particularly in the past two years. The repeated crises the worlh
has experienced are proof of this.

We must find ways to improve the adjustment process when and if basis ir.
balances develop. The system will not work well if we rely-as we have too
often--on the build-up of a speculative crisis psychology before an adjustment Is
made. We need a system that prevents crisis, not one that depends upon crisis
to work.

NEED FOR INTERNATIONAL LIQUIDITY

We must also assure that our international monetary system provides suffi-
clent liquidity for the growth of trade. The world's reserves have not grown
as fast as world trade. I do not wish to open up the question of the relative
merits of gold and national currencies, such as the dollar and sterling, as alter.
native means of meeting International obligations. I am hopeful that last
month's approval of the Special )rawlng Rights by the International Monetary
Fund will help achieve this important task of assuring adequate international
liquidity.

Another task, and one that Is extremely complex, Is to consider further the
requirements of a truly International capital market. The importance of this
has long been recogndzed. The signatories to the Treaty of Rome saw the crea-
tion of a viable capital market within the community as an important objective
of the EEC. This was a limited number of highly Interested countries. Yet, even
here, there has been discouraging evidence of the difficulties that arise when
different banking laws and economic policies cause monetary values in different
countries to diverge.

Improvements in world capital markets are basic to another goal toward
which we in the free world have been working diligently for the past 20 years.
This Is the task of finding ways to help the developing nations realize their po.
tentials-to develop their natural sources, to build up their industries, to edu-
.cate and train their people--all so that they may improve their standards of
material well-being.

After some 20 years. no one-either In the richer or poorer countries-has any
illusions that development is an easy task. Two decades of experience have
taught us to see the challenge more clearly. And seeing it, we know the challenge
of development cannot be ignored or avoided.

As was observed in the Report of the Commission on International Develop-
ment-the Pearson Report:

"... the poorer countries bf the world have made their choice for devel-
opment. It is part of their unfinished revolution. They are determined to
achieve a better life for themselves and their children. The only questions
are: how fast, by what means, and at what cost to be achieved . . ."

These questions, of monumental importance to all of us, well define the magni.
tude of what lies before us.

., TASKS FOR FUTURE

So, then, here are the tasks that I commend to the attention of all who hold to
the ideal of freer trade and foreign Investment:

Let us Implement the Kennedy Round and look beyond, to further tariff
reduction.

Let us cut down the non-tariff barriers and remove restrictions on In-
vestment.

Let us establish an effective international monetary mechanism and as-
sure sufficient liquidity for growth.

Let us create a truly international capital market.
And
Let us help the developing nations achieve their potential.

None should underestimate the difficulty of these tasks. Yet much of the world's
future hinges upon their achievement, upon our ability to bring all the re-
sources of our world to a free international market.

The role of governments is, of course, central. Many of the issues have strong
political overtones. They touch on sensitive questions of national pride and as-
piration. The decisions often cut across commodity or industrial categories.
Thus, they require the authority of governments to coordinate the many, and
often diverse, areas of business expertise.
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ROLE FOR BUSINESS

However, these tasks are not for governments alone. There Is a growing role
for business. In our continuing effort to achieve greater economic progress, we
can act independently as well as In partnership with government.

The multi-national corporations can provide valuable resource. 'Most con-
temporary vorld-wide businesses have followed a growth pattern extending over
a number of years. As a result, whether based in tile United states or Canada
or Europe or Japan, they are a reservoir of experienced personnel. Their leaders
are highly knowledgeable In) world commerce. They are politically aware and
seasoned practitioners. World-wide businesses, with their widely dispersed pro-
duction facilities, their well-developed lines and channels of distribution, their
knowledge of national laws, customs and practices are a new resource of the
world community. Their presence sets the current stage of world Industrial
history sharply apart from earlier periods.

OIO1.NDS FOR OPTIMISM

In the number and size of multi-national business, I find solid ground for
optimism about world prosx-ects In the years ahead. There are several reasons
for this view.

First, the contemporary, multi-national enterprise takes a truly world view
of Its challenges and opportunities. It judges itself by its service to the economy
of each nation where It operates. At the same time, It measures Its performance
against objectives that are world-wide. To be successful, it mtst remain
flexible to local customs eveen as it reqnains sensitive to changing world
conditions.

Filced with intense competition for world market position and encouraged by
the profit Incentive, the world-wide business necessarily gives high priority to
efficiency which translates into low cost to the consumer.

The world-wide business also provides an organizational structure Ideally
suited to transfer special skills and know-how to wherever they are required.
It provides training-a global classroom-so that citizens in developing parts of
the world can acquire the skills of the industrialized nations that were often
developed at great cost and over a long period.

Then, too, the world-wide business provides developing economies with the
latest in products, materials and technology. In addition, It opens up employ-
ment opportunity to utilize these new and higher productive technologies.

Finally, the multi-national company Is an efficient Instrument for utilizing
local financial resources. It has been General Motors' experience, for example,
that after its Initial capital investment is made, expansion can usually be
accomllished almost entirely from financial resources generated through Gen-
er-tl Motors operations overseas and through locql borrowings which are repaid
out of local earnings. This approaci-which has been a long-standing General
Motors pollcy-not only provides opportunities for employment of funds which
are available locally, but also serves to minimize the impact on the United
States balance of payments.

In these various ways, world-wide businesses, with their stable and productive
International economic ties. stand ready and willing-I hope even eager-to serve
the cause of a great world market. They embody a concept of efficiency and
service to the market that transcends national boundaries. Their investment
capability, skilled nmanpower and management, seasoned manufacturing and
marketing know-how, can greatly assist in meeting the challenges of world
economic progress.

Considerations such as these have Importantly influenced our Judgment In G(en-
eral Motors toward the question of ownership participation In the business. While
we have not made ownership participation in the shares of our 'ubsidlarles
available publicly, It has been our policy to encourage ownership of General
Motors common stock on a world-wide basis. We list It on the major stock
exchanges In Montreal, London, Paris, Frankfort, Brussels and other financial
centers. It is also traded in many other security markets overseas.

Other approaches to ownership participation overseas have worked well for
others. American businesses are successfully engaged in Joint ventures with
foreign corporations or have operated overseas subsidiaries with local partici-
pation. The ownership arrangement depends to a large extent on the nature of
the product, the technology and economics of its manufacture and the ibarkets
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it must serve. Given the great diversity of prtlucts, manufacturing -:rocesses
and marketing requirements, arbitrary ownership policies Imposed by a nation
as a condition of investment are bound, in the long run, to do more harm than
good. Because these policies may be inspired by fear of foreign domination,
we must make it clear that the objective world-wide direct investment is not
to dominate foreign economies but to serve overseas markets in the hope of
profit for ourselves and benefits to foreign workers and consumers.

How much international business enterprise can contribute to economic progress
will depend importantly on the national economic policies that will be adopted
In the years ahead.

PROTECTIONIST POLIOIE8 REEMERGINO

There are disturbing signs of the reemergence of protectionist policies in many
countries. Sadly, our troubled and restless world has still not come to recognize
the folly and futility of protectionism. The protected industry must surely
suffer in the end. Because costs to the consumer rise, protectionism abets infla-
tion even as it stifles world trade. Retaliation becomes inevitable. Barrier is
piled upon barrier, and the world economic progress to which we aspire-and
upon which hundreds of millions of people must depend-is delayed.

All who cherish freedom-political, individual or economic--must question the
right of any businessman to employ the power of law to leave a consumer without
free choice in the marketplace.

We must not surrender to protectionist pressure in our economy. Our govern-
ment, by both voice and practice, should be a vigorous champion of expanding
trade around the world. We must be ready to drop what unfair barriers we have
raised as we persuade our trading partners in other nations to lower theirs.

Our nation grew to its greatness in freedom. The question is whether we
will act to assure a continuation and an extension of this freedom to all the
marketplaces of the world.

This question should lie at the heart of our discussions during these three days.
Our goal is to find ways to make trade and investment the twin engines of world-
wide economic progress-to define the tasks that lie ahead, to appraise the
obstacles we face, and to pit against them the resources we have.

As one who has participated directly or indirectly in the management of a
world-wide business for many years-and who has seen at first hand what can
be accomplished--I can only state my great confidence that, with dedication,
patience and hard work by all of us, this challenge will be met. To my mind this
represents our best hope for sustained world economic growth and for a peace-
ful world society.

CF INDUSTRIES, INC.,
Chicago, 11M., October 9, 1970.

lion. RUSSELL B. Los(;.
Chairman, Senate Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, l'ashington, D.C.

DE.An SFNATOR LoNG: We understand that the Senate Finance Committee
Finance Committee is now holding hearings on the Trade Bill (II.R. 18970). At
this time, we submit to the Committee the following statement of opposition to
any amendment to H.R. 18970 that would include the Sulfur Import Quota
Bill (S. 4075) or any similar language.

As a cooperative serving farmer-owned organizations throughout the U.S.
(Attachment A), we are strongly opposed to any type of legislation which favors
a few private firms at the expense of several million U.S. farmers. Any restrictions
on sulfur imports would do just that. We urge the Committee to oppose any
attempt to amend I.R. 18970 to include import quotas on sulfur because:

1. Sulfur is a key raw material in the manufacture of phosphate fertilizers;
and the price of sulfur has a stibstantial affect on phosplhate production costs
and on the cost of phosphate fertilizer materials to the farmer.

2. Approximately 50 per cent of all the sulfur consumed in the U.S.
is used in the manufacture of phosphate fertilizers for agriculture,' and about
one-third of the cost of producing a ton of phosphate fertilizer is the cost of
sulfur.'

'Sulfur. Review and Outloot. First Manhattan Company, 6/13/69.
'Industry soure"s and CF Indtvqrles.
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3. Restricting sulfur imports would be an attempt to maintain arti-
ficially high sulfur prices, and would eventually lead to higher prices for
sulfur and phosphate fertilizer. -

4. Because of ample sulfur reserves in the U.S. and because of our country's
potential for recovered sulfur production, there is no need to provide a
protective, legislative shield around the domestic Frasch sulfur producers.
Sulfur is and will continue to be in plentiful supply as long as restrictions
are not imposed.

5. Attempting to maintain artifically high sulfur prices (by whatever
method) can only add further difficulties to the fertilizer industry which has
just begun to recover front a three-year period of depressed prices. The low-
ering of sulfur prices in recent months has been an important factor in this
recovery.

The availability of lower-cost, by-product (or recovered) sulfur in recent
months has put pressure on the doniestic Frasch sulfur producers to bring their
domestic prices in line with world sulfur prices. Most of this by-product sulfur
is currently being produced in Canada, although similar operations are planned
in the southeastern United States in the early 1970's.

Sulfur manufactured by the U.S. Frasch sulfur producers is currently being
sold to U.S. phosphate producers at approximately $30 per ton (f.o.b. Tampa,
Florida). Foreign phosphate producers are at the same time purchasing sulfur
at prices ranging from $6 to $10 per ton less-which is more nearly indicative
of the true world price for sulfur. It is reported that some of the lower priced
sulfur going to foreign phosphate producers is being supplied by domestic sulfur
producers who are now seeking price protection here but undoubtedly will con-
tinue to sell in world markets at lower prices.

This artificial difference in the price of sulfur makes it uneconomical for domestic
phosphate producers to compete in the world market. Furthermore, this artificial
U.S. sulfur price gives two U.S. phosphate producers (who are also the major
Frasch sulfur producers) a definite competitive advantage over all other domestic
phosphate producers who must purchase and do not produce their own sulfur.

Past history has shown that U.S. Frasch sulfur producers have been quick to
Increase prices at every available opportunity (Attachment B). When sulfur was
In short supply in late'1967 and early 1968, the U.S. Frasch sulfur producers:

Steadily and substantially increased sulfur prices to a high of $42 per ton;
Two najor sulfur producers entered into the manufacture of phosphate

fertilizers and at the same time rationed sulfur supplies to other U.S. phos-
phate producers.

We would have to view import quota legislation With respect to sulfur as a
"protectionist" attempt by the U.S. Frasch sulfur producers, and an effort to
largely eliminate the competition of lower cost, recovered sulfur. In 1969, the out-
put of recovered sulfur produced in Canada rose about 20 percent to 3.64 million
tons.3 In the U.S. in 1969, recovered sulfur accounted for only 1.5 million tons (or
15 percent) of a total of ten million tons of domestic sulfur production.4

A substantial amount of recovered sulfur is produced as a result of processing
natural gas necessary for fuel. The amount of this type of by-product sulfur
production has grown substantially in recent years and will continue to grow
as more gas processing plants come on-stream.

Another growing source of recovered sulfur is a direct result of air pollution
control efforts. To sharply reduce or eliminate sulfur emissions to the atmosphere,
refineries and many other types of chemical plants are installing desulfurization
equipment to recover sulfur. This source of by-product sulfur will continue to
increase in both the U.S. and Canada as greater emphasis is put on air pollution
control.

We urge the Committee to oppose any amendment to H.It. 18970 or the enact-
ment of any other legislation that would include restrictions on the importation
of sulfur.

Sincerely,.
" K. F. LUNDBE R, President.

ATTACHMENT A

CF INDUSTRIES, INC.-MEMBER COOPERATIVE OWNERS

Agway, Inc Syracuse, N.Y.
Cotton Prodcers Association, Atlanta, Ga.
The Farm Bureau Cooperative Association, Inc., Columbus, Ohio.

I Industrial Minerals. March 16. 1970 Lsue.
4 British Sulfur Corporation.
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Farm Bureau Servici, Inc., Lansing, Mich.
Farmers Union Central Exchange, Inc., St. Paul, Minn.
Farmland Industries, Inc., Kansas City, Mo.
FCX, Inc., Raleigh, N.C.
FS Services, Inc., Bloomington, Ill.
Indiana Farm Bureau Cooperative Association, Inc., Indianapolis, Ind.
Intermountain Farmers Association, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Land O'Lakes, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.
Midland Cooperatives, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.
Missouri Farmers Association Inc., Columbia, Mo.
The Ohio Farmers Grain and Supply Association, Fostoria, Ohio.
Southern States Cooperative, Inc., Richmond, Va.
Tennessee Farmers Cooperative, LaVergne, Tenn.
United Co-operatives of Ontario, Weston, Ont., Canada.
Western Farmers Association, Seattle, Wash.

ATTACHMENT B

SULFUR PRICES, DOLLARS PER LONG TON, BRIGHT SULFUR, F.O.B. GULF PORTS-U.S. PRODUCERS

Domestic Export

Price Date Price Date

1965 .......................................... $27.00 Mar. 15,1965 $31 Feb. 15 1965.
36 June 19 1965.

1966 .......................................... 29.50 Dec, 1, 1966 39 Dec1. 1,1966.
1967....................................... 33.50 Apr. 11967 39 A 1,1967.

39.00 Oct. 1,1967 39 rt.1. 1967.
1968 ......................................... . 42.00 ar. 1.1968 41-48 Jan. 1, 1968.

41.00 Apr. 1.1968...........
1969 ........................................ . 35. 00 Nv 1.196935.00 Nov. 10.1i9

32.00 Dec. 12.1969
1970 .......................................... 30.00 Feb. 1,1970 121 ( ) ugust 1970.

1 Not available.
t Ex terminal Rotterdam, $27 bright sulfur (Sulphur Export Corp.); $22 dry sulfur (Oil, Paint & Drug Reporter).
Source of data: 1965-68, "Sulfur, A Basic Industry Study," First Manhattan Co., May 24, 1968; 1969-70, CF

Industries, Inc.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS F. FIELD, TAXATION WITH REPRESENTATION (A PUBLIC
INTEREST TAX LOBBY) REGARDING THE ADMINISTRATION'S DOMESTIC INTER-
NATIONAL SALES CORPORATION PROPOSAL

INTRODUCTION

We wish to thank the Senate Finance Committee for this opportunity to present
testimony regarding the Administration's Domestic International Sales Corpora-
tion (DISC) proposal.

Taxation with Representation is a nonprofit, nonpartisan public interest tax
lobby that deals solely with federal tax issues. Its goal is to make sure that the
general public is adequately represented by skilled professionals when tax issues
are under discussion in Congress and in the Executive Branch.

Sponsorship of testimony by Taxation with Representation does not mean
that the opinions expressed by a witness are necessarily those of all the other
members, officers, or directors of Taxation with Representation. Sponso-ship by
Taxation with Representation does indicate, however, that the organization
regards a witness's views as worthy of serious consideration by those concerned
with the improvement of the federal tax system.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: The Administration's Domestic
International Sales Corporation (DISC) proposal should be rejected. The major
arguments against that proposal are the following:

1. There is no evidence that DISC will significantly stimulate U.S. exports. The
Administration claims that DISC will cause an export gain of almost $1.5 billion
per year when fully in operation. That claim Is based on little more than wishful
thinking. If one uses the best data available regarding the responsiveness of exports
to possible DISC-induced price cuts, the conclusion is that DISC will Increase
U.S. exports by no more than $315 million per year. The Treasury's assertion
that DISC will alter the outlook of corporate executives toward export markets
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and thereby lead to additional export gains is necessarily based on guesswork
and self-serving declarations by those exporters who stand to benefit If DISC is
enacted. This does not constitute adequate proof of Treasury's claims regarding
DISC's effect on exports.

2. The cost of the DISC proposal is excessive. When one compares costs and
benefits, DISC is a bad bargain. Depending on the estimate one picks, the DISC
proposal when fully in operation will cost between $630 and $955 million per year
in lost revenues. Just a few weeks ago, President Nixon vetoed the appropriations
bill for the Office of Education because it exceeded his budget request by $453
million. By that standard, the DISC proposal is certainly expensive. It seems
even more expensive when one compares these revenue losses with the relatively
small export gains that are likely to result from adoption of DISC. Even the $1.5
billion export gain predicted by Treasury is too small to justify revenue losses
as large as those that are likely if DISC is enacted.

3. DISC will create major tax windfalls. Most of DISC's large costs result from
the windfall features of the proposal. Two separate types of windfall are involved:

(a) If U.S. exporters simply maintain their exports at existing levels, DISC
insures that their taxes on export sales will be at least halved. They will receive a
tax benefit for simply doing what they are already doing. Even if their exports
decrease, DISC's benefits will continue to be showered on them, to the extent
that they remain in the export business. DISC is therefore a windfall in the strictest
sense--an unexpected benefit that requires no additional effort on the part of the
recipient.

(b) Advocates of DISC assume that at least part of the tax saving realized by
an exporter will be passed along to foreign customer in the form of reduced prices.
But there are a number of cases in which a reduction in the price of an exported
product will have very little impact on the demand for that product. These are
cases in which the U.S. product is purchased only because the supply of foreign
Foods is leas than the foreign demand. Where this situation exists, it would be
foolish for U.S. businessmen to reduce their export prices, because a reduction

in price would reduce marginal revenues, thereby resulting In lower profits.
Businessmen in these instances will seek to maximize profits by maintaining
export prices at present levels and pocketing the tax reduction attributable to
DISC. There has been very little respectable research on the extent of these
windfalls. Until that research is done, it would be irresponsible to adopt the
DISC proposal.

4. DISC's tax benefits are equivalent to complete tao forgiveness. DISC's advocates
sometimes argue that DISC involves only deferral of tax liability, rather than tax
reduction. However as any rational businessman knows, there is little difference
between tax deferral for ani indefinitely long period and complete tax forgiveness.
Under the DISC proposal, taxes can be deferred indefinitely, and in most. cases
it must therefore be assumed that the "deferred" taxes will not be paid at any
time in the foreseeable future. From an economic, and fiscal point of view, indcli-
nite tax deferral of this sort. is equivalent to complete tax forgiveness.

5. DISC's administrative costs will be high. Advocates of tax subsidies such
as DISC frequently talk as though the subsidy program will be self-administering.
In fact, tax subsidies are often more difficult and costly to administer than direct
subsidies. Lawyers are needed to interpret the statutory terms in the authorizing
legislation, additional revenue agents are needed to audit returns Involving
claims for tax benefits, technicians are required to handle the flow of revenue
ruling requests, and the courts must take time to resolve tax disputes resulting
from the legislation. At the corporate level, tax and accounting departments must
be expanded to interpret new and complex legislation.

The most important administrative problem under DISC will be the separation
of DISC income from other income. This will give rise to chronic disputes about
the proper allocation of costs and receipts. Furthermore, the DISC proposal
contains more than a dozen new tax concepts. Each of these new tax concepts
will become the subject of regulatory, administrative, and judicial interpretation
over an extended period of years. It is foolish to pretend that this process will
be costless.

6. DISC provides unnecessary benefits in the case of U.S. financed exports. When
the U.S. government finances U.S. exports through Export-Import Bank loans
and other aids, there is no need for additional tax incentives such as DISC, par-
ticularly In those cases In which the aid recipient must purchase in the U.S.
Yet the DISC proposal as drafted excludes from DISC benefits only those govern-
ment-aided exports that are a result of sales to the U.S. Government itself, or
that take place under the agricultural export program. This means that most
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exports financed by the U.S. government remain eligible for DISC benefits. There
Is no justification for conferring tax benefits in these cases, since U.S. Government
financing Is, in itself, sufficient Incentive to the exporter.

7. DISC provides incentives for investment in foreign subsidiaries. The osten-
sible purpose of DISC is to favor U.S. exporters rather U.S. owned foreign manu-
facturing subsidiaries. In fact, however, the DISC proposal as presently drafted
contains a number of benefits for U.S. owned foreign subsidiaries. For example
some firms with excess foreign tax credits can benefit front DISC's conversion
domestic income into foreign source Income. In addition U.S. firms that sell
machinery and parts to their own foreign subsidiaries are Fully eligible for DISC
benefits even though the result of the sale may be to benefit the foreign subsidiary
more than the U.S. parent. Furthermore, section 933(a)(1)(G) of the bill, by
extending DISC benefits to consulting firms, will probably reduce the cost of
building manufacturing plants in foreign countries for U.S. frms.

8. The DISC proposal overcompensate* for the tax problems inherent in existing
law. The DISC proposal does much more than simply redress the existing dis-
parity in the tax treatment of U.S. exporters and overseas manufacturing sub-
sidiaries. It actually opens up a substantial tax discrimination in favor of exporters,
thereby ending one discrimation by creating another.' This will doubtless lead to
cries of unfairr competition" from the U.S. owners of foreign manufacturing
subsidiaries. The ultimate result is likely to be a broadening of the tax deferral
privileges now enjoyed by those foreign subsidiaries.

9. The Treasury's revenue loss and export gain calculations have not been eub-
jecred to public scrutiny. Treasury claims that DISC will increase exports by up to
$1.5 billion per year at a revenue cost of $630 million annually. No information
is available regarding the economic assumptions and methodology that underlie
these calculations, nor has the Treasury indicated the data sources that it used
when making these estimates. The result is that one must accept the Treasury
revenue and export estimates on faith. The economics profession, the general
public, and the Congress should not be asked to evaluate an important and
costly proposal without an opportunity to asses the underlying assumptions and
data that were used when the costs and benefits of the proposal were calculated.

10. DISC will immensely complicate trade relations with Canada. Under the U.S.-
Canadian automobile agreement, auto components sometimes cross the U.S.-
Canadian border several time before being incorporated into a finished vehicle.
It will be difficult to tell whether and to what extent ,;uch components constituteproperty for ultimate use in the United States," i.e. property which is ineligible
for DISC benefits. Similar difficulties are likely to arise in other areas of U.S.-
Canadian trade. To date, there does not appear to have been any serious examina-
tion of these DISC-induced problems.

11. The DISC proposal contains no time limit. Under the DISC proposal, as
currently drafted, DISC tax benefits will continue indefinitely, whether or not the
U.S. is experiencing balance of payments difficulties. This means that DISC
benefits will continue to be granted after they are no longer needed.

12. DISC imitates the deficiencies of foreign tax systems. Advocates of DISC
argue that foreign countries grant tax aids to their exporters and that we should
grant similar tax aids to our exporters. But, as Professor Stanley S. Surrey of the
Harvard Law School said in a recent article,' the United States would be ill-
advised to "shop around the world, pick up the deficiencies of other (tax) systems,
and move along inappropriate paths simply because other countries have chosen
them or find ter handed down by history." In his article, Professor Surrey
called, Instead, for U.S. leadership in developing sound international tax rules.
The DISC proposal does not represent a step I that direction.

13. Belter means of solving balance of payments problems are available. The U.S.
balance of payments problem has many sources, but one of the most important is
absence of any mechanism for making gradual adjustments In the exchange rates
between currencies. Before adopting a palliative such as DISC, more serious
consideration should be given to proposals for introducing limited flexibility in
exchange rates. In addition, less far reaching proposals should also be explored,
such as a more aggressive stance In trade negotiations and strengthened U.S.
consular representation In overseas markets.

I For further Information on this subject. see Appendlx A of the statement of Dr. Elliott R. Morss which
= papers in Volume 9 of the Heartnp on Tariff and Trade Proposals before the Committee on Ways and
Means of the Hfouse of Representatives. See p. 2607 atpp. 2614-2615.

u"Changes In U.S. Taxation of Business Abroad: The Possible Alternatives," Stanley S. Surrey, T
JournalofT2.aite, May 1970, p. 312.
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14. Tax discrimination against U.S. exports can be ended more cheaply. Treasury
argues that DISC is needed to achieve comparability between the tax treatment
of U.S. exporters and the U.S. tax treatment of the foreign manufacturing sub-
sidiaries of U.S. firms. But this same result can be achieved by ending the tax
deferral privileges now enjoyed by U.S. owned foreign subsidiaries. Ending tax
deferral for these firms would produce small revenue gains-instead of DISC's
staggering revenue losses. Ending deferral would also encourage U.S. owned foreign
subsidiaries to repatriate their earnings. This would result in substantial capital
inflows, with corresponding benefits for the U.S. balance of payments.

It is true that ending deferral would probably result in some acceleration of tax
payments on dividend remittances by U.S. owned foreign subsidiaries. DISC's
proponents apparently regard this acceleration of corporate tax payments as un-
desirable. But this is certainly a much fairer solution to existing tax problems than
is broadening the tax deferral loophole through DISC, because DISC involves a
shifting of tax burdens from the corporate to the individual taxpayer. Under DISC,
the ordinary taxpayer, including the ordinary wage earner and retired person, will
have to pay as much as $955 million per year in additional taxes to make up for
DISC-induced losses in the corporate sector.

AMERICAN CorroN SHIPPERS ASSOCIATION,
Washington, D.C., October 15, 1970.Hon RUSSELL B. LONe,

Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate,
New Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CHAIRMAN LONG: On behalf of the American Cotton Shippers Association
I wish to express our strong support for legislation which would authorize the
formation of Domestic International Sales Corporations, and our sincere desire
that it be enacted in this session of the Congress.

The American Cotton Shippers Association was founded in 1924, and is basically
comprised of merchants, shippers, and exporters of raw cotton, who are members
of six federated associations, located in 14 states throughout the Cotton Belt:

Arkansas-Missouri Cotton Trade Association
Atlantic Cotton Association
Oklahoma State Cotton Exchange
Southern Cotton Association
Texas Cotton Association
Wetern Cotton Shippers Association

The 678 member firms of the ACSA handle over 70 percent of the domestic
cotton crop and about 80 percent of the export market. The DISC proposal
would provide for the deferral of U.S. taxes for our member firms who are domestic
corporations engaged In export sales.

US. cotton exports have been reduced dramatically from a level of 7.1 million
bales in the 1959/60 season to an estimated record low of 2.5 million bales in the
1969/70 season. This represents a reduction from 4 1.5% of the total world market
in 1959/60 to an estimated 15% in the current 1969170 marketing year. (See
attachment.)

The DISC program provides some hope for coping with the various tax schemes
devised by the cotton producing nations of the free world which have enabled
them to preplace U.S. cotton in world markets.

To survive in the competition of the world market place the United States must
make available a more favorable climate to facilitate the restoration of the U.S.
to its former share of the world cotton market. It is our sincere hope that your
committee will take favorable action on this vety worthwhile proposal.

We respectfully request that this letter be included in the record of the Finance
Committee Hearings on Foreign Trade.Sincerely, NEAL P. GILLEN,

Vice President and General Counsel.
Enclosure.
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U.S. SHARE OF WORLD MARKET (1.000 BALES)

U.S. share
Season I World exports U.S. exports (percent)

1959-60 .......................................................... 17,314 7,182 41.5.
19.1. ................................................. 6.828 6,632 39
1961-62................................................ 15,452 4913 32
1963-64 .......................................................... 179 5 1662 21
196- .......................................................... 17,9 4.06 24
196 -6 .......................................................... 16,82 2,42 
196 7-66 .......................................................... 17,889 2,669 26
1967 .......................................................... 17,207 4,206 24

19 . .8................................................ 16808 2,731 16
1969-70 ............................................... 17,200 2Soo Is

SSource :1959-0 to 1968-69 figures: ICACG)anuary 1970 statistical bulletin.
3 1969-70 figures; USDA estimate.

STATEMENT OF THE INTERNATIONAL ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION INDUS-
TRIES COUNCIL, SUBMITTED BY WILLIAM E. DUNN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS, D. A. BUZZELL, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
CONSULTING ENGINEERS COUNCIL, AND J. E. QUINN, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESI-
DENT, NATIONAL CONSTRUCTORStABsOCIATION

The International Engineering and Construction Industries Council wel.
comes this opportunity to present its views with respect to Treasury's Domestic
International Sales Corporation (DISC) Proposal.

The Council Is composed of the Associated General Contractors of America,
the Consulting Engineers Council of the U.S. and the National Constructors
Association. The first comprises almost 9,000 general contractors, the second
includes approximately 8,000 consulting engineers, and the NCA is composed
of 33 firms of engineers and constructors. These three associations represent the
engineering and construction industry In the U.S.A. and abroad, with a total
annual volume of contracts approaching seventy billion dollars, 10% of which
are performed abroad. Of this amount, more than 60% are actual exports of
goods, equipment and materials derived from U.S. engineering and construction
services.

1. EXTENSION OF DISC TO COVER ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION SERVICES

In testimony before the House Committee on Ways and Means, and in a state.
ment entered into the record, the Council endeavored to obtain extension of the
DISC to cover engineering and construction services. A number of studies, such
as the recent report by the Advisory Committee to the National Export Ex-
pansion Council have established that export of American "know-how" not only
contributes to, ut Is a definite determinant in the export of equipment and
materials. Agencies of the Government such as the Export Import Bank, the
Agency for international Development, and the Department of Commerce in-
creasingly recognize that engineering and construction services arc true exports
and offer assistance to support them. Modification of the original text to include
engineering and architectural services connected with construction projects
abroad was a firststep in the right direction, but this step was incomplete In that
it did not mention two phases of these services which are essential:

(a) The Council submits that many services other than purely "engineering"#
should be Included amongst those subjected to deferral of taxes under the DISC
proposal: these include supervision of construction, actual construction, procure-
ment, training management assistance, and many others. It is, therefore, recom-
mended that these be included as "contracted services" connected with construc-
tion projects aboard.

(b) The Council further submits that the use of American patents and know-how
rcferring'to process and application In most cases results in the selection of Ameri-
can equipment for implementation; when such patents are licensed for use In
construction projects abroad, the' income derived therefrom through royalty
payments or for the performance of technical services connected therewith should
e subject to tax deferral under the DISC provisions.
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It is, therefore, the Council's recommendation that the wording of the proposed
statute be modified to read:

" . . "engineering, architectural, or connected services, royalties or technical
service fees derived from licensing of American patents and know-how connected
with construction projects abroad."

2. CLARIFICATION OF APPLICABLE SOURCE INCOME

In the limitation of income attributable to a DISC to a minimum of 95% of
foreign origin, the following clarifications might prove helpful:

(a) Remove the rik of misinterpretation of this requirement by establishing
disqualification for non-compliance over a number of years (e.g., three years) so
that if the income source and asset utilization tests are not met at anly point,
corrective action can be taken by the corporation.

(b) As an additional measure, allow a DISC to retain qualification by distribut-
ing non-export income, if it occurs, in situations where the 95% gross income test
would be foiled.

() Establish as allowable source of foreign income to a DISC:
(I) Payments for non-U.S. personnel performing services abroad for a

DISC employer directly or through its foreign subsidiaries.
(Ii) Payments for non-U.S. equipment or materials acquired by a DISC

or its foreign subsidiary as part of an export sale by said DISC or its foreign
subsidiary.

(iii) Payments to a DISC or a foreign subsidiary of same for licenses,
royalties, or technical services of U.S. origin.

3. REMOVAL OF ARMS-LENGTH REQUIREMENT OF SECTION 482 IRC

In transactions between U.S. parent and foreign subsidiary companies, existing
inequities of Section 482 of the Internal Revenue Code should be clearly and
specifically relieved. Present "arms length" requirements should be eliminated
between the parent company and the I)ISC, and in turn between the DISC and
foreign subsidiaries or branches. Incremental costs could be considered as a
possible basis for such transactions.

4. PROVISIONS FOi TERMINATION OF DISC

In view of the fact that the tentative proposal does not provide a fixed termina-
(ion for the existence of a DISC it is recommended that, recognizing the possibility
of its sudden termination which would compel the immediate payment of all
previously deferred taxes, I)rovi-ions should be included to allow a DISC, whether
the cause of termination be voluntary or involuntary, to terminate its special tax
status gradually and to pay incurred taxes over a period of years.

5. TAX-FREE CORPORATE HIEORGANIZATIONS

Corporate reorganizations which might result from the adoption by the Con-
gre. of the DISC proposal should be specifically free of taxes which might result
therefrom.

6. GUIDANCE AS TO ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES

Present accounting principles do not take into account such tax deferrals as
would be offered by the proposed DISCs and these principles will require modifi-
cations; this will apply more especially to interpretations by the Office of Inter-
national Operations of the Internal Revenue Service. Provisions should be
incorporated to present suitable guidance and interpretations of the intent of the
measure.

The proposed DISC with amendments suggested herein would contribute some
redress to a situation which has been a major factor in placing the U.S. engineering
and construction industry in a poor competitive position in world markets and
has consequently been a factor in the decline of our balance of trade.

It is generally recognized that unless. a U.S. firm has specified U.S. gods,
equipment or materials, such purchases are most likely to be made in other
countries.

7. VALUE-ADDED-TAX

A further incentive to U.S. exporters of services would be the adoption of a
value-added-tax, rebatable on exports and assessed on imports of services of
foreign sources. This formula, which is becoming more prevalent in Europe, Is
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accepted as legitimate under GATT rules. This new departure would have to be
accompanied by a suitable reduction in direct taxes on foreign-based income of
exporters of goods and services.

In any case, the members of our associations welcome this initiative as a first
step in the right direction. This will grant some relief, if proper qualifications are
introduced, to a situation which has worked to the detriment of our balance of
trade and of our balance of payments.

STATEMENT OF FREEPORT SULPHUR COMPANY SUBMITTED By

RICHARD C. WELLS, PRESIDENT

Freeport Sulphur Company, founded in 1912, has for more than half a century
been engaged in the domestic production of elemental sulphur. Our mines are
located in Louisiana and off its coast. We submit this statement at a time of
unprecedented challenge to the domestic sulphur mining Industry. Freeport and
other domestic producers are presently suffering serious injury because of the
large and growing volume of foreign sulphur being forced into already fully
supplied U.S. markets through the device of succegively lower prices. Our
testimony is offered to support the enactment of trade legislation which will
provide to the domestic sulphur mining industry early and meaningful relief from
the damaging effects of these Imports.

BACKGROUND OF THE CURRENT PROBLEM

Sulphur is produced commercially in elemental form (brimstone)-either by the
Frasch process, by recovery from sour natural gas or petroleum refinery gases,
or from native ores-or it is derived commercially from chemical combinations
such as pyrites and smelter gases. Production figures from Free World sources for
1968, 1969, and 1970 are given in Exhibit A. The Frasch hot water process for
reaching underground brimstone reserves is the principal method of producing
sulphur in the United States. Utilizing this method, companies operating In Texas
.and Louisiana last year produced 7,145,000 tons of sulphur, as compared with
7,455,000 tons the previous year. Freeport's brimstone production in 1969 was
approximately 3,400,000 tons, as compared to approximately 3,900,000 tons in
1968.

While domestic producers are fully capable of meetIn# all domestic sulphur
needs, there has been a tradition of international trade, with some U.S. sulphur
being exported and some foreign sulphur being imported. Last year, for the first
time in half a century, the United States imported more brimstone. than it shipped
out of the country.

The U.S. demand for sulphur-on the order of 9,600,000 tons this year-
comes from virtually every segment of the economy, and It is relatively inelastic.
Among the products dependent upon sulphur at some point In their manufacture
or processing are fertilizers, chemicals, dyestuffs, pigments, pulp and paper, film,
iron and steel, rayon, vulcanized and synthetic rubber, insecticides, andfungildes.

(Exhibit B shows Free World and Y.S. consumption figures.)
Because sulphur represents so minute a part of the cost of most of the final

products it helps to nal:e, the level of sulphur price does not affect the level of
consumption. To illustrate, a $1.00 per ton reduction in the price of sulphur would
reduce the cost of a gallon of exterior paint by one-tenth of a cent, the cost of
four passenger tires by one-half of a cent, the cost of a short ton of viscose rayon
staple by 77 cents, and the cost of a short ton of diammonium phosphate by 39
cents. The author, William Haynes, noted In the authoritative book, Brimstone:
The Stone Thai Burns, "A stubborn fact of the brimstone market is that lower
prices do not increase sales, not a single ton . . ."

Sulphur prices-while they do not affect demand-have a demonstrable effect
on supply. Historically, high prices have resulted in exploration for and develop-
ment of new sources of supply. Low prices have retarded exploration and develop-
ment, leading to shortage. There was a period of oversupply and reduced prices
in the late 1950s and early 1960s, followed by the four-year period 1963-1967 in
which production lagged behind consumption. Fortunately, the deficit was filled
from producer stocks ies and no disastrous shortage was experienced. Prices rose
suiciently to stimulate the development of new production, and supply again
caught up with demand.
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NATURE OF THE CURRENT PROBLEM

During the last few years, the historic working of the law of supply and demand
in sulphur has been upset by a new factor-the rapidly-increasing production of
vast quantities of brimstone recovered from sour natural gas in the Province of
Alberta in Western Canada, with little or no regard for the condition of the
sulphur marketplace. Hydrogen sulphide, which must be separated from the
somr natural gas to make the gas salable, is converted to brimstone and the pro-
duction is thus regulated by natural gas demand and not by sulphur demand. The
recent, and current strong demand for natural gas has resulted in increases in the
production of by-product sulphur. As Exhibit A shows, Western Canadian re-
covered sulphur has accounted for the single largest increase in Free World pro-
duction; and it has been the dominant factor in the serious condition of oversupply.

From the start of 1968-the first year of oversupply--to the end of 1969, the
daily production rate of recovered brimstone in Alberta Increased by more than
60 percent. Alberta's production has tripled in the last six years. In 1968, Alberta
surpassed the United States for the first time as the world's largest exporter of
sulphur. Moreover, production from Western Canada is expected to Increase from
3,715,000 tons in 1969 to 4,250,000 tons in 1970. Canadian sulphur exports totaled
sightly more than 2,000,000 tons In 1969, with more than 900,000 tons entering
the United States. These exports are forecast this year at about 2,500,000 tons,
including more than 1,000,000 tons into this country. The impact on sulphur prices
has been inordinately greater than the tonnages involved.

In their effort to force ever-increasing quantities of by-product sulphur into
the already fully supplied U.S. markets, Alberta producers and their brokers
have pro ressively reduced prices. U.S. brimstone producers, in order to hold
business, have had to meet these insistently-lower prices. The resultant chaos in
sulphur pricing is illustrated in Exhibit C, documenting the decline In Canadian
prices to customers in the U.S. Midwest market (f.o.b. Alberta shipping point)
rom a high of $38 (U.S.) per long ton to a low of $10 during the period June 1,
1968 to June 1, 1970.

EFFECTS OF THESE CONDITIONS

The drastic reductions in the price of sulphur have had serious, adverse effects
both in Canada and in the United States. Total revenues from sales of Alberta
sulphur have declined despite the large increases in production and tonnage
sales, resulting in loss of income to the Province of Alberta and to the Dominion
of Canada. However, of more concern to Freeport and, we believe, to this Com-
mittee, is the damage being caused In this country by these imports at depressed
prices. Relying primarily upon our company's experience, we would like to
characterize the nature of this Injury.

1. Domestic sulphur mines are being shut down. As a result of deteriorating
market conditions from early 1969 to the present time, six Frasch mines in the
U.S. have been forced out of business. These mines located in Louisiana and Texas,
had a total productive capacity of more than 1,50,000 tons per year. They are
listed In Exhibit D. Most of these mines have been permanently abandoned, and
their remaining reserves of sulphur permanently lost. Four additional U.S.
mines are marginal at existing price levels and will have to be shut down in the
event of further price deterioration, resulting in an additional loss in productive
capacity of 60,0000 tons per year. One of these mines-Texas Gulf Sulphur
Company's "Old Gulf" mine in Matagorda County, Texas-is, in fact already
scheduled to be shut down, according to an announcement recently made by the
company.

2. Workers' jobs are decining Unemployment has already been caused by the
closing of the six domestic nes and the jobs of workers at the marginally
operating mines are threatened. In addition to those unemployed because of mine
closings, other workers in support Jobs in the sulphur industry have been laid off..
Since January 1, 1969, Freeport has had to reduce employment in its sulphur
operating organization by more than 25 percent.

3. Company operations and earnings are being reduced. As mentioned earlier,
Freeport's brimstone production last year was down some 500,000 tons from the
year previous. Realization from sales, however at the price levels caused by
Canadian Imports, were even more depressed. Preeport's net earnings from a
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sources in 1969 were substantially reduced from the previous year and further
declines are being felt in 1970. Our net earnings per share fell from $2.01 in 1968
to $1.84 in 1969. For the first six months of 1970, net earnings per share were
48 cents as compared to $1.05 for the first half of 1969 and $1.20 for the similar
period in 1968. Under the circumstances, FreTport in April reduced its quarterly
dividend rate from 40 cents to 20 cents per share.

4. Domestic sulphur exploration has been curtailed. liampered by the loss of
profits which would ordinarily be Invested in the costly search for new domestic
sources of sulphur, U.S. com)anles, have virtualy halted exploration In the U.S.
and offshore. When the departmentt of the Interior offered for leasing a large
number of tracts in the Gulf of .Mexico off the coast of Louiiana, it considered
the bids to be so inadequate that It rejected nearly all of them.

The jeopardy being posed to the future of thZe U.S. sulphur mining industry
adversely affects the national interests. The continued abandonment of sulphur
mines and the curtailment of exploration for new reserves critically weaken the
nation's dependence upon a vital raw material available from domestic sources.

THE NEED FOR GOVERNMENT ACTION

In Canada, according to press reports, oil and gas producers and the Alberta
government ard conferring on the sulphur problem. It Is hoped that a voluntary
program of export control within Canada, restoring snme degree of price stability
to the sulphur market, might be agreed upon. However, while wishing these
considerations every success, we cannot relinquish our clear responsibility to
our employees, our stockholders, and to the nation to couple with our presentation
of the foregoing facts an appeal to you for meaningful a.ssstance.

The critical condition of the U.S. sulphur mining industry, and a course of
action to alleviate this condition, have already been brought -to the attention of
the Senate by the distinguished chairman of this Committee and by the distin-
guished junior Senator from Texas. We would like to present as Exhibits R and F
the Congressional Record transcripts of statements made by Senator Long and
Senator Tower in support of legislation to limit the nportation of sulphur.

We wholeheartedly endorse Senator Long's bill (S. 4075) as a means of limiting,
although not prohibiting, the entry of foreign sulphur Into U.S. markets. The
effect of this legislation would be to prevent the unmitigated growth of foreign
sulphur in the domestic market. The si nificance of and need for such action as it
would affect Canadian sulphur are indicated in reports such as the following, a
portion of 6 story from Oilweek of April 20, 1970, discussing natural gas plant
construction In Canada:

"One spectacular result of the gas plant expansion will be a boom in elemental
sulphur production, over which there is no control. Production this year is forecast
as 4.5 million tons, up from 3.6 million tons last year. The addition of nearly
2,000 tons a day capacity during 1970 will probably raise 1971 production to about
5.3 million tons. In 1971 the completion of new facilities rated at more than
6,000 tons a day puts a potential of 7.5 million tons on 1972 production."

Senator Long's bill would control the amount of sulphur Imported fro Canada
in 1971 to the average Imported during the period 1965-87. This would allow the
Importation of about 700,000 tons, as cornpared to the more than 1,000,000 tons
projected for this year. It would provide a basis for a return to economic stability
in the sulphur business.

Freeport believes, with Senators Long and Tower, that the best Interests of
the domestic sulphur-mining industry and of the nation demand early and appro-
priate attention to the crucial sulphur situation. We believe that H.R. 18970, the
Trade Act of 1970 as approved by the House Ways and Means Committee.,
offers an avenue of relief in the liberalization of the criteria for establishing
injury under the tariff adjustment and adjustment assistance provisions of the
Trade Expansion Act of 1962. The Trade Act of 1970 needs to provide clear
safeguards against continued and Increased injury to the domestic sulphur mining
Industry. We respectfully request this Committee to express Itself affirmatively
In this respect. If, In the view of the Committee, it is determined that the proposed
new Trade Act requires amendment to ensure these safeguards, we urge full
consideration of the practicable and equitable approach contained in Servitor
Long's bill. Thank you for allowing us to make this presentation.
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EXHIBIT A.-FREE WORLD PRODUCTION OF SULFUR IN ALL FORMS

11n thousands of long tons)

1970 1969 1968

Brimstone:
Fra ch:

United States ............................................. 7,02. 7 145 7 455
Mexico ...................................... , 380 1,610 1: 585

Total ................................................. 8.400 8,755 9,040

Recovered:
Western Canada .......................................... 4 250 3,715 3,040
Lacq ... .............. .................... 1 720 1 675 1,580
UnitedStates ................................... 1,580 1'440 1,365
Middle East .............................................. 445 110 35
Other .................................................... 895 720 625

Total ........................................... 8.890 7,660 6,645
Ores and other brimstone ...................................... 610 645 685

li at brimstone ............................................. 17,900 17,060 16,370

Nonbrimstone:
Pyrites............................................... 6,710 6,770 6,610
Gases................................................ 4,250 3,810 3,550
Other ........................................................ 590 610 615

Total nonbttmstone.... ..................................... 11,550 11,190 10,775

Total sulfur ................................................ 29,450 28,250 27,145

EXHIBIT B.-FREE WORLD CONSUMPTION OF SULFUR IN ALL FORMS

(n thousands of long Ions]

All forms Brimstone

1970 1969 1970 1969

North America:
United States .................................. 9600 9,275 8,240 8,010
Canada ........................................ 1,075 1,125 460 610
Mexico ........................................ 475 425 440 390

Total, North Anerica .......................... 11,150 10, 825 9,140 9,010

Rest of world:
British Isles ................................. 1,575 1,525 975 900
Western Europe ................................. 5,925 5, 675 2, 800 2, 625
Medium and Middle East ......................... 4,050 3,700 1,300 , 125
India .......................................... 650 550 575 450
Other Africa and free Asia ....................... 4,200 3,875 1,100 975
Oceania ........................................ 825 825 600 625
Latin America .................................. 675 675 660 660

Total, rest of world ............................ 17.900 16,825 8,000 7, 300

Total, Iree Lwcrld .............................. 29,050 27,650 17,150 16,310
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EXHIBIT C.-DECLINE IN PRICE OF CANADIAN SULFUR: SUMMARY OF THE DECLINE IN THE PRICE OF RECOVERED

SULFUR PRODUCED IN WESTERN CANADA

[in terms of Canadian prices (f.o.b. Alberta shipping point) to customers In the U.S. Midwest market; U.S. dollars in
long tons)

Canadian price

From- To-

June 1, 1968 .................................................................... $38 35
Aug 1968 .................................................................... 35 33
JaIL 1 1969 .................................................................... 33 30
A r. 1. 1969 ................................................................ 30 27
M y 2, 1969 .................................................................... 27 25
June 1 1969 ........................................................... 2 20
Aug. B. 1969............................................................ 20 17
Oct 1 1969 .................................................................... 17 15
Jan. 1, 1970 .................................................................... 15 12
Apr. 1. 1970 ................................................................... . 12 11
June , 1970 ....................................................... .... 11 10

EXHIBIT D.-SULFUR MINES SHUT DOWN IN THE UNITED STATES SINCE MARCH 1969

Production'
capacity

Date suspended Mine (LT/year)

Mar. 24. 1969 ................................................... Caminada, La. (offshore) ....... 700,000
Oct. 31, 1969 ................................................... NashTex .................... . 60.000
Feb. 24. 1970 ................................................... Sulphur, La ................... 20.000
Mar. 15,1970 . ............................................ Chacahou a. La ............... 120.000
Apr.9, I970 ................................................... Heiner Field. Tex .............. 260,000
Apr. 10, 1970 ................................................... Orchard, Tex .................. 100,000

Total .................................................................................. 1,260,000

Exhibit E, a speech of Hon. Russell B. Long, relative to sulfur Imports was

previously made a part of the printed record at pages 251-258.

EXHIBIT F

IFrom the CONOESSIONAL RECORD-Senate-- July !6, 1970)

SULFUR MINING INDUSTRY

Mr. Tower. M!r. President, one of the basic and essential industries of the
United States, the sulfur mining industry, is under increasing economic stress.
Unless this stress is relieved, the sulfur producing capacity of the United States
may be irreparably impaired.

Since 1968, the market price of sulfur at the mine in Canada has declined from
approximately $38 per ton to the pre-sent level of approximately $11 per ton. This
drastic decline in the market price has caused six U.S. sulfur mines to be closed
down, five others to be on the verge of closing, and others have been forced to
lay off workers, restrict production, and reduce dividends to stockholders. Unless
the situation is relieved, additional mines may have to be closed.

The cause of th;s economic harm to the domestic sulfur industry Is the direct
result of large and increasing imports of sulfur from our good neighbor to the
North, Canada. Since 1968 this imported sulfur has been consistently priced below
our own sulfur. The Canadians were attempting to capture our domestic markets
by selling theif sulfur at prices below the U.S. prices?

How could the Canadians consistently price their sulfur below our price? For
the answer to this question, we must examine the differences between the processes
by which the two countries extract the sulfur and ready it for market.

In the United States, the Frasch process is employed to extract most of our
sulfur. This Is the process by which superheated steam is injected Into the raw
sulfur deposits under the ground. The steam melts the sulfur which Is then brought
to the surface and stored.

51M7(--nt. 2-22
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The Canadians, on the other hand, extract their sulfur from a certain kind of
natural gas produced there which contains a high percentage of hydrogen sul-
fide. In order to prepare this "sour" gas, as it called, for the market, the hydro-
gen sulfide must be removed. This leaves the "sweet" gas which can then be sold.

nece the hydrogen sulfide is removed, it is converted into pure sulfur. The proc-
ess of extracting hydrogen sulfide from the "sour" gas and converting it into
pure sulfure is performed at much less cost than our own Frasch process.

Further, it can be seen that the amount of sulfur produced in Canada is directly
related to the amount of demand for Canadian "sour" gas. Since there is no
cost which can be allocated to the sulfur, it is not related to the market demand for
sulfur.

The Canadians normally allocate the cost of extracting the hydrogen sulfide
to the cost of purifying the "sour" gas. This cost is not borne, and is, therefore,
not reflected in, the price which the Canadians must charge for their sulfur.

So, as the demand for Canadian "sour" gas increased, as it has since 1963,
the amount of sulfur extracted from the "sour" gas increased accordingly. The
Canadians attempted to seize U.S. and other sulfur markets in order to sell their
less expensive sulfur and could do so at prices under those existing in the United
States.

The Canadians are succeeding in capturing our markets. Prior to 1969, the
United States was a net exporter of sulfur. We are now a net importer. The 1965
through 1967 imports of sulfur from Canada to the United States averaged
703,000 tons per year. On the basis of the first 4 months' imports of 1970, the
projected imports of sulfur from Canada into the United States for the entire
year of 1970 will be approximately 1,117,000 tons. This is a substantial increase.

Mr. President, in order to prevent further disruption of our own sulfur industry,
immediate steps must be taken.
S. 4075 was introduced on July 10, 1970. That bill, if enacted, would accom-

plish the desirable result of stabilizing the domestic sulfur industry from imports
of sulfur from all foreign sources by limiting the amount of sulfur which can be
imported. Since the Canadian flood of byproduct sulfur represents the more
serious threat to the domestic industry, I will use those import figures in explaining
how the bill would operate.

Imports would be limited by a two step process:
First. For the calendar year*1971, the amount of sulfur which could be imported

from Canada would be reduced to the 703,000 ton level. This was the average
quantity of sulfur imported into the United States from Canada for the years
1965 through 1967.

Second. For subsequent years, the amount of Canadian sulfur which would be
allowed to be imported into the United States would vary from this 1971 base
figure. It would vary either up or down by the same percentage as changes in
domestic consumption varied during the previous year. For example, if the U.S.
domestic consumption increases by the expected 4 percent in 1972 over the con-
sumption in 1971 base year, then, the amount of sulfur which could be imported
from Canada and sold in the United States would be 4 percent more than the 1971-
base figure of 703,000 tons.
'.Mr. President, this is a fair and equitable method for protecting our own indus-
try and, at the same time, allowing the Canadians to participate in our markets.

This industry contributes substantially to the prosperity, health, and security
of this Nation. Sulfur is a basic and necessary ingredient of many vital products.

Since 1969, the United States has become a net importer of sulfur. Hence, our
balance-of-payments problem has become further aggravated by these large and
increasing imports of sulfur from Canada.

Mr. President, I ask careful consideration of S. 4075.

(T.Iegrsm DWIOHT HAVFNS, Pruident,
Great er Detroit Chamber of Commerce

Detroit, Mich., October 18, 1970.
Senator RUSSMLIJ B. LONG,
Chair at-Se-noe Finance dommiflu,
U.S. Sent-e,
Washington, D.C.:

The greater Detroit Chamber of Commerce, broadly representing the metro-
politan Detroit business community, wishes to express its strongest opposition to
attaching as a rider to a nongermane social security bill the foreign trade bill as
approved by the Committee on Ways and Means, H.R. 18970. Due to the im-
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possibility of testifying in person because of the unannounced public hearings on
this subject October 9, and 12, the Chamber takes this opportunity to voice its
opposition to all of the restrictionist and protective sections of the trade bill.
Passage of this legislation except for its few good features such as the removal of
ASP, the establishment of DISC, and strengthening of trade adjustment pro-
cedures, would set back U.S. commercial policy by 30 years and may indeed be the
cause of expensive retaliation. Many of the Quota provisions make a mockery of
attempts to control inflation. The most serious consequences of passage of this
legislation would be suffered by the American consumer and the most efficient of
American industries namely export-minded companies.O ur detailed views on
current foreign trade legislation are part of the hearings' record of the House
Committee on Ways and Means pages 1636 to 1642. We request this telegram be
made part of the record of hearings on this subject.

AMERICAN SOYBEAN ASSOCIATION,
Hudson, Iowa, Ocgober 19, 1970.

COMMITErE ON FINANCE,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.:

DEAR MR. VAIL: On the basis of your telegram of October 16, 1 am subriitting
to you a copy of my statement before the Committee on Ways and Means of the
House of Representatives on June 16 1970. I request that you enter this statement
as a part of the printed hearing, which states the position of the American Soybean
Association relative to the trade bill.

We have updated the information on Page 5, which now includes final figures for
the marketing year. Soybean exports during this past marketing year totaled
429,000,000 bushels. Soybean meal exports increased by 25% to approximately
four million tons or the equivalent of an additional 173,000,000 bushels of soybeans.

We deeply regret that we were not permitted to testify before the Committee,
but we do appreciate having the opportunity of presenting a written statement that
becomes a part of the printed statement of the hearings.Sincerely, D. LESLIE TINDAL,

President.
Enclosure.

STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN SOYBEAN ASSOCIATION BY LESLIE
TINDAL, PRESIDENT, BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS, ON
TARIFF AND TRADE INCLUDING H.R. 16920

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: My name is Leslie Tindal. I
farm 1600 acres near Pinewood, South Carolina where I raise cotton, corn, soy-
beans, cattle and hogs. I am appearing before your Committee as President of the
American Soybean Association * * * a growers organization with 17 affiliated
state soybean associations.

SUMMARY STATEMENT

The American Soybean Association favors the stated objective of the proposed
Trade Act of 1969 to move toward fewer trade restrictions and agrees with the
4 goals outlined in the President's message last fall. The Association opposes
legislation creating additional import restrictions that could result in retaliation
by other countries causing a reduction in exports of U.S. soybeans or soybean
products.

The United States has a good trade record imposing fewer restrictions than most
countries. Our Association recognizes the need for reasonable protection from
unfair foreign competition, especially dumping by another country. We recognize
this Committee and Congress have a difficult job weighing the threat to employ-
ment in the textile and shoo industries against the possible loss of sales to our
major trading partners.

I appreciate the opportunity to testify on behalf of the American Soybean
Association to call your attention to the fact that the tremendous overseas
demand for soybeans and soybean products means jobs for hundreds of thousands
of Americans; creates billions of dollars in new wealth in our rural areas and our
cities; and contributes more towards the U.S. balance of payments than any
other agricultural commodity. f
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Our Association, representing soybean growers, is concerned that restrictive
action, such as that proposed in House Bill 16920, may limit the potential for
increased sales of soybeans and soybean products In one of two ways * * * by
retaliation in the form of new trade barriers or failure to reduce present tariffs, or
by lack of funds with which to buy because of reduced trade currency. Trade
begets additional trade, and production on a multiplier basis. As the money
turns over and over, one dollar in trade heads to many additional dollars In pro-
duction and trade in the United States. The Marshall Plan, for example, proved
that. Conversely a limitation that stops a dollar in trade shrinks economic activity
also on a multiplier basis. So while bill 16920 deals specifically with textiles and
footwear, soybean growers are equally concerned with any other restrictive action
that would materially affect our major trading nations.

I would like to enlarge on those points in a minute.

APPRECIATION

On behalf of the American Soybean Association I want to commend the Chair-
man, and members of the Hlouse-Ways and Means Committee who participated,
for their strongly worded, effective resolution last year that aided in preventing an
EEC tax on soybean products. It was a critical period for farmers, the soybean
industry and the nation. The threat remains which is one of the reasons for my
appearance here today. Mr. Chairman I hope you and members of the Committee
will continue to take positive action whenever the EEC threatens to impose either
a tax or a levy on soybeans, meal or oil. It may take the action of the full Congress
in the final round.

I also want to commend the President's Special Trade Representative, Ambas-
sador Carl Gilbert, and his staff, for their prompt action 5 months ago which played
a significant role in preventing EEC consideration of a compensatory levy on soy-
beans and soybean products.

Now to develop the points I made in my opening summary statement.

I. Soybeans provide jobs and create wealth
U.S. farmers harvested 41,000,000 acres of soybeans last fall. That means some

$2,600,000,000 (USDA) in new wealth to farmers. Since every bushel harvested is
sold through the local elevator 60% are processed through 132 plants in this
country, and all are transported by truck, rail and barge from 2 miles to 10,000
miles, this means more jobs and money, not only to hundreds of thousands of
producers but thousands more workers in industry, transportation and shipping.
It means jobs and profit for those who sell farm machinery, chemicals and other
soybean production inputs plus the man on main street selling groceries and shoes.
A lot of jobs and a lot of money ride on keeping, and increasing, that 40% of the
soybean crop that goes overseas each year . . . then brings back trade dollars ...
an estimated $1,400,000,000 this marketing year.

Let me take it to the state level. House Bill 16920 deals with shoes and textiles.
St. Louis is concerned about a possible loss of jobs and revenue because of

competition for their shoe industry . . . and rightfully so. It deserves the fullest
study. But, I want to remind you that 45,000 farmers (ASCS estimate) In Mis-
souri raise soybeans. They have hundreds of elevators, 4 large processing plants
and major river terminals at Kansas City, St. Louis and other points . . . all
creating jobs and revenue. Last year soybeans created $246,000,000 (USDA) in
new wealth at the farmer level in the state of Missouri. With the Missouri River
running through the state and the Mississippi River running the entire length of
the state Missouri has a major stake In foreign trade for soybeans and the prod-
ucts of their processing plants.

In my own state of South Carolina the textile mills are Important to the econ-
omy of the state. They provide jobs . . . salaries and a tax base. But so do
soybeans. You don't see a lot of men coming together at one place for the 8:00
a.m. shift. You don't see a parking lot full of cars. We don't have a weekly pay-
roll figure. But soybeans provide a job and Income for 22,000 farmers, several
hundred elevator operators, 7 processing plants and transportation workers. We
are proud of the great sales job our Charleston port has done so that a great
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peentage of our market is overtime. In 1968 we had a severe drought and soy-
. still returned farmers $30,000,000 (USDA).

I recognize soybeans do not return anywhere near as much in my state as
textiles but I want to point out my state is number 13 in the nation in size of
crop. Sale., from the 1969 crop in'South Carolina will likely total $54,000,000
(figuring a $2.40 per bushel average on 22,500,000 bu.). The value of the crop Ill
the other major producing states goes on up to over $500,000,000 In Illinois
(USDA). It is not possible to estimate the salaries paid to those handling the
beans from the time the farmer sells them until they reach the consumer.

Soybeans are the No. 1 or No. 2 crop throughout much of the Cotton Belt, of
the South in states like Arkansas, where soybeans are valued at an estimated
$200,000,000 at the farm level MLsi.,sippi ald the Carolinas a- well a- the Corn
Belt s ate-s of Illinois, Iowa, ilssourl, Indiana, etc.

As I said earlier Ilm a cotton farmer and have been a booster for cotton for
years. But I'm also a soybean grower. I've studied this problem for a long time
and I am here to speak up for soybeans.

While employment in the northeast is important to the nation so is employ-
ment of farmers and a vast segment of agribusiness through the great soybean
producing areas of the midwest and midsouth from Ohio to Minnesota to Arkan-
sas and Louisiana.

II. A favorable exporL climate is essential
I have pointed out that to farmers and different segments of the industry

soybeans provide employment and generate money in the U.S. Much of the
succeAs of this industry depends on exports. First, over 40% of the crop goes
overseas as I have pointed out. While there has been a growth in domestic con-
sumption this year, as in past years, the greatest growth has been overseas both
for soybeans and soybean meal. As of last month, soybean and soybean meal
exports were each up by one-third this marketing year compared with last year.
(Soybean exports are expected to increase from 287,000,000 bu. last year to an
estimated 405,000,000 bu. this marketing year.)

The reason soybean production has increased year after year has been largely
due to increased foreign sales. This has provided farmers with a profitable cash
alternative crop when all other major crops have been under acreage restrictions.
This has meant more jobs, helped make the farm program work, and cost the
taxpayer relatively little.

Our negotiators success in gaining binding duty free entry for soybeans and meal
into most of our major markets during the Kennedy Round of GATT has proven
more meaningful than many realized at the time. At that time Japan agreed to
cut her high tariff in half in five years. She met that commitment 20 months
early. Japan should eliminate the tariff (which remains at 6i% or 2.40 yen per
kilo which is $0.67 per metric ton or 17.7 per bushel) but talks are stalled now
while Japan waits to see the action taken by this Congress before giving away
any bargaining power on her most important import from the U.S.. soybeans.

Here it is appropriate to point out that Japan bought $220,000,000 worth of
soybeans in CY69. That Is an increase of nearly $6,000,000 over the year before.
Taiwan bought over $40,000,000 worth of soybeans, an increase of $3,000,000
over the year before (see attached fact sheet). We can expect an 8% to 10%
increase in sales to both countries in the years ahead.

So Japan and Taiwan, the No. I and No. 2 sellers of textile products to the
U.S. are also the No. 1 and No. 2 buyers of soybeans in the Far East.

Europe buys over half of all the soybeans sold and more than three-fourths of
the soybean meal (USDA). The EEG accounts for about a half-billion dollars in
sales of soybeans and soybean meal. Sales to the EEC from this one crop
equals $100,000,000 more than all the textile fabrics anld apparel combined the
Common Market countries sold to the U.S.

Germany is our No. 1 buyer of soybeans and meal in Europe paying
$216 000,00 last year with the dollars earned as the No. 1 European seller of
textile products to the U.S. The other major buyers of our commodity In
Europe in order are The Netherlands, France, Spain and Italy. You quickly
recognize that the ones who sell to us are the ones who buy from us.
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Value of beans Increase over
Country and meal year before

Germany .............................................................. $216,000,000 $21,000
The Netherlands ........................................................ 115,000,000 18,000,000
France ................................................................. 111,000,000 6000,000
Spain ............................................................... 101500,000 1, 000,000
Italy ................................................................ 67.000.000 6.500, 000
japan ............................................ M.000. 0 6,000 000
Taiwan ......................... --- ----- ------ ----- ----..... 41, 0 000 3.000,000

Note: Figures for Germany, France. and the Netherlands are for calendar year 1969. This Is an estimate since much of
the meal and beans are transshipped through the Rotterdam port. These figures present a more true picture than export
figures which list the destination of the ship, not the eventual destination of the beans or meal. Figures for the other coun-
tries are actual for the 1968-69 marketing year, figuring a price at port of $2.82 per bushel, 1967-68,and $2.75 per bushel,
1968-69. and meal at 93 per ton and 90 per ton.

Earlier I spoke about the major trade crisis that developed between the U.S.
and the European Economic Community. The threat of an EEC tax, or worse
yet, a compensatory levy Is still very much alive. When I was in Europe last fall
several leaders of the soybean industry in different countries, especially the
German Oil Millers and the German Margarine Manufacturers, warned there are
certain EEC leaders waiting for an excuse to rally world support behind their
scheme to raise money by taxing their major agricultural imp orts . . . soybeans
and soybean meal. The German organizations and others in Europe have worked
hard to prevent this unjustified tax or levy but they frankly said we've done all
we can and what really counts Is what you folks in the U.S. do. EEC leaders have
said if the U.S. restricts imports of textiles and shoes they'll do the same to soy-
beans. Congress must keep in mind this half-billion dollar market and weigh the
consequences, not only directly to soybeans but indirectly to the whole world
trade attitude when considering special legislation for two Industries . . . as
important as they are to certain states . . . including my own state.

As you know ASA administers a sizable market development program in seven
countries. Our studies indicate Italy deserves top priority as we expand our
market development work. So while some view Italy as the No. 1 exporter of
footwear to the U.S., we view Italy as the No. 1 potential to increase sales of soy-
beans and soybean meal.

As growers we want to be sure that just because our numbers ate spread out
over a wide area that Committee members and Congress remember there are five
to six hundred thousand growers plus the many others I have mentioned depending
on soybeans for all or part of their living.

Every survey shows a continued upward trend In worldwide demand for protein.
(For example, F.A.O. predicts 25% increase by 1975.) Soybeans have been
capturing an increasing share of that increase and it can continue to do so with

OOd salesmanship and fiee entry into the major markets of the world. (USDA
. 1970, World Exports of Meal, average 12% Increase per year 1960-69.)

We are here to ask you not to jeopardize the present favorable export position
for soybeans. Soybeans and soybean meal are the major farm commodity in
world trade and at the same time have fewer tariffs and non-tariff barriers than
any other major commodity. Restrictive action by Congress could result in
retaliation by the offended country against our major export to them.

In Spain, for example, there is a very strong demand for both soybean meal
and soy oil. Purchases are limited by opposition from the Olive Pil Syndicate
which is to be expected, and a shortage of trade dollars. They must sell in order
to buy.

In Taiwan hard currency Is very short and while over 40% of all grain pur-
chases are soybeans the potential increase in sales would be endangered because
of a lack of trade dollars if Taiwan cannot sell her mushrooms, asparagus, textiles,
canned vegetables and other commodities to the U.S. Taiwan would be especially
hard hit by using 1967-68 figures as a base for setting textile product imports.

Japan's policy of diversification would be stepped up should the Congress take
unwise steps toward import restrictions. The costly Longshoreman's strike of
over a year ago prompted Japan to move rapidly in the direction of finding new
sources of farm commodities where they could in turn sell their products. Japan
is now backing work in Thailand to start a major soybean growing industry
there. Japan Is also studying the advisability of buying competitive oilseeds from
other countries and developing a synthetic industry in Japan.

Other countries may be compelled to buy such exclusive items as computers,
certain aircraft parts and other special items from the U.S. but any country can
buy their protein and oil needs from any number of salesmen eager to sell com-
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e ting products such as sunflower, peanuts, cottonseed, rapeseed and fishmeal.
ere is a high substitutability and availability of competing products...

especially for soybean oil.
I would like to depart for a moment to speak on a different but related subject

and that Is the U.S. policy of maintaining an American Selling Price on certain
select products. This is a provocative policy all out of proportion to its importance
to the American economy. It Is the thorn in the side whenever the U.S. is involved
in trade negotiations. ft is used as an argument for similar protective tariffs
overseas by many countries as I learned when in Europe last fall. The EEC uses
ASP as an excuse to impose the tax or compensatory levy against soybeans and
soybean meal.

The American Selling Price not only jeopardizes continued free access of soy-
beans into its major markets around the world . . . but increases consumer costs
in this country and farmers are major consumers.

I know that you men are fully aware of this interplay of conflicting interests in
this complex arena of world trade. I appreciate the opportunity to appear before
you so that our voice might be heard.

CLOSING SUMMARY

In summary, weigh the jobs and the income to farmers ($2,600,000,000) and
many segments of our economy in many states of this multi-billion dollar industry.
It is overseas sales that make the market at the local elevator and that was never
more clear than this year. Not only does 40% of the crop go overseas but much
of the Increase in the years ahead will come from overseas demand if, soybeans
and soybean products have access to the major markets as they do now. We
cannot stand on one foot and call for reduced trade restrictions in other countries
and then stand on the other foot and pass special legislation to protect certain
industries in the U.S. The total agricultural complex, especially soybean farmers
and those In town who depend on soybeans for their paycheck, will be the first
to be hurt if there is retaliation, or, a lack of trade dollars with which to buy
because of a general downward spiral caused by escalating protectionism. For that
reason, we oppose legislation creating additional import restrictions that could
result in retaliation by other countries and cause a reduction in exports of soybeans
and soybean products.

U.S. SOYBEAN PRODUCTION (USDA, BLUE BOOK, PP. 58 AND 77)

1950 1960 1965 1969

Bushels .................................... 299.249,000 555,085,000 845.608.000 1,116,876,000
Value ...................................... $737,760,000 $1,184,910,000 $2,151, 305,00 $2.580,029,000

EXPORTS-MARKETING YEAR BEGINNING SEPT. I (USDA, BLUE BOOK PP. 66, 67, 86)

1960 1965 1968

Soybeans ushels)....................................... 134,700,000 250.600,000 286,800.000
Soybean m"l (short ons) ................................... 589,700 2.603, 800 3.084,800
Soybean oil (pounds) ........................................ 699,805,000 922,647,000 869,556,000
Total value of beans and products ............................. $415,897,000 $915,042,000 $1,120,900,000

VALUE OF SOYBEANS BY STATES-FIGURED AT FARM LEVEL 1969 CROP (ESTIMATE) (USDA. BLUE BOOK. P. 77)

Illinois ........................................................................................ $519,270,0
Iowa ......................................................................................... 392263.000
Indiana ....................................................................................... 241,261,000
Arkansas ...................................................................................... 208.018,000
Missouri ..................................................................................... I8 370,000
Minnesota ..................................................................................... 1 1,018,000

io .......................................................................................... 1'345.000
Mississippi .................................................................................... 127 .200,000

EXPORTS TO EUROPE, 196849 MARKETING YEAR (USDA, BLUE BOOK, PP. 82 AND 89)

Soybeans (bushels) Soybean meal (Ions)

Exports to Europe ............................... 151,000000 2,319, 000
Total export ........................................................... 288, 800, 000 3,085,oo
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EXPORTS TO DATE

1%9 1969-70

Soybean inspections, Sept. I-May 8 (bushels) ............................. 227, 56.3.000 309,968,000
Soybean meal exports, September-March (tons) ......................... 1, 366,383 2,041,192

Source: American Soybean Association. Hudson, Iowa.

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION,
Washington, D.C., October 21, 1970.

Re Pending Amendments to Social Security Bill on Foreign Trade Policy.
Hon. RUSSYLL. B. LoNo,
Chairmian, Senate Comrmittcec on Finance,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONe: Pursuant to the decision of the Committee to receive for
the record statements from interested parties on the pending foreign trade amend-
ments, I am enclosing herewith a copy of a statement which I made on June 8,
1970 before the House Committee on Ways and Means on behalf of the Consumet
Products Division (now the Consumer Electronics Group) of the Electronic
Industries Association.

For clarification, it should be noted that there are various other divisions
within the Electronic Industries Association. We are speaking only for the Con-
sumer Electronics Group.

Our Group represents the overwhelming majority of the United States manu-
facturers of consumer electronic products, including color and black and white
television receivers, radios, radio-phonographs, phonographs, and tape recorders
atd players. We represent virtually all of the United States manufacturers of
television receivers.

Our position on proposals for import quotas for consumer electronic products
as stated on Page 4 of my statement, is as follows:

"In sum, our organization is opposed to the enactment at this time of
any legislation which would impose quantitative limitations on Imports of
consumer electronic preducts. We view quota proposals as premature.

"But, we wish it to be clearly understood that while we oppose legisla-
tive quotas at this time, we are neither complacent nor indecisive on the
question of international competition. We think there are problems created
by imports and we believe an earnest effort must be made by all concerned-
industry and government alike-to seek solutions to these problems."

Respectfully submitted.
CHARLES N. HlOFFMAN,

Vice President for Consumer Electronic Group,
Electronic Industries Association.

Enclosure.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES N. HOFFMAN IN BEHALF OF CONSUMER PRODUCTS
DivisioN OF THE ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION BEFORE THE COM-
MITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, I am Charles N. Hoffman, Chair-
man of the Consumer Products Division of the Electronic Industries Association.
With me are Jack Wayman, Staff Vice President of our Division and Alfred
McCauley, Special Counsel to our Division.

The Consumer Products Division numbers among its member-companies a
majority of the U.S. manufacturers of consumer electronic products-a class of
articles which includes color and black-and-white television receivers, radios,
radio-phonographs, phonographs, tape recorders and players and other home
,entertainment articles. The bulk of the products made and sold by the companies
in our Division and most of the components used in production are wholly of U.S.
origin. However, some of the finished products we sell and some of the components
we use in making products here in the United States are imported from abroad.
Consumer electronic products and components are also imported by firms and
individuals who are not U.S. manufacturers of these types of products.
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As the Committee has already heard, the U.S. electronic industries as a whole
sold some $25 billion in products last year, emplo'.ed a record of over 1.1 million
persons, and had a favorable balance of trade of almost $1 billion.

The consumer products segment of the electronic industry also had record sales
In 1969. Employment was down some from prior years, due largely to the soft
second-half of i969 in our economy. Imports were up sharply-totaling almost
$1 billion.

I would like to insert at this point in the record the following table which con-
tains data on consumer electronic products sales, imports, and exports for the pas
four years: [Oollar amounts In thousands]

1966 1967 1968 1969

Sales .............................................. $4,493,00 $4,324,000 $4,619,000 $4,624 000
sportss ............................................ 46,256 46,609 85,000 106.621
Imports ............................................ 385 004 449,927 710,871 994,509
Balance of trade .................................... -338:748 -403,318 -625,871 -887,888

Exports as percent of sales ........................... 1.0 1.0 1.8 2.3
Imports as percent of sales ........................... 8.5 10.3 15.1 21.5

Source: Based upon data prepared by the Marketing Services Department of the Electronic Industries Association.

As these data show, imports of consumer electronic products are increasing
at a rapid rate, accounting for over 21 percent of the U.S. market in 1969. This
upward trend continues today and in the first quarter of this year imports repre-
sented 24 percent of U.S. sales of consumer electronic products.

These levels of imports are a matter of concern to most interested people,
including a majority of the member-companies of oui organization. A number of
individuals and groups are urging the Congress to roll-back present consumer
product import levels and to provide that in the future such imports continue to
be controlled in relation to domestic consumption of these products- at lower
levels than prevail today.

This same course of action was urged in the course of the 1968 hearings on trade
conducted by this Committee. At these hearings we appeared in opposition to
quotas on consumer electronic products and maintained that imports of such
products were not a threat to our industry.

Today there is concern among our member-companies about the rising level of
imports of consumer electronic products. Some of our member-companie.s see such
imports as a serious threat to their operations; others, while concerned about these
airports, do not view them as presently posing such serious threat.

However, a large majority of the member-companies of our organization,
regardless of their varied assessments of the present and potential impact of
imports, is still opposed to the enactment of legislative quotas on consumer
electronic products. We do not see how legislative quotas will alleviate our concern
about these imports or solve the problems some of us and others see as caused
by these imports. Indeed, a number of our member-companies are convinced
that as of the present time legislative quotas would compound and complicate
the existing situation.

In sum, our organization is opposed to the enactment at this time of any
legislation which would impose quantitative limitations on imports of consumer
electronic products. We view quota proposals as premature.

But, we wish it to be clearly understood that while we oppose legislative quotas
at this time, we are neither complacent nor indicisive on the question of inter-
national competition. We think there are problems created by imports and we
believe an earnest effort must be made by all concerned-indistry and govern-
ment alike-to seek solutions to these problems.

But before realistic, equitable solutions can be found a fundamental question
must be answered: What is the nature of the foreign competition our industry
faces? Is it fair competition or is it unfair competition? If it is fair competition, if
foreign manufacturers are beating us on cost efficiencies, productivity and superior
technology, then import relief approaches would have to be considered as one
course of action.

If, however, the foreign competition we face Is unfair competition, then different
measures are appropriate. If foreign penetration of the U.S. market is achieved,
in whole or in part, by export practices and/or home market non-tariff barriers
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that are contrary to U.S. ground rles of competition, then these practices and
barriers must be moved against promptly and vigorously, by the industry itself
and by the U.S. government. Only until any such unfair competition Is effectively
disciplined can we measure our true competitive strength with foreign manufac-
turers and let the even-handed dynamics of the market place determine the future.

Competition in the U.S. mai-ket in consumer electronic products is severe among
U.S. companies and foreign brand merchandise. For example, it is estimated that
some 50 brands of television receivers are available on the U.S. market, each
competing for the consumer's favor. This fierce competition results in rock-bottom
prices and slim profit returns. The price levels in the U.S. market for consumer
products are, of course, beneficial to consumers, particularly in times such as the
present when increasing emphasis of government is on giving the consumer some
relief from ever-rising prices. Last year, the television set index averaged about
80 on the Consumer Price Index while radios approached 75. These price levels are
to be compared with the average price index for all consumer goods of 127.7.

However, the very nature of this competitive situation creates an urgent need
for extraordinary vigilance on the part of those whose task is to see that competi-
tion in the U.S. market place is fair. In a competitive market such as exists in con-
sumcr electronic products, even a modest price advantage can result in a shift in
sales to the seller with such advantage. For this reason, it is crucial in this highly
competitive market that every price advantage result from honest economies and
not from contrived or otherwise distorted pricing policies.

We believe that there is unfair foreign competition in the U.S. consumer
electronics market. But we do not know the extent of it or all its many faces. We
believe that neither the Congress nor trade and tariff officials in the Departments
and agencies know either.

We know or suspect certain facts of unfair international competition, and, we
submit that existing U.S. law and administrative practice is sometimes ambiguous,
and may even be inadequate to deal with this competition. But we must know
more; the U.S. government must know more. Only then can realistic, effective
trade legislation be written to establish competitive equality in world trade.

It is in this context of possible inadequacy of existing law, and deficiencies in
administrative practices, and the need to know more about unfair foreign competi-
tion, that H.R. 14870, and related pending legislation, should be evaluated.

There are three categories of unfair or restrictive trade practices which are of
concern to us:

1. Unfair commercial practices by foreign exporters, the most notable of which
is selling in the U.S. at less than fair value.

2. Foreign government export aids and incentives, which include tolerance or
encouragement of cartel activities, as well as tax, accounting, credit, and banking
practices that give foreign manufacturers an export advantage.

3. Home country restrictions which (a) inhibit either imports of U.S. products
or U.S. private foreign investment, or both, and (b) inhibit exports to non-U.S.
markets.

H.R. 14870, and other bills now before this Committee, do not deal with
category No. 1, unfair commercial practices. We would only note at this time,
therefore, that we believe it is up to the industry, or individual industry members,
to take primary responsibility for invoking the statutory remedies provided by the
Antidumping Act of 1921. We believe, however, that it is the government's
res ponsibility to ensure that these laws do in fact provide realistic, workable
remedies.

11.1. 14870 does address itself to category 12, export aids and incentives, by
amending Section 252(b) of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 to discipline a
foreign country's "subsidies or other such incentives on its exports . . . to other
foreign markets."

We endorse such amendment but are constrained to note that it probably
constitutes more a general statement of U.S. trade policy than a specific trade
weapon which would be regularly invoked.

Presumably the proposed amendment to Section 252(b) is intended to extend
the countervailing duty proscription of Section 303 of the Tariff Act of 1930 to
subsidized exports to third-country markets. If so, we suggest that the real need
here is for review of the administration of Section 303 itself.

Section 303 proscribes export grants or bounties of any kind and however
camouflaged or obscured. We believe, however, that there is today a whole array
of subtle foreign devices for subsidizing exports that Section 303 is not reaching,
but which it is intended to reach. These devices are rooted in the tax, banking,
credit, insurance, and research and development relationships between foreign
governments and their industries. We think that to the extent these relationships
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violate U.S. groundrulem of fair and open competition they are actionable under
Section 303 and steps should be taken to see that Section 303 meets these unfair
acts.

It is our further recommendation, in connection with advantageous relation-
ships between foreign governments and their exporting industries, that this
Committee take a new look at Section 252(b)(2) of the Trade Expansion Act.
The legislative history of the 1962 Act does not indicate what the 87th Congres
meant by the Section 252(b)(2) phrase: "engages in discriminatory or other acts
(including tolerance of international cartels) . . ." (Emphasis supplied)

We believe that there probably are international cartels operating against the
interests of the U.S. consumer electronics industry, whether intra-country cartels
or multi-country cartels. This area, like export subsidies, is one which needs
more analysis and fact-finding. What is meant by "tolerance" of cartels? What
is an international cartel? How do U.S. trade officials determine that an action-
able cartel exists? On whom is the burden of proof?

As to category #3, there is no reason as we enter the 1970s for many foreign
countries to maintain restrictions on the free flow of goods into their markets
from the U.S. and other sources. Many of these restrictions were established
years ago to permit war-torn economies to be re-established. In most cases the
reasons for these artificial restrictions on trade, foreign exchange, and Investment
have long since disappeared. The continuation of these restrictions is unjustified
and we should strenuously seek their removal. If these foreign markets are opened
to U.S. products and to the products of other nations, as well, we should benefit
from an increase in our exports and a relieving of some of the import pressure we
now see in our U.S. markets.

As my foregoing remarks indicate, there are a multitude of questions which
must be answered concerning trade in consumer electronic products before
constructive action can be taken in the field of legislation. We firmly believe
that there is a need for an in-depth study of this matter in order to develop the
facts needed for informed judgments. Accordingly, the Consumer Products
Division of EIA respectfully urges this Committee to direct the Tariff Commission
to make a study of U.S. trade in consumer electronic products and to analyze
the forces which are influencing such trade. We will not attempt now to delineate
the specifics which we believe the Commission should look to in such study.
However, we are ready to cooperate with the Committee's staff in the preparation
of a directive to the Commission for the Committee's consideration. We feel
such a study, if properly directed, can go a long way towards resolving some of
the major problems facing this Committee and others such [s our organization.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to appear here today.

(The following telegram Was forwarded to the Committee by Hon.
Hugh Scott, a U.S. Senator from the State of Pennsylvania:)

(Telegram)

]KENNETH E. DAVIS, PITTStM11, PA., Oct. 16, 1970.

Legislative Assistant to U.S. Senator Hugh Scott,
Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.
Statement Re Trade Act of 1970 from the broadest vantage point of the hest

interests of the Nation it does not seem that the imposition of quotas or tariff
increases should be applied as covered in H.R. 18970
There is substantial reason to believe that International Trade competition

resulting therefrom could have serious long term implications. Specifically, it is
desirable that responsible retailers be permitted an opportunity to present their
considered judgements at hearings prior to final Senate action on this bill. It is
conceivable that amendments to it may improve its effectiveness with respect
to the following vital issues:

(1) Determination of more reasonable base for the quota roll-backs.
(2) Clarification of the responsibility for administering the quota reductions

in a workable and meaningful manner.
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(3) Protection for the consumer if not causing unavailability of desirably
priced Imports.

(4) Review of the termination date, limiting this to three years rather than
six years.
(5) Provision for hearings before the Tariff Commission before determination

of "Market Distruption" is made concerning application of quotas.
(6) I)eletion of the "Escape Clause" provisions which are unnecessarily binding

on the President. Hearings or investigations by the Tariff Commission can provide
Congress with recommendations towards the necessity for legislation.

It is respectfully requested that these preliminary proposals be reviewed by the
Senate committee meiiiers with particular consideration of the primary need for
hearings at which supporting documentation can be presented.

HERBERT A. Lsr'."
President, Gilnbets, Pittsburgh.

STATEMNT OF ). ELLIOTT I. 'MoRss, EcoNoic CONSULTANT,
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I wish to tank the Committee
for this opportunity to present my views on the pending Trade Bill.

Let me start by noting that Congreisional action to date has lead to somc useful
developments in our trade negotiations. The discussion of import quotas has
thrown sufficient fear Into the hearts of the Japanese and other industrial countries
to lead them into new discussions of important trade concessions with the U.S.
government. However, it is now time to think of the U.S. consumer. It is time for
Congress to vote down the pending legislation providing quotas for shoes and
textiles and to repeal existing legislation providing oil import quotas.

Qitotas are not in the best interest of this country. That this view is widespread
is evidenced by the recent statement signed by more than a thousand economists
expressing opposition to the Trade Bill. Indeed, it would be exceedingly difficult
to find a single professional economist in favor of quotas other than those repre-
senting special Interest groups. Quotas are the cruelest tax of all. Not only do
they lead to higher prices, but after a certain point, quotas mean the American
consumer cannot purchase a good at any price. In addition, they shut off competi-
tion from abroad-and I hate to speculate on how long our cars would be today
if our auto companies had not been reminded by the success of the "bug" from
Germany that th re is a substantial U.S. demand! for a small car. Of course I am
concerned about the declining profits and rising unemployment resulting from
foreign competition in certain industries in this country. But the answer here is
not to restrict the imports of cheaper and better foreign products; instead it is to
hell) the unemployed learn new trades and find new jobs in industries in which
the United States has a competitive advantage.]

Let me turn now to the Administration's DISC proposal. I presented detailed
testimony on this subject before the House Ways and Means Committee and
consequently will be brief. First, let me urge you to give careful consideration to
the report of your own committee, the Joint Comimittee on Internal Revenue
Taxation, concerning DISC. Although I have not had access to the report beyond
what has appeared in the newspaper., I feel it presents a well-balanced view of the
pros and cons of the DISC proposal. I would also refer you to the statement
submitted by Thomas F. Field of Taxation with Representation. Summarizing
my own views briefly, the Treasury aruge-s that the DISC proposal will eliminate
the inequity in tax treatment between foreign subsidiaries of U.S. corporations
and U.S. exporters. Assuming that such an inequity does exist, the appropriate
way to eliminate it is to take away the tax deferral privileges of our foreign
subsidiaries. The arguments that this would adversely affect our balance of
payments have little merit. It has been well documented in a nearly-completed
study to the effects of a reduction In tax inducements for U.S. business to invest
abroad are a capital flow to the United States. This is just what would happen if
the tax deferral privileges of U.S. foreign subsidiaries was removed. Treasury
also argues offering the 6il industry something, perhaps a billion dollars a year for
the next five years as compensation for eliminating all import quotas. After
paying this compensation, the American cons-amer would still be better off since
the President's Commission has estimated that the higher costs of fuel resulting

'For a true Insight Into the absurdity of quotas, see the Appendix.
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from the oil import qiotas Is costing the American consumer more than five
billion dollars a year. Should hasten to add that the billion dollar figure is pulledlout of the ir, 'nd that a study of an appropriate compensation amount should
be made.

I urge you to repeal the oil import quota legislation. Consider the fact.A. The
nation is facing a serious fuel shortage in both the short and long run. Is it not
eminently reasonable, indeed, is not the logic compelling, for uts to import all the
fuchs we can rather than further draining our own limited supplies, particularly
when the foreign source fuel is cheaper? If we are really concerned from a nationAl

-0 security standpoint about the cutoff in the cheap foreign supply, we shouldimport as nich as we can now and store it. The Presidential Commission
Report on Oil Import Quotas suggests that even after allowing for storage costs
we will still be better off by importing and storing than puml)ing our own
expensive oil. If we are afraid that such a policy will lead to serious curtailment
in domestic exploration, Congress should provide direct subsidies for exploration,
with appropriation levels determined by Congress on a year-to-year basis.

The above points are self-evident and have been so for a number of years.
Consequently, we must look further than reason and logic for an understanding
of why the oil import quota program continues. One need not look far. It is clear
that this program has been continued because of the vigorous lobbying
activities; of the oil Industry. Let me immediate say that I have conSiderable
sympathy for the plight of the domestic producers. After all, they made major
investment in oil development and exploration under the assumption that the
oil import quota program would be continued. If we eliminate the oil import
quota program, the domestic producers deserve compensation for such an abrupt
change in the rules. Indeed, I would suggest that adoption of DISC would reduce
the unfair advantage foreign companies have over U.S. firms because of more
favorable tax treatment. As was indicated in my testimony before the 11ouse, It is
not at all clear that foreign companies do receive such favorable treatment.
But if they do, it would be better to compensate for it through direct
subsidies or ultimately, a floating exchange rate. Trcasury also argues that
adoption of the DIS proposal will increase our exports. This is obviously a
desirable objective but should be seen In terms of its costs. The Treasury
argues that at a cost of $600 million in the first full year of operation, adoption
of the DISC proposal would increase our exports by, 1.5 billion dollars. These
estimate. are questionable. The Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation
estimated that the DISC proposal would cost up to $955 million in the first full
year and might only increase exports by $315 million. But even if the
Treasury's figures were accurate-even if we could get a billion dollars in in-
creased exports for a $600 million tax loss, I would seriously question whether it
was worth it.. The Administration recently vetoed the Office of Education's 1971
appropriation because it exceeded by about $400 million what the Administration
wanted. I submit that if the fiscal situation is as tight as this, it is hardly the
time to introduce a $600 million experiment such as DISC.

But even if the fiscal situation was not as tight as it is, DISC should not be
introduced until more research is done on the .ubject. That more research is
needed is evidenced by the wide range of estimates on the costs and benefits of
DISC. If nothing else, Congress should hold public hearings to discuss the alterna-
tive estimation methods used. It would be regrettably ironical if this Corn-
mittee approved DISC a few days after requiring more research on the
President's Family Assistance Plan, a plan on which more than $10 million in
research has already been done.

PETITION OF TilE CANDLF:MAKEmRS-1845

(By Frederic Bastiat 1)

To the Honorable Members of the Chamber of Deputies:
Gentlemen :-You are in the right way: you reject abstract theories: abundance'

cheapness, concerns you little. You are entirely occupied with the interest of the
prochcer, whom you are anxious to free from foreign competition. In a word, you
wish to secure the national market to national labor.

We come now to offer you an admirable opportunity for the application of
your-what shall we say-your theory? No, nothing is more deceiving than
theory;-your doctrine? your system? your principle? But you do not like doc-
trines; you hold systems In horror; and, as for principles, you declare that there

IFrom Frederic Bustiat, Economic ophtrms (G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York,'1922). pp. 00-4.
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are no such things in political economy. We will say, then, your practice; your
practice without theory, and without principle.

We are subjected to the intolerable competition of a foreign rival, who enjoys,
it would seem, such superior facilities for the production of light, that he is enabled
to inundate our national market at so exceedingly reduced a price, that, the moment
he makes his appearance, he draws off all cistoin for us; and thus an important
branch of French industry, with all its innumerable ramifications, is suddenly
reduced to a state of complete stagnation. This rival is no other than the sun.

Our petition is, that it would please your honorable body to pass a law whereby
'.hall be directed the shutting tIp of all windows, dormers, skylights, shutters,
curtains, in a word, all openings, holes, chinks, and fissures through which the
light of the sun is used to penetrate into our dwellings, to the prejudice of the
profitable manufact ures which we flatter ourselves we have been enabled to
bestow upon the country; which country cannot, therefore, without ingratitude,
leave us now to stnggle unprotected through so unequal a contest.

We foresee your objections, gentlemen; but there is not one that you can op-
pose to u-; whi'h you will not be obliged to gather from the works of the partisans
of free trade. We taree challenge you to pronounce one word against our petition,
which is not equally opposed to your own practice and the principle which guides,
your policy.

l)o you tell ux, that if we gain by this protection, France will not gain because
the consumer must pay the price of it?

We answer you: You have no longer any right to cite the interest of the con-
suiner. For whenever this has been found to compete with that of the producer,
you have invariably sacrified the first. You have done this to encourage labor,
to increase the denxand for labor. The same reason should now induce you to act
in the same manner.

You have yourselves already answered the objection. When you were told,
"The consumer is interested in the free introduction of iron, coal, corn, wheat,
cloths, etc.," your answer was, "Yes, but the producer is interested in their ex-
clusion." Thu., also, if the consumer is interested in the admission of light, we,
the producer.s, pray for its interdiction.

You have also said, "The producer and the consumer are one. If the mani-
facturer gains by protection, he will cause the agriculturist to gain also; if agri-
culture prospers, it opens a market for manufactured goods." Thus we, if you
confer upon us the monopoly of furnishing light during the day, will as a first
consequence buy large quantities of tallow, coals, oil, resin, wax, alcohol, silver,
iron, bronze, crystal, for the supply of our business; and then we and our nu-
merous contractors having become rich our consumption will be great, and will
become a means of contributing to the comfort and competency of the workers in
every branch of national labor.

'ill you say that. the light of the sun is a gratuitous gift, and that to repulse
gifts is to repulse riches under pretense of encouraging the zieans of obtaining
them?

Take care,-you carry the death blow to your own policy. Remember that
hitherto you have always repulsed foreign produce because it was an approach to
a gratuitious gift, and the more in proportion as this approach was more close.
You have, in obeying the wishes of other monopolists, acted only from a half-
motive; to grant our petition there is a much fuller inducement.

Labor and nature concur in different proportions, according to country and
climate, in every article of production. The portion of nature is always gratuitous.
If a Lisbon orange can be sold at half the price of a Parisian one, it is because a
natural and gratuitous heat does for the one what the other only obtains from
an artificial and consequently expensive one. When, therefore, we purchase a
Portuguese orange, we may say that we obtain it half gratuitously and half by
the right of labor; in other workds, at half price compared with those of Paris.

Now it is precisely on account of this demigratuity (excuse the word) that you
argue in favor of exclusion. Now, you say, could national labor sustain the com-
petition of foreign labor, when the first has everything to do, and the last is rid
of half the trouble, the sun taking the rest of the business upon himself? If then
the detni-gratuity can determine you to check competition, on what principle can
the entire gratuity be alleged as a reason for admitting it? Choose, but be con-
sistent. And does it not argue the greatest inconsistency to check as you do the
importation of coal, iron, cheese, and goods of foreign manufacture, merely be-
cause and even in proportion as their price approaches zero while at the same
time you freely admit, and without limitation, the light of the sun, whose price
is during the whole day at zerof
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VIEWS OF THE PUERTO Rico EcoNOMIC DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION, SUB-
MITTED BY JUAN RODRIGUEZ DE JESUS, ADMINISTRATOR

This statement is submitted on behalf of the Economic Development Admin-
istration ("EI)A") of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the instrumentalitv
of the Puerto Rican Government charged with the responsibility of planning ani
guiding the economic growth of the Commonwealth. EDA was established more
than twenty years ago to promote a program of industrial and tourism develop-
mient in order to solve the chronic unemployment which plagued this Island.
EI)A's primary function throughout its entire history has been to hel) generate
job opportunities with a view toward raising the standard of living of the citizens
of Puerto Rico. EDA's program for industrial development is the keystone to
Puerto Rico's economic growth.

Because of the lack of natural resources on the Island and Puerto Rico's
chronic unemployment, EDA's original efforts were directed toward attracting
"labor intensive ' industries which utilized easily imported raw materials. The
EDA-promoted factories now account for over 70% of the total in manufacturing
on the Island. Key among the EDA plants are those which fall into the industrial
categories of the apparel, textile and footwear industries; these industries account
for nearly half of the EDA plant net income contribution. Of the more than
100,000 persons employed in the EDA promoted factories (which represent three-
fourths of all manufacturing employment in Puerto Rico), over 50%, are employed
in the apparel (37,000), footwear (9,000) and textile (8,000) industries. From
studies conducted by EDA, it was learned that in Puerto Rico, the creation of
every direct job has the effect of creating 1.85 jobs throughout the Island's
economy. The same process, of course, works in reverse so that the loss of every
direct job has a negative multiplier impact on the entire economy.

Though EDA has been, to a significant degree, successful in transforming
Puerto Rico's agriculture-dominated economy of the 40's to a dynamic industrial
economy in the 60's, the percentage of Puerto Rico's unemployed labor force has
most unfortunately persisted above the 11% level-more than double that
experience in the rest of the United States, even during this period of mild
recession. Further, as noted above, Puerto Rico's economic growth has been
heavily dependent on the textile and related industries. However, to maintain this
growth, it is necessary not only to attract new industry to the Commonwealth,
but also to retain that industry which is presently operating on the Island.

In the past two years, however, it has become increasingly evident to EDA
that the footwear, ap)arel and textile industries in Puerto Rico (as well as through-
out the rest of the United States) are suffering a major set-back. Thus, in 1968,
employment in these industrie.3 in Puerto Rico reached a peak and then began a
rapid decline. For example, employment in the apparel industry dropped from
37,600 to 33,600 between 1969 and the first half of 1970. This was caused by the
closing of 35 plants during that period. Similarly, in the leather and footwear
industries, employment dropped from 18,200 in early 1968 to 12,800 in mid-1970
during which period 13 plaints closed. (See Exhibits A and B.)

Based upon its investigation into this situation, EDA is convinced that the
increase in unemployment and plant closings in these industries over the past
two years is tied directly to the tariff reductions which resulted from the Kennedy
round of trade negotiations. These reductions went into effect in 1968. The
House Committee on Ways and Means, in its Report on the Trade Act of 1970,
detailed the serious adverse effects these tariff reductions have had on the textile,
apparel and footwear industries throughout the United States (H. Rep. No. 91-
1435, Report of the Committee on Ways and Means on H.R. 18970, The Trade
Act of 1970, pp. 10-11 (hereafter H. Rept. No. 91-1435)). The economic impact
on Puerto Rico, of course, will be even more severe, for as noted, these industries
account for over 50% of the EDA-created employment. Thus, the increased
foreign competition in these industries encouraged by the lower United States
tariffs, had had, and will continue to have, severe, almost disasterous effects on
Puerto Rico's economy. Given the already high level of unemployment, the lack
of sufficient other industry to absorb the already unemployed, to say nothing of
those currently losing jobs in the textile, apparel and footwear industries, it is
clear to us that the Island's economy will cease to grow and may even decline.

Thus, even though our per capita income is lower than that of the rest of the
United States, our industry is equally unable to compete, given the existing tariff
levels, with such apparel and footwear exporting countries as Japan and Spain
where per unit labor costs are substantially below those of Puerto Rico. The
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House Ways and Means Committee has already found that the continued exist-
efice of a strong footwear and textile industry is vital to the United States'
interests (H. Rept.. No. 91-1435, pp. 10-11). It is even more critical to Puerto
Rico's continued development. Without such legislation, years of economic devel-
opment would be wiped out. Hundreds of persons would be left without work. In
view of the Island's limited industry, it would be extremely difficult for these
displaced employees to be reabsorbed into the economy'.

W"e believe that Title II of H.R. 18970, which would temporarily limit imports
of certain textile and footwear commodities, will at least provide a stopgap solution
to this serious problem. Therefore, the Economic Development Administration
of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico fully supports the provisions of Title II
of the Trade Act of 1970.

EXHIBIT A

FACTS ON THE APPAREL INDUSTRY-PER YEAR. PER SEMESTER

1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

1st 2d Ist 2d Ist 2d 1st 2d 1st 2d

Total employment in 29.3 30.7 31.1 32.9 34.1 36.6 37.3 37.2 33.6 NA
Puerto Rico (thou.
sands) .............

Change from preceding
semester:

Number(+) (-)thou-
sands) ................... +1.5 +.36 +1.8 +1.2 +2.5 +.7 -. 17 3.6 NA

Percent change ................. +5 +1 +6 +4 +7 +2 -. 5 -10 ........
U.S. rstin between Imports

and consumption:
Colton (paicent) ......... G-2 . . -........ NA ........ 7.3 ........ NA ................
Change from preceding

year (percent) ........ ..........................................
Wool (percent) ......... -------- 8.5.........8........ 10.7 ........ NA ...............
C;ha nge from preceding

year(percent) ------------------.---------------------- +25........................
Man made (percent) ----------- 2.7 ........ 3.9 ........ 4.7 ........ NA ................
Change from preceding

year(percent) ............................... +44 ........ +21........................

I Covers 2 years.

Note.-Numbers do not add due to rounding.

Source: Office of Economic Research. Commo wealth of Puerto Rico, Economic Development Administration.

EXHIBIT 8

FACTS ON THE SHOE INDUSTRY-PER YEAR, PER SEMESTER

1966 1967 198 1969 1970

1st 2d 1st 2d 1st 2d 1st 2d 1st 2d

Total employment in Puerto
Rico:

Leather and analogous
products (thousands).. 4.6 4.2 5.2 5.6 6.5 6.3 6.0 4.6 4.4 ........

Shoes (nonrubber)
(thousands) ---------- 8.7 9.5 9.2 10.6 11.7 11.0 11.1 8.9 8.4 ........

Change from preceding
semester .................-. 41 +1.0 +.37 +.91 .22 -. 27 -I.4 -. 16.

Number(+)(-) ..................................................................................
Percentchange ------------ -10 +25 +7 +17 -3 -3 -25 -4 ........

U.S. ratio between imports
and consumption:

Percent per year ................ 14 ........ 19 ........ 22 26 ................ 133
Percent change from

preceding year .......................... +9 . .1..... + +9 .......... +27

I Covers January through April 1970.
Note.-Numbers do not add due to rounding.
Source: Office of Economic Research, Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Economic Development Administration.
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ORGANISME DE LIAISON DES INDUSTRIES
METALLIQUES EUROPEENNES,

Brussels, October 20, 1970.Trade Bill 1970.

Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman of Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR: Enclosed I have pleasure in sending you the text of a state-
ment by the Presidents of ORGALIME on behalf of the European engineering
industries on the Trade Bill 1970 now before the U.S. Senate. This statement was
sent to you on Thursday 15th October both by telegram and by telex in order to
meet the deadline for written submissions concerning the Bill, which I under-
stand was Friday 16th October.

I also enclose a list of member associations of ORGALIME In thirteen Euro-
pean countries. These associations represent mechanical and electrical engineer-
ing and metal-working industries employing approximately 10 million workers.
The exports of goods produced by these industries to the United States, and
imports of similar goods from the United States into Europe, exceed 3 billion
U.S. dollars annually in each direction.

Given this important volume of trade in engineering and metal-working
products between our two continents I am sure that you will understand the
concern of our industries to maintain the liberal climate which allowed for this
growth in the past and which is an essential condition for its future development.

Yours faithfully, N. GROENHART.

COPY

BRUSSELS, 15 October 1970.
To: Senator Russell B. Long, Chairman, Senate Finance Committee, U.S. Senate

Washington, D.C.
From: Organisme de Liaison des Industries Mtalliques Europ~ennes. Rue des

Drapiers, 13. B-1050 Bruxelles (Belgium).
Sir: The Organisme de Liaison des Industries M~talliques Europ(ennes

(ORGALIME), on behalf of its members, the mechanical, electrical and metal-
working industries of 13 European countries in EEC and EFTA, submits the
following statement concerning the proposed Trade Act 1970, now before
Congress.

Several sections of the Trade Act of 1970, if enacted in the version adopted by
the House Committee on Ways and Means, represent a grave danger for the future
development of international trade. The escape clause, provisions, if applied in
violation of obligations entered into under GATT, are likely to provoke counter
measures by the trading partners of the U.S.

The European mechanical, electrical and metal-working industries are greatly
concerned that the passing of this legislation would result in a trade conflict that
is liable to endanger the progress made in the liberalization of international trade.

This would inevitably jeopardize the achievements in international cooperation
which are essential to the further improvement of the well-being of both industry
and labour in all countries.

The European engineering industries therefore urge that legislation which
would introduce new barriers to the free exchange of goods should not be passed.

R. AUDOUARD,
Chairman, Orgalime Executive Commfitee.

N. GROENHART,Secretary General, ORGA LI ME.
Confirmatory letter follows by post.

LIST OF OROALIME MEMBER-AssoCIATIONS AS AT 1ST AUGUST 1970

Verband der Doutschen Feinmechanischen und Optischen Industrie e.V., 5 Kan-
Pipinstrasse 16.

Verein Deutscher Maschinenbau-Anstalten o.V., 6 Frankfurt/M.-Niederrad 1-
Postfach 109-Lyoner Strasse.

Wirtschaftsverband Eisen, Blech und Metall Verarbeitende Industrie, 4 D~lssel-
dorf 10-Postfach 10207-Kaiserwertherstrasse 135.

Wirtsechaftsvcrband Stahl-und Eisenbau, 5 K6ln 2-Ebertplatz 1.

51-389-70--pt. 2- 23
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Wirtachaftsverband Stahlverformung, 58 Hagen/EMST-Postfach 4009-Goldene
Pforte 1.

Zentralverband der Elektrotechnischen Industrie, 6 Frankfurt (Main) 70-
Poatfach 70.09.69-Stresemannallee 19.

Gesamtverband der Metallindustriellen Arbeitgeberverbinde, 5 K61n 1-Postfach
250125-Volksgartenstrasse 54a.

Fachverband der Eisen-und Metallwarenindustrie 0sterreichs, 1011 Wein-
Postfach 44-Bauernmarkt 13.

Fachverband der Elektroindustrie, 1011 Wein-Rathausplatz 8.
Fachverband der Maschinen-und Stahl-und Eisenbauindustrie 0sterreichs, 1011

Wein-Bauernmarkt 13.
Fabrimetal, 1050 Bruxelles-Rue des Drapiers 21.
Sammenslutningen AF Arbejdsgivere Indenfor Jern-Og Metalindustrien I

Danmark, Copenhagen K-N 0rrevoldgade 34.
Association of Finnish Metal and Engineering Industries, Helsinki-Etelaranta 10.
Federation des Industries Mecaniques et Transformatrices des Metaux, Paris

8e-Avenue Hoche 11.
Syndicat General de la Construction Electrique, Paris 16e-Rue Hamelin 11.
Union Syndicale du Trefilage, Etirage et Laminage A Froid de L'Acier, Paris

8e-Avenue Montaigne 31.
Union des Industries Metallurgiques et Minieres de ]a Construction Mecanique,

Electrique et Metallique et des Industries Qui S'y Rattachent "U.I.M.M."
Paris lo-Avenue de Wagram 56.

The British Electrical and Allied Manufacturers' Association, London W.C.2-
Leicester Street 8.

British Mechanical Engineering Conferderation, London W.C.2-Leicester
Street 8.

A-sociazione Industriali Metallurgici Meccanici Affini, 10128 Torino-Via
Vincenzo Vela 17.

Associazione Nazionale Idlistric Elettrotecniche ed Elettroniche, 20122 Milano-
Via Donizetti 30.

Comitato Intermeecanico Italiano, Roma-Piazza Venezia 11.
Groupement des Constructeurs et Fondeurs du Grand-Duche de Luxembourg,

Luxembourg- Place Winston Chruchill 3.
Mekaniske Verksteders Landsforening, Oslo-Postboks 7072-H-Oscars gate 20.
Federatie Metaal-Eu Elect rotechnische Industrie, Den Haag-Nassaulaan 25.
Sveriges Mekanfdrbund, 11485 Stockholm-Box 5506-Storgatan It.
Verein Schweizerischer Masehinen-Industrieller, 8032 Zurich-Postfach-

Kirchenweg 4.

STATEMENT OF R. JAMEs NuTTINo, PRESibENT, OAKLAND WORLD TRADE CLUB

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee on Finance: The Oakland
World Trade Club representing 264 individual members In the San Francisco/
Oakland Bay Area reaffirms its opposition to the trade bill currently under
consideration by your Committee.

The concept of free trade is strongly supported by us and its importance
to the economy of the United States is such that we also oppose the procedure
whereby complete and careful deliberation by your Committee has not been
undertaken prior to the attachment of this important measure to the Social
Security Bill.

We recognize that trade restrictive devices result in higher consumer prices,
aggravated relations between trading nations, Inflation, preservation of inefficient
United States industries and an uneconomical allocation of our resources. Impor-
tant consideration must also be given to the impact on employment in our area.
A recent study coordinated by the Port of Oakland for the American Association
of Port Authorities, pointed out that there were 60,928 jobs in the Oakland-
San Francisco-Sacrkmento-Stockton area directly attributed to International
trade and waterborne transportation.

These jobs included not only those directly involved in port activity, but also
to the related service industry such as steamship companies and their agents, ship
ccnstruction and repair, marine insurance and similar companies.

The Oakland World Trade Club urges you to consider the United States'
.traditional policy of international trade and to recognize that retaliation could be
expected by most of Western Europe and the Far East which would seriously
affect the economy of the United States.
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STATEMENT. OF CLAUDs E. HOBBS, ON BEHALr OF NATIONAL ELECTRICAL

MANUFACTURERS AssOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Claude E. Hobbs.
I am Director, Government Relations, Westinghouse Electric Corporation. I am
presenting this statement on behalf of the National Electrical Manufacturers
Association, whose 485 members are the principal United States manufacturers
of electrical and related products used in the generation, transmission, distribution,
and utilization of electrical energy.'

H.R. 18970 contains certain provisions which we believe may be helpful to
foreign trade problems being experienced by our industry, and although they
offer only partial assistance, we urge the enactment of Sections 103, 111, 112, 11 ,
301, 302, 311, 345, and 346.
We support the interational trade policies of the United States as stated in

Section 102 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 the trade message of President
Johnson in 1968, and the trade message of President Nixon in 1969.

But we do not see those policies being applied to certain essential sectors of the
U.S. electrical manufacturing industry.

Section 102'of the Trade Expansion Act states:
"The purposes of this Act, are, through trade agreements affording mutual

trade benefits-(l) to stimulate the economic growth of the United States
and maintain and enlarge foreign markets for the products of United States
agriculture, industry, mining, and commerce; and (2) to strengthen economic
relations with foreign countries through the development of open and non-
discriminatory trade in the free world...." (Emphasis supplied.)

President Johnson, in his trade message to the Congress on May 28, 1968, said:
"Trade is a two-way street. A successful trade policy must be built on reci-
procity. . . . " President Nixon, in his November 18, 1969 trade policy message
to the. Congress, said: "We must insist on fair competition among all
countries. . ..

We reiterate what we stated to the House Ways and Means Committee two
years ago, and to the Trade Information Committee in 1964 and 1968, that there
is not "open and non-discriminatory international trade"; there is not "a two-way
street"; and there is not "fair competition among all countries" in the international
trade of heavy electrical equipment: those NEMA products used primarily by
electric utilities-large steam turbine generators, large power transformers, and
large power circuit breakers.

While the emphasis of our testimony Is on heavy electrical equipment, NEMA
is also concerned with the increasing foreign trade problems facing all segments of
the electrical manufacturing industry-particularly non-tariff barriers to our
exports, and also practices that provide foreign competitors with special advan-
tages such as tax rebates in connection with their sales of electrical goods into the
United States.

Foi-elgn manufacturers of large electrical equipment can and do sell in the open
United -StAtes market. At the same time, the domestic markets of these same
foreign competitors for similar equipment are effectively walled off from United
States manufacturers. Foreign manufacturers sell from protected home markets
where the prices received by them are sufficient to cover all or most of the overhead
cost of their manufacturing plants. They canthen fill their unused plant capacity
by exportln equipment at reduced prices. Much of the time they sell this m achin-
ery to American purchasers at prices significantly below the prices they receive for
it in their home countries often supported by various forms of government export
subsidies and incentives. T hus, American manufacturers who are not permitted to
sell into the closed home markets of foreign suppliers are being subjected more and
more to unfair foreign competition which we, as manufacturers, are powerless
to resist.

On the other hand, the United States market is wide open. When a U.S. Govern-
ment power agency buys turbine generators, power transformers, or power
circuit breakers, the purchases made and the prices paid are public information.
Investor-owned utilities are pressured by their stockholders and state regulatory
agencies to buy at equally low prices, regardless of whether imported equipment
prices are subsidized by foreign governments or by foreign users of electricity.
Price levels of American-made electrical equipment are thus under constant
pressure from unfair foreign competition.

It should be clearly understood that the increase in imports of these products is
not primarily the result of better technology or lower cost of foreign manufactur-
ing. American-made large electrical equipment, in most cases, Is superior in
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efficiency and reliability to similar foreign-made equipment. Careful studies indi-
cate that the significantly lower employment costs of foreign manufacturers are
substantially offset by better productive facilities and methods in the United
States.

Imports of large utility-type equipment into the United States occur mainly
because of foreign government subsidies and protected home market high prices
which support low export pricing.

This is one-way trade In the products of a large industry where the United
States has always been a recognized leader in advanced technical competence as
well as in productive capability. It is unfair trade.

In preparation for the Kennedy Round of •Tariff Negotiations in 1964, our
industry requested that U.S. tariffs on large electrical equipment not be reduced
unless the tariff and non-tariff barriers of other countries were also reduced. We
asked for access to foreign markets for such American-made products, equal to
the access of similar foreign equipment to markets in the United States. Never-
theless, in the )967 Kennedy Round, responsible officials of the Administration
saw fit to reduce U.S. duties on nearly all of these products the full 50 percent,
with virtually no effective foreign country concessions to open their protected
home markets to U.S. bidders. While Britain, a number of European counties,
and Japan, reduced their tariffs on large electrical equipment, this action was
almost meaningless because the government-owned or government-controlled
electric utilities in those countries, with some exceptions in Japan, will not buy
from American manufacturers. They observe policies which their national govern-
ments clearly sanction and sometimes mandate, whereby they buy almost entirely
from their own domestic suppliers.

United States Government policies of long standing have encouraged imports
of foreign-made electrical equipment despite recommendations for reciprocity in
government purchasing I and regardless of unfair, artificially low foreign export
prices.

For the past 10 or 15 years, the principal U.S. purchasers of large electrical
equipment from foreign suppliers, at prices substantially below those charged
by these same suppliers at home, have been agencies of the United States Govern-
ment-mainly, the Tennessee Valley Authority, Bonneville Power Administra-
tion, and the Bureau of Reclamation.

The adverse consequences of these long-standing U.S. Government procure-
ment policies are becoming increasingly more eivident to U.S. manufacturers of
large electrical equipment. The purchasing procedures of Government electric
power agencies, which have been considered a yardstick for measuring practices
of investor-owned utilities, have led many investor-owned utilities to curtail
their long-standing preference for U.S.-made equipment.

While United States Government procurement policy is not the responsibility
of this Committee, trade policy was the significant factor in reducing our Buy
American differential from 25 per cent to 6 per cent in 1954, and therefore it is
appropriate for your Committee to review the operation of the Buy American
Act. U.S. Government procurement from abroad has a significant impact on our
balance of foreign trade and our balance of payments, and it would be fitting for
this Committee to recommend desirable changes in Buy American regulations
appropriate to the competitive realities of 1970.

The apprehension we expressed two years ago to the House Ways and Means
Committee and to the Trade Information Committee is not based merely on an
impending threat of larger, dual-priced imports of heavy electrical equipment:

In 1970 through May 31st, of the orders for large steam turbine generators
placed by electric utilities in the United States, 43 percent, measured in kilowatts
of generating capacity, have gone to foreign suppliers.

In the past two years, over 95 percent of the large power transformers pur-
chased by agencies of the U.S. Government have been from foreign manufacturers.

I In 194, the Report of the Randall Commission on Foreign Economic Policy stated as follows: (P. 45)"
"The Buy American Act and legislative provisions of other acts containing the Buy American principle

should be amended to give authority to the President to exempt from the provisions of such legislation
the bidders from other nations that treat our bidders on an equal basis with their own nationals.

"Pending such amendment, the President by Executive Order should direct procurement agencies in the
public Interest to consider foreign bids which satisfy all other considerations on substantially the same
price basis as domestic bids."

That same year, part. but not all, of this recommenation was ordered into effect. Executive Order No.
10582 providedthat American bids to U.S. Government agencies which exceeded foreign bids by more than
six percent were to be deemed unreasonable, and that foreign bids should be accepted in such cases.

The Executive Order, however, did not honor the other prt of the recommendation by requiring that
this policy relate only to biddersfrom nations that treat American bidders on an equal basis with their own
nationals.
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Of total United States orders of larje power transformers by all customers--
government and investor-owned utilities-in the past two years 16 per cent were
placed with foreign manufacturers.

Federal power agency procurement of extra-high voltage power circuit breakers
has been approximately 80 percent foreign products since 1963. In the highest
and most technologically advanced rating-765,000 Volts-all but two power
circuit breakers have been purchased from overseas manufacturers.

Nearly half of the free world market for large electrical equipment is in the
United States. As the needs of the United States have increased, American manu-
facturers have expanded their manufacturing capacity to supply U.S. require-
ments. In recent years, hundreds of million of dollars have been invested in new
and expanded facilities in the United States for the production of large electrical
equipment. Such substantial investment by American producers in their own
country will be vitiated if unfair foreign competition continues to prevail in the
open U.S. market.

At the same time, foreign government exclusionary practices shut us out of
potentially profitable foreign markets. About one-fourth of the total world market
is in Japan and the industrialized countries of Western Europe. These are the
markets to which American manufacturers are effectively denied access. Growth
in demand for electric power equipment in the next 10 to 15 years is expected to
triple in these closed markets, while the forecast of American equipment demand
is for more than doubling of present requirements. Thus, by reason of discrimi-
natory, unfair trade practices, foreign manufacturers will share substantially in
the expanding U.S. market while continuing to enjoy protected status in their
own expanding home markets.

If existing trade policy, or lack of trade policy is allowed to continue long
enough, the United States will necessarily become dependent upon foreign manu-
factures to supply much of the electrical equipment indispensable to our American
standard of living. In the face of an increasing volume of one-way, dual-priced
foreign trade, no prudent U.S. industrial management can continue indefinitely
to invest in modern plants and sophisticated equipment, finance essential research
and development, and maintain employment of the highly skilled personnel
needed to supply our ever-increasing demand for more efficient, reliable large
electrical equipment.

Let us repeat, American manufacturers have kept their plants and productive
processes fully modern. But they cannot require foreign manufacturers or foreign
governments to conform to the same standards of marketing which we must
observe. Only our Government can do this.

Over the past six years, NEMA and its member companies have regularly and
frequently urged the EXecutive Branch of our Government to deal with unfair
international competition in heavy electrical equipment. In testimony before the
Trade Information Committee, and numerous other representations to trade and
procurement officials, we have asked that ground rules for equal access be laid
down.

The results of our efforts are disappointing. While many officials in Executive
departments and agencies recognize the problem, and seem sympathetic, there
is a reluctance finally to meet the problem head-on. We, of course, welcome the
initiative of the Office of the Special Representative for Trade Negotiations and
the Treasury Department, beginning in 1968, to raise the issue of restrictive
government procurement in heavy electrical equipment in the Trade Committee
of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).
U.S. representatives in that committee have proposed drafting international
guidelines for government procurement of such equipment and, we understand,
have offered suggested guidelines. But that effort is now almost two years old-
and without result, except for the negative conclusion that foreign governments,
by their inaction, simply do not intend to alter their present restrictive policies.

Realistic solution of our problem thus appears to require legislative action by
Congress. While we do not think H.R. 18970 provides adequate solutions for all
the particular trade restrictions and inequities we face, it does contain certain
provisions which we consider constructive und desirable.

We have the following comments with respect to H.R. 18970.
First: Extension of the President's athoritv to make duty reductions to

compensate for escape clause reductions: We urge the adoption of Section 203 of
Ht.R. 16920 rather than Section 101 of H.R. 18970. The Section 203 approach
seems far more equitable than authorizing up to 20 percent additional duty
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reductions on products which were subjected to the full 50 percent reduction per-
mitted in the Kennedy Round. Electrical equipment should not be exposed to
further tariff reductions tintil the other industrialized countries effectively open
their markets to American-made electrical equipment. Furthermore, tariffs on
other industrial products which were reduced les than .50 percent in the Kennedy
Round should first be subjected to any needed compensating reductions. Although
the granting of authority to the Piesident to reduce duties an additional 20
percent would not prescribe that our electrical products be the target of such
authority, historically we have had little persuasive impact upon the Trade
Information Committee or the Trade Executive Committee when they decide
which U.S. import duties to reduce. These products could become a utarther
target, thereby compounding existing foreign trade inequities.

Second: Escape clause and adjustment assistance: NEMA endorse-- the liberaliz-
ing provisions of H.R. 18970 with respect to escape clause relief and adjustment
assistance, although neither provision was designed or is fully appropriate as a
remedy for unfair foreign com petitition. Indctd, almost by definition, tariff
protection and/or aid to affected industries and workers applies to fair foreign
competition which injures or threatens to injure a domestic industry or firm or
has been a substantial cause of unemployment. In any event, neither moderate
tariff increases nor adjustment a&sistance can effectively end foreign restrictive
practices and unfair competition.

Third: Section 252: Section 252 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 was
intended to be an important weapon for penalizing unfair foreign competition.,
To this end, NEMA believes Section 252 should be amended to broaden the
President's authority to act against discriminatory foreign import restrictions
on our exports.

Section 103 of H.R. 18970 would improve the existing law and transform it
into a more effective, usable element of U.S. tiade policy. If properly administer-
ed, Section 252 as thus amended could help to solve the fundamental trade
inequity which faces U.S. manufacturers of heavy electrical equipment, i.e., the
nationalistic procurement practices of foreign electric utilities and power boards,
and the subsidies accorded to foreign exports to the United States, as well as
third-country markets.

AMERICAN IMPORTERS ASSOCIATION INC.,
ORGANIC CHEMICALS GROUP,
New York, Nr. y., October 23, 1970.

Hon. RussE.LL B. LnNoj
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR, CHAIRMAN LONG: This submission is made by the Organic Chemicals
Group of the American Importers Association, Inc., 420 Lexington Avenue, New
York, N.Y. 10017, which requests that this letter and accompanying material
be included in the Cqmmitttee's record pertaining to the text of 1-.R. 18970-
The Trade Act of 1970-which the Committee is considering as an amendment
to H.R. 17550, the Social Security Act of 1970.

The Organic Chemicals Group is composed of the principal U.S. importers of
chemicals the duty on which is computed by use of the American Selling Price
("ASP") system of valuation as required b6y present tariff laws. The Organic
Chemicals Group favors the enactment into law of the provisions of Chapter 4,
Title II, of H.R. 18970 as adopted and reported by the House Committee on
Ways and Means on August 21, 1970 and opposes'the tentative action of the
Committee on Finance, taken on October 13, 1970, to not favorably report these
provisions to the Senate. These provisions of H.1. 18970 would authorize the
President -to proclaim the termination of the present ASP system as applied to
chemical imports. Such action of the President in turn would result in the so-
called "ASP package" negotiated in the Kennedy Round of GATT negotiations
being fully implemented by the United States and its major European trading
partners. One principal result will be substantial reductions in European tariffs
presentl- applicable to U.S. exports of chemicals. We are confident that upon
further reflection the Committee will conclude that its tentative action rejecting
the elimination of the ASP method of valuing chemical imports, vitiating as it
will the implementation of the "ASP package" and the consequent benefits
thereof to U.S. exports of chemicals, is ill-advised and should be reversed.

I See Senate Report No. 20, 87th Cong., 2nd Session, report of the Committee on FiLiance, to accompany
H.R. 11970, Sept. 14, 1062, ard Senate debate on II.R. 11970.
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The Organic Chemicals Group has been studying this ASP question ever
since it appeared that these provisions might be the subject of trade agreement
negotiations under the Kennedy Round of the GATT. Thus, since 1963, the
Organic Chemicals Group has devoted a great deal of time and effort to
developing the pertinent facts relating to the repeal of the ASP provisions.
In particular the Organic Chemicals Group has stressed the necessity for a full
and reasoned analysis of the claims of certain segments of the U.S. chemical
industry that the repeal of the ASP provisions, and the consequent implementa-
tion of the "ASP package," would adversely affect the U.S. balance of trade in
chemicals, would undermine the strength and vitality of the U.S. chemical
industry, and would cause large numbers of workers in the American chemical
industry to lose their jobs.

Recognizing that the question of the repeal of the ASP provisions ultimately
would be considered by the Congress, In mid-1967 the Organic Chemicals Group
commissioned Robert Stobaugh to make an independent, detailed study of the
impact which the adoption of the "ASP package" would have on the U.S. balance
of trade and the fortunes of the U.S. chemical industry, including, of course, its
workers. Professor Stobaugh was particularly well qualified to make this study.
He is on the faculty of Harvard University's Graduate School of Business
Administration and is both an engineer and an economist with many years of
business and academic experience in the chemical and oil industries. Professor
Stobaugh has written extensively and is a well respected member of the economic
community. Indeed, Professor Stobaugh, on invitation, appeared this past July
before the Subcommittee on Foreign Economic Policy of the Joint Economic
Committee. We are enclosing a detailed curriculum vitae on Professor Stobaugh
for the record.

In July 1968, Professor Stobaugh completed his study which Ni entitled "Effects
of the Proposed ASP Package on U.S. Chemical Exports and Imports," a copy
of which is enclosed for the record. In his study, Professor Stobaugh concluded
that the elimination of the ASP system of valuation, as part of the multilateral
tariff reduction program, embraced by the "ASP package," would enhance the
world-wide competitive position of the U.S. chemical industry, and, accordingly,
would stimulate and contribute to the health and growth of the U.S. chemical
industry.

The Organic Chemicals Group recently asked Professor Stobaugh to review
the conclusions reached by him in his 1968 report and he has done so. Professor
Stobaugh prepared a memorandum, dated October 22, 1970, in which he demon-
strates the validity of the conclusions which he reached in his 1968 study and
reaffirms his basic conclusions that the implementation of the ASP package of
the Kennedy Round will be beneficial to all U.S. interests concerned and not have
any detrimental effects. A copy of Professor Stobaugh's October 22, 1970 memo-
randum is also enclosed.

In sum, economic analysis demonstrates that the repeal of the ASP provisions,
and the consequent implementation of the "ASP package," will not have any
adverse effects on the U.S. chemical industry or its workers; indeed, to the con-
trary, such repeal will have a beneficial effect. The Organic Chemicals Group has
seen nothing produced by any other interest in this matter which contravenes
this conclusion.

When the Committee reconsiders its tentative decision to reject the repeal of
the ASP provision, it must be mindful of the minority position which this tenta-
tive action represents. The original request to the Congress to repeal the ASP
Administration reiterated this request when President Richard N1. Nixon sent
to the Congress in November of 1960 his first major legislative proposal in the
trade field. While the present Administration has modified Its stand on other
aspects of trade policy over the past year. on one point it has remained steadfast:
Each spokesman of the Administration on trade has continued to insist that
legislation implementing the trade policy of the United States begin with the
repeal of the ASP provisions so that the "ASP package" can be implemented.
This firm Administration policy was reiterated to the Committee on Finance just
last week. In their testimony to this Committee, the Secretaries of State and
Commerce, as well as the President's Special Trade Representative, again
unanimously affirmed the Administration position that the ASP provisions of
law should be repealed. Finally, as previously Indicated, the Committee on Ways
and Means has recommended to the House the repeal of the ASP provisions.

Thus it is hard for us to understand why the Committee on Finance should
stand alone in favor of the retention of the ASP provisions of present law and the
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rejection of the "ASP package." All agencies of government, from the President or
ddwn, have maintained that the abolition of ASP was essential and have rejected
the claims of certain interests that such abolition would be inimiWa to the welfare
of the U.S. chemical industry and its workers. Its counterpart in the House--the
Committee on Ways and Means-came to the same conclusion.

We urge the Coiiiinittee to reject its tentative determination in favor of agreeing
with the President, the heads of all major departments, and the Committee on
Ways and Means that the ASP system of valuation should be abolished so that
the "ASP package" will be implemented.

Very truly yours,
ORGANIC CHEMICALs GRoup or THE

AMEICAN IMPORTER8 ASSOCiATION, INC.,
KARL A. HOcRSoHWENDER, Chairman.*

Robert Stobaugh, Associate Professor of Business Administration Harvard
University Graduate School of Business Administration. B.S. (Chemical Engineer-
ing), Louisiana State University (1947): Doctor of Business Administration,
Harvard University Graduate School of Business Administration (1968).

Held various positions in economic evaluation, marketing, financial analysis,
and engineering functions of Monsanto, Caltex Oil Group, and affiliates of
Standard Oil Company (New Jersey), in the United States, Europe, Middle
East, and South America. Consultant to governments, oil companies and chemical
companies on industry economics, diversification, and international business;
Alternate Member of President Johnson's Public Advisory Committee on Trade
Policy (1968); author of report, "The U.S. Oil Import Program and the Petro-
chemical Industry," prepared for President Nixon's Cabinet Task Force on Oil
Import Control".* (1969).

Author of books, Petrochemical Manufacturing and Marketing Guide, Volume 1,
Aromatics and Derivatives (1966) and Volume 2, Olefins, Diolefins, and Acetylene
(1968); and author of over two dozen articles on international trade and invest-
ment, petrochemical markets and economics, pricing, marketing research,
overseas, project management, and computer simulation in such journals as the
Harvard Business Review, The Review of Economics and Statistics, Hydrocarbon
Processing, The Oil and Gas Journal, Chemical Engineering Progress, and Chemical
Engineering. As part of a Ford Foundation Project, presently authoring books on
the international petrochemical industry and financial management of multi-
national enterprises. Speaker on these subjects at various national and
international meetings.

Editorial Board of the Journal of International Business Studies. Registered
Professional Engineer, Chairman of Data and StAtistical Committee of Association
for Education in International Business, and a member of Chemical Marketing
Research Association, American Institute of Chemical Engineers, American
Economic Association, and American Finance Association.
MEMORANDUM SUPPLEMENTING AND UPDATING 1968 STUDY: "EFFECTS OF THIE

PROPOSED ASP PACKAGE ON U.S. CHEMICAL ExPORTS AND IMPORTS"

(By Robert Stobaugh)

Two years ago, I did a study of the effect that adoption of the ASP Package
would have on the volume of U.S. chemical expor s and imports.' Since that time
export-import statistics for several additional years, including the first two years
of operations under the Kennedy Round, have become available.

I will compare the key forecitsts in my 1968 study with the actual statistics
pertaining to the latest years for which statistics are available. Also I will cite
the key forecasts made by opponents of the Kennedy Round and AAP Package
and compare their forecasts with actual results. I believe that these comparisons
will provide a basis for judging my assumptions and estimating techniques as
rentrasted with those of the opponents of the Kennedy Round and ASP Package.
Finally, I will summarize the most important conclusions in my 1968 report
because a thorough review of this subject indicates to me that these conclusions
are still valid.

To compare my earlier forecasts with actual results is the first business at hand.
My 1968 report contained forecasts of the results in 1972 if the ASP Package were
not approved. From these forecasts I have derived implicit estimates for inter-
mediate years. I now would like to compare the derived forecasts for the most

*in accordance with the Foreign Agents Registration Act this witness supplied the
Committee with materials related to his registration.

I This study was made a part of the official files of the Committee.
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important variables for 1968 and 1969 with the actual statistics for these years.
In each case I will use the latest year for which statistics are available.

I estimated that U.S. production of benzenoids would continue to increase;
and, indeed it has. Production in 1969 reached an all-time high of $8.4 billion, or
9% higher than I forecast. Further, as I predicted, imports of benzenolds continued
to increase, reaching $117 million in 1969, or 15% less than my forecast. In the
context of the whole, total benze-noid imports were still less than 2% of U.S.
benzenold consumption.

While it is clear that such a low level of imports has not damaged the U.S.
benzenoid industry as a whole, it is vital to examine each sector of this industry in
order to determine whether any has experienced damage. Such an examination
reveals that imports represent a greater percentage of consumption in dyes than
in any other sector. I predicted that U.S. imports of dyes.would continue to rise
and would reach $42 million in 1969; the actual figure was $37 million, or 12%
less than the e.timate. U.S. production of dyes continued to increase, In line with
my forecast, reaching $390 million in 1968, or 4% higher than my estimate of
$374 million. These comparisons of my estimates versus the actuals are shown in
Table 1, appended to this memorandum.

In conclusion, there has been continual growth both in U.S. production and
imports of benzenoids, Importation of dyes is especially important; but even in
dyes U.S. production has continued to expand, and imports are still less than 10%
of U.S. production.

Turning now to my estimates of U.S. export increases, the U.S. chemical ex-
ports to be affected by adoption of the ASP Package aie exports going primarily
to the European Economic Community nations and the United Kingdom. (I
have not considered any increase in exports of certain chemicals to Austria and
the Scandinavian countries, which also are affected, as these exports are small
compared with exports to the EEC and the U.K.; so my estimate of increased
exports are on the conservative side.) in 1966, the last year for which data were
available when I wrote my 1968 report, U.S. chemical exports to these two areas
were $769 million; by 1969 they had reached $999 million, a figure very close to
my estimate of $995 million. Further, I predicted that much of the export gain
would be in newer product categories and in products made by continuous-
process, large-scale plants; I specifically mentioned plastics, organic chemicals,
and the "all other" category of chemicals. Increased exports of these three cate-
gories accounted for almost 3 of the total increase in chemical exports, $146
million out of the $230 million total increase.

From this evidence it appears that all of these key estimates were reasonably
accurate, in that all pointed in the correct direction and all were reasonably
close to the actuals. The only "error" consisted in understating the desirable
effects of the Kennedy Round unconditional tariff cuts: imports did not grow
to the extent I predicted, while production and exports grew more than forecast.

I now would like to compare the key predictions of the opponents of the Ken-
nedy Round and ASP Package with what actually resulted after they made their
predictions. I do this with some reluctance because I dislike pointing out how
far some of my friends in the domestic industry missed their predictions; but,
I believe it is important that attempts be made to compare estimates from differ-
ent sources in order to aid interested parties in their study of the problems.

The most serious charge of the opponents of the Kennedy Round Agreement
and the ASP Package was that the Kennedy Round cuts would threaten the
health and growth of the U.S. chemical industry and that existing investments
in benzenoid production facilities had been placed in jeopardy. This is in stark
contrast to what actually happened. In 1968 and 1969, the first two years under
the Kennedy Round Agreement, the output of th, domestic benzenoid industry
Increased more than in the last two years prior to .his agreement. As you might
expect, employment and company profits in the chemical industry showed similar
patterns-both rose more in the first two years tinder the Kennedy Agreement
than they had risen in the two years prior to the Agreement.' Even the in dye
sector, domestic production has risen substantially since the Kennedy Round
went into effect. Note that opponents of the Kennedy Round had predicted that
domestic dye production would level off and eventually decline.

The other important prediction of the opponents of the Kennedy Round Agree-
ment was that the foreign trade surplus of the U.S. chemical industry would
decline, reaching a new low every year and changing to a deficit by 1975. Under-
lining this prediction was the belief that exports would decline because the exports

3 U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S. indusrWar Outook, IgM0, Chapter 15.
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markets already had been lost. You can see that these predictions are diametrically
opposite to my prediction of a continued increase In chemical exports. The actual
export results of the first two ears under the Kennedy Round Agreement have
been little short of spectacular-there was a $580 million increase Ip our chemical
exports: as a result, the net chemical trade balance climbed to $2.16 billion. This
trend continued even more strongly in the first 7 months of 1970, during which
time the net chemical trade balance reached an annualized rate in excess of $2.5
billion, or 19% over 1969. What Is more, this amazing show of competitive strength
on the part of the U.S. chemical Industry is taking place during a time of relative-
ly high inflation in the United States.

For your convenience, these anti-Kennedy Round predictions together with my
predictions and the actual results are summarized in Table 2.

From these data I conclude that the opponents of the Kennedy Round and ASP
Package not only missed their predictions by a wide mark but also failed to fore-
cast even the direction in which the variable would move. It is significant that in
each case they forecast dire consequences that did not take place.

Why you may well ask, did a number of U.S. chemical companies oppose the
Kennedv Round Agreement and the ASP Package? Frankly, I will have to admit
that I (to not know the answer. I am puzzled by their contradictory stand that
lower foreign tariffs will not increase U.S. exports,3 although lower feedstock costs
will increase U.S. exports.& These obviously are Inconsistent stands.

Now I would like to turn to a presentation of the major conclusions of my ASP
study as carried out in 1968 and since reviewed in light of subsequent data. My
first major conclusion Is that adoption of the ASP Package would result in an
increase of approximately $110 million in the U.S. net trade balance in chemicals
in* 1972. This Is the base year for which the effects of the ASP Package are
estimated; a larger net trade balance would be expected for subsequent years.
This $110 million would result from increases in chemical exports of about
$130 million and increases in chemical imports of about $20 million. In order to
arrive at this final estimate it was necessary to make estimates of certain key
variables. Among these may be mentioned the various trade flows that prevailed
before tariff changes were proposed; the change in average U.S. tariff rates on
benzenoids as a result of adoption of the ASP Package; the effect of tariff changes
on exports and imports; and, finally, the effect of removal of the U.S. importers'
uncertainties which now result from the "American Selling Price" method of
valuation.

The estimates of these key variables are based upon a combination of previous
empirical studies, standard methods of market forecasting, and my judgment.
Since it is not possible to be sure that ay one estimate is correct for any variable,
I vaired these estimates over a wide range in order to determine a probable range
within which the increase in net trade balance in chemicals would fall in 1972.
With respect to these multiple calculations, the lowest estimate of increase in the
U.S. net trade balance is $67 million and the highest estimate $153 million,
compared with the "best" estimate of $110 million. An important finding
emerges here. Under any of my estimates of the key variables, the increase in
United States exports promises to exceed substantially any increase in Imports.

My second major conclusion is that the United States will continue to be a
major exporter of chemicals In spite of the much higher wages paid in the U.S.
chemical industry than in the chemical industries abroad. A number of inter-
national trade studies provide evidence indicating that unit wage rates are not
an important determinant of chemical exports. These same studies indicate that
new product development expenditures, resulting from a large domestic market,
are much more important in explaining chemical exports than are unit wage
rates.

Increases in exporfs resulting from the adoption of the ASP Package would
come in two major categories: (a) new products and (b) those products made by
continuous-process, large-scale plants. Many of the new products are engendered
first in the United States because of the development activity which results from
the large internal market. Although plants for the manufacture of any new
product of major commercial importance will eventually be built in the European
Economic Community and thE, United Kingdom, lower foreign tariffs would

I Fores Tr7a& and Toril PropoaeU, Hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means, House of Rep-
resentatlves, Ninetieth Congress, Second Session on Tariff and Trade Proposals (Washington: U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1968). pp. 4487, 4497, 4601. "MCA (Manufacturing Chemists' Association) Positionon the Kennedy Round Areement, The Supplemental Agreement Relating Principally to Chemicals,
and Proped Trade Policy Legislation, " p.6.

'IBID B 46X. "Statement o thie Manufacturing Chemists' Association In Connection with the Oversight
Review of U.S. Trade Policy by the Senate Finance Committee," p. 10.
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delay the construction of the plants abroad and contribute to the Increase in
United States exports. Certain plastics fit this description, for example, along
with some new products which have not yet been commercialized but which wil
appear in the "basket" categories of tariff schedules.

In the second major category-chemicals that are made in continuous-process,
large-sclae plants-the sizable market of the United States enables very large
plants to be built here, resulting in low unit manufacturing costs. Very often the
output from one such plant represents a substantial portion of the requirements of
a product for a given foreign country. Even after a foreign country begins turning
out a certain product, that country in subsequent years sometimes has a shortage
while additional new capacity Is being added. For example, a single foreign country
might consume 100 million pounds of product annually and have one plant of 100
million pounds annual capacity. As the consumption of the product increases In
this foreign country, the manufacturer there might wait until total consumption
is 160 million pounds annually before adding another plant (given that a capacity
of 100 million pounds is the minimum efficient size). Thus, over a period of several
years the imports would Increase from zero up to 60 million pounds and then fall
back to zero as the new plant is completed. Plants in the United States are playing
a major role in supplying such countries with the chemicals they need to fill'this
gap between capacity ani consumption. At the same time, lower foreign tariffs
would increase this type of export by delaying the construction of additional plants
abroad. Even relatively large-market countries such as Germany use this type of
export from the United States. For example, Germnay has produced styrene
monomer since 1931 but had a temporary shortage in 1964 and 1965 while a new
plant was being built there. During these two years U.S. companies exported
almost $10 million Yearly of this product to Germany.

The third major conclusion is that adoption of the ASP Package would increase
United States chemical imports because of two factors. The first of these factors is
a decrease in tariffs on a few non-benzenold chemicals; such decreases would be
expected to increase imports by about $3 million yearly. However, in the case of
benzenoids, which is the product category affected by the American Selling Price
method of valuation, I estimate that the change in average tariff levels, when
weighted by trade flows, would be negligible so far as adoption of the ASP Package
is concerned. The converted tariff rates based on U.S. Tariff Commis.sion calcula-
tions are intended to provide the ame revenue as the unconverted rates used with
the ASP method of valuation. True, a number of the peaks and valleys In the tariff
schedule would be smoothed by adoption of the ASP Package. This smoothing
would result in lower tariffs in a number of cases, as well as higher tariffs in other
cases. Nevertheless, in a detailed check, I did not find any systematic bias toward
either lower or higher equivalent tariffs. A close examination of the dye category.
for example, showed that because of the much larger quantity of imports at the
lower duty levels which would be raised by adoption of the ASP Package, there
would be on the average a slightly higher weighted-average duty on dyes.

The second factor increasing U.S. imports and related to adoption of the ASP
Package would be the removal of the present uncertainty caused by basing United
States duty on the American Selling Price rather than on the export value in the
exporting country as is done with other products. This ASP method results in
uncertainty for the U.S. importer, In that the American Selling Price for an
individual Item can change any time, and the U.S. importer is never certain what
the duty will be until the goods have been valued by the United States Customs.
Removal of the uncertainty in the traiff valuation process would according to
my projections, result in an Increase of approximately $17 million in United
States imports. This $17 million figure when added to the previously mentioned
$3 million lea& to an estimate of $20 million for the increase in United States
imports for 1972.

My fourth major conclusion is that adoption of the ASP Package would have a
relatively minor effect on the United States benzenoid industry. Total benzenoid
imports in 1972 are expected to be le.s than 3% of the total value of beuzenoid
production in the U.S. The increase in benzenold imports brought about by the
adoption of the ASP Package would likely be les than 0.2% of the total U.S.
production of benzeniods in 1972. Production in each major segment of the ben-
zenoid industry is expected to show substantial growth between now and 1972;
the value of total production of U.S. benzenoids Is predicted to reach $10 billion
in 1972-compared with $7 billion in 1976, the last year before the Kennedy
Round tariff cuts started to take effect.
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My fifth major conclusion is that, on the average, a 30% U.S. tariff for dyes
would be greater than the difference in manufacturing costs between Germany
and the United States. A comparison of the cost of manufacturing dyes in the
United States with the cost of manufacturing dyes in Germany was included
in the study because of the concern about foreign competition in this category
and because of my estimates that dye imports would be a higher percentage of
United States production than would be the case in other benzenold product
categories. Germany, the world's largest exporter of dyes, was selected for this
comparison- this comparison indicates that on the average German costs would
be at least 43% of U.S. costs. If a 30% tariff and a 5% freight cost are added to
the German costs, then the result would be landed cost for German dyes equal to
112% of the cost of U.S. dyes. Of course, because all operations are not "average,"
the U.S. imported $34 million of dyes in 1968, many of which did not compete
with U.S.-produced dyes. This quantity of impoits compares with $390 million of
U.S. dye production.

The wages of production workers are a slightly higher percentage of value
added by, manufacture in the dye category than in a number of other chemicals-
24% for dyes versus 20% for the intermediate coal-tar product category as a
whole, for example. Nevertheless, the European export strength in dyes seems to
result from technical superiority rather than low wages. Chemical industry
foreign investment often results from technical know-how owned by the investing
firm, and the Europeans own proportionately more dye manufacturing facilities.
in the U.S. than they do facilities to manufacture other chemical products.

My *iz/h, and last, major conclusion is that adoption of the ASP Package would
enable the Government to recover the practical ability to set tariffs on benzenoid
products. At present, for practical purposes, the power to set effective tariffs
rests with the United Statespreducers in the case of products protected by the
American Selling Price method of valuation. Once a tariff is set by law, the effective
tariff rate is raised whenever the competitive situation allows the United States
producers to increase the price of the product. The protection of the consumer
through the setting of effective tariffs by Law is especially important in dyes
because of the relatively low level of competition existing in this category, where
50% of the individual dyes are made by only one U.S. producer and 85% by four
or less U.S. producerN.

In conclusion, it appears that my prior estimates were based on sound assuin-
tions and methodology. Accordingly, I feel confident that adoption of the ASP
Package will improve the U.S. not trade balance in chemicals, most probably to
the amount of $110 million annually by 1972.

TABLE I.-COMPARISON OF ACTUALS WITH ESTIMATES IN STOBAUGH'S 1968 "ASP PACKAGE" REPORT'

JDollar amounts in millions)

Latest statistics
available when

Stobaugh's 1968
report was written Latest statistics currently available

Difference
between actual

Estimates in and Stobaugh
Stobaugh's estimate

Item Year Actual Year 1968 report Actual (percent)

U.S. production of benzenoids I ........... 1965 $6, 200 1969 $, 200 $8.400 +9
U.S. imports of benzenoids -.............. 1966 88 1969 131 117 - -15
U.S. production of dyes I --------------- 1965 320 1968 374 390 +4
U.S. imports of dyes s - ------ 1966 26 1969 42 31 -12
U.S. exports of chemicals to EEC and7

United Kingdom I ..................... 1966 769 1969 995 999 -. 4

'Foreign trade and tariff proposals hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means. House of Representatives.
90th Cong., 2d seas. on tariff and trade proposals (Washington, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1968), pp. 4679, 4704.

J Estimated Irom U.S. Tariff Commission, "Synthetic Organic Chemicals United States Production and Sales," and U.S.
Department of Commerce. "U.S. Industial Outlook 1970'

8 U.S. Tariff Commission "Imports of Benzenorid Chemicals and Products."
I U.S. Tariff Commission: "Syn'hetic Organic Chemicals, U.S. Production and Sales."
a U.S. Tariff Commission, "Itmr -s of Benzenoid Chemicals and Products."
i U.S. Bureau of Census. "U.S. E.poits."
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TABLE 2.-COMPARISON OF KEY PREDICTIONS OF OPPONENTS OF KENNEDY ROUND AGREEMENT WITH THOSE

OF STOBAUGH AND WITH ACTUAL RESULTS
[All predictions reported below apply 1o condition that ASP package was not approved)

Predictions In
Predictions by opponents of Stobaugh report Actual results based on latest Infer.

Subject Kennedy round and ASP package of July 1968 nation available In May 1970

U.S. benzenoid Adversely affected by Kennedy Substantial growth Increased more during Ist 2 years of
production. round tariffs cut with existing expected . Kennedl round agreement than In

facilities placed In jeopardy.' 2 years immediately prior to
agreement-

U.S. dye production. Level until 1973 and then decliinng.' ...... do I ......... lVcreased 10 percent in quantity and
13 percent In dollars during Ist
year of Kennedy round agree-
iqent s

U.S. chemical trade.. Trade surplus of U.S. chemical Chemical exports Exports reached new highs each
industry wili decrese and reach will continue to year; net trade balance up 17 per-
zero by 1975,1 because of loss of increase.' cet In Ist 2 years of Kennedy
export markets.' rotind.)

I Foreign Trade and Tariff Proposals Hearings before the Committee on Ways and Meas House of Representatives.
90th Congress, 2d session on Tariff and Trade Proposals (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1968), pp. 4485,
4788.

'I bid 4878-4691
a U.S.'bepartmentof Commerce, U.S. Industrial Outlook 1970.
'Same as note I pp. 4752-4753.
Sibid 4678-5691.
* U.S.*Tariff Commission Synthetic Organic Chemicals, U.S. Production and Sales.
Sameasnotel pp450. 6. 4559.*lIbid.*4507-465&.
Ibid.. 4677.

' U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Exports; U.S. Imports.

GRAUBARD, MNOsKovITz, MNCCOLDRICK, DANNETT & HonowiTz,
New York, N.Y., October 23, 1970.Hen. RUSSE;LL B. LoNG,

Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR CHAIRMAN LoNe: The American Institute for Imported Steel, Inc.,
420 Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017 ("AIIS") respectfully submits this
letter in response to the Committee's telegram received Friday, October 16, 1970
advising the AIIS that it would not be given an opportunity to present oral
testimony to the Committee in the course of its present deliberations on the text
of the Trade Act of 1970-H.R. 18970-which is still pending in the ttotse, but
only would be permitted to submit a written statement to the Committee, which
would be included in the record if filed by the close of business Friday, October 23,
1970.

Before responding substantively on the Issue of U.S. trade policy and the steel
trade, we are constrained once more to urge the Committee to reconsider its
decision to limit public hearings on this subject to just two days. Numerous
interested parties have been denied an opportunity to make a full presentation
by this decision. Thus, we and many other groups and Invididuals will have no
opportunity to engage in a dialogue with the Members of the Committee on the
importance of the United States' adoption of a forward-looking trade policy for the
1970s.

The direction of our trade policy has been entrusted by the Constitution to the
Congress. Its enactment of enabling legislation to guide the Executive plays the
most significant, and indeed crucial, role in the overall framing of U.S. trade
policy. For this reason, Congress must carefully deliberate before acting to insure
that its trade policy directives will serve the real needs of the United States
economy and its citizens. The time-tested manner of accomplishing this Impera-
tive has been to expose legislative proposals to public scrutiny for a sufficient
period of time so that interested parties can study and adequately set forth their
views of the full import and significance of such proposals.

It is particularly Important, in the circumstances of this pending trade legisla-
tion, that these historic legislative due process procedures be followed. H.R.
18970, as reported by the Committee on Ways and Means, does not even resemble
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the Administration's trade proposaLs set forth in H.R. 14870 which was the subject
of its extensive hearings. H.R. 18970 would establish a trade policy directive from
the Congress to the Executive which is an almost 180 degree shift from the present
direction sought to be maintained by the Administration. H.R. 18970 is an entirely
new bill whose principal features and concepts have never been the subject of
any hearings or scrutiny by the public.

The only forum which can provide the necessary public hearings is the Senate
Finance Committee. We respectfully submit that two days of hearings, on less
than 24 hours notice, and one week for submission of written views by interested
parties constitute a woefully inadequate response by the Committee.

Despite this handicap we will briefly summarize the role that the steel trade
plays in strengthening the U.S. economy not only from the steel consumer's, but
also the steel producer's and steel worker's standpoint.
(1) The international steel trade benefits the U.S. economy.

(a) Benefits to U.S. firms and industries and to U.S. labor.-While the domestic
steel industry has claimed that steel imports have lost sales and profits and have
contributed to domestic unemployment, the facts are precisely to the contrary.

Steel imports, of course, have created profits and 'obs in the U.S. importing firms
who conduct this business, in the U.S. ports which handle the shipments, in the
shipping, trucking, railroad and other industries which transport the material to
destination and in the domestic steel warehousing industry.

Of even more significance is the fact that a number of industries composed of
small American businesses has grown up in the last decade because of the avail-
ability of competitively-priced imported steel products. These steel fabricators,
notably in the wire products (i.e., wire, road mesh, fencing, wire containers, etc.)
industries, could not exist without a competitively-priced supply of semi-finished
steel products from abroad. Their only other raw material sources are the large,
integrated domestic steel producers, who are their competitors In the markets for
the end products. The profits of these nonintegrated steel fabricating firms, located
in every part of the country, and the jobs of their workers are a direct result of
steel imports. Indeed, when the domestic integrated steel industry made a con-
certed attack on steel wire rod imports in 1962 and 1963 in the form of an omnibus
antidumping complaint, a number of these firms sent officials to Vashington from
virtually every region of the country to testify before the Tariff Commission in
defense of these steel impoits. The record of the Tariff Commission proceedings
(i.e. Investigation No. AA1921-27), apparently has already received the attention
of this Committee. In this regard, we note that the Honorable Russell B. Long
introduced a joint resolution, S.J. Res. 124, to provide for an investigation of
actual or potential "injury to independent domestic wire drawers" from the cur-
tailment of the supply of competitively-priced wire rods through import
restrictions.

The domestic integrated steel industry itself has benefited from steel imports.
In the post-World War II period, when other steel industries which had suffered
the ravages of war were being rebuilt, the domestic steel companies used their
international competitive advantage to extract maximum short term profits
with which, among other things, to lavish benefits upon their managements.
The U.S. steel industry was consistently at or near the bottom of the list of
industries in terms of )ercentage of revenues devoted to research and develop-
ment. Millions of dollars worth of outmoded steel producing equipment was in-
stalled by the U.S. integrated producers during this period, despite the fact that
abroad advanced processes had been developed which were being incorporated
in the reborn European'and Japanese industries.

The degeneration of the facilities of the U.S. integrated steel industry has been
dramatically reversed in the nineteen sixties under the spur of import competi-
tion. The L-D process, continuous casting and other innovations are now being
accepted by U.S. steel managements, and research and development is no longer
an anathema. Yet, given the oligopolistic, non-price competitive nature of the
U.S. industry, would it have modernized without the healthy breeze of competi-
tion supplied from abroad?

Thus, it is apparent the oft repeated general charge that the domestic inte-
grated steel industry has been injured by imports is patently false. The "factual"
basis given for this charge, that 70,000 or 100,000 U.S. jobs and large revenues
are being lost because of steel imports, as the U.S. industry's spokesmen well
know, is statistically unsupportable.

The domestic steel producers, in Hearings before the Committee on Ways and
Means in 1968, claimed that an 80 million ton world overcapacity threatened
the U.S. market as their justification for import quotas. Yet in 1969 and 1970,
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the domestic industry's spokesmen admitted that steel was in short supply here
and claimed that this was part of a world-wide steel shortage. Again in the 1968
Hearings, it was claimed that 70,000 U.S. jobs were lost due to steel Imports.
Yet in 1969, the domestic steel industry produced 10 million more tons of steel
than 1968-approximately the same tonnage as was imported In 1967-with
5,000 less production workers. With a full awareness of these statistics published
by its own trade association, the American Iron and Steel Institute, the domestic
integrated steel producers now claim that 100,000 U.S. jobs are being lost because
of steel imports.

(b) Benefits to U.S. consumers.-It is a cardinal tenet of our free enterprise
system that competition benefits the consumer in the form of lower-priced and
better products. The behavior of domestic steel prices (which affect the price of
a wide spectrum of consumer products from automobiles to safety pins) under
the influence of normal import competition during the years 1967 and 1968,
speaks for itself. During those years, steel prices rose considerably more slowly
than the overall price index. (As noted later in regard to the detriments of unjusti-
fied restrictions on the international steel trade, precisely the reverse has been
true in 1969 and 1970.) Thus, steel imports, when allowed to do so, contribute
to the fight against inflation.

(c) Benefits to U.S. balance of trade.-The argument has been made that, because
in recent years steel imports have exceeded steel exports, steel imports are detri-
mental to the U.S. balance of trade. The basic fallacy of the argument is the im-
plicit assumption that trade in one group of products can be divorced from the
overall U.S. trade position. The U.S. balance of trr.de, of course, has been a favor-
able one in every year since the Second World War.

For a majority of those years, U.S. steel exports were greater than steel imports.
Indeed a number of the members of the AIIS started in business as steel exporters
and some of them once again are exporting American steel because of the increased
efficiency and consequent increased international competitiveness of the U.S.
steel industry. If present trends continue, steel imports and exports may well be
in balance in the not too distant future. Indeed, there is no reason why the Amer-
ican steel industry, with its immense resources, should not again become the
most efficient steel industry in the world and recapture the export markets it
allowed to go by default in the nineteen sixties.

Moreover, even in order to strike a balance of trade with respect to steel alone,
there would have to be taken into account the substantial American exports of
products manufactured from steel. The American manufacturers of heavy ma-
chinery machine tools and the manny other products containing steel can only
retain their competitive position in world trade if they can obtain a competitively-
priced raw material supply. Imported steel has enabled them to do so, not because
any substantial portion of the steel in American exports is imported, but rather
because the competition of steel imports in the American market has compelleed
the domestic steel industry to sell to these manufacturers at competitive prices.

Thus, severe restrictions on steel imports at the very most could have only a
very small, short term favorable effect on the U.S. balance of trade. Because
trade is reciprocal, any substantial reduction of steel imports must ultimately
be paid for by the United States by a substantial reduction in U.S. exports.
Such reduction might well be caused by retaliation against U.S. exports by the
steel exporting nations. Even in the absence of overt retaliation, U.S. exports of
necessity would diminish simply because those nations would not have the
revenues from exports to the United States with which to purchase the present
volume of U.S. exports.

In sum, the United States cannot restrict imports of a range of specific com-
petitive products, and at the same time expect to continue to maintain its position
in the world as the leading exporting nation with a consistently favorable balance
of trade.
(2) Dariments to the United Statts from an unjustified limitation on the international

steel trade
The detriments to the United States economy from unjustified restrictions

on the steel trade have ben demonstrated in a most concrete way during 1969
and 1970. As the Committee knows, a Voluntary Export Restraint Program
("VERP") came into effici on January 1, 1969 and, tinder its present terms,
will terminate at the end of 1971. The essence of this program was a commitment
by the European and Japanese steel producers to limit their exports to the United
States in 1969 to approximately 77 percent of the 1968 level, with 6 percent in-
creases over that level in 1970 and 1971. We believe that the Committee will
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find it not wholly coincidental that, since the Inceptior of VERP, domestic
steel prices have risen precipitously. At the same time, their, have been numerous
complaints by American nonintegrated steel fabricators of a shortage of com-
petitively-priced raw materials.

As previously noted the Honorable Russell B. Long took specific cognizance
of the complaints of dhe small American fabricating firms dependent upon com-
petitively-priced wire rods in Introducing S.J. Res. 124 in this Congress. We
respectfully submit that it would be more productive in stimulating U.S. employ-
ment and profits for this Committee to further consider and expand that resolu-
tion rather than to consider H.R. 18970.

H.R. 18970, as presently cast, would not establish a quota on steel imports,
although there are rumblings that such quota might be offered as a Committee
or floor amendment to the bill. As we have demonstrated, the U.S. steel industry
does not need quota protection. Rather such "protection" would adversely
affect and indeed has already so affected, and threatened serious injury to vital
segments of the U.S. economy.

Even in its present form, H.R. 18970 would set the framework for quota
recommendations from the Tariff Commission if as is likely, escape clause actions
would be instituted on certain basic steel products. The'"arithmetic" formulae
for determining "serious injury" contained in H.R. 18970-a wholly unique escape
clause concept-would force a serious injury determination and a consequent
quota recommendation on these basic steel products. Such an "item-by-item"
establishment of quotas would be equally unjustified and damaging to American
interests. For It is apparent that once a quota system is started on "just" a few
key items, it is not long before it becomes "necessary" to extend the quota coverage
to all other items. We need only recall the abortive attemps of Just a few years
ago to confine textile quotas to only a few "key" cotton products. Title 11 of .
18970 Is ample testimony to where such a "selective" approach inevitably leads.

For the reasons stated herein, the American 'Institute for Imported Steel is
opposed to the enactment of HI.R. 18970. We urge the Committee to reject this

Respectfully yours,
AMERICAN INSTITUTE FOR IMPORTED STEEL- INC.

By GRAUBARD MOSKOVITZ McGOLDRCK
DANNETT & HOROWITZ, COUnsel.*

STATEMENT OF KURT BARNARD, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, MASS RETAILING
INSTITUTE

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, my name is Kurt Barnard and
I am the Executive Vice President of the Mass Retailing Institute, commonly
known as "MRI". MRI represents over 3,800 discount department stores which
employ over 800,000 people and account for approximately $24 billion a year in
sales. There are discount department stores in every state of the Union.

Our members are primarily concerned with providing all types of quality
consumer goods at the lowest possible prices. We serve some fifty million shopping
families from all economic sections of the community, but we are particularly
pleased with the fact that we are able to offer the essentials in material goods to
people whose purchasing power is more restricted.

It has been in the past decade or so that the large discount department stores
began to appear in great numbers across the country, making their major con-
tributions to the advancement of the economy and the welfare of the entire shop-

ing public. Their growth is attributable in large measure to the fact that they
ave responded to and fulfilled the needs of the average shopper of household

goods, including textiles, shoes, kitchenware and electrical appliances, for quality
products at the lowest possible prices.

The incredible economic growth of the United States, as well as of the discount
stores, is primarily due to our private enterprise system with its emphasis on
competition. The Supreme Court of the United States has set forth in concise
language the underlying principles of this system:

The Sherman Act was designed to be a comprehensive charter of economic
liberty aimed at preserving free and unfettered competition as the rule of trade.
It rests on the premise that the unrestrained interaction of competitive forces
will yield the best allocation of our economic resources, the lowest prices, the

*In accordance with the Foreign Agents Registration Act this witness supplied the
Committee with materials related to his registration.
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highest quality and the greatest material progress, while at the same time pro-
viding an environment conducive to the preservation of our democratic political
and social institutions. But even were that premise open to question, the policy
unequivocally laid down by the Act is competition.

Informed observers of the economic scene credit the discount department store
industry with living up fully to the spirit of our competitive enterprise system.
Pulitser Prize winning newsman, Louis M. Kohlmeier, Jr., said in his best-
selling book "The Regulators," published in 1969 by Harper & Row (Library of
Congress catalog card No. 69-15314), and I quote:

"The most impressive evidence of the continuing vitality of competition
probably is the rise of discount-house retailing since World War I1. Principally
by engaging in cut-throat price competition, discount house. have revolutionized
department store and drugstore retailing, and consumers have been the bene-
ficiaries."

Discount stores have been successful in the competitive process partly because
of their ability to import quality products from abroad. Yet, at the same time,
we purchase for resale many billions of dollars of domestic product and compete
for the consumer dollar through efficient, imaginative and modern marketing
techniques, making it possible for us to maintain low prices in both cases. The
consumer, as Mr. Kohlmeinr astutely observes, is indeed the beneficiary.

Today, however, the very principle which has made our country economically
the strongest in the world and which has facilitated immeasurably the growth
of the discount department stores would be stifled by those with a provincial or
regional rather than a national or international outlook. The proposed trade bill
which this Committee is currently considering is harmful to all consumers and
particularly to wage earners and others with fixed income. Restrictions on the
importation of textiles, shoes and various products coming within the escape
clause formula also are harmful to all discount department stores everywhere in
the United States. Discount stores will suffer incalculable economic injury because
of their inability to compete with traditional department stores for the limited
amount of foreign products which would be available under the quota provisions
of the proposed trade bill.

Furthermore, these restrictions will inevitably evoke retaliatory measures by
other countries.

At stake now is the nation's economic health. The United States' supply of
gold-our source of credit in the world-is dwindling at a scary rate: down almost
60 per cent since 1950.

Military spending, foreign aid and tourism are the chief causes of the drain.
The only bright spot in this dismal and dangerous picture is America's balance of
foreign trade. Consistently since 1950 we have exported an average of almost
$4.5 billion a year more than we imported.

Even at this moment we sell abroad more than we buy.
Should the United States impose quotas on foreign-made goods, either selectively

or on general basis, other nations would retaliate by barring entry of American
goods. This would seriously weaken one of our last and most important sources
of income from abroad. It could trigger a serious economic crisis. Faith in our good
credit would be severely shaken and our leadership reputation tarnished.

While it is difficult to envisage precisely the chain reaction of this proposed
protectionist-oriented legislation, we may reasonably assume that it will invite a
specific response from Japan, from the European Economic Community and from
other political or economic entities.

The multiplier effect of this myopic protectionist legislation will create a devas-
tating and needless trade war which will surely impair severely the economic
well-being not only of Americans (including even the shortsighted regionalists
instigating this repressive legislation) but of other peoples throughout the world,
including those living in under-developed areas who can least afford it and who
come again and again to knock on our door for foreign aid-for money collected
from taxpayers.

MRI members believe that there are legitimate ways of coping with economic
injuries sustained by domestic companies in the forum of world competition. If
such companies. can establish economic hardship because of trade expansion
policies, legislation should be enacted (if existing legislation is inadequate) to pro-
vide them with appropriate assistance for competing more effectively or for allo-
cating their resources, including manpower, to other industries. It is a matter of
record that few, if any, industries would step forward able to prove economic
injury because of imports.

51-389--70-pt. 2- 24
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For example, the lead article in The Wall Street Journal of July 29, 1970,
quotes textile manufacturers to the effect that competition froni imports.

" * * * is only one of a fast-growing list of woes facing manufacturers in the
$22 billion-dollar-a-year Industry. These problems, which include antiquated
management, a shortage of capital funds and serious labor difficulties are threat-
ening to keep the attrition rate of textile plants at a high level for years to come.

"This business has got to go through an additional shake-out,' says Hugh
William Close, Chairman of Spring Mills, Inc. 'There must be a lot fewer com-
panies before the industry can be efficient.' "

In the same article, The Wall Street Journal goes on to pinpoint other problems
that gravely affect the industry:

"Some observers insist that the troubles of textile makers aren't caused by
imports or labor problems but by shortsighted, old-fashioned management.
'Management is just not seeing over the next hump,' says one financial analyst.
'Everyone's 60 years old. There is no balance provided by younger men.'

"Rejuvination of top leadership was one reason cited for a management shake-
up early this yoar at Bibb Manufacturing Company, Macon, Georgia, . . . Most
of the top brask, including the president, were replaced."

"Observers charge textile concerns with payig out too much in dividends and
not putting enough into modernizing plants. 'The industry could live with im-
ports and inflation if it hadn't been paying such enormous dividends,'...

It is clear that imports are ancillary to a great many really serious problems
facing certain domestic industries. To apply protectionist legislation in the face
of the cited facts is comparable to assaulting an annoying insect with a nuclear
weapon that is likely to hurt as well the weapon's wielder.

The discount department store industry's fortune is staked on our ability to
bring high quality goods at low prices to people of this nation. It looks to our
Government for the preservation of the free and competitive enterprise system
that makes its successes possible.

That this country has not been completely successful in persuading other
nations to accelerate removal of restrictive trade practices is no justification
whatsoever for this great country to step backwards-and to drag other countries
as well-into the economic dark ages. Rather, it should redouble its efforts as a
world leader, to encourage others to liberalize their trade policies at a more
accelerated pace.

This is a typical American challenge. Acceptance of it would constitute a
laudale act of national and international statesmanship for the improvement of
man's economic well-being.

Thank you.

STATEMENT SUBMITTED FOR THE DuvAL CORPORATION IY W. DEVIER PIERSON,

COu NS EL

THE SULPHUR IMPORT PROBLEM

This statement is submitted to the Senate Committee on Finance on behalf
of Duval Corporation. ("Duval") a subsidiary of Pennzoil United. Inc., in con-
nection with the Committee's consideration of H.R. 1,;70, the Trade Act of
1970, and related trade legislation. Duval Is active In the production of sulphur
and other minerals in the United State. Duval, like other United States primary
sulphur producers, believes this Committee should be aware of the major crisis
facing the domestic sulphur industry.

A summary of the problem is as follows:
(1) A healthy domestic sulphur industry Is vital to the national Interest.
(2) Sulphur Is being produced in Canada as a co-product of natural gas in

amounts far in excess of current demand. Such Canadian sulphur production
has resulted in serious oversupply.

(3) Canadian sulphur is now being imported into the United States and sold
at a price which represents less than a fair allocation of the cost of its production.

(4) These unreasonably low priced sulphur Imports are causing serious injury
to the United States sulphur industry and threaten the viability of the domestic
industry.

(5) Destruction of the Unitel States sulphur Industry would pose severe
risks to domestic sulphur consumers by eliminating dependable sources of
supply.
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(6) Unreasonably low pricing of sulphur Imports will severely retard air
pollution control efforts by making sulphur recovery resulting from the con-
sumption of basic fuels and from other industrial processes less feasible.

(7) Legislation Is necessary to require that the marketing of sulphur be con-
.ducted on a fair competitive basis In order to prevent the destruction of the
United States Industry.

1. A healty donwstic sulphisr industry is vital to the national interest
* The preservation of a strong and healthy domestic sulphur Industry is in the
national interest. Sulphur is one of the five basic raw materials of the chemical
Industry. The United States consumes more than 100 pounds of sulphur per person
annually in the form of fertilizes, chemicals, additives to metal products. and
-other Items, many of which have vital strategic Importance. Far more sulphur
Is consumed each year than such basic metals as aluminum, copper, leaa, zinc
or nickel.

U.S. sulphur producers utilize principally what is known as the Frasch process.
Elemental sulphur is extracted from sedimentary deposits by Injection of super-
heated water Into the deposits of elemental sulphur so that the sulphur is melted
and brought to the surface In molten form.

From the standpoint of cost of production, the Frasch method Is the world's
most efficient and economic method of sulphur recovery.

Domestic sulphur users need United States Frasch production to provide a
dependable source of supply at reasonable prices. While legitimate trade In
sulphur is to be encouraged, It would be contrary to the United States national
interest if predatory trade practices were allowed to cause substantial injury or
destruction to this Important domestic industry.

2. Sulphur is being produced in Canada as a co-product of natural gas in amounts
far in excess of current demand. Such Canadian sulphur production has
resulted in serious oversupply

Sulphur is now being recovered in Canada under circumstances and at a rate
wholly unrelated to sulphur demand. Enormous quantities of sulphur are being re-
covered as a co-product from the development of natural gas reservoirs. The
sulphur is produced in conjunction with the gas and condensate found in the
same reservoir and stream and Is, therefore, produced as the gas is produced.
This rate of production has been accelerated by the development of several large
known reservoirs of "sour gas" in Alberta. Such development has been made
possible by the strong demand in the United States for the associated natural gas.

As a consequence of this production, a critical oversupply of sulphur has been
created. Canadian sulphur production in 1969 was approximately 3.7 million tons.
It is estimated that Canadian sulphur production will be more than 7 million tois
by 1972 and will exceed United States production of 06 million toils by 1973.

It should be stressed that recovery of sulphur front "sour gas" is not the most
efficient or economical means of sulphur production. The actual cost of producing
sulphur in this manner exceeds the cost of United States Frasch production.
But, since demand for Canadian natural gas has remained strong and attractive
prices have prevailed, it Is economically feasible to recover both products.

3. Canadian sulphur Is now being imported into the United Statcs at a price
which represents less than a fair allocation of the coat of its production

Ordinarily, in.periods of oversupply, producers of sulphur recovered as a co-
product, such as the Canadian producers, will stockpile on the ground the stil-
phur which cannot be marketed. The material does not deteriorate physically
and no storage costs of consequence are involved. In this way, supply-demand fia-
balances are smoothed out and sulphur is available when needed. This was the
action the Alberta producers had followed in the last period of temporary over-
supply occasioned by the development of new mines in Mexico in 1962-4.

However, the Canadian producers have now elected to dump as much of the
sulphur as possible in the United States and in other markets by selling at the
unreasonably low prices required to unload the enormous quantities of sulphur
recovered by them. They are able to do so because the associated gas and con-
densate can be marketed at progressively higher levels through export sales to
the United States. Thus, natural gas prices are subsidizing below-cost pricing
of sulphur.

Since the profit oin the gas and condensate is sufficient to offset the loss on
the sulphur, the transaction is still profitable. However, the United States con-
sumer of gas is forced to pay a price for Canadian gas which is far in excess
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of the price that would result is the usual standards for cost of service were
applied. This price subsidy, paid by United States consumers for Canadian gas
is then used by the same producers to subsidize their exploitation and capture of
sulphur markets in the United States and abroad which have traditionally been
supplied by the more efficient United States Prasch producers. Thus, United
States consumers pay the cost of displacing their own sulphur production not
only from domestic markets but also from world markets.

As a result of these marketing policies, Alberta sulphur Is now quoted at $10
per ton f.o.b. the producing point, about one-third of the price prevailing at the
beginning of 196. In many 1jistances, however, it is believed that Canadian sul-
phur has been sold at $5.00 or'less per ton f.o.b.- the plant. While production costs
vary from reservoir to reservoir, dependent on the sulphur-gas ratio, It Is quite
clear that these prices recover only t fraction of the cost of production of the
sulphur on any reasonable basis of allocating or determining that cost.

4. These below-cost sulphur imports are causing scriaus Injury to thr. United
States sulphur industry anl threaten the viability of the domestic industry

As a direct result of the marketing policies of large Alberta producers, a
number of mines In the United States have been forced to cease or suspend
operations. Freeport Sulphur Company had to suspend operations at its Camlnada
mine (built in 1907 at a cost of $25,000,000). Dural Corporation ceased opera-
tions at its Orchard Dome property near Houston, and shut down its Ft. Stockton,
Texas, property, which had been in production less than two years. Smaller com-
panies have fared even worse. Whether or not these properties may be econom-
ically reactivated in the future is problematical. The loss of revenues to United
States producers in 1970 alone will be at least $100,000,000. This loss has con-
tributed significantly to the deterioration of the United States balance of pay-
ments position.

In addition, below cost sales of Canadian sulphur have frustrated the develop-
ment of new domestic production. For example, the offshore areas of the Gulf of
Mexico are highly prospective for sulphur, but it is doubtful that there will be
any development of these potential resources at this time. This may represent a
loss of income to the United States both in lease bonuses and sulphur royalties.
Similarly, prospective areas in Western and other states will now receive scant
attention.

Present estimates indicate that Alberta sulphur production will grow from
the present rate of 4-Z million tons annually to as much as 7-8 million tons
annually by 1976-. If the same marketing polices and practices continue un-
abated, sales from Alberta could ultimately eliminate all primary sulphur produc-
ers in the United States, including the most efficient.

It must be emphasized that this is not normal, legitimate import competition.
A primary producer of sulphur, no matter how efficient and economical its op-
erations may be, cannot compete with a producer who is in a position to sell the
same product without regard to cost. The United Slates sulphur industry simply
cannot compete at the below-cost levels of Canadian imports without reaching a
point where operations can no longer be continued.

5. Destruction of the United States sulphur industry would pose screre risks to
domestic sulphur consumers by eliminating dependable sources of supply

At first blush, it might appear that lower sulphur prices would confer an
economic benefit on sulphur users by reducing the cost of these raw materials. A
closer analysis reveals that this Is not the case. Rather than benefiting sulphur
users, the low prices-with the resulting injury to the United States Frasch
producers-create new and unwanted risks for sulphur consumers in the United
States and elsewhere.

Continuation of sulphur imports at below-cost prices will bring further sharp
reductions in United States Frasch production and will cause a severe deteriora-
tion of the domestic industry. Exploration for additional sulphur deposits will
cease. As a result, United States sulphur users will be largely dependent upon a
foreign source of supply which Is not responsive to the natural demand of those
users. Moreover, the Alberta resources are not limitless. The United States con-
sumer could find himself, after a period of glut for several years, In another
period of scarcity where his only major source of supply would be from the de-
clining Alberta reserves. At that point, United States sulphur users will be
faced with another cycle of short-supply and fluctuating prices.
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As early as the latter part of 10M, these developments were anticipated by one
of the most respected industry publications ("Sulphur," a publication of the Brit-
ish Sulphur Corp. Ltd.) which noted:

"Pressure of excessive world supplies, notably of Canadian recovered sul-
phur has caused a further drop in the level of world brimstone prices . . .
Major consumers view these price developments with some unease. Their main
concern is the procurement of their sulphur requirements at a cost no higher than
that paid by their end-product competitors rather than at the lowest market price.
In this respect the long-term assurance of supplies, the ability to seek supplies
from alernative viable sources and price stability in relation to the substantial
capital investments which new large-capacity plants entail, appear to be the
criteria to which the large brimstone buyers attached prime importance."

The report concludes:
"At the new price levels producers' net realizations will be reduced to the

point when some individual mines will be at their limit of profitability. By con-
trast, the producers of recovered sulphur, notably those in Western Canada,
whose profitability rests primarily on the value of gas and condensates, do not
bare the same constraints as the primary producers of sulphur. This ability to
use the price ,weapon as a means of securing a share of the market in a period
of oversupply is without doubt the most disturbing factor to consumers and
competing producers alike, especially as there is no valid yardstick to what floor
prices could decline. Were prices to decline past the point where primary pro-
ducers, notably the established suppliers of Frasch sulphur, were unable or un-
willing to maintain mines in production, the options on alternative sources of
supply available to consumers throughout the world would be narrowed and the
risk of wide price fluctuations would commensurately increase."
6. Below-cost priking of sulphur imports will severely retard air pollution con.

trot efforts by making sulphur recovery resulting from the consumption. of
basio fuels and from other industrial processes less feasible

Small quantities of sulphur are contained in such basic fuels as coal and oil.
It is also found in conjunction with a number of metals such as iron and copper.
When these fuels are burned or the metals are processed, the sulphur in th,%
stack gases constitutes a major source of air pollution. Recovery of the small
amounts of sulphur found in these gases is difficult and expensive. The cost of
eliminating this source of air pollution is directly related to the price obtainable
for the recovered sulphur or the sulphuric acid. As stated in a recent news item:

"Whether or not an electric plant using the combustor would be less expensive
to operate than conventional plants would depend upon the market price of
sulphur, which varies widely from year to year." (Associated Press, July 8.
1970.)

Of course, manufacturers will be required to meet all air pollution control
standards for sulphur emission. They cannot elect either to pollute or not pol-
lute. But, the value of recovered sulphur is a factor which determines whether
prices to consumers would have to be substantially increased in order for the
plants to continue operations after meeting these pollution control requirements.
7. Legislation is necessary to require that the marketing sulphur trade be con-

ducted on a fair competitive basis in order to prevent the destruction of the
United States industry

We stress again that the sulphur industry does not fear import competition
resulting from more efficient production abroad. The United States producer
has for many years competed effectively in world markets-without benefit of
import quotas, tariffs, or other trade assistance-and could continue to (1o so
if foreign producers were not able to import sulphur at prices well below their
cost of production.

Unfortunately, as a result of present import practices, legislation is necessary
to put Canadian and United States producers on a competitive footing by pre-
venting predatory, below-cost pricing of those imports.

We support H.R. 18970, the Trade Act of 1970. The various provisions of that
Act-tariff adjustment, improvement of procedures under the Anti-dumping Act
of 1921. broadening of the countervailing duty statute, extension of Section 252
of the Trade Expansion Act-are wise and needed improvements. To the extent
that those various provisions offer remedies for individual trade violations and
relief from the injury resulting from these imports, the sulphur industry would
make prompt use of the new statutory authority.
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We are also grateful to the Chairman of this Committee, Senator Russell Long,
for the introduction of S. 4075, a bill to provide for limitations on the Importa-
tion of sulphur by the establishment of import quotas at the 196"5-7 level. The
introduction of this bill has focused attention on the severity of the problem!
faced by the sulphur industry. Its enactment would ensure that below-cost
imports could not capture the entire U.S. market.

In addition, we urge the committee to include in the pending trade legislation
provisions to proscribe destructive import practices and to require trade in
such products as sulphur to be conducted on a legitimate basis. Existing statu-
tory authority with respect to Import practices should be broadened to include
the following:

(1) Imports offered at prices which represent less than the cost of production
of the imported product should not be permitted to enter the United States at
the below-cost price.

(2) In cases where two or more products are recovered or manufactured from
the same process, there must be a fair cost allocation between those products in
calculation of cost of production.

(3) Procedures should be established which would empower the appropriate,
government agency, upon a finding of below-cost imports and substantial injury
to a U.S. industry resuling from those imports, to impose a duty on the imported
article at a level sufficient to bring the resulting price of that article to an amount
equal to the cost of is production plus a fair return on the producer's Investment.

We urge the committee to give careful attention to these proposals and to in-
clude them as part of the trade legislation repored by the committee.

STATEMENT OF GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., SUBJITTED By TIEODORE F. T. CROLIVS-

General Electric Company, 570 Lexington Avenue, New York City, New York,
submits this statement for inclusion in the record of Committee hearings on H.R.
18970, the Trade Act of 1070, as reported by the Committee on Ways and Means
on August 31, 1070.

General Electric endorses the principles of expanded, liberalizl international
trade set forth by President Nixon In his November 18, 1969 message to the
Congress and by Administration officials in their testimony before the Congress
this year. Over the last decade General Electric has consistently supported legis-
lation and Executive action aimed at reciprocal opening of markets and elimina-
tion of non-tariff barriers among the trading nations. We do so again In 1970--
this time with an increased sense of urgency.

General Electric believes that certain provisions of II.R. 18970 give significant
and necessary legislative support for a U.S. trade policy committed to fair aind
free international trade. Accordingly, we endorse, with certain qualifying com-
ments, the following sections of HI.L 18970:

TITLE I-AMENDMEN'T8 TO TIlE TRADE EXPANSION ACT OF 1062

Sec. 103. Foreign Import Restrictions and Discriminatory Acts
Section 103 amends Section 252 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962(a) to

broaden the President's authority and mandate to move against unjustifiable
and unreasonable foreign import restrictions on U.S. products, both agricultural
and industrial; and (b) to supplement the countervailing duty remedy by
requiring the President to move against foreign government subsidies or other
incentives to exports to third-country markets.

These amendments are needed and overdue. They resurrect Section 252 from
8-year oblivion and sharpen it to the point where it can and must be asserted
against those foreign non-tariff restrictions and discriminatory acts which sub-
stantially inhibit U.S. exports and distort international trade patterns.

One such foreign non-tariff restriction Is particularly detrimental, not only
to the American heavy electrical equipment manufacturing industry, including
General Electric, but equally so to the national Interest in a favorable balance
of trade and U.S. technological leadership in a basic energy industry.

We refer to the nationalistic procurement policies and practices of foreign
governments in industrial Europe which (a) exclude U.S. electrical equipment
from these goveniment-' home markets, and (b) at the same time, encourage
low-priced foreign exports of such equipment into the open U.S. market.
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Our concern is long standing. Since 1964, General Electric and other members
of the domestic heavy electrical equipment industry have appeared before the
Congress and made numerous presentations to Executive Departments and
agencies to spell out the details and competitive consequences of foreign govern-
ment exclusionary proucrement practices We have pointed out that many foreign
manufacturers of steam turbine-generators, power transformers and power
circuit breakers-the high-technology backbone equipment of any nation's elec-
trical energy system-enjoy protected home markets, insulated from outside
competition. As a result, these foreign manufacturers consistently pursue a
market strategy of dual pricing: selling high at home and low to U.S. Federal
power agencies and private utilities.Here Is a non-tariff barrier of classic proportions. Its consequences should
be of concern to all government officials and agencies charged with responsi-
bility for U.S. trade, economic, and technology policy.

Not only does this restrictive practice foreclose the U.S. industry from export
sales of utility equipment Into most of Industrial Europe, but, perhaps more
important, it enables European manufacturers, by incremental and, in effect,
subsidized export pricing to seize an ever-increasing share of the U.S. market.
And most important of all, this U.S. market Is where world technological leader-
ship in the generation and transmission of electrical energy will be decided-
and indeed Is now being decided. It should be of concern to the Congress and
to the Executive branch that foreign suppliers of EHV transmission equipment,
the most advanced transformers and circuit breakers In the world today, have
already captured a substantial segment of the Federal power agency market
(TVA, Bonneville Power Administration and the Bureau of Reclamation). Nor Is
foreign market penetration In this equipment confined to the Federal agencies.
In the last three years foreign manufacturers have increasingly taken large
orders from U.S. private utilities, the most dramatic instance involving a
French manufacturer who is supplying 19 out of 21 of the only 765 KV power
circuit breakers yet ordered In this country.

General Electric believes that unless and until foreign government procure-
ment policies are changed to permit U.S. manufacturers of heavy electric il
equipment an opportunity to compete fairly In foreign markets the present one-
way street into this country should be closed down. Accordingly, we have asked
the Executive branch, in numerous present tons and meetings with trade and
procurement officials, to adopt what Is, in effect, a moratorium on the purchase
of foreign manufactured EIHV power transmission equipment for so long as
such exclusionary devices are practiced by foreign countries and foreign pro-
ducers. Specifically, we believe that U.S. trade and procurement officials should
make a determination-now and for the immediate future-that:

I. The U.S. commitment to expanded reciprocal International trade Is
best served by affirmative action against the present one-way street in the
international trade of heavy electrical equipment with most of industrial
Europe, and

2. in the national Interest, U.S. capabilities in the most technologically
advanced of this equipment should be actively encouraged by the Federal
power agencies.

These policy determinations could be Implemented by one or both of the
following courses of action:

1. Adoption of an effective Buy-American differentiln-such as 50%-for
foreign-made EHV power transmission equipment and advanced generatinn
equipment. A differential of this magnitude is required to balance the various
advantages available to various foreign manufacturers.

2. Determination on a case-by-case basis that It is In the best interests of the
United States for Federal power agencies to procure such equipment from
domestic suppliers.

Not only would the foregoing have a significantly favoralble effect on the
U.S. balance of payments, it would also help to Induce foreign governments to
abandon their nationalistic procurement practices, promote bona fide worldwide
competition for this equipment, and provide U.S. negotiators with an additional
position of strength In their negotiations in OECID and GAIr to remove existing
non-tariff barriers.

We ask that Congress give full hacking to our request for relief. This Commit-
tee's consideration of amendment of Section 252 of the Trade Expans-lon Act
offers an excellent opportunity to do so, for Section 252 i. aimed directly at
unjustifiable and unreasonable foreign import restrictions and other discrimi-
natory acts.
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Specifically, we believe that this Committee could either-
1. amend Section 252(a) (3) expressly to provide that an "unjustifiable

foreign import restriction" shall be deemed to include exclusion of bids of
U.S. suppliers from procurement of products purchased for purposes of a
foreign government or a foreign government owned or controlled entity; or

2. state explicitly in the Committee Report that the Committee regards
foreign nationalistic procurement policies and. practices with respect to
U.S. heavy electrical equipment as being "unreasonable import restrictions
which substantially burden U.S. commerce," against which the President
shall promptly move by imposing reciprocal import restrictions.

We also request the Committee to recommend to the Executive branch that It
make the policy determinations, and take the implementing actions, set forth on
page 5 herein, with respect to a Buy-American differential or a case-by-case
domestic set-aside.

TITLE !--OIIER TARIFF AND TRADE PROVISIONS

Seo. 301. Antidumping Act of 1921
General Electric endorses amendment of Section 201(b) of the Antidumping

Act of 1921 to fix a maximum time limit within which the Secretary of the
Treasury must determine the question of likely sales at less than fair value and
publish notice of withholding of appraisement.

To the extent that unfair foreign competition, when it is found to exist, can
be more timely disciplined, U.S. trade policy is well served. In this connection,
however, we believe that the Congress should ensure, through the authorization
and appropriation process, that the Bureau of Customs is given the funds to staff
adequately and competently In order to carry out Its statutory mandate.

See. 302. Countervailing Duties
General Electric endorses amendment of Section 303 of the Tariff Act of 1930

to fix a time limit of 12 months within which the Secretary of the Treasury must
determine whether any foreign bounty or grant is being paid or bestowed on
products imported into the '.S.

Our support is "sed on the same consideration of timeliness cited in the previ-
ous section; and we make the same observation with respect to the need for
sufficient funds for the Department to carry out the intent of this amendment.

TITLE IV-DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL SALES CORPORATION

General Electric endorses DISC as one of several desirable steps toward freeing
U.S. foreign business from impedments not suffered by foreign competitors.

We believe the proposals would be more useful If there were three technical
amendments:

1. making the DISO rules on deferment bf tax completely parallel to the
rules governing deferment of tax on the earnings of foreign manufacturing
subsidiaries;

" 2. Improving the assurances against disqualifying audit adjustments of
DISC income or deductions under sections 61, 269, 482, etc.: and

3. reducing to a minimum the organizational changes necessary to maintain
the separate corporate existence of a DISC.

STATEMENT OF BEN E. BUTTER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, PORT OF OAKLAND,
OAKLAND, CALIF.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee on Finance: Thank you for the
opportunity to permit the Port of Oakland to make known Its views regarding
the Trade Bill now before your committee, commonly known as the Trade Act
of 1970.

The Port-of Oakland is strongly opposed to the passage of this bill. Our analysis
of Its provisions show that it Is a "protectionist' form of legislation, as It contains
numerous quota regulations on imports. The establishment of quotas, such as those
contained in the Trade Act, is a complete turn-around of United States foreign
trade policy, and Is sure to have an Irreparable effect on the posture of the
United States as an advocate and promoter of world trade. The enactment of this
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legislation would seriously affect the efforts of United States Industry to develop
export trade, because of the obvious retaliatory measures that would be taken by
other countries.

The supporters of this trade act and those who favor an expansion of Import
quotas state that increased Imports have resulted In a reduction in production
workers Jobs and wages. However, we want to point out that an increase In
world trade has had a beneflclal effect on the growth and prosperity of the
California economy. World trade and waterborne commerce has a tremendous
Impact on a growing number of people who are dependent on this seton of our
economy for their livelihood. For example, the Port of Oakland completed a.
survey In September, 1070, which showed that as many as 00,928 Jol., in the
Oakland, San Francisco, Sacramento and Stockton area are directly attributed
to the activity of the ports. These Jols include labor forces, such as longshore-
men, stevedores and warehousemen. Additionally, ,employees of steamship com-
panies and agents, ship construction and repair, air,I related businesses which
include marine insurance, banking, freight forwarders, custom house brokers
and maritime equipment suppliers are all dependent on the continuing level of
world trade through Northern California ports. Certainly, these people and their
contribution to our national economy cannot be overlooked.

Finally, w:e are concerned that the bill has been made a part of other uion-
related legislation. We feel that extensive public hearings should be held so that
all concerned can make their views known. We feel the bill has changed con-
siderably from its original content.

The viewpoints expressed In this statement reflect the position of the Port
of Oakland, supported by a resolution adopted by the Board of Port Comnis-
sioners on September 23, 1970, which opposed the passsge of II.. 18970.

STATEMENT Or TIlE Los ANGELEs AREA CHAMBER OF COMIIERC .Los ANGELES,
CALIF., SUBMITTED BY W'M. 0. SIMPSON, JR., PRESIDENT

The Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce greatly appreciates the oppor-
tunity afforded by the Committee on Finance, to present this statement In lieu
of oral testimony, on the Trade Bill provisions tentatively added by the (on-
mittee to the Social Security/Welfare Bills, and the related Hloune Bill. i.1.
18070, the proposed Trade Act of 1970. to amend tihe tariff and im-de laws of
the United States and for other purposes.

The Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce is an organizatlhm having over
4,000 members in five counties in Southern California. Its members inclufda- ti.
porters, exporters, steamship companies, airlines, banks having International
departments, insurers, bonding companies, attorneys, custom house brokers,
freight forwarders, and others engaged in international traule and related Indus-
tries. Its members also include many firms engaged in agricultural pursuits and
in manufacturing and production for domestic sale atnd for export of many
varied products produced in Southern California. Statistics on the volume of
international trade transacted through West Coast ix)rts indicate that Southern
California accounts for 46/ of the total West Coast trade in Iml)rts. nd over
33% of the total West Coast trade in exports. In 11168, Imports and exports
flowing through California ports were valued over $0 billion. The Los Angeles
Customs District collected over $236 million in Customs duties in 19, ranking
second only to New York Seaport in production of revenue from Customs dtiiies.

Realizing that International trade is one of the economic mainstnys of the
Southern California area, and the Importance of the export market for agri-
cultural and industrial production of our State, the LJxs Angeles Area Chamber
of Commerce has long maintained a policy of supporting freer trade among na-
tions. Its Directors are opposed to any Congressional action which would have
the effect of reducing or eliminating the obvious benefits derived froiu Interna-
tional business, both import and export.

Our Board of Directors is unanimous in its opposition to textile and footwear
quota legislation, because it is our confirmed belief that placing such non-tariff
barriers on Imported products will serve only to touch off severe foreign retalia-
tion for our exportable goods.

The proposed Trade Bill would reverse the 35-year trade pattern under which
this country has prospered. Retaliation of other countries for the imposition of
restrictive quotas would strike directly at California's primary trading partners,
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Japan is the recipient of one-third of California's exports. Its growing economy
and dependence on imported foodstuffs and agricultural raw materials will in-
creasingly benefit California growers and exporters, unless this trade is inter-
rupted by the imposfion of quotas by our government. The Philippines, Hong
Kong, India, The Republic of Korea, Malaysia, and Taiwan. together with Ja-
pan, represent more than one-half of California's total export market. Imposi-
tion of quotas would disrupt their economies, and would most surely result In
retaliation by these governments, which would adversely affect California's most
important industries. The overall effect would be to reverse the trade activity
which has provided this State with a substantial number of jobs, Increasing in-
come, and greater economic growth. In fact, no single Issue could so damage U.S.
ties with so many foreign countries as the possible Imposition of quotas.

Further, the proposed legislation fails to spell out the manner in which the
proposed quotas would be handled administratively. This creates grave ad-
ministrative problems for which no guidelines are provided by Congress. Quotas
would freeze trade into present channels, If quotas are allocated on a historical
basis, precluding newer companies from sharing in the market. Bargaining in
quota rights would lead to profiteering and result in loss of revenue to the U.S.

Increased restrictions on imports would also create upward pressures on doles-
tic price,% contributing to the Inflationary forces now plaguing our economy. A
further Inflationary trend caused by quota limitations on imports would create
undue hardships for the American consumer, particularly in the lower level of
the economic spectrum. This adverse effect on the American consumer is un-
warranted by tha benefit which quotas would grant to particular special Interests

The Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce, therefore, strongly urges the
Senate Committee on Finance to carefully reconsider the attachment of the
proposed Trade Bill provisions to the Social Security/Welfare Bills. We further
urge that the Senate Finance Committee reject the Trade Bill In favor of Presi-
dent Nixon's Trade Act of 1969, inasmuch as H.R. 18970 Is Inimical to the
interests of the U.S. economy and that President Nixon's Bill is geared to expand
international trade; that a full opportunity should be afforded to the many
interests desiring to express views with respect to the Trade Bill; that careful
and complete consideration should be given to the proposed textile and foot-
wear quota provisions, because enactment of such quotas would cause irreparable
harm to the U.S. industry, to labor, and to the U.S. consumer; and that these
clearly predictable results should be avoided as unduly restrictive and harmful
to the U.S. economy. We, therefore, urge that further consideration of the
effects of such far-reaching legislation should be postponed until the next Con-
gress. when more full and complete consideration can be given to the effects of
its enactment.

STATEFlENT IN BEHALF OF THE CORDAOE INSTITUTE OF THE UNITED STATES CON-
CERNINO TME EFFECT OF IMPORTS ON THAT PORTION OF TiHE AMERICAN TEXTILE
IND9TSTRY PRODUCING ROPES AND TwINEs

INTRODUCTION

The Cordage Institute, which is composed of practically all of the rope and
twine producers of America, welcomes the opportunity to submit this statement
to the Committee. We heartily support the efforts of members of this Committee
to bring before the Senate the language contained in H.R. 18970. a bill dealing
with the Trade problems of the United States. We are particularly concerned
about that section dealing with Textiles. Along with other segments of the Tex-
tile Industry, we fully supported before the Ways and Means Committee the
establishment of quotas on textile imports. As you know, that Committee ac-
cepted our position and included quotas in the bill which Is presently before
the House of Representatives. We sincerely hope that passage of this legis-
lation will not be prevented by the time limitation with which this Congress
is now faced. The legislation is urgently needed.

The Cordage Industry is a relati-ely simell but important part of the Tex-
lile IndIstry. ('ordige products have traditionally been Included with other
textile fibers and textile products for duty and customs treatment. Cordage
products from both natural and man-made fibers are essential to various seg-
ment.q of oir American inditry and to the national security. Rope and cables
for domestic maritime, industrial and business use, as well as farm twines and
industrial twines are vital.
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BACKOROVNi)

In viewing the problems facing the Cordage section of tile Textile Industry
certain general conditions must be recognized. In the past, cordage products
have all been made from natural fibers. With the development of synthetic
fibers for cordage use there has been a corresponding decrease in the size of
the market for cordage produced from natural fibers. During this same period
imports (of cordage from natural fibers has markedly increased. From Ex-
hililt "A" attached hereto. it will be seen that U.S. producers of cordage from
natural fibers have at smaller and smaller percentage of a shrinking market.
In the case of manila rope where the majority of Imports are presently con-
trolled by an absolute quota the domestic producers have managed to re-
tain about 83% of the decreasing market. It is only here and in tile field of
cordage from man-made fibers that there still remains a substantial part of
the market available to U.S. producers. However, imports of the latter are In-
creasing at a most serious rate.

In the field of man-made fibers nearly all of the raw. materials for cordage
products. are made and produced domestically. In the field of cordage made
front natural fibers the raw material must be imported. The end products made
from these natural fibers are so e.sential to our country in time of national
emergency that the Government has maintaied fit the past and still continues
to maintain a stockpile of natural fibers for the making of ropes and twines.
During World War 11 the United States Cordage Industry along with the
contiguous countries produced the tremendous quantity of rope and twine
needed for the war effort. However, in 1945 there were 2"2 companies of the
United States Cordage Industry operating 23 mills producing cordage made
from hard fiber.. Shortly thereafter the Imports of cordage products began
to come Into time United States In ever-increasing quantities. In part due to
the continuing eapness of labor in the foreign producing countries and, in
the case of fmtrm twines, the absence of duty of any kind, such Imports grew at
an alarming rate. The net effect has been that of these 22 companies with
23 mills in 1M45 there are now only 10 companies operating 15 mills. Many
of those have reduced their spinning capacity and all are operating at a great-
ly reduced level of production and sales. There is no question but that the
number of mills being operated will be further reduced if the flooding of
United States markets by low costs Imports is allowed to continue. It is clear
that the calmcity of the Industry to meet emergency requirements has been
greatly reduced.

HARD FIBER ROPC EXPERIENCE

One way to note the effects of imports on the domestic production is to look
at the production and Imports record on hard fiber rope which is the category in
which Imports have had the least impact. Following the end of World War II
and by 1955 imports of hard fiber ropes had reached a significant level. This up-
ward trend has continued to Increase and at tile present time it constitutes a
substantial part of the factors forcing American firms to go out of business.

Starting. In about 10 the growth It the use of synthetic fiber ropes in the
United States reduced the market for hard fiber rope from 105,000,000 lbs. per
year in 19W5 to approximately 56,700,000 lbs. In 1969. This record leading to
109 is not truly revealing because in 1966 and 1967 there were abnormal in-
creases in demand for rope due to the need for hard fiber rope by the United
States Government to meet the needs of the war in Vietnam. Even with this
Increased military fiber rope has declined over 47%. During that same period
the Imports of hard fiber rope into the United States Increased from 7.6% to
approximately 28.8% of the market. Obviously, the United States producers are
now selling about 50% less of the market than they are selling In 1955. If it were
not for the absolute quota of 8,000,000 lbs. per year on manila rope from tile
Philippines this percentage would be much greater. It is the presence of this
quota that has retained a share of the market for dottestic producers.

SYNTHrICS

In the case of synthetic fiber cordage the upward trend of imports is the same
as the historical pattern for cordage from natural fibers. The American Cordage
Industry pioneered the research uit the use of synthetics for the production of rope
and twine. It was hopeful that this new development would restore its position
In the American Cordage market. However, foreign manufacturers are now pro-
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ducing and selling synthetic fiber ropes at a price level which will make it Im-
possible for United States manufacturers to compete profitably and the Kennedy
Round further complicated the problem by reducing the duties. Furthermore, we
find significant quantities of cordage of braided construction up to 3 inches in
diameter coming in at a much lower duty because it Is called a braid. Identical
rope of this type is produced domestically and indeed some countries properly
import it as rope and pay the higher duty.

The upward trend in imports of synthetic cordage is best shown by reference
to Department of Commerce report on imports, Technical Quarterly # 2310.
This shows an increase from 28,000 pounds In 1965 to 204,000 in 1909 and the
rate of increase is continuing to accelerate. The synthetic cordage which is com-
ing in under the guise of braids at the lower duty does not appear in the cordage
import statitistics. The parallel between this rate of increase and the historical
rises of imports of cordage from natural fibers Is strikingly plain to see.

WORLD WIDE PROBLEM

The time Is long past when we could have retained a substantial part of the
U.S. market for U.S. producers of cordage from natural fibers, and even the
pending legislation offers little or no help. However, there Is still time to save
some of the market for cordage made from man-made fibers and the survival of
the Industry will depend on this single fact.

The Congress must now weigh the facts of our economic viability against the
purported benefits of a free trade policy and act accordingly if it Is to help this
industry retain some part of the domestic market which is still available to
domestic producers.

The other nations of the world have traditionally recognized such economic
facts and have taken steps to retain their domestic markets for domestic produc-
ers. The only resource left to the Textile Industry is the Congress for all efforts
of the Executive Branch have proven fruitless. Further, the Administration's
concentration on imports from Japan overlooks the fact that Japan Is just one
of the many countries contributing to the steadily growing flood of cordage
and other textiles into the United States. There is attached hereto Exhibit "B"
which shows the growth of Imports of cordage from those countries which
presently have more than 10% of the market. In addition, such countries as
Brazil, Tanzania, and Mozambique are rapidly increasing their imports. It will
be noted that cordage imports from Mexico, Netherlands, Portugal and many
other countries are of equal or greater importance than those from Japan.
From the standpoint of cordage it is only in the field of man-made fiber productA
that Japan presently poses the greater threat although Western European pro-
duction is rapidly increasing. It is from these facts that we believe a control of
Imports from all countries is the only feasible method by which a part of our
domestic markets can be retained for domestic producers.

IMPACT ON NATIONAL SECURITY

The effects of the continued decline in American production is bringing about
a corresponding decrease in tie spinning capacity for rope and twine. This is
not only had for industry but importantly It will make It impossible for the
United States to produce its requirements In the event of national emergency.
In world War II the United States was able to increase is production almost
three-fold in order to meet our requirements. This production with support from
the contiguous foreign nations enabled us to meet our emergency needs. We wish
that we could say that is the case today. Due to the reduced number of cordage
companies and the decline In spinning capacity, we seriously doubt that today
we have the mobilization base which would permit us to repeat our efforts of
World War II. Certainly If the cordage industry continnes to d(lline our
country will be faced with an unacelptaltle risk of rope and twine shortage in
the event of war. Unfortunately, this applies with equal force to Canada's ability,
which Is under the same pressure from imports, to expand its production of
cordage products which further increases our vulnerability. Indeed, two out of
five of the major mills in Canada have closed in the last year.

In other industries our country spends considerable sums and energy to assure
that we will have an adequate mobilization base to meet our emergency require-
ments. In some cases, out-right subsidies and grants are used to keep a sufficient
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domestic mobilization base available. This has never been true in the cordage
field. Yet, without cordage products the equipment made by such protected
mobilization base facilities will not be available to our country in time of need.

Our industry only asks for the opportunity to continue Its production In peace-
time at a level which will Insure Its capacity to meet emergency requirements.
Information on military requirements for cordage products in wars of various
sizes is classified, and, therefore, Is not available to our industry. Certain facts
that are apparent as to the effects of the decrease in production capacity
have been revealed from the current experiences of the Cordage Industry stem-
ming from the relatively modest Increase In demand for cordage for the Vietnam
war. The military requirements have increased but, in relation to those of World
War II, are not significant. Yet, due to the reduced capacity of our industry even
this modest increase has caused problems for the domestic producers of rope to
meet the increased military demand and at the same time to meet the increased
demand of commercial users such as the shipping, construction and other indus-
tries which are involved in war-supporting activities.

It may be argued by some that with the industry's modern facilities some of the
"twine" spinning plants have the capacity to be converted to the making of rope.
Practically this is not true for most of the major twine producers do not have
rope-making equipment. Furthermore, the same emergency pressures that would
require increased production of rope for military use would result in a marked
increase In the demand for farm twines to meet the new emergency requirements.
The twine spinning capacity will simply not be available for the spinning of
rope.

Over the years, the Cordage Institute has endeavored, on national security
grounds, to obtain the relief provided in the Reciprocal Trade Act to bring about
the establishment of quotas to help maintain the production capacity of the
Cordage Industry. Unfortunately the predictions made by the Industry over
the years as to the decline in spinning capacity which would result if some-
thing was not done to control Imports have proven to be accurate. The Office of
Emergency Preparedness which administers this section has been so impressed
by the neverchanging opposition to the establishment of quotas by the foreign
countries expressed through our State Department and by the exponents of
"free-trade" that such petitions have always been rejected. Since the present
law has not resulted in the maintenance of spinning capacity Is it reasonable
that the Congress now re-evaluate the national security as well as the economic
implications of the increased imports and establish a firm base to insure the
continuance of the spinning capacity.

AGRICULTURAL TWINE EXAMPLE

The reduction in farm twine spinning capacity is the best example to demon-
strate the effects of Imports. In 150, the year in which farm twines were made
duty free, there were 15 companies in the United States producing such twines.
One by one they gave up the production of farm twines until at the present time
one company is producing over 99% of the domestically produced hard fiber
farm twines. Today, the International Harvester plant in New Orleans is, in
effect, the sole commercial producer of farm twines and within the Nt six
months it has materially curtailed operations. Imports now supply 3.8cl% of
the domestic market. The future availability of the Harvester plant will depend
entirely on Its ability to retain some part of our domestic market

SUGGESTED AMENDMENT

We have only one suggestion as to how the bill should be amended. We feel
strongly that imports should be permitted to share in the growth of the domestic
market. However, the way the bill Is now drawn, it establishes a quantitative
quota based on the years 1067 through 1909. The President is authorized to
increase the "previous" year's imports by 5% each year. This formula establishes
a geometrical progression of increase which could eventually approach 100%
of the market. Furthermore, If the market declines, the quantitative amount
established by the base years becomes a larger percentage of the market.

We believe the base years should establish the percentage Imports bear to the
domestic market for those years. For subsequent years, this same percentage
should be applied against the estimated domestic market to establish the quotas
for that year.
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Accordingly, we recommend that the language of H.R. 18970 be amended as
follows: On Page 29, line 3. after "1971" strike all language in Section 201b(1)
and Section 201b(2) and insert in lieu thereof the following:

"* shall be determined by the following method.
(A) the average annual quantity of imports established by Section

201(a) shall be divided by the average annual consumption of the same
categories during the base years used In that subsection;

(B) The percentages established by (A) above shall be applied
against the estimated consumption for each following calendar year
as established by the Secretary of Commerce and a quota determined
for each category; and

(C) Each Importing country may enter during each such following
year the quantity for each category which bears the same relationship
to consumption as was established for the purposes of Section 201(a)."

QUOTAS ALREADY EXIST

While there is a great hue and cry from some when the question of quotas is
raised, there is nothing new in U.S. quotas being established for many purposes.
For example, oil quotas, sugar quotas and even quotas on some cordage Items are
in existence today. In 1954 the Congress established a workable format In con-
trolling certain cordage imports by ratifying the Laurel-.Langley Treaty with the
Philippines. Interestingly enough this quota system assisted the Philippines by
assuring them a segment of the United States cordage market and at the same
time limited the amount of such Imports by establishing a fixed quantitative
quota on imports from the Philippines. As pointed out earlier the presence of
this absolute quota has permitted domestic producers to maintain at least a
small share of the domestic market for hard fiber ropes. Those who object to
quantitative limitations overlook the fact that quotas are both a help to the
foreign producers as well as protection to the United States producers. The Trade
Bill if enacted will provide badly needed relief for the producers of textiles and
slhws in a manner consistent with existing precedents in our country.

We are aware of the theoretical position advanced by many that no restrictions
should be placed on imports into the United States in any field. However, we be-
lieve-that such a broad position. which on the surface any normal businessman
might be inclined to support, must be examined in the light of special situations.
We in the Cordage Industry are doing all that we can through research and im-
proved efficiency to remain competitive. If those efforts on which much energy
and considerable funds have been and are being spent had proven effective we
would not be asking for help from the Congress. However, the record clearly
shows that our continuing efforts are not sufficient to meet the price levels at
which foreign cordage manufacturers can sell In the U.S. markets, and therefore,
other relief must be found. To us it is only reasonable that this relief take the
form of Congressional action to assure thAt a fair share of the United States
market be kept available for domestic producers. In the past this is the only
type of assistance that has been meaningful in Improving the position of
American producers.

RESTRICTIONS BY OTHER NATIONS

Much has been made by Administration spokesmen and by those interested in
promoting foreign trade of the fear that for the United States to impose any
restrictions would be to invite retaliation against our exporters. While the
genesis of these arguments is understood, they leave the impression that such
restrictive actions would be unique to the United States, that the result would
be for foreign governments to immediately retaliate and that our export trade
would suffer.

The facts are that many foreign nations presently have various types of
restraints on imports and many have effective methods of encouraging their
exports through export subsidies and assistance in financing. Sometimes these
arrangements have been worked out with specific nations and sometimes they
have been arbitrarily and unilaterally established through other devices. The
best evidence on this point is a memorandum prepared on December 27, 1967,
by the Office of the President's Special Representative for Trade Negotiations.
This memorandum dealt with the quantitative import restrictions on wool and
man-made textiles. It did not discuss all textile Items nor did it discuss the
many import restrictions established by foreign countries on other product&
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Without endeavoring to quote out of context from this memorandum a few
quotations make it clear that on the Items covered in that memorandum and as
this Committee well knows on many other items Import restrictions have
already been established by many foreign countries. We are not aware of any
resulting retaliation arising as a result of such measures which has adversely
affected the trade between such countries. The paper started out by saying:

"This paper identifies quantitative import restrictions that have been applied
in the calendar year 1967 against wool and man-made textiles by 12 foreign
countries--Austria, Belgium, Netherlands-Luxembourge (Benelux), Canada,
Denmark, France, Italy, Japan, Norway, Sweden; Switzerland, United Kingdom
and West Germany.

The paper by its definition shows that there are devices other than quotas and
it refers to "licenses, 'voluntary' export controls and minimum import prices."
The countries mentioned are significant exporters to the United States. They are
obviously Accustomed to establishing Import restrictions on materials coming
into their countries and presumabl*,RAJust their exports to meet the restrictions
established by other nations. "

We cannot see how it can be successfully argued that action by the United
States to protect its essential Industries would adversely affect its foreign trade.
We believe It can reasonably be argued that if percentage quotas of the United
States cordage market are made available to various nations they will permit a
more orderly development of their production. Nations would thus avoid the
dangers of over-production and reliance on the total U.S. market which might
no longer be available to them due to imports into the United States from other
competing nations.

We are not asking that our markets be denied to importing nations. To the
contrary in the cordage from natural fiber field we are accepting the import
levels of 1967-1969. Reference to Exhibit B will show that in 1909 import levels
ranged from 88.8% for farm twines, 88.1% for industrial twines to 28.8% for
hard fiber ropes. In the case of cordage from man-made fibers we would hope to
retain the bulk of the domestic market because this market is still in its Infancy.
In both fields the bill permits growth in quantity of Imports. We know of no
instance where United States imports are given such a portion of the markets of
any country. Our ability to export should not be adversely affected by such
a pattern.

CONCLUSION

We in the cordage segment of the Textile Industry are well aware of the
complexity of the problem to be resolved by the Congress in determining what
type of trade legislation it will enact. The historical record of the last ten years
of a rapidly declining Industry can well be measured by the parallel reduction in
the numbers employed in the Industry, by the decline in the tax base, by the
greater outflow of dollars for foreign cordage and by the substantial reduction
in our capacity to produce cordage in times of war. The record speaks for Itself.
To repeat, we are not asking that our markets be denied to importing nations, but
we do ask that some portion of what Is now left to us be retained for our domestic
producers. If this is not done the Congress will be acquiescent to the ultimate
disappearance of our industry.

The Trade Bill is a partial solution to our problem. If It is enacted and we
continue our all-out efforts to Improve our operations, we are confident that the
Cordage Industry along with the other segments of the Textile Industry will
regain a healthy and competitive position in our country's economy. Either with-
out the other will be Inadequate.

Accordingly, we earnestly request the Committee to Include the language of
the Trade Bill as an amendment to the Social Security Bill or other appropriate
legislation. This will insure this Congress as a whole having an opportunity to
consider this legislation before it passes Into history.

SUMMARY OF STATEMENT

1. The Cordage Industry Is a small but Important part of the Textile Industry.
2. The domestic markets for cordage productA from natural fibers is shrinking

due to the advent of cordage from synthetic fibers and the imports of both are
increasing. Domestic producers now have a smaller and smaller percentage of a
shrinking market.
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3. In 1969 imports of cordage of natural fibers Into the domestic market ranged
from 88.8% in the case of agricultural twines and 88.1% in the case of industrial
twines to 28.8% for hard fiber ropes. The lower percentage for ropes Is due to the
presently existing absolute quota on manila rope from the Philippines.

4. There is in effect only one domestic commercial plant producing agricultural
twines left in the country and this is producing at a materially reduced rate.
There were once 15 companies producing agricultural twines.

5. The entire hard fiber cordage industry has shrunk from 22 companies with
23 mills to 10 companies with 15 mills. In the majority of Instances these remain.
ing companies have also reduced their production capacity.

6. This reduction in spinning capacity is seriously effecting the national se-
curity. Ropes and twine are vital In a national emergency. The strategic stock-
pile contains both-abaca and sisal to Insure our ability to meet our military, mari-
thne, agricultural and industrial requirements in times ef emergency. Spinning
capacity has already declined to the point where the Industry could not meet
the requirements at a level occasioned by World War II. Further reductions will
faCe the country with .an unacceptable risk.

7. The hard fiber cordage industr.i- will disappear in the foreseeable future
unless a fair share of the domestic market is kept available for the domestic
producers.

& The imports of cordage are from many countries with Mexico, Netherlands
and Portugal among the leaders. Other countries such as Brazil and Japan are
rapidly increasing their imports.

9. On Page 8 of our statement we recommend an amendment to relate the
volume of imports to the size of the market. The percentage established in the
base years will apply against the market for each future year.

CO4DAGE INSTITUTE EXHIBITS

(Statistical and Graphical Illuistrations depicting the relationship of Imports
and U.S. Production to the-total U.S. Hard Fiber Market.)
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OFFICIAL STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL SOYBEAN PRocEssoRs ASSOCIATION, SUB-
MITTED BY SHELDON J. HAUOK, EXECUTIVE DnEOR

The National Soybean Processors Association appreciates this opportunity to
outline its official position on U.S. trade policy, as it relates to the U.S. soybean
industry.

This year, members of NSPA will crush 705 million bushels of soybeans-95
percent of the nation's total crush. Most of this crush will produce oil for edible
purposes, and protein meal for use in livestock and poultry feeds.

The soybean economy in the United States has grown rapidly in recent years-
the most dramatic sector being export markets. Currently, about 45 percent of
the total U.S. soybean crop is exported as soybeans and soybean products. This
movement in world trade of soybeans and products processed in the U.S. pro-
vides more than $1.4 billion in currency toward the U.S. Balance of Payments-
more than from any other single commodity.

Exports of soybeans and their products now provide a viable market for over
500 million bushels of the nation's soybeans. These soybeans are produced on
more than 20 million U.S. crop acre Benefits from these exports are spread
among farmers, marketers, processors, and the nation as a whole.

Our Industry supplies over 90 percent of the soybeans and soybean products
currently traded on world markets This remarkable growth In foreign sales
stems mainly from these factors:

1. A rapid increase in the demand for livestock and poultry products, espe-
cially In Japan and Western Europe.

2. Domestic farm programs that have encouraged expanded production of soy-
beans, and permitted them to be priced competitively on major world markets.

3. Relatively favorable conditions allowing access of U.S. soybeans and prod.
ucts to growing markets abroad.

Prime examples of these current conditions include:
(a) Europcan Economio Comnaunity.-The EEC has no duties on soybeans or

soybean meal as bound under terms set down by GATT. Use of soybean meal In
the EEC's livestock and poultry rations has also been encouraged by EEC poli-
cies which have held grain prices at relatively high levels.

(b) Japan.-This nation has low duties on soybeans as a result of concessions
obtained In the Kennedy Round of trade talks. Current duties are about 6 percent
ad valorem. The Japanese more recently put further duty reductions into effect
on May 1, 1970, although these will not become mandatory until 1972. Less favor-
able conditions, however, exist for soybean meal In Japan. This product Is cur-
rently subject to quotas established annually by the Japanese Food Agency (about
50,000 metric tons will be Imported during this fiscal year). Our industry has the
assurance that Japan will remove these quotas by the end of 1971, with an effec-
tive 5 percent ad valorem duty remaining.

The soybean foreign trade outlook, although generally favorable now, does have
problems. Consider these potential problem areas:

1. The European Economic Community has discussed the implementation of a
domestic tax on soybean meal and oil. This would, if enacted, sharply reduce
consumption of these products within the EEC. No action has been taken on this
proposal to date, mainly due to a clear indication from the U.S. that It would
retaliate. rhis warning was strongly supported by a resolution introduced by
Chairman Mills last year. But the threat of the EEC tax still lingers. It Is still
too early to determine if the EEC Commission intends to drop Its original plans.

2. Developing nations still press for an international fats and oils agreement.
Such an agreement would seriously limit export prospects for both U.S. soybeans
and soybean products. These nations' plans-especially those In Africa and South-
east Asia-are currently stymied due to firm insistence by the U.S. that such an
agreement is impractical. We agree, especially now in view of strong world oil
prices.

NSPA is aware that other U.S. products havo not fared as well as soybeans
and products have on world markets. The nation's textile industry has likely
suffered as a result of low-cost Imports, although it Is difficult to determine at
this time where the major impact has fallen.

Efforts to redress any such injuries to trade-outside the framework of GATT-
can jeopardize both the present position of the soybean processing Industry, and
the institutional framework within which its gains have been made and secured.
We are referring specifically to legislated or "voluntary" quotas.
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Here Is our position on the nation's foreign trade legislation:
1. We believe that the proposed Trade Act of 1969 represents a constructive

approach to the nation's trade problems.
2. We support the proposal that would grant the President authority to reduce

tariffs by 20 percent (or two percentage points ad valorem below the rate estab-
lished on July 1, 1967). We understand this proposal Is designed to facilitate
use of an escape clause to provide relief-within GATT rules-for industries
Injured by low-cost imports.

3. We support amendments designed to make escape clause relief more readily
available.

4. We support provisions that would make the adjustment assistance program
a more useful tool In assisting industries threatened by low-cost Imports. We
feel the proposal to drop the link between Increased Imports and prior tariff
concessions is constructive.

5. We urge the Senate Committee on Finance to objectively evaluate the posi-
tion of U.S. agriculture in the Committee's actions on trade legislation. Enact-
ment of legislation permitting free trade among nations would allow this nation
to develop beneficial and rewarding long-term trade policies.

NSPA feels it is Imperative that the U.S. maintain a favorable free trade
climate throughout the world. The nation's agricultural commodities must* be
allowed to compete on major world markets, while maintaining the freedom to
aggressively expand sales. Sound economic and trade policies are needed to meet
these goals.

This nation must also maintain Its ability to respond swiftly and effectively to
any future threats to its world agricultural trade. To this end, the NSPA takes
special note of the Inestimatable value of the Office of Special Trade Representa-
tive, The White House. We feel that this Office should be strengthened and ex-
panded to meet Its increasing world trade role. It has provided a valuable vehicle
for swift communication between the nation's commodity groups and the Ad-
ministration on post trade policies and problems.

We submit this official position paper In -the hope that sound and effective
trade legislation will be forthcoming.

TELEGRAMS
NFw YORK, N.Y., Octobcr 10, 1970.

HonT. RUSSELL LONG,
Chairman, Finance Committee, U.S. Senate, Ncw Senate Office Buitding, Vash-

ington, D.C.:
The National Foreign Trade Council ispectfully submits the following sum-

mary of its views with regard to the Trade Act of 1970 (H.R. 18970) concerning
which, it was announced yesterday, hearings would be held by your committee
today and on M1onday, October 12th and requests that Its views be Incorporated
lit the record of the hearings. The council supports the following specific pro-
visions of H.R. 18070, namely, the housekeeping provision regarding trade
negotiations and tariff reductions. The new authority under section 252 to deal
with foreign import restrictions and discriminatory acts; the elimination of the
American selling price system of custom valuation, and the amendments to the
antidumping and countervalliig duty laws. The council also supports'the DISC
proposal as a constructive measure to improve the U.S. export position the conih-
ell on a number of occasions and in testimony before the House Ways and Means
Committee has urged that the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 be amended to pro-
vide on a selective basis more readily available recourse to "escape clause" relief
to industries and to adjustment assistance to firms and groups of workers than
has proved possible under the text of eligibility set forth in that act. The council
does not, however, endorse the specific proposals regarding "escape clause"
relief as proposed in H.R. 18070.

It believes that enactment of the "escape clause" formula as proposed would
be extremely disruptive of trade and prejudicial to our national economic in-
terest. The council is also opposed to anf-proliferation of mandatory orderly
marketing measures and most earnestly hopes that by voluntary agreements
with supplying nations, or other measures, the Imposition of such restrictive
measures can be avoided. Such proliferation would threaten the whole climate
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TEILEoRA Ms-Continued
both here and abroad for maintaining sound international trade and investment
pilcies and could result In retaliatory measures detrimental to our international
trade and investment Interests. We seriously urge that any such restrictive
measures be appraised, not only as they would affect the particular Industry
concerned, but in terms of their costs to the economy as a whole. Unfair com-
petition and nontariff barriers, which in contravention of the GATT adversely
affect our commerce, should be opposed and offset by utilizing fully the counter-
vailizig duty, antidumping, and other safeguards, including voluntary agreements,
temporary quotas anid tariff adjustments, which are afforded in our laws and
In the GATT.

ROBERT M. MoRass, President,
National Foreign Trade Council, Inc.

PIILADELPHIA, PA., October 9, 1970.
Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Finatwe Committee,
New Senate Offce Building, llashngton, D.C.:

On behalf of the membership of the Philadelphia Clothing Manufacturers As-
sociation I respectfully urge that the Finance Committee report out HR. 18970
as a Senate bill. The manufacturers of men's and boy's tailored clothing hire a
greater percentage of tihe disadvantaged than most Industries and a serious
disruption of our Industry would curtail the employment opportunities of that
group. Our clothing has a high labor content and cannot begin to meet the competi-
tion from clothing made In those low waged countries which are principal ex-
porters of clothing to the United States. These countries and the hourly wage
rates of their apparel workers are: South Korea 9 cents. Taiwan 15 cents, Hong
Kong 26 cents, Japan 39 cents and Italy 49 cents. The skyrocketing of clothing
Imports has pushed our industry to the brink of destruction and unless immedi-
ately curtailed will end In the loss of many more thousands of Jobs. rFease
make thl. telegram a part of the record of your hearings.

ALBERT R. EvrLsox,
President, Philadelphia Clothing Manulacturer* Association.

Los ANrOEzL, CALrF.
Senator RussELL LoNo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
New Senate Offlce Building, Washington, D.C.:

Have just learned of trade bill hearings scheduled to be held October 10.
Respectfully request the opportunity to testify bef' re yovr committee be granted
to our director, S. Richard Shostak. Mr. Shostak will be available to be heard at
10 a.m. Friday. We request our wire be included in Senate committee hearings.

ROBERT D. HuDsoN,
President, Foreign Trade Association of Southern Califortifa.

ORLANDO, FLA., October 1, 1970.
Hon. RSSELL B. LoNe,
Chairman, Senate Finance Oommittee,
New Senate Office Building, Washington, D.O.:

Understand today hearings being held on trade bill. Respectfully refer to my
statement before House Ways and Means Committee , tarting on page 4340. Part
15 of 16 parts, June 16 and 17, 1970. In support of this legislation would appre-
ciate your making this statement a part of the hearing record and doing all
possible to expedite action on this bill.

JorrmE 0. DAVID,
Seoretary-Treasurer, Florida Fruit and Vegetable Association.
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TELERA S--Continued
NEw Yoaix, N.Y., October 12, 1970.

Hon. RUSSELL LoNo,
Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

This association, representing the American handbag industry, strongly urges
immediate committee action supporting your bill, H.R. 18970. American handbag
manufacturers are literally fighting for survival in the face of unfair handbags
in ever-increasing numbers. U.S. manufacturers cannot compete with coolie
wages and foreign production costs and as a result, countless firms are being
forced out of business and their workers forced to go on relief. This industry is
composed largely of unskilled workers in minority groups and the present import
situation affects 'approximately 20,000 people in this category who depend on
the American handbag industry for their livelihood. Statistics are available to
substantiate thesd facts.

We respectfully request the inclusion of the above statements at the hearings
being held by the Senate Finance Committee.

NATIONAL HANDBAO AssoLATIoN.
EDWARD S. LEvy, Executive Director.

ARLINGTON, VA., October 12, 1970.
Senator RUSSELL B. LoAN-,
Chairman, Senate Finance Comrnmittce,
The Capitol, Washington, D.C.:

As the representative of 38 manufactures of bicycle parts I must advise you
that imports are well along toward obliterating our industry. My testimony on
this subject was given in detail at the House Ways and Means Committee
hearings. The membership of the Cycle Parts and Accessories Association
strongly endorses the efforts yo have made in behalf of fair international
trade and asks that our urgent requests for favorable legislation in the current
session of Congress be made a part of the record. CARROL 3. WARRELL,

Chairman, Tariff and Customs Committee, Cycle Parts and Accessories
Association.

WARE SHOALS, S.C., Octobcr 12, 1970.
ITon. VUSSELL 13. LONG,
Chairman, Finance Committee,
New Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.:

Considering layoff und curtailed operation -we are facing due to increased
imports of textiles. We urge you to pursue vigorously the possibility of adding
the pending social security bill and amendment which will force negotiation of
textile import agreements with countries involved.

R. E. COLEMAN,
.Exceutive Vice 1'rcsident, Jic.dci Textile Corp.

CHICKAMAUGA, G(A., Octoberi9, 1970.
Von. RUssFLL 13. LoNG,
Su note Oat ice 1 hlUding,
Washington, D.C.:

Urgently request that the foreign trade bill be included as an amendment
to the social security bill which the Finance Committee is now considering. It is
mnst imperative to the textile industry that foreign textile imports are con-
trolled and we solicit your influence and support of this important legislation.

CRYSTAL SPRINGs TEXTILES, INC.
C. CALLAIrAY, President.
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TELoRAms-Continued
COATS & CLARK, INC.,

Atlanta, Ga.
Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

The continued increase of textile imports into this country is resulting In
further layoff of personnel plus more and more short work weeks. To prevent
further deterioration and loss of jobs in our industry we strongly urge you to
attach the trade bill as an amendment to the social security bill which is now
under consideration.

L. P. GREER, Jr., Vice President.

GEORGIA TEXTILE MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION,Atlanta, Ga.
'Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

This is to urge that trade bill regulating textile imports frpm low-wage foreign
countries be attached as amendment to social security bill. Recent figures released
by Georgia Department of Labor show loss of more thn 8,000 textile jobs in
Georgia during past 12 months. Several plants have closed because of market
disruption from imported textile products. On behalf of textile manufacturers
in Georgia I strongly appeal for your support in granting relief needed if our
Industry is to survive.

L. P. GREER. Jr., President.

GENEVA CorroN MILLS, INC.,
Genera, AN(.

Senator RUSSELL B. LONG, I
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
lI'ashington, D.C.:

We strongly urge your help in getting the textile trade bill attached as an
amendment to the social security bill. Our mills have been running on a cur-
tailed basis for many months due to increasing imports from low-wage countries.
We have 12,001 employees whose jobs are in serious jeopardy because of this
intolerable situation.

D. H. MORRIS III,
President.

CAROLINA M1ILLS, INC., MAIDEN. N.C.,
NVecton, N.C.

Senator RUSSELL B. LONo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
1'ah ington, D.C.:

Seven out of our 10 operating units are running short time because of excessive
imports of textile products. On behalf of our 1,650 employees we urgently re-
quest that your committee add the Trade Act of 1970 to the social security bill
as an amendment.

LEONARD 3MORETZ,
President.
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TELEGAms-Continued
AMERIDAN & EFIRDS MILLS, INC.,

Mount Holly, N.C.
Senator RUssELL B. LoNo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
WI'ash ington, D.C.:

On behalf of our 3,000 employees In the textile industry, we urge that the
trade bill of 1070 be added to the ! oclal security bill as an amendment. It has
been necessary to sell one of our plants and our overall profits will be down some
$2 million and will show a loss for the year. Short time for our employees Is the
greatest it has been in 12 years. We urge that you do everything possible to aid
our industry and save jobs for our people.

A. W. Bm.L,
President.

KANNAPOLIS, N.C.
Iton. RussELL B. LoNG,
Chairman of Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

Respectively request that you act promptly to tie Import bil to social security
bill. Textile industry desperately needs protection to counter loss of sales, short-
time operations, and loss of jobs.

C. A. CANNON.

LITTLE COrON3 MFO. CO.,
Wadesboro, N.C.

Senator g-ULL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committce,
Washington, D.C.:

Thanks for your interest in textile import restraint. We have reduced opera-
lions at our Roseboro plant by one-third due to the import glutted market condi-
tion. Please help us to put Americans back to work.

C. L. LrTLE,
Presd ent.

COWIKEE MILLS,
Elfaula, Ala.

Senator RUSSELL LONO,
lashington, D.C.:

Please add the textile import amendment to the pending social security legis-
lation. Cowikee 'ill has six plants with 800 employees In four small towns in
two Southern Siates. There Is not one of our employees, not one of our em-
ployees' families, not one of the friends of these families who is not vitally inter-
ested in this important bill. They have seen and are witnessing today the re-
stilts of linrestricted, uncontrolled low wage produced Imports. This year they
have been idle about 20 percent of their production time and profiting sharing
checks %%iII be iuuch lower. Our 100 percent air-conditioned plants are as effi-
cient as any in the world. So are our employees. Senator Long, we need order
in our international trading. Please provide for that order now. Thank you.

DONALD COVER llI,
Presidcit.

COWIKEE, MILLS,' Eulaula, Ale.

Senator RUSSELL LONO,

'ashington, D.C.:
We need textile import quota bill attached to social security bill. Could pass

quickly. Jobs are eliminated and earning power reduced by uncontrolled imports.
Please help. stabilize our industry. -

BRADY RooERs,
Exeeutive Vo¢ President.
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COwIKEEMI 8,

Eualau, Ala.
SENATOR RUSSELL LONG,
Vashington, D.C.:
The uncontrolled ever-increasing flood of imported textile continues to plague

our industry in general and Cowlkee Mills in particular. We have been unable to
operate at full production, thereby lowering the take-home pay of our employees.
This also has had detrimental economic effect on the smaller communities in
which we operate 1 hope that through your leadership the textile import quota
bill will be added to the social security bill and attain speedy passage.

ARCHIE CLARK,
Executive Vice President.

J. P. STEVENS & CO., INC.,
Oreen v ill, S. C.

SENATOR RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Crmmittee,
Washington, D.C.:

Urge your full support of efforts to attach Mills bill provisions to social security
measure now under study by your committee. Thousands of American Jobs al-
ready lost and American textile industry's future is jeopardized by continued
uncontrolled import of cheap foreign fabrics. Earnestly hope Senate will act
favorably to stem this flood at earliest possible time.

JAMES IIARREIL.

STAPLE COTTON COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION,
Greenwood, Miss.

1io1. RtSSULL B. LONG.
Chairman, Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate,
l1ashington, D.C.:

Increasing competition from textile Imports has seriously reduced farm In-
comes in the Mldsouth. Greatly appreciate your efforts to provide realistic slow-
down in Imports through the proposed trade bill.

ReF-ectfully yours,
CHARLES R. SAYRE,

President and General Manager.

OPP AND MICOLAS COTTON MILL,
Opp, Ala.

SrINAToR RUSSELL B. LONO,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

We urge you to do everything possible to attach the textile bill to the
social security bill now pending before your committee. If we are to preserve jobs
for American people in the textile Industry, It Is essential that we have textile
trade legislation. Your efforts In our behalf will be sincerely appreciated.

GAINES R. JEFFCOAT.

SPRAY CorroN MILLS,
Eden, N.C.

RUSSELL B. LON0,
Chairman, Senate Finance, Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

Thank you for your Interest In us. On behalf of our stockholders our employees
and the community in which we operate we urge that you add the Trade Act of
1970 as amendment to social security bill. Ever Increasing foreign imports of
textiles causing compounded damage to our markets and our business outlook.

WELSFORD BisnoP, President.
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BKMIs Co., INo., BEMITN PLANT,

Talladega, Ala.
Senator RUSSELL B. LoNe,
Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

Textile imports are dealing our industry a devastating blow and the backlash
from it is having adverse effects upon our company and our community of Tal-
ladega, Ala. I certainly hope you will support the textile bill and be successful in
attaching it as an amendment to the current social security bill pending.

H. C. P. ELDRE, Manager.

TiE BORDEN MFG. ('O.,
Goldsburo, N.C.

Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Wshington, D.C.:

Urge Trade Act of 1970 be added to social security bill as amendment. Time
of utmost Importance due to desperate plight of textile industry and its workers.

E. B. BORDEN, Jr.

IHARRIETT AND HENDERSON COrON MILLS,
Henderson, N.C.

Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

On behalf of our 1,500 employees I urge you and your committee to add the
Trade Act of 1970 to the social security bill as an amendment when it comes
before your committee. Unless the flood of foreign textiles is controlled, many
of our employees will be put on a short work w-eek and thelr jobs ultimately
dispensed with.

MARSHALL Y. CooPER,
President and Treasurcr.

NEW YORK CLOTHING MANUFACTURERS ASsocIATION, I.NC.,
New York, N.Y.

SENATOR RUSSELL B. LOxo,
Chairman, Finance Committee,
l'a.shington, D.C.:

The New York Clothing Manufacturers Association, Inc.. Is the voice of the
men's. young men's, and boys' tailored clothing Industry of the New York Metro-
politan Area. We urge that your committee report out as a Senate bill II.R. 18970.
This oill provides for the orderly marketing of textiles and apparel by limiting
the ao-eleration of the flood of imports which now threatens to destroy our In-
dustry. The high labor content of tailored clothing makes us especially vulnerable
to unfair competition from low wage countries Including all of the principal ex-
Iporting countries, whether in the Far East or Europe, already Imports of clothing
have reached almost 20 percent of domestic production. Our (lomestie industry
is suffering from a real recession but the 1970 Imports of suits is 110 percent
above 1969. Over double the amount; please do not delay in approving tile bill.
Relief must not be "too late and too little."

HERMAN SOIFER,
President.
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.NATIONAL OUTERWEAR AND SPORTSWEAR ASSOCIATIONS,

TROUSERS INSTITUTE OF AMERICA,
New York, N.Y.

SENATOR RUSSELL LONG,
Senate Office Building,
I1'ashington, D.O.:

It is imperative that the Senate pass a companion bill to H.R. 18970 protect-
ing our domestic industries from the tremendous surge of imports of t(-xtile ap-
parels. There has been a great deal of unemployment and a tremendous lowering
of profits in these industries which are due to the rising surge of imports. Trust
that this matter will be resolved at the earliest possible date.

JuLES GOLDSTEIN, Secretary.

HARRIETT & HENDERSON YARNS, INC.,
Henderson, N.C.

SENATOR RuSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Comm.ittee,
Vashington, D.C.:

If the textile Industry is not granted some relief from the flood of imports
Into this country it is evident that more and more mills will have to close their
doors, thereby causing a tremendous loss in jobs. I urge you and your committee
to add the Trade Act of 1970 to the social security bill as an amendment when it
comes before your committee.

THOMAS H. CRUMP, Jr., Vice President.

WASHINGTON, D.C.Hon. RUSSELL LONG,
Washington, D.C.:

Earlier this week Monsanto Co. urgently requested your support of the Trade
Act of 1970, via a wire from Its board chairman, C. H. Sommer. With public
hearings on the bill now scheduled for today and Monday, we renew our re-
quest for your support. The bill, as reported by the Ways and Means Committee,
is critically needed by Monsanto. It provides a fair system of quotas on textiles
and apparel made from manmade fibers and on manmade fibers themselves.
Fast rising imports of these products have sadly hurt Monsanto's largest cus-
tomer, the textile industry. With our quota restrictions Immediately Imposed, we
predict a stagnated manmade fiber industry already hard hit in 1970. Predictions
are that imports of manmade fibers, currently high, will increase rapidly unless
restricted.-

MONSANTO CO.,
By E. J. BocK, President.

SYLAOAUGA, A LA.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,

U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.:
Urge textile import bill Included as amendment to social security bill. Avon.

dale employees have suffered short working schedules and unemployment due
to unrestricted imports. Textile Industry must have relief from this intolerable
situation.

DONALD COMM, Jr.,
Executive Vice President, Avondale Mills.

0 .
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ATLANTA, GA.

Senator RUSSELL 1I. LoNG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
lrahington, D.C.:

Although It Is far more desirable to have voluntary agreements, apparently
this Is not yet possible. Therefore we fully support the textile bill aud will ap.
preciate support from the committee.

D. W. BROOKS,
Chairman of the Board,

Cotton Producers Association.
GRIFFIN, GA.

Senator RUssELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
lVashington, D.C.:

Respectfuly urge you to use your good offices to attach trade bill to socialsecurity measure. Our sales and profits are down drastically, due in large part
to cheap Asian textiles that are sold delivered at prices much below our cost. Afair trade bill is needed if the textile industry Ii to survive. We appreciate your
interest and assistance.

J. M. CHEATIHAM,
President, Rusht n Cotton 31118.

EASTMAN, GA.
Senator RussnLs B. LONO,
Chafrnan, Senate Finance Conmittee,
Washington, D.C.:

We urge you to use your influence to attach trade bill H.R. 10920 to the
social security bill. In the last year 8,000 textile jobs have been lost in Georgia
alone.

E. M. LOLESs REEVES, Bos., I.c.

SYICAUGA, ALA.Hon. RussELL B. LoNo,
U.S. Senate,
Washiigtan, D.O.:

Textile imports have caused unemployment and curtailed operations in ourmills. Textile industry must have relief if it is so survive. Hope very much youwill do whatever you can to see that textile import bill is added as an amendment
to social security bill.

S. CRAIG SMITH,
President and Treasurer, Avondale Mills.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONo, NVIL-%INGTON, DEL.
Sea tc Office Building, Wash ington, D.C.:

The Du Pont Co. congratulates the Senate Finance Committee for Its firm
resolve to deal with the country's urgent need for trade legislation as manifested
by Its scheduling trade hearings today and Monday.

The domestic textile Industry's need for such legislation will be even greaterin the immediate future. To paraphrase Chemical Week for October 7, Japan's
synthetic fiber industry is faced with mounting inventories which at the endof July passed 10,000 metric tons of polyester staple and filament for the firsttime In Japanese history. At the same time nylon inventories totaled 10,294metric tons, the highest level since 1M5 according to the Japanese ministry
of International Trade and Industry. The same article reports that Japanese
demand for synthetic fibers will remain static. Obviously this surplus will have
to be disposed of outside of Japan-and the only unrestricted export market for
Japanese manmade fibers and textiles is the United States.

We would be glad to elaborate further on our position.
Du PONT CO.,
0. B. McCoy, President.
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N w YORK, N.Y.

Hon. RussELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
ll'ahington, D.C.:

Textile, garment, and shoeworkers are vitally concerned with the passage of
the trade legislation so badly needed to prevent the loss of our Jobs to imports.
On behalf of members of local 155, ILGWU, whose Jobs and livelihoods are threat-
ened by rising imports, I am appealing for your support for the passage of trade
legislation together with social security amendments as part of a single bill.

KNITGOODS WORKERS UNION, LOCAL 155, ILGW',
SOL GREEN, Manager-Secretary.

LEXINGTON, N.C.
Hon. RussEL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Comtmittee,
Washington, D.C.:

Urge immediate action to curb imports nianmade fiber textile produ.ts. In-
crease of more than 700 percent last 6 years has demoralized markets. Our
plant employment off 13 percent. Hours of work down approximately 20 per-
cent. Sales down 25 percent.

JACK CHILDERS,
President, Erlanger Mills, Inc.

, CHARLOTTE, N.C.
Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,

Chairman, Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

Urge the attachment of the textile import control legislation to social security
bill. Our cotton textile industry Is seriously affected by foreign imports and needs
prompt consideration of this legislation.

KENDALL CO.;
GEORGE McQUILKIN, Vice Prcsidcnt.

SCOTT, Miss.
Senator RUSSELL LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
1'ashlngton, D.C.:

We appreciate your interest In providing realistic controls on cotton textile
import and urge that you take action as soon as possible to pass this legislation.

MINOR S. GRAY,
President, Delta & Pine Land Co.

BAKERSFIELD, CALIF.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Washington, D.C.:

Thank you for scheduling hearing on the trade bill next week. The trade bill
contains provisions that are very Important to U.S. cottongrowers. We ap-
preciate your help.

G. L. SEITz,
Executive Vice President, Calcot, Ltd.

LoviNoTo., N. MEx.
Senator RUSSELL LONG,
Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

Cotton farmers In New Mexico recognize the need for reasonable restraint
on Import of cotton fiber and materials. Request your support and Influence to
attack Import legislation to the social security bill for action soon as poslble.
Thank you for your consideration.

MARIAN C. BNrXAM,
Member of Board of Directors,

New Mexico Farm and L4vestock Bureau and National Cotton Council.
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MEMPHIS, TMNN.

Senator RUSSELL LONG,
lI'ashington, D.C.:

Appreciate your moving ahead with hearings on trade bill. Urge passage of
same before Congress adjourns. Trade bill most Important to U.S. cotton farmers.

0. L. DENTON, Jr.,
Chairman, Produver Steering Committee, Cotton Council.

GREENVILLE, 'MISS.
Sena tor RUSSELL LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
l$'ashIngton, D.C.:

Cotton farmers have vital Interest In obtaining realistic controls of textile
Imports. Respectftdly urge that trade bill be acted on favorably and expedi-
tiously by Senate Finance Committee. Your leadership will be appreciated.

HARRIS S. SWAYZE,
Preeldnt, Delta Council.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Senator RUSSELL LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
ll'ashl ington, D.C.:

Import of apparel has lead to serious unemployment In the knitted outerwear
plants not only in Pennsylvania but throughout the United 'States. Philadelphia
employees have been added to the relief rolls due to unfair competition from
foreign sources. We recommend and urge your favorable consideration of pre-
senting a joint bill that includes the trade bill with the social security bill.

JOSEPH SCHWARTZ,
Manager, Knitgoods Union.

ST. Lolas, 31o.
Senator RUSSELL LONG,
Wash ington, D.C.:

DEAR SENATOR LoNo: We are very pleased that you have scheduled hearings
In the Senate Finance Committee on the trade bill. The committee should report
the trade bill with th equota provisions for footwear and textiles, these in-
dustries need the limited protection the bill provides in order to regain compe-
titive lpsitions against imports, the footwear industry thanks you for moving this
legislation forward.

W. L. I. GR-arIN,
President, Brown Shoe Co.,

Ch airm an, America Footwear Manufacturers Assocla tion.

OKLTAHOMA CITY, OKLA.
Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
Washington, D.C.:

This will express thanks from Oklahoma cotton people for scheduling hearing
on trade bill involving textile Imports. Hope you will do everything possible for
passage this session.

OKLAHOMA COTTON GINNERs ASSOCIATION.

EL PASO, TEx.
Senator RUSSzLL LOxG,
Chairman, Washington, D.C.:

We are enthusiastic that you're scheduling hearing on the import trade bill.
An early favorable report will be appreciated by our raw cotton industry.

Sincerely,
MIKE MAR0,

President, Supima AssocIation of America.
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MOROANTOWN'. NN'. VA.

Hon. RuSSELL LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.

The Glasworkers Protective Leagues of West Virginia, Pennsylvania. Ohio,
Indiana, and Illinois are in full support of the trade bill H.R. 18970, and strongly
urge earliest possible committee action although the bill only offers protection
to foot wear and textile and industries like ours would gain help in only one area,
antidumping. We still feel the bill bas merit and should be passed. The glass in-
dustry has been fighting imports for 25 years. Our workers have visited Wash-
ington all through the years begging for some protection for America's first in-
dustry, the glass Industry. Imports of foreign glass continue to rise; we are
unable to compete with workers In other countries where the wage scales are so
far below ours. We are forced to continue to beg for some protection. We ask
that this communication be included in the hearings record.

HUBERTA M. PATTERSON,
Secretary, Wcst Virginia League.

LYNCHBUnR, VA.
Hon. RUSSELL LONe,
Ch airman, Scn ate Finance Commit tee, Senate O0'ce Building, Washington, D.C.:

I would like to urge your support of Mills bill trade amendments in your com-
mittee including footwear quotas.

ROBERT S. LOCKRIDOE.

NASHVILLE. TENN.
Hon. RUSSELL LoNo,
Chairman, Senate Fin ance Comm itec,
Washington, D.C.

Mr. CHAIRMAN: The trade measures now before your committee are of the
utmost importance to the footwear industry in this country. "Relief to re-
strict the increasing flow of low wage imports is long overdue." We urge you
to take l)rompt action to advance this critical legislation.

E. M. G. WHITE,
Vice President, Genesco, Inc.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
V.$.. S .enate,
W1'ashington, D.C..:

Our firm, Levi Strauss & Co., which operates apparel plants in your state,
does not favor the trade bill now Iending before the Senate Finance Connittee.
We urge that you do not give your support to this trade bill.

AL H. MATHE, Vice President.
Leri Strauss d Co.

OCTOBER 13. 1070.
Senator RUSSELL B. LONa,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
1'ashington, D.C.:

Reference your committee's consideration of attaching the trade 1ill H.R. 1070
as rider to the social security bill. The American Chamber of Commerce In Italy
had strongly opposed the House bill as an unfair radical departure from pa.st
trade policy inviting inevitable retaliation against U.S. exports. This new tactic
to attach it as a rider confuses a surely domestic issue with one having extensive
international repercussions. The enormous antagonism caused by the trade bill
will only be greatly Increased by an attempt to bypass hearings which would
permit proof that trade bill is unnecessary and inadvisable as the administra-
tion has clearly concluded by indicating a probable veto which your committee's,
proposed rider attempts to wrongly avoid. Urge full committee hearings and
Senate debate on trade bill.

GIUSEPPE FA NTAUC!,

Acting President, American Chamber ol Commerce in Italy.

51-389-70-pt. 2- 26
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SEATTLE, WASh., October 12, 1970.

RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Comnittee,
Washington, D.C.:

The Seattle Chamber of Commerce respectfully urges the prol)sed Trade Act
of 1970 not be treated as a rider to the social security measure currently being
considered by your committee provisions of the trade bill represent a major
change in this country's foreign policy and should be considered independently
rather than being joined with a totally unrelated measure.

GEORGE A. DUFF,
Exccutive Vice President, Seattle Chamber of Commerce.

WASHINGTON, D.C.. October 12, 1970.
lRUSSELL 11. LONG,
Chairman.
Washington, D.C.:

Respectfully urge social security hill (H.R. 17550) be reported without wvel-
fare and trade bill riders. These riders will encumber and delay passage of
needed social security legislation vital to 26 million Americans. To ensure best
possible social security reform we feel that legislation must pass Senate prior
to election recess. Again, respectfully urge immediate favorable action on social
security by committee and the full Senate.

CYRIL F. BRICKFIELD,
Legislative Counsel, Natipnal Retired Teachers A-sociation,

American Association of Retired Persons.

WAs9INTOx D.C.
Senator RuSSELL B. LONG,
Washington, D.C.:

It is our understanding that the Senate Finance Committee will be asked to
vote on a revised administration welfare plan on October 13. We urge you to
vote against this place unless it is nioditied to guarantee complete protection of
the jobs, benefits, and rights of the more than 170,000 incumbent welfare em-
ployffees who would be affected by the bill. The American Federation of State,
County 'and Municipal Employees insists that changes in the welfare system
provided for by this measure, or any substitute, not be Instituted without regard
for these employees.

JERRY WURF,
International President, American Felcration of State, Cowity and

Municipal Employees, AFL-CIO.

LOS A}NGELES, C ALIF.

Senator RuSSELL B. LONG,

Washington, D.C.:
Urge you reject proposal to attach trade bill to social security or welfare

reform bills. Our membership convinced enactment of trade bill will adversely
affect overall trade and economy of United States.

ROBERT B. HuDsoN,
President, Foreign Trade As.oclation of Southern California.
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\\'ASIXOTO., l).C.

Hon. RUSSELL 13. LONG,
Chairman, Finance Com ilte,
Washington, D.C.:

Urge you vote against amendments embodying the text of H.R. 18970, propoJsed
trade and tariff amendments of 1970. This proposal protects primarily special
interest groups and is not in our best national interest. It has been termed lby an
administration spokesman as the most significant anticonsumer legislation now
in the Congress. It will result in the stifling of competitoin and Increased prices to
the consumer. The imposition of quotas will be injurious to all consumers affect-
ing particularly the low-income consumer in a lsxriod of increasing inflation. Any
measure which will feed the flames of inflation is a threat to the econoiiic well-
being of our Nation.

Mrs. LEONARD I. WPV' EJN ,
National President, National Council of Jewishl Womcn.

WASHINGTON. ).C.
SENATE FINANcE COM31ITTEE,
Washingtqn, D.C.:

Having had the privilege of testifying before House Ways and Means Com-
mittee on behalf of the Chamber of Coinmerce of the United States I strongly
believe that the Chamber representing 39,000 businesses in the United States
should have the opportunity of presenting its v.ews on the trade bill prior to
any action by the Senate Finance Committee on the Senate. Therefore I
believe the attempt to tack the trade bill on to the social security bill fit the long
run can only do harm to securing enactnient of a proper trade bill since it de-
prives the member.4 of the Finance Committee and the entire metlership of tie
Senate an opportunity to hear all sides of wliat is most important legislation
affecting the future relations of the United States throughout the world. 1
trust and hope the effort being made to tack the trade bill on to the social s-curity
bill will be rejectedl and the normal legislative pr,-edirtirs will be fellhwtd.

WALTER STERLING SU'RREY.

TORRANCE, ( L.l.lieu. ISSELI.L B. J.o.,.
(01ttirinalt, Ncna'tc( Fianct'r ('ommttite,

lish intlgton, D.C.:
lialm-rative you vote against Trade Act of 1970. rihis dangerous bill is highly

inflatiolciry ;ul negatively affects every segment (of our national economy,
threatens the jobs of millions of American workers. Will risk investment of
tionsand.s of American sNiall bIsie. smen. Restricts the individual (-onstUmer
in purchasing necessary goods and could trigger serious depression. .Jeoprdizes
healthy economic trend of now increasing U.S. trade surplus cold provoke
similar retaliatory ineasires from other (ollnit'ies.

RUSSELL J. THon.

NEW ORLEANS. LA.
lion. RUSSELL LONG,.
l'ashington, D.C.:
We Ol)p1)e import qata.s being considered ways means seek your help de-

feating this bill reslctfully.
TWI-ROPA Mtm.s AGENCY, INC.
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Hon. RussEML B. Loo,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
Washington, D.C.:

The Asia Pacific Council of American chambers of commerce (APCAC) rep-
resenting American chambers in Australia, Hlongkong, Japan, Korea, Okinawa,
New Zealand, Philippines, Taiwan, Thailand, and Vietnam at extraordinary
meeting in Hongkong last week reaffirmed opposition to trade bill now pending
consideration before your committee and tacked onto social security bill. APCAC
in our opinion based upon experience as businessmen in Asia-Pacific region de-
plore trend toward legislation stipulating quotas on specific imports into the
United States because such legislation may set off disastrous international trade
war and will sell the Amerlcav consumer , the American farmer, and the Ameri-
can export manufacturer down the river. We recommend adherence to free trade
policies which served America so well in the past and which are essential to pros-
perity, a growing standard of living, and friendly foreign relations especially to
those Asian developing nations that desire trade andi not ail to lessen America's
military burden and thus reduce inflation in the United States.

RAYMUND KATJIE, ('hirian.

I)AIJAS, TEX.
Senator JIUSSELI. B. LoNG,
Wlishington, D.C.:

Strenuously object to the placing of trade 1ill on social security bill as rider
until after full and-fair hearings are held on the trade bill. There are 34 Gibson
Discount Centers with more than 1,360 employees in Louisiana who will be se-
riously affected with passage of this bill. hlope you will hold trade bill hearing
separately and permit us a chance to testify.

11. R. GiBsoN, Sr.

ROChIESTER, -MICl.
RUSSELL B. LONG, JOHN W. WILLIAMS, WALLACE IIENNErr, ROBERT GRIFFIN,

PHILIP HART,l~a.4,ington, D.C.:

I vehemently oppose Senate Amendment Number 851 to the Social F. curity
Act of 1970 (H.R. 17550). This amendment will critically impair our present
system of private practice and greatly compromise our ability to care for our
patients.

. [~ICHEAL S. M[EGE. M .D.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
U.S. senatee,
Washington, D.C.:

We are greatly concerned about the dangers of retaliation and long-term trade
disrulption which would result from the passage of H.R. 1g970. as approved by
the Ways and Means Committee. This sweeping and unprecedented delegation
of import quota powers to the President Is far different from the proposal on
which many witnesses testified. We urge that you oppose effort to enact this bill
without extensive hearings which would reveal its grave threats to orderly
world trade growth and international harmony.

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF FARMERS COOPERATIVES. NATIONAL FARMERS UNION.
National Federation of (Irain Coopcratires, the National Grange.

ALLENTOWN'. PA.
lion. RUSSELL B. LONG.
Chairman, Renate Finance C'ommiftee.
Woabhington. D.C.

DEAR SENATOR: We appeal to you to support us in amending bill H.R. 18970 of
the Ways and Means Vonmittee to Include tie fabric. Our industry has been ex-
excluded from the provision- of th6 bill for reasons that are incomprehensible to
us. Our textilo niant depends entirely on the manufacture of tie fabric.. The ex-
cluilon of tie fabrics from bill H.R. 1SO will destroy u and our nmarketq.

PeaIspe helmi us to eliminate s etion 20(-1 from the impending quota lill.
Respectfully yours.

C. "M. SMITTI FABRICS. TXC.
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ALLENTOWN, P.%., October 2. 1970.

lion. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAN S .F4 NT0R: We urge you to save our tie fabrh, industry Iby striking sec-
tion 206--1 from Ways and Means Committee bill II.R. IRIT0.

We, together with many large tie fabrh- producers. inanufacture tie fabrics
exclusively. Our livelihood as well as that of our suplportlg ind~iitrIes de-
pends solely on this product.

The exclu.-ion of tie fabrics from quota bill l1.1t. 18970 would prove iils-
astrous shwe we are already beset by a trenie: lous problem froin imports.

We deslerately need your support Ili helping to reinstate tie faibrics in the
provision of bill 11.R. 1T70.

Respectfully,
LovA TEXTILE CO.

'Wr.KF:s-.,,PF HEI*.%,, OctoFier .5. 1970.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LoN,
Chairman, Senate Finance Comin111ttee,
Old Senate Offlce Building,
Washington, D.C.:

Tie fabrics have been unjustly excluded from the 'Mills bill No. 1i.1{. ISIITO.
We are operating a large textile iliant which ielenls very heavily oi Olw

manufacture of te fabrics. Unrestricted izniorls of tie fabrics will cripille
our operations anl put many of our people out of work.

We urge you to support our industry in its fight for survival by including
tie fabrics In the textile quotas now under consideration.

Respectfully,
C. & V. FOil:ics, I.N..
JOllN I1Ii.1.I1's.

Manager.

('FroN', N.J., Octer 5. 197 0.
ion. RTSSE 1, I. LONG,
Chairman . Scnatc FIlaance Commilittc, Old itttc Offi ce lIttitling,
Washington, D.C.

)EAR SEXATOR: Section 200-1 of the Ways and Means Cominittee loll 11 11. 1%)70
Is a blow to the entire tie fabric industry since It will allow unrestricted imports
on the fabrics from all over the world. Many thousand employees and workers
depend entirely on the production of tie fabrics. We respectfully solicit your
help in our desperate struggle to hIve Section 206-1 removed froiii bill 11.11.
18970 to save our Industry.

Respectfully,
AnDV.ANC PIECE DIYE OR:KS.

PATRsoN. N..J.. October 1. 1970.
Senator RussELl. B. LONG,
Old Senate Building,
Washington, D.C.:

Ways and Means Committee bill II.R. 1StTO excludes tie fabrics, under set. lbpn
WilY (1).

House Report No. 91A QRET of August 21 does not Justify this exclusion.
The tie fabrics Industry and its thousands (of employees appeal to you to

amend this bill to Include tie fabrics in the quota bill thereby avoiding discrin-
Ination of this very important segment of the American textile Industry.

We app al to you, Senator, as all Influential American. not to permit this
discrimination and help us to rectify "Ais Injustice.

liespeetfully,
NEW JERSEY TiE FABRICS MANUFACTURERS.

DYERS, AND .FI'NISlERS ASSOCIA1 ION.
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LUlmCK, TEx., October 12, 1970.

Senator RUSSELL LONG,
('huirn on, Foreign Trade ('omm iltee, W1"ashington, D.C.:

All we Ieople In cotton urgently hope that your committee will approve the
Wilbur Milk bill. We do not think the bill will Jeopardize exports; It will only
give reasonable controls on textiles, tin( overall will be helpful In our trade
liahlllce.

PLAINS COOPERATIVE OIL MILL,
ROY B. 1)avis.

GASTONIA, N.C.
Senator RUssrh.L LoNO,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee, Senate 0111ce Building, 1Washington, D.C.:

We are pleased to learn of your beginning today hearings on the Mills bill and
hose yon will pursue vigorously our area Is vitally concerned and needs the
lJrotection his bill will provide.

BRYAN HOUCK, President,
Executire Committee, Gaston County Chamber of Commerce.

JACKSON, Miss., October 12, 1970.
Senator RUSSELL LONG.
Senate Office Building. Washington, D.C.:

We appreciate your being willing to have hearing even at this late date on
trade bill, we think this legislation good for our people In Mississippi.

BoS WELL STEVENS,
President, Miss issippi Farm Bureau Federation.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF., October 13, 1970.
lion. RUSSELL 13. LONG,
Scnatc Offiec Building, Washington, D.C.:

Many parts of U.S. industry are being severely damaged by the rising level of
unrestricted Imports. Accordingly urge that your committee approve as promptly
as pOssible? HR. 18970. J. H. Ilt.%IE,

President, Basic Vegetable Products, Inc.

MARION, N.C., October 13, 1970.
lion. RUSSELL LONG.
(Chairiniun, Senate Finance ('omniittec, New Senate Office Building, Washington,

D.C.:
Market conditions have drastically effected our operations and our lose thia

year will be in excess of $500,000. Have operated in the red only 2 years In the 60-
year history of our organization and the maximum was amount $100,000. Sales
to date are one-third off and employment this year has dropped from 760 to
about G40. Conditions seem to be getting worse and we feel that only favorable
action on the trade bill will assure our continued operation.

MARION IAN UFACTURINO CO.,
R. W. Twrry, President and Treasurer.

NEw YORK, N.Y., October 12, 1970.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.:

In behalf of over 10,000 employees of our company we urge your support of
the Trade Act of 1170, H.R. 18970, as reported by the House Ways and Means
Committee when it comes before the Senate Finance Committee this week.

IR. M. DALE,
Vice President the Arrow Co., Division of Cluett Peabody & Co., Inc.
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EVA,'svILL, I~x., October 12, 1970.

lion. RUSSELL B. Lox-o,
Ch a irman, Sena to Finance ('o m it Ice,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.:

One division of our manufacturing operations Involving 300 Jobs has been closed
permanently because of Japanese Import competition. Accordingly we respectfully
urge you to wholeheartedly support the trade bill now before your committee, and
to use your personal influence with committee members. Hiunlreds of thousands
of additional jobs will be lost unless orderly regulation of Imports is legislated.
Thousands of highly competitive American apparel plants plus the very sizeable
Import quotas provided In the legislation clearly guarantee protection o; the
American consumer. Our balance-of-payments deficit further justifies favorable
action In support of 11.R. 18970 as favorably reported by the House Ways
and Means committeee . Again I respectfully urge your SUljKmrt slpaking for 300
Americans whose jobs have been liquidated.

SttANF-NJ .ANUFACT1'INXG CO.. INC.,

NOIRMAN SIHANE, Chairman.

NEW YORK, N.Y., October 12, 1970.
lio1. RUSSEL, B. LONG,
Chairman, U.S. Senate Finance Committee,
1'ashington, D.C.:

On behalf of our Member manufacturers of screws, nuts. rivets, bright wire
goods, and other threa,led fastener products, we respectfully request and urge
early and favorable action by your committee on amiendments 925 and 1009 to I1.R.
18970. Rising volumes of low wage cost imports from Japan, West Germany, and
other foreign countries Is seriously undermining welfare of our domestic inanu-
facturers and causing loss of jobs. We have been advised Jalanese exporting man-
ufacturers who have substantially lower labor costs receive 50 percent new plant
depreciation first year. 1 lercent tax rebates and 5 lrcent bank loans,. Protection
for small domestic concern badly needed now to prevent closings of plants. Please
include this wire in hearings on 11.11. 18970.

U.S. W\'OOD SCREW 'MANUFACTURING SERVICE BUREAU.

(lEORGE P. ByI:Y.E, Jr.. Secretary.

ALLENTOWN, PA., October 10, 1970.
.9mator RUSSELL LONG,
Chairman, Scnate Finance Committee,
Old Senate Office Building, II'ashington, D.C.

This association represents the apparel industry in Pennsylvania's Lehigh
Valley and its 20,000 employees who earn more than $100 million annually.
Unstenmmed flow of apparel from the orient and other loll-wage countries has
already had a detrimental effect on our l)roduction and employment. The Trado,
Act of 1970, II.R. 18970, will be an important step In curbing these imports and
strengthening the domestic apparel Industry. We ask that your committee
give the bill serious consideration and respectfully urge that It be reported out
of committee and passed by the Senate.

HOWARD LEVY.
President, Lehigh Valley Needle Trades Assoeiatem.

ALLENTOWN, PA., October 10, 1970.
Senator RUSSELL LONO,
chairmann, Renato Finance Committee,
Old Senate Office Building- Washington, D.C.

Manufacturer of apparel is the largest industry in this country and the Allen-
town-Lehigh County Chamber of Commerce strongly sUIplxrts H.R. 18970 as an
effort to curb the flow of apparell imports from low-wage countries. Continued
acceleration of such imports will have a serious effect on local production and
our annual payroll of more than $30 million. Respectfully urge your committee's
endorsement of the Trade Act of 1970 as an important step In assuring the
prosperity of our apparel Industry and a reasonable balance of trade.

)ONALD G. VOLLMER,
President, Allentomn-Lehigh County Chamber of Comnercec.
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WASIINOTON, D.C., October 6, 1970.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LoNo,
Old senatee Office Building, W1'ashington, D.C.

The need for quotas on fast growing imports of man-made fibers and products
made from them is critical to Monsanto fiber production and to Monsanto's
major customers in the textile and apparel industries. Such quotas are provided
for in the Trade Act as reported out of the House Ways and Means Committee.
Your support of the Trade Act is urgently requested if it Is offered as an amend-
ment to the social security bill in the Senate Finance Committee this week.

CIIARLES I. SOM3MER,
Chairman of the Board, Monsanto Co.

NEW YORK, N.Y.
Hon. RUSSELL LONG,
Senate Finance Commritec, Washington, D.C.

We urge immediate favorable action on trade bill regulating textile and ap-
parel imports. Relief required now to prevent threat to women's and children's
coat and suit industry of this country.

NATIONAL BOARD OF THE COAT AND SUIT INDUSTRY,
ROBERT M. DuIuow, Cou nscl.

NEW YORK, N.Y., October 13, 1970.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.:

We strongly urge your support of the "trade bill". The impact of Imports on
our industry, which Is highly unionized, is assuming alarming proportions. Unless
remedial legislation is adopted, resultant unemployment could become wide-
spread. It is Important, therefore, that you not only give the "trade bill" your
unqualified support, but seek to enlist the active support of your colleagues.

ASSOCIATED CORSET & BRASSIER. MANUFACTURERS, INC.

HAVERSTRAW, N.Y., October 1.t, 1970.
Senator RUSSELL LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Offlce Building,
Washington, D.C.:

Trade Act of 1970 HR18970 important to survival of my industry, please pass
thru committee.

JOHN MAZZACCA.

WEST IIAvEiSTmA.W, N.Y.. October 1-f. 1.0.Senator RUSSELL LO)NG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

The Trade Act of 1970 will hell) keep our plant employment up amd will provide
badly needed order in the import of textiles and apparrel goods. Please help
get it out of Committee.

R. BROWN,
U.S. Plastic & Chemical Corp.

WEST IIAVFRSTRAW, N.Y., October 1- . 1970.
Senator RUSSELL LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

II.R. 1'8970 required to stabilize a sinking Industry. Trade Act of 1970 attached
to social security bill OK with me.

J. M. MEDEURA.
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RALEIGH, N.C., October 13, 1970.

Hon. RussELL LONG,
Chairman, Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.:

To protect our cotton industry, we urge committee favorable consideration and
vote on trade bill.

G. D. ARNDT,
General Manager, Carolinas Cotton Growers Associatfom

i R - ,NEW YORK, N.Y., October 1.), 1970.

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Offce Building, Washington, D.C.:

Solicit your support for the adoption of the trade bill. Regulating imports of
textile and apparel together with social security amendments now under con-
sideration by the Finance Committee essential to safeguard jobs of men and
women working in this domestic Industry from the ravages caused by Import.

SALVATORE NoTO,
Manager, Orneral Secretary, Local 89, Italian Dressimakers

Union, ILGWU.

N Fnv YORK, N.Y., October 1$, 1970.
11o1. IW*SSELL Loxo,
Chairman. ,cnatc Finance Committee, U.S. Sewit,

'aheington. D.C.:
We resIKetfully but urgently request that you act favorably on the tia(le bill

as approved by the House Ways and Means Committee. The 100 manufacturers
of the children's wear we represent are belng badly hurt by the unfair (ompeti-
tion of imported clothing from low-wage countries. Prompt action at this ses-
sion urgently required to avert Irreparable damage, lion. Russell Long.

INFANTS ANn CIIILDR-NS COAT ASSOCIATION, INC.,
JosECI L. It c-nix, Excectire Director.

SAN JUAN, P.R.. October 1T, 1970.
Senator RUSSELL . LONO,
Chairman. Finance Committee, U.S. Senate,
Wash ington, D.C.:

We strongly recommend endorsement of trade act essential to our economy.
M1ANUEL T. IIILPALcO,

chairmann , l'egional Export Expansion Council for Pcrto Rico and l'irgin
Islands.

AMERICAN YARN SPINNERs ASSOCIATION,
Gastonia, N.C., October 12, 1970.

Senator RUSSELL 13. LONO,
ChairIman. Senate Finance Conmittec,
Washington, D.C.:

On behalf of the 100 member companies of the American Yarn Spinners As-
sociation we urge you to add the Trade Act of 1970 (H.R. 18970) as an amendment
to the social security bill. The sales yarn industry has operated for the last few
months at the lowest level since 1961 largely due to import penetration. The need
of this legislation is urgent.

R. C. TATCIrER, Jr.. President.
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IMPERIAL GLASS CORP.,

Icllaire, Ohio, October 12, 1970.
lion. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Ch airin an, 'ena tc Finance Comm it tce,
Ii'as ington, D.C.:

We strongly urge earliest possible committee action on trade bill It.I. 1S970
which we fully support. Continuing Increase in volume of imports of handcrafted
glassware is threatening extinction of our Industry which is one of the oldest
American craft.. Low wages In foreign countries and copying of our products at
low prices will lead to the extinction of our Industry unless Congress acts to
protect us. We sincerely retlue.,t inclusion of our plea in the hearing record.

C. J. UIRIMANN,
J'rc8s idemi t.

PORT ARIITHUR CHAMBER OF (COMMERCE,
Port .Irthuur, Tc.r., October 12, 1170.

RUSSEI. LONG,
Ch a irma n, 8cna Ic Fina nec Con in itcec,
lii.vh inglon, D.C.:

It is my understanding that the Senate Finance Committee Is tacking the trade
bill onto the social security. bill in an effort to slide it through. I earnestly solicit
your support In blocking this action so that each can lbe considered on its own
merit.

NEAL MILLER,
Chairman, Public Affair Core i ittic.

]IONEYWELI., INC..

Minncapoli.i. Minn., October 12. 1970.
Senator LoNG.

-'natc Office Building,
Wa.-M int iron, D.C.:
WVe urge your support for efforts to keep tradle legislation from being joined

to the social security bill. We know opinions differ on the trade measure presi ,tly
before the coliniittee, but we feel strongly that trade proliosals deserve at least
thorough and conscientious consideration on their own merits and should be
passed on separately by the coninmittee an(l the Senate. After careful study we
oppose II.R. 18970. We believe this bill may initiate an international trade war
which could jeopardize America's $37 billion export trade, threaten the jobs
of 4 million Americans employed in international commerce, add to domestic
inflationary pressures to the letriment of the American consumer, and weaken
the U.S. balance-of-payments position.

J. H1. BINGER, Chairman.

SACRAMENTO 'METROPOITAN CIiAMBYR OF COMMERCE,
' acrantcnto, Calif., October 12, 1970.Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,

Ch airma n, n a Id' Finance Comm ittcc,
U.S-. Senate, Wa8hington, D.C.:

The social security bill and the trade bill are too vital individually to be con-
sidered together. The Sacramento Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce respect-
fully requests that you exert your concerned influence to Insure separate review
anl consideration of these two legislative proposals. Please advise as to your
action on this request at your earliest convenience.

Respectfully yours,
RoY GREEN. Jr., PrcMidcnt.
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MOBILE AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,

Mobile, Ala., October 12, 1970.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LoNG,
U.S. Senate,
Washingt on, D.C.:

We understand that efforts are being made to join the trade bill onto the
social security bill now before your committee. Joining these completely unrelated
bills would in effect preclude adequate hearings on an Important and controver-
sial piece of legislation. We therefore respectfully request that consideration be
given by your committee for separate hearings on the trade bill and the social
security bill.

A. A. WOOD, M.D., President.

WORLD TRADE CLUB OF INDIANA,
Indianapolis Ind., October 12, 1970.

Semator RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

We strongly oppose effort to tack trade legislation on to social security or other
unrelated legislation as totally unwarranted. Trade bill too Important and de-
mands Its own adequate hearings.

INDIANAPOLIS CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.

Cli.YENNE, W Vo., October 1?, 1970.
Senator LONG,
Senate Finance Committee,
WVah ington, D.C.:

I object to attaching the trade bill to social security bill.
RALPH S. JOHNSON.

DAMS & . OORE,
Los .Angclcs, Calif., October 12, 1970.

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,
Senate Office Building,Washington, D.C.:

Adequate hearings are imperative for trade bill now before your committee. To
add the bill to the social security legislation would be an unwarranted disservice
to the business community. I strongly urge you refrain from such action.

TIRENT R. DAMES.

HOBART 'MANUIFA CTURING CO.,
Troy, Ohio, October 12, 1970.

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,
Senate Offlie Building,
Washington, D.C.:

As businessman and member of International Committee of Chamber of Com-
merce of United States of America, I am definitely strongly opposed to any
effort to join the trade bill to the social security bill or any other unrelated
bill.

Respectfully,
DAVID A. MEEKER,

Chairman of the Board.

UIWA Co.,
October 1, 1970.

SENATE FINANCE COMMIIEE,
Washington, D.C.:

Strongly opposed to tactics of Joint vote on social security and trade bills,
separate debate and decision required on protectionist features of trade bill, com-
bining these bills distorts crucial issues.
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NEw YORK, N.Y., October 9, 1970.

SENATE FINANCE CoMMmiFEE,
New Sena te Offlce B ui lding,
lW'ashington, D.C.:

I urge that the foreign trade bill be considered and acted upon separately.
This extremely complex legislation is vital to our national economic welfare
and critical to our foreign relations. It requires full public hearings and thorough
consideration by this committee and by the Senate as 0 whole.

KENNETH M. SPANG,
Chariman, International Committee.

U.S. Chamber of Commerce.

PARIS, FRANCE
Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
Cha Irmaw, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

The American Chamber of Commerce in France strongly opposes the tactic of
tacking on the trade bill to social security bill. Crucial protectionist features of
trade bill require debate and decision on the merits alone without reference to
social security or other issues.

WI.LIAM REIDER, President.

ARTHUR H. LEE, INC.,
New York, N.Y., October 10, 1970.

Senator RUSSELL LONG,
Chairman, Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

Object strongly to irresponsible legislature of combining two unrelated sub-
jects under the same bill, H.R. 18970. Free trade is American life blood and must
be given sober and independent thought. A similar act in the 30s brought disaster
results, at a time sagging world economy the American consumer has a right
to be protected through responsible company. Please give this matter careful
consideration.

DEREK A. LEE, President.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE BUREAU CH AMBER OF COMMERCE.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, October 12, 1970.

Senator RUSSELL LONG.
Chairman, Senate Finance Committec,
I'a4hilngton, D.C.:

Cedar Rapids International Trade Bureau objects to tacking of the trade bill
to the social security bill. No proper hearing for trade bill. We have vital
interests in world trade as 16 percent of local economy could be affected.

RICHARD PETSKA, Secretary.

COMMERCE & INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK, INC.,
New York, N.Y., October9, 1970.

Senator RussELL LONo,
Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

Most strongly urge you take appropriate action to prevent foreign trade
bill being tied to social security legislation. Such vitally important measures
require fullest separate consideration.

RALPH C. GROSS, President.
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AMHERST COLLEGE,

Amherst, Mass., October 11, 1970.
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,
U.S. Congress,
Washington, D.C.:

I am shocked to hear of proposal to present trade bill as amendment to social
security bill. Two such major subjects for legislation clearly should be given
separate consideration. I hope you will propose modified trade bill based on
recognition of need for a expanded world trade after adequate hearings.

WILLAw L. THoRPE,
Professor of Economics.

11ARNSTABLE, MAss., October 12,1970.
CHAIRMAN, SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,

Washington, D.C.:
Understand committee reporting trade bill and social security measure to-

gether. Urge trade bill be separately reported and debated on floor in full view
of public and voted up or down.

THORSTEN V. KAJARVI.

LONDON, October 12, 1970.
Senator RUSSELL B. Lo"o,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Wa.shington, D.C.:

The American Chamber of Commerce (UK) representing 2,200 Anglo Ameri-
can firms operating in Great Britain strongly urges you do not repeat not
attach trade bill to pending House passed social security legislation. Stop current
local climate of opinion. Both business and Government warns of Inherent
dangers of protectionist aspects of the trade bill. Inevitable retaliation would
adversely affect U.S. export and exchange balances.

WENDELZ S. CLouOH, President.

NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL CORP.,
Pittsburgh, Pa., October 12, 1970.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Washington, D.C.:

H.R. 18970 now pending before Senate Finance Committee contains DISC
proposal which is of considerable importance to small and large firms with po-
tential exports. This legislation should contribute substantially to improved bal-
ance of payments as well as additional employment opportunities in the United
States.

Strongly urge this legislation be approved by Senate.
A. B. KIOHT,

Vice President, International.

GREATER PirrsBURoH CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
Pittsburgh, Pa., October 12, 1970.

Hon. Russ..L B. LONo,
Old Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.:

Regarding H.R. 18970 now before Senate Finance Committee DISC proposal
very important to western Pennsylvania firms and should be retained by the
Senate. Should greatly contribute to improved balance of payments and in-
creased employment opportunities in the United States.

T. D. TAUBENEOK,
Vioe Chairman, World Trade Council.

51-389 0--70-pt. 2-27
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AMEtioAN CYANAMID Co.,
Wayne, N.J., October 12, 1970.

Hon. RUssELL B. LoN,
U.S. Senate, WasMngton, D.C.:

In the event proposal is made to eliminate creation of DISC from trade leg-
islation now under consideration urge you support retention In interest of U.S.
position In world trade. DISC represents first U.S. Government recognition of
need for export incentive to bolster U.S. balance of payments and spur further
U.S. production for overseas markets. DISC provisions can only benefit U.S.
industry including American labor. American Cyanamid Co. urges Inclusion
of DISC provisions in final bill.

E. G. HzssrE,
Vioe President.

UNION CARBIDE CoRP.,
Noto York, N.Y., October 9,1970.

Hon. RussELL B. LoNo,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.:

We believe enactment of trade legislation in 1970 is highly desirable and urge
the Senate Finance Committee to take prompt and favorable action on the trade
bill as reported by the House Ways and Means Committee. While this bill has
many desirable features we particularly urge you to support DISC because it
will substantiallly increase exports and benefit production and employment in
the United States.

F. P. WxLsoN, President.

THE DOW CHEMICAL Co.,
Midland, Mich., October 12, 1970.

Senator RussELL B. LONG,
Old Senaee Ojflov Building,
Wa8hingtoi,, D.C.:

Urge you to support the Treasury Department's proposal for tax deferral for a
domestic international sales company (DISC) as part of the Trade Act of 1970.

Increased exports are needed to Improve our balance of payments and to per-
mit domestic producers to operate their production facilities at optimum levels,
FEncouraging small companies to export will also increase opportunities for our
domestic labor force. The same results will be achieved by encouraging existing
exporters to continue exporting rather than produce abroad. Potential exporters
have to learn new ways of doing business as well as compete with foreign
manufacturers.

The DIC proposal has real incentives for encouraging exports. The savings
from tax deferral will stimulate smaller companies to venture into the strange
export business. They will be able to do this competitively without encountering
the problems and decisions Involved in forming foreign subsidiaries. DISC will
encourage more companies to overcome the problems related to strange markets
and export procedures.

In my opinion the benefits of this proposal will far outweigh any revenue
loss. In addition I suspect the estimated revenue loss does not adequately re.
fleet compensating revenue gains, More Jobs will be available here. The increased
production of domestic manufacturers will carry some fixed costs and will
make domestic business more profitable even though export profit Is allocated
to the DISC.

This DISC proposal is the first concrete effort by our Government to encourage
exports by making them more attractive to small manufacturers. Profits motivate
businessmen and we need this kind of motivation.

CAzL A. GasTAKcxM,
Chairman of the Board.
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THE Dow CHEMICAL CO.,

Plaquemine, La., October 18, 1970,
Hon. RIUSSFLL LoG,
Old Office Building,
Washngtoi, D.O.:

I respectfully request your aid in retaining the DISC provisions of the trade
Act of 1970 which Is currently in hearings. The deletion of this provision of the
act would be extremely detrimental to us by hampering our ability to compete
overseas. The DISC provision will increase Jobs, enable small companies to
export, and facilitate domestic growth. Any immediate revenue loss would be far
outweighed by these advantages. I respectfully request your consideration of
these views.

JOHN C. HAEVNY,
.Industrial Relatione Manager.

THE Dow CHEMICAL Co.,
Plaquemine, La., October 1, 1970.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LoNG,
Senwe Offie Building,
Washington, D.C.:

I urge you to support retention of the discontinuance provision of the Trade
Act of 1970 In current hearings.

As you know, this will greatly Improve ability of domestic corporations to
compete overseas, increase Jobe, enable small companies to export, and facilitate
domestic econoraic growth. These advantages far outweigh any Immediate revenuelogs.

Emwr JAOB,
General Manager.

LONG BRANCH, N.J., Ootober 13, 1970.
Hon. RussELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

Our locals urgently recommends that the social security bill and the trade bill
be taken up as a single measure and reported as such to the Finance Committee.

EDwAw HINz, Manager,
Locas 85,150, and 157.

PAT sON, N.J., Octobor 13, 1970.
Hon. RussELL B. LONO,
(Thairman, Senate Fina4nce Committee,
Washington, D.O.:

Please vote in favor of the attachment of trade legislation to the pending social
security bill now pending before the Senate Finance Committee.

ExEcuTvE BoAzn LoaL 134 ILGWU.

NEw Yoax, N.Y., October 13,1970.
Senator RussELL B. LONo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

Hope that the Senate Finance Committee will report out the social security bill
and the trade act as a single measure. Both measures are urgently needed and
are in the public Interest.

HARRY nImr,
Manager, Loozl 9, IL6WU.
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PLAIN ELD, N.J., October 18, 1970.Hon RussaLL B. LONG,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

Our local urgently requests that the social security bill and the trade bill be
taken up as a single measure and reported as such to the Finance Committee.

EMANUEL LEVrEYTH&r,
Manager, LrooaI149, ILGWU.

NEWBUROH, N.Y., October 13, 1970.
Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

Please vote in favor of the attachment of trade legislation to the pending social
security bill now pending before the Senate Finance Committee.

JOHN MARAZITA,
Manager, Local 165,

International Ladies Garment Wo'ker. Union.

PorraviLL, PA., October 13, 1970.
Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
Ohairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

National interest requires consideration of the social security bill coupled with
the trade bill as part of a single measure by the Finance Committee. Urge your
assistance in this matter.

MAjmri RosoTo,
District Manager, Local 351. ILGWU.

POTrrSvruz, PA., October 13,1970.
Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
Okairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Wash4 ngton, D.C.:

National Interest requires consideration of the social security bill coupled with
the trade bill as part of a single measure by the Finance Committee. Urge your
assistance in this matter.

ISABELL KrLRAiNE,
President, Dzeoutive Board, Committee of Local 851, ILGWU.

JOHNSTOWN, PA., October 13, 1970.Senator RtuSSELL B. LOxo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Woshington, D.C.:

We urge your assistance and consideration of social security bill coupled with
the trade bill.

ANOIE Cnrooo,
President, Western Penn.8ylvantia District Counoit,

International Ladies Garment Workers Union.

nRs LJACKSON, TENN., October 13, 1970.110n. RUSSELL LONG,
Senate Ofile Building,
Washington, D.C.:

Urge your vote for trade bill as part of social security. This legislature is
of great significance to all garment workers everywhere.

MATrm ALLEN,
President, Local 498.
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INTERNATIONAL LADIES GARMENT WORKERS UNION,

October 12, 1970.
RUSSELL LONo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

Urge you to vote for the trade bill as part of the social security amendment
legislation of paramount significance to all Government vokers whose Jobs are
effected by imports. Onicras AND MEMBERS OF LOCAL 514.

UNIVERSAL BuTroN LOOAL 267,
Haarodeburg, Ky., October 12, 1970.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.

We urgently request your vote for trade bill consideration together with so-
cial security amendment is needed badly by all workers of the Nation and
Kentucky.

NANCY ROBINS,
Financial Secretary.

PLAFlC MOLDERS AND NOVELTY WORKERS UNION, LOCAL 132,
New York, N.Y., October 12, 1970.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

We urge you to vote favorably on the social security amendment together with
the trade bill it is of vital importance to the workers of our country and affects
the economic life in particular of the members of our union.

JOEL MENIST,
Manager-Secretary, ILGWU.

MoNRoE, GA., October12, 1970.
Senator RUSSELL B. LONO,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

Your aid and influence is requested in the effort to attach the trade bill to the
social security bill. Imports have made necessary a recent decision to discon-
tinue what for many years was the principle Item for plant here in Monroe, Ga.
Orderly control is most important.

GEoRGE FELKER III.

NEw HAVEN, CONN., October 12, 1970.
Senator RussL LONo,
Chairman, Senate Finanoc Committee.
Senate Ojfce Building, Washington, D.C.:

Our local urgently recommends that the social security bill and the trade bill
be split up or be considered as a single measure and reported as such to the
Finance Committee.

I. JEAN RYAN,
Secretary, Looal 228.

CHICAGO, ILL., October 12,, 1970.
Hon. RusS.LL B. LoNGo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Comnttee,
Senate 01ce Building, Washington, D.C.:

Hope that the Senate Finance Committee will report out the social security
bill and the Trade Act as a single measure. Both measures are urgently needed
and are in the public interest.

MORRIS BxLls,
Vice President, International Ladies Garment Workers Union.
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Nzw YoRK, N.Y., October it, 1970.

Hon. RussE.x.B. Loo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Oflce Building, Washington, D.C.:

Request your vote in support of Joint consideration of the trade bill together
with the social security amendments now pending before the Senate Finance
Committee, both items of great Importance to all workers In the Nation.

MARIN . COHEN,
Manager-Seoretary, Lo -,! 1 105, ILGWU.

BERAYTON, GA., October 12, 1970.
Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Ofcc Building, Washington, D.C.:

Please vote for and use your influence to attach trade bill to social security
bill. Imported yarn seriously affecting our business. -A.-B. HAmmoND,

President, Harriett Henderson Cotton Mille.

NEW YoRK, N.Y., October 12,1970.
Hon. Russr-.LL B. LONG,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.:

Our 14,000 employees' futures are in great jeopardy unless we can count on
your support for the passage of the Trade Act of 1970.

LAWRaNCE PHILLIPS,
President, Phillips Van Heusen Corp.

YORK, PA., October 12, 1970.
Hon. RUSSE.LL B. LONo,
Senate Ofice Building, Washington, D.C.:

Strongly support trade bill H.R. 18970 and urge members of Senate Finance
Committee to have trade bill made a rider to social security bill.

E. M. DAMON,
EBecutive Secretary, Mushroom Processors Asstation.

LOs ANGELES, CALIF., October 12, 1970.
Senator Russru. B. LO,
Ohai ran, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Ofte Building, Washington, D.C.:

Please vote in favor of the attachment of trade legislation to the pending social
security bill now pending before the Senate Finance Committee.

OORNELIUS WALL,
Director, Paciflo Coast Region,

International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union.

PASSAIC, N.J., October 12, 1970.
Hon. Russji, B. LoNo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.O.:

Our local urgently recommends that the social security bill and the trade bill
be taken up as a single measure and reported as such to the Finance Committee.

SM SCHUST,
.. Manager, Local 145, ILGWU.
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W=T IBLM, N.Y., October 12, 1970.

Hon. Russm B. LoNo,
Chairman, Senate Fi*ce Comm4ttee,
Senate OIfee Buldng, Washington, D.C.:

Our executive board urgently recommends that the social security bill and
the trade bill be taken up as a single measure and reported as such to the Fin.
ance Committee.

EDWARD DANYA,
Manager, Local 107,

14teationa Ladie' Garmen Workers' Union.

Nxw Yoax, N.Y., October 12, 1970.
Hon. RUsSELL B. LoNo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Offlce Building, Washington, D.C.:

Our organization urgently recommends that the social security bill and the
trade bill be taken up as a single measure and reported as such to the Finance
Committee.

EDwARD KRAME,
Vice Presidet-General Manager, ILGWU.

Nrw YoRK, N.Y., October 12, 1970.
RUSSELL B. LoGo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Offloe Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAa CHAIRMAN LONGO: Urge you vote for trade bill as part of the social security
amendment. Legislation of paramount significance to all workers whose Jobs are
affected by imports.

HENRY SCHWArS,
Manager, Local 40, ILGWU.

TRoy, N.Y., October 12, 1970.
RusSzLL B. LONo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washingtote, D.C.:

Our organization urgently recommends that the social security bill and the
trade bill be taken up as a single measure and reported as such by the Senate
Finance Committee.

EDWARD NASH,
Manager, Local 163-176,

International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union.

Hlon. Russmu. LoNo, ALTUS, OLA., October 11, 1970.

Washington, D.C.:
Appreciate your interest in the trade bill. Hope it can be moved in association

with social security bill.
J. D. FLMINO,

Oklahoma Cotton Cooperative Association.

Naw HAVEN, CONN., October 13, 1970.
Senator RusszL Loo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
senate 0lcc Building, Washington, D.C.:

Our local urgently recommends that the social security bill and the trade bill
be taken up or be considered as a single measure and reported as such to the
Finance Committee.

FRANC=e Comas,
President, Local 167, ILOWU.
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CORNELIA, GA., October 12, 1970.

Senator RussELL LONo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
New Senate Offiee Building, Washington, D.C.:

Please use your influence to attach the trade bill to the social security bill. You
know our problems In the textile industry. We need action.

WILLIAM J. SHORrr,
Vice President and General Manager,

Chicopee Manulacturing Co.

CLEVELAND, OHIO, October 12, 1970.
Hon, RussELL B. LON,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.:

Your vote is urgently requested for trade bill consideration along with social
security amendment needed by American garment workers.

MAE FIEDLER,
President, Cleveland Knit Goods Council, ILGWU.

CLEVELAND, OHIO, October 12, 1970.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONO,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.:

We ask your affirmative vote for the trade bill consideration along with the
social security bill.

RUTH JONES,
Loca4 54$, ILGWU.

CHATTANOOOA, TENN., October 9, 1970.
Senator RUSSELL LONO,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.:

In order to help preserve the Jobs of the more than 2 million textile and apparel
workers, we urge you to attach the Trade Act of 1970 to the social security bill.

JACK PERSINGER,
Standard-CoosaThatoher Co.

GASTONIA, N.C., October 9, 1970.
Hon. RUssELL B. LONG,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
New Senate Offlice Building, Washington, D.C.:

Imports have drastically eroded our markets, therefore causing curtail oper-
atlons, loss of Jobs, and the possible loss of our Industry. In the interest of our
stockholders and 1,000 employees we urge that the Trade Act of 1970 be added
to the Social Security Act as an amendment.

HARDEN MANUFACTURING CO.
INMAN, S.C.

Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
New Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.:

Urge you attach Mills foreign trade bill to the social security bill. Uncon-
trolled imports have practically obliterated profit reduced working hours, and
impaired our ability to compete over the past several years. We have increased
dramatically the number of Negroes working at Inman; their jobs and the jobs
of all our employees are endangered by continued unrestrained imports. Thank
you for anything you can do to move this bill closer to passage.

JAMES A. CHAPMAN, Jr.,
President and Treasurer, Inman Mills.
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ALEXAND CITY, ALA.

Senator RUSSELL . LoNG,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
New Senate Office Building,
Washlington, D.C.:

We urge that the trade bill be attached as an amendment to the social
security bill now pending before your committee.

T. D. RUsSELL,
Chairman of the Board, Russell Mills, Inc.

VALDOSTA, GA., October 12, 1970.
Senator RussE L B. LoNo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
New Sena-e Off e Building,
Washington, D.C.:

Your influence in attaching the trade bill to the social security bill is sincerely
and honestly requested and appreciated.

A. J. STRoIKA)D III,
President, Stickland Cotton Mills.

EASTONi PA., October 13, 1970.
Senator RussLL B. LONO,
Chairman, Senate Finance Co'mmittee,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.:

National interest requires consideration of the social security bill coupled
with the trade bill as part of a single measure by the Finance Committee. Urge
your assistance in this matter.

GRACE BIRKEL,
District Manager, International Ladies Garment Workers Union.

NEW HAVEN, CONN., October 12,1970.
Senator RUSSELL LONO,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Offle Building,
Washington, D.C.:

Our locals urgently recommend that the social security bill and the trade
bill be taken up or be considered as a single measure and reported as such to the
Finance Committee.

BERT COOPER,
State Director, International Ladies Garment Workers Union.

CLEVELAND, OHIO, October 12, 1970.
Hon. RussELL B. LoNG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

Please vote for the trade bill jointly with the social security bill this legisla-
tion is urgently needed by American garment workers.

TE8sIE PIEST,
Local 466, ILGWU, Toledo, Ohio.
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MT. VERNON, N.Y., October 12, 1970.

Hon. RusszLL B. Loixo,
Ohairnan, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.

Urgently request your assistance passage social security amendments and trade
legislation as single bill reported from committee ILGWU members seek relief
from current economic hardships.

SAuL RosvI,
For the Exeoutive Board Loculs 137-140-143.

NEw HAvEN, CONN., October 12, 1970.
Hon. RussuLL B. LoNo,
Chairman, Senate Finance committee ,
Senate Office Building, Woahington, D.C.

Our local urgently recommends that the social security bill and the trade
bill be taken up or be considered as a single measure and reported as such to
the finance committee.

MARY COQCOLLA,
President, Looal 153, Hartford, Conn,

NEw HAVEN, CoNN., October 12, 1970.
Hon. RussE B. LoNo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office BuUding, Washington, D.C.

Our local urgently recommends that the social security bill and the trade bill
be taken up or be considered as a single measure and reported as such to the
finance committee,

Lucy KR.NTZMAN,
President Looal 152 ILGWU, Bridgeport, Conn.

NEw HAVEN, CoNN., October 12, 1970.
Hon. RussELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Sen4te Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Wahington, D.C.

Our local urgently recommends that the social security bill and the trade bill
be taken up or be considered as a single measure and reported as such to the
finance committee.

GABE F coM,
President Looal 151 ILGWU, New Haven, Conn.

Ocxoima 9, 1970.
Hon. RuSeLL LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
New Senate Office Building, Wahington, D.C.:

Your decision to hold hearings on the textile import legislation demonstrates
your concern for the future of the U.S. textile Industry and its employees and
for that we are deeply grateful.

I am convinced that the hearings will show as conclusively as have other
hearings that our industry does have a special problem requiring special
consideration.

I urge you and the members of your committee to act favorably on the proposal
to make the textile Import legislation part of the social security measure. Our
industry and its people cannot afford still another delay on this vital proposition.

I know I can count on you to do everything you possibly can to pursue this
matter to a successful conclusion. Please count on me to assist you in any way
possible. H.W. CLOG,

Chairman of the Board, Springs Mills, Inc.
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Oeromm 8, 1970.

Senator RusszLL B. LoNG,
U.S. Senate, Wahington, D.C.:

'The enactment of trade legislation this session Is essential if the Jobs of our
employees In fiber-producing plants are to be reasonably secure. We understand
that consideration Is being given by the Finance Committee to offering as an
amendment to the social security bill, the House Ways and Means Committee
version of the Trade Act of 1970. We earnestly solicit your support of that
procedure.

CLAUDE RAMSEY,
President, American Enka Corp.

WiLMiNOTON, DmL, October 8, 1970.
Hon. RusszLL B. LoNo,
Old Senate Offlee Building,
Washington, D.O.:

Reports from Washington indicate the House Ways and Means Committee
version of the Trade Act of 1970 will be offered in the Finance Committee as
an amendment to the social security bill so as to assure enactment of trade
legislation this session. The DuPont Company urges you to support this proce-
dure. This trade legislation reflects a careful balancing of Interests reached
after extensive hearings in the House and is urgently needed.

DAVID H. DAwsoN,
Vice President, DuPont Co.

Rz BANK, N.J., October 13,1970.
Senator RUSSELL B. LONo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Ofltce Building,
Washington, D.C.

Please vote In favor of the atachment of trade legislation to the pending social
security bill now before the Senate Finance Committee.

ExzUTrvE BOARD AND MEMBIEs or LocAl., No. 130, ILGWU,
HOwARD RoTHsTmN, Manager.

PASSAIC, N.J., October 13, 1970.
Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

In the name of our membership of Local Ko. 158 ILOWU consisting of 2,500
members we urge you to please vote in favor the attachment of trade legislation
to the pending social security bill now pending before the Senate Finance
Committee.

LOUISE DURANTz,
Chairman, Local No. 158 ILOWU.

PAT Rs N, N.J., October 13, 1970.
Hon. RusszLL B. LONo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Commitee,
Senate Offlice Building, Washington, D.C.

The executive board of Local 161, International Ladies Garment Workers
Union urgently recommends that the social security bill and the trade bill be
taken up as a single measure and reported as such to the Finance Committee,
respectfully.

OTrO HLAVACEK,
Manager, Local No. 161, ILGWU.
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UNION Crr, N.J., October 12, 1970.
RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

Representing over 9,000 garment workers we urgently recommend that the
social security bill and the trade bill be taken up as a single measure and re-
ported as such to the Finance Committee.

xsoumz BoAmS LocAs Nos. 183, 148, 162.

Nzw YoRK, N.Y., October 18, 1970.
Hon. RussELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.:

Urge you to vote for trade bill and social security as single measure essential
for welfare of garment workers throughout Nation. JosEPH KmsLER,

Manager, Secretary, LocaI20, ILGWU.

UTICA, N.Y., October 12, 1970.
RusszLL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.:

Local 345, International Ladies Garment Workers Union AFL-CIO In Utica
area strongly recommends that you vote In favor of joint consideration of the
trade bill and social security amendments as a single measure. There is little
time to waste as imports are mounting and negatively affect job opportunities
of garment workers.

MARTIN BauG^z,
District Manager, ILGWU.

-ORANGE, N.J., October 13, 1970.
Hon. RussELu B. LONo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.:

Our local urgently recommends that the social security bill and the trade bill
be taken up as a single measure and reported as such to the Finance Committee.

JACK SOHLESINGER,
Manager, Local 221 ILGWU.

SCRANTON, PA., October 13, 1970.
Senator RUSSELL B. LON0,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.:

National interest requires consideration of the social security bill coupled
with the trade bill as part of a single measure by the Finance Committee. On
behalf of the Scranton District Council International Ladies Garment Workers
Union I urge your assistance in this matter.

JACK 0S534
District Manager.

PROVIDENCE, R.I., October 14,1970.
Senator Russz,. LoNo,
Chatlnan, Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.:

Urge your assistance in matter of consideration of social security bill coupled
trade bill as single measure by finance committee.

OscARNEWMAN,District Manager ILGWU.
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NEWARK, N.J., October 13, 1970.

Senator RUSSELL LONG,
Ohairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Oice Building,
WOa hinutgo D.C.:

Please vote In favor of the attachment of trade legislation to the pending
Social Security bill now pending before the Senate Finance Committee.

ExzzuTIvm BoARD LOAL 21,
SAM PATTI, Manager.

Senator RUSSELL B. LONG, NEWARK, N.J., October 13,1970.

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Offoe Building,
Washington, D.C.:

Please vote in favor of the attachment of trade legislation to the pending
Social Security bill now pending before the Senate Finance Committee.

ExECuTIvs BAIw LOCAL 135.
SAM PATTI, Manager.

CAwrm=r, N.J., October 13,1970.
Hon. Russsm. LoNo,
U.S. Senate,
Senate Building,
Washington D.C.:

Present trade bill contains provision very harmful to independent wire drawer
and other small businesses, especially those In dual distribution industries. Hope
you will consider amendment allowing small businesses who have their raw
material cut off by Tariff Commission escape clause action the right to appeal
to SBA for release.

NoRmAN GELLEE
Vie President, Republic Wire Corp.

CHivAaO, ImL, October 13, 1970.
Hon. Russ.. LoNo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washingt D.C.:

Present trade bill contains provisions very harmful to independent wire
drawers and other small businesses, especially those In dual distribution in-
dustries. Hope you will consider amendment allowing small businesses who have
escape clause action the right to appeal to Small Business Administration for
relief.

WILSON STEEL & Wnm Co.
CL J. LEz, President.

WESTFILD, MASS., Octobev 13, 1970.
Senator RussszL LoNo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

Present trade bill contains provisions very harmful to independent wire draw-
ers and other small businesses especially those in dual distribution Industries.
Hope you will consider amendment allowing small businesses who have their
raw materials cut off by Tariff Commission escape clause action the right to ap-
peal to Small Business Administration for relief.

. D. BRYANT,
President, Bryantt Machine Co.
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Nzw ORLz&Ns, LA., October It, 1970.

Senator RussZL B. LoNo,
Senae Office Building,
Washington, D.O.:

Present trade bill contains provisions very harmful to independent wire dgIw-
era and other small businesses. Especially harmful to those in dual distribution
industries. Hope you will consider amendment to allow the right to appeal to
SBA for relief to small businesses who have their raw materials cutoff by Tariff
Commission escape clause action. Your support of such amendment earnestly
requested.

KENNETH F. MAozE,
Vice President, Primary Steel, Inc.

WASHiN TON, D.C., October 1i, 1970.
Senator RusSei. LOo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
New Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.:

Present trade bill contains provisions very harmful to Independent wire draw-
era and other small businesses especially those In dual distribution industries.
Hope you will consider amendment allowing small businesses who have their
raw materials cut off by Tariff Commission escape clause action the right to
appeal to Small Business Administration for relief.

F. a. MUNTWYLKZ,
President, Independent Wire Drawers Asaooiaton.

CHxoAGo, ILu, October 12, 1970.
Hon. Russzu, LoG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate,
WaaMngton, D.C.:

Trade bill presently under consideration by Senate contains very harmful
provisions to Independent wire drawers and many other small businesses partic-
ularly those competing in ual distribution areas. Would like your help in con-
sidering amendment which would allow small businesses who have their raw
material cut off or curtailed by Tariff Commission escape clause the right to ap-
peal to Small Business Administration for relief. Thank you for past help.

F. ( MUNTWYLEZ,
President, Independent Wire Drawers Assooiation.

Nzw 0xazqs, IsA., October 18, 1970.
Senator Russa, LoNe,
Old Senate Oloe Buildng,
Washington, D.C.:

Escape clause provisions in, the Trade bill before the Senate FInance Commit-
tee are potentially damaging to our company and other small businesses particu-
larly those in dual distribution industries like our own. We ask for an amend-
ment to this bill which Would allow small businesses who have their raw mate-
rial sources cut off due to tariff commission escape clause action to appeal to the
Small Business Administration for relief. In our view such an amendment ts
necessary and proper and we request your support.

St. ha. T o.,• 8otuthea~t Steel & Wire C7orp.
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ST. CHARLES, MO., October 12, 1970.

Hon. RussELL LONG,
Ohtarma., PiFaoe Oommittee,
Washington, D.C.:

Ds" SENAToR LoNo: The Garment Workers of this Nation urgently re-
quest your support and the support of your committee for the passage of the
Trade bill which is now being considered Jointly with social security amend-
ments.

JuaRY PEDLSTIY,
JManager, Northern Misouri Minnesota, and Iowa District Cownl,

International Ladies Garment Worker Union.

BALTIMORE, MD., October 18, 1970.
Hon. Russzu. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Piance Oommittee,
Senate Office Bufdng,
Washington, D.O.:

Present trade bil; contains provisions very harmful to independent wire
drawers and other small businesses especially those in dual distribution Indus-
tries. Hope you will consider amendment allowing small businesses who have
their raw materials cut off by Tariff Commission escape clause action the right to
appeal to Small Business Administration for relief.

RAY C. FAUST,
President, Naftonal Wire Prodtuts Corp.

Naw Oaxz.&Ns, LA, October 13,1970.
Senator Russr.LL B. Lozro,
Old Senate Offoe Building,
Washington, D.O.:

Trade bill escape clause provision can be harmful to small industries employ-
Ing many of our members. We support proposed amendment to allow affected
small businesses appeal to Small Business Administration for relief from Tariff
Commission escape clause which restricts their sources of raw material.

CHAiRLS D. WimTsas,
President Teamsters Local 730.

RIvERsrDE, CALI.
Senator Russiau B. Louio,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.:

Present trade bill contains provisions very harmful to independent wire draw-
ers such as ourselves and other small businesses In dual distribution industries.
Hope you will consider favorably amendment allowing small businesses who have
their raw materials cut off by Tariff Commission escape clause action, the right to
appeal to Small Business Administration for prompt relief.

JAMES E. SMITH,
General Steel 4 Wire Co., Inc.

CHATrANOOGA, TziNN., October 14, 1970.
Senator RussELL B. Lorfo,
Ohairman, Senate Finance Committee,
New Senate Building,
Washington, D.C.:

Present trade bill contains provisions very harmful to independent wire draw-
ers and other small businesses especially those in dual distribution Industries. Hope
you will consider amendment allowing small businesses who have their raw
materials cut off by Tariff Commission escape clause action, the right to appeal to
Small Business Administration for relief.

CHAuLzs T. ROBINSON,
Oumberland Corp.
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Los ANGEMS, CALF., October 14, 1970.Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,

U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.:

Present trade bill contains provisions very harmful to independent wire draw-
ers and to small business, especially those in dual distribution Industries. Hope
you will consider amendment allowing small business to have their raw materials
cut off by Tariff Commission escape clause action, the right to appeal to Small
Business Administration for release.

JAMEs L. WALKER,
President, Davis Wire Corp.

JAOKSONvILLE, FLA., October 14, 1970.
Senator RUSsELL B. LoNo,
Senate Building,
Washington, D.C.:

Present trade bill contains provisions very harmful to independent wire draw-
ers and other small businesses especially those in dual distribution industries.
Hope you will consider amendment allowing small businesses who have their raw
material cut off by Tariff Commission escape clause action, the right to appeal
to Small Business Administration for relief.

D. M. BIsPLINoHoFr,
Vice President, Container Wire Products Co.

DA1Ls, Tax., October 14, 1970.
Hon. RussEm B. LoNo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Co mmittee,
Senate Building, Washington. D.C.:

Present trade bill contains provisions very harmful to independent wire
drawers and other small businesses especially those in dual distribution indus-
tries. Hope you will consider amendment allowing small businesses who have
their raw materials cut off by Tariff Commission escape clause action the right
to appeal to Small Business Administration for relief.

HALCO FENCE & WIE Co.

HARODSBURO, KY., October 12, 1970.
Hon. RussELL B. LONGa,
Chairman, Senate Finance Comm'ttee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.:

We urgently request your vote together should be for trade bill considered
together with social security amendment. We the garment workers of ILGWU
Local 584 need this very badly as do all other workers of the Nation.

ETHEL LAY,
Financial Secretary, Mercer Dress.

BRuNswIcK, GA., October 12, 1970.
Hon. RussELL B. LONo,
Chairman, Sena4e Finance .Committee,
Senate Offee Building, Washington, D.C.:

We urge you to vote for trade bill as part of social security amendment. This
legislation is of great Importance to all garment workers in Georgia and the
United States whose Jobs are affected by imports.

MARGARET WILKERSON,
President, Local 519, International Ladies Garment Workers Union.
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BRIMEPORT, CONN., October 13, 1970.

Senator RUSSEL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Offlce Building, Washington, D.C.:

We, the 2,000 cloak makers of Local 141 and 147, International Ladies Garment
Workers Union of the State of Connecticut, ,lrge you to please vote in favor
of the attachment of trade legislation to the pending social security bill now
pending before Senate Finance Committee.

FRAIK TRYOKOKxi,
Manager of Locals 141 and 167.

NASHVrLLE, TENN., October 18, 1970.
Hon. RUSSELL LONGO,
Chairman Senate O1lec Building,
Washington, D.C.:

I urge you to vote for the trade bill as part of the social security amend-
ment, we need legislation that will protect the garment workers who are affected
by Import.

MARY B. CAMERON,
State Director,

Tennessee International Ladies Garment Workers Union.

NEW YORK, N.Y., October 13, 1970.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONGO,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.:

Garment workers in the United States urgently need legislatures action to
safeguard them from mounting imports that threatened their jobs. In view of
the pressing problem recommend that the trade bill be considered together with
social security amendment.

GEORGE H. IRVINE, Manager.

NEW YORK, N.Y., October 13, 1970.
RUSSELL B. LONO,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Ofilce Building,
Washington, D.C.:

Garment workers have been increasingly affected by rising Imports. The sit-
uation Is critical.

Recommend therefore that you vote in favor of attaching the trade bill to
the social security amendments now considered by the Committee on Finance.

E. HOWARD MOLISAN,
Manager, Secretary, Local 48 ILGWU.

NEW YORK, N.Y., October 13, 1970.
RUSSELL B. LONO,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Offce Building,
Washington, D.C.:

National interest requires immediate consideration of the social security bill
coupled with the trade bill as part of a measure by the Finance Committee
on behalf of the 10,000 members of Local 91 of the International Ladies Garment
Workers Union. May I urge your assistance in this matter.

EDWARD SOHNEIDER,
Manager, Secretary, Local 91, ILGWU.

51-389 O--70-pt. 2-28
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UNION Crr, N.J., October 18, 1970.Senator RuSSELL B. LoNG,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building,
Waehington, D.O.:

Representing some 5000 workers of Local 133 ILGWU in the Hudson and
Bergen Counties in New Jersey we urge you to vote In favor of the attach.
ment of trade legislation to the pending social security bill now pending be.
fore the Senate Finance Committee.

MA TY VEURRL, President.
CARMELLA MOCARrY, Secretary.

JAMAICA, N.Y.,
October 18, 1970.

RUSSELL B. LONO,
Chalramn, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.O.:

Representing 2,500 members of the International Ladies Garment Workers
Union in Queens, Nassau, and Suffolk County, New York, I respectfully request
that you vote in favor of the attachment of trade legislation to the pending
social security bill now pending before the Senate Finance Committee.

IRVING Asm1ow, Manager, Local 129.

Los ANoELEs, CALIF., October 12, 1970.
Senator RUSSELL B. LoNO,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.: ,

The L. A. Cloak Joint Board, ILGWU, representing 3,000 members strongly
urges you to vote in favor of the attachment of trade legislation to the pending
social security bill now before the Senate Finance Committee.

Los ANGELES CLOAK JOINT BOARD, ILGWU,
I. STENzOE, General Manager.

Los Angeles, TaUf., October 19, 1970.
Senator RUSSELL B. LoNG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Offlee Building,
Wfaehington, D.C.:

On behalf of the thousands of our members ad their families we seek your
cooperation and approval for the attachment of trade legislation to the social
security bill now pending before your committee.

Los ANoGLES DREss & SPORTSWEAR JOINT BOARD, ILGWU,
LOoALS 84, 90, 97, 266, 482, 496, AND 45d,

SAM FoCHWARTZ, Manager.

LOCAL 35, ILGWU,
New York, N.Y., October 13, 1970.

Senator RUSSELL B. LoNo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

The welfare of garment workers affected by serious increases In Imports
while domestic production and employment are in doldrums. Recommend con-
sideration of the trade bill Jointly with social security amendments.

MoaIs KovL, Manager.
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INTERNATIONAL LADIES GARMENT WORKERS UNION,

Cleveland, Ohio, October 12, 1970.
Hon. RussELL B. LONo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.O.:

The garment workers in our country urgently request your favorable vote
for trade bill consideration Jointly with the social security amendment

SAM JANI,
Regional Director Vice President.

LOCAL 408 GARMENT WORKERS,
Fayretteville, Tenn., October 18, 1970.

Hon. RueSSLL LONG,
Chairman, U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.:

Urge your vote for trade bill as part of the social security amendment legisla-
tion cf paramount significance to all garment workers whose Jobs are affected by
imports.

TENN CHRISTINE SPECK, COPE Chairman.

Mount Airy, N.O., October 12,1970.
Hon. Russ LL B. LONo,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.O.:

Urge your total support of H.R. 18970 Trade Act of 1970 addendum to social
security bill before Senate Finance Committee. We cannot afford to lose any
more apparel jobs.

WILLIAM K. WOLTZ.

CLEVELAND JOINT BOARD ILGWU,
Cleveland, Ohio, October 12, 1970.

Hon. RussELL B. LoNGo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.O.:

We request that you vote for the trade bill added to the social security bill.
This legislation is urgently needed for the protection of American garment work-
ers whose jobs are threatened by foreign imports.

JAMES CARMODY, President.

LOCAL 98 ILGWU,
New York, N.Y., October 12,1970.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.O.:

Your vote urgently requested for trade bill consideration Jointly with social
security amendment. Needed badly by garment workers of this Nation.

HERBERT POKODNKE, Manager.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION or BLOusE- MANUFACTUrmS.
New York, N.Y., October 18, 1970.

Hon. RussELL B. LoNo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

Officers, board of governors and membership of National AssociatiOn of Blouse
Manufacturers strongly urge the passing of the trade bill curbing imports from
the Orient. Apparel industry has been seriously affected by avalanche of goods
coming into the States from these sources causing closedowns of local and sur-
rounding producing plants and widespread liquidation of businesses Immediate
affirmative action needed to halt this unfair competition.

I. D. HAMMER, Manager.
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LOCAL 472 ILGWU,

Lebanon, Ky., October 12, 1970.
Senator RussuL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.O.:

We urgently request your vote for trade bill consideration together with
social security amendment. All garment workers in Kentucky need this bill
very badly as well as all the rest of our Nation.

RUTH KEELING, Secretary.

LocAL 154 INTERNATIONAL LADIES GARMENT WORKERS UNION,
Staten Island, N.Y., October 12, 1970.

Senator RussELL B. LoNe,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

Garment workers in the United States urgently need legislative action to
safeguard them from mounting imports that threaten their Jobs. In view of the
pressing problem recommend that the trade bill be considered together with
social security amendments.

M. PRIMACK, Manager.

CORSET AND BRAssiza WORKERS UNION LOCAL 32 ILGWU,
New York, N.Y., October 12, 1970.

Hon. RussELL B. LONO,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

The Importance of the trade bill is such that it should be considered part
and parcel of the social security bill. It is of great concern to garment workers
suffering from the influx of Imports. I urge your support of this bill. -

JULUIs RAMIEREz, Manager.

LOCAL 562, ILGWU,
Cleveland, Ohio, October 12, 1970.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

Garment workers of America ask for your vote for the trade bill to be con-
sidered jointly with the social security bill.

RuBY HUNTER, President.

LOCAL 545, ILGWU,
Cleveland, Ohio, October 12, 1970.

Hon. RussELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

We request you vote for the trade bill and social security bill for the protec-
tion of garment workers in the United States.

H. DOROTHY RHODES, President.

LOCAL 590, ILGWU,
Cleveland, Ohio, October 12, 1970.

Hon. RussELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

American Garment Workers request your favorable vote on the trade bill
along with the social security bill. SRUTH KE NE, President.
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INTERNATIONAL LADIES GARMENT WORKER8 UNION,.

Bardstown, Ky., October It, 1970.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairmat% Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

Your vote urgently requested for trade bill consideration together with social
security amendment needed badly by garment workers In Kentucky as well as
the other States.

Mrs. ALTA YouNo.

ALABAMA APPAREL INDUSTRIES,
Montgomery, Ala.

Senator RUSSELL LoNo,
ChairmatN Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

As president of the Alabama Apparel Industries Association I wish to let
you know of our support of H.R. 18970 the Trade Act of 1970 and respectfully
request you to use all your influence to have the bill reported favorably by the
Senate Finance Committee as soon as possible as an amendment to the social
security amendment bill n3w pending in your committee. Your cooperation is
most sincerely appreciated.

Sincerely,
HOWARD SIMON, President.

LOCAL 540 ILGWU,
Cleveland, Ohio, October 12,. 1970.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LoNo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

American garment workers request your affirmative vote for the trade bill
jointly with the social security bill.

MARJORIE FLUHARTY.

LOCAL 481, LADIES GARMENT,
Glasgow, Ky., October 12,1970.

Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

DEAB SIR: We would like to urge you to vote in favor of trade bill consideration
together with the social security amendment. These bills needed badly by all
Garment Workers of America.

C. G. MoaaIsoN, Secretary.

LOCAL 62 ILGWU,
New York, N.Y., 12,1970.

RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman. Senate Finanwe Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

Garment workers increasingly affected by rising imports situation critical
therefore recommend you vote in favor of attaching trade bill to social security
amendment now being considered by the Committee on Finance with
appreciation.

MATrw SooENwAw, Manager.
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Looms 57,77, ILGWU,

Jamaica, N.Y., October 12,1970.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LoNo,
Chairman Seate Finance Committee,
Wo.shiton, D.C.:

On behalf of the Queens and Nassau County Locals 57 & 77 ILGWU and Its
membership who are employed in producing garments for women and children
we request your support for passage of trade bill together with social security
amendment as part of the same measure national Interest demands that this be
done.

RIOHARD R. OmnoNE, Manager.

DRass JOINT BOARD, ILGWU,
Phadclphia, Pa., October 12, 1970.

Hon. RusSAw B. LONG,
CTairmans Senate Finance Committee,
Wwh4ngtoi% D.C.:

We urge you to vote for the trade bill and the social security bill as a single
measure essential for the welfare of garment workers throughout the Nation.

_WrLLiC RosS, Manager.

LOCAL 23-25, ILGWU,
New York, N.Y., October 12, 1970.

RUSsELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,Washinton, D.C7.:

The welfare of garment workers affected by serious increase of imports while
domestic production and employment are in doldrums Recommend the considera-
tion of the trade bill Jointly with social security amendment.

SHELLY APPLETON, Vice President.

LOCAL 500, ILOWU,
(Cleveland, Ohio, October 12, 1970.

Hon. RussELL B. LoNo,
OCalrma*, Senate Finance Committee,
Wash4ngton, D.C.:

Your affirmative vote for the trade bill along with the social security bill is
urgently needed by workers In the American Garment Industry.

JOANN HuTR.s.

SOUTHERN MisSouIu ARKANSAS DISmxICT,
CoUNCn, ILGWU,

Little Rock, Ark., October 12, 1970.
Senator RussELL LONG,
Chairman, Finance Committee,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR LoNG: Your vote urgently requested for trade bill consideration
Jointly with social security. Amendment needed badly for garment workers of
this Nation.

Sincerely,
RIALDO PANCzrA, Manager.

LOCAL 308, ILGWU,
Cartersville, Ga., October IS, 1970.

Hon. RussELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Oommittee,
Washington, D.C.:

We urge you to vote for the trade bill as part of the social security amend-
ment. This legislation is of great Importance to all garment workers in Georgia
and the United States whose Jobs are affected by imports.

T. E. CoKza, President.
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DRESS AND WAIST PRE8SSs UNION,

LOOAL 60-60A ILGWU,
New York, N.Y., October 13, 1970.

Senator RussLL, B. LoNG,
Chairman Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

Strongly urge your vote for the trade bill as part of the social security amend-
ments. Legislation Is of paramount significance to all garment workers whose
Jobs are affected by imports.

SIDNEr GooD, Manager-Secretary.

UNITED Tuxrlu. WORKERS OF AMEaIOA,
Aeheville, N.C., October 1, 1970.

Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Finance Cqmmnitee,
Washington, D.C.:

We urge your support of bill H.R. 1870 as an amendment to social security
legislation. We urge earliest possible committee action. This bill is vital to the
textile workers Job and the well being of the industry.

Roy S. WHIrMIBE,
Southern Codirector.

DRESSMAKERS UNION LOOAL 22, ILGWU,
New York, N.Y., October 13, 1970.

Hon. RussrLL B. LoNo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

On behalf of the Dressmakers Union Local 22 ILGWU representing 12,000
workers employed in the manufacture of clothes for women and children, we
want you to know that we are seriously affected by mounting imports. The
situation is critical. For this reason we strongly urge you to vote in favor of
Joint consideration of the trade bill together with social security amendments
now pending before the Senate Finance Committee.

ISRAEL BaEsLOw, Secretary-Manager.

TRENTON, N.J., October 13,1970.
Sen. Russsu, B. LONo,
Chairman, Finanoo Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.:

National interest requires consideration of the social security bill coupled
with the trade bill as part of a single measure by the finance committee. Urge
your assistance in this matter.

ANTHONY MORGANO, Distrot Manager,
District Council, Local 721-228 ILOWU.

JACKSON, TENN., October 13,1970.
Hon. RUSSELL LoNO,
Senate Offloe Building,
Washington, D.C.:

I urge your vote for trade bill as part of social security. This legislation is
of great significance to all garment workers.

Mrs. LILLIAN KOLWYK,
Vice President, Stato Labor Counoil.
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NEw YORK, N.Y., October 13, 1970.

Hon. RussLL B. LONG,
Chairmat, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Oloo Building, Washington, D.C.,

Popular Priced Dress Manufacturers Group, Inc., the largest association of
dress manufacturers which is comprised of approximately 200 companies en-
gaged in the manufacture of volume priced women's dresses In the United States
urges you and your committee to take favorable action in attaching the new trade
bill to the social security bill now pending before your committee. Immediate
action on the trade bill is absolutely necessary in order that proper protections
be afforded to American industry. Any delay past this session of Congress could
have disastrous results upon the apparel industry because of the uncontrolled
and uninterrupted influx of Imports.

NAT BoRisKIN, Exective Director.

NEw YORK, N.Y., October 13, 1970.
RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Comenittee,
Senate 0Ofice Building, Washington, D.C.

The members of the Cutters Union Local 10 of the I.L.G.W.U. strongly solicit
your support for the passage by the Senate Finance Committee of the social
security amendments coupled with appropriate trade legislation. Mounting im-
ports of closing in parallel jobs in these critical times. Your help in stopping
Job erosion in our industry is of paramount importance.

ABE DOLOEN, Manager-Secfetary.

NEW YORK, N.Y., October 13, 1970.
Senator RusSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate 0171cc Building, Wahington, D.C.

In the name of the Cloak and Suit Operators Union Local 117 I.L.G.W.U.
and the 3,000 members whom we represent, we urge you to please vote for the
trade bill as part and parcel of the social security amendments now pending
before your committee and which Is essential to national welfare and the wel-
fare of the garment workers.

NAT WINDMAN, Manager-Secretary,
MOE ZIMMERMAN, Chairman,

OcToBER 13, 1970.
Senator RusswL B. LONO,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.:

Over 5,000 members of the joint board, Cloak, Skirt and Dressmakers Union
have been increasingly affected by rising imports. The situation Is critical. Recom-
mend therefore, that you vote in favor of attaching the trade bill to the social
security amendments now considered by the Committee on Finance.

PHILIP KRAMER,
Manager, Boston Joint Board ILOWU.
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NEw YoRK, N.Y., OvOBEB 1$, 1970.

RUSSELL B. LONe,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.:

Garment workers in United States urgently need legislative action to safeguard
them from mounting imports that threaten their jobs. In view of pressing
problem recommend that the trade bill be considered jointly with social security
amendments.

A. FwiK GAMr,
Manager Local 64 ILGWU.

NEw YOBK, N.Y., October 18, 1970.
HON. RUSSELL LONo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Offioe Building, Washington, D.C.:

As representative for 200 manufacturers producing over 60 percent of U.S.
productions of women's coats and suits and employing 40,000 manufacturing
workers members of International Ladies Garment Workers Unions we urge
your committee's prompt action this session favoring trade bill as approved by
House Ways and Means Committee in order to safeguard our American industry
and American wage earners from damaging competition of low wage countries.

RIOHAsD B. LCavy,
Manager, New York Coat tf Suit Association, Inc.

TOccoA, GA., October 13, 1970.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman o Senate Finance Committee,
Office Building, Washington, D.C.:

The officers and members of the International Ladies Garment Workers Union
request you support the trade bill of the social security amendment. The garment
workers of Georgia are affected by all imports.

LUCILL SENn uL, President.

ELBERTON, GA., October 13, 1970.
Hon. RussEjL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Commission,
Senate Occ Building, Washington, D.C.:

We urge you to vote for bill as part of social security amendment. This legisa.-
tion is of great Importance to all garment workers in Georgia and United States
where jobs are affected by imports.

SARA BOWEN,
President, Local 574, International Ladie*' Garment Workers' Union.

DuQUOIN, ILL., October 13, 1970.
Senator RUSSELL LoNo,
Chairman, Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.:

Your vote urgently requested for trade bill consideration Jointly so social
security amendment needed badly for garment workers of this Nation.

MILDRED WADE,
Southern District Council ILGWU.

CANTON, GA., October 13, 1970.
Senator RUSSELL B. LONo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
New Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.:

Urge you use your influence to attach the trade bill as a rider to the social
security bill. One Canton plant now shut down, employing 800 plus, as compared
with 1,200 plus before increase in low-wage foreign textile imports. Thank you
for your consideration and support.

Louis L. JoNEs, Jr.,
President, Canton Te:tile Mills, Inc.
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NEW YORK, N.Y., October 13, 1870.

Senator RUsSELL B. LONO,
Chairman, Senate Finance CJommittee,
Senate Office Building, Wahington, D.C.:

Please vote in favor of the attachment of trade legislation of the pend'.ng
social security bill now pending before the Senate Finance Committee.

WILLIAM 80HWARTZ,
Manager, Local AYY I.L.G.W.U.

NEW YORK, N.Y., October 13, 1970.Senator RUaSSEL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.:

We urge you to support the adoption of the trade bill regulating Imports of
textiles and apparel together with social security amendments now under con-
sideration by the Finance Committee essential to safeguard Jobs of men and
women working in this domestic industry from the ravages caused by Imports.
Thank you.

DouoLAs LxVIN,
Manager, Office and Distribution Employce Union, Local 99, ILOWU.

WEST HAVERSTRAW, N.Y., October 13, 1970.
Senator RUSSELL B. LONO,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.:

Orderly Imports of textile and apparel goods required. Trade Act of 1970-
H.R. 1797-will provide necessary help. Please report it out of your committee
this session.

G. C. RIOHMOND,
U.S. Plastic and Chemical Corp.

OTTAWA, KANS., October 18, 1970.
Senator RussnLr LONG,
Chairman, Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.:

Your vote for trade bill and social security amendment urgently needed by all
garment workers of this nation.

WAUNITA PLATT,
President, Mo-Ken-Ncb District Council ILGWU.

NEW YORK, N..Y., October 13, 1970.
Hon. RussLL B. LoNG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Bulding, Washington, D.C.:

Affiliated Dress Manufacturers, Inc., an association made up of approximately
150 companies engaged in the manufacturing of higher priced women's dresses
in the United States urges you and your committee to take favorable action in
attaching the new trade bill to the social security bill now pending before your
committee. Immediate action on the trade bill is absolutely necessary in order
that proper protections be afforded to American industry. Any delay past this
session of Congress could have disastrous result upon the apparel industry
because of the uncontrolled and uninterrupted Influx of imports.

ALzx REDIN, Bzecutive Director.
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Nzw YoRK, N.Y., October J3, 1970.

RUssKLL B. Logo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Buiding, Washington, D.A.:

Your vote for social security amendments coupled with the trade bill is of great
importance to workers in this nation particularly In the garment industry.

JOSHUA FOGE14
Manager, Local 82 ILOWU 340.

BALTiMOmR, Mn., October 13, 1970.
Hon. RussELm LoNo,
Senate Office Building,
Wash4ngton D.C.:

Your assistance is urgently solicited in assuring the passage of the social
security amendments together with the trade legislation as part of a single bill
to be reported by the Senate Finance Committee our organization and our
members employed in the manufacture of women's and children's garments is
vitally concerned that this be done.

/ AN~GLA BAMRAOE,
Vice President, International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union

MADISONVILL, Tr NN., October 13, 1970.
Hon. RusswL. LoONG,
Charman, Senate F;nance Committee,
Senate Offl e Building, Washington, D.C.:

Urge your vote for the trade bill as part of the social security amendment
legislative of parchment significance to all garment workers whose Jobs are
affected by Imports.

OFFIRaS AND MEMBERS OF LOcAL 444 ILGWU,
Madisonwille, Tenm.

Niew YoRK, N.Y., October 13,1970.
Hon. RussL, LoNo,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.:

Our trade association Is comprised of and represents 375 dress contracting
firms employing 18,000 workers who are members of the ILOWU. The low wages
of other countries exporting wearing apparel to the United States are having a
disastrous effect upon our Industry. We, therefore, strongly urge that you and your
committee act favorably on the trade bill as approved by the House Ways and
Means Committee (the Honorable Wilbur Mills, Chairman), so that we safeguard
the livelihoods of the workers in our Industry. Prompt action at this session is
urgently needed as the very survival of the garment industry is at stake.

AROLD &mwiDoc,
Bueoutive Director, Popular Price Dress Oongraotor Association, Inc.

WiLKas-B Am, PA., October 13,1970.
Hon. Russ=L LoNG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.A.:

Our trade association is comprised of and represents 175 dress contracting
firms employing 15,000 workers who are members of the ILOWU. The low wages
of other countries exporting wearing apparel to the United States are having a
disastrous affect upon our industry. We are one of the largest industries in
northeastern Pennsylvania and are the mainstay of the economy of the formally
distressed area. We, therefore, strongly urge that you and your committee act
favorably on the trade bill as approved by the House Ways and Means Committee
"The Honorable Wilbur Mills, Chairman," so that we safeguard the livelihood of
the workers in our industry. Prompt action at this session is urgently needed as
the very survival of the garment Industry is at stake.

Lours CAurm,
President, Asoolated Independent Dress Makers of Pem"w.ia
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HENDERsoN, TENN., Ootober 13, 1970.

Hon. RussmL LONG,
Chairman , Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.:

Urge your vote for trade bill as part of social security amendment legislation
of paramount signiflicants to all garment workers whose job are effected by
imports.

GEN. PICKET,
Oheeter Fuliington Local 478, Soottshill, Tenn.

BLADrNsBURO, MD., October 13, 1790.
Senator RussELL LONO,
Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Building, Washington, D.C.:

Present trade bill contains provisions very harmful to our company and others
who are competing with big steel corporations engaged in dual distribution. If
our supply of raw steel is cut off by the Tariff Commission escape clause action
we must have right to appeal to SBA for relief. Thousands of U.S. workers are
employed nationwide In independent steel fabricating firms such as ours. Please
protect ts

CLYDmE A. LONo,
President, National Fence Manufacturing Co., Ina

JAMESTOWN, N.C., October 13,1970.
Hon. RussezL LoNo,
Senate Office Building,
Wa, Mngton, D.C.:

Present trade bill contains provision very harmful to independent wire drawers
and other small businesses, especially in dual distribution industries. Hope you
will consider amendment allowing small businesses to have raw materials cut off
by Tariff Commission escape clause action the right to appeal to Small Business
Administration for relief.

PowERs WIRE STAPLE CO.,
E. E. BARNEs.

TULSA, OKLA, October 13, 1970.Hoi. RussELL B. LonG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Oifce Building, Washington, D.O.:

Our organization strongly opposes any attempt to part of Senate Finance
Committee to tack the trade bill to the social security bill now before the
committee. The Joining of totally unrelated bills Is unwarranted and would
not allow adequate hearings on this legislation.

The Metropolitan Tulsa Chamber of Commerce also favors separation of
DISC from 1970 trade legislation as we feel this proposal has great merit in
furthering the Nation's export position.

DoN TuRNER.
President, Metropolitan Tulsa Chamber of Commerce.
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OAK Gsovz, LA., October 9,1970.

Hon. RUSSELL B. lONo,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.O.:

Re Trade Act of 1971, the Louisiana Soybean Association representing the soy-
bean growers of Louisiana is concerned that restrictive action such as that
proposed in the Trade Act of 1970 may limit the potential for increased sale of
soybeans and soybean products in one of two ways by retaliation in the form of
new trade barriers or by lack of funds with which to buy because of reduced
trade currency, approximately 95 percent of all soybeans grown in Louisiana are
exported and any restrictions In the export of soybeans would seriously affect
Louisiana farmers in addition to the large export of soybeans through our ports
at New Orleans and Baton Rouge. It Is our hope tha-t trdde restrictions can
be eliminated or reduced considerably.

HARRY JE. H NDIUSoN,
President Louisiana SoVbean Assooation.
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APPENDIX A

91"TCONGRESS I I
2DS H 17550

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

SP'r=3n 18,1970
Referred to the Committee on Finance and ordered to be printed

AMENDMENT
Intended to be proposed by Mr. HoLLIxos to H.R. 17550,

an Act to amend the Social Security Act to provide increases
in benefits, to improve computation methods, and to raise

the earnings base under the old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance system, to make improvements in the medicare,
medicaid, and maternal and child health programs with em-

phasis upon improvements in the operating effectiveness of

such programs, and for other purposes, viz: At the end
of the bill insert the following new sections:

5 TITLE I-AMENDMENTS TO THE
6 TRADE EXPANSION ACT OF 1962

7 CHAPTER'I-TRADE AGREEMENTS

8 SEC. 101. BASIC AUTHORITY FOR TRADE AGREEMENTS.

9 (a) Section 201 (a) (1) of the TraJe Expansion Act of

10 1962 (19 U.S.C. 1821 (a) (I)) is amended by striking out

11 "July 1, 1967" and inserting in lieu thereof "July 1, 1973".

Amdt. No. 925 (Amdt. 1009 intrwiuced by Senator
Thurmond is identical with this amendment)
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1 (b) Section 201 (b) (1) of such Act is amended to

2 read as follows:

3 "(1) decreasing any rate of duty--

4 "(A) in order to carry out a trade agreement

5 entered into before July 1, 1967, to a rate below

6 50 percent of the rate existing on July 1, 1912; or

7 "(B) in order to carry out a trade agreement

8 entered into after June 30, 1967, and before

9 July 1, 1973, to a rate below the lower of-

10 "(i) the rate 20 percent below the rate

11 existing on July 1, 1967; or

12 "(ii) the rate 2 percent ad valorem (or

13 ad valorem equivalent) below the rate exist-

14 ing on July 1, 1967; or".

15 (c) Sections 202, 211 (a) and (c), 212, 213 (a), and

16 221 of such Act are each amended by striking out "201

17 (b) (1)" and inserting in lieu thereof "201 (b) (1) (A) ".

18 (d) Section 256 of such Act (19 U.S.C. 1886) is

19 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

20 paragraph:

21 "(8) The term 'existing on July 1, 1967', as ap-

22 plied to a rate of duty, refers to the lowest nonpreferen-

23 tial rate of duty (however established, and even though

24 temporarily suspended by Act of Congress or otherwise)

2,5 existing on such date or (if lower) the lowest non-
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1 preferential rate to which the United States was corn-

2 fitted on July 1, 1967, and with respect to which a

3 proclamation was in effect on July 1, 1970."

4 SEC. 102. STAGING REQUIREMENTS

5 (a) Section 253 (a) of the Trade Expansion Act of

6 1962 (19 U.S.C. 1883) is amended by striking out "trade

7 agreement under this title" and inserting in lieu thereof

8 "trade agreement entered into before July 1, 1967, under

9 this title".

10 (b) Section 253 (c) of such Act is amended by striking

11 out "trade agreement entered into under section 201 (a)"

12 and inserting in lieu thereof "trade agreement entered into

13 before July 1, 1967, under this title".

14 (c) Section 253 of such Act is amended by redesignat-

15 ing subsection (d) as subsection (e) and by inserting after

16 subsection (c) the following new subsection:

17 "(d) Except as otherwise provided in section 254, the

18 aggregate reduction in the rate of duty on any article which

19 is in effect on any day pursuant to a trade agreement entered

20 into under this title after June 30, 1967, and before July 1,

21 1973, shall not exceed the aggregate reduction which would

22 have been in effect on such day if-

23 "(1) one-half of the aggregate reduction under

24 such agreement for such article had taken effect on the

1-$o 0 - 70 - Pt.2 - 20
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1 date of the first proclamation pursuant to section 201 (a)

2 to carry out such trade agreement, and

3 "(2) the remaining one-half of such aggregate re-

4 duction had taken effect 1 year after the date referred

5 to in paragraph (1).

6 In applying the preceding sentence to any article, if, on

7 the date referred to in paragraph (1) of the preceding sen-

8 tence, there remained reductions pursuant to a prior trade

9 agreement which had not yet taken effect, such remaining

10 reductions shall be deemed to be included within the aggre-

11 gate reduction under the trade agreement entered into after

12 June 30, 1967, and before July 1, 1973."

13 (d) Subsection (e) of such section 253 (as redesignated

14 by subsection (o) of this section) is amended-

15 (1) by striking out "a reduction takes effect" and

16 inserting in lieu thereof "a reduction under any trade

17 agreement entered into under this title takes effect"; and

18 (2) by striking out "subsection (c)" in paragraph

19 (2) thereof and inserting in lieu thereof "subsection

20 (c) or (d) (2)".

21 SEC. 103. FOREIGN IMPORT RESTRICTIONS AND DIS.

22 CRIMINATORY ACTS.

23 (a) Section 252 (a) (3) of the Trade Expansion Act of

24 1962 (19 U.S.O. 1882 (a) (3)) is amended by striking out

25 the word "agricultUral" each place it appears.
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I (b) Section 252 (b) of such Act is amended by striking

2 out "or" at the end of paragraph (1), by adding "or" at

3 the end of paragraph (2), and by adding after paragraph

4 (2) the following new paragraph:

5 "(3) provides subsidies (or other incentives hay-

6 ing the effect of subsidies) on its expor t4 of one or

7 more products to other foreign markets which unfairly

8 affect sales of the competitive United States product or

9 products to those other foreign markets,".

-10 (c) Section 252 (b) of such Act is further amended by

11 striking out "or" at the end of clause (A), by striking out

12 the period at the end of clause (B) and inserting in lieu

13 thereof ", or", and by adding at the end thereof the follow-

14 ing new clause:

15 "(0) notwithstanding any provision of any trade

16 agreement under this Act and to the extent he deems

17 necessary and appropriate, impose duties or other import

18 restrictions on the products of any foreign country or in-

19 strumentality maintaining such nontariff trade restrio-

20 tions, engaging in such acts or policies, or providing

21 such incentives when he deems such duties and other im-

22 port restrictions necessary and appropriate to prevent

23 the establishment or obtain the removal of such restrio-

24 tions, as, policies, or incentives and to provide access
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1 for United States products to foreign markets on an

2 equitable basis."

3 (d) Section 252 (c) of such Act is amended by striking

4 out "President may" and inserting in lieu thereof "Presi-

5 dent shall".

6 (e) Section 252 (c) (1) of such Act is amended to

7 read as follows:

8 "(1) impose duties or other import restrictions

9 on, or suspend, withdraw, or prevent the application

10 of trade agreement concessions to, products of such

11 country or instrumentality, or".

12 (f) The heading of such section is amended to read

13 as follows:

14 "SEC. 252. FOREIGN IMPORT RESTRICTIONS AND DIS-

15 CHIMINATORY ACTS."

16 SEC. 104. DETERMINATIONS AND IMPORT ADJUSTMENTS

17 FOR SAFEGUARDING NATIONAL SECURITY.

18 (a) The second sentence of section 232 (b) of the Trade

19 Expansion Act of 1962 (19 U.S.C. 1862 (b)) is amended

20 by striking out the period at the end thereof and inserting

21 the following: ": Provided, however, That any adjustment

22 of imports shall not be accomplished by the imposition or

23 increase of any duty, or of any fee or charge having the

24 effect of a duty."

25 ((b) Section 232 (b) of such Act is further amended by
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1 adding at the end thereof the following new sentence: "In

2 the easd of any investigation under this subsection initiated

3 by request or application, the Director shall make and an-

4 niounce the determination required by this subsection not

5 later than 1 year after the date on which sucji request or

6 application was made."

7 (c) The amendment made by subsection (b) shall

8 apply with respect to requests or applications made to the

9 Director of the Office of Emergency Preparedness under

10 section 232 (b) of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 on or

11 after January 1, 1968; except that, in the case of such a

12 request or application made more than 1 year before the

13 date of the enactment of this Act, the determination required

14 by such section 232(b) shall be made on or before the

15 60th day after such date of enactment.

16 CHAPTER 2-TARIFF ADJUSTMENT AND

17 ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE

18 SEC. 111. PETITIONS AND DETERMINATIONS.

19 (a) Section 301 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962

20 (19 U.S.C. 1901) is amended to read as follows:

21 "SEC. 301. PETITIONS AND DETERMINATIONS.

22 " (a) (1) A petition for tariff adjustment under section

23 351 may be filed with the Tariff Commission by a trade

24 association, firm, certified or recognized union, or other rep-

r2sentative of an industry.
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1 "('2) A petition for a determination of eligibility to

2 apply for adjustment assistance under chapter 2 may be

3 filed with the Presidenit by a firm or its representative, and

4 a petition for a determination of eligibility to apply for ad-

5 justment assistance under chapter 3 may be filed with the

6 President by a group of workers or by their certified or

7 recognized union or other duly authorized representative. A

8 petition filed under this paragraph by or on behalf of a group

9 of workers shall apply only with respect to individuals who

10- are, or who have been within 1 year before the date of filing

11 of such petition, employed regularly in the firm involved.

12 "(b) (1) Upon the request of the President, upon reso-

13 lution of either the Committee on Finance of the Senate or

14 the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Repre-

15 sentatives, upon its own motion, or upon the filing of a peti-

16 tion under subsection (a) (1), the Tariff Commission shall

17 promptly make an investigation to determine whether an

18 article is being imported into the United States in such in-

19 creased quantities, either actual or relative, as to contribute

20 substantially (whether or not such increased imports are

21 the major factor or the primary factor) toward causing or

22 threatening to cause serious injury to the domestic industry

23 producing articles like or directly competitive with the im-

24 ported article.

25 "(2) In arriving at a determination under paragraph
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1 (1), the Tariff Commission, without excluding other factors,

2 shall take into consideration a downward trend of produc-

3 tion, prices, profits, or wages in the domestic industry con-

4 corned, a decline in sales, an increase in unemployment or

5 underemployment, an increase in imports, either actual or

6 relative to domestic production, a higher or growing inven-

7 tory, and a decline in the proportion of the domestic market

8 supplied by domestic producers.

9 "(3) For purposes of paragraph (1), the term 'domes-

10 tic industry producing articles like or directly competitive

11 with the imported article' means that portion or subdi-

12 vision of the producing organizations manufacturing, as-

13 sembling, processing, extracting, growing, or otherwise

14 producing like or directly competitive articles in commercial

15 quantities. In applying the preceding sentence, the Tariff

16 Commission shall (so far as practicable) distinguish or sepa-

17 rate the operations of the producing organizations involving

18 the like or directly competitive articles referred to in such sen-

19 tence from the operations of such organizations involving

20 other articles.

21 "(4) If a majority of the Commissioners present and

22 voting make an affirmative injury determination under para-

23 graph (1), the Commissioners voting for such affirmative

24 injury determination shall also determine the amount of the

25 increase in, or imposition of. any duty or other import re-
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1 striction on such article which is necessary to prevent or

2 remedy such injury. For purposes of this title, a remedy

3 determination by a majority of the Commissioners voting for

4 the affirmative injury determination shall be treated as tlhe

5 remedy determination of the Tariff Commission.

6 "(5) If a majority of the Commissioners present and

7 voting make an affirmative injury determination under para-

8 graph (1), the Commissioners voting for such affirmative

9 injury determination shall make an additional determination

10 under this paragraph which shall consist of determining (i)

11 whether either the criteria in subparagraph (A) or the

12 criteria in subparagraph (B) are met, and, if so, (ii)

13 whether the criteria in subparagraph (C) are met.

14 "(A) Imports of the article under investigation

15 constituted more than 15 percent of apparent United

16 States consumption of the article in the first calendar

17 year preceding the calendar year in which the investiga-

18 tion was instituted, the ratio of imports of such article to

19 consumption for such first preceding calendar year in-

20 creased absolutely by at least 3 percentage points over

21 the corresponding ratio for the second calendar year

22 preceding the calendar year in which the investigation

23 was instituted, and the ratio of imports of such article to

consumption for such first preceding calendar year in-

25 creased absolutely by at least 5 percentage points over
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1 the corresponding ratio for the third calendar year pre-

2 ceding the calendar year in which the investigation was

3 instituted.

4 "(B) As a result of increased imports (i) domestic

5 production of the like or directly competitive product

6 is declining or is likely to decline so as to substantially

7 affect the ability of domestic producers to continue to

8 produce the like or directly competitive product at a

9 level of reasonable profit, and (ii) production workers'

10 jobs, man-hours worked, or wages paid production

11 workers in the domestic production- bf the like or di-

12 rectly competitive product are declining substantially

13 or are likely to decline substantially.

14 "(0) (i) The imported article is offered for sale

15 at prices which are substantially below those prevailing

16 for like or directly competitive products of comparable

17 quality produced in the United States and constitutes

18 an increasing proportion of apparent domestic con-

19 sumption, and (ii) the unit labor costs attributable to

20 producing the imported article are substantially below

21 those attributable to producing like or competitive arti-

22 cles in the United States.

23 For purposes of section 351 (a), the Tariff Commission

24 shall be deemed to have made an additional affirmative

25 determination under this paragraph if a majority of the
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1 Commissioners voting for the affirmative injury determina-

2 tion under paragraph (1) determine that (i) the criteria in

3 subparagraph (A) or the criteria in subparagraph (B) are

4 met, and (ii) the criteria in subparagraph (0) are met.

5 "(6) In the course of any proceeding initiated undet

6 paragraph (1), the Tariff Commission shall investigate an ,

7 factors which in its judgment may be contributing to in-

8 creased imports of the article under investigation; and,

9 whenever in the course of its investigation the Tariff Cor-

10 mission has reason to believe that the increased imports are

11 attributable in part to circumstances vhich come within the

12 purview of the Antidumping Act, 1921, section 303 or 337

13 of the Tariff Act of 1930, or other remedial provisions of

14 law, the Tariff Commission shall promptly notify the appro-

15 priate agency and take such other action as it deems appro-

16 priate in connection therewith.

17 "(7) In the course of any proceeding initiated under

18 paragraph (1), the Tariff Commission shall, after reasonable

1V notice, hold public hearings and shall afford interested parties

20 opportunity to be present, to present evidence, and to be

21 heard at such hearings.

22 "(8) The Tariff Commision shall report to the Presi-

23 dent the determinations and other results of each investiga-

24 tion under this subsection, including any dissenting Ir

25 separate views, and any action taken under paragraph (6$.
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1 "(9) The report of the Tariff Commission of its deter-

2 minations under this subsection shall be made at the earliest

3 .practicable time, but not later than 6 months after the date on

4 which the petition is filed (or the date on which the request

5 or resolution is received or the motion is adopted, as the case

6 may be). Upon making such report to the President, the

7 Tariff Commission shall promptly make public such report,

8 and shall cause a summary thereof to be published in the

9 Federal Register.

10 "(10) No' investigation for the purposes of this subsec-

11 tion shall be made, upon petition filed under subsection (a)

12 (1), with respect to the same subject matter as a previous

13 investigation under this subsection, unless 1 year has elapsed

14 since the Tariff Commission made its report to the President

15 bf the results of such previous investigation.

.16 "(c) (1) In the case of a petition by a firm for a de-

17 termination of eligibility to apply for adjustment assistance

18 under chapter 2, the President shall determine whet-her an

19 article like or directly competitive with an article produced

20 by the firm, or an appropriate subdivision thereof, is being

21 imported into the United States in such increased quantities,

22 either actual or relative, as to contribute substantially

23 (whether or not such increased imports are the major factor

24 or the primary factor) toward causing or threatening to

25 cause serious injury to such firm or subdivision. In making
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1 such determination the President shall take into account all

2 economic factors which he considers relevant, including idling

3 of productive facilities, inability to operate at a level of rea-

4 sonable profit, and unemployment or underemployment.

5 "(2) In the case of a petition by a group of workers for

6 a determination of eligibility to apply for adjustment assist-

7 ance. under chapter 3, the President shall determine whether

8 an article like or directly competitive with an article pro-

9 duced by such workers' firm, or an appropriate subdivision

10 thereof, is being imported into the United States in such

11 increased quantities, either actual or relative, as to contribute

12 substantially (whether or not such increased imports are the

13 major factor or the primary factor) toward causing or

14 threatening to cause unemployment or underemployment of

15 a significant number or proportion of the workers of such

16 firm or subdivision.

17 "(3) In order to assist him in making the determinations

19 referred to in paragraphs (1) and (2) with respect to a

19 firm or group of workers, the President shall promptly trans-

20 mit to the Tariff Commission a copy of each petition filed

21 under subsection (a) (2) and, not later than 5 days after

22 the date on which the petition is filed, shall request the

23 Tariff Commission to conduct an investigation relating to

24 questions of fact relevant to such determinations and to make

25 a report of the facts disclosed by such investigation. In his
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1 request, the President may specify the particular kinds of

2 data which he deems appropriate. Upon receipt of the Presi-

3 dent's request, the Tariff Commission shall promptly institute

4 the investigation and promptly publish notice thereof in the

5 Federal Register.

6 "(4) In the course of any investigation under para-

7 graph (3), the Tariff Commission shall, after reasonable

8 notice, hold a public hearing, if such hearing is requested

9 (not later than 10 days after the date of the publication of

10 its notice under paragraph (3)) by the petitioner or any

11 other interested person, and shall afford interested persons

12 an opportunity to be present, to produce evidence, and to

13 be heard at such hearing.

14 "(5) The report of the Tariff Commission of the facts

15' disclosed by its investigation under paragraph (3) with

16 respect to a firm or group of workers shall be made at the

17 earliest practicable time, but not later than 60 days alter

18 the date on which it receives the request of the President

19 under paragraph (3)."

20 (b) (1) For purposes of section 301 (b) (1) of the

21 Trade Expansion Act of 1962, reports made by the -Tariff

22 Commission during the 1-year period ending on the date

23 of the enactment of this Act shall be treated as having been

24 made before the beginning of such period.

25 (2) Any investigation by the Tariff Commission
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1 under subsection (b) or (c) of section 301 of the Trade

2 Expansion Act of 1962 (as in effect before the date of the

3 enactment of this Act) which is in progress immediately

4 before such date of enactment shall be continued under such

5 subsection (b) or (c) (as amended by subsection (a) of

6 this section) in the same manner as if the investigation had

7 been instituted originally under the provisions of such sub-

8 section (b) or (c) (as so amended). For purposes oi

. section 301 (b) (9) or (c) (5) of the Trade Expansion Act

10 of 1962 (as added by subsection (a) of this section) the

11 petition for any investigation to which the preceding sentence

12 applies shall be treated as having been filed, or the request

13 or resolution as having been received or the motion having

14 been adopted, as the case may be, on the date of the enact-

15 meant of this Act.

16 (3) If, on the date of the enactment of this Act, the

17 President has not taken any action with respect to any re-

18 port of the Tariff Commission containing an affirmative deter-

19 mination resulting from an investigation undertaken by it

20 pursuant to section 301 (c) (1) or (2) of the Trade Expan-

21 sion Act of 1962 (as in effect before the date of the enact-

22 ment of this Act) such report shall be treated by the Presi-

23 dent as a report received by him under section 301 (c) (5)

24 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 (as added by subsec-

25 tion (a) of this section) on the date of the enactment of

26 this Act.
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1 SEC. 112. PRESIDENTIAL ACTION WITH RESPECT TO AD-

2 JUSTMENT ASSISTANCE.

3 (a) Section 302 (a) of the Trade Expansion Act of

4 1962 (19 U.S.C. 1902 (a)) is amended to read as fol-

5 lows:

6 "(a) (1) If after receiving a report from the Tariff

7 Commission containing an affirmative injury determination

8 under section 301 (b) with respect to any industry, the Pres-

9 ident provides tariff adjustment for such industry pursuant

10 to section 351 or 352, he may-

11 "(A) provide, with respect to such industry, thut

12 its firms may request the Secretary of Commerce for cer-

13 tifications of eligibility to apply for adjustment assist-

14 ance under chapter 2,

15 "(B) provide, with respect to such industry, that

16 its workers may request the Secretary of Labor for

17 certifications of eligibility to apply for adjustment assist-

18 ance under chapter 3, or

19 "(C) provide that both firms and workers may re-

20 quest such certifications.

21 "(2) If after receiving a report from the Tariff Com-

22 mission containing an affirmative injury determination under

23 section 301 (b) with respect to any industry the President

24 does not provide tariff adjustment for such industry pursuant

25 to section 351 or 352, he shall promptly provide that both
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1 firms and workers of such industry may request certifications

2 of eligibility to apply for adjustment assistance under chap-

3 ters 2 and 3.

4 "(3) Notice shall be published in the Federal Register

5 of each action taken by the President under this subsection

6 in providing that firms or workers may request certifications

7 of eligibility to apply for adjustment assistance. Any request

8 for such a certification must be made to the Secretary con-

9 oerned within the 1-year period (or such longer period as

10 may be specified by the President) after the date on which

11 such notice is published."

12 (b) Section 302 (b) of such Act is amended-

13 (1) by striking out "subsection (a) (2)," in para-

14 graph .(1) and inserting in leu thereof "subsection

15 (a),";

16 (2) by striking out "subsection (a) (3)," in para-

17 graph (2) and inserting in lieu thereof "subsection

18 (a),"; and

19 (3) by adding at the end of paragraph (2) thereof

20 the following new sentence: "A certification under this

21 paragraph shall apply only with respect to individuals

22 who are, or who have been, employed regularly in the

23 firm involved within 1 year before the date of the insti-

24 tution of the Tariff Commission investigation under sec-

25 tion 301 (b) relating-to the industry with respect to
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1 'which the President has acted under subsection (a)."

2 (c) Section 302 (c) of such Act is amended to read as

3 follows:

4 "(c) (1) After receiving a report of the Tariff Commis-

5 sion of the facts disclosed by its investigation under section

6 301 (o) (3) with respect to any firm or group of workers,

7 the President shall make his determination under section

8 301 (c) (1) or (c) (2) at the earliest practicable time, but

9 not later than 30 days after the date on which he receives

10 the Tariff Commission's report, unless, within such period,

11 the President requests additional factual information from

12 the Tariff Commission. In this event, the Tariff Commission

13 shall, not later than 25 days after the date on which it receives

14 the President's request, furnish such additional factual in-

15 formation in a supplemental report, and the President shall

16 make his determination not later than 15 days after the

17 date on which he receives such supplemental report.

18 "(2) The President shall promptly publish in the Fed-

19 eral Register a summary of each determination under "tion

20 301 (o) with respect to any firm or group of workers.

21 "(3) If the President makes an affirmative determina-

22 tion under section 801 (o) with respect to any firm or group

23 of workers, he shall promptly certify that such firm or group

24 of workers is eligible to apply for adjustment assistance.

25 "(4) The President is authorized to exercise any of hm
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1 functions with respect to determinations and certifications

2 of eligibility of firms or workers to apply for adjustment

3 assistance under section 301 and this section through such

4 agency or other instrumentality of the United States Gov-

5 ernment as he may direct."

6 (d) The heading of such section 302 is amended to read

7 as follows:

8 "SEC. 302. PRESIDENTIAL ACTION WITH RESPECT TO AD.

9 JUSTMENT ASSISTANCE."

10 SEC. 113. TARIFF ADJUSTMENT.

11 (a) Paragraphs (1) and (2) of section 351(a) of

12 the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 (19 U.S.C. 1981 (a))

13 are amended to read as follows:

14 "(1) (A) After receiving an affirmative injury deter-

15 mination of the Tariff Commission under paragraph (1) of

16 section 301 (b), which is not combined with an additional

17 affirmative determination of the Tariff Commission under par-

18 agraph (5) of section 301 (b), the President shall proclaim

19 such increase in, or imposition of, any duty or other import

20 restriction on the article concerned as he determines to be

21 necessary to prevent or remedy serious injury to the indus-

22 try, unless he determines that such action would not be in

23 the national interest.

24 "(B) After receiving an affirmative injury determina-

2.5 tion of the Tariff Commission under paragraph (1) of
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1 section 301 (b) which is combined with an additional affirm-

2 ative determination of the Tariff Oommission under para-

3 graph (5) of section 301 (b), the President shall proclaim

4 the increase in, or imposition of, any duty or other import

5 restriction on the article concerned determined and reported

6 by the Tariff Commission pursuant to section 301 (b), unless

7 he determines that such action would not be in the national

8 interest.

9 "(2) If the President does not, within 60 days after

10 the date on which he receives an affirmative injury determi-

11 nation, proclaim the increase in, or imposition of, any duty

12 or other import restriction on such article determined and

13 reported by the Tariff Commission pursuant to section 301

14 (b).-

15 "(A) he shall immediately submit a report to the

16 House of Representatives and to the Senate stating why

17 he has not proclaimed such increase or imposition, and

18 "(B) such increase or imposition shall take effect

19 (as provided in paragraph (3)) upon the adoption

20 by both Houses of Congress (within the 60-day period

21 following the date on which the report referred to in

22 subparagraph (A) is submitted to the House of Repre-

23 sentatives and the Senate), by the yeas and nays by

24 the affirmative vote of a majority of the authorized

25 membership of each House, of a concurrent resolution
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1 stating in effect that the Senate and House of Repre-

2 sentatives approve the increase in, or imposition of, any

3 duty or other import restriction on the article deter-

4 mined and reported by the Tariff Commission pursuant

5 to section 301 (b).

6 Nothing in subparagraph (A) shall require the President

7 to state considerations of national interest on which his de-

8 ciion was based. For purposes of subparagraph (B), in

9 the computation of the 60-day period there shall be excluded

10 the days on which either House is not in session because of

11 adjournment of more than 3 days to a day certain or an

12 adjournment of the Congress sine die. The report referred

13 to in subparagraph (A) shall be delivered to both Houses

14 of the Congress on the same day and shall be delivered to

15 the Clerk of the House of Representatives if the House of

16 Representatives is not in session and to the Secretary of the

17 Senate if the Senate is not in session."

18 (b) Paragraph (3) of such section 351 (a) is amended

19 by striking out "found and reported by the Tariff Commis-

20 sion pursuant to section 301 (e) ." and inserting in lieu

21 thereof "determined and reported by the Tariff Commission

22 pursuant to section 301 (b)."

23 (c) Paragraph (4) of such section 351 (a) is amended

24 by striking out "affirmative finding" each place it appears
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1 and inserting in lieu thereof "affirmative injury determina-

2 tion".

3 (d) Section 351 (d) of such Act is amended to read as

4 follows:

5 "(d) (1) So long as any increase in, or imposition of,

6 any duty or other import restriction pursuant to this section

7 or pursuant to section 7 of the Trade Agreements Extension

8 Act of 1951 remains in effect, the Tariff Commission shall

9 keep under review developments with respect to the industry

10 concerned, including the specific steps taken by the firms in

11 the industry to enable them to compete more effectively with

12 imports, and shall make annual reports to the President con-

13 cerndng such developments.

14 "(2) Upon request of the President or upon its own mo-

15 tion, the Tariff Commission shall advise the President of its

16 judgment, in the light of specific steps taken by the firms

17 in such industry to enable them to compete more effectively

18 with imports and all other relevant factors, as to the probable

19 economic effect on the industry concerned, and (to the extent

20 practicable) on the firms and workers therein of the reduction

21 or termination of the increase in, or imposition of, any duty

22 or other import restriction pursuant to this section or section

23 7 of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951.

24 "(3) Upon petition on behalf of the industry concerned,
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1 filed with the Tariff Commission not earlier than the date

2 which is 1 year, and not later than the date which is 9

3 months, before the date any increase or imposition referred

4 to in paragraph (1) or (2) of subsection (c) is to termi-

5 nate by reason of the expiration of the applicable period

6 prescribed in paragraph (1) or an extension thereof under

7 paragraph (2), the Tariff Commission shall advise the

8 President of its judgment as to the probable economic effect

on such industry of such termination. The report of the

10 Tariff Commission on any investigation initiated under this

11 paragraph shall be made not later than the 90th day before

12 the expiration date referred to in the preceding sentence.

13 "(4) In advising the President under this subsection as

14 to the probable economic effect on the industry concerned

15 the Tariff Commission shall take into account all economic

16 factors which it considers relevant, including idling of pro-

17 ductive facilities, inability to operate at a level of reasonable

18 profit, and unemployment or underemployment.

19 "(5) Advice by the Tariff Commission under this sub-

20 section shall be given on the basis of an investigation during

21 the course of which the Tariff Commission shall hold a hear-

22 ing at which interested persons shall be given a reasonable

23 opportunity to be present, to produce evidence, and to be

24 heard.

25 "(6) In the course of any investigation under this
0
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1 subsection, the Tariff Commission shall also determine and

2 report to the President-

3 "(A) if the termination of the increase or hnposi-

4 tion referred to in paragraph (1) or (2) of subsection

5 (c) threatens to cause serious injury to the industry

6 concerned, and

7 "(B) if the determination under subparagraph (A)

8 is affirmativo-

9 "(i) the limit to which such increase or im-

10 position may be reduced without threatening to

11 cause serious injury to the industry concerned, and

12 "(ii) whether, in lieu of such termination, ad-

13 ditional increases or impositions of duties and other

14 import restrictions are required to prevent or rem-

15 edy serious injury to the industry concerned."

16 SEC. 114. ORDERLY MARKETING AGREEMENTS.

17 Section 352 (a) of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962

18 (19 U.S.C. 1982 (a)) is amended to read as follows:

19 "(a) If the President has received an affinnative injury

20 determination of the Tariff Commission under section 301

21 (b) with respect to an industry, he may at any time nego-

2"2 tiate international agreements with foreign countries limiting

23 the export from such countries and the import into the

24 United States of the article causing or threatening to cauie

serious injury to such industry whenever he determines that
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1 such action would be appropriate to prevent or remedy seri-

2 ous injury to such industry. Any agreement concluded under

3 this subsection may replace in whole or in part any action

4 taken pursuant to the authority contained in paragraph (1)

5 of section 351 (a) ; but any agreement concluded under this

6 subsection before the close of the period during which a con-

7 current resolution may be adopted under paragraph (2) of

8 section 351 (a) shall terminate not later than the effective

9 date of any proclamation issued by the President pursuant

10 to paragraph (3) of section 351 (a)."

11 SEC. 115. INCREASED ASSISTANCE FOR WORKERS.

12 (a) Section 323 (a) of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962

13 (19 U.S.C. 1942 (a)) is amended by striking out "an

14 amount equal to 65 percent of his average weekly wage or to

1 65 percent of the average weekly manufacturing wage," and

16 inserting in lieu thereof "an amount equal to 75 percent of

17 his average weekly wage or to 75 percent of the average

18 weekly manufacturing wage,".

19 (b) The second sentence of section 326 (a) of such Act

20 is amended to read as follows: "To this end, and subject to

21 this chapter, adversely affected workers shall be afforded,

22 where appropriate, the testing, counseling, training, and

23 placement services and supportive and other services pro-

24 vided for under any Federal law."

25 (o) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall
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1 apply with respect to assistance under chapter 3 of the

2 Trade Expansion Act of 1962 for weeks of unemployment

3 beginning on or after the date of the enactment of this Act.

4 SEC. 11& CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.

5 (a) Section 242 (b) (2) of the Trade Expansion Act

6 of 1962 (19 U.8.0. 1872 (b) (2)) is amended by strik-

7 ing out "section 301 (e)" and inserting in lieu thereof "sec-

8 tion 301 (b) ".

9 (b) Section 302(b) (1) of such Act (19 U.S.C. 1962

10 (b)) (as amended by section 112 (b) of this Act) is fur-

11 other amended by striking out "(which ths Tariff Commis-

12 sion has determined to result from concessions granted

13 under trade agreements) have caused serious injury

14 or threat thereof to such firm" and inserting in lieu thereof

15 "have contributed substantially toward causing or threaten-

16 ing to cause serious injury to such firm".

17 (c) Section 302 (b) (2) of such Act (as amended by

18 section 112 (b) of this Act) is further amended by striking

19 out "(which the Tariff Commission has determined to result

20 from concessions granted under trade agreements) have

21 caused or threatened to cause unemployment or underem-

22 ployment" and inserting in lieu thereof "have contributed

23 substantially toward causing or threatening to cause unem-

24 ployment or underemployment".

25 (d) Section 311 (b) (2) of such Act is amended by
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1 striking out "by actions taken in carrying out trade agree-

2 ments, and" and by inserting in lieu thereof "by the in-

3 creased imports identified by the Tariff Commission under

4. section 301 (b) (1) or by the President under section

5 301 (o) (1), as the case may be, and".

6 (e) Section 317 (a) (2) of such Act is amended by

7 striking out "by the increased imports which the Tariff

8 Commission has determined to result from concessions

9 granted under trade agreements" and inserting in lieu thereof

10 "by the increased imports identified by the Tariff Commis-

11 sion under section 301 (b) (1) or by the President tinder

12 section 301 (c) (1), as the case may be".

13 TITLE I--QUOTAS ON CERTAIN TEX-
14 TILE AND FOOTWEAR ARTICLES
15 CHAPTER 1-TEXTILE AND FOOTWEAR

16 ARTICLES

17 SEC. 201. ANNUAL QUOTAS.

18 (a) The total quantity of each category of textile arti-

19 cles (as defined in section 206(1)), and the total quantity

20 of each category of footwear articles (as defined in section

21 206 (2)), produced in any foreign country which may be

22 entered during 1971 shall not exceed the average annual

23 quantity of such category produced in such country and

24 entered during 1967, 1968, and 1969.

25 (b) (1) The total quantity of each category of textile
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I articles, and the total quantity of each category of footwear

2 articles, produced in any foreign cotrtrj which may be

3 entered during any calendar year after 1971 shall not exceed

4. the sum of-

5 (A) the total quantity determined for such category

6 for such country under subsection (a) or this sub-

7 section for the immediately preceding calendar year, plus

8 (B) the increase (if any) applicable under. para-

9 graph (2).

10 (2) (A) The President may increase the total quantity

11 of each category of textile articles, and the total quantity

12 of each category of footwear articles, produced in any foreign

13 country which may be entered during any calendar year

14 after 1971 by such percentage (not to exceed 5 percent of

15 the total quantity determined for such category for such

16 country under subsection (a) or this subsection for the

17 immediately preceding calendar year) as he determines to

18 be consistent with the purposes of this section.

19 (B) Any increase under this paragraph for any category

20 for any calendar year shall be the same percentage for all

21 foreign countries.

22 (0) A determination shall be made under this para-

23 graph for each category for each foreign country for each

24 calendar year after 1971 without regard to the nonapplica-

25 tion (or partial nonapplication) of this subsection to such
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1 category for such country for such year. by reason of sub-

2 section (d) of this section, section 202 or 203, or the

3 Arrangement or the Agreement referred to in section

4 204 (b).

5 (3) If the application of this subsection to any article

6 produced in a foreign country begins or resumes after a

7 period of nonapplication which terminates on or after Janu-

8 ary 1, 1972, and if the President determines-

9 (A) that the average annual quantity of the artic)

10 produced in such country, which was entered duriniv

11 1967, 1968, and 1969 was insignificant, and

12 (B) that the application of this paragraph to the

13 category which includes such article for such country

14 is consistent with the purposes of this section,

15 then for the calendar year in which such termination occurs

16 and for calendar years thereafter this subsection shall be

17 applied by determining the total quantity for the category

18 which includes such article for such country for the calendar

19 year of termination as being equal to the average annual

20 quantity of such category, produced in such country, which

21 was entered during the 3 calendar years immediately pre-

22 ceding such calendar year of termination.

23 (c) (1) Any annual quantitative limitation under sub-

24 section (a) or (b) shall be applied on a calendar quarter or

25 other intra-annual basis if the President determines that such
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1 application is necessary or appropriate to carry out the pur-

2 poses of this section.

3 (2) If the application of subsection (a) or (b) to any

4 category for any foreign country begins or resumes after

5 the first day of any calendar year, the amount of the quanti-

6 tative limitation for such category for such country for the

7 remainder of such calendar year shall be the annual amount

8 determined under subsecotion (a) or (b), adjusted pro rata

9 according to the number of full months remaining in the

10 calendar year after the date of such beginning or such

11 resumption.

12 (d) (1) The President may exempt from subsections

13 (a) and (b) for an initial period of not to exceed 1 year

14 any textile article or footwear article produced in any foreign

15 country if he determines that imports of suoh article produced

16 in such country are not contributing to, causing, or threaten-

17 ing to cause market disruption in the United States. The

18 President may extend any exemption under the preceding

19 sentence for one or more additional periods of not in excess

20 of 1 year each if he makes the determination described in

21 the preceding sentence before each such extension. Any ex-

22 emption made under this subsection niay be terminated by the

23 President at any time upon his finding that the article cov-

24 ered by such exemption is contributing to, causing, or threat-

25 ening to cause market disruption in the United States.
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1 (2) The President may exempt from subsections (a)

2 and (b) any textile article or footwear article produced in

3 any foreign country whenever he determines that such an

4 exemption is in the national interest. The President may

5 terminate any exemption made by him under the preceding

6 sentence whenever he determines that such termination is in

7 the national interest.

8 (3) No exemption, extension of an exemption, or

9 termination of an exemption under paragraph (1) or para-

10 graph (2) shall take effect before the 30th day after the

11 day on which notice of such exemption, extension, or termi-

12 nation is published in the Federal Register.

13 (e) The Secretary of Commerce shall compute the

14 quantities provided for in subsections (a) and (b).

15 SEC. 202. ARRANGEMENTS OR AGREEMENTS REGULATING

16 IMPORTS.

17 (a) The President is authorized to conclude bilateral or

18 multilateral arrangements or agreements with the govern-

19 ments of foreign countries regulating, by category, the quanti-

20 ties of textile articles or footwear articles, or both, produced

21 in such foreign countries which may be exported to the

22 United States or entered and to issue regulations necessary to

23 carry out the terms of such arrangements or agreements. In
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1 concluding any arrangement or agreement under this subsec-

2 .tion, the President shall take into account conditions in the

3 United States market, the need to avoid disruption of that

4 market, and such other factors as he deems appropriate in

5 the national interest.

6 (b) Whenever a multilateral arrangement or agreement

7 concluded under subsection (a) is in effect among the coun-

8 tries, including the United States, which account for a sig-

9 nificant part of world trade in the article concerned and

10 such arrangement or agreement contemplates the establish-

11 ment of limitations on the trade in the article produced in

12 countries not parties to such arrangement or agreement, the

13 President may by regulation prescribe the total quantity of

14 the article produced in each country not a party to such

15 arrangement or agreement which may be entered; but the

16 total quantity for any category for any country for any calen-

17 dar year may not be less than the total quantity which would

18 be permitted to be entered if section 201 (a) and (b) applied

19 to such category for such country for such year.

20 (o) Section 201 shall not apply to articles produced in

21 foreign countries which are subject to an arrangement or

22 agreement entered into under subsection (a) or to regula-

23 tons issued under subsection (b).
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1 SEC. 20& INCREASED IMPORTS WHERE SUPPLY IS INAD-

2 EQUATE TO MEET DOMESTIC DEMAND AT

3 REASONABLE PRICES.

4 In carrying out sections 201 and 202, the President

5 may authorize increased exports to the United States or in-

6 creased entries in the United States of textile articles or

7 footwear articles of any category whenever he determines

8 that the supply of textile articles or footwear articles similar

9 to those subject to limitation under such sections will be

10 inadequate to meet domestic demand at reasonable prices.

11 SEC. 204. EXCLUSIONS.

12 (a) The import restrictions provided for in this title do

13 not apply to any article exempted from duty under part

14 2 of schedule 8 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States or

15 to any article the entry of which is regulated pursuant

16 to paragraph (4), (5), (6), or (7) of section 498(a)

17 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1498 (a)). To the ex-

18 tent provided in regulations prescribed by the Secretary of

19 Commerce, the import restrictions provided for in this title

20 shall not apply to other articles imported in noncommercial

21 quantities for noncommercial purposes.

22 (b) This title shall not apply to (1) articles subject

23 to the Long-Term Arrangement Regarding International

24 Trade in Cotton Textiles, so long as the United States is

25 a party thereto, or (2) the articles produced in the Philip-
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1 pines provided for in item B (cordage) in the schedule to

2 paragraph 1 of article II of the 1955 Agreement With the

3 Philippines Concerning Trade and Related Matters, so long

4 as such Agreement remains in effect.

5 (c) Nothing in this title shall affect the authority

6 provided for under section 22 of the Agricukural Adjust-

7 ment Aot of 1933, as amended.

8 SEC. 205. ADMINISTRATION.

9 (a) The rulemaking provisions of subchapter II of

10 chapter 5 of title 5, United States Code, shall apply with

11 respect to sections 201 (b) (2), 201 (b) (3), 201 (d) (1),

12 202 (b), 203, 204 (a), and 206.

13 (b) All quantitative limitations established under this

14 title or pursuant to any arrangement or agreement entered

15 into under this title, all exemptions established under this title

16 and all extensions or terminations thereof, and all regulations

17 promulgated to carry out this title shall be published in the

18 Federal Register. The Secretary of Commerce shall certify

19 to the Secretary of the Treasury for each period the total

20 quantity of each textile article and footwear article produced

21 in each foreign country the entry of which is affected by such

22 a quantitative limitation on importation; and the Secretary

23 of the Treasury shall take such action as may be necessary to

24 ensure that the total quantity so entered during such period

25 shall not exceed the total quantity so certified.

51-38 0 - 70 - p', 3 . 31
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1 (o) There shall be promulgated as a part of the ap

2 pendix to the Tariff Schedules of the United States, An-

3 notated, all quantitative limitations and exemptions estab-

4 lished under this title or pursuant to any arrangement or

5 agreement entered into under this title and all quantitative

6 limitations established pursuant to the Arrangement referred

7 to in section 204 (b).

8 SEC. 206. DEFINITIONS.

9 For purposes of this title-

10 (1) The term "textile article" includes any article

11 if wholly or in part of cotton, wool or other animal hair,

12 human hair, man-made fiber, or any combination or

13 blend thereof, or cordage of hard (leaf) fibers, classified

14 under schedule 3 of the Tariff Schedules of the United

15 States; any article classified under subpart B or 0 of

16 part 1 of schedule 7 of such sohedulee if wholly or in

17 chief value of cotton, wool, or man-made fiber; any other

18 article specified by the Secretary of Commerce which he

19 has been advised by the Secretary of the Treasury would

20 be classified under any of the foregoing provisions of the

21 schedules but for the inclusion of some substance, mate-

22 rial, or other component, or because of its procesing,

23 which causes the article to be classified elsewhere; and

24 any of the foregoing articles if entered under item 807.00

2f, of such schedules, or under the appendix to such sched-
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1 ules; but such term does not include aiticlee classified

2 under any of items 300.10 through 300.50, 306.00

3 through 307.40, 309.60 through 309.75, and 390.10

4 through 390.60, inclusive, of such schedules; and does

5 not include any woven fabric 20 inches or over but not

6 over 46 inches in width, in the piece, bleached or col-

7 ored, whether or not ornamented, for use only in the

8 manufaoure of portions of neckties other than the linings

9 therefor.

10 (2) The term "footwear article" includes footwear

11 provided for in any of items 700.05 through 700.45, in-

12 clusive, item 700.55, items 700.66 through 700.80,

13 inclusive, and item 700.85 of the Tariff Schedules of

14 the United States.

15 (3) The term "category" means a grouping of

16 textile articles, or a grouping of footwear articles, as

17 the case may be, as determined by the Secretary of Com-

18 merce, for the purposes of this title, using the five-digit

19 and seven-digit item numbers applied to such articles in

20 the Tariff Schedules of the United etatee, Annoated,

21 as published by the United States Tariff Commission.

22 (4) The term "entered" means entered, or with-

23 drawn from warehouse, for consumption in the customs

2 territory of the United States.
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1 (5) The term "produced" means manufactured or

2 produced.

3 (6) The term "foreign country" includes a foreign

4 instrumentality.

5 CHAPTER 2-EFFECTIVE PERIOD

6 SEC. 211. TERMINATION OF TITLE, EXTENSION UNDER

7 CERTAIN CONDITIONS.

8 (a) Unless extended under subsection (b), this title

9 shall terminate on July 1, 1976.

10 (b) The effective period of this title may be extended

11 in whole or in part by the President after July 1, 1976, for

12 such periods (not to exceed 5 years at any one time) as he

13 may designate if he determines, after seeking advice of the

14 Tariff Commission and of the Secretary of Commerce and of

15 the Secretary of Labor, that such extension is in the national

16 interest.

17 (c) The President shall promptly report to Congress

18 with respect to any action taken by him under subsection

19 (b).

20 (d) Nothing in this section shall affect the validity of

21 any arrangement or agreement entered into under section

22 202 (a) before the termination of this title or of any regula-

23 tions issued under section 202 in connection with any such

24 arrangement or agreement.
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1 TITLE I-I-OTHER TARIFF AND
2 TRADE PROVISIONS
3 CHAPTER 1-AMENDMENTS TO THE ANTI.

4 DUMPING AND COUNTERVAILING DUTY

5 LAWS

6 SEC. 301. ANTIDUMPING ACT, 1921.

7 (a) Section 201 (b) of the Antidumping Act, 1921

8 (19 U.S.C. 160 (6)) is amended to read as follows:

9 " (b) In the mse of any impoxited merchandise of a clasm

10 or kind as to which the Secretary has not so made public a

11 finding, he shall, within 4 months after the question of

12 dumping was raised by or presented to him or any person to

13 whom authority under this section has been delegated-

14 "(1) determine whether there is reason to believe

15 or suspect, from the invoice or other papers or from

16 information presented to him or to any other person to

17 whom authority under this section has been delegated,

18 that the purchase price is less, or that the exporter's sales

19 price is less or likely to be less, than the foreign market

20 value (or, in the absence of such value, than the con-

21 etructed value) ; and

22 "(2) if his determination is affirmative, publish

23 notice of that fact in the Federal Register, and require,

24 under such regulations as he may prescribe, the with-
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1 holding of appraisement as to such merchandise entered,

2 or withdrawn from warehouse for consumption, on or

3 a er the date of publtion of that notice in the Federal

4 Register (unless the Secretary determines that the with-

5 holding should be made effective as of an earlier date in

6 which case the effective date of the withholding shall

7 be not more than 120 days before the question of

8 dumping was raised by or presented to him or any

9 person to whom authority under this section has been

10 delegated), until the further order of the Secretary, or

11" until the Secretary has made public a finding as provided

12 for in subsection (a) in regard to such merchandise; or

13 "(3) if his determination is negative, publish notice

14 of that fact in the Federal Register, but the Secretary

15 may within 3 months thereafter order the withholding

16 of appraisement if he then has reason to believe or sus-

17 pect, from the invoice or other papers or from iiforma-

18 tion presented to him or to any other person to whom

19 authority under this section has been delegated, that

20 the purchase price is less, or that the exporter's sales

21 price is less or.likely to be less, than the foreign market

2 value (or, in the absence of such value, then the con-

23 structed value) and such order of withholding of ap-

24 praisement shall be subject to the provisions of para-

2 graph (2).
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1 For purposes of this subsection, the question of dumping

2 shail be deemed to have been raised or presented on the date

3 on which a notice is published in the Federal Register that

4 information relating to dumping has been received in accord-

5 ante with regulations prescribed by the Secretary."

6 (b) Section 205 of the Antidumping Act, 1921 (19

7 U.S.C. 164), is amended by inserting "(a)" immediately

8 after "Sic. 205.", and by adding at the end thereof the

9 following new subsection:

10 "(b) If available information indicates to the Secretary

11 that the economy of the country from which the merchandise

12 is exported is state-controlled to an extent that sales or

13 offers of sales of such or similar merchandise in that country

14 or to countries other than the United States do not permit

15 a determination of foreign market value under subsection

16 (a), the Secretary shall determine the foreign market value

17 of the merchandise on the basis of the normal costs, expenses,

18 and profits as reflected by either-

19 "(1) the prices at which such or similar merchan-

20 dise of a non-state-controlled-economy country is sold

21 either (A) for consumption in the home market of that

22 country, or (B) to other countries, including the United

23 States; or

24 "(2) the constructed value of such or shnilar mer-
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1 chandise in a non-state-controlled-economy country as

2 determined under section 206 of this Act."

3 (o) The amendment made by subsection (a) of this

4 section shall take effect on the 180th day after the date of

5 the enactment of this Act.

6 SEC. 302. COUNTERVAILING DUTIES.

7 (a) Section 303 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C.

8 1303) is amended to read as follows:

9 "SEC. 303. COUNTERVAILING DUTIES.

10 "(a) LEvY OF COUNTERVAILINo DUTIES.- (1)

11 Whenever any country, dependency, colony, province, or

12 other political subdivision of government, person, partner-

13 ship, association, cartel, or corporation, shall pay or bestow,

14 directly or indirectly, any bounty or grant upon the manu-

15 facture or production or export of any article or merchandise

16 manufactured or produced in such country, dependency, col-

17 ony, province, or other political subdivision of government,

18 then upon the importation of such article or merchandise into

19 the United States, whether the same shall be imported di-

20 rectly from the country of production or otherwise, and

21 whether such article or merchandise is imported in the same

22 condition as when exported from the country of production or

23 has been changed in condition by remanufacture or other-

24 wise, there shall be levied and paid, in all such cases, in addi-

2 tion to any duties otherwise imposed, a duty equal to the net
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1 amount of such bounty or grant, however the same be paid

2 or bestowed. The Secretary of the Treasury shall determine,

3 within 12 months after the date on which the question is

4 presented to him, whether any bounty or grant is being paid

5 or bestowed.

6 "(2) In the case of any imported article or merchandise

7 which is free of duty, duties may be imposed under this

8 section only if there is an affirmative determination by the

9 Tariff Commission under subsection (b) (1).

10 "(3) The Secretary of the Treasury shall from time to

11 time ascertain and determine, or estimate, the net amount of

12 each such bounty or grant, and shall declare the net amount

13 so determined or estimated.

14 "(4) The Secretary of the Treasury shall make all

15 regulations he may deem necessary for the identification of

16 such articles and merchandise and for the assessment and

17 collection of the duties under this section. All determinations

18 by the Secretary under this subsection and all determinations

19 by the Tariff Commission under subsection (b) (1), whether

20 affirmative or negative, shall be published in the Federal

21 Register.

22 "(b) INJuBY DETERMINATIONS WITH RapiwyT To

23 DuTY-FREB MERCHANDISE; SUSPENSION OF LIQUIDA-

24 TION.- (1) Whenever the Secretary of the Treasury has

25 determined under subsection (a) that a bounty or grant is
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1 being paid or bestowed with respect to any article or

2 merchandise which is free of duty, he shall-

3 "(A) so advise the United States Tariff Oommis-

4 sion, and the Commission shall determine within 3

5 months thereafter, and after such investigation as it

6 deems necessary, whether an industry in the United

7 States is being or is likely to be injured, or is prevented

8 from being established, by reason of the importation of

9 such article or merchandise into the United States; and

10 the Commission shall notify the Secretary of its deter-

11 mination; and

12 "(B) require, under such regulations as he may

13 prescribe, the suspension of liquidation as to such article

14 or merchandise entered, or withdrawn from warehouse,

15 for consumption, on or after the 30th day after the date

16 pf the publication in the Federal Register of his de-

17 termination under subsection (a) (1), and such sus-

18 pension of liquidation shall continue until the further

19 order of the Secretary or until he has made public an

20 order as provided for in paragraph (2) of this subsection.

21 "(2) If the determination of the Tariff Commission

22 under subparagraph (A) is in the affirmative, the Secre-

23 tary shall make public an order directing the assessment and

24 collection of duties in the amount of such bounty or grant as

25 is from time to time ascertained and determined, or esti-

26 mated, under subsection (a).
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1 "(o) APPLICATION OF AFFIRMATIVE DBTmREMINA-

2 TIO.-An affmnative determination by the Secretary of the

3 Treasury under subsection (a) (1) with respect to any ira-

4 ported rticle'or merchandise which (1) is dutiable, or (2)

5 is free of duty but with respect to which the Tariff Commis-

6 sion has made an afirnative determination under subsection

7T (b) (1), shall apply with respect to articles entered, or

8 withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption on or after the

9 30th day after the date of the publication in the Federal

10 Register of such determination by the Secretary.

11 "(d) SPowu Rum Fon ANY AzrioLB SUBJE T TO

12 A QuATITAT ImTATrIO.-No duty shall be imposed

13 under this section with respect to any artiole which is subject

14 to a quantitative limitation imposed by the United States

15 on its importation, or subject to a quanttative limitation on

16 its exportation to or importation into the United States im-

17 posed under an agreement to which the United States is a

18 party, unless the Secretary of the Treasury determines, after

19 seeking information and advice from such agencies as he

20 may deem appropriate, that such quantitative limitation is

21 not an adequate substitute for the imposition of a duty under

2 this section."

28 (b) (1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), the

24 amendments made by subsection (a) shall take effect on the

25 date of the enactment of this Act.

26 (2) The last sentence of section 303 (a) (1) of the
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1 Tariff Act of 1930 (as added by subsection (a) of this see-

2 tion) shall apply only with respect to questions presented on

3 or after the date of the enactment of this Act.

4 CHAPTER 2-TARIFF COMMISSION

5 SEC. 311. TARIFF COMMISSION MEMBERSHIP.

6 (a) (1) The first sentence of section 330(a) of the

7 Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1330) is amended to read

8 as follows: "The United States Tariff Commission (referred

9 to in this Act as the 'Commission') shall be composed of

10 seven Commissioners appointed by the President by and

11 with the advice and consent of the Senate."

12 (2) The third sentence of such section is amended by

13 striking out "three" and inserting in lieu thereof "four".

14 (b) Section 330 (b) of such Act is amended to read

15 as follows:

16 "(b) Trms oF OF'xoB.-Terms of office of the Com-

17 missioners which begin after the date of the enactment of

18 the Trade Act of 1970 shall be for 7 years; except that the

19 first-term of office for the seventh Commissioner shall expire

20 on June 16, 1977. The term of office of a successor to any

21 Commissioner appointed to a term of office beginning after the

22 date of the enactment of the Trade Act of 1970 shall (except

23 as provided in the preceding sentence) expire 7 years from

24 the date of the expiration of the term for which his predeces-

25 sor was appointed. Any Commissioner appointed to fill a
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1 vacancy occurring before the expiration of the term for which

2 his predecessor was appointed shall be appointed for the re-

3 mainder of such term."

4 (c) Section 330 (d) of such Act is repealed.

5 CHAPTER 3-AUTHORIZATION OF APPRO-

6 PRIATIONS FOR UNITED STATES SHARE

7 OF THE EXPENSES OF THE GENERAL

8 AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND TRADE

9 SEC. 321. AUTHORIZATION.

10 Chapter 5 of title II of the Trade Expansion Act of

11 1962 (19 U.S.C. 1871 et seq.) is amended by inserting

12 immediately after section 243 the following new section:

13 "SEC. 244. AUTHORIZATION FOR CERTAIN EXPP.NSES.

14 "There are hereby authorized to be appropriated annu-

15 ally such sums as may be necessary for the payment by the

16 United States of its share of the expenses of the Contracting

17 Parties to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade."

18 CHAPTER 4-AMERICAN SELLING PRICE

19 SYSTEM OF VALUATION

20 SLC. 3 1. IN GENERAL.

21 (a) The President is authorized to proclaim such modi-

22 fications of the Tariff Schedules of the United States (19

23 U.S.C. 1202) as are required or appropriate to carry out

24 any bilateral or multilateral agreement with foreign coun-

25 tries or instrumentalities thereof which relates primarily to
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1 the elimination of the American selling price system of

2 valuation, if he determines that the concessions which would

3 be granted with respect to the products of the United States

4 under such agreement fully compensate for the concessions

5 which would be made by the United States under the agree-

6 meant. Any proclamation issued under this subsection shall

7 take effect only as provided in subsection (b).

8 (b) (1) The President shall have any proclamation

9 referred to in subsection (a) delivered to both Houses of

10 the Congress on the same day and to each House while

11 it is in session. No such proclamation may be delivered

12 before January 3, 1971.

13 (2) Except as otherwise provided in paragraph (4),

14 a proclamation referred to in subsection (a) shall take effect

15 at the end of the first period of 60 calendar days of con-

16 tinuous session of Congress after the date on which the

17 proclamation is transmitted to it unless, between the date.

18 of transmittal and the end of the 60-day period, both Houses

19 of Congress adopt a concurrent resolution stating in sub-

20 stance that the Congress does not favor the taking effect

21 of such proclamation.

22 (3) For purposes of paragraph (2)-

23 (A) continuity of session is broken only by an

24 adjournment of Congress sine die; and

25 (B) the days on which either House is not in
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1 session because of an adjournment of more than three

2 days to a day certain are excluded in the computation

3 of the 60-day period.

4 (4) Under provisions contained in any proclamation

5 referred to in subsection (a), any provision of the proclama-

6 tion may take effect at a time Inter than the date on which

7 the proclamation otherwise takes effect.

8 (c) Nothing in subsection (a) shall authorize the is-

9 suance of a proclamation with respect to certain footwear

10 presently provided for in item 700.60 of the Tariff Schedules

11 of the United States.

12 (d) The President is authorized at any time to termi-

13 nate, in whole or in part, any proclamation which has taken

14 effect pursuant to this section.

15 (e) During a period of 5 years after a proclamation

16 referred to in subsection (a) which relates to chemicals

17 takes effect, for the purpose of insuring a continuing sur-

18 veillance of the effects of such proclamation, the Tariff Com-

19 mission shall complete and transmit to the President, on the

20 most current basis possible, annual detailed reports on United

21 States production and sales of synthetic orgapic chemicals

22 and United States imports thereof.

23 SEC. 332. RELATED AMENDMENTS.

24 (a) For purposes of general headnote 4 of the Tariff

25 Schedules of the United States, a rate of duty proclaimed
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pursuant to section 331 shall be treated as a rate of duty

proclaimed pursuant to a concession granted in a trade

agreement.

(b) As of the effective date of the relevant provision of

a proclamation issued pursuant to section 331, ihe Tariff

Schedules of the United States are amended as follows:

_ (1) Part 3E of schedule 1 is amended by striking

out the rate of duty in column numbered 2 for item

114.05 and by inserting in such column "35f pe' lb."

and "35% ad val." for the articles provided for in items

114.04 and 114.06, respectively, proclaimed pursuant

to section 331, and by striking out headnote 1 and the

headnote heading preceding it.

(2) Part 1 of schedule 4 is amended by striking out

the rates of duty in column numbered 2 in subparts B

and C and by inserting in such column "7f per lb. +

75% ad val." for the articles provided for in each item

proclaimed pursuant to section 331, and by striking out

headnotes 4 and 5 and inserting in lieu thereof:

"4. The ad valorem rates provided for in this part

shall be applied to values determined in accordance with

the methods of valuation provided for in section 402 (a)

through (d) of this Act."

(3) Part 10 of schedule 7 is amended by striking
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1 out the rate of duty in column numbered 2 for item

2 704.55 and inserting in lieu thereof "40t per lb. + 35%,o

3 ad val." and by striking out headnote 4 and inserting in

4 lieu thereof:

5 "4. The ad valorcmn rates provided for in item

6 704.55 shall be applied to values determined in accord-

7 ance with the methods of valuation provided for in sec-

8 tion 402 (a) through (d) of this Act."

9 CHAPTER 5-. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

10 SEC. 341. AMENDMENTS TO AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS

11 TRADE ACT OF 1965.

12 (a) Section 302 (a) of the Automotive Products Trade

13 Act of 1965 (19 U.S.C. 2022) is amended by striking out

14 "After the 90th day after the date of the enactment of this

15 Act and before July 1, 1968, a petition under section 301"

16 and inserting in lieu thereof "A petition under section 301".

17 (b) The heading of section 302 of such Act is amended to

18 read as follows: "SPECIAL AUTHORITY"

19 (c) Subsections (c), (d), and (g) (2) of section 302

20 of such Act are amended by striking out "the primary

21 factor" and inserting in lieu thereof "a substantial factor".

22 (d) The amendments made by this section shall apply

23 with respect to petitions fled after the date of the enactment

24 of this Act; excep, that-

51-389 0 - ?0 - pt. -2
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1 (1) such amendments shall apply only with respect

2 to dislocations which began after June 30, 1968, and

3 (2) such amendments shall apply with respect to

4 dislocations which began after June 30, 1968, and before

5 July 1, 1970, only, if the petition is filed on or before

6 the 90th day after the date of the enadment of this Act.

7 SEC. 342. CERTAIN CLASSIFICATIONS BY THE SECRETARY

8 OF AGRICuLTURE.

9 The headnotes for part 3 of the Appendix to the Tariff

10 Schedules of the United States (19 U.S.C. 1202 note) are

11 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

12 headnote:

13 "(4) Any determination as to whether or not any article

14 or class of articles falls within one of the article descriptions

15 under this part 3 shall be the final administrative responsi-

16 bility of the Secretary of Agriculture. In making any such

17 determination, the Secretary of Agriculture shall carry out

18 the purposes for which the import restrictions provided for

19 in this part were prescribed, notwithstanding the fact that

20 such determination may differ from that made for tariff and

21 other purposes. Nothing in this headnote shall be deemed to

2 affect in any manner the authority of the 'Secretary of the

23 Treasury over merchandise for tariff or other purposes."
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1 SEC. 33. RATES OF DUTY ON MINK FURSKINS; REPEAL

2 OF EMBARGO ON CERTAIN FURS.

3 (a) (1) Schedule 1, part 5, subpart B of the Tariff

4 Schedules of the United States (19 U.S.C. 1202) is

5 amended by inserting after item 123.. O the following new

6 items:
Furskins of mink, whether or not

dresed.
For an aggregate quantity of

not over 4,600,000 skins
(or pieces of skins) entered
during any calendar year:

123 60 Rsw or not dressed ....... Free 30% ad val.
Dressed:

Plate*, mats, linings,
strips, ecses, or
similar forms:

123. 62 Not dyed ....... 12% ad val. 35% sd val.
123 63 Dyed ........... 14% ad val. 40% ad vil.

Other:
123. 65 Not dyed ....... 3.5% ad val. 25% ad val.
123.66 Dyed ........... 5.5% ad val. 30% ad val.
12 68 Other ...................... 25% ad val. 40% ad val.

7 (2) Schedule 7, part 13, subpart B of such schedules is

8 amended by inserting after item 791.10 the following new

9 item:

"71. 12 Of mink ..................... 14%ad Va. i50%ad .I ".

10 (b) Headnote 4 of subpart B, part 5, schedule 1 of

11 such schedules is repealed.

12 (o) The amendments and repeal made by this section

13 shall apply with respect to articles entered, or withdrawn

14 from warehouse, for consumption on or after January 1,

15 1971.
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1 SEC. 344. RATE OF DUTY ON GLYCINE AND CERTAIN RE-

2 LATED PRODUCTS.

3 (a). Subpart B, part 13, schedule 4 of the. Tariff Sched-

4 rules of the United States (19 U.S.C. 1202) is amended by

5 inserting after item 493.35 the following new item:

493 37 Amlnoacetic kcid (glycine) and
salts thereof, and mixtures
containing such acid or its
salts if such acid or salts In-
dividually or in combination
are the chief component by
weight of such mixtures, all the
foregoing however provided for
elsewhere in this schedule.

For an aggregate quantity of
not over 1,500,000 pounds
entered during any calendar
year of which an aggregate
quantity of not over 375,000
pounds may be entered
during any calendar quarter.. 8.5% ad val. d,,% ad val.

Other ....................... 8.5% ad val. 25% ad val.
plus 25 plus 25g
per lb. per lb.

6 (b) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall

7 apply with respect to articles entered, or withdrawn from

8 warehouse, for consumption, on or after January 1, 1971.

9. SEC. 345. INVOICE INFORMATION.

10 Section 481 (a) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C.

11 1481 (a)) is amended-

12 (1) by redesignating paragraph (10) thereof as

13 paragraph (11) ;

14 (2) by striking out "and" at the end of para-

15 graph (9) ; and

16 (3) by inserting immediately after such paragraph

17 (9) the following new paragraph:

18 "(10) Such information as to product description as is
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1 required to be made a part of the entry by provisions of the

2 Tariff Schedules of the United States Annotated issued pur-

3 suant to section 484 (e) of this Act; and".

4 SEC. 346. TRADE WITH FOREIGN COUNTRIES PERMITTING

5 UNCONTROLLED PRODUCTION OF OR TRAF.

6 FICKING IN CERTAIN DRUGS.

7 The President of the United States shall have the

8 authority to impose an embargo or suspension of trade with

9 a nation which permits the uncontrolled or unregulated pro-

10 duction of or trafficking in opium, heroin, or other poppy

11 derivatives in a manner to permit these drug items to fall

12 into illicit commerce for ultimate disposition and use in

13 this country.

14 TITLE IV-DOMESTIC INTERNA-
15 TIONAL SALES CORPORATION
16 SEC. 401. AMENDMENT OF 1954 CODE.

17 Whenever in this title an amendment is expressed in

18 terms of an amendment to a section or other provision, the

19 reference is to a section or other provision of the Internal

20 Revenue Code of 1954.

21 SEC. 402. DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL SALES CORPORA.

22 TIONS.

23 Subchapter N of chapter 1 (relating to income from

24 sources without the United States) is amended by adding at

25 the end thereof the following new part:
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1 "PART IV-DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL SALES

2 CORPORATIONS.

"Subpart A. Treatment of qualifying corporatons.
"Subpart B. Treatment of distributions to shareholders.

3 "Subpart A-Treatment of Qualifying Corporations

"Sec. 991. Taxation of a domestic international sales corpo-
ration.

"Sec. 99. Requirements of a domestic international sales
corporation.

"Sec. 998. Definitions and special rules.
"See. 994. Inter-company pricing rules.

4 "SEC. 991. TAXATION OF A DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL

5 SALES CORPORATION.

(3 "(a) GENERAL RULB.-Except as provided in this sec-

7 tion, a DISC (as defined in section 992 (a)) shall not be

8 subject to the taxes imposed by this subtitle.

9 "(b) TAXABLE YBARS BEGINNING BmEORB 1974.-

0 "(1) TRANSITION.-In the case of a taxable year

1 beginning before January 1, 1974, a DISC shall be sub-

2 ject to the tax imposed by section 11 or 1201 (a) but

3 the amount of the tax liability shall be--

I"(A) in the case of a taxable year beginning

5 in 1971, 50 percent of the amount determined

6 under paragraph (2), and

7 "(B) in the case of a taxable year beginning

8 in 1972 or 1973, 25 percent of the amount deter-

mined under paragraph (2).

) " (2) TAX LIABILITY.-For purposes of paragraph
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1 (1), the amount determined under this paragraph, with

2 respect to any taxable year, is the amount by which-

3 "(A) the tax imposed -by section 11 or 1201

,4 (a) for the taxable year determined without regard

5 to subsection (a), exceeds

6 "(B) the sum of the credits against such tax

7 allowable for the taxable year.

8 If a DISC is a member of a controlled group of corpora-

9 tions (within the meaning of section 1563) for the tax-

10 able year, no surtax exemption shall be allowed in

11 applying this paragraph for such year.

12 "SEC. 992. REQUIREMENTS OF A DOMESTIC INTERNA.

13 TIONAL SALES CORPORATION.

14 "(a) DEFINITION OF 'DISC' AND 'FORMER DISC'.-

15 "(1) DISO.-For purposes of this title, the term

16 'DISC' means, with respect to any taxable year, a

17 "corporation which is incorporated under the laws of

18 any State and satisfies the following conditions for the

19 taxable year:

20 "(A) 95 percent or more of the gross receipts

21 (as defined in section 993 (f)) of such corporation

22 consist of qualified export receipts (as defined in

23 section 993 (a)),

24 "(B) the adjusted basis of the qualified ex-

25 port assets (as defined in section 993 (b)) held by
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1 the corporation at the close of the taxable year

2 equals or exceeds 95 percent of the sum of such

3 adjusted basis and the fair market value of all other

4 assets held by the corporation at the close of the

5 taxable year,

6 "(0) such corporation does not have more,

7 than one class of stock and the par or stated value

8 of its outstanding stock is at least $2,500 on each

9 day of the taxable year, and

10 "(D) the corporation has made an election

11 pursuant to subsection (b) to be treated as a DISC

12 and such election is in effect for the taxable year.

13 " (2) STATUS AS DISC AFTER HAVING FILED A

14 RETURN AS A DISC.-If-

15 "(A) a corporation does not notify the Sec-

16 retary or his delegate, before the 30-day period

17 ending with the expiration of the period of limita-

18 tion on assessment for underpayment of tax, that

19 it is not a DISC for a taxable year for which it

20 filed a return as a DISC under section 6011(c)

21 (2), and

22 "(B) the Secretary or his delegate has not,

23 within the period of limitation prescribed in sub-

24 paragraph (B), issued a notice of deficiency based
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1 on a determination that the corporation is not a

2 DISC for such year,

3 then, notwithstanding any other provision of this part,

4 for purposes of this title the corporation is a DISC with

5 respect to such taxable year and shall be deemed to

6 have satisfied the conditions of paragraph (1) for such

7 year.

8 "(3) " "FoRA, mi DISC.- for purposes of this title,

9 the term 'former DISC' means, with respect to any tax-

10 able year, a corporation which is not a DISC for such

11 year but was a DISC in a preceding'taxable year and at

12 the beginning of the taxable year has undistributed

13 previously taxed income or accumulated DISC income.

14 "(b) ELECTION.-

15 "(1) ELEcTIo.-An election by a corporation to

16 be treated as a DISC shall be made by such corporation

17 for a taxable year at any time during the 90-day period

18 immediately preceding the beginning of the taxable year

19 and shall be made in such manner as [lie Secretary or

20 his delegate shall prescribe. Such election shall be valid

21 ordy if all persons who are shareholders in such corpora-

22 tion on the first day of the first taxable year for which

23 such election is effective consent to such election.

24 "(2) EFFECT OF ELEOTIO.-If a corporation
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1 makes an election under paragraph (1), then the provi-

2 sions of this part shall apply to such corporation for the

3 taxable year of the corporation for which made and for

4 all succeeding taxable years and shall apply to each

5 person who at any time is a shareholder of such corpo-

6 ration for all periods on or after the first day of the

7 first taxable year of the corporation for which the elec-

8 tion is effective.

9 "(3) TERMINATION OF ELEOTION.-

10 "(A) RsvocATioN.-An election under this

11 subsection made by any corporation may be ter-

12 minated by it for any taxable year of the corporation

13 after the first taxable year of the corporation for

14 which the election is effective. A termination under

15 this paragraph shall be effective with respect to

16 such election-

17 "(i) for the taxable year in which made,

18 if made at any time during the first 90 days

19 of such taxable year, or

20 "(ii) for the taxable year following the

21 taxable year in which made, if made after the

22 close of such 90 days,

23 and for all succeeding taxable years of the corpora-

24 tion. Such termination shall be made in such manner
I
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1 as the Secretary or his delegate shall prescribe by

2 regulations.

3 "(B) CONTINUED FAILURE TO BB DISC.-If

4 a corporation is not a DISC for each of any 5 con-

5 secutive taxable years of the corporation for which

6 an election under this subsection is effective, the

7 election shall be terminated and not be in effect for

8 any taxable year of the corporation after such 5th

9 year.

10 "(c) DISTIBSUTioNs To Mimer QUALFIPOATION RE-

11 QURMENTS.-

12 "(1) IN oENERAL.--Subject to the conditions pro-

13 vided by paragraphs (2) and (3), a c',rporation which

14 for a taxable year does not satisfy a condition specified

15 in paragraph (1) (A) (relating to gross receipts) or

16 (1) (B) (relating to assets) of subsection (a) shall

17 nevertheless be deemed to satisfy such condition for such

18 year if it makes a pro rata distribution of property after

19 the close of the taxable year to its shareholders (desig-

20 nated at the time of such distribution as a distribution to

21 meet qualification requirements) with respect to their

22 stock in an amount which is equal to-

23 "(A) if the condition of subsection (a) (1)

24, (A) is not satisfied, the portion of such Pcorporn-
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1 tion's taxable income attributable to its gross receipts

2 which are not qualified export receipts for such year,

3 "(B) if the condition of subsection (a) (1)

4 (B) is not satisfied, the fair market value of those

5 assets which are not qualified export assets on the

6 last day of such taxable year, or

7 ' (C) if neither of such conditions is satisfied,

8 the sum of the amounts required by subparagraphs

9 (A) and (B).

10 " (2) DISTRIBUTIONS MADE WITHIN 81 MONTHS

11 AFTER CLOSE OF TAXABLE YEAR.-In the case of a dis-

,12 tribution made on or before the 15th day of the 9th

13 month after the close of the taxable year, if the failure of

14 a corporation to satisfy a condition specified in subsec-

15 tion (a) (1) (A) or (B) is not due to reasonable cause,

11; paragraph (1) applies only if-

17 "(A) at least 70 percent of the gross receipts

18 of such corporation for such taxable year consist

19 of qualified export receipts, and

20 "(B) the adjusted basis of the qualified export

21 assets held by the corporation on the last day of each

622 month of the taxable year equals or exceeds 70

23 percent of the sum of (i) such adjusted basis, and

2-t (ii) the fair market value of all other assets held

2 ) by the corporation on such day.
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"(3) DiSTRIBUTIONS MADE MORE THAN 81

2 MONTHS AFTER CLOSE OF TAXABLE YJ'AR.-In the case

3 of a distribution made after the 15th day of the 9th

4 month following the close of the taxable year, para-

5 graph (1) applies only if-

1 "(A) the failure to make the distribution

7 within the time prescribed hy paragraph (2) and

8 before the time the distribution is made is due

9 to reasonable cause,

10 "(B) the distribution is made before the earlier

11 of (i) the expiration of the period of limitation pre-

12 scribed by section 6501 for assessment of the tax for

13 the taxable year with respect to which the distribu-

14 tion is made, or (ii) the expiration of the period

15 ending 90 days after the day on which the corpora-

16 tion is notified by the Secretary or his delegate that

17 the corporation has failed to satisfy either the gross

18 receipts or gross assets test of subsection (a) (1)

19 (A) or (B) (extended by any period in which a

20 deficiency cannot be assessed under section 6213 (a)

21 and any other period which the Secretary or his

22 delegate determines is reasonable and necessary to

23 permit the distribution), and

24 "(C) the corporation, within thb 30-day period

25 beginning with the day on which the distribution is
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1 made, pays to the Secretary or his delegate an

2 amount determined by multiplying (i) the amount

3 equal to 4-4 percent of the distribution, by (ii) the

4 number of 'ts taxable years which begin after the

5 taxable year with respect to which the distribution is

6- made and before the distribution is made.

7 For purposes of this title, any payment made pursuant

8 to subparagraph (C) shall be treated as interest.

9 "(d) INELIGIBLE CORPORATIONs.-The following cor-

10 porations shall not be eligible to be treated as a DISC-

11 "(1) a corporation exempt from tax by reason of

12 section 501,

13 "(2) a personal holding company (as defined in

14 section 542),

15 "(3) a financial institution to which section 581 or

16 593 applies,

17 "(4) an insurance company subject to the tax

18 imposed by subchapter L,

19 "(5) a regulated investment company (as defined

20 in section 851 (a)),

21 "(6) a China Trade Act corporation receiving the

22 special deduction provided in section 941 (a), or

23 "(7) an electing small business corporation (as

24 defined in section 1371 (b)).
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1 "SEC. 99& DEFINITIONS AND SPECIAL RULES.

2 "(a) QUALIFIED EXPORT RECEIPTS.-

3 "() GBNBRAL RULE.-For purposes of this part,

4 subject to the exceptions in paragraph (2), the qualified

- 5 export receipts of a corporation are-

6 "(A) gross receipts from the sale, exchange, or

7 other disposition of export property-

8 "(i) for direct use, consumption, or dis-

9 position outside the United States (as defined

.10 in subsection (g)), or

11 " (i) to a DISC for such direct use, con-

12 sumption, or disposition,

13 "(B) gross receipts from the leasing or rental

14 of export property which is used by the lessee of

15 such property outside the United States,

16 "(C) gross receipts with respect to services

17 which are related and subsidiary to any sale, ex-

18 change, lease, rental, or other disposition of export

19 property by such corporation,

20 "(D) gross receipts derived from the sale,

21 exchange, or other disposition of qualified export

22 assets (other than export property),

23 "(E) dividends (or amounts includible in

24 gross income under section 951) with respect to
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1 stock of a related foreign export corporation (as

2 defined in subsection (e) ),

3 "(F) interest on any obligation which is a

4. qualified export asset,

5 "(0) gross receipts derived in connection with

6 the performance of managerial services in further-

7 ance of the production of qualified export receipts of

8 a DISC, and

9 "(H) gross receipts with respect to engineer-

10 ing or architectural services for construction proj-

11 ects located (or proposed for location) outside the

12 United States.

13 "(2) ExcEPTios.--For purposes of this part, the

14 term 'qualified export receipts' does not include.

15 receipts--

16 " (A) from the direct or indirect sale, exchange,

17 lease, rental, or other disposition of export property

18 to the United States or any agency or instrumen-

19 tality thereof,

20 "(B) from the sale of agricultural commodities

21 undor the Agricultural Tradc Development and

22 Assistance Act of 1954 (Public Law 480, 83d

23 Congress; 7 U.S.C., sec. 1691 and fol.),

24 "(0) from a corporation which (i) is a mem-

25 her of a controlled group of cornorationa (within
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1 the meaning of section 1563) which includes the

2 recipient corporation, and (it) is a DISO for its

3 taxable year in which the receipts arise,

4 "(D) from the renting or licensing for the use

5 of, or for the privilege of using, without the United

6 States, patents, copyrights (other than films, tapes,

7 or records for the commercial showing of motion

8 pictures or used for radio or television broadcasting

9 or to provide background music), secret processes

10 and formulas, good will, trademarks, trade brands,

11 franchises, and other like properties,

12 "(E) from the sale, exchange, lease, rental,

13 or other disposition of export property for ultimate

14 use in the United States, or

15 "(F) from services which are related and sub-

16 sidiary to any sale, exchange, lease, rental, or other

17 disposition described in this paragraph.

18 "(b) QUALIFIED EXPORT Assmr.-For purposes of

19 this part, the qualified export assets of a corporation are-

20 "(1) export property (as defined in subsec-

21 tion (c)) ;

22 "(2) facilities primarily for the sale, lease, rental,

23 storage, handling, transportation, packaging, assembly.

24 or servicing of export property;

2.5 "(3) accounts receivable and evidences of indebt-

31-ISO 0 . 70 ° pt. 2 - 33
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1 edness which arise by reason of transactions of such

2 corporation described in subparagraph (A), (B), or

3. (0) of subsection (a) (1) ;

4 "(4) money, bank deposits, and other similar tern-

5 porary investments, which are necessary to meet the

6 working capital requirements of such corporation;

7 "(5) obligations arising in connection with a pro-

8 ducer's loan (as defined in subsection (d)) ;

9 "(6) stock or securities of a related foreign export

10 corporation (as defined in subsection (e)) ;

11 "(7) obligations issued, guaranteed, or insured, in

12 whole or in part, by the Export-Import Bank of the

13 United States or the Foreign Credit Insurance Associa-

14 tion in those cases where such obligations are acquired

15 from such Bank or Association or from the seller of the

16 goods or services with respect to which such obligations

17 arose;

18 "(8) obligations issued by 'a domestic corporation

19 organized solely for the purpose of financing sales of ex-

20 port property pursuant to an agreement with the Export-

21 Import Bank of the United States under which such

22 corporation makes export loans guaranteed by such

23 bank; and

24 "(9) amounts (other than working capital) on

25 deposit in the United States if, on the last day of the
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1 6th, 7th, and 8th months following the close of the

2 taxable year, the adjusted basis of the qualified export

3 assets held by the corporation on each such last day

4 equals or exceeds 95 percent of the sum of-

5 "(A) the adjusted basis of the qualified export

6 assets (determined without regard to this para-

7 graph) held by the corporation at tle close of the

8 taxable year, and

9 '"(B) the fair market value of all other assets

10 held by the corporation at the close of the taxable

11 year.

12 For purposes of paragraph (9), an amount is on deposit in

13 the United States if (and only if) it is on deposit or in a

14 withdrawable account in the United States with a person

15 carrying on the banking business or with a savings institu-

16 tion chartered and supervised as a savings and loan or

17 similar association under Federal or State law.

18 "(c) ExPORT PROPERTY.-

19 "(1) IN OENBRAL.-For purposes of this part, the

20 term 'export property' means any property-

21 "(A) manufactured, produced, grown, or ex-

22 tracted in the United States by a person other than a

23 DISC,

24 "(B) held primarily for sale, lease, or rental in

25 the ordinary course of trade or business for, or to a
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t DISC for, direct use, consumption, or disxsition

2 outside the United States, and

3 "(0) not more than 50 percent of the fair

4 market value of which is attributable to articles

5 imported into the United States.

6 ITi applying subparagraph (C), the fair market value of

7 any article imported into the United States shall be

8 taken to be its appraised value, as determined by the

9 Secretary or his delegate under section 402 or 402a

10 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C., sec. 1401a or

11 1402) in connection with its importation.

12 "(2) EXCLUDED PROPRETY.-The term 'export

13 property' does not include property leased or rented by

14 a DISC for use by any member of a controlled group

15 of corporations (within the meaning of section 1563)

16 which includes the DISC.

17 "(3) PROPERTY IN SHORT SUPPLY.-If the Presi-

18 dent determines that the supply of any property de-

19 scribed in paragraph (1) is insufficient to meet the

20 requirements of the domestic economy, he may by

21 Executive Order designate the property as in short sup-

22 ply. Any property so designated shall be treated as

23 property not described in paragraph (1) during the

24 period beginning with the date specified in the Execu-

25 tive Order and ending with the date specified in an
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1 Executive Order setting forth the President's determina-

2 tion that the property is no longer in short supply.

3 "(d) IODUOem LOA .-

4 "(1) IN OEN RAL.-An obligation, subject to the

5 limitation provided in paragraph (2), shall be treated

6 as arising out of a producer's loan if-

7 "(A) the loan, when added to the unpaid bal-

8 ance of all other producer's loans made by the

9 DISC, does not exceed the accumulated DISC in-

10 come at the beginning of the month in which the

11 loan is made;

12 "(B) the loan is evidenced by a note (or other

13 evidence of indebtedness) with a stated maturity

14 date not more than 15 years from the date of the

15 loan;

16 "(0) the loan is made to a person engaged in

17 the United States in the manufacturing, production,

18 growing, or extraction of export property (referred

19 to hereinafter as the 'borrower') ; and

20 "(D) at the time of such loan it is designated

21 as a producer's loan.

22 "(2) ImTAT O.-An obligation shall be a pro-

23 ducer's loan to the extent that such loan, when added

24 to the unpaid balance of all other producer's loans of

25 the borrower outstanding at the time of such loan, does
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1 not exceed an amount determined by multiplying the

2 sum of-

3 " (A) the amount of the borrower's adjusted

4 basis determined at the beginning of the borrower's

5 taxable year in which the loan is made, in plant,

6 machinery, and equipment, and supporting produc-

7 tion facilities in the United States;

8 "(B) the amount of the borrower's property

9 held primarily for sale, lease, or rental to customers

10 in the ordinary course of trade or business at the

11. beginning of such taxable year; and

12 "(0) the aggregate amount of the borrower's

13 research and experimental expenditures (within the

14 meaning of section 174) in the United States dur-

15 ing all preceding taxable years beginning after De-

16 cember 31, 1970;

17 by the percentage which the borrower's qualified export

18 receipts from the sale of export property during the

19 3 taxable years immediately preceding the taxable year

20 in which the loan is made is of the gross receipts from the

21 sale of property held by such borrower primarily for sale

22 to customers in the ordinary course of the trade or

23 business of such borrower during such 3 taxable years.

24 In computing such percentage, the receipts of a taxable

25 year beginning before January 1, 1971, shall not be
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1 taken into account. The limitation under this paragraph

2 may be computed at the borrower's election on the basis

3 of a controlled group of corporations (within the mean-

4 ing of section 1563) but without taking into account

5 any corporation which is a DISC.

6 "(e) RELATED FoRmoN EXPORT COrtPORATIO.-In

7 determining under section 992 whether a corporation (here-

8 inafter in this subsection referred to as 'the domestic corpo-

9 ration') is a DISC--

10 " (1) FOREIMN INTERNATIONAL SALES CORPORA-

11 TION.-A foreign corporation is a related foreign export

12 corporation for purposes of this part if-

13 "(A) stock possessing more than 50 percent

14 of the total combined voting power of all classes of

15 stock entitled to vote is owned directly by the

16 domestic corporation;

17 "(B) 95 percent or more of such foreign cor-

18 poration's gross receipts for its taxable year ending

19 with or within the taxable year of the domestic

20 corporation consist of qualified export receipts de-

21 scribed in subparagraphs (A), (B), (C), and (D)

22 of subsection (a) (1), and

23 "(0) the adjusted basis of the qualified ex-

24 port assets (described in paragraphs (1), (2),

25 (3), and (4) of stibsection (1))) held by such
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1 foreign corporation at the close of such taxable year

2 equals or exceeds 95 percent -of the sum of such

3 adjusted basis and the fair market value of all other

4 assets held by it at the close of such taxable year.

5 "(2) RMLAL PROPERTY HOLDING COMPAN'Y.--A

6 foreign corporation is a related foreign export corpora-

7 tion for purposes of this part if-

8 "(A) stock possessing more than 50 percent

9 of the total combined voting power of all classes of

10 stock entitled to vote is owned directly by the

11 domestic corporation; and

12 "(B) its exclusive function is to hold real

13 property for the exclusive use (under a lease or

14 otherwise) of the domestic corporation.

15 "(3) ASciA rD FOR ON CORPoRATioN.-A

16 foreign corporation is a related foreign export corpora-

17 tion for purposes of this part if-

18 "(A) less than 10 percent of the total cor-

19 bined voting power of all classes of stock entitled

20 to vote of such foreign corporation is owned (within

21 the meaning of section 1563 (d) and (e)) by the

22 domestic corporation or by a controlled group of

23 corporations (within the meaning of section 1563)

24 of which the domestic corporation is a member, and

25 "(B) the ownership of stock or securities in
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1 such foreign corporation by the domestic corpora-

2 tion is determined (under regulations prescribed

3 by the Secretary or his delegate) to be reasonably

4 in furtherance of a transaction or transactions giving

5 rise to qualified export receipts of the domestic

6 corporation.

7 "(f) Gioss RECEIPTs.-For purposes of this part, the

8 term 'gross receipts' means the total receipts from the sale,

9 lease, or rental of property held primarily for sale, lease, or

10 rental in the ordinary course of trade or business, and gross

11 income from all other sources. In the case of commissions on

12 the sale, lease, or rental of property, tle amount taken into

13 account for purposes of this part as gross receipts shall be the

14 gross receipts on the sale, lease, or rental of the property on

15 which such commissions arose.

16 " (g) UNITED STATES DEFINE.-For purposes of this

17 part, the term 'United States' includes the possessions of the

18 United States.

19 "SEC. 994. INTER-COMPANY PRICING RULES.

20 "(a) IN GENERAL.-In the case of a sale of export

21 property to a DISC by a person described in section 482, the

22 taxable income of such DISC and such person shall be based

23 upon a transfer price which would allow such DISC to derive

24 taxable income attributable to such sale (regardless of the
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1 sales price actually charged) in an amount which does not

2 exceed the greatest of:

3 "(1) 4 percent of the qualified export receipts on

4 such property plus 10 percent of the export promotion

5 expenses of such DISC attributable to such receipts:

6 "(2) 50 percent of the combined taxable income of

7 such DISC and such person which is attributable to the

8 qualified export receipts on such property plus 10 per-

9 cent of the export promotion expenses of such DISC

10 attributable to such receipts, or

11 "(3) taxable income based upon the sales price

12 actually charged (but subject to the rules provided in

13 section 482).

14 " (b) RULES FOR COMMISSIONS, RENTALS, AND MAR-

15 GINAL CosTINo.-The Secretary or his delegate shall pre-

16 scribe regulations setting forth-

17 "(1) rules which are consistent with the rules set

18 forth in subsection (a) for the application of this see-

19 tion in the case of commissions, rentals, and other in-

20 come, and

21 " (2) rules for the allocation of expenditures in com-

22 putting combined taxable income under subsection (a)

23 (2) in those cases where a DISC is seeking to establish

24 or maintain a market for export property.

25 "(c) ExPowr PRomoON ExPENSE.-For purposes
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1 of this section, the term 'export promotion expenses' means

2 all the ordinary and necessary expenses of the DISC paiJ or

3 incurred for the production of qualified export receipts, in-

4 eluding advertising, salaries, rentals, commissions, and other

5 selling expenses, but not including income taxes, or any

6 expense that does not advance the distribution or sale of

7 export property for use, consumption, or distribution outside

8 of the United States.

9 "Subpart B-Treatment of Distributions to Shareholders

"Sec. 995. Taxation of DISC income to shoreholderm
"Sec. 996. Special rules.
"Sec. 997. Special subchapter C rules.

10 "SEC. 995. TAXATION OF DISC INCOME TO SHARE.

11 HOLDERS.

12 "(a) GENO RAL RuLB.-A shareholder of a DISC or

13 former DISC shall be subject to taxation on the earnings

14 and profits of a DISC in accordance with the provisions of

15 this subpart.

16 "(b) Dmm DI wrnBUxON.-

17 "(1) DISTRIBUTIONS IN QUALIFIED YEARs.-A

18 shareholder of a DISC shall be treated as having re-

19 ceived a distribution with respect to his stock in an

20 amount which is equal to his pro rata share of the sum

21 (or, if smaller, the earnings and profits for the taxable

22 year) of-
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1 "(A) the gross interest derived during the tax-

2 able year from producer's loans, and

3 "(B) the gain realized by the DISC during

4 the taxable year on the sale or exchange of prop-

5 erty previously transferred to it in a transaction in

6 which gain was not recognized in whole or in part,

7 but only to the extent that the transferror's gain

8 on the previous transfer was not recognized ard

9 would have been treated as gain from the sale or

10 exchange of property which is neither a capital asset

1 - nor property described in section 1231 if the prop-

12 erty had been sold or exchanged rather than trans-

13 ferred to the DISC. This subparagraph shall not

14 apply to property which in the hands of the DISC

15. is stock in trade or other property described in see-

16- tion 1221 (1).

17 Distributions described in this paragraph shall be deemed

18 to be received on the last day of the taxable year of the

19 DISC in which the gross income was derived.

20 "(2) DISTRIBUTIONS UPON DISQUALIFICATION.-

21 "(A) A shareholder of a corporation which

22 terminated its election to be treated as a DISC

23 or failed to satisfy the conditions of section 992 (a)

24 (1) for a taxable year shaU be deemed to have re-

25 ceived (at the time specified in subparagraph (B))
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1 a distribution equal to his pro rata share of the DISC

2 income of such corporation accumulated during the

3 immediately preceding consecutive taxable years

4 for which the corporation was a DISC. _

5 I (B) Distributions described in subparagraph

6 (A) shall be deemed to be received in equal in-

7 stallments on the .last day of each of the 10 tax-

8 able years of the corporation following the year of

9 the termination or disqualification described in sub-

10 paragraph (A) (but in no case over more than the

11 number of immediately preceding consecutive tax-

12 able years during which the corporation was a

13 DISC). Proper adjustment shall be made for actual

14 distributions after the beginning of the year of the

15 termination or disqualification out- of the accumu-

16 lated DISC income 'eferred to in subparagraph

17 (A), by reducing the number of deemed install-

18 ments rather than the amount of such installments

19 (other. than the last installment).

20 "(o) GAIN ON DISPOSITION OF STOCK IN A DISC.-

21 If a shareholder disposes of stock in a DISC or former DISC,

22 any gain recognized on such disposition shall be treated as

23 gain on the sale or exchange of property which is not a

24 capital asset to the extent of the accumulated DISC income

25 of such DISC or former DISC attributable to such stock.
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1 If stock of the DISC or former DISC is disposed of in a

2 transaction in which the corporate existence of the DISC

3 or former DISC is terminated (other than by a mere change

4 in place of organization, however effected), any gain realized

5 on the disposition of such stock in the transaction shall be

6 recognized notwithstanding any other provision of this title,

7 to the extent of the accumulated DISC income of such DISC

8 or former DISC attributable to such stock, and such gain

9 shall be treated as gain from the sale or exchange of property

10 which is not a capital asset.

11 "SEC. 996. SPECIAL RULES.

12 "(a) TREATMENT OF AoTuAL DmTRIBUTIONS.-

13 " (1) IN NEmRL.-Any actual distribution (other

14 than a distribution described in paragraph (2) or to

15 which section 995 (o) applies) to a shareholder by a

16 DISC (or former DISC) which is made out of earn-

17 ings and profits shall be treated as made--

18 "(A) first, out of previously taxed income, to

19 the extent thereof,

20 "(B) second, out of accumulated DISC in-

21 come, to the extent thereof, and

22 "(C) finally, out of other earnings and profits.

23 "(2) QUALIYINO DISTRIBUTIONS.--Any actual

24 distribution made pursuant to section 992 (o) (relating
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1 to distributions to meet qualification requirements) shall

2 be treated as made-

3 "(A) first, out of accumulated DISC, income,

4 to the extent thereof,

5 "(B) second, out of the earnings and profits

6 described in paragraph (1) (0), to the extent

7 thereof, and

8 "(0) finally, out of previously taxed income.

9 "(3) finally, to previously taxed income,

10 distributed out of previously taxed income shall be ex-

11 clouded by the distributee from gross income except to

12 the extent provided in subsection (f) (2), and shall

13 reduce the amount of the previously taxed income.

14 " (b) TREATMENT OF LoesE.-If for any taxable year

15 a DISC, or a former DISC, incurs a deficit in earnings and

16 profits, such deficit shall be chargeable-

17 "(1) first, to earnings and profits described in sub-

18 section (a) (1) (C), to the extent thereof,

19 "(2) second, to accumulated DISC income, to the

20 extent thereof, and

21 "(3) finally, to previously taxed income,

22 except that a deficit in earnings and profits shall not be

23 applied against accumulated DISC income which, in any

24 prior year, has been determined is to be deemed distributed
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1 to tle shareholders (pursuant to section 995(b) (2) (A))

2 as a result of a disqualification.

3 "(o) TREATMENT OF DEEMED DIsTrBUTIONs.-Each

4 shareholder shall include in gross income, as a dividend, any

5 deemed distribution in a taxable year. An amount equal to

6 such distribution shall increase previously taxed income,

7 and the amount of any deemed distribution under section

8 995(b) (2) shall reduce accumulated DISC iiiCmiue.

9 "(d) PRIORITY OF DISTRIBUTION.-Any actual dis-

lC tribution made during a taxable year shall be treated as

11 being made subsequent to any deemed distribution made

12 during such year. Any actual distribution made pursuant to

13 section 992(c) (relating to distributions to meet qualifica-

14 tion requirements) shall be treated as being made before

15 any other actual distributions during the taxable year.

16 "(e) SUBSEQUENT EFFECT OF PREVIOUS Disposi-

17 TION OF DISC STOCK.-

18 "(1) SHAREHOLDER PREVIOUSLY TAXED INCOME

19 ADJUSTENT.-If-

20 "(A) gain with respect to a share of stock of

21 a DISC or former DISC is treated under section

22 995 (o) as gain from the sale or exchange of-prop-

2_3 erty which is not a capital asset, and

24 "(B) any person subsequently receives an ae-

25 tual distribution made out of accumulated DISC
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1 income, or a deemed distribution made pursuant

2 to section 995 (b) (2), with respect to such share,

3 such person shall treat such distribution in the same

4 manner as a distribution from previously taxed income

5 to the extent that (i) the gain referred to in subpara-

6 paragraph (A), exceeds (ii) any other amounts with

7 respect to such share which were treated under this

8 paragraph as made from previously taxed income. In

9 applying this paragraph with respect to a share of stock

10 in a DISC or former DISC, gain on the acquisition of

11 such share by the DISC or former DISC or gain on a

12 transaction prior to such acquisition shall not be con-

13 sidered gain referred to in subparagraph (A).

14 "(2) CORPORATE ADJUSTMENT UPON REDEMP-

15 TIO.-If section 995 (c) applies to a redemption of

16 stock in a DISC or former DISC, the accumulated DISC

17 income shall be reduced by an amount equal to the gain

18 described in section 995 (c) with respect to such stock

19 which is (or has been) treated as gain from the sale

20 or exchange of property which is not a capital asset,

21 except to the extent distributions with respect to such

22 stock have been treated under paragraph (1).

23 " (f) ADJUSTMENT TO BASIS.-

24 "(1) ADDITIONS TO 'BASIS.-Amounts representing

25 deemed distributions as provided in section 995 (b) shall

31-389 0 T0 - pt. 2 - 34
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1 increase the basis of the stock with respect to which

2 the distribution is made.

3 "(2) RBDuonloS OF R s4s.-The portion of an

4 actual distribution made out of previously taxed

5 income shall reduce the basis of the stock with respect

6 to which it is made, and to the extent that it exceeds

7 the adjusted basis of such stock, shall be treated as gain

8 from the sale or exchange of property. In the case of

9 stock includible in the gross estate of a decedent for

10 which an election is made under section 2032 (relating

11 to alternate valuation), this paragraph shall not apply

12 to any distribution made after the date of the decedent's

13 death and-before the alternate valuation date provided

14 by section 2032.

15 "(g) DzFmnToNs OF DrygooNs OF EARNNOS AND

16 POFITa.-For purposes of this part:

17 "(1) DISC uwcoxR.-The earnings and profits de-

18 rived by a corporation during a taxable year in which

19 such corporation is a DISC, before reduction for any

20 distributions during the year, but reduced by amounts

21 deemed distributed under section 995(b) (1) shall con-

22 stitute the DISC income for such year. The earnings and

23 profits of a DISC for a taxable year include any amounts

24 includible in such DISC's gross income pursuant to sec-

25 tion 951 (a) for such year. Proper reduction of DISC
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1 income shall be made for earnings and profits attributable

2 to amounts taxed by reason of section 991 (b).

3 "(2) Pwmousxy TAXD iNo .- EArning and

4 profits deemed distributed under section 995 (b) for a

5 taxable year shall constitute previously taxed income for

6 such year.

7 "(3) OTHM EBARINO8 AND PBOFIT.-The earn-

8 ings and profits for a taxable year which are described

9 in neither paragraph (1) nor (2) shall constitute the

10 other earnings and profits for such year.

11 " (h) rEmorIVELY CONNECTED INOOME.-AII distri-

12 butions and gains referred to in section 995 shall be treated

13 as distributions and gains, in the case of a shareholder who

14 is a nonresident alien or a foreign corporation, which are

15 effectively connected with the conduct of a trade or business

16 conducted through a permanent establishment of such share-

17 holder within the United rates .

18 "SEC. 9W. SPECIAL SUBCHAPTER C RULE&

19 'T r purposes of applying the provisions of subchapter

20 C of chapter 1, any distribution in property to a corporation

21 by a DISC or former DISC which is made out of previously

22 taxed income or accumulated DISC income shall-

23 "(1) be treated as a distribution in the same amount

2 as if such dktribution of property were made to an i8

25 dividual, and
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1 "(2) have a basis, in the hands of the recipient cor-

2 poration, equal to the amount determined under para-

3 graph (1)."

4 SEC. 403. DEDUCTIONS, CREDITS, ETC.

5 (a) DIVmNDS REOBIVED DBDuoIOn.--Section 246

6 (relating to rules applying to deductions for dividends re-

7 ceived) is amended by redesignating subsection (d) as sub-

8 section (e) and by inserting after subsection (c) the

9 following:

10 "(d) DrvDENms FROM A DISC oR FORMER DISC.-

11 No deduction shall be allowed under section 243 in respect

12 of a dividend from a corporation which is a DISC or former

13 DISC (as defined in section 992 (a)) to the extent such

14 dividend is made out of the corporation's accumulated DISC

15 income or previously taxed income, or is a deemed distribu-

16 tion pursuant to section 995 (b) (1)."

17 (b) FOREIGN TAx CBET.--Section 901 (d) (relating

18 to corporations treated as foreign corporations) is amended

19 by adding at the end thereof the following:

20 "For purposes of tlis subpart, dividends from a DISC or

21 former DISC (as defined in section 992 (a)) shall be treated

22 as dividends from a foreign corporation to the extent such

23 dividends are treated under part I as income from sources

24 without the United States."

25 (o) WBi'nW Bu&ni Tawrr Co~mm'om~ s-
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1 Section 922 (relating to special deduction for Western

2 Hemisphere Trade Corporations) is amended by adding at

3 the end thereof the following:

4 "No deduction shall be allowed under this section to a cor-

5 poration for a taxable year for which it is a DISC or in

6 which it owns at any time stock in a DISC or former

7 DISC (as defined in section 992 (a))."

8 (d) IicomE FuoM Souwcs WITmr PossEsmows

9 OF THM UNITED STATM.-Section 931 (a) (relating to

10 the general nile applicable to income from sources within

11 possessions of the United States) is amended by adding at

12 the end thereof the following:

13 "This section shall not apply in the case of a corporation

14 for a taxable year for which it is a DISC or in which it

15 owns at any time stock in a DISC or former DISC (as

16 defined in section 992 (a) )."

17 (e) INOLUDIBLB CORPORATION.--Section 1504 (b)

18 (relating to definition of "includible corporations") is

19 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

20 paragraph:

21 "(7) A DISC or former DISC (as defined in

22 section 992 (a) )."

23 (f) BAm oF DISC STOOK Acqunmm FRoM Drao-

24 DBN.-Section 1014 (relating to basis of property acquired
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i from a decedent) is amended by adding at the end thereof

2 the following new subsection:

3 "(d) SPEoxu RULE W=TH REsPEOT To DISC

4 Sfocx.-If stock owned by a decedent in a DISC or former

5 DISC (as defined in section 992 (a)) acquires a new

6 basis under subsection (a), such basis (determined before

7 the application of this subsection) shall be reduced by the

8 amount (if any) which would have been treated under

9 section 995(c) as gain from the sale of property which is

10 not a capital asset if the decedent had lived and sold the

11 stock at its fair market value on the estate tax valuation

12 date. In computing the gain the decedent would have had

13 if he had lived and sold the stock, his basis shall be deter-

14 mined without regard to the last sentence of section 996

15 (f) (2) (relating to reductions of basis of DISC stock).

16 For purposes of this subsection, the estate tax valuation

17 date is the date of the decedent's death or, in the cue of

18 an election under section 2032, the applicable valuation date

19 prescribed by that section."

30 BBC 4O SOURCE OF INCOME.

21 Section 861 (a) (2) (relating to dividends) is

22 amended-

23 -(1) by deleting the period at the end of subpara-

24 graph (0) and inserting in lieu thereof , or"; and

25 (2) by inserting the following new subparagraph
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1 (D) immediately after subparagraph (C) as amended:

2 "(D) from a DISC or former DISC (as de-

3 fined in section 992 (a)) except to the-extent attrib-

4 utable (as determined under regulations prescribed

5 by the Secretary or his delegate) to qualified export

6 receipts described in section 993 (a) (1) (other

7 than interest from sources within the United

8 States)."

9 SEC. 405.- PROCEDURE AND ADMINISTRATION.

10 (a) Rnuums.-Section 6011 (relating to general re-

11 quirement of return, statement, or list) is amended by re-

12 designating subsection (e) of subsection (f) and by adding

13 a new subsection (e) which reads as follows:

14 "(e) R ETUss, ETC., oF DISCS A") Foxmm

15 DISCS.-

16 "(1) REOvm AND INFOBMATio.-A DISC or

17 former DISC shall for the taxable year-

18 "(A) furnish such information to persons who

19 were shareholders at any time during such taxable

20 year, and to the Secretary or his delegate, and

21 "(B) keep such records,

22 as may be required by regulations prescribed by the

23 Seoretary or his delegate.

24 "(2) Rrums.-A DISC sh file for the taxable
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i year such return as may be prescribed by the Secretary

2 or his delegate by forms or regulations."

3 (b) RETURN8 OF CORPORATIONS.--Section 6072 (b)

4 (relating to returns of corporations) is amended by adding

5 at the end thereof the following: "Returns required for a

6 taxable year by section 6011 (e) (2) (relating to returns of

7 a DISC) shall be filed on or before the fifteenth day of the

8 ninth month following the close of the taxable year."

9 (c) CERTAIN INCOME TAX RrnPURN8 OF DISC.-Sec-

10 tion 6501 (g) (relating to certain income tax returns of cor-

11 porations) is amended by adding at the end thereof the

12 following new paragraph:

13 "(3) DISC.-If a corporation determines in good,

14 faith that it is a DISC (as defined in section 992 (a))

15 and files a return as such under section 6011 (e) (2),

16 and if such corporation is thereafter held to be a corpora-

17 tion which is not a DISC for the taxable year for

18 which the return is filed, such return shall be deemed

19 the return of a corporation which is not a DISC for

20 purposes of this section."

21 (d) FAILURE 0? DISC To FILE RETURNs.--Subchap-

22 ter (B) of chapter 68 (relating to assessable penalties) is

23 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

2-4 section:
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1 "SEC. 6686. FAILURE OF DISC TO FILE RETURNS.

2 ':Iu addition to the penalty imposed by section 7203

3 (relating to willful failure to file return, supply information,

4 or pay tax) any person required to supply information or

5 to file a return under section 6011 (e) who fails to supply

6 such information or file such return at the time prescribed by

7 the Secretary or his delegate, or who files a return which

8 does not show the information required, shall pay a penalty

9 of $100 for each failure to supply information (but the

10 total amount imposed on the delinquent person for all such

11 failures during any calendar year shall not exceed $25,000)

12 or a penalty of $1,000 for each failure to file a return, unless

13 it is shown that such failure is due to reasonable cause."

14 SEC. 406. EFFECTIVE DATE OF TITLE.

15 The amendments made by this title shall apply with

16 respect to taxable years ending after December 31, 1970,

17 except that a corporation may not be a DISC (as defined

18 in section 992 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954,

19 added by section 402 of this title) for any taxable year

20 beginning before January 1, 1971.

21 SEC. 407. EXPORT TRADE CORPORATIONS.

22 (a) USE OF TERMS.-Except as otherwise expressly

23 provided, whenever in this section a reference is made to

24 a section, chapter, or other provision, the reference shall
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1 be considered to be made to a section, chapter, or other

2 provision of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, and terms

3 used in this section shall have the same meaning as when

4 used in such Code.

5 (b) TRANSFER TO A DISC OF AssmrS OF EXPORT

6 TRADE CORPORATION.-

7 (1) IN OGNERAL.-If a corporation (hereinafter

8 in this section called "parent") owns all of the out-

9 standing stock of an export trade corporation (as de-

10 fined in section 971), and the export trade corporation,

11 on the last day of a taxable year beginning before

12 January 1, 1975, transfers property, without receiving

13 consideration, to a DISC (as defined in section 992 (a))

14 all of whose outstanding stock is owned by the parent,

15 and if the amount transferred by the export trade cor-
116 portion is not less than the amount of its untaxed sub-

17 part F income (as defined in paragraph (2) of this

18 subsection) at the close of such day and at such time

19 it does not have any earnings and profits described in

20 section 959 (o) (1) or (2), then-

21 (A) notwithstanding section 367 or any other

22 provision of chapter 1, no gain or loss to the export

23 trade corporation, the parent, or the DISC shall be

24 recognized by reason of such transfer;

2(B) -th earnings and profits of the DISC shall
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1 be increased by the amount transferred to it by

2 the export trade corporation and such amount shall

3 be included in accumulated DISC income, and for

4 purposes of section 861 (a) (2) (D) shall be con-

5 sidered to be qualified export receipts;

6 (0) the adjusted basis of the assets transferred

7 to the DISC shall be the same in the hands of the

8 DISC as in the hands of the export trade corpora-

9 tion;

10 (D) the earnings and profits of the export trade

11 corporation shall be reduced by'the amount trans-

12' ferred to the DISC, to the extent thereof, with the

13 reduction being applied first to the untaxed sub-

14 part F income and then to the other earnings and

15 profits in the order in which they were most re-

16 cently accumulated;

17 (E) the basis of the parent's stock in the export

18 trade oorpormtion shall be decreased by the amount

19 obtained by multiplying its basis in such Stock by a

20 fraction the numerator of which is the amount trans-

21 ferred to the DISC and the denominator of which is

22 the aggregate adjusted basis of all the assets of the

23 export trade corporation immediately before such

24 transfer;

25 (F) the bas of the parent's stock in the DISC
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1 shall be increased by the amount of the reduction

2 under subparagraph (E) of its basis in the stock of

3 the export trade corporation;

4 (0) the property transferred to the DISC shall

5 not be considered to reduce the investments of the

6 export trade corporation in export trade assets for

7 purposes of applying section 970(b); and

8 (H) any foreign income taxes which would

9 have been deemed under section 902 to have been

10 paid by the parent if the transfer had been made to

11 the parent shall be treated as foreign income taxes

12 paid by the DISC.

13 For purposes of this section, the amount transferred by the

14 export trade corporation to the DISC shall be the aggregate

15 of the adjusted basis of the properties transferred, with

16 proper adjustment for any indebtedness secured by such

17 property or assumed by the DISC in connection with the

18 transfer.

19 (2) DEFINITION OF UNTAXED SUBPART F IN-

20 comz.-For purposes of this section, the term "untaxed

21 subpart F income" means with respect to an export

22 trade corporation the amount by which-

23 (A) the sum of the amounts by which the sub-

24 part F income of such corporation was reduced for

25 the taxable year and all prior taxable years under

26 section 970 (a) and the amounts not included in
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1 subpart F income (determined without regard to

2 subpart G of subchapter N of chapter 1) for all prior

3 taxable years by reason of the application of section

4 972, exceeds

5 (B) the sum of the amounts which were in-

6 eluded in the gross income of the shareholders of

7 such corporation under section 951 (a) (1) (A)

8 (ii) under the provisions of section 970 (b) for all

9 prior taxable years,

10 determined without regard to the transfer of property

11 described in paragraph (1) of thih subsection.

12 (3) SPECIAL CASE.-If the provisions of para-

13 graph (1) of this subsection are not applicable solely

14 because the export trade corporation or the DISC, or

15 both, are not owned in the manner prescribed in such

16 paragraph, the provisions shall nevertheless be appi-

17 cable in such cases to the extent, and in accordance with

18 such rules, as may be provided under regulations pre-

19 scribed by the Secretary or his delegate.

20 (c) REPEAL OF SUBPART G.-

21 (1) IN (GNER .- Subpart G of subchapter N of

22 chapter 1 is repealed for taxable years beginning after

23 December 31, 1974.

S24 (2) INCLUSION OF CERTAIN PREVIOUSLY EX-

25 CLUDED AMOuNrS.-In the case of any controlled for-
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1 eign corporation which was an export trade corpora-

2 tion for any taxable year prior to its first taxable year

8 beginning after December 81, 1974, there shl be in-

4 eluded in the subpart F income of such corporation

5 (as defined in section 952 (a)) for each of the ten

6 taxable years beginning with such first taxable year an

7 amount equal to one-tenth of-

8 (A) the amount of such corporation's untaxed

9 subpart F income (as defined in subsection (b) (2)

10 of this section) determined as of the close of the tax-

11 able year of such corporation immediately preceding

12 such first taxable year, reduced by

13 (B) the amount, if any, of such untaxed sub-

14 part F income which was transferred to a DISC

15 pursuant to subsection (b) of this section, and

16 the shareholders of such corporation shall include such

17 amounts in gross income pursuant to section 951 not-

18 withstanding section 963.

19 SEC. 408 SUBMISSION OF ANNUAL REPORTS TO CONGRESS.

20 The President of the United States shall submit, com-

21 mencing for the calendar year 1971, an annual report to

22 the Congress within 15+ months following the close of each

23 calendar year setting forth an analysis of the operation and

24 effect of the proviaions of this title.

0


